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PREFACE.

The science of language contains two parts which are distinct from

each other, the science of etymology and the science of grammar.

The science of etymology investigates the general principles of the

production and successive changes of the elements of which language

consists, the laws of their expressiveness wherehy they were connected

in their original form with the elements of thought, and the laws of

their subsequent alterations in utterance and in meaning. The

science of grammar investigates the general principles of the structure

of language, the causes which have determined the various modes of

breaking expression into parts, and of putting the parts together in

discourse, that prevail amongst the various races of mankind.

As a contribution to the former branch of the science of language,

the author of this work hopes to publish, when he has revised it, a

classification which he has made of Indo-European roots according to

the general principles of expressiveness whereby they seem to have

conveyed their fundamental meanings. And in the present publica-

tion he considers the influences which determine varieties of utterance

among the various races. But with the exception of the latter, he is

concerned here only with the second part of the science of language
;

and he would first briefly explain his method.

In studying the structure of language in the spirit of inductive

science, with a view to ascertain the causes which determine it, the

mind must move with continual alternation from fact to theory, and

from theory to fact. " Neque enim in ;plano via sita est, seel ascend-

endo et descendemlo.'" ^ And as language springs from thought,

embodying it in expression, we have in our own consciousness the

cause and the production ; and consequently the materials of theory

are always within our reach in the laws of thought and expression.

In the facts of language, so far as they are known to the scientific

^ Bacon, Noviun Organum, lib. i. 103.
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inquirer, viewed in connection Avitli the conditions amid which they

are found, he will strive to penetrate as best he can to their causation.

And the theory thus provisionally formed, he will proceed to correct

by other facts, in the hope that by continuing the process through

all the main varieties of language, the facts may all at length be seen

in such scientific order as will reveal the truth as to their causation,

and furnish a proof of the theory in the light of which they are

viewed.

Now, such proof of the theory need not involve any reference to

the process which has led to it. For no purpose could be served by

recounting the plausible hypotheses which had to be abandoned, and

the imperfect guesses which were gradually transformed by successive

corrections, as facts were more widely studied and more carefully

compared.

If the causes to which a theory attributes facts are not inextricably

complicated with each other in their effects, and are capable of exact

measurement in themselves and in their effects, the theory may

possibly be proved by three steps : first, a deductive study of the

causes, wherein the exact effects are proved which would follow

from their action according to the exact degree in which they are

supposed to operate ; secondly, a proof that those causes, operating

in a certain exact degree, are present among the conditions of the

facts ; thirdly, a proof that the facts which the theory professes to

account for are the exact effects which should follow from this proved

operation of the cause.

If, however, the causes and effects be not capable of exact measure-

ment, each of these steps becomes insecure and needs circumspection.

And so in the proof of a theory of the structure of language, the

deductive study of the causes becomes an estimate of tendencies,

which, however carefully it be made, is so vague that there is no cer-

tainty how far the supposed causes are adequate to produce the effects

which may seem to be connected with them; and it is necessary,

therefore, to make as wide a study as possible of all the causes which

can be supposed to be concerned in the production of the facts, that

what each contributes may be taken into account. The second step

requires similar fulness in ascertaining for all the conditions which
may affect the result, their presence, and an estimate of their degree.

And the third step, instead of being an ascertained correspondence

between the facts and the precise effects deduced from certain precise

causes, becomes a proof that the facts vary with the variations of the

causes in exact correspondence with the theory. For though the

causes and Qffects be not capable of exact measurement, they can be
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known as more or less ; and if the several elements of the complex

facts to be accounted for vary through all their combinations in

correspondence with the variations of the causes to which they have

been assigned, there will be an inductive proof of their connection as

cause and effect, according to the inductive method of concomitant

variations.^ The more various and manifold the causes and eflfects

are, the stronger will be the proof of their connection as such which

will arise from their corresponding variations as actual co-existing

facts. For the more each influence varies in its own degree and in its

combination with other influences, the more clearly is its action

indicated by the co-existence with it, through all these varieties, of

the proper efi'ect in the due degree.

The following effort to establish a theory of the structure of lan-

guage consists of three steps such as have been described. The first

states the theory as a deduction from the laws of our nature, and is in

itself quite hypothetical. It forms the subject of the first Book, which

may be entitled a deductive study of the action of the causes which tend

to aflfect the structure of language. The second and third steps may
most conveniently be taken for each supposed cause separately, each

cause and its efi'ect being traced in corresponding variations through

the facts of life on the one hand, and those of language on the other.

Thus taken, they form the subject of a second Book, which may be

entitled an inductive proof of the causes which have determined

the structure of language.

Some of these causes afi'ect language more profoundly than others,

because lying deeper in the nature of man. One cause in particular,

the quickness or slowness of his mental action, is so deeply seated that

each of its varieties prevails over a large portion of the globe unaffected

by local differences in mode of life and in physical circumstance. And
its efi'ect on language is similarly profound. It produces the leading

characteristics by which the languages of mankind are distinguished

from each other, and throws them into groups which belong to great

divisions of the globe. The study of tliis cause comes naturally first

in order, and to the evidence for it as a fact a space proportional to

its importance is devoted. Its efi'ect on language is so profound and

subtle, and has consequently to be traced so deep into each language,

that it is most convenient to give once for all in connection Avith this

first investigation a full account of each language, so far as the

materials admit and the importance of the language as a variety of

human speech demands. In such connected view of the entire

^ Mill's Logic, Book III., chap. viii. sect. 6.
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grammatical system of the language, the true nature of each variety

of structure which belongs to it may best be seen. And while these

varieties when afterwards stud.ied in connection with each cause can

be referred to as already given, those which are connected with the

first cause can be singled out from the rest by marking with an

asterisk in the table of contents the paragraphs in the grammatical

sketches which refer to the action of that cause. The other causes

whose action may thus be briefly stated by mere references to what

has gone before, can themselves also be briefly evidenced as present

by leading facts in the history and life of man.

To the two Books are prefixed the definitions and explanations

which were formed in the course of the investigation to give exactness

to the apprehension of facts in order the better to see how they were

to be accounted for.

Besides the interest which belongs to language itself as tlie most

astonishing fruit of the mental activity of man, the scientific study of

its production possesses another interest as naturally forming the first

division of the scientific study of the phenomena of human society.

For language is the earliest product of the social life of mankind, and
is a condition of all the rest. And the science of language, as natu-

rally first in order, may be expected to throw light on the method, and
to furnish data for the principles, of the other sciences which investigate

the laws of man's social development. It penetrates to the roots of

history in the mental character of the various races, and ascertains

definite characteristics of mental action with which, as they vary
from race to race, all the. other phenomena of national life must
harmonise.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES

STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE.

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF THE
ELEMENTS OF SPEECH.

SUBSTANTIVE OR NOUK
1. We are not only capable of experiencing sensations awakened

Avitliin us by impressions from without, but we can also through such
impressions perceive external objects. And in the act of perceiving

an external object, the mind adds to the impressions which it has
received the thought of an external object, at the same time giving

unity to the impressions made on it by the object, and thinking them
not as in itself, but as in their source in the object perceived. Thus,
when we observe a particular round body, of two or three inches in

diameter, of a reddish yellow colour, and with a peculiar unevenness
of surface, and awakening certain associations of taste and smell,

instead of being merely conscious of certain impressions, we perceive

an orange ; and in doing so we become aware of an external object,

and at the same time we combine into one idea of that object the

shape and size, and colour, and roughness, and taste, and smell, think-

ing these not as elements of thought in our mind, but as belonging to

the orange. Or, instead of combining these in the one idea of an
external object, we can observe them as separate external objects,

fixing our attention only on the colour, or shape, or other element
belonging to the orange, or we may observe only a part of it, or

mentally take it to pieces, and think the orange not as one object, but
as a combination of several, "We have the power, moreover, to think
afterwards of what we have perceived ; to think separately what we
have perceived in combination, and to make new combinations out of

the elements Avith which perception has furnished us. But in all

such conceptions of our minds, we think as we perceive. Our thoughts
in the absence of the sensible objects correspond to our thoughts in

their presence. They have the same unity of idea, and the same

A



5 DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF

reference to an object ; so that even when we think of mental

creations which have no real counterpart in existence, they are con-

ceived not as thoughts, but as objects of thought.

The inner acts also, and states, of mind and consciousness we can

contemplate, recalling them to our thoughts, and by a kind of double

mental action making them the objects of thought ; and fixing our

attention on any part of them, we can think it as an object of thought

and give unity to our idea of it.

Nor is it only Avhat may be thought as if simultaneously perceived,

thxt we can thus combine into one idea of one object. To successions

also we can give a similar unity. Thus Ave can recollect how we

started on a journey, and Ave can let our memory dwell successively

on various stages of it ; and Ave can also sum up the whole in one

idea, and think of it as our journey from one place to another. In

one such idea may be summed up a great number of successive objects

of thought, and each of these may itself be a combination of a great

number of simultaneous objects. The idea of our journey may involve

not only the thought of our progress from place to place, but also that

of the carriage, the company, the horses, the driver, the scenery, the

Aveather ; these, or other parts of our experience, entering more or less

distinctly into the idea. And under that idea, Avhen it is formed,

they are all thought together as one object.

2. An idea of an object is a thought of the object, Avith revival of

impressions associated Avith it. But it is to be observed that in think-

ing an idea of an object, it is not necessary that all the elements

Avhich Ave have noticed in the object should be present to our thought.

Only so much is necessary as Aviil bring Avith it the thought of the

object. For in perceiving or thinking of an object, there is, besides

what we perceive in it or think in it, the object itself, in AAdiich such

attributes are united. And it is the object itself that Ave think of in

the idea. Moreover, the idea may be thought as the idea of an

object Avhich may contain other elements, Avhich have not been

noticed. So it is in our perception of external things. We become

aware of the object, not as the mere sum of Avhat we have observed in

it, but as a thing in AAdiich, indeed, Ave have noticed certain elements,

but Avhich doubtless has other qualities and properties. And Avhen

Ave observe a neAv quality or property in it, it is still thought as the

same thing, though the idea of it may have changed. The creations

of our own minds may be thought in the same way, and may be con-

ceived as the same objects, though the idea of them be altered ; our

idea of an object being often only a particular aspect of it, under

which it is thought, and Avhich represents the Avhole of it.

3. An object may aAvaken associations of sense and thought, which
are common to it Avith other objects; and then the idea of it formed
of such associations Avill be a common or general idea. Or it may
aAvaken associations proper to itself, and then the idea will be a

proper idea.

A number of objects may be thought together, each one under the

same idea as every other, and all together under the idea of a plurality

of objects thought thus identically.
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4. It is such ideas that common Substantives, and proper Substan-

tives, and plural Substantives respectively express.

For a word which expresses an idea of one or more single entire

objects of tliought, under which idea the mind thinks the whole of

each object, and if there be more than one, thinks each identically as

every other, is called a Substantive or ]^oun ; as orange, journey, green-

ness, virtue, John, men, horses. Such an idea may be called a sub-

stantive idea, and the object of thought a substantive object ; and
every substantive idea of a single object involves the attribute or

attributes which are thought as in the object, and the object itself or

substance in which the attributes dwell By the substance of a noun
is meant, not the abstract logical substance which is distinguished

from all the accidents of a thing, as that in which they all inhere, but
it means that to which the attributes thought in the idea of the noun
belong, Avhich is distinguished only from these attributes as the object

itself which possesses them. The attributive part of a substantive

idea is the general part ; the substance the particular part.

5. The same substantive object thought under different ideas in

succession is expressed by nouns in apposition ; as king, father.

ADJECTIA^E.

6. An object, after having been thought under the idea of a noun,

may then be compared with and distinguished from that idea. Thus,

when Ave speak of a small horse, a big Jig, the idea of the object, as a

horse or a fly, is accompanied by the thought which results from com-

paring it with the ordinary idea of horses or flies. Moreover, this

comparative element, small, big, does not attract thought to itself so

as to be detached from the noun as a distinct object of thought,

but is thought along with the noun as part of the one idea.

An object may also be compared with any other object, and the

comparative element may be thought in the same Avay as part of the

idea of the object which is compared. Thus, we may speak of the

bright sun, meaning thereby that the sun is bright compared Avith

other objects.

The comparative element thus thought is expressed by an Ad-
jective. For a word that expresses a comparative element, Avhich

is conceived not by itself, but along with a substantive idea of an

object, as part with it of one idea of the same object, is called an

Adjective.

PROXOUX.

7. In thinking a substantive object, the attention of the mind
moves to the impressions which it has of the object, and then forms

tlie idea of it. But of this twofold process, the second part may be

almost or altogether omitted ; for the idea of the object is not ex-

pressly formed by the mind when that idea has been recently thought,

and need not be renewed. The object is then thought not explicitly,

but merely as what we are thinking about, or what our attention is

directed to, and this abstract element takes the place of the idea of the
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object. Thus, by such words as he or it, himself or itself, we mean
the person or thing, or the very person or thing, that we are thinking

about, which has been already mentioned, and which therefore need

not be more expressly denoted than as the person or thing that is the

object of our attention.

Also, a substantive object may be more particularly denoted by a

similar element used as an adjective. Thus, when we say that man,

or the man, we express the idea of the man distinguished as the

particular man that we mean, the man who is the object of our

thought. That object is then distinguished, not by what it is in

itself, but by the direction of our thought to it : and in such direc-

tion it may be distinguished as nearer or more remote, as when we
use the words this and that.

When we define a substantive object by some fact in which it is

concerned, as when we say, tlie man u'hom I saiu yesterday, the object

is thought in that subsidiary fact, with an attributive direction of

thought towards it. Thus, in the word ivhom in the above expression

the man is denoted by an abstract reference to him, and in that refer-

ence an additional element is attributed to him—namely, the part

which he had in the fact, that I saw him yesterday.

The act of directing our thought to a substantive object also comes
into prominence when the object is not determined, and we either

think it as undetermined or seek to determine it. Thus, Avhen we speak

of any man, or a man, our thought moves indeterminately amongst our

ideas of men ; when Ave speak of a certain man, our thought moves
indeterminately amongst our ideas of men, each idea being thought
with particularity ; when we say, ivhat man, our thought moves
amongst our ideas of men with an effort of inquiry ; and in each case

the idea of man is supplemented as with an adjective by the thought
of him as the object of a corresponding indeterminate direction of

thought.

Moreover, we may think self, not by any thing which is proper to

the idea of ourselves, but abstractly as the subject who thinks or

speaks, as when we use the word // and we may think the person to

whom we speak with equal abstractness as the object of our address,

as when we use the word thoii.

NoAv, the words which express all these elements of thought are

Pronouns, being distinguished, according to the order in which they
have been here described, as Demonstrative, Eelative, Indefinite,

Interrogative, and Personal Pronouns. For a word which denotes or

cliaracterises adjectively the substantive object of thought or speech, as

olyect of the attention directed to it, without expressing the idea of it,

or which denotes the subject of consciousness abstractly as such, is

called a Pronoun.
Pronominal elements may be used to express an act of attention

directed to an object in connection with the thought of another object

in order to connect in thought the former with the latter. They may
also be used to express an act of attention directed to an object in con-

nection witli the thought of that object, the mind taking it abstractly

as a mere object of attention in order to connect it in thought with
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another object. The former use may be illustrated by the person-

endings of verbs ; the latter by the liturgical expression Jesus Christ-

his sake. The latter use is a remarkable feature in many languages,

and may be called Arthritic, as it furnishes a word "with a kind of joint

by which it is articulated in the sentence.

PKEPOSITIOX.

8. An object, instead of being thought under a single idea, may be
thought under a combination of ideas, as involving more than one
substantive object. In that case the mind thinks the whole, with
attention passing through the parts, and joining them together. And
if the mode of their connection be distinctively thought, the mind in

the transitions from part to part thinks the relations Avhich constitute

the parts into the whole. Thus, if we observe a man on a chair, dis-

tinguishing the man and the chair, and note the mode of their connec-

tion, with thouglit passing from the man to the chair, we get the

thought of 071 in the transition. If we observe the object with thought
passing from the chair to the man, we get the thought of under. And
in thinking the relation, we have before the mind the object denoted

by the first member and we think partially the second ; so that, while

the relation is in apposition to the first member, thought tends to pass

from the relation to the second object, as from a part to the whole

;

and if the relation be thought as a noun, it is so expressed, as when
we say an island tcest of England.

Relative elements may be thought as Adjectives, as when, instead

of saying the region below us, we say the region below, or the lower region.

Or they may be thought as substantives, as when we say tlie lowuess of

the region. But when thought properly as relations, they are transi-

tional thoughts between related objects. Relations therefore are not

entire objects of thought. To think them it is necessary to have the

related objects before the mind, and to pass in thought from one of

these to the other. As thought passes to the second object tlirough

the relation, it unites the two in one conjoint idea, and thus a number
of related objects may be thought together in one conjoint idea. Thus,

we may speak of a man on a hair-bottomed chair, with a wooden stool

under his feet, and a black-thorn stick in his hand ; and as we think

each relation, the mind combines the related objects till the whole

unites into one idea.

' 9. Prepositions are elements of speech used before Substantives and
Pronouns to denote, in reference to these, relations of space or posi-

tion, and other relations which suggest tliese so strongly as to be

expressed by the same M'ord. "When such elements follow their object

they are called Postpositions.

10. A series of combinations of correlated objects may be thought

under one conjoint idea in a succession in time. Thus, the idea of a

man driving his horse under his cart three miles in half-an-hour, com-

prises not only the combination of a man, horse, and cart, with the

relations which connect them, but the series of such combinations

which existed at each moment during the half-hour.
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VERB.

11. But all those ideas and combinations of ideas which occupy

our thoughts are generally connected with the thought of a further

element Avhich is essential to the interest which they have for the

mind, namelj^, the real existence of that whereof they are the idea.

And when conceived Avith the thought of this element, they vary

according as we think of a present reality, or of what we recollect,

or of Avhat we expect with more or less confidence, or of what we
imagine. Now, the thought of this element is modelled after the

thought of our own conscious life—present, past, future, contingent,

or imaginary ; for our own conscious life is the original of our idea

of existence. The thought of real existence involves essentially in

each of its modes or positions in time a Succession of being or doing
;

for without such succession there is no life. And, moreover, it is

necessary for the full sense of real existence in the various apprehensions

of it that as we think our own conscious life with consciousness of

ourselves, so we should think the realisations of fact as successions of

being or doing in the subjects of them. It is in the consciousness

of our own successive doings and beings that we think the existence

of a permanent self. And it is under the same form in a succession

of being or doing of its own that we conceive the reality of any sub-

stantive object. This is an element additional to the idea of the

object, and may be thought of in the various aspects which have been

mentioned. Thus we may think and speak of a tree, but the reality

of Avhat is thought under that idea is an element additional to the

idea, and that element is conceived as a succession of being which is

thought in the tree as its subject, there is a tree, there loas a tree, there

may he a tree.

In the successions of our own consciousness, too, we become aware
of the reality Avhich belongs to our own qualities, conditions, actions,

apprehending them as actually present or remembered, or expected or

imagined. We notice, or we recall to mind, or we imagine the con-

sciousness of having the quality or being in the condition, or doing
the action, and in our consciousness of the particular being or doing
thus thought we have a corresponding apprehension of the reality of

the attrilmte or action.

Under the same form we think, in their realisation, the attributes

or actions of others as particular successions or as defining the suc-

cessions of their being or exerted energy. Thus we may think or

speak of tite small man, the hirning mountain ; but when we would
attach reality to these attributes we say, according to our apprehension
of that reality, the man is small, the mo^mtain was burning, the mountain
teas a volcano, the mountain may have been a volcano ; under each of

which expressions we think as in the subject a succession of being
variously apprehended, viz., is, teas, may have been, which is defined
by the attribute belonging to the subject, whether thought as an adjec-
tive or as a noun. Thus, too, we may think or speak of a man's
journey, or a man journeying, but when we would attach reality to
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tlie action, we say tlie man journeys ov journeyed, in which we think

the journey as a particular succession of doing in the man apprehended
as present or as past, or the man is journeyinri, in which we think it

as an attribute defining a present succession of being in the man.

A number of objects correlated together may take the element of

reality as a single object. Thus we may say, there %cas a man sittinrj

on a chair with a stick in his hand, attributing the being to the whole
combination. Or one of the objects, or a correlation of more than

one, may attract notice, and the whole combination be thought as this

connected with the remainder. The reality of the whole is then

tliought as a succession of being or doing in the one, or the correlation

of more than one defined by connection with the remainder. Thus
Ave may say, a man sat on a chair -with a stick in his hand, or a man
sitting on a chair had a stick in his hand. Here the whole combina-

tion is thought as a sitting of the man, or as a having of the man
sitting on a chair ; and its reality is thought in the succession of that

doing or being in the man, or in the man sitting on a chair, as its

subject, and particularised by the rest of the combination. Such a

combination forms one conjoint idea though it may include many
objects. That idea is the idea of a succession of being or doing of

the subject defined by the remaining elements of the combination.

Each member of the combination has a part in the doing or being.

And to the whole belongs the time which the doing or being occupies.

In every case tlie word, which has the element of realisation in its

meaning, is a Verb. For a word which expresses an idea of realisation

as a succession of subjective being or doing in a subject is called a

Verb, whether or not it involves also a pronominal representative of

the subject, called its person.

A Verb cannot be thought except as in its subject, and therefore

it cannot without its subject express an idea of an entire object of

thought, nor can it so coalesce with its subject, as with it to express

an idea of a single object of thought, or of a double object of which
each member is thought identically. The succession that is in a verb

may be called its Process ; the act or state of which this is the pro-

cess of realisation may be called the Accomplishment.

12. As it is not necessary that all the elements which have been

noticed in a substantive object should be present to the mind in the

idea of it, so neither is it necessary that the whole of a succession

should be present to the mind in thinking a verb. Only so much is

needed as will bring with it the fact which is the object of tliought.

13. The varieties of the Verb according as the subjective realisa-

tion is apprehended in different relative positions in time, are called

Tenses.

Its varieties, according as the subjective realisation is apprehended

as a simple fact, or weakened as contingent or ideal or by being more
or less subordinated to another fact as a member of it, are called

Moods. For when a verb is thought in a relation which is present to

the mind along with its own realisation in the subject, that relation,

in proportion to the strength with which it is thought as outside the

subject, weakens the thought of the subjective realisation.
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When the succession expressed in a verb is thouglit in a substantive

object without subjective realisation, it is expressed as a Participle ; as

man icalking.

A Participle may vary according as its inherence is apprehended in

different relative positions in time, or as more or less contingent or

imaginary.

A Participle combines with a noun, but an adjective with the sub-

stance of a noun as part with the noun of one idea of the substantive

object.

When the succession expressed in a verb is thought not with realisa-

tion in a subject but separately as a single entire object of thought,

the idea of it is expressed by a verbal noun ; as the singing, the walking.

NUMBER
14. A verb denotes a succession of being or doing, thought in a sub-

ject as we think a being or doing of our own. And although it may
have many subjects, as when we say, fifty men ivalked in a procession,

yet when properly thought the doing or being of each is thought

identically in the same model of our own consciousness, and conse-

quently there is no plurality except of subjects. So also a verb may
denote an action having many objects, but being thought identically

with each it does not become plural. The thoiight of the subject or

object may mingle with that of the verb, so that the verb shall be

thought as belonging to a plural subject or as having a plural object,

but so long as it is thought with its proper subjectivity, it does not

become plural itself. The phirality belongs to the subject or to the

object.

In thinking the number of a noun with due sense of the indi-

viduals, whether dual, trial, or plural, we think a combination of

substantive objects, each of which, so far as it is thought, is thought

under the same idea. The idea having been thought once, need not

be repeated for each object. Neither is it necessary to think every

individual ; but as in thinking any substantive object, a part may
stand for the whole. Each object noticed is thought abstractly as a

unit ; and whatever facilitates such abstract individualisation pro-

motes the development of Number in nouns. The attributive part

of the idea is thought as common to the individuals, and it is to the

substance that the Number belongs. Different numbers may be dis-

tinguished, as singular, dual, trial, plural, Avhen the fulness or distinct-

ness with which the individuals are thought differs so much according

as there are two of them or a small number or a large number, that

different expression is demanded for the combination.

15. Not only words which express ideas of single substantive

objects, but words also which express these combined with elements of

Number and of relation or Case, are called Substantives or Nouns.
Adjectives and Pronouns, too, may involve these elements.
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GENDER.

16. The ideas of substantive objects get an element of continuance

from the successions of being or doing in which they are involved.

They may also get an element of force from the same source in the
associations which are formed with the force of causation or resistance

exerted in the facts of experience. Thought thus as powers, sub-

stantive objects differ according as they are conceived to be primary
or secondary powers, that is, as independent, or as dependent on others,

because subordinate, or derived, or liable to be controlled. For a sub-

stantive object may be thought as an object which is only an appendage
or attribute, so as not to be capable of an independent energy of its

own, or as subordinate to other objects with which it is habitually

connected in the mind ; or the object may be thought as destitute of

energy, either because it is found to exert no force in fact, or because

the idea of it is of such an abstract nature as not to include a sense of

energy. Thus there may arise a threefold distinction of substantive

objects as primary and secondary powers, and as not involving force.

Now the thought of objects as not involving force contrasted with
those which have it, naturally suggests the difiference between dead
objects and living. And the distinction in respect of independence
amongst those which are thought as having force, suggests the distinc-

tion between the male and the female. If, however, no objects are

thought without an element of force, or if in those which have that

element its degree of independence be not noted, the varieties of sub-

stantive objects in this respect may be reduced to two. And if

objects be not thought as sources of force or causative powers, there

may be no such varieties at all.

Such is the Gender of Nouns, and hence its limitation to Mascu-
line, Feminine, and Neuter, or its limitation to two kinds, or its

absence altogether. Gender then may be defined to be the distinction

of substantive objects of thought in regard to the sense of them as

independent or dependent sources of force, or as not sources of force,

which the ideas of them take up by association.

ADVEEB.

17. Just as a substantive object maybe compared with the idea

under which it is thought, and the element which results from the

comparison may be combined with that substantive idea in one idea

of the object compared, so what is denoted by an adjective may be

compared with other applications of the adjective, or what is denoted

by a verb may be compared with other applications of the verb ; and
the comparative element conceived, not by itseK, but along with the

idea of the adjective or of the verb, may be combined in the one idea

with the adjective or with the verb ; as verij good, he rides well. Such
a comparative element may itself be qualified in the same way by
another element of the same nature ; for example, he rides very well.
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An Adverb is a word which expresses such a comparative element

thus combined.

It is with a comparative element of this kind that negation is

thought ; the negative fact being compared with other facts which

are denoted by the same verb, in respect of that element which is

thought under the verb, and the resulting comparative element being

a negative.

18. And. just as a substantive object may be thought abstractly as

the substantive object of our present attention, and be denoted by a

Pronoun, so may a qualifying element which is denoted by an

Adjective or an Adverb be thought more or less abstractly as the

adjectival or adverbial object of our present attention, and be denoted

by a Pronominal Adjective in the one case, and a Pronominal Adverb
in the other ; for example, such, thus.

CONJUXCTIOK

19. As one substantive object may be thought in relation to

another, so may one doing or being, under the idea of a verb, be

thought as related to another, whether in respect of time, or origin, or

end, or tendency, or in some other respect. Such relations are thought

in passing from the one doing or being to the other ; and, when
expressed in single words, are Conjunctions. Some Conjunctions

express connective ideas which may also come between nouns ; as this

7nan and that man, that man or the other man.

IXTERJECTIOX.

20. An Interjection is a word which expresses emotion, either

by a mere utterance which is associated with the emotion, or by an
utterance expressive of an element of thought which is associated

with it.

COMPOUNDS AND DERIVATIVES.

21. There are combinations of thought which consist of parts,

thought as such, whereof the mind, instead of thinking each part

separately, and then combining it with other parts, continues in the

first instance to think each part, after having passed to the part which
follows.

Of this nature are compound and derived ideas, and often also

grammatical or syntactical combinations of elements of a fact.

Compound ideas consist of parts which occur also as separate

thoughts, or as the principal element of separate thoughts ; as land-lord,

goat-herd, out-n U7n her.

Derived ideas have parts added which do not occur as separate
thouglits, or as the principal element of separate thoughts ; as girl-

hood, good-ness; strengtii-en.

Both compound and derived ideas may have different degrees of

mutual penetration of the parts.
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Correlated ideas, when frequently occurring in the same correlation,

tend to get such close connection as to pass into compounds. And
both compounds and derivatives tend to get by use more complete

fusion of their parts together.

SENTENCE.

22. To express in a sentence a conception of a fact, we must express

the parts separately, and put them together so as to form the concep-

tion. The mind distinguishes in the fact certain objects and attributes

of objects, and at the same time gives to the whole a realisation, which
is conceived as a doing or being of one part, and as determined by the

remainder. That particular distinction of parts and succession of

realisation tends to come into the view of the mind which is most
favoured by the associations of life. And as the parts become more
distinct to the mind, the relations are more clearly distinguished which
connect them into the whole. The conception of a fact having been
formed, it has to be expressed in parts. And as we express each part,

we combine it in thought with the parts which have been already

expressed, and then think the whole fact side by side with this com-
bination, in order to bring out the next element.

23. Now, in whatever order the parts may be ultimately expressed,

the adjective must, in the first conception of the fact, be thought after

its noun. For it follows from what has been said as to the nature of an
adjective, that the thought of the noun is necessary to the formation of

the thought of the adjective. For the same reason the verb,which defines

the affection of the subject, must at first be thought after its subject; and
the relation must be thought after the first of the two correlatives, and
before the second. Moreover, the subject, whether simple or qualified,

or a correlation, and the verb, must at first be thought before the

remainder of the sentence ; for the remainder is thought as determin-

ing or defining that Avhich the verb expresses, and, therefore, pre-

supposes the thought of the latter. And the adverb must be thought

after the verb or adjective, or other adverb which it qualifies.

This then may be called the natural order of thought. In tliis order

the part which follows defines, or goes to complete with a supplemen-

tary thought, that wliich precedes, and after having been thought as

supplementary to it, combines with it ; so that in each case three

thoughts are formed in succession—the antecedent part as undefined,

the defining part, the antecedent part defined by combination with

the defining part. Now the idea of the antecedent part as defined by
this combination may have an interest which overpowers the idea of

it as thought previous to being defined. In that case, when it comes

to be expressed, it is expressed after having been defined, and not

before, so that the antecedent in the natural order of thought becomes

the consequent in the order of expression. In reahty, however, this

consequent is not the same as when it was antecedent, because it is

now defined.

Thus, in the natural order of thinking man good, man is first thouglit

in the general idea, then good is thought as an attribute defining man,
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and then the particular idea is formed by combination of the two. If

the expression be ma7i good, it is the lirst and second of these three

ideas that arc expressed, and the mind supplies the third without

expression. If the expression be good man, it is the second and third

of the three ideas that are expressed, the first being dropped. The
course of thought may have a connection with an element, or may
give it an interest independent of the elements which sliould come

before it, and this may lead the mind to pass to it without express-

ing those other elements until they have been defined by being thought

in combination Avith it. These then will be expressed after it, even

though such may not be the habitual order of expression.

When that which is antecedent in the natural order of thought is

habitually consequent in the order of expression, it expresses a thought

defined by combination with that which out of the natural order has

been put before it ; the thought thus defined having, by reason of its

habitual superior interest, overpowered the thought previous to being

defined, so that the latter is not expressed ; or the thought of the

natural consequent in its more general associations has overpowered,

by its superior interest, the thought of it as defining the natural

antecedent, so that the thought of this is dropped, and then taken up
after the other as defined by it.

24. The realisation and succession that are in the verb pervade the

entire sentence ; for they are in the subject as a being or doing of the

subject, and they are carried into the remainder of the sentence to be

defined by it. They thus give to the sentence a higher unity than it

would have as a mere correlation.

VOWELS AND CONSONANTS.

25. The transmission of thought by speech depends essentially on
associations between thought and sensation. The thoughts suggest to

the speaker the words, whose utterance as felt and heard by him is

associated with the thoughts ; and the sensations awakened by that

utterance in the hearer suggest the thoughts which are associated with
them. Now all human speech involves two kinds of utterance, which
differ remarkably in their capabilities of impressing sense and of being
associated with thought. The vowels are modifications of vocal sound,

and that sound affects the hearing of the speaker and of the hearer

alike. The consonants are interruptions more or less complete of vocal

sound, and are produced or accompanied by muscular closures efi"ected

in the mouth by the tongue or lips. Their effect on the hearing is

partly negative as an interruption of sound, and partly positive as an
impression on the ear. And though the ear is sensible to the fine

distinctions both in the interruptions of sound which are made by
the different consonants, and still more in their positive impressions,

yet in many of them their action on the hearing is extraordinarily

slight, considering tlie important part which they generally play in

human speech. But while the consonants, for the most part, make
comparatively slight impression on the sense of the hearer, they
are accompanied by very strong and definite impressions on the
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muscular and tactile sense of the speaker. For tliej* each require a

muscular action in the speaker's mouth which involves very definite

sensations. And it is by awakening in the liearer the recollections

of these sensations in his own utterance of the consonants,

rather than by their direct impressions, that the consonants have
expressive power. Now these sensations of consonant utterance

are principally muscular sensations and sensations of touch, and they
have therefore much more association with ideas than sensations of

hearing can have. For through the muscular sense and the sense of

touch we get much more of our ideas of objects than through the sense

of hearing. The utterance of the consonants involves sensations

suggestive of contact, separation, figure, tension, force, resistance,

friction, and motion ; and these are principal elements in our ideas of

objects. The vowels indeed also involve muscular sensations, and
from these they too derive expressive power. For their modifications

of vocal sound are produced by different positions of the organs of the

mouth. But these sensations are much fainter and less definite than
those of the consonants. The consonants, therefore, have much
greater capability than the vowels of representing ideas ; the vowels
much greater power than the consonants of impressing the sense of

the hearer. Xow in the transmission of thought by speech there are

two steps. The speaker represents his ideas in his perceptions of his

own utterance, and he calls the hearer's attention to the representa-

tions which he has made. The consonants are more adapted to the

first part of the process, and the vowels to the latter. They both
have sound and expressiveness, but the vowels have the more sound,

the consonants the more expressiveness.

For the utterance of the vowels and of the consonants, breath is

supplied by the action of the chest. And it is to be observed that

the one expiration supplies the utterance, it may be, of several words

;

so that while the action of the organs of the mouth and throat is

directed to the parts of expression, that of the chest is directed rather

to the whole. It is for the whole utterance Avhich the current sup-

plies that the chest emits it, and the volition of the Avhole utterance

is that which prompts the emission. The strength of the action of

the chest, therefore, represents the strength of the purpose to carry

tlirough the expression of thought. Force of breath, however, in the

utterance of the vowels produces loudness, and this is governed by a

regard to the hearing of the person addressed, and consequently it is on
the consonants mainly that the strong purpose of expression tells. It is

tlie pressure of breath from the chest in uttering the consonants which
represents the strength of purpose in carrying the expression through.

26. The initial breath in the utterance of the vowel is weak and
gives little sound ; for it takes some time, however short, for the

breath to acquire its full force of passage through the vocal chords

from the compression of the chest. If a vowel follows another vowel
in continuity of utterance, it has no such initial weakness, for in its

beginning the breath is already passing with full force. And if it

follow a consonant which is uttered with full force of breath, its

initial breath gets force and becomes more vocal ; for the breath
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having been compressed to utter the consonant, gets the force of

expansion when the compression is removed ; and therefore, in this

case, it is only an initial vowel to which this initial weakness or

spiritus lenis belongs. If, liowever, the consonants be uttered with

little pressure of breath from the chest, a vowel after tliem may have

a slight spiritus lenis, and in this case the initial breath which is lost

to vocal utterance may be sounded by putting before the vowel a

semivowel, y or to, which by reason of their closure it can utter, and

which help the utterance of the vowel by the force of expansion which

the breath gets from the removal of their compression. For this

reason they may be prefixed to an initial vowel to help its utterance.

ACCENT.
27. In speech it is necessary that there sliould be divisions of

utterance corresponding to the divisions of thought, so that ideas

thought separately may be expressed separately. Hence comes the

division of speech into words. For though the speaker distinguishes

without effort his own ideas in the successions of his utterance, the

hearer, in order that he may similarly distinguish them, needs to have

his attention arrested at the expression of each separate idea, that that

idea may be distinctly suggested to his mind by that expression, instead

of being confused with what follows. Now, the effort to arrest the

hearer's attention is prompted by the idea according to the degree in

which it is thought separately by the speaker, and is strongest at the

moment when the volition of utterance suggested by the idea is felt

most strongly by him. It falls, therefore, principally on that part of

the word which corresponds to the greatest intensity of volition.

This, in the case of a simple idea, may be the beginning of the word
as the idea is pressing for utterance. But when there are several

elements in a word, representing elements of thought Avhich make up
the total thought expressed by the word, there is a point within the

combination where the sense of the volitions of utterance of all the

elements reaches a maximum. At the point of greatest intensity, the

effort to arrest the hearer's attention and fix it on the expression of

the idea is greatest. And as it is an effort to impress the hearer, it

affects a vowel at that part of the word, and gives to it additional force

of utterance. This is the Accent ; but besides this principal accent,

there may be secondary accents in a word, marking minor combinations

of its elements.

28. There are two different exertions of force in the utterance of

the voice which may or may not be combined in similar degrees in

the accent, force of the current of breath through the larynx, giving

loudness to the sound, and tension of the vocal chords making it high.

The former adds Emphasis ; the latter is properly called Tone. Tone
may be used in representing ideas ; for it involves force, and its

varieties may therefore suggest varieties of force, whether thought
abstractly or concretely, distinctive of the objects of thought, and inde-

jjendently of the emphasis with which the ideas of these may happen
to be expressed.
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KINDS OF CONSONANTS.
29. The consonants may be divided into those which are uttered with

breath moving outwards, and those in which there is no breath behind

the closure of the organs, so that when this is opened the breatli

comes back into the vacuum. The latter are the South African clicks.

The former may be divided into those which stop the breath, called

Mutes, as p, h, and those which do not stop it, as v, m, r. Those
which stop the breath are divided again into those which stop it com-
pletely for an instant, as p, t, k, and those which do not stop it com-

pletely, but in which the breatli breaks through the stoppage, called

Aspirates, as ts.

Those which do not stop the current of breath may be divided into

those which make it audible by partially closing it, called Spirants,

as ?t, s ; those which make it audible by vibrating the tongue or the

soft part of the palate, which may be called Vibratiles, as r, I ; and those

which send the breath through the nose, called Nasals, as m, n. The
Nasals and Vibratiles are also called Liquids.

Moreover, every one of those consonants may be uttered either witli

or without that tension of the vocal chords which gives voice to what-

ever movement of breath they permit ; for even those Avhicli stop

the breath completely admit of a certain movement of breath accumu-
lating pressure against the closure which stops it. "When the vocal

chords are relaxed, the breatli comes more immediately with full

pressure against the closure, Avliich has then a corresponding hardness.

But when the vocal chords are in tension, the current of breath is

reduced by the narrow vibrating passage in the larynx ; its pressure

against the closure is gentler, and the closure softer. Those conso-

nants, therefore, which stop the breath completely are doubly dis-

tinguished from each other by the accompanying relaxation or tension

of the vocal chords. The relaxation of the vocal chords makes them
hard and surd, that is, devoid of all vocal sound. The tension of the

vocal chords makes them soft and sonant. Thus p, t, k are hard and
surd, and are called Tenues. B, d, g (as in go) are soft and sonant,

and are called Medials.

A similar softness and sonancy are given to the aspirates by tension

of the vocal chords, as dz ; and the aspirates may be distinguished as

Tenuis Aspirates and Medial Aspirates. And to all the consonants

which do not stop the breath voice may be given by tension of the

vocal chords, or withheld from them by relaxation of these, except the

nasals, which without the voice would not be audible. The rest, when
vocal, may be distinguished as Medial.

Now all these classes of consonants, involving as they do a closure,

complete or partial, made by the tongue or the lips, are subdivided

according to the part of the mouth in which the closure is made.
Those in which it is deepest in the throat may be called Faucals as //.

The closure which is less deep gives Gutturals, as q ; that of the tongue

against the hinder part of the palate gives Post-palatals, as k ; that of

the tongue against the whole concave palate gives Palatals, as kij uttered

as a single consonant in sucli a word as kya j that of the tongue against
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the anterior part of the palate gives Ante-Palatals, as ty uttered as

a single consonant in such a word as tija ; that of the tongue curled

back with its under surface against the anterior part of the palate,

and its point against the highest part of the dome of the palate, gives

Cerebrals ; that of the tongue against the back of the front teeth and

gum gives Dentals, as t ; that of the tongue against the edge of the

upper front teeth gives Sub-Dentals, as th soft ; that of the under-lip

against the edge of the upper front teeth gives Labio-Dentals, as//

that of the lijDs against each other gives Labials, as p.

ALPHABET.

30. Tlie following alphabet is founded on Lepsius's alphabet of the

consonants. But instead of the letters Avhich he proposed for the

clicks, it seems better to use the letters of the other consonants which

correspond to these inverted. For the clicks belong to the same

closures as the other consonants, and differ from them in sucking

the breath inwards, instead of pressing it outwards ; and this may be

regarded as a kind of inversion of their nature.

As ' indicates breath in Greek, it may be used, as Lepsius uses it,

to denote aspiration or additional breath ; but ^, instead of denoting

sheva, as he proposes, had better be used to denote vocal sonancy in

the consonant so far as the consonant admits it. Li some languages

softer varieties, and in other languages harder and stronger varieties

of different consonants have been noted, and special letters have been

proposed for them, as in Samoiede for softer consonants by Castren

;

but it seems simpler to denote such utterances when stronger by
larger letters, and when Aveaker by smaller letters, and to use the

same method for vowels reduced to sheva. An instance of a strong

letter is furnished by the Dravidian hard rough r. The letter x may
still be used for the double utterance of Jcs, though it is not included

in the alphabet of single consonants.
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The medial spirants and medial vibratiles may be uttered with a
nasalisation, or a nasalisation may he uttered se])arately, and it may
he denoted hy the mark ~ either separate or put over the nasalised

letter; * above the line is a catch in the throat. English q is not so

deep as q is in the languages which have the true gutturals : p^ = Ger-

man ch after a, n — ng ; \yl r I the breath rolls over the back part of the

tongue. The palatals may be produced in an English mouth from the

post-palatals by the incorporation of y. In the same way la = tya,

ila = dya, t' = ch in cltild, d' is the English y, s = sh, z = zh, r = r

in clarion, r = rh or lir, V = 111 or Id, I — I \\\ valiant, n - n in

onion, t' — ts, d = dz, 6 = tli in thick, 6 = th in tltat, 6' = th in

forth, 6' = th in swathe, p' is nearly = Ger. jlf,
^' the corresponding

medial. The cerebrals have no equivalents in English.

The principal division of the vowels is into three, a, i, and ti,

sounded as in the English words pasf^, ring, rule. A is open, i close

and palatal, u close and both guttural and labial. Intermediate

between a and i is e, between a and u is o, between i and u is German
ii and French u. Lepsius places the two dots under the letter instead

of over it, in order to leave room for marks of accent and length, and
other marks which must be placed over the vowels. The two dots

over the vowel may, however, be advantageously used as one of those

other marks which distinguish not the vowels, but the mode of their

utterance. Lepsius's scheme and notation of the vowels, which wiil

be adopted in this work, except for the European languages of our

family, is as follows.

Each vowel is in its utterance intermediate between the two which

are on each side of it.

a
Ger. a, Fr. e (air) 6 Fr. coeur Q O (all, hot)

(there) e (current) O O (no)

Fr. e e Ger. d, Fr. eu O O (forbear)

(sting) i Ger. ii, Fr. u u U (rule)

As to the diphthongs, au seems to be the correct transcription of

English ou in house, ai of English i in right, ei of English y in apply,

gi of English oi in join, oio is closer than au.

Besides the mark ~ for long vowels and ^ for short, there are also

needed " for indefiniteness arising from the organs not being strongly

])ut into the position for giving the vowel its distinctive sound, " for

nasalisation, • for gutturalisation, and ' for nasalisation and gutturali-

sation combined.





BOOK I.

DEDUCTIVE STUDY OF THE ACTION OF THE CAUSES WHICH
TEND TO AFFECT THE STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE.

CHAPTER I.

EXCITABILITY OF MENTAL ACTION.

1. Is connection with the definitions which have been given of the

various parts of speech, are described the mental processes whereby

these natural integers of thought are formed more or less distinctly by
all mankind. They involve various elements, and in various degrees

they take up elements connected with them in the conceptions of facts

according to the associations which arise in various habits of life. For

in proportion to the vividness or interest which any element acquires

or imparts by being thought in connection with an idea, in the same

degree will there be a tendency for the former to be taken up by the

latter into combination with it. Thus, in different modes of life, not

only do the elements differ which are taken up into the ideas oi friend,

enemy, comfort, hate, pursue, xcrong ; but also the noun has different

degrees of affinity for elements of relation, gender, number, and the

verb for those of subject, position in time, contingency, process of

being or doing. Thoughts of relation, number, subject, time, contin-

gency, process, are expressed in all languages. But only in proportion

as they are habitually thought with interest in immediate connection

with noun and verb, do they tend to be taken up by these into the

integers of thought which these express ; otherwise they are thought

separately. And in various degrees do elements thus tend to be taken

up by association into the integers of thought from the combinations

of fact.

Now these tendencies of association arising out of the experience of

life, and the habits of thought conforming thereto, are modified by

variety in the degree of excitability of cerebral and mental action ;

which, if high, will cause thought to be quick and mobile, if low, slow

and persistent.

2. Though mental phenomena are quite distinct in their nature

from physical phenomena, yet every mental act is inseparably con-

nected with a corresponding act in the brain, so that the one cannot

take place Avithout the other. And consequently, varieties in the

action of the mind accompany and correspond to varieties m the

action of the brain.
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Now the action of the brain may he supposed to he the product

of two factors, the excitability of the brain or the intensity of the

action with which at each point it responds to a given impression,

and the diffusion or extent of that action at each moment in the

brain. The result of these two, continued for any time, would be

the amount of the action of the brain in that time. Now the ordi-

nary amount of the action of the brain in a given time must depend
on the energy stored up in the brain by its development and nutrition

;

and being thus determined to a particular amount, the ordinary action,

if intense, will be limited in extent ; and if low, it will be diffused,

that the normal amount of action in a given time may be maintained.

The intensity of the action of the brain is the rate at which it spends

its energy, and therefore is equivalent to its quickness ; and the extent

of its action is equivalent to the extent of the impression to which it

is ready to respond ; and to these correspond in mental action, quick-

ness of thought and extent of its object.

3. The excitability of the brain and nervous system may possibly

be greater or less owing to the direct influence of physical agencies

;

but as it is accompanied by corresponding excitability of mental

action, different degrees of it suit different conditions of life, so as to

be the most advantageous respectively under those conditions. A
high degree of excitability is naturally accompanied by quickness of

perception and promptitude of action ; while a low degree of excita-

bility is naturally accompanied by persistence of action, because less

liable to be diverted by a new impression, and renders it easier to

endure hardship and to exercise caution and self-control. And accord-

ing to the degree in which the one class of qualities or the other are

needed in different parts of the world, the races which have them will

tend to prevail, and corresponding degrees of nervous excitability to

be developed
;

quickness of mental action being accompanied by
mobility or readiness to leave the present action for a new one, and
slowness of mental action by persistence or tenacity of the action

which has been begun.

So that, taking into account what has been said in the preceding

number, we may lay down the principle that high excitability of

mental action is accompanied by quickness and mobility of thought,

with limitation of what is taken in as object of the present thought,

the mind thinking quickly small thoughts, and passing readily from
object to object, and the current of thought being contracted as it is

quickened, that the total amount in a given time may be the same

;

and that a low degree of excitability is accompanied by slowness and
persistence of thought with enlargement of its object, the mind moving
sloM'ly through large thoughts, and the current of thought spreading

as it is retarded, that the normal amount which should pass in a given

time may be maintained.

4. The processes of thought which are involved in language bring

into play the analysing and shifting of thought, and must therefore

be affected by the kind of aptitude which the mind possesses for such

actions. For in order to express our conception of a fact, we must
analyse it into its parts, and expressing these separately, we must put
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them together as one conjoint expression in a sentence. In this

process (Def. 22) there is continual movement of thought from the

whole as unanalysed, or as partly analysed, to the part which is next
separated, and then from that part to the whole as thus further

analysed. These movements of thought are performed under the

impulse of the volitions of distinct expression, and the attractions of

the successive thoughts drawing attention according to the interest

which they possess. And if there be quickness and mobility of

thought, with limitation of the momentary field of view, the succes-

sive objects of thought will be smaller, and the mind will think them
more readily in succession ; while, on the other hand, if thought be
characterised by slowness and persistence with enlargement of the

momentary field of view, they will be larger and also more fully

thought.

5. In every case the tendency will be to analyse the conceptions of

fact into the natural integers of thought, enlarged by the elements
which it is the habit of the mind to think with interest in connection
with them (1). But this tendency is profoundly modified in its

result by the peculiarities of mental action which are under considera-

tion
;
quickness and mobility of thought tending to limit the extent

of the object which at any moment is before the mind so as to hinder
its growth by association, and slowness and persistency tending to

enlarge the object so as to promote its growth by association. Under
the former influence no elements can coalesce so as to be thought
together by the mind, except such as have been most closely and con-

stantly connected ; under the latter such elements may coalesce as

have only a comparatively occasional and remote connection.

6. If there be great mobility and quickness of thought, elements
such as frequently and closely concur, and are therefore strongly

associated with each other, may yet be thought wholly or partly

separate from each other. Some of them may be less close or con-

stant in concurrence than others, or impart less interest to the com-
bination, and some may have a special interest of their own so as to

attract attention separately from the others, and such will be readily

detached. And if the mind be very ready to act on a new impression

with limitation of the object of thought, the interest of the first

elements wliich it thinks may be sufticient to engross the mental
energy in thought, so as to separate this part from the remainder,
either in partial detachment from it, or as a distinct member of

the fact.

In every case the lighter of the fragments into which ideas are

broken will readily join on to connected thoughts, because the energy
not being fully engaged by them will be ready to include these in part,

so that the lighter fragments may be taken up as often as they are

strongly referred to in thinking the connections of fact. And the
readiness of the mind also to pass from one object to another, taking up
the latter before the former has been fully thought, will favour those

loose combinations in which the end of one thought coalesces witii the

beginning of another. The tendency to combine the elements of fact

^^ ill be proportional to the degree of interest which the whole fact
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possesses, compared with the interest of the parts. If the former
interest prevail, large combinations of light thoughts may be formed,
in which, however, the mind will never have a large object at once
before it, but will think the parts in succession, joining on one to

another, as it leaves the one and passes to the other. If the interest

of the parts prevails over that of tlie whole, speech will be full of

light fragments lying separate ; and its fragmentary nature will bo
apparent on the surface. In general, the characteristics impressed on
language by this quality of thought will be its resolution into frag-

ments and the readiness of its parts to be attached to each other.

7. A less degree of this quality will give to language similar fea-

tures ; the parts, however, being larger fragments. Natural integers

of thought, if strong, will tend to be thought in successive mental acts,

each of Avhich Avill comprehend an object more nearly equal to the

whole than if thought were quicker ; and in the second act the mind
will be less ready to leave constantly associated elements which have
been thought in the first. If the habit of thought be concrete and
particular, there will be little tendency to distinguish in the object

a general element with a particular modification ; so that the mind
will tend in each act to grasp the whole idea. In the second act

the mind will tend, as in the first, to tliink a large fragment nearly

equal to the whole. And when the object of the first act is closely

associated with that of the second as part of the same radical idea,

that second act will, to a great extent, in completing the idea, go back
on what was thought in the first, as has been said. It will nearly

comprehend the whole object of thought, including wdiat the first act

omitted, and omitting somewhat wdiich the first act included ; and
according as the difference between the two is more or less felt, the

second thought w^ill be expressed by a second radical element or by a

rei^etition of the first.

In either case the twofold action of thought will tend to be expressed
in a twofold action of utterance. And accordingly, the tendency to

disyllabic roots will be the characteristic feature of speech correspond-

ing to this quality of thought, which has a minor degree of quick
action and great concreteness of idea.

8. Slowness and persistence of mental action must tend to impede
the movements of thought Avliich are involved in language (4), and to

make its acts larger so as to embrace a wider object. But the form
under which this character of mental action will manifest itself in

language will be different according to the interest Avhich is taken in

the combination of fact, and the interest which is taken in the objects

which are involved in that combination. When the interest of the
Avhole is strong, thought when shifted to the part will still be tenacious
of the total fact, tending to spread into it according to the strength
with which the part present to the mind is thought as connected with
the remainder, or has an affinity by association for some of its elements.

Combinations will thus be formed in which each element will be dwelt
on with persistence ; while the slowness of the action of the mind in

thinking it will leave mental energy available to pass to succeeding
elements, still retaining the first till all are thought.
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The less the interest of the total fact predominates over that of the

part, the more fully -will the part tend to be thought. And if the

interest with which the part is thought quite predominates over that

of the total fact, thought will tend to spread on the idea of the part,

Avith large conception of its contents, delining it and distinguishing it

largely from other objects of thought.

Thus in general slowness and persistence of mental action will tend

to cause thought and language to be divided into imperfectly analysed

aggregates of heavy elements thought together, or into parts thought

with large conception and definition.

9. A minor degree of this quality will show itself in a minor
tendency of thought to spread to successive objects, while still retain-

ing the first, and in a minor tendency to dwell on each object with

persistence. Such thought may not spread so as to add strong natural

integers one to another, but only to add to a natural integer elements

quite subsidiary to it because connected with it by association. These
subsidiary elements, however, Avill be thought with a degree of fulness

jiroportional to the persistency of mental action ; and as each in

succession engages attention it will be felt in its own significance.

Thus, though the combination may include no more than ordinary

grammatical accidents, the elements which express these will have
such fulness that they will form a heavy synthesis ; and the subsidiary

elements will exist in the consciousness of those who speak the

language as semi-independent materials of speech, which may be put

together at pleasure into Avords according to established habits of

construction.

10. Intermediate between that quickness of mind which is moved
to action by the light suggestion of a fine element, and tends to sul)-

divide natural integers of thought, and that slowness which tends to

think its objects together in heavy combinations or to think them
largely as separate, is the quality of mind which ordinarily con-

centrates its energy only on the full impression of a strong integer of

thouglit with the elements Avhich ma)' be taken up into it by vivid

association (1), and then thinks that integer, leaving the combination

in which it may occur.

This intermediate quality of thought will tend to apprehend its

objects in single acts, instead of by successive additions. Not being

moved to think some of the elements which they contain before

others, it will tend to think them together, and it will expend ordi-

narily on them all together all the mental energy M'hich is available at

the time, without spreading into connected thoughts.

It will tend neither to break the natural integers of thought, nor

to compound them, but to think them as individual wholes. And
where elements are found in combination Avith full single integers,

they Avill indicate a quality of thought not strictly intermediate, but

either A'erging towards the slow and spreading, so as to think the sub-

ordinate element with the integer, or towards the qxiick and narrow,

so as to leave the integer before it is quite thought, and complete the

thought of it in passing to the subordinate element.
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CHAPTER ir.

AMOUNT OF MENTAL POWER.

1. The development of the brain itself, and of the mental power

which is probably proportional to its energy, is doubtless favoured iu

various degrees according to the physical circumstances in which man
lives, his wants, and the Avay in which he habitually supplies them.

These all constitute a physical condition which may be more or less

favourable to the growth of brain-power, and a mode of life in which

it may be more or less advantageous that brain-power should grow.

For, though mental power must always be advantageous, power of

sense or of muscle may often under the circumstances be more so. Iu

every region those whose development is most advantageous will prevail.

And, consequently, in various regions the races which have prevailed

have developed mental power in various degrees ; and these must
have their effects on language.

2. The more mental power there is, the more thought will each

mental act contain. And those mental acts Avhich are obscure when
the mental power is small will come into more distinct consciousness

when it is greater. For in all thought which is expressed in language

there are, besides the thought which is being expressed, those thoughts

which have been expressed, and those which are about to be expressed,

and those which are supplied without being expressed. These all are

more obscure in the consciousness than the thought which is just

getting expression ; but when the mental power is greater, they

become clearer, and exert a greater influence on the thought which is

being expressed. Additional mental energy strengthens the thought

of the whole which the speaker seeks to express, and of the part as a

constituent of it, so that the part which is being expressed will be

thought more strongly in reference to the Avhole, as having in it a

place and function of its own. In this reference of each part to the

whole, the mind contemplates the part and the whole as single objects,

and consequently gives greater unity to each part and to the whole.

And this being a mental act, additional to the thought of the part iu

itself, it gives unity to that thought in whatever way it is formed.

Whether its elements are thought all at once or in succession, and
whether, in the latter case, the mind retains or passes from the first

elements in adding the succeeding ones, the thought of the part as a

constituent of the whole will fuse its elements into a closer union than

they could otherwise form. Such unification of elements in one idea

is itself a display of mental energy, as showing the fulness of a single
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thouglit. And being due to the conception of the part in reference to

the whole, it reveals the abundance of that energy in thinking the

whole along with the part ; so that in the unification of elements
mental power should show itself in language.

3. But also in the beings and doings of life, the consciousness of

self-direction will be stronger when the mental energy is greater. For
the advantage which mental power gives, and which would lead to

its larger development, is in the guidance of action. And as in

language the sense of the subject in the verb corresponds to this

consciousness in the life (Def. 11), .superior mental power should
show itself in higher subjectivity of the verb.

4. Moreover, the guidance of action is in reference to the substan-

tive objects with which man is concerned, that ho may make them
subservient to his purposes. And to this end it is advantageous that

he should note their power to influence fact. Mental energy, there-

fore, as it is developed, is bound to work in this direction, including

in the ideas of objects that sense of energy inherent in them, to which
grammatical gender is due (Uof. 16).
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CHAPTER III.

HABITS OF THOUGHT AND LIFE WHEREIN THE EACE HAS BECOME
ADAPTED TO THE REGION.

The requirements of liuinan life in the various regions of the world,

and the ways in wliich man adapts himself to his circumstances,

determine various modes of apprehending facts and things ; and these

must tend to mould his speech into corresponding forms. For our

ideas are formed according to the aspects under which objects are pre-

sented to us in the experience of life ; and the view which we take

of objects when mental action is most earnest and therefore possesses

most interest, as in the serious business of life, tends to become the

liabitual mode of conceiving them.

Our ideas of facts are, moreover, essentially connected with the

thought which guides our own actions. For according to the defini-

tion of the verb (Def. 11), we think the realisations of fact as beings

or doings of the subject, just as we think the beings and doings of

ourselves. Those states and actions of our own which are thought

most earnestly, as in providing |_for our own welfare, have most influ-

ence on the habitual conception of fact. For the form of thought in

which man guides his actions to supply his wants is that which has

prevailed, because it is the habit of mental action which is most
advantageous under the circumstances, being best suited to the require-

ments of the particular mode of man's life. It must spread as a

pervading habit to the thought of all his beings and doings in order

that it may have the strength required for the guidance of life, just

as the peculiar aptitudes wliich fit the lower animals each for its mode
of subsistence are to be seen not only in their act of taking what is

needful for them, but throughout all their habits and movements.
And as such form of thought becomes established in each region by
natural selection, it will impress itself on the conception of fact, and
consequently on the formation of the sentence.

Life dependent on what can be found or caught, life dependent on
the keeping of flocks and herds, life dei)endent on arts of production,

life in a rigorous climate and on a barren soil, life in a genial climate

and amid abundant spontaneous production, these and other varieties

of condition tend to give different degrees of interest to diff"erent ele-

ments of thought, and to different combinations of those elements in

the conduct of life. And those people are best suited for the life who
tliink in the way which that mode of life demands. Each element

and combination of elements in the tliought of action will have an
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interest for the race proportional to its importance in the conduct of

life, and will be thought according to the determinations of action

which are most advantageous, that the race may be fitted to prevail in

the region.

1. The consciousness of self and of the energ}' of self which the

actor has in his conception of his action will differ according as in his

life action springs habitually from will, or desire, or imitation, or

habit. For the will is to be distinguished as a self-determining

origin of action from desire or imitation determined by its object,

and from habit acting like an instinct by mere association. Habit
tends to act witliout thought. Desire or imitation thinks only of its

object. The will involves a consciousness of the spiritual energy of

self. Now in this consciousness there are two elements which must
be distinguished—the spiritual energy, and self as the seat of that

energy. The thought of the latter is that of a cause, and will be
strong in proportion to the sense of the effect. The thought of the

former is that of the capability of a force, and will be strong in pro-

portion to the habitual development of the force. So that while the

sense of our inner energy in action is proportional to the habitual

exercise of will, that of self as the seat of our inner energy will corre-

spond to the degree in which, in the exercise of will, self has the

direction of life.

If the self-directing action of the wiU have much power in deter-

mining the course of life, there will be a strong sense of self as govern-

ing life by its internal energy. And this will strengthen the sense of

self as the realiser of all experience ; for self-direction is self having
the direction of experience. Such a sense of self in the experience of

life as distinct from the energy of self will be accompanied by a similar

sense of the subject as the realiser of fact, and distinct from the

subjective realisation. For according to Def. 11, our own con-

scious life is the source and model of our idea of the realisation of

fact ; and the subject in that idea corresponds to self in the thought
of our own existence or activity. And hence it follows that the

development in language of the subject, as such, separate from the

verb, will be proportional to the effect of the self-directmg power of

the will in life.

If the self-direction of a race be an element of no great significance

in its life, either because the will, though strong and active, cannot

control the external conditions, or because action, thov;gh it may in

its commencement spring from will, is in its performance little guided
by voUtional thought, but rather by habit or imitation, or because

action springs little from will, but rather from pleasure and desire, or

from the habitual suggestion or constraint of object or circumstance

;

the thought of self as governor and realiser of life will be less noted,

and the thought of the subject distinct from the verb as the realiser

of fact will be proportionally weak, and the nominative as such, that

is, its distinctive element, will get weak expression in language.

2. ^loreover, in the thought of self as realiser of experience and
distinct from the realisation, there is a difference according as self is

thought more or less independently of what he experiences. And
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this independence will be proportional to the amount of deliberation

and range of choice from which the determinations of the will habitually

proceed. For in choosing amongst possible actions, or in deliberating

on alternatives, the actor gets a consciousness of himself as adopting

other decisions, and therefore as not limited to that which he deter-

mines on. And this strengthens the thought of self as actor in its

more general associations. Whereas if the will determine, however
strongly, with little deliberation and choice, self as actor, though
perhaps strongly thought, will tend to be thought as limited to the

action. Such width of view in the consciousness of self as actor will

affect also the thought of self in the inactive states of being. For
these too, though they may not depend on the will, yet admit the

thought of alternatives ; and in them, too, self will be thought in its

general associations, if a habit of deliberation and choice prevails. On
the other hand, if there be less of this habit in the serious business of

life, there will be still less in its relaxations ; and the race will tend

to be habitually conscious of themselves as possessed by the state or

action, not as being iirst undetermined in regard to it.

In each case the same habit of thought will extend to the concep-

tions which the race forms of other facts. For by Def. 11 we
think the realisations of fact in the subject, as Ave think our own
beings and doings. An undeliberative race, therefore, Avill tend to

think the subject Avhen separate from the verb, not in the general

idea of it, but as limited or defined by combination with the verb.

The thought of the subject in its natural place before the verb, and
therefore not yet limited by it, will tend to be dropped ; and that of

the subject as engaged by the verb, with this already present to the

mind and preceding it in speech, will tend to get expression instead

(Def. 23) ; so tliat in the language of such a race the nominative will

tend to follow the verb.

But if a race have not this undeliberative habit, it will tend to place

the subject in its natural position before the verb, when expressed
separately from it.

3. From the thought of self as actor is to be distinguished, as has
been said above, the volition involved in the action, Avhich in propor-

tion to its habitual strength imparts to the thought of the action a

sense of the spiritual energy 'of self. This latter element will be
strong or weak according to the degree in which action is guided
in its performance by self-directing volition, or, instead of this, by
external guidance or habit ; for in habit there is no volition, and in

external guidance, when once it has been adopted, there need be no
further volition, the subsequent steps coming by suggestion of the
guide.

The sense of the energy of self will vary in the extent to which it

penetrates the thought of action, according as the self-directing voli-

tion affects only the awakening of the activity, or governs the whole
action. In whatever strength, and to whatever extent, the sense of

the spiritual energy of self habitually pervades the thought which man
has of his own action—in similar strength, and to a similar extent,

will the sense of the subject pervade his idea of fact ; for by Def. 11
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the sense of the subject in the verb corresponds to the sense of self

in man's own conscious life. So that the subjectivity of the verb

in a language will correspond in its strength and the extent to which

it penetrates the verb, to the strength and extent in which the action

of the race is habitually guided by self-directing volition. The sub-

jectivity of the verb is expressed by the element of person ; and the

extent to which it penetrates the verb is to be seen in the degree in

which the Avhole verb is thought as inhering in the person.

The sense of the subject in the verb may be reduced by the verb

not being thought in present realisation ; and this may cause the verb

to be conceived more as an external fact, and less as an experience of

the subject.

A similar conception of the verb may be produced by the volition

of the race habitually regarding the action as reaching to the effect.

For the thought of the effect brings the idea of the action out of the

limitation of self into the realm of external fact. 'And this extrication

of the thought of action from the limitation of self will lead to a

similar extrication of the verb out of the limitation of the subject.

In either case, the thought of the subjective person in its natural

place before the verbal stem will tend to be dropped, that the stem

may be thought independently of it ; and the thought of the person

in union with the verbal stem, with this already before the mind, will

be taken instead. So that in expression the person-element will be

subsequent to the verbal stem (Def. 23).

4. As the action proceeds from the volition there is a conversion of

energy into force, which is accompanied in its expenditure by a con-

sciousness of successive stej)s of doing. This may conveniently be

called the Process, while the action which is performed by these

successive steps may be called the Accomplishment (Def. 11). In

these elements there will be differences, according to the mode of life

to which tlie race has become adapted so as to be fitted to prevail in the

region. And those habits of thinking these elements of action which

correspond to that mode of life will pervade the thought of all beings

and doings, because their determination as general forms of thought

will strengthen and ensure the fitness of thought and action to the

life which is suited to the region, and give an advantage to the race

in the struggle for existence there.

The various modes of life require various degrees of attention to

process for the attainment of their ends. This attention is variously

connected with self-directing volition on the one hand, and with

accomplishment on the other. For in some modes of life the process

is guided by self-directing volition, in others by an external rule, or

by the suggestion of object or circumstance. In some the thought of

the process becomes independent of the thought of the accomplish-

ment, and the attention to process ceases before the accomplishment

is in any degree realised ; in others the attention to process is carried

through the accomplishment ; in others the thought of the process is

suggested by the thought of the accomplishment, or the thought of

the accomplishment is present all through the process.

The life of the navigator requires processes of navigation, which are
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performed as subsidiary to an end, nameh', arrival at a certain place,

which end is not in any degree accomplished until the navigation is

over, and during the navigation the mariner may think not of the end

of his voyage, but only of his course.

Processes of tillage aim at an end Avhich is not in any degree accom-

plished until they have been finished, and if performed by copying

a rule, they may involve no thought of what they are intended to

accomplish. The same holds true in a less degree of the processes of

the pastoral life when these are followed as a routine. But the hunter's

attention is on his game as he pursues it, and his process of action is

strongly directed towards it ; and the same is true in a less degree of

those who seek what may be found to furnish the means of subsistence.

The processes of the artisan are processes of accomplishment, each

step being a step of accomplishment, and the object for which he

works growing under his hands as he works at it. And without such

exercise of art, if the processes be simple and familiar, they may be

suggested by the thought of the end to be accomplished so as to be

thought along with it.

Now such dilTerences in the mode of life will impress corresponding

differences on the conception of fact when the race has become adapted

to them. And they will tend to show themselves in the way in which

the element of process enters into the structure of the verb. For in

whatever degree the element of process becomes prominent in the

conscious life of the race, with similar prominence a corresponding

element will, according to Def. 11, be present in their conception

of fact and in the expression of that conception in the verb. And with

whatever connection this element is habitually thought as governed

by the volition or as leading to the accomplishment, with similar con-

nection tlie corresponding element will be thought with the person-

ality of the subject on the one hand, according to 3, and with the

verbal root on the other. When thought strongly and independently

of the accomplishment it may be expressed by auxiliary verbs, but

otherwise it will be an element in the structure of the verb itself.

Where the mode of life Avhich is fitted to the region requires pro-

cesses of action leading up more or less immediately to accomplishment

as their end, but not themselves processes of accomplishment nor

involving the thought of the accomplishment, there the succession of

being or doing will tend to be connected more or less closely with

the verbal root, but will not penetrate into it.

Where the required processes of action are processes of accomplish-

ment, or are associated with the thought of the accomplishment, there

the root of the verb will tend to be penetrated by the succession- In

every case, the element of succession wiU tend to intervene between

the person and the root, being carried more or less into the latter. But
sometimes when the doing of the race habitually aims strongly at the

object, the succession is carried through the root so as to be subjoined

to it. And then if the root follows the jDerson, it will come between

the person and the succession.

5. The succession which is involved in the thought of doing or

being introduces into that idea an element of time, and gives to it a
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tendency to place itself in the mind, after what was anterior to it, and

before what was subsequent to it. This tendency requires for its ful-

filment that the mind should be stocked with anterior and subsequent

events possessing interest, in order that the doing or being may be

thought in its place among them. For, in proportion as the world of

fact which is in the memory is full, each fact will have the more prior

and posterior facts to put in position ; and all will suggest more

strongly their mutual arrangement in time.

The continuous life indeed of each individual involves a series of

doings and beings tending to arrange themselves in a succession in the

memory. But this succession consists more or less of processes of

personal causation, and are apt to be thought in relation to their effect

in the present, rather than to their position in the past. It is thus that

fact tends to be conceived when there is a poor supply of facts outside the

beings and doings of the individual. The past is then apt to be thought

as present possession of a retrospect, the future as in present intention

or expectation ; both being in truth present experience. But when
there is a good supply of external facts in the memory, there is a

purer sense of position in the past ; and as the conception of the

future is formed on that of the past, there is a purer sense also of

position in the future.

Now, the sense of position in time involved in the idea of a fact, is

what is expressed in the tense of a verb. And it follows from the

.above that the development of tense requires two conditions. There

must be a sufficient sense of succession in the verb to attract the

thought of position in time, that this may be expressed truly as tense

involved in the idea of the verb. And there must be a sufficient

supply of external facts to suggest that position, and to incorporate it

in the idea of each fact, that all may be thought in their due arrange-

ment. If the latter condition be not supplied, events Avill tend to bo

expressed in their successions without variety of tense, by means of

auxiliary or derivative verbs expressing present affections of the

subject. If the former condition be not supplied, the position in time

will tend to be expressed by elements having imperfect union with

the verb, or separately from it, and therefore not properly as tense.

When the position in time is expressed as tense in the verb, the

element of tense tends to that place in the verb where the thought of

the succession is strongest.

6. The sense of the being or doing as realised in its own subject is

reduced if it be thought not as actual but as ideal, whether probable

or hypothetical. It is also reduced when thought as a subordinate

member of another fact. For the principal being or doing pervades

all the fact, and dominates any other being or doing which the fact

may involve as object or condition or attribute. The being or doing,

therefore, will be thought with different degrees of vividness of realisa-

tion if there be a tendency to note differences of probability, or to

combine one fact with another as subordinate to it.

The expression in a verb of its being or doing, as thought with

different degrees of vividness of realisation in the subject, produces the

moods of the verb (Def. 13). And it follows from the above that there
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M'ill be a tendency to clistingnisli moods, if the race is adapted to watch
for fortune, or to avail themselves of circumstance for the attainment
of their ends.

The number of different moods wiU depend on the number of

different degrees of vividness of realisation distinguished in the

thought of the being or doing, owing to these two causes. And
as the same degi'ee may arise from each cause, and have the same
expression to whichever it is due, the distinction of ideal and sub-

junctive may be a difference not of form, but of use. If, howeA^er,

that which belongs to the second cause, and which is the subjunctive

properly so called, have a different vividness from what belongs to the

first cause, which is properly the ideal, then the difference of sub-

junctive and ideal may be not only of use but also of form. There
may be more than one ideal, if different degrees of verisimilitude be

so noted as to need expression. And according to the different degrees

of subordination, and the various strength of tlie being or doing as

realised in its OAvn subject, to maintain itself against these degrees of

subordination, different expression will be given to the subordinate

fact. If the subordination be complete, or the realisation in the sub-

ject be weak, the subordinate realisation in its subject may be sup-

pressed, and the verb become an infinitive, gerund, participle, or other

verbal noun.

7. Some races, owing to the circumstances of their life, have more
interest than others in the result, and tend more to think action in its

end in the object. This direction of thought is favourable to the

development of the passive verb ; for the end of the action is the

affection of the object, and the realisation of that affection by the

object being subsequent to the activity of the agent, tends more to be

apprehended according as the interest tends towards the result in

which action ends.

There are also various habitual interests imparted to actions and
states by various accessories of doing and being, owing to the influence

of these on the life of the race ; and the interests imparted by taking

up these accessories into the idea of the verb lead to the formation of

derivative verbs. Such interests may spring from causation or effect,

reiteration, intensity, co-operation, reciprocity, &c. And when such

adjuncts are present, the interest which the verb acquires by taking

them up, will lead to their absorption so as to form a derivative

stem. The development therefore of derivative verbs will show the

interests which vivify the thoughts of doing and being, and will cor-

respond to the nature of the life out of which those interests have arisen.

Sucli derivations will differ according to the degree of interest with

which the simple verbal stems are thought in their general associations.

"Where the field of observation is large, new facts and things will

continually present themselves, and keep in active exercise the facul-

ties of observation and comparison by which they are classed under

terms. And the habitual activity of these faculties will cause an

interest to belong to the general ideas which they form. According

to the strength of this interest those ideas will tend to be thought in

their general associations, and come out clear of their present accidents,
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preceding them in thought and expression. "Whereas if habits of

general observation be less developed owing to the limited range

which the region affords for it, the ideas which the radical parts of

words express will have less tendency to be tbought in their general

associations, and they may be preceded by their accessories in the

formation of tlie word, if such is the natural position for tliese, or if

the radical parts derive from combination with these an interest

which overpowers that of their simple conception (Def. 23).

8. If in the life wherein the race has become adapted to the region

the action must be habitually suited to the object with such care as

to require that in the thouglit which guides action the act shall ]>e

conceived as determined by the object, then the mental action when
conformed to the life will have as one of its essential aptitudes a

special interest in the thought of action as thus determined. And
if it require that the action as suited to its object shall be suited to

indirect objects and conditions, or to some of these, with such care that

it must be conceived as determined by them, then the race will have

a special interest for the action thought—-first as determined by the

object, and then further by the indirect objects and conditions. Or if

it require that the action having been first suited to some or all the

indirect objects and conditions, this adjustment shall be more particu-

larly suited to the direct object w'ith such care that in the thought

Avhich guides action the act must be conceived as determined by indirect

objects and conditions, and then as determined by its direct object

;

the race when conformed to the region will have amongst its aptitudes

a special interest in action thought as determined by indirect objects

and conditions, and when thus determined as determined by its direct

object. Whatever be the careful adjustment of tlie action which the

life demands, the race when quite conformed to the life will have a

special interest in the action wlien thought as determined by the

corresponding elements in corresponding order. This interest will

overpower that of the action thought simply in its natural position

before the objects and conditions ; and the idea of it so thought will

be dropped in forming the conception of an entire performance, tbe

mind fixing its attention on the act with increasing interest as it is

combined in thought successively with the objects or conditions to

which the life requires that it shall be suited (Def. 23).

When the race is quite conformed to the life this mode of con-

ceiving action will extend to all its conceptions of fact (Def. 11);

and its verb will thus in general be thought in corresponding com-

bination with objects and conditions, not attaining its full interest

until it has been combined in thought with these, taking them up
into combination with itself one after another, each after it has been

thought (Def. 23).

When such a combination comes to be expressed, the part last

taken up into it as last in the natural order of thought will be the

first separated from it for expression ; because it has been the most
recently before the mind in its simple state. The other parts will

follow in the order of their nearness to the part last taken up, the

verb coming after them all ; and the dependent parts of the sentence

c
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which have not been taken up, if there be such, will follow in their

natural order.

As the agent in thinking what he has to do contemplates the action

as particularised by the objects and conditions to which it must be

suited, so in the sentence that which is realised by the nominative is

the verb, as it is determined by the corresponding objects and con-

ditions. The agent may be conscious of himself as free to act and
suit carefully his action to olyects and conditions as he pleases ; but

he may, on the other hand, fintl himself habitually confined by certain

conditions, and obliged to exercise his will in conformity with these.

He will in this latter case feel his agency restricted, his will limited

by those conditions, and the consciousness of himself as agent will

involve a sense of his will as adapted to them before it determines
;

and if the life wherein the race has become fitted to the region

involves the necessity that its freedom of action shall be governed by
certain conditions, then the race, when conformed to that life, will

have amongst its aptitudes a special interest for the thought of the

agent, as observing those conditions before he acts, and for the

nominative, as similarly combined with the corresponding conditions

in the idea of fact. The simple thought of the subject in its natural

place in the beginning of the sentence will be dropped, being over-

powered by the interest of it, as combined with those condition?,

taking them up successively after each has been thought (Def. 23).

And when this combination comes to be expressed, the part last taken

up into it will be first separated for expression, and then the others in

the order of their nearness to the last, and then the subject ; and the

subject will be followed by the combination of verb, object, and con-

dition, which it has been free to form, this combination having been

analysed for expression, as above described.

In proportion as the life of the race requires less careful adjust-

ments of will or action, the members of the fact will tend more to

follow the natural order of thought (Def. 23).

9. According to the degree of attention which a race must give to

the distinctive nature of substantive objects, it will tend to discrimi-

nate them not only by the radical and formative elements by which it

designates them, but also by the correlations and comparisons with

other objects which help to define their nature. For substantive

objects may derive special properties from correlation with other

objects, or such correlation may particularise them, and indicate the

possession by tliem of special properties or attributes, or impart to

the idea of them associations springing from their correlatives, and
assimilating them in thought to these, the correlative being in each

case thought as a genitive from which they are derived. And if

the life in which the race has become conformed to the region

require careful attention to substantive objects, the race will have
amongst its mental aptitudes a special interest for objects thought

as correlated with other o])jects, so as more definitely to conceive

tlieir nature. The idea of the object as thought simply will then b ;

dropped, and the idea of it as combined in its relation with the coi--

relatives, after these have been thought, will attract attention instead.
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And when this combination comes to be expressed, the part last

added to it will be tirst separated, and the order of its parts will be

reversed (8) ; so that the governed noun will precede the governing.

Such careful attention to the nature of things may be due to the

difficulty of the region, requiring care to overcome it, when predominant

ability is wanting ; or to the insufficient power of a race to carry out

its projects without the aid of substantive objects ascertained to be of

a nature to help them ; or to the industry of a race demanding careful

selection of means for the attainment of their ends.

A life of industry being concerned with the applications of the

properties of tilings, tends strongly to promote a careful attention to

the nature of substantive objects. And this will show itself in its

highest form by thinking that nature comi)aratively, as (|ualitied by
an adjective (Def. 6), and by having that special interest for the sub-

stantive as qualified, which will cause the thought of the substantive

to be postponed till it has been affected with the adjective. For this

comparative thought of substantive objects involves a closer scrutiny

of their nature than the mere observation of their correlations with

other objects. And as careful attention to correlations tends to

reverse their order, so does careful attention to the substantive as

qualified by the adjective tend to place the adjective before the sub-

stantive.

The development and use of the adjective itself will be propor-

tional to the interest taken by the race in the comparative attributes

of things. And this will be promoted by variety in the products

of the region ; and by the desirable ends which they are made to

serve in the life of the race.

10. In the actions which are performed by men for the attainment

of their ends, objects are acted on, and means and conditions are used.

And the application of action to its objects, and the use and construc-

tion of means and facilities, connect the elements of action into one

entire performance. It is such performance that man thinks in the

intention which guides his actions. And in the conception of it, the

connections of its parts will be variously thouglit according to the need

which there is in his life, that he should be careful in the application

of action, use, or construction.

According as skill is required, attention will be given to that part

of the action, use, or construction which is in contact with its

object. Where art is needed, the various ways in which action

may be applied to its objects, and these to each other, will be

thought and distinguished.

The various forms of thinking the actions by which their wants arc

supplied belong to the various races as mental aptitudes, fitting them
for the life which is suited to their region, and giving them an

advantage in their struggle for existence there. According to these

forms, they Avill think all their beings and doings, and in accordance

with them will be their conception of fact (Def. 11-14) and their for-

mation of the sentence.

If a race have their wants sup{>lied with little need for skill, their

verb will not be thought on completely into its application to the
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objects or to the conditions ; and the substantive will not be quite

thought on to another as connected with it. And in each case if an
element mediate between the antecedent and the consequent, the

former will not be duly thought into that element, or will not be duly-

thought on in it to the consequent, and the intermediate element

will tend to be thought independently of one of them or of both.

If it be thought independently of both, it will not be a purely con-

nective element or jiure relation, but it will be of a verbal or nominal
nature.

If, on the other hand, the race, in order to supply their wants, have
need to exercise skill, the verb will be thought on completely to the

objects and conditions, and the substantive on to another as connected

with it. And if an intermediate element carry on the connection from
the former to the latter, it will tend to be thought as a pure relation,

involving a thought of the former and connecting it with the latter.

If the circumstances and life of the race be such that the mode of

applying action to its objects, or of using or constructing means and con-

ditions, must be noted with discrimination, there will be a corresponding

development of elements of relation, art in the life accompanying the

distinction of relations in the language. And if, further, those modes
have to be carefully adjusted to the objects, means, and conditions

respectively, the elements of relation will be thought as combined
with these, and will be expressed after them (8, 9 ; Del 23), other-

wise they will proceed in the natural order.

If a race, instead of exercising skill or developing art of its own,

guides its actions by imitation or tradition, each part is copied

separately from an original, instead of being thought in reference to

other parts ; and in its conception of fact and its construction of the

sentence, there will be a corresponding want of organic connection of

the parts.

11. In the conception of performance which is involved in the

intention wherewith man guides his actions, there will be a difference

according to the strength of practical aim which the conditions of his

life require. Where these render necessary a concentrated attention

to what he has to do, one of the aptitudes which will fit him to prevail

will be a tendency to think exclusively of the performance and its

parts, so that though he may have chosen the action and the objects

and means from amongst many alternatives, his attention concentrates

on them when chosen with an interest which is exclusive of all that

does not belong to the performance. Where the conditions of man's

life do not require such concentrated attention to his performances, he

may, while thinking of that in which he is engaged, retain a sense of

other actions and objects ; and in that case there will be an advantage

in thinking the present object in the light of experience, or with a

mental view beyond it, which may give it illustration. Ideas will

then tend to be accompanied by a sense of the general, of which they

are particularisations, or of somewhat beyond themselves, which will

give them speciality. When this habit of thought has grown to be

developed as an aptitude of the race, it will affect generally the con-

ception of all facts, and it will show itself in the sentence by the use
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of articles with the noun to particularise or emphasise it, and of

particles with the sentence to specialise it in the world of fact, if this

be well stocked with facts possessing interest for the race.

Such elements will be absent from the language of a race which is

strongly bent on practical aims.

12. The substantive idea itself will differ, according as in the con-

ditions of life of the race substantive objects possess more interest for

what they are in themselves or as materials of useful action for some-

thing further.

If the welfare of the race depends on what they can find, and if at

the same time they must seek for it with care and selection, there

will be an intense interest in the natures of things, and a concrete

fulness of substantive idea.

If the race depends little on selection of things, but much on their

own operations, the natures of things will be thought slightly com-

pared with what things are in reference to action. And in general

the interest attached to what things are in themselves, will strengthen

the attributive part of the substantive idea (Def. 4). When the

interest is attached to substantive objects as materials of action it will

tend to strengthen the objective part or substance (Def. 4). Thi^ will

affect the way in which the plural substantive is thought. For if the

objective part or substance of the substantive idea be not sufficiently

strong to maintain its individuality when thought with others in a

plural object, that object will either be thought as a singular collective,

or if the attributive part of the individuals be thought strongly enough,

the plurality will fall on it, and the plural object will be thought with

a weakening by indistinctness, or with an extension, or reduplication,

or other change of the attributive part of the singular.

That which distinguishes a plurality from a collective aggregate is

the sense of manifold individuality which it involves. And the

strength of this will vary with the interest habitually connected with

the individual in the experience of the race. Such interest is apt to

be greater in the personal individual than in the non-personal, in the

animate than in the inanimate, in the masculine than in the feminine.

But in all kinds of objects it is heightened by the skill in dealing

with objects which may be required in the life of the race. For such

skill involves an attention to action in its application to the objects

(10), and will note the individual differences of these. It also gives

unity to the idea of the plural object by combining the individuals

in the one application of the action thought on close to them all

in common (10). And if the application of the action, whether

through an express relation or not, is not thought on close to its

object, the individuals may be less noted, or the plurality, instead of

being thought in the application of the action, will not be thought

till the attention has settled on that object, and thought it first in the

singular.

When by the requirements of life such skilful action with close

attention to objects has been developed as one of the aptitudes of the

race, it may go so far into the objects when there are only two of

them as to take up a sense of the individuals so full as could not be
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carried through a larger number ; and then tliere will be a felt differ-

ence between a duality and a plurality which will develop a dual

number distinct from the plural. Such fulness in the thought of

duality may, however, arise without such demand for skill, if there

be a tendency to fulness in the substantive idea.

Now, the latter tendency exists when the substance is comparatively

weak in the substantive idea. For the substance is the abstract

thought of the substantive as object, which is formed when thinking

it in the connections of fact. And when it is strong, there will be

a tendency to think duality as well as plurality in the abstract sub-

stances of the individuals. ]]ut when it is not so strong, this abstrac-

tion will be less, and there will be a tendency, when there are only

two objects, to think them more fully than a plurality of individuals

can be thought, and so to develop a dual number.

The element of number pertains properly to the substance (Def. 14) ;

and its natural place therefore is, like that of the substance, at the

beginning of the noun. But an habitually superior interest in the

attributive part will tend to place this before the substance, deter-

mining the latter ; and then the element of number will tend to be at

the end of the noun.

When the substantive idea is very full and concrete, it is apt to be

too heavy to be used as a unit in counting ; and then a lighter idea

which may represent the object will be used instead, if the traffic

carried on by the race necessitate counting.

13. There are various influences which tend to heighten the sense

of personality, or of the individual person. But there is one special

influence which tends to heighten the sense of the persons associated

with self, namely, the need for help and co-operation. This, whether

it be felt in navigating the ocean, in struggling against the large

carnivora, in hunting large game which move in herds, or be due to

an indolent looking for assistance, will lead the race to notice strongly

the persons associated with self. And this will tend to affect the

thought of the first person plural, distinguishing it when it includes

the person or persons addressed, and when it does not.

14. Grammatical gender expressing (Def. 16) a sense of the degree

of power possessed by substantive objects to influence fact by virtue

of their inherent properties, is promoted in language, as has been

already said, by the development of mental energy in the race (Chap.

ii. 4) ; because the sense of such power gives an advantage in that

guidance of action for which mental energy is developed, and there-

fore the development includes a tendency to note that element.

The sense of such power, and consequently the development of

gender, will also tend to show itself when the life of the race is

dominated by the powers of nature, so as to feel them the more.

And on the other hand, according as man dominates nattire, his own
power takes the place of hers, and his sense of power inherent in

substantive objects Avill tend to be restricted.

15. According as the interest of a race lies in practical results, it

will in thinking action look beyond the accomplishment of the action

to what is to be effected by it. And in thus thinking action in
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reference to tlae result at wliicli it all aims, all its parts will tend to

be drawn closer together ; for in the result they are all united. When
such tendency to think results has been developed as an aptitude of

the race, it will extend to the conception of all facts, and will give

synthesis to the sentence, drawing its parts closer to each other,

16. The mode of life to which a race has become conformed may
also affect the phoncsis, that is, the consonant and vowel utterance of

their language.

It may in a greater or less degree favour the development of strength

of purpose in carrying out a determination ; and this, according to the

degree of its development, will tend to show itself in all action and in

the act of speaking itself. Those who have it will tend to speak with
a stronger effort than others to sustain the utterance, till the intended
expression is completed. But such effort, according to Def. 25,
comes from the action of the chest in supplying a pressure of breath

to the organs of speech, and falls on the consonants. And hence
strength of purpose will tend to show itself in the pressure of the
breath from the chest in consonant utterance. Such activity of the
chest also facilitates guttural utterance ; for it is easier to make with
distinctness the various interruptions of the breath with the root of

the tongue, when the current of the breath is strong ; and, moreover,
the strong passage of the breath over the root of the tongue excites

its activity so as to attract guttural utterance.

The conditions of life may favour in different degrees habitual
exertion, so that some shall foster indolence, and in others a tendency
to work hard shall be an aptitude giving an advantage to the race in

the struggle for life in the region. In proportion as a race is laborious,

its utterance will in the same degree tend to have an energetic char-

acter, and the actions of the organs of speech will be performed with
corresponding tension and fulness. On the other hand, indolence
will tend to show itself in an imperfect utterance of the elements of

expression.

There is another difference which may arise among the races of men,
according as their condition and life have more call for change or

steadfastness of action, and favour in a corresponding degree the
development of versatility or tenacity. And either habit, according as

it is established, will appear in the act of speech. Versatility will tend
to show itself in the facility of passing distinctly from one element
to another ; tenacity, in restricting the transitions of utterance or

concurrent elements which it will admit.

Different modes and conditions of life may make one race social and
communicative, another thoughtful and observant. The former will

talk more to companions than the latter. The latter will be more
occupied with their own thoughts than the former. Now it has been
stated in iJef. 25 that speech involves two steps, the representation

of ideas to the consciousness of the speaker, and the transmission

of that representation to the sense of the hearer ; and that the conso-

nants are more adapted for the first step, the vowels for the second.

The first step is more in accordance than the second with the habits of

a reserved and silent race who arc comparatively much occupied with
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their own thoughts, and little with impressing the hearing of others.

With them, therefore, in the act of speaking, the representation of

ideas to their own consciousness will be strengthened by their thought-

ful habits, and will tend to prevail over the act of impressing the

sense of the hearer. And in their language the consonants will tend

to engage more of the action of the organs and to predominate over

the vowels. On the other hand, the second step for whicli the vowels

are adapted is more in accordance than the first with the habits of a

talkative unthinking race. And with them, therefore, the consonants

will tend to engage less of the action of the organs ; and the vowels

will tend to predominate over the consonants.
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CHAPTEE IV.

MIXTURES AND MIGRATIONS OF THE RACE, AND ITS PROGRESS IN

KNOWLEDGE, ARTS, AND CIVILISATION.

1. "While man is unsettled and migratory, nation is liable to mix
with nation on various terms of equality or conquest. And from such

mixture of two nations speaking different languages there will result

a language more or less different from both. If indeed one of the

two has such superiority or advantage over the other in the intercourse

of life that the latter sees more benefit from understanding and being

understood by the former than the former sees from imderstanding

and being understood by the latter, then the latter will make the

greater effort to learn the language that is new to it ; and the lan-

guage spoken by the former will tend to prevail over the other.

Otherwise the language of the more numerous, or perhaps of the less

apt to learn, will have the greater influence. And if the mental

qualities and mental habits of the two be similar, the language which
results from their mixture will tend to have the same characteristic

features as the original languages.

2. Now men's migrations are limited in a great degree to particular

regions to Avhich they are adapted in constitution and habits, so that

they would not flourish outside those regions, while other races adapted

to other regions would not flourish within them. Within such limits

languages will probably have those same general features which belong

to similar mental qualities and to similar modes of life. At the com-

mon boundary of two contiguous regions, the characteristic features of

language are most likely to be disturbed.

3. Each language now known has probably been subject to such

mixtures, and is the mode of expression in which those who spoke

different tongues succeeded in their effort to communicate thought to

each other. In such an effort the speaker, when he had no expression

intelligible to the hearer for the object of thought which he wished to

denote, might endeavour to find in the idea of that object an element

capable of intelligible expression which would suggest it to the hearer's

mind. Such an element, if discovered, would then be used to denote

the object of thought, and might be afterwards used in denoting other

objects of thought which resembled it ; and it would thus become a

root common to a number of different words. It would, however, be

necessary to distinguish from each other the different objects of thought

which involved this common element, and for that purpose other
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elements sliould be noted in those objects which would be distinctive

of them, and which might be denoted by expression intelligible to

the hearer. These would be used in other similar cases, and would

give rise to elements of language formative, or determinative, or

supplementary.

4. In the ages of unsettled life and frequent mixture of people and
language, the power of inventing and of understanding new expression

would grow by frequent exercise, the best modes of expression would
be imitated, and only after a long series of improvements would
language quite satisfy the needs of expression. If, however, the

faculty of inventing speech had been in a great degree disused before

a mixture of two languages took place, then the invention of such

fine elements as roots and forms would be alien to the habits of the

speaker who was striving to convey thought to a hearer. He might

in that case succeed in making his own speech intelligible by the help

of gesture, especially if the hearer was very anxious to understand

him ; or the hearer might learn by gestures from others what the words

meant. Thus in the continuance of intercourse words of both lan-

guages might come to be generally understood and used, while other

words which had not come to be generally understood would tend to

fall into disuse. On the other hand, one language might so prevail

over the other as to be scarcely at all affected with admixture of

foreign elements. And yet if it contained very fine expressions of

meaning these would be slowly apprehended, and the foreign speaker

who was endeavouring to express himself in the language would make
out his meaning by the help of the coarser elements which he had
learned ; Avhile the variations of form which expressed fine varieties of

meaning would tend to be dropped, the form which occurred most
frequently tending to prevail over the others. And thus the language

might be greatly altered in its structure without any change in its

vocabulary.

Such, too, in a less degree, would be the effects of the mixture of

different dialects of the same language. And in this case as well as

in the former the new forms of expression would settle down into

conformity with the mental habits of the mixed people.

5. In every case in which new expression was coming into use the

meaning of each word would be largely determined by the rest of the

sentence. And the effort, both of the speaker to be understood, and of

the hearer to understand, would be directed, not only to each part of the

sentence, but at the same time in a secondary degree to the whole, as

fixing the meaning of the part. That effort would lead both speaker

and hearer to think each part with great particularity of attention,

directed to the part itself, and to its connection with the whole. So
that even when the object of thought was denoted by singling out and
signifying in utterance fine elements common to it with other objects,

those radical elements would be thought, not in the abstract essence

which was truly common to all those objects, but in the particular

form in which they were found in the present object. They would
recall, indeed, the utterance which was used to denote them in the

other instances ; but this would not be used as identifying the present
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elements with those others, but with a particularity of reference to the

present elements proportional to the effort to denote them.

6. This particularity, which characterises a language in its first

growth, tends to be diminished by any influence, such as migration

into a new country, and new conditions of life, which enlarges the

stock of ideas and widens the variety of the elements of thought which
the elements of speech are used to express. For by the association of

thought, thoughts which have been present to the mind in immediate
succession tend to suggest each other, and become more firmly con-

nected with each other the oftener they occur together. By virtue

of this principle, an element of speech becomes associated in the mind
with that which it is used to express ; and the oftener it is used, the

more do the elements of thought to which it is successively applied

tend to be associated together, and to coalesce in one thought ; so

that the element of speech tends to become by use a nucleus, around
which gathers an associated thought, formed by the fusion together of

all the thoughts which it has been used to express. In this fusion

the particulars in which the associated thoughts differ from each

other tend to neutralise each other, and to be lost, while the common
essence of all those thoughts tends to unite into a single thought.

That common essence is not identical with the common element which
suggested the root, in order to signify the objects, for this radical

element was one special element which was fixed on because it

suggested significant expression, and needed the help of other elements

to complete the thought of the object, whereas the common essence

comes out as tlie whole of that in which the objects agree. And so far

as it is thus common to all the particular instances, it tends to come out

with a weaker sense of its present connections and modifications, for

these belong only to the present instance, and are weakened in the

thought which the word expresses by the partial withdrawal of thought

from the present instance to the more general associations.

7. This tendency of the elements of speech to greater generality and
singleness in the thoughts which they express, is promoted by whatever
enlarges the range of thought, but it is held in check by the influence

of sense. For while it is the property of the mind that in it thoughts

become associated so as to coalesce and to be reduced to the general

essence which they have in common, the impressions of sense, on the

other hand, are always particular and concrete. The object of sense

is perceived in its individual particularity, and with its present con-

nections ; and the nearer thought keeps habitually to sense, the more
it has of particularity and concreteness, and the less of that abstract

singleness which belongs to a general idea. This influence of sense

over thought in keeping it concrete and particular, is less where the

mental power is greater. But in this respect a great change comes
over the mental habits of a race, when they advance in knowledge,

arts, and civilisation.

8. As knowledge extends and arts multiply and society advances in

organisation, men's thoughts become less confined within the limits of

sense, and their pursuits become more distinct and special. Now it

is each man's pursuit in life which constitutes for him the sphere of
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material objects which most engage his interest, and as this becomes
more special and limited, sense has a diminished range for its earnest

action ; so that as the ideal world enlarges with the progress of

knowledge, the sensible world contracts with the specialisation of

business that accompanies the development of art and civilisation
;

and the consequence must be that thought will become more ideal

and be less governed by sense. The thoughts which words express

will then become less connected with impressions of sense, and there-

fore they will have more generality and singleness. The act of utter-

ance will acquire a singleness corresponding to that of the thought

which prompts it. And, moreover, the increased generality of the

meanings of words may necessitate the introduction of new formations

or of particularising elements to denote what is thought with par-

ticularity.

9. The utterance of language, too, tends to be changed by the con-

tinued identity of the race, and by their progress in civilisation.

Under the former condition, the language becomes familiar and
readily understood by all, so that less care is needed in uttering it

;

and consequently the elements of utterance tend to be more and more
impaired and worn down, so as to be easier for the organs.

The latter cause produces a softness of habit and action, according

as life becomes easier and less laborious, and this tends to give softness

to utterance (Chap. iii. 16).

"When the finer elements of expression are thus worn down, they

are liable to lose the difference of form which distinguishes one from
another. Their meaning becomes then more difficult to be appre-

hended by foreign speakers. And if the language be exposed to the

effects of mixture of the race with a strange people, those elements of

different meaning whose difference of form has been impaired will be

replaced by coarser and more distinct forms of expression.



BOOK 11.

INDUCTIVE PROOF OF THE CAUSES WHICH HAVE DETER-

MINED THE STRUCTURE OF LANGUAGE.

CHAPTER I.

PAKT I.—DEGREES OF QUICKNESS OF MENTAL EXCITABILITY

POSSESSED BY DIFFERENT KACES OF MEN.

I.

—

African.

1. The great peculiarity of the mental constitution of the true

African races is the readiness "with which they are affected by an

impression, and with which the affection produced in them by an

impression passes away.

The inexhaustible gaiety which struck Humboldt ^ in the negro

slaves in South America indicates this characteristic in both its parts,

for it shows an elasticity of spirit which is easily moved, and from

which depression quickly passes. Richard Lander, who travelled in

Yoruba and the other kingdoms on the lower course of the !Niger,

says :
2—"Xature has wisely endowed the African with a buoyant,

cheerful, happy temper, so that no calamity, however great, no grief,

however poignant, is capable of making a deep or lasting impression on

his mind. He does indeed display a lively, natural feeling when his

infant children are snatched forcibly from his embraces, or he himself

torn from his home and kindred and village tree, to gaze upon strange

faces and wander amongst foreign scenes ; but this emotion is as

evanescent as a flash of lightning. He knoAvs no fixed, lasting

sorrow. I have often seen disobedient slaves, and slaves offered for

sale, singing in chains and dancing in fetters, suffering at the same
time under a loathsome disease and an accumulation of misery the

very thoughts of which Avould melt even to tears a sympathising

English philanthropist. For their parts, they hardly know Avhat a

bitter moment is, and enjoy themselves, although under such

apparently overwhelming circumstances, with as keen a zest as if

they had been surrounded by their friends and companions, and

dancing by the light of the moon underneath the branches of their

favourite tree. In their toilsome journeyings from one part of the

country to another, it must be admitted that the captured slaves

^ Humboldt's Personal Narrative, chap. v. vol. i. p. 177.

^ Records of Clapperton's last Expedition to Africa, vol. i. p. 300.
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undergo incredible hardships
;
yet whenever they arrive at the end

of their march, all tlieir woes are buried for ever in a calabash of pitto

or otee, and they are as merry and thoughtless a day or two afterwards

as they ever were."

2. To the same purpose Barbot writes of the natives of the Gold
Coast. ^ " They are very little concerned in misfortunes, so that it is

hard to perceive any change in them, either in prosperity or adversity,

Avhich among Europeans is reckoned magnanimity, but among them
some will have it to pass for stupidity. To instance in this par-

ticular ; when they have obtained a victory over their enemies, they

return home dancing and skipping, and if they have been beaten and
totally routed, they still dance, feast, and make merry. The most
they do in the greatest adversity is to shave their heads, and make
some alteration in their garments ; but still they are ready to feast

about graves : and should they see their country in a flame, it would
not disturb their dancing, singing, and drinking ; so that it may Avell

be said, according to some authors, that they are insensible to grief

and want, sing till they die, and dance into their graves. If amidst

their hardest toils and work, at home or abroad, they do but hear

any one sing or play on their musical instruments they will fall

a-dancing."

Bosman uses almost the same language in his description of the

Gold Coast, p. 118. And from the description it is evident that it

is not insensibility that characterises them, but rather a readiness to

receive a new impression, such levity as enables them to pass quickly

from what is painful to Avhat is pleasant.

3. So, too, amongst the Joloffs, Adanson describes the strange

alternations of feeling after the death of a friend. " One night when
I was fast asleep, I was wakened by a horrid shrieking which threw
the whole village into an uproar. Immediately I inquired what was
the matter, and was told they were bewailing the death of a young
woman, who had been bit, about four leagues off, by a serpent, and
died of the poison in less than two hours ; and that her body had been

just now removed to her cottage. The first shriek was made, accord-

ing to ciistom, by one of the female relations of the deceased. At
this signal all the women in the village came out, and setting up a

most terrible howl, they flocked about the place from whence the

first noise had issued. This shocking noise lasted some hours, that

is, till break of day. When the burial was over, the cries and lamen-

tations ceased. Thus ended the lugubrious ceremony. Their thoughts

were now turned towards making an entertainment in honour of the

deceased ; and that same evening, they had a folgar or a dance which
they continued for three nights successively. An European on such

an occasion would have gone into mourning for some months, while

the African seizes the opportunity to rejoice."-

4. M. Cailli6, who travelled from the mouth of the Eio !N"unez to

Timbuctoo, thus notices the Bambaras, a Mandingo people who have

^ Description of the Coasts of South Guinea, Book iii. chap, xviii. p. 235
;

chap. xxi. p. 275.
- Adanson's V^oyage to Senegal, p. 108, &c.
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not been affected by Mabommedanism. " I scarcely ever saw so gay a

people as tbe Bambaras. At sunset they assemble under the great

bombaces at the entrance of the village, and dance all night to music
which is not unpleasant." ^ " They are content with the present
Avithout troubling themselves about the future."^ To judge by his

account of them, they are a people of great quickness of excitability.

" In the evening a dispute arose between two men of the village, Avho

began to fight, and Avould even have used their poniards, if the
inhabitants had not collected round them to make peace. Nothin"
was heard but the shrieks of the Avomen, who made great lamentations,

and the crowd was immense. All spoke at once and shouted to make
themselves heard, so that there was a tremendous uproar. 1 never
could learn what was the cause of this scuffle, which took place pre-

cisely in the court Avhere Ave lodged, and lasted a very long time,

though the rain Avas pouring in torrents." ^ The Jallonkas also, a Man-
dingo pagan people, are similarly excitable. "A great number of

people Avere going across the river in canoes, and they Avere all dis-

puting, some about the fare, others about Avho should go first. They
all talked at once and made a most terrible uproar. Those Avho had
crossed fired muskets in token of rejoicing, Avhich augmented the
tumult."^ "All the evening, and indeed till night Avas pretty well

advanced, the young negroes and negresses danced to the tom-tom." ^

5. Dancing and singing at night by moonlight, or firelight, seems to

be constant and universal amongst the negro races, except Avhere they
are checked by Mabommedanism. " For music and dancing are for-

bidden among the Mussulmans, and consequently their amusements are

far from equalling in frolic and gaiety those Avhich prevail among the

pagans." ^ When Caillie Avas on the Kiger sailing to Timbuctoo, " the

slaves, male and female, all Bambaras, began after sunset to leap,

dance, and amuse themselves in various Avays. Their gaiety, hoAvever,

proved the cause of some trouble to us ; for the Mahommedan Foulahs
observing them, came on board at nightfall armed Avith boAvs and
pikes. They seA'erely censured the impropriety of alloAving the slaves

to dance during the Kamadan, observing that it Avas like makini' a

scoff of religion. The dispute ended by the slaves being condemned
to receive each five lashes on the back. The sentence, hoAvever, Avas

not executed Avith much severity ; and it did not restrain the slaves

from resuming their dance as soon as the fanatical Foulahs departed."
"

" These people (Bambaras) are ahvays gay ; and their cheerfulness

forms a striking contrast Avith the dull gloomy look of the fanatic

Mussulman."^ Yet even the Mahommedan Mandingos have not
quite lost their natiA'e character. " The negroes are extremely fond
of social meetings. In the fine season, after evening prayer, they
assemble Avith the whole neighbourhood to take supper together.

These parties are ahvays very merry. These Avorthy Mussulmans
vituperate those Avhom they call infidels, laugh heartily, and amuse

1 Caillie's Travels through Africa, vol. i. p. 369. - Ibid. p. 370.
3 Ibid. p. 319. * Ibid. p. 250. » i^id. p. 252. « Ibid. p. 269.

" Ibid. vol. ii p. 12. " Ibid, vol L p. 392.
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themselves at the expense of absent friends." ^ "At the end of every

meal they thank each other reciprocally, and afterwards run through

the village, repeating their thanks to every one they meet, which is

equivalent to saying that they have dined or supped. It is easy to

judge of the quality of the repast by the expression of satisfaction

with which the word signifying thanks is pronounced. Some of them
came to the door of my hut also to ejaculate their thanks." ^

6. INfany examples of the quick excitability of the negro occur in

the travels of the brothers Lander in the same part of Africa which
Eichard Lander had visited before with Clapperton.

They found the people of Badagry " an ever-grinning and loquacious

people," 3 And at Bidjie, some eight or ten miles inland, the laughter

Avas continuous, and on the slightest occasions. " When I shook

hands with the chief's son, which act is not very diverting in itself,

the bystanders set up so general a roar of laughter, that the town rang

with the noise. And when I ventured farther to place my hand on

his head, they were yet more amazingly tickled, and actually shrieked

like mandrakes torn out of the earth." ^

At Jenna, " we have had the customary visit to our yard of a line

of women, who come every morning, Avith rueful countenances and
streaming eyes, to lament the approaching death of the old widow."

She was to be put to death to attend her husband in the other world.

"They weep, they beat their breasts and tear their hair, they moan
and exhibit all manner of violent affliction at the expected depriva-

tion. Perhaps their sorrow is sincere, perhaps it is feigned. At all

events, their transports are ungoverned and outrageous. The first

woman in the line begins the cry, and is instantly followed by the

other voices. The opening notes of the lamentation are rather low
and mournful, the last wild and piercing." ^

" As a contrast to the afflicted females of Jenna, the wives of the

king of Katunga all fell to crying for joy this evening, on recognising

a few old acquaintances in the yard, who soon joined them in the

melancholy music. It was laughable enough to see them. Yet, after

the first burst had subsided, they began to chat with a garrulity far

beyond that of the most talkative of their European sisters. The
conversation lasted more than an hour, till at last it resolved itself

into a violent quarrel." ^

At Pooya, in Yoruba, " one old woman' had the misfortune to let

a calabash of palm-oil fall from her head. On arriving at the spot,

Ave found a party of females, her companions in slavery, Avringing

their hands and crying. The old Avoman's OAvn affliction Avas bitter

indeed, as she dreaded the punishment Avhicli aAvaited her on her

return to her master's house. I compassionated her distress, and gave

her a large clasp-knife, Avhich Avould more than recompense her for

the loss of the oil ; Avhereat the Avomen Aviped away their tears, and
fell doAvn on the dust before us, exhibiting countenances more glad-

some and animated than can be conceived."
'^

^ Caillie's Travels through Africa, vol. i. p. 347.
- Ibid. p. 348. 3 Lander's Travels in Africa, p. 9. * Ibid. pp. 50, 53.

s Ibid. p. 73. •> Ibid. p. 83. ^ Ibid. p. 85.
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At Chekki, in Yoruba, " people of both sexes are infinitely more
grave and serious in their manners than those nearer the coast. And
the loud laugh that speaks the vacant mind, we have not heard these

many days." ^ This is probably due to the absence of the dissipation

which arises from their intercourse with foreigners.

But there seems to have been little diminution of excitability; for

in Keeshee, a frontier town in the north of Yoruba, the following

incident was recorded. " This is a market-day here, and I took a

walk this evening to the place where the market is held. But the

crowd that gathered round me was so great as to compel me to return

home much sooner than I had intended. If I happened to stand still

even for a moment, the people pressed by thousands to get close to

me ; and if I attempted to go on, they tumbled one over another

to get out of my way, overturning standings and calabashes, threw
down their owners, and scattered their property about in all directions.

Smiths welcomed me by clashing their iron tools against each other,

and drummers by thumping violently upon one end of their instru-

ments. A few women and children ran from me in a fright, but the

majority, less timid, approached as near as they could to catch a

glimpse of the first white man they had ever seen. My appearance

seemed to interest them amazingly, for they tittered and wished
me well, and turned about to titter again. On returning, the crowd
became more dense than ever, and drove all before them like a torrent.

Dogs, goats, sheep, and poultry were borne along against their will

;

which terrified them so much, that nothing could be heard but noises

of the most lamentable description. Children screamed, dogs yelled,

sheep and goats bleated most piteously, and fowls cackled and fluttered

from among the crowd. And happy indeed was I to shelter myself

from all this uproar in our own vard, whither the multitude dared not

follow." 2

At the same place " the widows of the deceased chief daily set

apart a portion of the twenty-four hours to cry for their bereavement

and pray to their gods. They began this evening in the same sad,

mournful tone Arhich is commonly heard on similar occasions all over

the country. We asked our interpreter why the women grieved so

bitterly. He answered quickly, 'What matter? they laugh directly.'

So I suppose they cry from habit rather than from feeling ; and that

they can shed tears and be merry in the same breath, whenever they

please." ^

7. On the north of Yoruba is the kingdom of Borgoo ; the inhabi-

tants of which are classed by Dr. Kolle, in the " Polyglotta Africana," as

akin to those of Ashantee. Lander says :
" Perhaps no two peoples in

the universe, residing so near each other, differ more Avidely in their

habits and customs, and even in their natures, than the natives of

Yoruba and Borgoo ;
" * the former being commercial, cowardly, and

mild, the latter warlike, bold, and hauglity. But though there is a

great difference in this respect between the two races, excitability

seems to be as great in Ashantee as in Yoruba.

^ Lander "s Travels in Africa, p. 102.
2 Ibid. p. 154. 3 Ibid. p. 155. * Ibid. p. 189.
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8. Bowdicli thus describes his entrance into the capital of Ashantee :

" "We entered Coomassie at two o'clock, passing under a fetish or

sacrifice of a dead sheep, wrapped up in red silk, and suspended
between two lofty poles. Upwards of 5000 people, the greater part

warriors, met us with awful bursts of martial music, discordant only

in its mixture ; for horns, drums, rattles, and gong-gongs were all

exerted with a zeal bordering on frenzy, to subdue us by the first

impression. The smoke which encircled us from the incessant dis-

charges of musketry confined our glimpses to the foreground. And
we were halted whilst the captains performed their Pyrrhic dance, in

the centre of a circle formed by their warriors ; where a confusion

of flags, English, Dutch, and Danish, were waved and flourished in

all directions, the bearers plunging and springing from side to side

with a passion of enthusiasm only equalled by the captains who fol-

lowed them discharging their shining blunderbusses so close that the

flags now and then were in a blaze, and emerging from the smoke
with all the gesture and distortion of maniacs. The several streets

branching off to the right and left were crammed with people. Their

exclamations were drowned in the firing and music, but their gestures

were in character with the scene." ^ "The next morning the kin<

sent to us to come and speak our palaver in the market-place, that

all the people might hear it. We found him encircled by the most
splendid insignia, and surrounded by his caboceers. We were received

graciously."

The following day "we were sent for to the king's house. He was
only attended by his privy counsellors. He expressed much delight

at the camera obscura and instruments. He again acknowledged the

gratification of the preceding day, and desired Mr. James to explain to

him two notes which he produced. When these were explained his

countenance changed, his counsellors became enraged ; they were all

impatience, we all anxiety. * These white men,' said the king, ' cheat

me, they think to make 'Shantee fool. They pretend to make friends

with me, and they join with the Fantees to cheat me, to put shame
upon my face. This makes the blood come from my heart.' This
was reported by his linguist with a passion of gesture and utterance

scarcely inferior to the king's. The irritation spread throughout the

circle and swelled even to uproar."^ Subsequently the king "drew
his beard into his mouth, bit it, and rushing abruptly from his seat

exclaimed, ' 'Shantee foo ! 'Shantee foo ! ah ! ah !
' Then shaking his

finger at us with the most angry aspect, would have burst from us

with the exclamation, ' If a black man had brought me this message
I would have had his head cut off before me.' " But on an explana-

tion being made by Mr. Bowdich, "conviction flashed across the

countenance of the interpreter. The cheerful aspect of the morning
was resumed in every countenance. The king held out his hand to

Mr. Bowdich. Every look was favourable. Everywhere there was a

hand extended." ^

9. In Dahomey, at the festival of watering the graves of the king's

^ Bowdich's Mission to Ashantee, p. 31-33. - Ibid. p. 43, 47.

" Ibid. p. 49, 5L
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ancestors, debates and trials are held which the king decides. The
excitable spirit in -which such processes are conducted may be seen in

the following incidents witnessed by Captain Forbes. Ahlohpeh was
accused of cowardice, and the mayo claimed an office Avhich he held.

"While he was making his defence, the mayo rushed at him and dealt

him several blows, and caused him to be arrested and forcibly removed.

In an instant the whole yard was in an uproar, and it was with difficulty

that silence could be procured for the king to rebuke the mayo, and
order Ahlohpeh to be brought back." ^

Any head-man of a town or district can, by prostrating and kissing

the ground, declare a king's court and try a culprit. " In the after-

noon a terrible noise drew my attention, when, on examination, I

found some of our hammock-men and the townspeople at a war of words.

Presently the head of the town rushed in among them, prostrated,

kissed the dust, and on his taking his seat on his hams, all squatted

down peaceably scarcely a moment after. Narwhey arrived too late,

and in a terrible passion he rushed on one of the hammock-men and
fairly pummelled him, while the head-man called to him to desist,

and that his conduct was contempt of court. He fell back among the

crowd a quiet but enraged spectator." ^

10. Lander says of the people of Africa in general :
" They are easily

provoked to anger, and as easily induced to resume sentiments of

benevolence and compassion. We not unfrequently observed persons

quarrelling and fighting in one moment with all the bitterness of angry

and elevated passions, and in the next as gentle as lambs, and the

most cordial friends in the universe, forgetting their previous noisy

dispute in the performance of reciprocal acts of kindness and good-

nature."^

11. Yet there are considerable diversities among the natives of

Africa, and to some of them this description is less applicable than to

those which came under Lander's notice. For Africa being separated

from Asia on the north-east only by the Eed Sea, and joined to it by
the Isthmus of Suez, is open on that side to Asiatic influences and

Asiatic immigrants. And it is natural, therefore, that a pure African

type should, for the most part, be found only in those regions which
are most separated from those sources of Asiatic mixture. Not only

is Africa, north of the Sahara, peopled by races of an Asiatic stock,

but south of the Sahara, even in Bornou, about half-way between the

most easterly and westerly parts of Africa north of the equator, a

more sedate and less vivacious nature was observed by Denham, who
says that " there is a remarkable good-natured heaviness about

them ;

" * and by Dr. Earth, who remarks that " even amusements
have rather a sullen character in Bornou." ^ And south of the equator,

in latitude 4°, and five days' journey inland from the east coast, Rel)-

mami found the Teita people, who said that their ancestors had come
thirty days' journey from the north, and whose huts, constructed in

^ Forbes's Dahomey, vol. ii. p. 138. ^ Ibid. vol. i. p. 89.

3 Clapperton's Last Expedition to Africa, vol. ii. p. 1, 2.

* Denham's Narrative of Travels, p. 316.
^ Dr. Earth's Travels in Central Africa, vol. ii. p. 310.
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the Abyssinian fashion, confirmed this tradition. He says :
" The

quiet and more earnest character of this mountain people prevented

them from making a great deal of fuss in the reception of the first

European whom they had seen in their midst, as is the custom of the

Wanika, who always, when you come for the first time into one of

their villages, set up dancing and singing in honour of the stranger.

Here there was nothing of the kind." ^ " The more serious character

of the Teita showed itself in this, that Maina did not laugh, as

the "Wanika are in the habit of doing, when he heard of the

resurrection." ^

12. The Hottentots in the extreme south differ in their mental

character, as in their physical, from the other natives of South Africa.

" Missionaries of different societies have lately proceeded to very distant

parts of the colony, and some even much beyond it, both among the

Kafirs to the eastward and the Bosjesman Hottentots to the northward.

The latter they represent as a docile and tractable people, of innocent

manners and grateful to their benefactors beyond expression ; but the

Kafirs, they say, are a volatile race, extremely good-humoured, but

turn into ridicule all their attempts to convert them to Christianity." ^

" The humour of the Hottentots is a little phlegmatic, and their tem-

perament cold." * " Their phlegmatic coolness and their serious looks

give them an air of reserve, which they never lay aside even at the

most joyful moments ; while, on the contrary, all other black or tawny

nations give themselves up to pleasure with the liveliest joy and with-

out any restraint." ^ " They appear to be a dull, gloomy, and indif-

ferent people."^

Such observations would suggest the inference that the Hottentots

differed from the pure African races in having a lower degree of quick

excitability ; but this impression is removed by the account which

Kolben gives of their character and habits. His description of their

indolence gives the true cause of the apparent difference ; for though

man in his rude state everywhere is liable to habits of indolence,

except when pressing necessity rouses him to action, the Hottentot

seems to surpass all other men in this respect. "The first thing I

shall remark in this view of the Hottentots is their laziness. They

are without doubt both in body and mind the laziest people under the

sun. A monstrous indisposition to thought and action runs through

all the nations of them, and their whole earthly happiness seems to

lie in indolence and supinity. They can think, and to purpose too, if

they please ; but they hate the trouble of it, and look upon every

degree of reasoning as a vexatious agitation of the mind. They there-

fore shun argument as the invader of their quiet, and never reason

but in cases of downright necessity. Fire not a Hottentot's mind

by violence, and he is all supinity and reverie. They can be active too

if they please, and when employed by the Europeans are as diligent

and expeditious as any people in the world. But let not a Hottentot

1 Dr. Krapfs Travels in East Africa, p. 226. ^ j^id. p. 234.

3 Barrow's Travels in Southern Africa, vol. i. p. 376.

* Vaillant's Travels, p. 271. ^ Ibid. p. 343.

Campbell's Travels in South Africa, p. 382.
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Le roused by any present appetite or necessity, and he is as deaf to

employment as a log, and when upon his legs will hardly stoop for

any one thing in the world he does not either particularly doat on or

immediately want. When appetite or necessity urges he enters readily

into employment and is all activity ; when these are gratified and his

obligation to serve is at an end, he retires to enjoy himself again in

his beloved idleness. This is the general character of the Hottentots

in point of action." ^ " They will neither work nor reason but upon

a kind of force. Let it not be said, then, as stupid as a Hottentot,

but as lazy as one." ^

Now such habits of inaction and of disinclination to exertion tend

to repress the manifestations of mental movement, and to reduce that

movement itself while the habit operates. And it is to those occasions

when habit does not favour indolence that we must look if we would

see the quality of the mental action which is natural to the race.

When tlie habits of the Hottentots are thus studied, their similarity

to the genuine African races in respect to quickness of excitability

becomes apparent. For not only on occasions of a strongly exciting

nature, as when the favour of deity is sought with earnest appeals,

which are strengthened Avith the transports of religious dance and

song, but at times which furnish a stimulus small compared with its

effect, the Hottentot is roused to excitement with true African facility.

" Dancing is the delight of both sexes of the Hottentots
;

" ^ and

among them, as among the negroes, the custom prevails of dancing in

the light of the moon. These dances are thought by those who have

observed them to have a religious character. But " most of the Hot-

tentots deny this, and avouch that their dancing, shouting, or singing

in the open fields in the night is only for diversion and to please

themselves, without the least intention to invoke or adore the moon
or any deity whatsoever." * Kolben thinks that these are religious

dances, and describes the worship which tliey address to the new and

full moon. At other times, however, they correspond to the general

African habit and seem to have a genuine African character, with a

degree of excitement out of proportion to the religious element which

they involve. " They assemble in great numbers in their several

districts, and dance in circles, clap their hands, and cry and rave, as

it seems, all night long. Their behaviour on those occasions is very

amazing. They throw themselves into various surprising distortions

of body, stare wildly up towards heaven, stretch every feature, and

cross their foreheads with a red stone." ^ At other times, when
there is no religious motive, the dance goes on with an excitement

which is quite disproportioned to the occasion. " The occasions of

their dancings, setting aside the religious solemnities, are generally

these : when peace is clapt up with a nation with which they have

been at war ; when one of the kraal has slain a wild beast or escaped

some great danger ; or when some notable piece of good luck has

happened to some particular person or family of the kraal. On these

^ Kolben's Cape of Good Hope, chap. iv. sect. 7. - Ibid. chap, xix., introd.

* Ibid. chap. xxii. sect. 4. * Ibid. chap. viii. sect. 3.

^ Ibid. chap. viii. sect. 3.
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and the like occasions the whole kraal testifies its joy in dancing,

sometimes whole nights and sometimes till far in the next day, without

any manner of refreshment. The men in dancing deal their legs about

them to a prodigy of activity. The women are very active in this diver-

sion, keeping their legs continually in a wonderfully nimble motion." ^

*' They can sing, and dance, and confabulate with all imaginable

gaiety for twenty hours together by the help only of their ordinary

beverage, water and cows' milk ; vivacities in which, spite of all the

sarcasms with which they have been pelted for stupidity, they excel

the Europeans, who cannot, forsooth, maintain their mirth for an hour
without the help of strong liquors." ^ When distemper ceases among
their sheep, after offerings made to propitiate their god Gounja, " the

sense of having pleased him furnishes such scenes of mirth and ecstasy

as are perhaps nowhere else to be met with." ^ And " when the sheep

pass readily through or over the fire," through which at certain times

they are driven, " 'tis hardly in the power of language to describe

them I in all the sallies of their joy. Heavens! what a distracted

scene ! what shouting, singing, and screaming ! what bouncing and
scampering ! what laughing, grinning, and staring ! what stamping,

capering, and tumbling ! what clapping of hands and shaking of heels !

what twistings and wrigglings of the body ! what raptures and uproars !

They are mad in all appearance, stark-staring mad, and their extrava-

gances know no end." ^

Such descriptions show the excitable nature which is concealed

beneath the indolence of the Hottentot.

13. There is no such veil of indolence obscuring the true nature of

the Kafir. When Vaillant first met Kafirs after having been accus-

tomed to Hottentots, the difference between them in this respect

struck him forcibly. The Kafirs were of the Kosah race. " What
showed their difference from the Gonaquas most sensibly was their

manner of saluting. They all spoke together, and with a precipitation

and volubility which appeared to me so much the stranger, as I had
been for almost a year accustomed to the slow manner of my indolent

Hottentots." * " Being more open and lively than the Hottentots, and
having in their character nothing approaching to their taciturnity,

these people gained upon me in volubility." ^ When he made a

bellows for them, " this specimen of skill raised their astonishment to

the highest pitch. I may venture to say they were almost convulsed

and thrown into a delirium. They danced and capered around the

bellows ; each tried it in turns, and they clapped their hands, the

better to testify their joy." ^

14. Captain Gardiner thus describes a scene of excitement which
he witnessed among the Zulus. " A chief named Georgo, at the head
of a large detachment from his regiment, came from a distant part of

the country for the purpose of begging shields. Their arrival at the

principal gate of the town having been notified to the king, an order

was soon after sent for their admission ; when they all rushed up with

* Kolben's Cape of Good Hope, chap. xxii. sect. 4. '^ Ibid., chap. ix. sect, 6.

3 Ibid. chap. ix. sect. 8. * Vaillant's Travels, p. 375. ^ Ibid. p. 379.
« Ibid. p. 393.
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a shout, brandishing their sticks in a most violent manner, until

within a respectable distance of the Issigordlo (or residence of the

king), when they halted. Dingarn, the king, shortly after came out,

the two indoonas, or ministers of state, and a number of his great

men having already arrived. Tambooza, who is the great speaker on
all these occasions, and the professed scolder whenever necessity

requires, was noAv on his legs. To speak publicly in any other posture

would, I am convinced, be painful to a Zulu. Nor is he content

with mere gesticulation ; actual space is necessary. I had almost
said sufficient for a cricket-ball to bound in, but this would be hypar-

bole. A run, however, he must have ; and I have been surprised at

the grace and effect which this novel accompaniment to the art of

elocution has often given to the point and matter of the discourse.

On a late occasion it appears the troops now harangued had not per-

formed the service expected. After a long tirade, in which Tambooza
ironically described their feeble onset and fruitless effort, advancing
like a Mercury to fix his dart, and gracefully retiring as though to

point a fresh barb for the attack, now slaking his wrath by a journey
to the right, and then as abruptly recoiling to the left, by each detour
increasing in vehemence, the storm was at length at its height, and
in the midst of the tempest he had stirred, he retired to the feet of

his sovereign. Georgo's countenance can better be imagined than
described at this moment. Impatient to reply, he now rose from the

centre of the line. Amanka (it is false), Avas the first word he uttered.

The various chivalrous deeds of himself and his men were then set

forth in the most glowing colours, and a scene ensued which I scarcely

know how to describe. Independent of his own energetic gesticula-

tions, his violent leaping and sententious running, on the first announce-
ment of any exculpatory fact indicating their prowess in arms, one or

more of the principal warriors would rush from the ranks to corro-

borate the statement by a display of muscular power in leaping,

charging, and pantomimic conflict, which quite made the ground to

resound under his feet ; alternately leaping and galloping (for it is

not running), until, frenzied by the tortuous motion, their nerves were
sufficiently strong for the acm6 posture—vaulting several feet in the

air, drawing the knees towards the chin, and at the same time passing

the hands between the ankles. In this singular manner were the

charges advanced and rebutted for a considerable time."^ Even in

the ordinary discourse of the Zulu, his excitement requires an outlet

additional to what it gets in language. " A Zulu can scarcely speak

without snapping his fingers at every sentence ; and when energetic,

a double slap is often made, and that between every four or five

words." 2 Gardiner also notes the quickness with which the Zulus
accomplish a process of joint deliberation. " It was in this impromptu
manner that the town of D'Urban was named, its situation fixed, the

township and church lands appropriated, and, in short, as much real

business gone through as would have required at least a fortnight's

hard writing and debating in any other quarter of the globe. "^

15. Among the Bechuanas, Campbell found similar quickness of

^ Gardiner's Journey to the Zulu Country, p. 47-50.
- Ibid. p. 168. 3 Ibid. p. 188.
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excitability. When he entered Lattakoo, "in a few minutes the

square was filled with men, women, and children, who poured in

from all quarters to the number of a thousand or more. The noise

from so many tongues, bawling with all their might, was rather con-

founding after being so long accustomed to the stillness of the wilder-

ness." ^ " While writing in the tent some of the principal persons came
in and seated themselves around me, but in consequence of their talk-

ing so much and so loud about my writing, dress, and so forth, I was
obliged to desist. At my manner of pronouncing some of their words

they laughed so immoderately loud as almost to make me deaf."- "It

is very difficult to know, when these people are talking, whether they

are in a rage or in good humour. I had generally to listen whether

they laughed or not before I could determine, if not within sight of

their countenances ; for when they become the least interested in

what they are saying, they speak with all their might, as if addressing

people at a great distance."^ "From fifty to a hundred women are to

be found at these little wells from morning to evening. 'No person

having a headache should approach within a hundred yards of these

wells, the tongue-uproar is so great." ^ " When writing I was hastily

called out to Avitness something extraordinary. There was a hard,

smooth skin laid on the ground, on which was put another skin,

which they intended to soften. Twelve men on their knees sur-

rounded it. Every second person, which made six of the circle, at

one instant plunged down upon the skin, like one diving into the sea.

Each person driving it from him, the whole skin Avas shrivelled into a

heap in the centre ; but in raising again their bodies, they pulled it

to them, which made it flat as before, and made room for the other

six to plunge down upon it in the same way. Both sixes alternately

continued a long time at this exercise, keeping exact time in falling

and rising by means of words which they sang, intermixed with

frightful screams and howling. They frequently appeared frantic and
furious, but the instant the operation ended, their countenances

resumed their former aspect, as if nothing had liappened." ^ " Having
plenty of flesh, the Matchapees (a Eecliuana tribe) were in such
high spirits that I was induced to compare their combined vocifera-

tions to the uproar which prevailed in the streets of Paris during

some of the revolutionary massacres. Many of them appeared so full

of rage that a stranger would have expected every moment to see

them stab each other with their assegais, or cleave one another down
with their battle-axes. Inquiring of the interpreter at the height of

the uproar the subject of dispute, he carelessly answered it was
only about the best way to travel on the morrow in order to obtain

water." ^ *' The king heard a case of goat-stealing, passed judgment,
and put it in execution with his own hands, all in the course of a few
minutes."'^ "The Matchapees were much depressed and discouraged,

no people being more afl'ected by rain and damp than they are." ^

1 Campbell's Travels in South Africa, p. 246. ' Ibid. p. 251.
3 Ibid. p. 275. * Ibid. p. 279. » Ibid. p. 253.
" Campbell's Second Journey in South Africa, p. 141. ' Ibid. p. 183.

8 Ibid. p. 193.
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16. Amongst the Makololo, some 600 miles north of Lattakoo, in

south latitude 18°, and east longitude 2V, Livingstone found a

similar character of ready excitability. "The people usually show
their joy and work off their excitement in dances and songs. If the

dance were Avitnessed in a lunatic asylum, it would be nothing out of

the way, and quite appropriate even as a means of letting off the

excessive excitement of tlie brain." ^ " The dance is kept up in the

moonlight till past midnight. The attendants of the chief keep up a

continuous roar of bantering raillery, laughing, and swearing." ^

17. The Barotse also, two or three degrees further north, have a

similar character ;
" they often engage in loud scolding of each other

in order to relieve the tedium of their work." " They are a merry set

of mortals. A feeble joke sets them off in a fit of laughter." ^

18. Xorth of the Barotse are the Balonda, a people of a negro type.

Livingstone's description of the Balonda female chief Manenko is

like Gardiner's description, already quoted, of the Zulu Tambooza.
She considered that a grave offence had been committed against her,

and " she had now a good excuse for venting her spleen. She
advanced and receded in true oratorical style, belabouring her own
servants as well for allowing the offence, and, as usual in more
civilised feminine lectures, she leaned over the objects of her ire, and
screamed forth all their faults and failings ever since they were
born, and her despair of ever seeing them become better until they
were all killed by alligators."'* "One of Intemese's men (Balonda)

stole a fowl given me by the lady of the village. "When charged
Avith the theft, every one of Intemese's party vociferated his innocence

and indignation at being suspected, continuing their loud asseverations

and gesticulations for some minutes. Intemese then called on me to

send one of my people to search the huts if I suspected his people.

The man sent soon found it, and brought it out, to the confusion of

Intemese, and the laughter of our party." ^ " The Balonda seemed
generally to be in good spirits, and spend their time in everlasting

talk, funeral ceremonies, and marriages. This flow of animal spirits

must be one reason why they are such an indestructible race." "^

19. Livingstone, in his travels across South Africa from Loanda to

the mouth of the Zambesi, did not meet with any race which formed an
exception to the general African excitability, for if he had, he could

not have failed to notice it. His observations bearing on the subject

all point to the universal prevalence of this character. In Angola,

on the occasion of marriages, "dancing, feasting, and drinking are

prolonged for several days." " In cases of death the body is kept

several days, and there is a grand concourse of both sexes, with
beating of drums, dances, and debauchery, kept up with feasting, &c.,

according to the means of the relatives." ^ On the Tamba, E. long.

liU" 13', S. lat. 10°, "on the arrival of strangers, men, women, and

^ Livingstone's Missionary Travels in South Africa, p. 225.
" Ibid. p. 508. •* Ibid. p. 244. * Ibid. p. 279.
» Ibid. p. 307. ' Ibid. p. 4u0. ^ Ibid. p. 412.
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children ply their calling as hucksters witli a great deal of noisy

haggling."^ At Cabango, in the same vicinity, "funeral obsequies

occup}' about four days, during Avhich there is a constant succession of

dancing, -wailing, and feasting." ^ Among the Eatoka, E. long. 27°, S.

lat. 17", " the mode of salutation is quite singular. They throw them-

selves on their backs on the ground, and rolling from side to side, slap

the outside of their thighs as expressions of thankfulness and "welcome,

uttering the Avords ' Kina bomba.' " ^

20. On the east coast, too, in S. lat. 4°, Dr. Krapf thus describes

liis reception by the Wanika, a Suahili tribe :
" The chiefs and their

retinue arrived, welcomed me, and conducted us through three

entrances in the palisades into the village amid cries of rejoicing,

dancing, and brandishing of swords and bows. In the village the

noise was still greater, as young and old, men and women, streamed

forth to pay the European the same honours which are paid to a great

man from Mombaz when he visits the Wanika. Whenever any one

only stood and looked on, he was driven by the chiefs into the crowd

to dance and shriek with his neighbours." * The only exception to

this character of quick excitability met with south of the Gallas was
apparently that of the Teita, already referred to as being probably of

an Abyssinian origin.

Abyssinia itself was deeply affected by Arabic influence, as the

language shows ; but in Nubia the native race is more original. And
as the natives of Bornou, when contrasted with the negroes to the

west of them, seem to have a more sedate character, so the Nubians,

Avhen compared with the tribes of mixed Arabic blood with which
they are in contact, produce an opposite impression. They are thus

described by Kiippell :
" Though the Dongolawi at present languish

in great misery, yet they are always in a cheerful humour. They sing

and dance gladly and often, and if they only have Busa to drink, they

forget all troubles." ^ " The Dongolawi are a light-minded, merrj',

impressionable {sinnliches), and highly selfish people."^ "The differ-

ence is striking between the character of the inhabitants of Mahas and
Suckot and that of the Dongolawi. Instead of the light cheerfulness

of the latter, one finds here at all times only dark reserve. Envy and
mistrust are the main features of their character ; and the two races

have nothing in common but an unbounded selfishness."
"^

II.

—

American.

1. In the opposite extreme from the quick excitability of the

African races is the low intensity of the mental action which is set on
foot by a given force of impression amongst the aborigines of America.

Nor is there any fact more remarkable in the natural history of man,
than the universal prevalence of this peculiarity in North and South
America, from the Arctic Ocean to Cape Horn. No variety of climate

^ Livingstone's Missionary Travels in South Africa, p. 453. - Ibid. p. 456.
3 Ibid. p. 5.51. * Dr. Krapf 's Travels in East Africa, p. 136.

5 Kiippell, Reisen in Nubien, p. 5d. * Ibid. p. 61. ^ Ibid. p. 63.
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or of food seems to have any direct effect on it. One race indeed may,
from the circumstances of its life, be more social or more enterprising

than another ; and the comparative willingness to talk, or to act, may
seem to indicate a more excitable nature. But these varieties, where
they are met with in America, are always accompanied by the general

indications of slow excitability ; and are therefore to be regarded as the

effects of special habits generating a readmess for special kinds of

action, and not as resulting from a general readiness to respond with
nervous force to an impression. In the present state of our knowledge
it seems vain to speculate on the question, whether there was any cause

generally prevalent in America tending to produce directly this impas-

sive temperament. But from national characteristics in general, there

is a freedom of individual deviation which seems to indicate the

weakness or want of prevalence of causes directly producing them

;

and we are thus led to account for them rather by the principle of

natural selection. Applying this principle to the immobility of the

American races, we should have to inquire whether there is any pecu-

liarity in the conditions of life in America, which so corresponds to

this character of nervous action, as to give advantage in the struggle

for life to those who possess it, and consequently to lead to its pre-

vailing everywhere. Now, there is one quality connected generally

throughout America with this unexcitable nature which seems to point

to such a peculiarity in the conditions of life, namely, capability of

endurance. For endurance corresponds to hardship. And the culti-

vation of endurance by the American aborigines shows that a value

was attached to it, Avhich it must have derived from its association

with success as a necessary condition. Endurance is facilitated by
low nervous excitability. Without this it would be scarcely possible

to carry it to the length to which it is carried in America. And we
are thus led to the conjecture that in America, more than in the other

continents, the conditions of life involved hardship which required

endurance, and that low excitability b}' facilitating endurance gave an
advantage in the struggle for life which favoured its development.

The peculiar condition of the natives of America prior to its discovery

by Columbus was that without domestic animals and with little help

from agriculture, which was generally left to the women, they lived

for the most part by hunting large animals over extensive grounds.

The uses which the Peruvians made of the llama, and the Esqui-

maux of the dog, were insignificant exceptions to this general fact. Now
the want of domestic animals increased enormously the difficulty of this

mode of life in North America, and in that part of South America
which is outside the tropics. In those regions the hunter had to

follow his game over wide ranges of pasture, and he had to keep his

large extent of hunting-grounds from being encroached on by others.

And to do this on foot with the constancy which was necessary for

his subsistence involved enormous exertion, not in intermittent bursts

of great activity, but in protracted expenditure of energy. Such
great exertion must have been attended by great fatigue. It had,

moreover, often to be persisted in when they were hungry and
wounded. And those were best fitted for it who could best endure
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fatigxie and liunger and pain. When the struggle for life consists

rather of ready conflicts of men with men, then those are most likely

to prevail who from quick excitability can put forth the most force

on a sudden emergency. But when, either in war or for subsistence,

man has to face natural difficulties entailing hardship, then a power
of endurance is a capital condition of success, and a low degree of

nervous excitability a decisive advantage. This American hardship,

however, of being a hunter on foot on a large scale did not exist

where the natives lived mainly by fishing or agriculture ; and it

might be su[)posed that in those parts a more excitable character

Avould prevail But these parts either entailed hardships of their

own, as was the case with the frozen coasts of the Arctic seas, or they

were exposed to the inroads of the hunters ; and with such enemies

tlie inhabitants needed to have a constant and enduring nature, that

they might not be destroyed. In the movements and mixtures of

unsettled races the eff'ects of exceptional circumstances are overruled

by the more general influences. And, moreover, national character-

istics which have continued for ages become rooted in fixed ideas of

excellence, and tales of noted achievement, and systems of traditional

habits, which form a complete institution of life, and preserve with

Avonderful permanence the national character from which they sprang.

The impassive nature of the American, formed wdien he was a hunter

on foot, has not passed away since the introduction of horses. And
not only does it prevail amongst those who live by fishing on the sea-

coast and the banks of the great rivers, and amongst those who live by
cultivating the fertile lands within the tropics, but amongst both

these that impassive nature is more strikingly manifested, because it is

more or less dissociated from habits of active enterprise which simulate

excitability. However this character is to be accounted for, its preva-

lence is a fact ; and it is only with the fact that we are here concerned.

There are certain peculiar habits directly connected with it which
serve as indications of it amongst all the American aborigines. As
they discipline themselves in endurance to a degree which would not

be possible if they were of a nature more easily moved, so in their enter-

prises, in their warfare, and in their ideal of the warrior, patient caution

is a principal excellence. This quality their peculiar temper enables

them to exercise in a high degree. It is one of their strong points, and
they cultivate it accordingly. Rashness would be in them inexcusable.

The same habit of caution marks all their more serious intercourse,

making them careful not to displease, and producing generally great

ceremoniousness.

They speak in a low tone of voice compared with other men, show-

ing the low intensity of their nervous action.

For the same reason they are less quarrelsome than other men would
be in their circumstances.

And a novel and surprising object, which in other people would call

forth speech, is apt in them to produce silence. They are less excited

by it and more puzzled, the novel impressions awakening in them less

readily than in others the ideas under which the new objects are to

bo thought.
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In these respects there is -wonderful similarity amongst all the

native races of America through all difl'erences of climate and of soil.

Humboldt says: "The Caribs have a gravity of manner and a

certain look of sadness -which is observable among most of the

primitive inhabitants of the Ne-w World." ^ Xow, sucli an expression

oi countenance corresponds exactly to -want of elasticity of spirit, and its

prevalence indicates that of an impassive nature. Such nature, indeed,

may exist -without such clear expression, for -ndiere the habits of life

are sociable, the countenance will have a more cheerful aspect, so that

this -want of elasticity -will be less apparent. Eut even in such a case

it is discernible. Thus in Lewis and Clarke's Expedition, vol. ii. p.

368, we are told that the Chopunnish on the Columbia river have a
" general appearance of face which is cheerful and agreeable, though
•without any indication of gaiety and mirth."

2. The Esquimaux are a people of sociable habits, but at the same
time of American immobility. " The Greenlanders," says Egede, "are
commonly of a phlegmatic temper, which is the cause of a cold nature

and stupidity. They seldom fly into a passion, or are much affected or

taken with anything, but are of an insensible indolent mind." ^ Their

even temper and good-nature make them observe a regular and orderly

behaviour towards one another. One cannot enough admire how
peaceably, lovingly, and united they live together ; hatred and envy,

strifes and jars, are never heard of among them. And although it may
happen that one bears a grudge to another, yet it never breaks out

into any scolding or fighting, neither have they any words to express

such passions, or any injurious and provoking terms of quarrelling."^
" They go and come, meet and pass one another without making use of

any greeting or salutation
;
yet they are far from being unmannerly or

uncivil in their conversation, for they make a difference among persons,

and give more honour to one than to another according to tlieir merit

and deserts."* "They are very good-natured and friendly in con-

versation ; they can be merry and bear a joke, provided it be within

due bounds." ^

Crantz thus describes their character :
" They are not very lively

;

at least, they do not indulge in any sallies of mirth, but they are good-

humoured, friendly, and sociable." " They are patient of injuries, and
will concede their manifest rights rather than engage in dispute. But
when pushed to extremity, they entrench themselves in a brutal

desperation and an utter disregard of life." "They are so skilful in

disguising their passions that, from their external conduct, we might
judge them to be a set of Stoics. They appear to meet misfortunes

with the greatest composure, and they are not easily irritated, or at

least they can easily suppress their anger. But in this case they are

dumb and sullen, and do not forget to revenge themselves the first

opportunity."^ " The children are quiet, sheepish, and not at all mis-

chievously inclined. Their disposition is such that in case they

^ Humboldt's Personal Narrative, vol. iii. chap. xxvi. p. 74.

^ Egede's Description of Greenland, chap. ix. p. l'J2.

2 Ibid. chap. x. p. 123. * Ibid. p. 125. * Ibid. p. 128.
® Crantz's History of Greenland, Book iii. chap. i. sect. 2.
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cannot be prevailed upon to do anything by entreaties or arguments, they

would rather suffer themselves to be beaten to death than compelled

to it." " The nearer their children arrive at years of maturity, the more
quiet and tractable they become." ^ " There is less noise and confu-

sion in a Greenland house inhabited by ten couples with numerous

children of different ages than in a single European one where only

two relations reside with their families. When a Greenlander con-

siders himself injured by his neighbour, he retires, without any

reprisals, into another house." ^ " Their deportment in the social

intercourse of everyday life is discreet, cautious, friendly, mannerly,

and modest. In company they are loquacious and fond of ironical

remarks. They are anxious to please, or rather not to displease, each

other, and carefully avoid Avhatever might excite uneasiness. This

principle seems to run through all their actions." ^ " In their visits,

all hands are employed in drawing on shore and unloading their boats,

and every one is eager to have the guests in his own house. They
meanwhile are silent, and wait till the invitations are repeated." *

" In their dances and merrymakings, were it not for the drum and

the droll figures of the dancers, a stranger ignorant of their language

would almost conclude that they were assembled for religious exercises,

rather than for pastime." ^ " Humanity and sympathy are so entirely

excluded from their character that they are not even found in the

weaker sex. On the other hand, the bonds of filial and parental love

seem stronger in them than amongst most other nations."^ This

intense and exclusive care for one's own family probably suits the

difficulty of the life, so that those who have it succeed best, and the

quality has prevailed accordingly.

Captain Lyon thus speaks of the Esquimaux north of Hudson's

Bay : "Though the Esquimaux do not possess much of the milk of

human kindness, yet tlieir even temper is in the highest degree praise-

worthy. In pain, cold, starvation, disappointment, or under rough

treatment, their good-humour is rarely ruffled. No serious quarrels

or blows happen among themselves. An insensibility of danger is

acquired in venturing amongst young or loose ice, which by a change

of wind or unseen ruption might carry them to certain starvation and
death at sea." "^ "I led an old woman to the side of one of our 24-

pounder carronades, and entered into conversation with her, when I

observed that at the explosion she did not even wink her eyes, but

very earnestly continued a long story about a pair of boots for which

some of our people had not contented her."^

Dr. M'Keevor, in his account of his voyage to Hudson's Bay, says

that the Esquimaux, "males and females, young and old, had all the

same low, husky, whispering kind of voice."

^

3. Of the North American Indians about Hudson's Bay, Dr.

M'Keevor says: "The general expression of their countenance is

^ Crantz's History of Greenland, Book iii. chap. ii. sect. 3.

^ Ibid. sect. 8. ^ Ibid. chap. iii. sect. 1. * Ibid, chap iii. sect. 2.

* Ibid. chap. iv. sect. 2. ^ Ibid. chap. iv. sect. 5.

^ Captain Lyon's Private Journal, pp. 350, 35L * Ibid. p. 402.

9 M'Keevor's Voyage, p. 31.
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gloomy and severe," ^ a remark similar to that which has been already

quoted from Humboldt as to Americans generally.

The aborigines of Canada have for the most part, according to

Charlevoix, "a nobleness and an equality of soul to which we seldom

arrive with all the helps we can obtain from philosophy and religion.

Always masters of themselves in the most sudden misfortunes, we
can't perceive the least alteration in their countenances. Even the

first emotions do not find them at fault. Their constancy in suffering

pain is beyond all expression. Nothing is more common than to see

persons of all ages, and of both sexes, suffer for many hours, and
sometimes many days together, the sharpest effects of fire and all that

the most industrious fury can invent to make it most painful, without

letting a sigh escape. They are employed for the most part during

their sufferings in encouraging their tormentors by the most insulting

reproaches. The savages exercise themselves in this constancy of

endurance all their lives, and acciistom their children to it from their

tenderest years. "We have seen little boys and girls tie themselves

together by one arm and put a lighted coal between them to see which
would shake it off first. There are no men in the world who fatigue

themselves more in their huntings or in their journeys. But this

kind of insensibility, the effect of a true courage, is not found in all

of them."- This last remark is important, for it shows that their

endurance is not to be regarded as mere insensibility, but rather as an

excellence which indeed the low intensity of their feeling qualifies

them to attain, but which is associated with the glory of success, and
therefore cultivated to the utmost, different individuals attaining it in

different degrees.

In consequence of this glory which belongs to endurance amongst
the iSTorth American hunters, the prisoners taken in war, though

defeated in the field, may yet have their triumph at the stake ; so

that generally a horrid struggle takes place to overcome their endur-

ance by the most horrid tortures.^ Hence, too, the fearfid ordeals

through which the young warriors pass with such marvellous fortitude

to prove their heroism,* and the almost incredible sufferings which
their distinguished men inflict on themselves, or voluntarily submit

to, in order to show their greatness.^

The impassive nature or low excitability which renders possiljle

such amazing feats is to be seen amongst them under other forms.

"The savages," says Charlevoix, "are naturally calm, and early

masters of themselves. Eeason guides them rather more than other

men."^ " They appear to be without passion. But they do that in

cold blood, and sometimes through principle, which the most violent

and unbridled passion produces in those who give no ear to reason."
*"

Their oratory is not " supported by action. They make no gestures,

^ M'Keevor's Voyage, p. 50.

* Charlevoix, Letters from Canada, &c., Letter xx. p. 215.
' Ibid. Letter xv. p. 164.
* Catlin's North American Indians, i. 170.
* Keating, Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River, i. 449 ; Catlin, i. 232.

' Charlevoix, Letter xxvL p. 233. ^ Ibid. Letter xxii. p. 245.
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and do not raise their voice." ^ They never quarrel except when
gambling or drunk.^

Their caution is as remarkable as their fortitude. " In their wars

they expose themselves as little as possible, because they make it

their chief glory never to buy the victory at a dear rate." ^ "The
savages are intrepid ; they preserve in the midst of action much cool-

ness. Nevertheless they never fight in the field but Avhen they can-

not avoid it. Their reason is, tliat a victory marked with the blood

of the conquerors is not properly a victory, and that the glory of a

chief consists principally in bringing back all his people safe and
sound." * The same quality appears in the cautious negotiations and
elaborate councils in which they are continually engaged. " They
conclude nothing hastily. The strong passions which have made such

alterations in the systems of policy even amongst Christians, have not

yet prevailed in these savages over the public good." ^ It is owing

also to their cautious watchfulness that they are such keen observers

of the counteiiance. "They rely much on physiognomy, and perhaps

there are no men in the world who are better judges of it." ^

These observations made by Charlevoix in his travels in Canada,

and from thence to Louisiana and the Gulf of Mexico, agree com-

pletely with the accounts given by more recent travellers of the natives

west of the Mississippi.

4. " The Dacotas appear to take but little pains in the education

of their children. The only attention which these receive is towards

the development of those qualifications both of mind and body which
shall enable them to make active hunters and dauntless warriors. To
rise early, to be inured to fatigue, to hunt skilfully, to undergo hunger

without repining, are the only points to which the Dacota thinks it

important to attend." '^ Here is seen the demand for endurance made
by the conditions of life even since the introduction of horses. For,
" notwithstanding the constant activity of the hunters, the people are

often much necessitated for food previously to their arrival within

view of the bisons, an interval of fifteen or twenty days." ^

5. "It is the common practice of the Indians, however closely pressed

their appetites may be, to exercise patience ; and I have frequently

known them to return from long marches in an almost famished con-

dition, and sustain conversation with their friends for hours together

without giving the slightest intimation of their pressing exigencies."^
" Wlien watchfulness is necessary they recline in nearly the same
position without sleep for forty or fifty hours at a time." ^° " The
Omahaws readily perceive that they have a greater capacity than the

whites for undergoing with fortitude the many evils to which they are

exposed, as heat and cold, hunger, thirst, and pain." ^^

The Kanzas "bear sickness and pain with great fortitude, seldom

^ Charlevoix, Letter xx. p. 214. ^ Ibid. Letter xvi. p. 176.
3 Ibid. Letter xx. p. 216. * Ibid. Letter xiv. p. 157.
5 Ibid. Letter xv. p. 168, xvii. p. 183. ^ jbid. Letter xxii. p. 246.
^ Keating's Expedition to the Source of St. Peter's River, i. 420.
^ James's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, i. 187.
^ Hunter's Captivity among the Indians of North America, p. 260.
^^ Ibid. p. 262. " James's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, ii. 43.
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uttering a complaint."^ "\^^len from age the Omahaws become help-

less on a march, they are abandoned to their fate, often at tlieir own
earnest solicitation. " When thus abandoned, their fortitude does not

forsake them ; and the inflexible passive courage of the Indian sustains

them against despondencj'," -

" On the following day the Pawnees were summoned to council,

and in a short time they appeared, marching leisurely in a narrow path-

way in Indian file, led by the grand chief. Xear this pathway the

musical band was stationed, and when Longhair appeared opposite they

struck up suddenly and loudly a martial air. We wished to observe

the effect which instruments that he had never seen or heard before

would produce on this distinguished man, and therefore eyed him
closely, and were not disappointed to observe that he did not deign to

look upon them, or to manifest by any motion whatever that he was

sensible of their presence. The Indians arranged themselves on the

benches prepared for them, and the cessation of the music was suc-

ceeded by stillness, which was suddenly interrupted by loud explosions

from our howitzers that startled many of us, but did not appear to

attract the notice of the Pawnees." ^ This was an experiment similar

to the one already mentioned which Captain Lyon tried on tlie

Esquimaux woman, with the same result. For immobility of nerve is

the essential quality which everywhere is the basis of the American

character. " An Otto squaw, whose husband had recently been

killed by the Kanzas, rushed into the lodge Avith the intention of

seeking vengeance by killing one of the Kanzas ambassadors on the

spot. She stood suddenly before Herochshe, and seemed a very

demon of fury. She caught his eye, and at the instant, with all her

strength, she aimed a blow at his breast with a large knife, which was

firmly grasped in her right hand, and which she seemed confident of

sheathing in his heart. At that truly hopeless moment the counte-

nance of the warrior remained unchanged, and even exhibited no

emotion whatever. And when the knife approached its destination

with the swiftness of lightning, his eyes stood firm, nor were its lids

seen to quiver. So far from recoiling or raising his arm to avert the

blow, he even rather protruded his breast to meet that death Avhich

seemed inevitable, and which was only averted by the sudden inter-

position of the arm of one of her nation, that received the weapon

to its very bone." '^ The low tone of voice corresponding to low

excitability which prevails amongst the Americans is affected and

increased by the men, because it is felt to belong to that passive forti-

tude which is their ideal heroism, and for which low excitability is

necessary. " Ordinary conversation among the men is conducted in a

low tone of voice. Often when you suppose from the compass of the

speaker's voice that lie is addressing a person at his elbow, he is in

reality directing his discourse to one on the opposite side of the room,

or at a considerable distance. The ordinary conversation of the women
is in a much louder tone than that of the men." ^

^ James's Expedition to the Rocky IMountains, voL i. p. 117.

- Ibid. vol. i. p. 237.
"•' Ibid, vol i. p. 149.

* Ibid. vol. 11. p. 34. ^ Ibid. vol. ii. p. 6.
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At the councils of the Omahaws each one has his place according to

his dignity ; ^ and " the proceedings of the council are uniformly con-

ducted with the most perfect good order and decorum. Each speaker

carefully abstains from militating against the sensibility of any of his

hearers, and uncourteous expressions towards each other on these

occasions are never heard. If they do not approve what is said, they

do not condemn, unless urged by necessity." ^ " One warrior seldom

visits another, unless he has business, or is on very intimate terms.

On entering a lodge, he is welcomed by the proprietor with the usual

salutations. He then speaks a word or two to the individuals of the

family, beginning with the eldest. He next mentions the individual

his visit is for ; sits perhaps half an hour engaged in conversation

;

has food offered, which he commonly eats, and then takes a general

leave. During these visits, the men commonly speak sIoav, and are

very dignified, though complaisant in their demeanour." " For one to

fail in courtesy is generally regarded as an insult, or as characteristic

of a vulgar mind." ^

"They experience much less discord and quarrelling than is met
with in the lower orders of civilised life."* "No state of society

is, in my opinion, more exempt from strife and contention between

husband and wife than that of the Indians generally."^

The effect of surprise on the North American Indian is seen in the

following incident :
" A party of Sioux visited us, to view the steam-

boat. They appeared much delighted with it. Two of the howitzers

were discharged, loaded with case-shot. The effect produced of the

shot falling into the water, at unequal distances and times, was new
and unexpected ; and they covered their mouths with the hand to

express their astonishment." '^ So when Catlin painted the portraits

of two principal chiefs amongst the Mandans, they both, when they

saw each other's likeness, pressed their hand over their mouth for a

time in dead silence ;
" a custom," he adds, " amongst most tribes,

when anything surprises them very much. They then walked up
to me in the most gentle manner, taking me in turn by the hand with

a firm grip, with head and eyes inclined downwards, and in a tone

a little above a whisper, pronounced the words te-lio-pe-nee ivash-ee

(medicine white man), and walked off. After they had returned to

their wigwams and deliberately seated themselves by their respective

firesides, and silently smoked a pipe or two, according to a universal

custom, they gradually began to tell what had taken place."
''

6. Notwithstanding the similarity of character which prevails

amongst the aborigines of North America, in consequence of their

impassive nature, there are considerable diversities among them in

respect of habits of warfare and enterprise.

" Those which inhabit the warm regions, where game is plenty, are

naturally of a peaceable turn, but are forced to become Avarlike to

defend their hunting-grounds. Those who till the earth and fish for

^ James's Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, vol. i. p. 183.
" Ibid. vol. i. p. 184. » Hunter's Captivity, pp. 269, 270. * Ibid. p. 12.

^ Ibid. p. 38. '"' James's Expedition, vol. i. p. 161.
" Catlin's North American Indians, vol. i. pp. 105, 106.
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a livelihood, and those who are feeble and border on powerful neigh-

bours, generally cultivate social and friendly relations ; while those

who live on poor hunting-grounds, and are formidable, are as generally

hostile in their avocations and character." ^

7. The more peaceful races who live by agriculture in the open and

fertile regions of South America, exhibit even more strongly than the

liunting nations, in consequence of their want of active enterprise,

the quality of low excitability.

Thus Humboldt complains of the " indolent indifference " and

"habitual apathy" of the interpreters with whom he was provided

from the Missions of the Orinoco. " After leaving my mission," said

the good monk of Uruana, " you will travel with mutes." " This

prediction was nearly accomplished." - But he admires the absence of

excitement in danger and suffering, " the presence of miiid and resigna-

tion which characterise the Indians, the Zamboes, and copper-coloured

men in general." ^

Colonel Hamilton, who travelled in Columbia, found the Indians
'• of a serious turn, seldom smiling, very taciturn, but uniformly good-

tempered, and civil and anxious to oblige." *

8. Of the natives of the province of Quito in Peru, UUoa writes :

" They possess a tranquillity immutable either by fortunate or unfor-

tunate events." " They show so little concern for the enjoyments

of life, as nearly approaches to a total contempt of them." " Fear

cannot stimulate, respect induce, or punishment compel them." "The
Indians are in general remarkably slow, but very persevering ; and

this has given rise to a proverb, when anything of little value in itself

requires a great deal of time and patience, ' that it is only fit to be

ilune by an Indian.'" "Their mirth continues while kept up by

liquor." They are quite indifferent to danger and to death.^

9. The natives who dwell on the banks of the Amazon were

observed by Condamine ; and he says that insensibility is the basis of

tlieir character, not only in the Missions, but in their natural state.^

The Amazonian Indians have been more recently visited by j\Ir.

^Vallace on the remote affluents of the Amazon, where they are to be

found in their original condition ; and he gives a very striking, though

l>rief description of them. "The main feature in the personal

character of the Indians of this part of South America is a degree of

diffidence, bashfulness, or coldness, which affects all their actions. It

is this that produces their quiet deliberation, their circuitous way of

introducing a subject they have come to speak about, talking half an

hour on different topics before mentioning it. Owing to this feeling

they will run away if displeased rather than complain, and will never

refuse to undertake what is asked them even when they are unable or

tlo not intend to perform it. It is the same peculiarity Avhich causes

the men never to exliibit any feeling on meeting after a separation ;

' Hunter's Captivity, p. 204.
- Humboldt's Personal Narrative, chap. xix. vol. ii. p. 222.

^ Ibid. chap. xxv. vol. iii. p. 5. » Hamilton's Columbia, vol. ii. p. 54.

^ Ulloa's Voyage to South America, Book vi chap. vi.

•' Condamine, Voyage, pp. 50, 52.
^
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though they have, and show, a great affection for their children, whom
they never part with ; nor can thay be induced to do so even for a

short time. They scarcely ever quarrel among themselves, Avork hard,

and submit willingly to authority. They are ingenious and skilful

Avorkmen, and readily adopt any customs of civilised life that may
be introduced among them."^ This portrays a character the very

reverse of impulsive, undemonstrative, deliberate, cautious, watchful

of opposition, anxious therefore to avoid discord, and careful not to

awaken it. "The Indians are always apt to affirm that which they

see you wish to believe ; and when they do not at all comprehend

your question will unhesitatingly answer ' Yes.'"^ It is fundamentally

the same character as that which prevails all through North America.

The basis of it is unexcitability, low intensity of the mental action

which is set on foot by a given force of impression.

10. Spix and Martins, in their travels in Brazil, were struck by
what they call " the melancholy expression of the festivity of the

Indians," ^ that is, of their dance and song ; which recalls the similar

observation, already quoted from Crantz's Greenland, chap. iv. (2), on

the dances of the Esquimaux ; and what Robertson in his History of

America remarks of the American dances in general. " Among them
dancing ought not to be denominated an amusement. It is a serious

and important occupation, which mingles in every occurrence of public

or private life."^ "The temperament of the Indian," according to

Spix and Martins, "is almost wholly undeveloped, and appears as

phlegm. All the powers of the soul, nay, even the more refined

pleasures of the senses, seem to be in a state of lethargy. Obtuse,

reserved, sunk in indifference to everything, the Indian employs

nothing but his naturally acute senses, his cunning, and his retentive

memory, and that only in war and hunting, his chief occupations.

Cold and indolent in his domestic relations, revenge is the only

passion that can rouse his soul from its moody indifference. Still and
docile in the service of the whites, unremittingly persevering in the

work assigned to him, not to be excited by any treatment to anger,

though he may to long-cherished revenge, he is born, as the colonists

are used to say, only to be commanded."^ "They bear the pain of

wounds with incredible insensibility." *^ " Without looking at, or

speaking to each other, they often remain for hours together in a

squatting position round the fire."
" With caution and patience they

take their prey.^

11. Azara, in his account of the nations of Paraguay, says, "that

they make little use of the voice ; never break out into laughter

;

know neither plays, nor dances, nor songs, nor instruments of miisic
;

bear Avith patience inclemency of climate and hunger ; and die Avith-

out any concern for Avife or child, or aught that they leave behind
;

that they are much more phlegmatic than Europeans, and less

^ Wallace's Travels on the Amazon and Rio Negro, p. 518. - Ibid. p. 494.
** Spix and Martius' Travels in Brazil, Book iv. chap. ii. p. 237.

{
\* Robertson's History of Amei-ica, Book iv. chap. viii.

^ Spix and Martins' Travels in Brazil, Book iv. chap. ii. p. 241.
« Ibid. p. 249. '' Ibid. p. 256. ^ jbij, p. 258.
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irascible ; that their voice is neither strong nor sonorous, so that one

scarcely hears them ; that they scarcely laugh ; that one cannot dis-

tinguish in them any external sign of passion ; and that they appear

equally insensible in sickness, in calamity, in mourning, and in

festival." ^ Their endurance of voluntary torture is similar to that

which prevails in Xorth America.- They are remarkable for their

caution and watchfulness in war. " The Guaycurus are constantly on

the watch that they may not be surprised by their enemies."* " The
Abipones (of Chaco in the centre of Paraguay) will curse a victory

obtained at the expense of one of their countrymen's lives. Before

they undertake a warlike expedition, they carefully consider the

nature of the place, tlie numbers of their enemies, and the opportunity

of the time. They think long and often upon Avhat is to be done

once. They seldom attack openly, but do it in general unawares." *

They have scouts and watchmen continually on the alert, and are

always apprehensive of danger.^ The Abipones are a great example

of American endurance of hardship. " "Who can describe the con-

stant fatigoies of war and hunting Avhicli the Abipones undergo?

When they make an excursion against the enemy they often spend

two or three months in an arduous journey of above three hundred

leagues through desert wilds. They swim across vast rivers, and long

lakes more dangerous than rivers ; they traverse plains of great extent

destitute both of wood and water ; they sit for whole days on saddles

scarce softer than Avood, without having their feet supported by a

stirrup. Their hands always bear the weight of a very long spear.

They generally ride trotting-horses, which miserably shake the rider's

bones by their jerking pace. They go bareheaded amidst burning

sun, profuse rain, clouds of dust, and hurricanes of wind. They
generally cover their bodies with woollen garments, which fit close to

the skin ; but if the extreme heat obliges them to throw these off as

far as the middle, their breasts, shoulders, and arms are cruelly bitten

and covered with blood by swarms of flies, gad-flies, gnats, and wasps.

As they always set out upon their journeys unfurnished Avith pro-

visions, they are obliged to be constantly on the look-out for wild

animals, Avhich they may pursue, kill, and convert into a remedy for

their hunger. As they have no cups, they pass the night by the side

of rivers and lakes, out of Avhich they drink like dogs. But this

opportunity of getting Avater is dearly purchased, for moist places are

not only seminaries of gnats and serpents, but likcAvise the haunts of

dangerous Avild beasts, Avhich threaten them Avith sleepless nights and

peril of their lives. They sleep upon the hard ground, either starved

Avith cold or parched Avith heat, and if overtaken by a storm, often lie

aAvake soaking in Avater the Avhole night. "When they perform the

office of scouts, they frequently have to creep on their hands and feet

over trackless Avoods and through forests to avoid discovery, passing

days and nights Avithout sleep or food. This also Avas the case Avhen

^ Azara, Voyages dans I'Amerique Meridionale, voL ii. pp. 192, 194.

- Ibid. pp. 26, 135, 181 ; Charlevoix, History of Para<,Tiay, vol. i. pp. 87, 88 ;

Dobrizholfer, History of the Abipones, vol. ii. p. 35. •* Charlevoix, voL i. p. 89.

* Dobrizboffer, vol il p. 348. ^ Jbid. voL ii. pp. 71, 37-'.
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they were long pursued by the enemy, and forced to hasten their

flight. All these things the Abipones do and sutfer Avithout ever

complaining or uttering an expression of impatience, unlike Euro-

peans, who, at the smallest inconvenience, get out of humour and
grow angry. What we denominate patience is nature with them.

"While yet children they imitate their fathers in piercing their breasts

and arms with sharp thorns Avithout any manifestation of pain. The
most acute pain will deprive them of life before it Avill extort a sigh.

The love of glory acquired by the reputation of fortitude renders them
invincible, and commands them to be silent." ^

This power of endurance requires, as has been already observed, a

general tranquillity of mind and an impassive nature. " Their minds
are generally in a tranquil state. They fear danger ; but either from
not perceiving or from despising the weightiness of it, always think

themselves able to subdue or avoid it. No atfections with them are

either violent or of long duration." ^ " The Abipones in their Avhole

deportment preserve a decorum scarce credible to Europeans. Their

countenance and gait display a modest cheerfulness and manly gravity,

tempered with gentleness and kindness. In their daily meetings all is

quiet and orderly. Confused vociferations, quarrels, or sharp words
have no place there. If any dispute arises, each declares his opinion

with a calm countenance and nnruffled speech. They never break out

into clamorous threats and reproaches, as is usual to certain people of

Europe, as long as they remain sober. In their assemblies they main-
tain the utmost politeness. One scarcely dares to interrupt another
when he is speaking. They account it extremely ill-mannered to con-

tradict any one, however much he may be mistaken. When tired of

a conversation, they never depart without taking leave of the master
of the house. The one Avho sits nearest to him says, ' Have we not
talked enough ?

' the second accosts the third, and the third tlie fourth

in the same Avords, till at length the last of the circle seated on the

ground declares that they have talked enough, upon which they all

rise up together at one moment. Each then courteously takes leave

of the master of the house." ^

Like the other American races, the Abipones speak usually in a Ioav

tone. "When asked Avhat they called such or such a thing, the

Abipone Avould reply in so Ioav and dubious a tone that Ave Avere not
able to distinguish a syllable or even a letter."'^

12. The natives of Chili Avere found by Ulloa like those of Quito
and Lima,^ on Avhom he made the observations Avhich have been
already quoted. They have the same cautious spirit in their warfare

Avliich has been observed among the other American races, and the

same ceremonious formality in their social intercourse. " Their first

step when a Avar is agreed on is to give notice to the nations for assem-
bling, Avhich they do Avith the utmost silence and rapidity. In these

notices they specify the very night Avhen the ruption is to be made,
and though advice of it is sent to the Indians Avho reside in the

Dobrizhoffer, History of the Abipones, vol. ii. p. 149.

Ibid. vol. ii. p. 5f>. ^ Ibid. vol. ii. p. 13t). ^ Ibid. voL ii. p, 201.
' Ulloa 's Voyage, vol. L Book vi. chap, vi, p. 23i.
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Spaiii^li territories, notliing transpires ; nor is there a single instance

among all the Indians that have been taken up on suspicion, that one

ever made any discovery." ^ " Before setting out on his expedition,

the general assigns three days for consultation, in order to consider

anew the plans of the campaign and to adopt the best expedients.

Upon this occasion every one has the liberty of offering his opinion,

if he deems it conducive to the public welfare. In the meantime the

general consults in secret with the officers of his staff upon the plans

that he has formed and the means of remedying sinister events."
" The Araucanian troops are extremely vigilant." -

As in their warfare they are cautious, so in their social intercourse

they are ceremonious. " They are rather tiresome in their compli-

ments, which are generally too long. They are naturally fond of

honourable distinction."^

13. The Patagonians seem to have the usual American character-

istics indicative of low intensity of nervous action. Just as, according

to Azara in the passage already quoted, the natives of Paraguay speak

in a voice neither strong nor sonorous, so as to be scarcely audible ; and
as Charlevoix says of the Caaiguas of Paraguay, that their speech is

" a kind of hissing, so little articulate that one would imagine their

words did nothing but roll in their throats ; " * and as Spix and
Martins say of the natives of Brazil, that "their pronunciation is

mostly guttural and particularly nasal," ^ so we are informed that the

Patagonians speak " in a low guttural tone." ^ " They have deep,

heavy voices, and speak in guttural tones—the worst guttural I ever

heard—with a muttering, indistinct articulation, much as if their

mouths were filled with hot pudding." ^ " He appeared to be con-

versing in low, gurgling sounds with his lately-married daughter." ^

They are vigilant and cautious, like the American Indians in general.

" There was no eluding the vigilance " of tlie chieftain's eyes through-

out the night, though he appeared to be asleep.^ " They always select

the night to inflict injuries ; never meet an enemy in open combat
whom they can stab from behind or despatch in the dark ; and when
obliged to attack by day always do so in large numbers." '^^

Their caution seems to be accompanied, as elsewhere throughout

America, with a mutual respectfulness which ministers to self-opinion.

" They have a large share of vanity, and an immoderate love of

praise." ^^ Patient of hunger,^^ of tedious toil,^^ and of delay,^'* they

have in their countenances an expression of stupidity, ^^ which corre-

sponds to an impassive nature. They have little apparent curiosity,

and nothing seems to attract or cause them surprise. ^"^

14. The natives of Terra del Fuego are similar in this last respect.

Even when under the excitement of visiting the ships of the United

^ Ulloa's Voyage, vol ii. Book ii. chap. ix. p. 21 6.

'^ Molina's History of Chili, voL ii. p. 73. ^ Ibid. vol. ii. p. 112.
* Charlevoix, History of Paraguay, voL i. p. 338.
^ Spix and Martius, vol. ii. p. 256. "^ Life among the Giants, p. 22.
" Ibid. p. 39. 8 Ibid. p. 85. » Ibid. p. 27. i" Ibid. p. 43.

" Ibid. p. 39. ^- Ibid. p. 43. " Ibid. p. 76. '^ Ibid. p. 143.
'5 Ibid. p. 39. 1^ United States Exploring Expedition, vol. i. p. 115
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States Expedition, " they did not show or express surprise at any-

thing on board, except -when seeing one of the carpenters engaged in

boring a hole with a screw-augiir through a plank, Avhich would have

been a long task for them. They were very talkative, smiling when
spoken to, and often bursting into loud laughter, but instantly settling

into their natural serious and sober cast. They always speak to each

other in a whisper. Their cautious manner and movements prove

them to be a timid race."-'- Their talkativeness and laughter seem to

have been exceptional, due probably to the presence of such strange

visitants ; seriousness and sobriety their natural and habitual temper

;

so that they form no exception to the remark made by Mr. Darwin,

that " every one Avho has had the opportunity of comparison must have

been struck Avith the contrast between the taciturn, even morose abori-

gines of South America, and the light-hearted talkative negroes." ^

III.

—

Oceanic and Dravidian.

1. The races of men in other parts of the world are not so strongly

distinguished in respect of this quality of excitability. And conse-

quently the character of most of them in this respect is more obscure

in its evidence, because less striking in its manifestations, and there-

fore not attracting the attention of travellers. The Polynesian race,

however, as it is found in the Friendly, Society, and Sandwich Islands,

and in New Zealand, appear from the accounts given of them to have

an excitable nature, though not so strongly marked as the aboriginal

races of Africa.

The description which Mariner gives of the way in which the

natives of the Friendly Islands usually spend their time seems to indi-

cate a gay lively nature. " In the evening they have dancing and
singing, which is often continued till very late at night, on which occa-

sion they burn torches, each being held by a man, who, after a time,

is relieved by another. These dances are generally kept up for about

four hours after dark." ^

To the Society Islanders Mr. Ellis attributes a quick and volatile

nature. " They certainly appear to possess an aptness for learning,

and a quickness in pursuit of it, which is highly encouraging, although

in some degree counteracted by the volatile disposition and fugitive

habits of their early life, under the influence of which their mental
character was formed."* "They are seldom melancholy or reserved,

always willing to enter into conversation, and ready to be pleased,

and to attempt to please their associates. They do not appear to

delight in provoking one another, but are far more accustomed to jest-

ing, mirth, and humour than irritating or reproachful language." ^ In
their wrestling matches, " unbroken silence and deep attention was
manifested during the struggle. But as soon as one was thrown, the

scene was instantly changed. The vanquished was scarcely stretched

^ United States Exploring Expedition, vol. i. p. 125.
" Darwin's Descent of Man, vol. i. p. 216.
^ Mariner's Tonga Islands, vol. ii. p. 3il,
* Ellis's Polynesian Researches, vol. i. p. dL ^ Ibid, vol. i, p. 9G.
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on the sand when a shout of exultation burst from the victor's friends.

Their drums struck n\~> ; the women rose and danced in triumph
over the fallen wrestler, and sang in defiance to the opposite party.

These Avere neither silent nor immoved spectators, but immediately

commenced a most deafening noise. One party Avere drumming,
dancing, and singing in the pride of victory and the menace of defiance,

while the other party were equally vociferous in reciting the achieve-

ments of the vanquished or predicting the shortness of his rival's

triumph. However gi'eat the clamour might be, as soon as the

wrestlers who remained in the ring engaged again, the drums ceased,

the song was discontinued, and the dancers sat down ; all was perfectly

silent." ^ There were wild paroxysms of sorrow or of joy, with self-

inflicted violence, to which their transports of emotion made them
insensible, not only in the Society- but also in the Sandwich Islands.^

And in the former, the superstitions of the natives corresponded to

their "ardent temperament."^

The Polynesian race in Kew Zealand differs not in respect of

excitability from the same race in the other islands. " Their under-

standings, uncultivated as they were, were quick and penetrating,

their conversation was lively and animated, and their love of humour
irrepressible. Impetuous and daring, the Xew Zealander courted rather

than shrank from danger."^

And the darker race in the Fiji Islands partakes in a considerable

degree of the same character. " Dull barren stupidity forms no part

of the Fijian's character. His feelings are acute, but not lasting ; his

emotions easily roused, but transient. Tact has been called ' ready

cash,' and of this the native of Fiji has a full share, enabling him to

surmount at once many difficulties, and accomplish many tasks, that

would have 'fixed' an Englishman."'^ "In sarcasm, mimicry, jest,

and ' chaff ' they greatly excel, and will keep each other on the broad

grin for hours together." ^

The dark-coloured inhabitants of the Melanesian Islands have
been usually regarded " as less quick but more steady than the Poly-

nesian race, Avith someAvhat the same diff'erence of character as there is

betAveen the Teuton and the Celt."^ The natives of Bauro, one of

the Solomon Islands, are noted by Bishop Patteson as having " little

manliness or resolution of character." '* And those of the Loyalty

Islands are remarkable for the respect which they pay to their chiefs.^*^

But they all were found by Bishop Patteson to be "most docile,

gentle, and lovable," ^^ and the intelligence of some of them "really

surprised him." ^^

There are diversities amongst the other islanders of the Pacific

Ocean in martial qualities and habits, arising partly perhaps in some
from the smallness of many of the islands reducing the scale of Avar,

1 Ellis's Polynesian Researches, vol. i. p. 207. " Ibid. vol. i. pp. 407, 410.

» Ibid. vol. iv. p. 181. •* Ibid. vol. L p. 407.
^ The Southern Cross and Southern Crown, pp. 15, 1(5.

^ Williams' Fiji and the Fijians, vol. i. p. 107. ^ Ibid. vol. i. p. 111.

8 Life of Bishop Patteson, vol. i. p. 192. " Ibid. p. 359. ^" Ibid. p. 3S9.

" Ibid, vol. ii. p. 5S4. ^- Ibid. vol. i. p. 565.
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and leading tlie inhabitants to subsist less on the produce of the

land and more on fishing, which was open to all, and therefore less

liable to give cause for contention. Also tlie lust of cannibalism ^ may
have engendered in some more than in others a bloodthirsty treachery

and love of murder - which would put every one always on his guard

and develop caution, dissimulation,'' and a carefidness to conciliate by
the observance of respectful forms."* But through all these differences,

it is probable that an excitability of nature widely prevails, though
lower in degree than what is found in Africa. Thus in the Pelew
Islands, when Captain Wilson's men fired three volleys to gratify the

curiosity of the king, "the surprise of the natives, their hooting,

hallooing, jumping, and chattering, produced a noise almost equal to

the report of the muskets." ^ When the signal was given, by a shriek,

for the king's attendants, numbering about three hundred, to accom-
})any him in his departure, they, " though all differently dispersed and
engaged in looking about at everything tliat attracted them, as if

instantaneously moved by the shriek, might be said to have rather

darted than to have run to their canoes. It was a signal obeyed more
suddenly than could have been conceived, and no word of command
was ever executed with more jDromptitude." ^ When the king, with
much hesitation, asked for four or five men to accompany him to war
with their muskets, and this was assented to, "the interpreter

certainly very well translated this declaration, for in an instant every

countenance which was before overshadowed became brightened and

2. It is not easy to find any distinct evidence with reference to the

degree of excitability possessed by the aborigines of India of the

Tamil race ; but what Dr. Caldwell says of their mental character-

istics seems to indicate a certain readiness of mental action. " The
language illustrates the mental characteristics of the races by which
it is spoken, by the soft sweet garrulous effeminacy of its utterances." ^

For though garrulity depends in a great degree on the aggregation

of a race and on other circumstances whicli promote sociality, it is

greatly favoured by quick excitability. Elphinstone gives more dis-

tinct evidence Avhen he says that " the inhabitant of the Carnatic

speaks on the most trifling subject with a degree of volubility and
eagerness to which no occasion could rouse an Englishman." ^ Tamil
is spoken throughout the Carnatic.^^

3. The natives of Australia seem to have this quality. Their life

involved little hardsliip from hunting. In South Austraha " the rivers

were their homes ; " ^^ and they also lived much on roots. In I^orth

Australia they had a copious supply of fruits. ^^ "All native alterca-

tions are vociferous and noisy in the extreme, and are usually accom-

^ Williams' Fiji and the Fijians, vol. i. pp. 210, 211.
2 Ibid. vol. i. pp. 133, 134. » Ihid. vol. i. p. 107. * Ibid. vol. i. pp. 37, 38.

5 Keate's Account of the Pelcw Islands, p. 58. " Ibid. p. 64. '' Ibid. jj. 73.
^ Grammar of the Dravidian Languages, Introduction, p. 152.
^ Elphinstone's Cabul, vol. i. p. 392.
^^ Caldwell's Dravidian Grammar, Introduction, p. 10.

1^ Aborigines of Victoria, vol. i. p. 34. '- Ibid. p. 209,
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panied with a great dual of running and leaping about, and quivering

of spears," ^ " Immediately after the operation (of circimicising a

boy), several of the blacks cried." ^

4. The Malay race is more indolent ; and their indolence, though
not comparable with that of the Hottentots, obscures, as in their case,

their excitability. "In their external deportment they are grave,

reserved, cautious, courteous, and obsequious." ^ " They are good-

humoured and cheerful to a remarkable degree, and owing to the

habitual caution which their manners impose, so little irascible that

one seldom sees them ruffled."* "They are gifted with a large por-

tion of fortitude, but their courage consists rather in suffering with
patience than in braving danger." ^ " Their dancing is always grave,

stately, and slow, never gay nor animated."^ ]\Ir. Finlayson gives

rather a different picture of the J\lalays, or shows another side of their

character :
" Bold and enterprising in their maritime excursions, they

hold the peaceful arts of civilised life almost in contempt. Negligent,

slothful, and listless in their moments of ease, they display in the hour
of danger and of enterprise the most daring courage and intrepidity.

They enjoy neither the goods nor ills of life with the calm sobriety

and moderation of other men. In action fierce, cruel, and immoderate,
their leisure is passed in a sleepy indifference that approaches to the

apathy of brute life."'' Was this character of alternate listlessness

and activity formed to correspond with the habits of a maritime life,

now still and monotonous, now full of peril and demanding the

utmost promptitude and boldness of action? For the Malays "are

passionately attached to a seafaring life, and their principal occupation

is that of fishing." s "The most favoured of their tribes have as yet

made but little progress in civilisation, whilst the majority would
appear to be enthusiastically attached to the unrestrained condition

of savage life."^ The bursts of activity are all the stronger from their

following periods of repose, and hence the outbreaks of passion, passing

into frenzy, in which the Malay runs a-muck, devoting his own life to

the slaughter of those who come in his w'ay, sometimes without any
discrimination of guilt or innocence. ^'^ His liability to siich outbursts

indicates a degree of excitability ; and altogether his character in this

respect seems to be intermediate between the islanders of the Pacific

above noticed on the one hand, and the Chinese on the other. "In-
ferior to the Chinese in the knowledge of all the arts of civilised life,

as well as in industry, stature, strength, and general appearance, but

their superiors in point of courage and military enterprise, and, above
all, in the possession of an ardent mind and exalted imagination, stand

the Malays." ^

^ Grey's Australia, vol. ii. p. 354. - Aborigines of Victoria, vol. i. p. 75.

^ Crawford's Indian Archipelago, vol. i. p. 51. * Ibid. vol. i. p. 52.
'^ Ibid. vol. i. p. 43. ^ Ibid. vol. i. p. 121.
^ Finlayson's Mi.s.sion to Siain and Hue, p. 72. ^ Ibid. " Ibid, p. 71.

^'' Crawford's Indian Archipelago, \ol. i. p. 66.
^^ rinlayson's Mission, p. 71.
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IV.

—

Central and Nurtliern Asiatic and Northern Eti,ro])can.

1. After these notices of races which seem to be intermediate in

respect of excitability between the African and Chinese, it will be

convenient to pass to those which in respect of immolnlity are inter-

mediate between the American and the Chinese.

The three great nomad races of Asia, the Tartar or Turkish, the

Mongolian and the Tungusian, live under very similar conditions, and

have great similarity of nature, physical and mental. Their mode
of life tends to develop a uniformity of character, as it favours to a

certain degree an unexcitable nature. For though the Asiatic nomad
has not to endure such hardship as that Avhich requires the impassive

nerve of the American hunter, he has in summer to travel far and
store up food, and he dwells in regions which for half the year suffer

the utmost rigours of winter. Eor such a life patience is required,

and those are best qualified' to ^be patient in whom the impressions

that must be disregarded have a dulness of nervous action. The
pastoral life has probably of itself a tendency to favour an unexcitable

nature, as it involves a monotonous routine of occupation and requires

an habitual attention to natural conditions which do not demand
sudden exertion of energy.

Marco Polo, Avho Avrote before the discovery of America, says " no

people on earth can surpass the Tartars in fortitude under difficulties,

nor show greater patience under wants of every kind." ^ Their various

tribes are still characterised by the same equaljle and steady temper.
" The character of the Kasan Tartars is open, hospitable, patient, and
peaceable."" The Uzbeks " are a grave, broad-faced, peaceable people."^

The Kirghis pass the winter with their flocks on the banks of the

Sir or Jaxartes. " They are fond of Avandering amid the reeds on its

margin. These wandering people are of a melancholy disposition, and
the murmur of the waters of the Sir has a charm for their idle

moments. They often pass half the night seated on a stone, gazing

at the moon and singing plaintive airs."* The Yakuts frequent

pastures which in summer are abundant, and then "everything

announces a prosperous condition associated with patriarchal simplicity,

peace, and purity of manners."^ The Yakuts "are more hospitable,

good-tempered, and orderly than the Tongousi, but neither so honest

nor so independent. They have a servility, a tameness, and a want
of character which assimilates them in some measure to the despicable

Kamtchatdales. They are patient under fatigue, and can resist great

privations."*^ " Their countenances are expressive rather of jDleasing

indolence and good-nature than of thought or passion."''

The Tartars, Mongols, and Tungusians are distinguished from each

1 Marco Polo's Travels, chap, xlviii. - Pricliard's Researches, vol, iv. p. 3i6.
3 Sir Alexander Burnes, ap. Prichard, vol. iv. p. 352.
1 Prichard (from Meyendortf), Researches, vol. iv. p. 365.

5 Ibid. vol. iv. p. 372. ** Cochranc's Narrative, vol, ii. p. 101.

' Ennan, ap. Prichard, vol. iv. p. 377.
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other by language, " yet there is a general resemblance in features and
manners througliout the wliole."i

Uf the Buriiit ]\Iongols, Ritter says :
" Their temperament is, accord-

ing to Georgi, sanguine-phlegmatic, sleepy ; they are of slow under-
standing, suspicious, shy, indocile, disobliging, thievish, yet neither

covetous nor rapacious nor quarrelsome, though their rough speech in

usual intercourse often sounds like a dispute.""

The Kalmucks or Western Mongols are "hardened against all

fatigue. They are in a high degree honest, good-natured, pleasant,

obliging, placable."^ This character is different from the former; yet

they both indicate an equable temper.

Of the Tungusians, Dobell says :
" Their countenances generally are

indicative of a tractable, mild disposition ; they would continue walk-
ing the whole day through, Avithout apparently suffering much
fatigue." 4

2. The Finnish races seem to have a similar slowness of excitability.

" The Esthonians are not very strong, nor are they quick and active

;

their gait is slow, and their gesture crooked and weak. Their tem-
perament is, as Eaer declares, generally phlegmatic, inclined to the

melancholic. A few are strictly melancholic, namely, those who have
black hair and beards. With this bodily constitution is closely con-

nected a melancholico-phlegmatic temperament of mind, so that the

Esthonian indulging his inclination is slow, lazy, and indifferent.

Yet a slight mental culture and suitable exercise develop and bring

into play the good qualities of which he is susceptible. For althougli

slow he is found to be patient of labour and tenacious of his

purpose."^

"On the sea- coast, where many Swedes have settled, the original

race (of the Finns) is already much degenerated. The Finlanders

have a serious, gloomy aspect and slow utterance." " Quarrels, fights,

or crimes of violence, are seldom to be heard of in the inland parts." *^

V.

—

Chinese and Syro-ArahlaJi groups.

1. Passing from the centre to the south-east of Asia, we descend

into more temperate and fertile regions, till Ave reach the lowlands of

China, Cochin-China, Cambodia, Siam, and Burmah. The peciiliarity

of all these regions is that they consist of mountain-valleys, leading

down to lowlands Avhich afford great facility of subsistence ; the low-

lands of China being small compared with the mountainous country

which leads to them ; those of Cochin-China, Cambodia, Siam, and
Lurmah having larger comparative extent. Now facility of subsist-

ence is an influence Avhich of itself probably favours quick excitability.

It tends to dispense Avith the need of j^atience, and at the same time

it tends to demand promptitude, because it admits of denser population,

and so places each one Avithin easier reach of the hostility of those

^ Prichard's Researches, voL iv. pp. 421, 422.
- Hitter's Erdkunde, vol. iii. p. 119. ' Ibid. vol. ii. p. 9GS.
* Dobell's Kamtchatka and Siberia, vol. i. p. 205.
^ Prichard's Researches, vol. iii. p. 303. '' Ibid. pp. 308, 309.
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wlio are bound to him by no tie of natural alliance, and whose attacks

he must be ready to resist.

Patience is facilitated by dulness of excitability, and promptitude

by quickness of excitability ; and in a fertile and abundant region,

where' men must be prompt, and need not be patient, it Avould seem
that a race which is readily excited is most fit to prevail. But when
the fertile region is limited, and pressed on by those who have inferior

advantages, that pressure, in proportion to its force, will call forth a

force of combined resistance, which will require in the fertile region

union and numbers. Union necessitates peace, and numbers must be

supported by industry ; so that, in such a region, in proportion to the

pressure on it, it may be supposed that the character which will tend

to be developed in the struggle for life will be orderly and industrial.

'Now, maintenance of peace and perseverance in labour both demand
patience, but a keen struggle for acquisition also calls for quickness

in perceiving and in seizing utilities and opportunities of gain. It

seems likely, therefore, that the character which would tend to prevail

Avhere severe pressure necessitated both peace and sharpness in

providing for self, would be one which was capable both of patience

and of promptitude, and the nature best adapted to such a combination

would be one which had an intermediate degree of excitability.

In China the orderly and industrious race, which seems to correspond

in its development to the circumstances of the Chinese lowland, has

overspread most of the mountain country. But there seems still to

be a pressure on the lowlands, for Du Halde remarks that, " as the

quantity of land proper to be cultivated is not very great in several

mountainous provinces, it is no Avonder that those which are more
fruitful should scarcely be sufficient for the maintenance of such a

multitude of inhabitants."^

The Chinese race has also largely affected with its character the

natives of the adjacent regions, who, though similar, are inferior to the

Chinese ; the Burmese, however, and Tibetans being less affected than

the others by the Chinese influence.

" The Chinese are the best and most industrious part of the popula-

tion of the surrounding nations, over whom their industry, their superior

intelligence, and knowledge of the arts have given them a great and
decided superiority. There is one general and well-marked form common
to all the tribes lying between China and Hindostau." - Consequently

the same " observations will be found to apply to the several nations

already mentioned, and in general to the Chinese also, whom I

consider as the prototype of the whole race."^ "The stature of the

body would appear to be much alike in all the tribes—the Chinese

being perhaps a little taller." ^ Mr. Cra-wfurd thought the Chinese

might be on the average an inch and a half taller than the other

nations. ^^

An intermediate degree of mental excitability seems to belong to

^ Du Halde's History of China, vol. i. p. 8.

2 Finlayson's Mission to Siam and Hue, pp. 167, 224.
3 Ibid. p. 226. » Ibid. p. 227.
^ Ci-avvfurd'.s Embassy to Siam and Cocliin-China, vol. ii. p. 2.
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tlie whole gi'oup, witli slight variations in this respect in the Eurmeso
and the Tibetans.

" Tlie Chinese in general are mild, tractable, and humane. There
is a great deal of affability in their air and manner, and nothing harsh,

rough, or passionate. This moderation is remarkable among the
vulgar themselves. * I was one day,' says Pere de Fontaney, ' in a

narrow long lane, where there happened in a short time a great stop

of the carriages. I expected they would have fallen into a passion,

used opprobrious language, and perhaps have come to blows, as is

very common in Europe. But I was much surprised to see that they
saluted each other, spoke mildly, as if they had been old acquaintance,

and lent their mutual assistance to pass each other.'" ^ *' ^Yhen you
have to do with a Chinese, you must take care of being too hasty or

warm. The genius of the country requires that we should master our
passions and act Avith a great deal of calmness. The Chinese would
not bear patiently in a month what a Frenchman can speak in an
hour. One must suffer, without taking fire, this phlegm that seems
more natural to them than to any other nation. It is not because

they want fire or vivacity, but they learn betimes to become masters

of themselves, and value themselves on being more polite and more
civilised than other nations." ^ " If the Chinese are mild and peace-

able in conversation, and when they are not provoked, they are

exceedingly violent and revengefid when they are offended." ^ " Yet
they revenge themselves in a kind of methodical manner." * The
main direction of the Chinese development is towards peaceful

material acquisition ; and hence that want of ideality which may be

seen in their religion, and that eagerness for peace Avhich has pro-

duced such submission to their natural superiors. In their intense

pursuit of gain, the two sides of their nature are manifested in steady

industry and in ready deceit, the former showing patience, and the

latter promptitude ; and the combination argues an intermediate nature

capable of cultivating both,
" In an empire of such vast extent it is no Avonder that the nature

of the soil is not everywhere the same, it differing according as you
are nearer to or farther from the soutli. But such is the industry of

the husbandmen, and so inured are they to labour, that there is not

one province which is not very fruitful, and scarce none but what
will yield subsistence to an inconceivable number of inhabitants." ^

The mode in which they cultivate the rocky mountains " gives an

insight into the painful disposition of this people." ^ " As there is

not a spot in all the empire that lies unfilled, so there is not one

person, either man or woman, though never so old, deaf, or blind, but

what may gain a livelihood."
''

They are as dexterous in craft as they are persevering in industry.
" When there is anything to be gained, they employ all the cunning

they are masters of, artfully insinuate themselves into the favour of

persons Avho may forward their business, and gain their friendship l)y

% ^ Du Halde's History of China, vol ii. p. 128.

- Ibid. p. 129. 3 Ibid. p. 1.30. » Ibid. p. 131.

" Ibid. p. 108. « Ibid. p. 111. ' Ibid. p. 125.
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constant services, assuming? all sorts of characters Avitli a wonderful

dexterity, and turning to their advantage the most trifling matters to

gain their ends." ^ " Thieves and highwaymen seldom make use of

violence; they choose rather to gain their ends by subtlety and

craft."
-^

*' The Chinese are active and laborious, supple and pliant, self-

interested and inclined to deceive. They love play and debauch, and

under a grave and decent exterior they know better than any how to

conceal their vices and irregular propensities."^ " The Tartars have

more firmness of character than the Chinese. "When one of the latter

is beaten he cries. The Tartar, on the contrary, suffers in silence, or

is content with murmuring." "^

The Chinese are more i)atient and less excitable than the European

nations, as appears not only from the testimony of Du Halde, but also

from that of Gutzlaff. " Everything stimulates industry. The in-

habitants are hardy and inured to great fatigue. Their constitution

is of a coarser grain than ours, and though they are on that account

less sensitive, they are also less subject to diseases, bear them with

greater fortitude, and recover sooner from them."^ "Boys are less

lively than with us, but also more quiet and obedient." '^ On the other

hand, "they are in general a cheerful people, and never more so than

at their meals, when all is joviality, and care is drowned in present

enjoyment. They then talk incessantly, and endeavour to exhilarate

their companions." "^ " In their quarrels they are noisy and abusive.

They seldom, however, come to blows, and the sight of a little blood

appeases the most ferocious brawler."^

2. The Indo-Chinese nations are more favourably circumstanced in

their tropical plains. Their welfare comes more from sources external

to themselves and less from their own energy and ingenuity than is

the case with tlie Chinese. They are consequently less self-supporting

and more dependent. The submissiveness wliicli comes of dependence,

combined with the subordination which favours union against hostile

])ressure, has produced in these countries habits of excessive homage.
Lut a demonstrative submission to superiors, though much less servile,

is a characteristic also of the Chinese ; and there is in general con-

siderable similarity to the Chinese throughout these nations. They
seem for the most part to be characterised by a combination of quietude

and vivacity like the Chinese, though deficient, more or less, in the

industrial aptitudes of the latter.

" The Cochin-Chinese are mild, gentle, and inoffensive in their

character beyond most nations. They arc, besides, lively and good-
humoured, playful and obliging. They are cunning, timid, deceitful,

and regardless of truth ; and at the same time conceited, impudent,
clamorous, assuming, and tyrannical, where they imagine they can be
so with impunity. They are more industrious than we should be apt
to suspect, considering the oppressive nature of the government.

1 Du H.ilde's History of China, vol. ii. p. 132. - Ibid. p. 133.
3 De Guigne's Voyages, vol. ii. pp. IGl, 162. * Ibid. p. IGG.
•'' Gutzhiff's China, vol. i. p. 479. " Ibid. p. 492. ^ Ibid. p. 480.
« Ibid. p. 506.
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They are capable of supporting a large share of fatigue, and the

quantity of daily labour is in general very considerable." ^

" I found the Siamese a civil, humble, willing people." ^ " Our
awkward attempts to avoid rolling out of our palanquins seemed to

afford great amusement to the spectators (Siamese), who kept shouting

aloud until we were within the gate of the palace." ^

3. The Burmese have more excitability. " You see us here," said

some of the chiefs to Mr. Judson, " a mild people, living under regular

laws. Such is not the case when we invade foreign countries ; we are

then under no restraints, we give way to all our passions." ^ " The
Burmese speak with a loud voice. Even in common conversati(m

they usually pitch their voice to a high key, as if they were delivering

an oration."'^ "The Birmans are a lively, inquisitive race, active,

irascible, and impatient." " " Yet when from curiosity they scruple

not to go into your house without ceremony, they meddle with nothing,

ask for nothing, and when desired to go away always obey with

cheerfulness."
"

The Tibetans have less excitability than the Chinese. "The
Tibetans are a contented race of men, slow of intellect, and phleg-

matic in their amorous propensities." ^

4. In Japan, as in China, there are considerable differences among
the various regions in respect of facility of subsistence. "Those
islands offer only mountains, hills, and valleys. The plains are few,

and of small extent. The quality of the soil in the valleys and plains

varies much ; but generally it is composed of rich earth or sand, some-

times of both mixed together. On the whole it is pretty good."^

The more favoured regions would, therefore, as in China, be exposed

to severe hostile pressure, which would necessitate in them union and
numbers, peace and industry, and might lead to the development of a

race which ultimately would prevail everywhere, characterised by
patience and promptitude, and by an intermediate degree of excita-

bility. But in Japan the conditions of life seem to be less favourable

than in China, with more demand for patience, and the development

consequently of a less excitable nature. In both regions Ave see a

similar industrial development, the same intense regard to material

things, such immersion of the ideal in the real, that the objects of

religious veneration are the chiefs of the state and of the family, and

such observance of the peace wliich industry requires that the natural

organisation of society is submitted to with a dutiful and demon-

strative subordination to superiors. Japanese industry, however,

differs from Chinese in greater elaboration of process. It is less easily

satisfied with its own productions
;
perhaps because its seeks to make

up in quality for the restricted quantity which is due to the limita-

^ Finlayson's Mission to Siam and Hvit', p. 383-385,
^ Neale's Residence in Siam, p. IGO.

^ Finlayson's Mission to Siam and Hu($, p. 138.
* Crawfurd's Embassy to Ava, vol. i. p. 422. ^ Ibid. p. 4.^)?.

" Synies' Embassy to Ava, vol. ii. p. 384. ^ Ibid. p. 37.

** (xiitzlaff's China, vol. i. p. 270.
'' Thiuiburg's Travels tu Japan, vol. iii. pp. 1G8, 1G9.
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tion of the productive region. And the deficiency of invention in its

inhabitants is accompanied not by tlie self-satisfied conservatism of

the Chinese, but by an eager inquisitiveness into what is strange and

new. For the struggle for life brings out and establishes in each

region the character"which in that region it is most advantageous to

possess.

"The people of Japan have little invention, and exercise their

industry only on objects which are really necessary; but all that

issues from their hands has a precious finish. ISTothing is comparable

to the brightness and beauty of their works in copper, or in other

metal ; those in wood combine delicacy with solidity. The beauty of

their lacquer, and the excellence of the temper of their sabres, have not

yet been equalled. It is impossible, without witnessing them, to

form an idea of the patience and minute cares with which the

labourers cultivate their fields." ^

This careful industry is naturally accompanied by a utilitarian dis-

position. " I have not found on them the shells, the glass pearls, the

plates of polished steel, of the Hottentots or Kafirs, nor all the trifles

in f^old or silver of Europe. Good stuffs of their manufactures, clean

dresses, wholesome and savoury meats, excellent arms, these are what

they seek." ^

Their religion is without ideality ; the descendant of their most

ancient sovereigns was till quite recently withdrawn from the civil

government, and treated with divine honours ; and he is still regarded

as divine ruler of the visible world.^

In Japan, as in China, the peace which industry requires is

favoured by an eager observance of the natural subordinations of

society. " They are trained from their tenderest infancy in sub-

mission to their princes and their parents. The example of the

older serves as a guide to the younger, and this docility spares them
the reprimands and chastisements with which we overwhelm our

children. Inferiors testify their respect towards their superiors by
deep bows ; they execute their orders with surprising punctuality.

Persons of the same rank salute each other on meeting and on parting.

This salute consists generally of bending forward the body and the

head, and placing the hands on the knees, or even on the legs or

feet. " 4

"This nation does not yield in curiosity to any of those which
I have visited. They consider very attentively everything that

Europeans bring, or that they have on them ; they inform themselves

of everything. As the physician of the legation passes for the most
instructed of all the Dutchmen, he is most particularly exposed to

their importunate interrogations. Their questions run particularly on

mathematics, geography, physics, i)liarmacy, zoology, botany, and
medicine. I have already spoken of the attention with which we
were examined at the emperor's, and among the grandees of Jedo.

Hats, swords, dresses, buttons, lace, watch, canes, rings, &c., &c.,they

' Thiinberg'a Travels to Japan, vol. iii. p. 201. ^ Ibid. p. 19C.
^ Ibid. pp. 231, 234 ; ISIiss Bird's Japan, vol. ii. pp. 353, 354.
* Thunberg's Travels to Japan, vol. iii. p. 199.
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inventoried all that we had on us from liead to foot, and wished even

to have copies of our writing." ^

" Active, sober, economical, loyal and full of courage," ^ a self-

restrained moderation marks their character. " They are of a sweet

disposition, enemies of trickery, passionate for honours, temperate in

eating, less so in drinking; they like not any game for money." -^

" It is in Japan especially that I have found that wise and useful

economy which must not be confound(;d with avarice, and to which I

make no difficulty to grant the name of virtue, since its contrary is

one of the most disgusting vices. This virtue is equally practised in

the palace of the emperor, and in the cottage of the poor man. Their

desires are as limited as their necessities. They waste not the land or

their time in the cultivation of tobacco, and of plants to which idle-

ness and satiety have given value ; nor do they extract poisonous

beverages from grain intended to supply wholesome nourishment." '^

"Justice is not here an unmeaning word. Every one observes it

towards his fellow-citizens, and the despot towards his neighbours." ^

" One may travel through the whole extent of the empire with

perfect security from robbers, and even tliieves are rare." ^ On
the other hand, " pride and haughtiness form the basis of their

character ; they claim to draw their origin from the gods." ''' But
their wrath, when they are offended, " does not exhale itself externally.

They concentrate it profoundly, till they find the opportunity for

vengeance. They make no answer to insult or injury, unless some-

times by a bitter and malicious smile, and by a long ce, ce, ce ; but

they preserve a deep hatred, which neither excuses, nor time, nor

even services can destroy." ^

5. In the south-west of Asia, and in nearly the same latitude as

China, lies the region of Syria and Arabia, consisting for the most
part of desert, interrupted by districts which derive more or less

fertility from wells. Such districts yield to man a moderate facility

of subsistence, and consecpiently require of him a moderate degree of

patience. They admit at the same time a moderate density of popu-

lation, Avhich will tend to develop in him a moderate degree of

promptitude to resist unforeseen attack. They are guarded by the

desert from hostile pressure ; and their inhabitants therefore are not

forced into unions of large numbers living by industry. The patience

which is required in them is not patience of labour in production, but

patience of frugality in use ; for no labour could produce abundance

where the atmosphere—at least in the summer half-year—furnislies

so little moisture that there is not even enough for putrefaction.

" Putrefaction is effectually anticipated by the parching influence of

the air, which renders a carcase of tliree or four days' standing as

inoffensive to the nose as a leather drum. And one may pass leisurely

by a recently-deceased camel on tlie roadside, and almost take it for a

specimen prepared with arsenic and spirits for an anatomical museum." ^

* Thunberg's Travels to Japan, vol. iii. p. 200. - Ibid. p. 19.").

3 Ibid. p. 195 ; Francis Xavier. •» Ibid. p. 201-203.
"5 Ibid. vol. iii. p. 204. « Ibid. p. 205. ^ Hjid. p. 207.
^ Ibid. p. 214. " Palgrave's Ai'abia, vol. i, p. 164.
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"About the numerous shambles every refuse is left to cumber the

ground at scarce two yards' distance, but dogs and dry air much

alleviate the nuisance, a remark which holds true for all Central

Arabia," ^ Contentment with little is required in such a region as

the ordinary habit of life. " Fasting, especially in presence of a fat

sheep, is quite out of the question, if indeed his ordinary allowance

of nutriment might not be called a perpetual fast, and even a severe

one." - Now, whatever it be that demands patience, those are best

qualified to exercise it who have a low degree of nervous excitability; as,

on the other hand, those are best adapted for promptitude who have a

ready excitability. And accordingly this quality is developed in an inter-

mediate degree in the Syro-Arabian region as well as in China. The

nervous excitability of the Arab, as of the Chinese, is less than that of

the European nations. " What is really remarkable among them is a

great obtuseness in the general nervous sensibility. On more than one

occasion I had to employ the knife or caustic, and was surprised at

the patient's cool endurance." ^ But the activity of the Arab gives

vivacity to his character. " Patience to endure and perseverance in

the employment of means to ends, courage in war, vigour in peace,

these are features distinctive of the Arab nation."*

It is in Central Arabia—that is, in Shomer and Nejed—surrounded

on all sides by the desert, that the Arab race has been most secure

from mixture, and that its character therefore is to be found in its

greatest purity. In Hejaz and the rest of the western and southern

border there has been a mixture of African influence, on the south

and south-east probably also an Indian influence, and on the eastern

border a Persian influence. And, moreover, the physical conditions

of life, especially as regards moisture, are so difi"erent in the south

and south-east of Arabia from the rest of the Syro-Arabian region

that they would naturally lead to a diversity of character in the race.

In Central Arabia, therefore, the Arab character may best be studied,

and it is found to be different there from what it is in the other parts.

" The Nejdean—patient, cool, slow in preparing his means of action,

more tenacious than any bull-dog when he has once laid hold, attached

to his ancestral usages and native land by a patriotism rare in the East,

impatient in the highest degree of foreign rule, sober almost to

austerity in his mode of life, averse to the luxury and display of

foreign nations, nay, stranger still, to their very vices,—sympathises

but ill with the volatile and light-minded Hejazee, who begins

vigorously but soon tires and turns away, a lover of ornament and
magnificence, willingly adopting the customs, and the dissoluteness

too, of his neighbours ; ostentatious, talkative, and inconsiderate. In

the well-known verses of a native poet, ' Nejed is the land of great

souls, and the rest are dwarfs in comparison ; but for the men of

Hejaz, they are all at short tether.'" ^

*' Unlike an Arab, a Persian shows at once whatever ill-humour he

may feel, and has no shame in giving it utterance before whoever

* Palgrave's Arabia, vol. i. p. 439. - Ibid. vol. i. p. 68.
^ Ibid. vol. ii. p. 35. •» Ibid. vol. i. p. 70.

^' Ibid. vol. i. p, 242.
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may be present ; nor does lie, •with the Arab, consider patience to be an

essential point of politeness and dignity." ^ " A Nejdean makes it

Ills boast to put up with rudeness and passion, and considers the

bearing such Avith equability and composure to be the test-proof of

superiority in character and good breeding—fully understanding that

self-restraint is the first condition of being a gentleman." - " Xejdean

anger is no fire of straw. It burns hotter the second day than the

first, and the third than the second."^

The intennediate degree of excitability possessed by the 8yro-Arabian

family is strikinglj^ indicated by the following language :
" Here,

stretched in the cool and welcome shade, Avould we for hours canvass

the respective merits of Arab poets and authors, in meetings that had
something of the Attic, yet with just enough of the Arab to render

them more acceptable by their Semitic character of grave cheerfulness

and mirthful composure." ^

VI .
—Indo-European.

The regions occupied by the Indo-European family have for the

most part a temperate climate with regular moisture, and consequently

are more favourable for human subsistence than Syro-Arabia, while

they are not exposed to such hostile pressure as enforced in the low-

lands of China peace and industry. They would demand, therefore,

less patience and more promptitude than either of those regions, and

accordingly the Indo-European races have more readiness of mental

action than the Chinese or Syro-Arabian. There were, however,

originally great varieties among those countries in respect of facility of

subsistence. Afghanistan and Xorth-Western India, whence probably

the Sanskrit-speaking people came, was a rugged region. And in

Europe both soil and climate were less favourable in Germany and

Kussia, while the more equable temperature and the fertile soil made
production more abundant in the plains of Gaul and of the British Isles

than in the other countries. Accordingly, the Hindoo, the Teuton,

and the Slav have a lower degree of excitability, and the Celt a higher,

than the other members of the Indo-European family.

Elphinstonc, speaking of the Afghans, says :
" Most of their games

appear to us very childish, and can scarcely be reconciled to their long

beards and grave behaviour." ^ " Their countenance has an expression

of manliness and deliberation." ^ " Except on formal occasions, they

use a good deal of gesture, but it is always of a grave kind, such as

stretching out the arm and bending forward the body. They have

perhaps more of this kind of action than the Persians, though not near

so lively a people ; but they by no means equal the gesticulations of

the Indians." In a note to this he distinguishes between the natives

of Hindustan and the Tamil race in the Carnatic :
" I may be allowed,

in comparing them with a foreign nation, to speak of the inhabitants

of this vast empire as one people, but it must not be forgotten that

' Palgrave's Arabia, voL i. p. 297. ^ Ibid. voL i. p. 344.

8 Ibid, vol i. p. 448. * Ibid. voL i. p. 68.

* Elphiustoue's Cabul, voL L p. 377. ^ Ibid, vol i. p. 389.
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there is a great diversity among the Indians themselves. Thus the

tall and well-made Hindustani speaks extremely slow, and though he

uses a good deal of gesture, does not approach to the violence of action

employed by the small, black, and shrivelled inhabitant of the Carnatic,

who speaks on the most trifling subjects with a degree of volubility

and eagerness to which no occasion could rouse an Englishman." ^

This last observation points to the deliberateness and comparatively

slow movement of thought which is to be observed in the Teutonic

nations, and which is most striking when contrasted with the quick

transitions of thought and feeling which characterise the Celt. The
latter struck forcibly the Greek and Latin writers. Tims Strabo

says :
" The Gauls in general are irascible and always ready to fight.

They are likewise easily persuaded to a good purpose, and are ready

for instruction and intellectual culture. Their impetuosity may be

ascribed partly to their great stature, and partly to the multitude of

people, who habitually run together through simplicity, and having no

restraint whenever they fancy that any of their neighbours have

suffered injury." - Dio, Cassius says that their leading favdts are

expressed in three words

—

to Kouphv to duXhv xai to doaau.'^ " The Gauls

are fickle in counsel, and mostly desire change." ^ "Their first onset

is more than of men, their last fighting less than of women." ^ " As
the spirit of the Gauls is prompt to engage in war, so their mind is

weak and yielding in the enduring of calamities." *^ " The Celts are

more keen and quick-witted than the geniiine Greeks." ^

The abundant production in Gaul is testified by Strabo : "To the

northward of the Cevennes olives and figs are wanting, but the soil is

fertile in other productions, though it hardly brings grapes to fuU
maturity. Every other produce abounds throughout Gaul, which
bears much corn, millet, acorns, and supports herds of all kinds.

There is no waste land, except some tracts occupied by forest and
morass, and even these are not desert, but contain inhabitants whose
number is greater than their civilisation, for the women are fruitful,

and excellent nurses. So numerous are their herds of oxen and
swine, that not only Kome but the rest of Italy is supplied from them
with salt provisions."^

The natural productiveness of the original countries of the Celt still

remains, and the difference of character of the Celt and the Teuton is

a prominent fact in the system of Europe.

1 Elph illstone's Cabul, toI. i. p. 392.
" Strabo, lib. iv. p. 196 ; ap. Prichanl, voL iii. p. 178, ^ Prichard, ibid.
* Caesar, De Bello Gallico, lib. iv. c. 5.

6 Livy, X. 28 ; ap. Lightfoot on Epistle to Galatians.
•> Csesar, '\)e. Bello Gallico, lib. iii. c. 19, ibid. '' Themistius, ibid.
8 Strabo, lib. iv. p. 199 ; ap. Prichard.
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I'ART II.

—

gkam:\iatical sketches, noting specially the mag-
nitude OF THE ELEMENTS OF LANGUAGE AND THEIR TEN-
DENCIES TO COMBINE, VIEWED IN CONNECTION WITH THE
QUICKNESS OF EXCITABILITY OF THE RACE.

1. According to tlie evidence adduced in the preceding part of

this chapter, the races of men may be divided into five groups in

respect of ready excitability of their mental action. For though the

evidence is far from reaching to every individual race, it may with
more or less probability be extended from those which are actually

described to others belonging to the same region, and similar in mode
of life and physical circumstances.

Of all mankind, the genuine African races have the most quickness

of excitability, and the American races the least ; and these respective

characters prevail throughout these two groups Avith extraordinary

uniformity.

Xext to the genuine African races in readiness of excitability,

come the Polynesian or Maori race, the Australian, and in a less

degree the Malay ; the dark-coloured islanders of the Pacific, and
the Dravidian aborigines of India ; also certain races of Xorth-

Eastern and Central Africa. And on the same side of the inter-

mediate degree of excitability'are also to be placed the Indo-European
races. And these all, though there are considerable differences

amongst them, may be grouped together as having quickness of

excitability above the mean, though below that of the pure African

races.

On the other side of the intermediate zone, but with an immobility

of nerve distinctly less than that of the Americans, come the nomad
races of Central Asia, and the aborigines of Northern Asia and
Northern Europe.

And to the intermediate zone itself belong the Chinese, the Indo-

Chinese, the Tibetan, the Japanese, and the Syro-Arabian races.

Are there now any characteristic features which are to be found in

the languages of these various races in degrees corresponding to the

quickness of excitability of the race ?

In conducting this inquiry, it will be convenient to take the races

for the most part in the order in which they have been mentioned

;

except that the Indo-European languages, being the highest develop-

ment of human speech, had better be considered last, with the help of

whatever light may be thrown on them by the previous study of the

other languages.

I.

—

African Languages.

1. There are two characteristics which belong to all the purely

African languages, a tendency to break speech into small fragments,

and a readiness of the parts into which it is analysed to enter into

combination with each other. These tendencies, however, are ditier-

ently manifested in the dilierent families of African language, and in
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the different members of the same families, according to the various

degrees of interest with which the Avhole fact is thought, compared

with the interest of the parts, and according to the various degrees in

which other influences tend to separate or to combine elements of

speech.

KAFIR.

2. The languages of the Kafir family owe their most striking

peculiarities to these tendencies. They all break their nouns into

two parts, Avhich cohere loosely and arc readily detached from each

other, an abstract thought of the substantive object, and a thought of

what is attributed to the object to complete the idea of it. And
Avhenever there is in the sentence a strong reference to a noun, the

element Avhich involves that reference is apt to take up the abstract

substantive part as a fragment detached from the noun ; in some of

these languages a strong reference to a verb has a similar effect.

3. These general facts may be illustrated by the example of the

q;osa language, which is spoken also by the Zulus. In it, nouns are

distinguished into eight species by eight different prefixes, which

belong each to a different species of nouns. In the plural, the nouns

take other prefixes ; but the plural prefixes are feAver, because nouns

are thought with less distinction in the plural than in the singular.

The following are the singular and plural prefixes of ^osa nouns, with

examples of nouns to which they each belong.

^

Sing.

1. uni

u
2. Hi

i

3. im, ii

i

4. id

5. ida

u

6. nm
7. uhri,

8. alai

Plural.

aha

avia

izim, iziii

izi

izi

izim, izin, izi

imi

no })lural

no plural

icm'7itu, man
u'dade, sister

f ili'zwi, word

( i'hase, horse

i nn'azi, cow
-^ in'Olii, house

( vhaiiu, pig

isi'ta, basket

ivhamho, rib

ulu'ti, rod

tflwimi, tongue

uni'ti, tree

nJm'hmilco, wisdom
uku'ta, eating or food

aba'nta, men
o'dade, sisters

ama'zioi, Avords

ama'hase, horses

izim'azi, coavs

iziivdlu, houses

izi'lianu, pigs

iziia, baskets

izinvhamho, ribs

izin'ti, rods

izvhcimi^ tongues

imi'ti, trees

Nouns formed from verbal stems, if of the first species, generally

change the final voAvel of the verbal stem to i ; if of any other species,

except the seventh and eighth, to 0. In the seventh the final voAvel

of the verbal stem is sometimes changed to 0, but in the eighth, Avhich

is the infinitive, it is unchanged. ^

The significance of these prefixes is obscure on account of their

abstract nature, and it is difficult to state the distinction between one
species of nouns and another. The first prefix, hoAvever, is almost

1 Appleyard's Kafir Language, p. 109. - Ibid, p. 100-102,
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confined to personal nouns, the seventh to nouns Avhicli express the

idea of a root thought abstractly as a substantive object, and the

eighth to verbal or infinitive nouns. In some instances difTerent

prefixes are used without essentially altering the meaning ; as vzwane
and u'zwane toe, tan'l'obo and idi'obu friend. But generally a difi'erent

l)refix gives a difference of signification ; as i'ldwane fig, wivlimane
fig-tree; ilizice country, isi'zwe nation; um'ntu human being, isi'ntu

human species, ulwnhi human race, uhinitu human nature.^ And no
doubt even when the difference of prefix seems to bring with it no
difference of meaning, the nouns do really express ideas in which the

object is differently thought. For the prefixes express each a distinct

tliought of the object to which, as to its substance (Def. 4), the nature

denoted by the radical part belongs. They express of themselves

elements of thought so excessively fine and abstract, that it is difficult

or impossible to explain each prefix by a statement of its abstract

meaning. And in their abstract sense they may sometimes occur in

nouns, expressing a shade of meaning which will escape every one

except a native. But what is most remarkable about them is that

though they are so abstract in their own signification, they for the

most part supply such strong distinctions of meaning in their appli-

cations. In the noun id'ntu, the human species, Avhen it is com-
jiared with the kindred words given above, i^i seems to mean species

;

but there is no such meaning in isilcalo a cry, from kola to cry out

;

h'anOla the hand, from anOlcda to spread out, isvnJoJw conversation,

from rrplioJa to converse, isiia a basket or dish, from ta to eat. And
yet there must be a common element expressed by the prefix in all

these substantive ideas, or they Avould not be put in so marked a

manner by the prefix into the same category. That common element

is an abstract signification of the prefix, Avhich is determined in each

application of it to a special meaning. The prefix is thought in its

own associations in a fine sense which springs from its various uses

;

and this abstract signification, when combined with the root of the

noun, suggests a particular meaning in which that root may belong to

it. In this way a few abstract prefixes are sufficient to supply the

distinctions in substance of substantive ideas. The mind in thinking
such an idea partly leaves the radical element of the object, and
thinks the substantive part (Def. 4) in its own associations, and then

combines that element with the radical part, giving it a particular

meaning adapted to the latter.

Now the first of these mental acts implies a readiness of the mind
to apply itself to a small object, and to think separately an exceed-

ingly fine element. And therefore, the use of such abstract deriva-

tive elements which in their applications are determined to various

l)articular meanings, largely different from each other, indicates a

fragmentary quality of thought. The more general such elements are

in their own signification, and the more that signification differs from
the particular meaning Avhich they get in combination Avith a root,

the more separately from the root they are thought in the first in-

stance, and the more readily may they be detached from it. And the

^ Appleyard'e Kafir Language, ji, 10(5.
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most cliaracteristic feature in the structure of the Kafir languages is

the detachment of the nominal prefix from the radical part, by any

element Avhich is thought with strong reference to the noun.

Thus in q;osa, when one noun governs another in the genitive, the

genitive relation is expressed by lea or a prefixed to the governed

noun. But, moreover, a part of the formative prefix of the govern-
basket of

ing noun is prefixed to lici or a ; thus, id'ia d-lm' "joaa, basket of T;osa

;

of man food

Isi'ta s-om-ntii { = s-a'um-nta), man's basket; ul-a-f_a liwahcndu
of men things of men

( = JiU-a-aba- /if u), men's food; izhito z-aha'itfu ( = z'cvaha'Jifii), men's

things.

So also when a noun is qualified by an adjective, the adjective

takes the prefix of the noun, with the relative clement a absorbed

into the initial vowel of that prefix, unless the noun has a demon-
man great word

strative, as utivntu omiculii ( = a'um-Jiuhc), great man ; ili'zwi elv/mJic

( = a-Uiladu), great word. Some adjectives, probably because the

idea which they express coalesces more closely Avith that of the noun

which they qualify, drop a final to or n of the prefix of that noun.

And the adjectives riihi other, and onlie all, combine so readily Avith

their noun that they do not take itp into the prefix the relative a,

and take only a fragment of the prefix of the noun to connect them
rod another

with it ; as predicates also adjectives do not take a; ulwtl iambi
every tree

another rod, instead of ohnnhi ; xc'onke unvti every tree, instead of

o)a 'onlie.

Similarly for the demonstrative pronotms, the demonstrative ele-

ments combine always with parts of the formative prefixes of the

nouns to which they refer.

And the third person in verbs, instead of being expressed by a

general pronominal element, takes a part of the formative prefix of

the noun which is the subject, with some variations for tense and
man speak men cow

mood ; as uin'ntu u'teta man speaks, aha-ntu ha'teta men speak, wvazi
walk cows

iiiamha cow walks, izinvazi zi'hainha cows walk. The Kafir verb

also is thought in such close reference to its object that it sometimes

connects itself with the object ; and this it does by taking up a part

of the formative prefix of the object, giving it, where this can be done,

a more consonantal utterance than when it represents the subject; as

God pres. know things all

(1.) u.Tiio u'lja'z'azi zinto z'onke, God knows all things. In the verb

ii'ycfz'azi, u is the prefix of the suliject, //«, which signifies to go,

expresses that the fact is going on, z belongs to the prefix of the object

izrnto, and azi is the stem of the verb.

It is remarkable how readily the fragments of nouns can be detached
body it

and taken tip by elements related to them; as (2.) um'zimba woiia
satisfied with the things eartli

ui/anfaina ikczo izhito Z'onri'aba, the body is satisfied by the things
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of earth; the prefix u is part of um, the prefix of unvdmba, icona

is this prefix u combined with the. demonstrative element o, and
strengthened with the demonstrative clement na, zo is z from the

prefix of izi'nto, combined with the demonstrative o, and zoml'aha is

the same z combined with um'Vaha, the relative element a inter-

vening. Thus in a Kafir sentence, wherever there is a strong reference

to a noun, that reference takes up a fragment detached from the noun
;

because the substantive idea is broken into two parts, one of which is

at first thought independently of the other. And the fragment thus

taken up retains its identity through the sentence, as j^art of the

noun, combining but not mingling with the other elements.

4. ^^ow these elements which are thus taken up from nouns differ

from the elements of person, and from those of gender, number, and
case, which in Latin and Greek are taken up from nouns by verbs and
adjectives in this, that they are agglutinated fragments of ideas. The
personal elements of Latin and Greek verbs are not fragments of the

idea of the subject, but pronominal elements in which the mind
directs attention to the subject without forming the idea of it (see Def.

8) ; and those elements are therefore separable and distinct from that

idea. So, too, the proper element of case is distinct from the idea of

the noun, being a relation external to it. Gender and number as

thought in the Indo-European languages do belong to that idea, but

they are not loosely coherent elements of the noun or of the adjective,

but are always quite mingled with the idea of each of these, and
absorbed into it, not merely agglutinated to it.

5. As a fragment in 'jos,^ is detached from a noun and taken up by
an element which has a strong reference to it, so a fragment is

detached from the idea of a verb by a relative element connected with

it, or by a member of the sentence which refers to it, when this

member is separated from it by an intermediate clause. In each case

the reference is thought with special strength, and this strength of

reference draws out the verbal fragment. The element which is used

in this way is ti, expressive of the abstract doing or being of a verb.

The following are examples :
^

—

he who he who happen he he killinj; he be in danger by judgment,

(2.) Wo'ti O'snicu'ba chidala crbe n'e'fala e'ma'f_aleni, Avho-

soever shall kill shall be in danger of the judgment ; ti expresses an
happen infin. be

abstract fragment of the idea liapjyens to be isuliuba = saka'n]iu'ba),

drawn out by the relative. The elements translated lie are not pro-

nouns, but the prefix of the first, or personal species of nouns, which,

when combined with the relative a becomes o, in the i^articiple becomes

e, and in the subjunctive a. If the antecedent were a noun Avith the

prefix Hi-, the sentence would be eli'ti eli'fuliuba li'bidala Ivbe ne'fala

einaijileni. In the following, ti is fragment of the idea of an infini-

tive, and is therefore in the infinitive itself.

us teach that we ought infin. of ti we deny infin. neg. be godly

(3.) Lu'si fundisa vkwba si'/anele u/iWli siial'a uku ' iia' btdcslii

and lusts of world we live with wnking

n'eifkanuko z'oni'i'aha si'Tale lio'kirrabuka, teaching us that denying

> Applevard, p. 2S3,
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ungodlinuss and worldly lusts wc shoidd live soberly ; hi is part of

ulu, the prefix of the subject which has gone before; uliwha, the

infinitive, or verbal noun of the verb substantive ha, represents the

following clause under the form of an abstract idea of fact, as the

object oi teachmg; as in English, i'/ia;^ represents it by a pronoun;

and ^ihlfi expresses the abstract fragment of the infinitive to live,

drawn out by the separation of ought from lice, by the intervening

clause ; nenkaimko is iivlianulio with the copulative preposition na,

and in\& contracted from izin, whence z in zomTaha, of the world.

When a special emphasis falls on a member of the sentence which

is subordinate to the verb, and which should naturally follow it, that

member is detached from the verb and put before it, but it carries

for pretend

with it the abstract verb ti to govern it, as (-4.) ha'ti nu-kifzenzlsa

make prayers long

h-enze imrtandazo enirde, and for a pretence make long prayers ; ha

and h represent the plural prefix aha of the first or personal species

of nouns, enze is the subjunctive of enza, make, from e?iza is formed

z-enza, make one's self, and zenz-isa is the causative form of zenza,

ulafzenzisa is the verbal noun of zeivziza, and nokuzenzisa is this noun

with the preposition iia ; hoknzeivzisa should follow the verb, but is

put first by emphasis, carrying Avith it the verbal fragment ti to

go before it.

The strength with which the time of occurrence is thought, may
give an emphasis to the abstract element of fact, which will detach it

from the verb, and bring ti to the first place in the sentence ; as

Past he in another country hear it being said there be

(5.) wa'yeie yena e'se'kwelrne ilvzwe iveva ku'si'twa, kwko
country that of pi.

isizwe esviia-ma'iosa, he Avas still in another country when he heard

that there was an Amapsa country ; ?o is personal prefix u, correspond-

ing to the personal pronoun yena, y, the auxiliary verb of process ya,

ete past participle of ti, with its personal prefix e, ese the same

foniiation of sa, to continue to be, ku the impersonal prefix which

represents as subject a fact thought as an infinitive, si a verbal

element of process.

jS'ow, it is to be observed in the above examples how fully and

independently the abstract element ti, which cannot be translated

into English, is thought as a verb. In the last example but one,

enze the subjunctive is used, because it is dependent on another verb,

and this principal verb to which it is subordinate is ti ; and in the

preceding example we have xiku'ti, the fully formed verbal noun of ti,

and lilale dependent on it, and therefore in the subjunctive mood.

Ti is also used with remnants of verbs which have lost their verbal

significance, to express the element of being or doing which they no
longer convey.

6. In the examples Avhich have been given it may be observed how
apt the q;osa conception of a fact is to break into parts which arc

expressed in fragmentary sentences. This, however, is due to the

breaking of the idea of the verb, and is therefore only a case of the

comminution of single ideas. For when a new verb occurs with a
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subject of its own, there is a new sentence ; such sentence being

thought as a subordinate part of the larger one when the verb is in

the subjunctive, but complete in itself when the verb is in the indica-

tive. The following is an additional example of this tendency, and
shows it clearly when compared with the English translation, which is

the form in which the same thought would be expressed in English

;

however infin. arrive gen. form he in inhabited by Amakosa country

kii'te JiOdwa uku'fika kwa'lce kwelvrniwe wama'psa ilrzwe

past arrive at time gen. war rel.a'ukugo the Dane and the Kunukwebi

wa'fika I're'iesa kenvfazwe oktrija imvDane n'ama'Li/[unulacehi

being fighting with pi. white

ehe ' si •Iwa wahe-lunu, his arrival, however, in the country inhabited

by the Amakosa happened at a time of war when the Dane and the

Kunukwebi were fighting with the whites ; te past tense of ft, with

subject prefix ku, from uku-fika ; ehe, he past form of ha to be,

e participial prefix for ama ; si element of process. The first clause in

Kafir is—happened, however, his arrival in the country inhabited by
the Amakosa, he arrived at a time, &c. This last sentence, though

quite complete, falls in with tlie preceding one without needing a

connective element, and forms with it the thought which is expressed

in English in one sentence. And generally in apprehending the

sense of a South African statement, the mind is conscious of a suc-

cession of fragmentary sentences, and of fine elements Avhich cohere

without quite blending, though they are only fragments of single

ideas.

7. For the Kafir languages are also marked by the second tendency

which has been mentioned. The parts into which they divide speech

combine readily one with another. This appears already in those

peculiarities of their structure which have been mentioned. For if tlie

genitive takes i;p a fragment of the noun wliich governs it, and the

adjective of the noun whicli agrees with it, and the verb of its subject

and its object, this shows the readiness of those elements to coalesce

with each other ; while the relative or transitional element a, which
is taken by the genitive, shows their distinctness as connected by a

relation. The same appears also in Kafir in the compounds which
are formed by this language. For those compounds are combinations

in which the parts are connected, often by fine relations with transi-

tion from one to another. And such combinations are facilitated by
the readiness of the parts to cohere with each other, though they do
not mingle.

That it is the nature of the '^[osa and Zulu compounds to have this

open texture appears from the distinctness which the components
retain, notwithstanding their conjunction. "When the plural of a

compound noun implies plurality of the second component, this may
take a plural prefix of its own ; as um'nikazinOlii housekeeper, from
nikazi mistress, and in'Olu house, ahcmikazizindlu housekeepers,

iziivOhc being the plural of iivdln, iivOliUfa heir, iivdlamafa or

iziivOlamafa heirs. But still more clearly the nature of South African

compounds is shown by their retaining those fine elements of relation

in which thought passes from one component to another ; when a

noun enters into the composition in a case governed by a verb, as in
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um'nenanOlwini bridal housewarniing, from I'ieua enter, and enOlwini

locative of iiidJu;^ also when a nominative and its verb are compounded

together in full construction with each other, as iflanaiihalele, from

il-ana the sun, and halele the perfect of halela, to be hot, the latter

having prefix li to connect it with its subject il-ana, and the whole

being the name of a person, and taking the personal prefix u. The

Kafir compounds, however, and compound derivative verbs, acquire

by use a complete fusion of their elements together so as fitly to

express ideas which are natural units, or nearly so ; and it is to the

singleness of the idea which they are used to express that the fusion

is due. That idea is not always apparent from tlie meaning of their

parts, but is a special application of that meaning which must be

learned by use ; - and therefore they cannot be formed at will in

the expression of fact. The compound derivative verbs rather grow

by successive accretions of derivative elements to previous formations

which have acquired complete singleness by use. They are not, there-

fore, formed on every verb, but only as use has determined their growth.

8. The other features of 'josa or Zulu speech are well worthy of

note. The consonants are k, g, t, 'J, t, 'I, t, d, t, d,p, b, h, %, TC, y, s, s,

z, z, f, V, IV, I, n, n, n, m, ?[, i, % ; the vowels a, p_, e, i, o, « / and the

diphthongs ai, ei, and au.

The phonesis is vocalic. The vowels are long in all accented

syllables, unless when followed by a nasalisation,^ which partially

absorbs the sonant breath. There are no concurrences of conso-

nants except Id, 61, which are felt as single consonants, and except

with a succeeding w or with a preceding nasal
; ^ also may be fol-

lowed by y, and yiv occurs.^ Every syllable ends in a vowel, except

some few which end in m or n,^

It is also soft, and tends to soften the consonants, even the clicks,

with a preceding nasal, and the mutes with an aspiration which is due

to relaxation rather than to pressure of breath. The relaxation of

utterance causes also a marked palatal tendency, the labials being apt

to turn into antepalatals,*^ because the tongue when relaxed naturally

lies close to the arch of the palate, and opens to let breath pass to the

lips ; and this relaxation of the tongue leads to the combinations

7i7, 61, letting the breath escape over the sides as well as over the end
of the tongue.

There is little pressure of breath from the chest on the organs in

the utterance of the consonants, and therefore it is that 70 is apt to be
inserted after a consonant before a vowel on account of the weakness
of the initial breath of the latter (Def. 26) ; to being preferred for

this purpose to y by reason of the vocalic character of the language
attracting the utterance to the throat ; h by itself is rare.'''

The clicks are thought to have come from the Hottentots, as they
are found only in the Kafir languages which are in contact with these.^

In q;osa they are both hard and soft, and they as well as %, /, and v are

only found in roots.'*

1 Appleyard, p. 104. " Ibid. p. 156. 3 jbid. sect. 35.
* Ibid, sects. 43, 50. « Ibid. sect. 57. ^ Ibid. sect. 45.
' Grout, Zulu Grammar, p. 2-20. ^ Appleyard, sect. 22.

'' Ibid, sects. 4S, 51.
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There is also a moderate amount of euplionic change, not enough to

characterise the utterance as stiff and wanting in suppleness and
versatility ; but it indicates a tendency to run the end of a Avord into

the beginning of the succeeding one. There is also an avoidance of

hiatus, and sometimes a contraction of two or more syllables into one.^

The accent is generally on the penultimate ; but there is a foretone

in words of three or more syllables. And besides the accentuation,

there is a peculiarity of intonation which distinguishes words of similar

form but different meaning.-

9. The noun takes prefixes of case, and one case-ending, the

nominative being the simple stem. Personal nouns and proper names
are less ready than others to enter into relations on account of their

concrete fulness of idea. Such strong nouns take lea- in the genitive,

III- in the locative, while other nouns take a- in the genitive, and se-

ini in the locative, .s being generally dropped, and also the final vowel

of the noun, and -ini becoming -eni if the final vowel be a, e, or o. There

are also the pre})Ositions iia along, 7ia with, ti^'uci like as. Sometimes
woman gen.

the locative is preceded by the genitive prefix, as unvfazi, tva'seldni,

a woman of Grahamstown ; or by iia or nem. And liu may be jire-

fixed to a proper name with a between, as Kiva Pato, at Pato's.^

The relation to the cause is expressed in a remarkable manner by
reduplication of the formative prefix of the noun, the letter being pre-

fixed to it which would represent it in connection with a genitive or

adjective. With some prefixes, however, n is used instead.'* In the

former expression, the relation of the effect to the cause is not thought

generally, but is identified with the cause as its efficiency.

The so-called prepositions are mostly nouns.

There are few adjectives, no adjective forms for degrees of compari-

son. But they form diminutives in -ana as substantives do, and
express diminution of quality by -^a.'^

10. The first personal pronoun is mi sing., ti pL ; the second is we
sing., ni pi. ; as subject persons in the verb they are—first, ndi-, sing.,

si-, pi. ; second, u- sing., ni- pi. ; as object persons they are -ndi-, -si-,

-ku; -ni- ; the reflex object is z-, zi-.^

The demonstrative elements are a, o, la, ya, Jco, Tee. Of these the

monosyllabic nominal prefixes take la- and drop their final m or n ;

the polysyllabic prefixes take a mixed with their initial vowel, and
drop their final 7n or 7i ; araa-, imi- become a-, i-, and take la, becom-
ing la-, le-. Sometimes ya, a, or o is taken at the end of the prefix

to express remoteness.^ The relative pronoun is supplied by prefix-

ing a- to the relative clause in immediate succession to the antecedent,

and by representing also the antecedent in the relative clause by its

prefix or a pronoun, unless when the antecedent is a personal noun
and the relative is subject of the relative clause, its verb being pre-

sent or perfect.^

^ Appleyard, sect. 59 ; Grout, p. 10. - Applej-ard, sects. 65-68.
3 Ibid, sects. 100-132. * Ibid. sect. 114.

= Ibid, sects. 147-149. c jbid. sects. 170, 265, 273.
^ Ibid, sects. 160-164 ; Bo3-ce, Kafir Grammar, p. 38.

* Appleyard, sects. 176, 443.
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11, Almost all verbal stems end in a. Compound verbal stems

are rare ; and those Avhiclx are said to be compounded of substantive

and verb, or of adjective and verb, might as well be written with their

parts separate. There are, however, a few which seem to be com-

pounded of two verbal stems, as tandahuka love to look, tandahusa

love to ask.i

There are many derived forms of the verbal stem. Those which

come from a foreign source usually take -sar And from native stems

may be formed a verb relative to an object in -ela, hamha go, Jiamhela

go to; a causative by changing the final vowel to -isa ; a neuter

passive by changing final vowel to -eka, tanda love, tandeka become

loved, I'amha walk, Vamhelm be walkable ; a reciprocal by chang-

ing final vowel to -ana, tandana love one another; a passive by

changing final vowel to -iva, and a labial in the middle or end to an

antepalatal as a less active utterance. These formations may be

accumulated on one another ; but no verb is found in all the forms,

few in a majority of them. And the meaning of a derived verb can-

not always be known by knowing that of the primitive, but in

many instances requires the dictionary."

The stem may also be doubled to express the frequentative. It

sometimes takes -Icala or -lala to give it a neuter sense ; and some-

times gets an active or causative sense by changing -aha to -asa, -ala to

-aza, -ata to -esa, -ilea to -ir.a, -eha to -eza, -oka to -oza, -uka to -nza,

-ida to -\iza, -ela to -eza; there is also an active ending, -«?a.* The
final a of the verbal stem is reduced to i by negation, except in the

aorist and passive, which retain a,^ and present potential, which when
negative changes it to e.^ In the subjunctive -a becomes -e when
aftirmative, -i when negative.'^ In the perfect tense -a becomes -He or

-e,^ expressive of completion, and when negatived the perfect some-

times takes for -He the negative -t'la.

The subject prefixes take -a to put them in past time or in relation

to another verb whose time they take. The negative is either prefixed

to them as a or subjoined to them as iia. The subject prefixes of first

species u- ha- become in subjunctive a- ha-, and likewise with the poten-

tial auxiliary.^ There is a large number of little monosyllabic auxiliary

verbs

—

ha be, ya go, za come, na, may, wish, ought, ma stand (optative),

sa be realised, lea attain, and these give astonishing variety of com-
pound tense and mood, tense being thought as position in the process

of the verb rather than in time. The future is expressed by the

present of ya, followed by the stem with ku prefixed. The auxiliaries

of the compound tenses are followed by the verbal stem, with the

subject prefix attached to it as well as to the auxiliary.^*' The subject

])refix may, however, be omitted with the former or with the latter.

But though the verb clings so close to the representative of its subject,

it has surprisingly little of the subjective realisation. For all its

forms which assert, indicatively or with the potential auxiliary, may

^ Grout, Zulu Grammar, p. 120 ; Appleyard, sect. 195.
- Appleyard, sect. 196. ^ Ibid, sects. 197-201, 207-212.
* Ibid, sects. 205, 20G. « Ibid. sect. 216. « Ibid. sect. 241.
7 Ibid. sect. 254. s ibid. sect. 236.
9 Ibid. sect. 205. ^^ Ibid, sects. 241, 268.
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also be mere participle.-^, with the exception of the present mid perfect

indicative, when the subject of these is a noun singular or plural of

the first species. Of this alone the subject-prefix is different for the

verb and the participle, being in the latter e- he-, in the former u- ha-,^

the direct object is represented in the verb by an element inserted

between the subject-prefix and the stem. For nouns singular of first

species it is m ; for others it is their usual element,-

Monosyllabic verbal stems are strengthened by prefixing yi in the

imperative, si in the present participle, but the latter is not taken
after an object infix ;

^ -ya and -yo are demonstrative suffixes. The
latter is used with the verb of a relative sentence when expressed in

one word, and when it contains the antecedent represented as its

subject or direct object, or is affected with a relative element which
has the force of English tlmt ; also with the potential participle, as

ndi'naieta I possibly speaking, to make it more relative to the

auxiliary ndihe I was,* JiJihe niJiiicdetayo. The element of interroga-

tion is -na/-'

12. Verbs, instead of being connected by the copulative conjunction

in the same tense, may show their connection by the first being so

carried into the second as to affect its idea. In this way the present

and future and the imperative are followed by the present subjunctive

;

the present indicative may be followed by present participle or aorist

;

tlie past tenses are usually followed by the aorist or by a participle

;

the past potential may be followed by present subjunctive.*^

13. The subject may either precede or follow the verb; it may
come last in the sentence ; it generally follows ti. "When a conjunc-

tion precedes, the subject generally goes before the verb." The
adjective follows its noun except (mice, all, and the numerals and
strong demonstratives, and others which may precede. The genitive

follows its governor.^ The direct object generally follows the verb, but
it often precedes it.'-^

14. Features similar to the above may be traced through the Kafir

family, diversified, however, by varieties in other respects among the

members of the family.

The language of the Bituana, who inhabit the tableland of the

Orange River, lias a harder utterance than that of the 'josa and Zulu.

It has no medial except h, which corresponds to Zulu i\ Its f, f, p,
k correspond to Zulu '/, z, h, g, and it gives up the Zulu nasalisations.^'*

It diff"er3 from the language of the "^osas and the Zulus in being more
affected with attention to the nature of things and of facts ; it gives

less strength to the abstract substance in the noun, and shows less

tendency to detach an abstract element from the verb. The pre-

fixes of the noun consequently are less distinct, and the verb does not

give off an abstract element of being or doing to combine with an

element which refers strongly to it.

Still, however, the genitive, the adjective, the demonstrative pro-

1 Applej'ard, sects. 217-226, 249-2.")l, 265. - Ibid, sects. 272, 273.
3 Ibid, sects. 278, 279. * Ibid, sects. 180, 241-2. * Ibid. sect. 329.
" Ibid, sects. 378-385. "^ Ibid, sects. 412, 413.

« Ibid, sects. 424, 431, 444. " Ibid. sect. 414. ^" Ibid. p.;51.

G
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noun and tlie verl) take up a fragment of the noun wliich is connected

Avith them. The components also of the compound nouns may take

tlieir own independent phirals.

15. The Kisuahili and the Kinika also, which are sjioken, the former

along the east coast of Africa, and in the islands, from 1° north lat.

to Mozambique, and the latter more inland, from 3° to 5° south lat.,i

have the same construction, with separable prefix of the noun ; though
• their nouns are still more particularised by the thought of their nature

than those of the Bituana, having more tendency to take a formative

element after the radical part, and therefore particularised by it.

From these the Ki-sambala, spoken in 5° south lat., scarcely differs

in any grammatical feature.

16. The Oti Herero, which is spoken in a south-Avestern region

between 19° and 23° south lat, and between 14° and 21° east long.,

is more vocalic than T;osa, and has less development of tense, but in

all its characteristic construction it is the same.

17. In the Mpongwe, which is spoken on the west coast of Africa

on the equator, the thought of the substance of the noun (Def. 4)

is weak, and the prefixes of the noun are consequently much reduced.

Moreover, on account of diminished energy of utterance, the prefixes

have affected the initial part of the stem of the noun and of the verb,

having been in some degree absorbed into it, a nasal of the prefix,

or even a short vowel, hardening a soft initial of the stem, and this

change remaining though the prefix has disappeared. ^ The element

of personal pronoun also sometimes follows the verbal stem, and the

verb has less capacity to involve a sense at once of the subject and

of the object. But with these modifications the essential structure

of the language is the same as that of the "^osa. The prefix of the

noun is taken up by the adjective, the pronoun, and the verb, as the

medium of concord with the noun, and by another noun which is

governed as genitive,3 and there seems to be a tendency to detach

from the verb a verbal element he^ The diminished capacity of the

verb has led to a fragmentary form of expression in Mpongwe which
is not in T;osa, the verb after having been used with the subject

being sometimes repeated with an object direct or indirect.^ Here
the idea of the verb is broken into two mental acts, a subjective con-

ception and an objective, though these are not so differently thought

as to be expressed by different elements.

18. The Dikele, which is spoken more inland, seems to have in

its verb less subjectivity, and also less sense of the succession of fact

than INIpongwe. But it has more prefixes for its nouns, and through
these concord and regimen are expressed.

19. Dualla, at the Cameroons, agrees with T;osa in the system
of concord and regimen by prefix, though the prefixes of its nouns
are reduced compared with -^osa, and some of its nominal formations

show more particular attention to the nature of objects. Its verbs,

1 Dr. Krapfs Vocabulary, Preface, pp. iv. vi.

- Bleak, Comparative Grammar, p. 76-79.
^ Grammaire de la Langue Ponguee, par le P. le Berre.
* Grammar of Mpongwe, p. 45. •'' Ibid. j). 43.
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while showing sense of the succession of fact in the veiLal elements
of compound tense, show also an objectivity approaching that of some
of the negro languages in the tendency to separate the verbal stem
altogether from the subject, using with the latter a subsidiary verb of
general signification.

YOEUBA.
20. Passing westward to Guinea, we gradually lose the remarkable

structure Avhich distinguishes the Kafir languages, though scattered

instances of it occur. But we find the same tendency to break up
speech into fine fragments equally strong, though under different

forms, in the languages which are spoken there.

In the language of Yoruba, on the w^estern side of the lower course

of the Niger, the substance (Def. 4) which distinguishes the substan-

tive idea from the pure verbal idea is so weak that it gets very faint

expression. Yet that expression seems to be a trace or remnant of

the Kafir prefix. Some substantives indeed have no distinct ex-

pression of tlie substance, being formed by mere reduplication from
tlie verb, as 2^cd'apPfTa, fisherman, horn pc^l'a, to fish; giga, height or

high, from (/a, to be high. But in general, the substantives are formed
from the verbal roots by prefixing a vowel ; and this vowel shows its

weakness by its tendency to be assimilated to the vowel of tlie root.^

Every word beginning with a voAvel is a substantive, and in many
tlie initial vowel is the same as that of a Kafir prefix to similar

nouns. Thus, abstract verbal nouns are formed in Yoruba, as in

Dualla, by prefixing ^ to the verb ; and some of the Yoruba substan-

tives seem to be identical with Kafir substantives, save that the prefix

has dwindled to a vowel, as Yoruba ille, house, compared with 'josa

in 6lu, house.- Concrete or particular nouns of action are formed b}'

a-, which is also a privative prefix and a prefix of the agent. The nouns
have no distinction of number ; and the substance or thought of the

noun, as in the connections of fact, being weak, it is not detached and
taken up by an element which has strong reference to the noun, as in

the Kafir languages, genitives being connected with their governor
by the relative ii referring to it, and adjectives with their noun by
reduplication.

The adjective in its simple form is predicative, and is reduplicated

when attributive to express its embodiment as part of the idea of the

substantive object, because in thinking the quality the general idea is

not clearly before the mind to think the object at once comparatively

with it. It is owing also to a weakness in the act of comparison that

the adverb is not clearly distinguished from what it qualifies, but is

so far affected by the thought of this, tliat it is limited in its use to

adjectives and verbs of meaning corresponding to itself.'^

The Yoruba verb carries out the fragmentary tendency which has

^ Crowthei-'s Yoruba Grammar, by Vidal, p. 46.

- It is, however, a striking example of the uncertainty of such comparisons
that m the language of the Eskimo the word for " house " is still more like Kafir,

being igdlu. See Kleinschmidt's Grammar, sect. 33.

^ Vidal, Introduction, p. 17 ; Crowther, p. 11.
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been remarked in the Dualla verb, and is liable to break up into two

parts, one of which has closer reference to the object than the other.

The subjective part comes first and is followed by the object, so that

the other part is disconnected from the subject. Even when there is

no direct object the verbal stem is of itself apt to break into fragments

expressive of different parts of the process of the fact, and having

slight connection with the subject ; n expresses the fact as going on,

ti expresses completion ; they go before the verb.

21. Possibly it is a sense of process which gets obscure expression

in the system of tones—high, middle, and low—which is in the

Yoruba language. For on comparing the different meanings of the same

monosyllable, according as its tone is high, middle, or low, they seem

to correspond pretty well to the thought of action or fact in its begin-

ning, middle, or end.^ The beginning suggests force, the middle mere

continuance, the end relaxation of force. Effect, transitiveness, cessa-

tion, negation, are akin to the end or reversal of force ; and ideas of

these kinds might naturally be expressed with a low tone. An action

proceeding to its effect might suggest also the middle tone ; and it is

i-emarkable that when a verb with a middle tone or a low tone governs

a personal pronoun as its direct object, the pronoun which is naturallj'

middle becomes high, as if strengthened by the action being thought in

transition to it.

22. However this may be, the above-mentioned tendency of the

verb to break into fragments produces a separation of elements which
from their fineness and their connection of meaning should naturally

coalesce with each other. In the Yoruba sentence, the parts have

the natural order. The prepositions are nouns or verbs.

you me
(1.) iwo (Tu mi d'e, you bite me; here the verb is broken into two parts

which are separated by the object, though as parts of the idea of biting

they are naturally connected. A\nien used separately l>u means to take
yam some for child this

a portion, as (2.) bu im die fun ommode yi, cut some yam for this

child, and d't means to eat, but in combination they express each only
a fragment of the idea of biting. So in the following sentences
the verb is broken up into fragments of the process of the fact

put thing that lay me in hand

(3.) Fi kinni na le mi l-givg, deliver (file) that thing into my
when you be about to near put go who ? had you speak

hand. (4) Nighati iwg yio ha fi lo ta U o wi
*<* stone which I

/(m, when you were going whom did you tell ? (5.) Oko ti mg
threw at bird the it (subject) come it (object) miss
sg si eiye. na g ha a ti, the stone which I

house be about to perf. finish before
threw at the bird missed it. (6.) Me iva yio ti pari hi
they may verbal reach come asking (noun) money their

moon hi o to wa isin oivo wgn, the house shall

fowl
have been completed before they come to ask their payment. (7.) Adire

' Crowther, p. 4, and Vocabulary.
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move cowry a swallow

(jbe owo'kan mi, the fowl swallowed a cowry. The elements

of speech also in Yoruba have, as in Kafir, a facility of combination, in

virtue of which ideas are expressed by several elements involving

relations with transition from one element to another. Thus alailcsG

means a guiltless person, and consists of a the personal prefix, I with,

a negative, i prefix of state, I with, c prefix of abstract noun, sfj, sin

;

alaisc. an innocent person, a the personal prefix, I with, a negative, i

prefix of state, se sin. In such formations the noun, as in Kafir,

retains its prefix, as e'se, i'se, i'lcse, and the combination, though con-

sisting of so many elements, expresses only a natural unit of thought
having acquired fusion of its elements by use as it grew by successive

accretions.

BULLo:\r.

23. The Bullom language, which is spoken in a region adjoining

Sierra Leone, retains more of the Kafir characteristics. The prefix

i- is used, as in Yoruba, to form abstract verbal nouns, but these

are formed also by 7i-, which is possibly akin to -^osa in, and by
U-, which may be a remnant of q;osa ukii- or ubu-. The personal

element, however, in personal verbal nouns, instead of being a prefix,

as '3;osa wn-, Sesuto and Dualla mo-, is a suffix -no, the idea of the

person being limited and particularised by the verbal attribute (Def.

4) preceding it, as toUi, to comfort, tolllno, comforter. Other nouns
have no prefix in the singular, but all nouns take a prefix in the

plural, either a-, i-, n-, si-, or ti-, the plural substance being strong

enough to get expression, whether the singular substance be exj^ressed

or not. Moreover, the article and adjective take the prefix of the

noun to which they refer, except the singular prefix 7i-, which, as it is

apt to express the indefinite, is probably less distinctly thought than

the others ; and when si- or ti- is thus taken by the article or

adjective agreeing with a plural noun, that noun drops it. This

shows a weakness in these two prefixes compared with the others

;

and greater strength with the article and adjective than with the

noun, on account of the distinctness which these give. The genitive

has not so close a connection with the noun which governs it, as the

article and adjective have with the noun with which they agree, and
it does not take the prefix of the governing noun, but is expressed

simply by the preposition ha. The demonstrative pronoun also being

tliought with weaker reference to it, has less sense of the substance of

the noun than the article or adjective. And as the general element

expressed by the prefix of the noun is weaker in Bullom than in

Kafir, the power which the article and adjective have in Bullom
to take up the prefix from their noun shows, as in Kafir, the ready

datachment of fragments from the constituents of speech.

There seem to be half a dozen pure prepositions.

The verb in Bidlom has less connection Avith the subject than in

Kafir, but more than in Yoruba. In the Yoruba verb the subjectivity

is so reduced that it does not penetrate the verb, and the verb is apt
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to break into two parts, one of wliich is more objective than the

other ; but in Bullom the principal part of the stem is connected with

the subject, while it is only an abstract element of process of affecting

the object that is sometimes thrown off unconnected with it. The

breaking up of tlie verb in the latter way shows a fragmentary ten-

dency, just as in the former. These verbal elements of process of

fact, winch sometimes follow the verbal stem, are t7, e, and o. The

elements of tense are rl of the past after the verb, ka of the perfect

before the verb, liuti to come, of the future before the verb.
_
Causa-

he bring it

tives are formed by -i, negative verbs by -elm, -lin. (1.) m fii a no^

imper. bring me word again

he brought it;i iia fii a mi lum i^e, bring me word again.2

day the which I come here

(2.) Inah i tre nan a moi kaki o, the day on which I came here.^

he beg alms I be drunk perf. spirits

(3.) Woa turn o huya, he begged alms;* a yU e rl vimoi, I

am drunk wdth spirits;^ na in (1.) is like Kafir ?ia wish ; there is

also a potential na used bet^veen subject and verb.^

There seems to be also a facility of forming compounds by running

the parts of a construction each one into the following, if we may judge

from the remarkable instance which occurs in the following phrase,

wine-drinker not hid

iwhulVo-moi tuken, the wine-drinker is not hid;" no is the personal

element, which is here a prefix like tan- in Kafir, kuU .signifies to

drink, o objective verbal element, moi wine.

24. The phonesis of the Bullom and Yoruba languages is interest-

ing on account of the African features which are exhibited in both.

The Bullom consonants are k, g, g, f, d, t, d, p, b, h, y, s, s, w,j,

V, r, I, ii, n, n, m ; the vowels are a, e, i, o, o, u ; the diphthongs ai,

ei, oi, ui. The Yoruba consonants are k, g, f, tf, t, d, j), b, h, y, s, s,

^5 /) ^'» ^> w, n, n, m ; the vowels are a, r, e, i, o, o, u ; the diphthongs

ai, ei, oi, oi. In Bullom li, when followed by e, i, or y, is a mere

aspiration. Both languages have the ante-palatals and nasals which

are so usual in Africa, and both have the strange combinations l:^), gb,

pronounced as single consonants, which are found also in Mandingo
Vei, and Susu. In Yoruba j^ cannot be pronounced Avithout /.• preceding

it ; ^ and there must be some peculiarity in the phonesis which demands
this comliination so difficult to our utterance. Now^, the action of the

organs in uttering j) consists of two parts—the closure of the lips, and
the rupture of that closure by a jet of breath sent through it. But
the act of closing the lips cannot be in any way facilitated by any
action of the tongue against the palate ; and it must therefore be the

jet of breath through the lips, Avhicli requires to be preceded by a jet

of breath breaking through a closure between the tongue aud the back

part of the palate. The breath for uttering the labial, therefore, needs

to be compressed in the back part of tlie mouth, and ejected thence

against the lips with a force due to that compression. And the neces-

^ Nyl.inder's Grammar of Bullom, p. 17. - Ibid. p. 18. ^ Ibid. p. 69.
* Ibid. p. 61. 2 Ibid. p. t)7. '' Ibid. p. 25. ' Ibid. p. 09.
8 Ibid. p. 15; Crowthur's Yoruba Grammar, pp. 2, 3.
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-ity for getting the required pressure of breath in this way shows that

It is not supplied, as with us, by pressure from the chest.

A vocalic character is shown in Yoruba, by the way, in which the

vowel of the verb affects that of the subject pronoun and the negative

which precede it, and that of the object pronoun Avhich follows it, and

the vowel of the root that of the prefix. According to the rule which

prevails in languages whose vowels predominate over the consonants,

an open vowel in the verb in Yoruba opens the vowel of the subject

pronoun and negative, and a close vowel closes it. But the third

person as object has the same vowel as the verb.^

WOLOFF.

25. In W^oloff, the language of Senegambia, the consonants are,

/.-, .'/, t, 'J, f, d, p, ^, fi, %, y, •^•, '«'',/, '", i, II, U, n, in ; h occurs seldom ; t,

il, p, b, are apt to be nasalised. The vowels are a, p, e, e, i, g, q, 2i.

26. In "Woloff, the substance of the noun is not noted as a distinct

element unless the noun is defined in its position. "V\Tien the noun
is thus defined the object which it denotes is distinguished in the

thought^ of the speaker as present, or near, or not near, or distant.

This measurement of mental distance does not denote the object, but

only indicates its position in the view of the mind. The object is

denoted by another element combined Avith this, just as in English we
may say this here man or that there man, and as the French say ceci

and cela. But in Woloff the element, which is combined with the

position of the object, is not a general element which may be used to

denote any object, but it is a part of the noun Avhich is used to signify

the object. The strong reference to the object has the effect, as in the

South African languages, of taking up part of the idea of the object.

But AYoloff differs from those languages in the weakness of the part

which is thus taken up. What is joined to the vowel of position, i the

present, u the near, o the not near, a the distant, is merely a consonant,

determined, according to rules not easily understood, by the initial

letter of the noun—probably by a lost prefix of general signification,

for there are only six consonants (^u; in, b, fj, s, g) so used for all the

nouns in the language. The syllable formed by putting the proper

consonant before the vowel of position is the article which defines the

noun. Thus, according to the mental position of the object

—

bcuje hi, bciye bu, hdye ho, or bdije hd, means the father;

(Jignie <Ji, digtne <Ju, ijignie <lq, digin^ 'Jiii the ivoman^

fos ivi, fgs wit, fgs ivg, fos wd, the horse.

That there is in the initial part of a Woloff noun a sense of it=

substance appears from the noun prefixing i in the plural,- for in the

plurality it is the objects themselves that are thought rather thun

their characteristic attributes (Def. 4) ; number belongs to the sub-

stance (Def. 14), but the weakness of that sense of the substance is

^ Crowther's Yoruba Grammar, Introduction, pp. 6, 9 ; Grammar, p. 46.

Roger, La Langue Ouolofe, jj. 32.
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shown by the plural noun losing the prefixed i Avhen it has the article

of position. That article then takes y, expressive of plurality, for its

consonant ; and the element of plurality is not strong enough to be

expressed also with the noun, thus

—

hdye yi, hdye yu, hCiye yn^ or hCiye yd, the fathers.

The weakness of the element of substance appears also in the con-

struction of a noun with a genitive. The genitive relation is expressed

by u, but there is nothing prefixed to u to represent the substance of

the governing noun, as in the Kafir genitive. On the contrary, the

substance of the governing noun is merged in that of the genitive

when both are thought with particularisation, and then the article of

house king

position agrees only with the latter, as Ivor u hxire hi, the house of the

king (see Sect. V. 68). If the genitive be a proper noun it cannot

take a particularising element, and consequently the article will then

agree with the governing noun, as tjabor u Per (li du do or da, the wife

of Peter. On the other hand, if a common genitive be not particu-

larised, it loses its substance and becomes an adjective qualifying

the preceding noun. The element of relation, u, then takes the con-

sonant suited to the preceding noun, like the article of position; and
this is in every case the construction Avith an adjective also, as

ground dry

sufe SIC ivow, dry ground, or ground of dryness. The noun thus quali-

fied may also be particularised, as sufe su ivoiu si, su, so, sd, the dry

ground, according to its position to the mind.

This weakness of the sense of the substance accounts for the indis-

tinctness with which this element is expressed in Woloflf compared
with the Kafir languages. And the degree in which it may be detached

from the noun in the former shows, when we consider its weakness,

as great a tendency to break up thought as appears in the latter.

The demonstrative elements refer strongly to the noun with indica-

tion of its position, and they ordinarily take up, as in Kafir, the letter

which represents the noun referred to. They are in fact the article

of position strengthened by having the demonstrative element le sub-

joined to them, or the article itself, without any addition, put with
emphasis before the noun. When, however, the demonstration is

stronger, the general demonstrative elements Jc and I may be used
without taking the characteristic of the noun, but combined with a

vowel of position and strengthened with the suffix le ; I being used
for things, k rather for persons.

The relative pronoun always takes up a fragment of the antecedent,
for it is expressed either by the same construction as the adjective, as

safe su, ground which, or by the article of position.

The personal pronouns are—sing., )na, ya, mu ; pL, nu, yaine, nu.
There are four or five pure prepositions which do not combine with

the noun, and three or four pure conjunctions.

27. But the tendency to fragmentary thought is seen most clearly

in the "Woluif vcrb.^ Here too, however, there is a marked difference

^ Builat, Wololi' Uramiiiar, p. 343-353
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between "Woloff and the Kafir languages, which causes that tendency

to appear in a different form. The verb has less intimate connection

Avith the subject in AVoloff than in Kafir. AVhen the subject is one

wliich is fully thought in its own associations so as to be expressed by

a noun, or which is connected with other elements that are independent

uf the verb, the connection between it and the verb is singularly weak
in Woloff. In such cases the verb is apt to assume an abstract form

in which it stands separate and independent of the subject, thus :—
hare which surpass es malice among auimal-s the all it is it go Past tense find

log bi gpn-q-muse fe 7vb yi yepe de'fo'dem'ou piki

God.
'

yallq, a hare, which is the most malicious among all the animals, it is

that it Avent^ to find God, instead o/went to find God. Even Avhen

the verb is preceded immediately by the subject, it may involve so

little sense of the subject as to be expressed by a mere root, without

any element to denote its inherence in the subject as a being or doing
hare go lie by fountain the reflect

of the subject ; thus

—

lo/j dem todo fo tme ho di kolate di

reflect till sun wish sink

kolate bey dgnto di bggq soive ;^ todo and bogo have perhaps in their

final letter a verbal element, but the other so called verbs are mere

roots. The reference to the subject which accompanies kolate and
bogo detaches itself from these in a distinct element di. Yet this

element is not properly verbal, for it accompanies adjectives also

when their reference to their noun is strongly thought. AYhen more
adjectives than one qualify a substantive, the latter adjectives are

connected with the noun by a mental reference to it which is expressed
horn round the and short

by di, as bcdin hu boroim hi te di gcdo, the round and short

horn. 3

This weakness of the proper inherence of the verb in the subject,

is a remarkable feature in Woloff; and in consequence of it the verb

has less tendency than in Kafir to take up an element of the subject.

28. But in the expression of the verb itself, when it does contain a

true element of being or doing, there is great resolution into frag-

mentary parts.

The verbal element of being or doing has three different expres-

sions f?, 7ig, and lo, possessing different degrees of strength according

to the need which there is for connection between the subject and

the predicate. is used when that need is least, because the sub-

ject is most prominent in the thought of the verb, either because

the fact is an object of sense, and is conceived in its externals as if

with observation of the subject, or because the subject itself is

empliasised. Xo and lo are used Avhen the subject is less prominent

in the thought of the verb. No is used to express the element of

being or doing in the ordinary verbal formations. Lo is used to

express it Avhen there is still less association of subjectivity in the

predicate, as when the predicate is a noun not ah'eady connected witli

^ So this formation is translated by Boilat in his Granimaire Wolotfe.
" JBoilat, p. 402. ^ Ibid. p. 42.
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the subject by di, or when it is a demonstrative adverb. The three

elements f?, no, and Ig, are combined always Avith the personal pro-

nouns, except in the third person singular, Avhich is expressed only

in connection with o when the fact is conceived most externally

in its outward manifestation. The personal pronoun as subject pre-

cedes o, on account of its comparative prominence in the verbal

formations in which n is used ; and g is followed by what is asserted

of the subject. The personal subject follows no and Ig, and these are

preceded by what is asserted of the subject, or by the element which

connects with the subject that which is asserted of it. Another

element he void, no vuila, is used to express strong sense of actual

fact.

Such is the readiness to detach a fragment of an idea, that if that

which is asserted of the subject does not readily coalesce as predicate

with the subject in which it inheres, as when it is itself a proper

noun, or if there is a strong element of tense in the connection

between them, in either case the inherence expresses itself in the

particle di, and in the latter case di takes up the element of tense,

which is either 07i denoting the past, or the vowels of position, u the

proximate past, a the distant past, g the future. When the predicate

is a noun, and there is also a strong element of tense, di is repeated.

you ' Peter

Thus with the verbal element g. Yene g di Per, you are Peter

;

yene o don Per, you were Peter ; i/e^ie g hen di Per, you might be
voici voila

Peter
;
yene g iie Id^g, you eat

;
yene g no du Irl-n, you ate

;
yene g

sopg, 'tis you that love.

we

With the verbal element In— Woloff Ig nil, we are Woloff ; Woloff
past thus love

Ig mi icon, we were Woloff; ndnu Ig nu sope, 'tis thus we love; nonu

Ig nu sojye icon, 'tis thus we loved.

fut. of di we
With the verbal element ng—Dg ng mc di Woloff, we will be

past of di

Woloff; >iO]j'onng nu, we loved; don ng nu soj^g, we loved, emphatic

past ; da ng nu sopg, we loved, remote past ; do no nu sojyo, we Avill

I them can deceive

love ; do nn nu Icon sopo, we would love ; do n^d Inie mpn nalc,

I shall be able to deceive them ; n^d = no ma, ma is I.

Without verbal element

—

De nu sop)o, it is that Ave love, i.e., our

loving, thought as an abstract fact.

The element di is so fine that it cannot be translated. It is a mere
element of reference to the subject, yet it is quite detached. in the

above formations from both sulyect and predicate. It is capable of

different tenses, and may even be divided into two parts, one contain-

ing tense, and the other expressing only connection of predicate with

subject. The assertion is made by quite a different element, namely,
o, ng, or lo.

There is also an auxiliary for the perfect, which may be used with
verbs of state or condition ; as wgs no nu sopjo, we have loved. But
there is nothinij- remarkable in this.
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29. The tenses and moods may be stated in the tirst person sing.,

I voici eat voila

as follows

—

ma he leJw, see I am eating ; ma ho du leko, I Avas eating
;

aorist I I lore

leko n a, I eat without saying when ; njos n a soj^), I have loved

;

I I I

don n a leko, I did eat (emphatic) ; lehon n a, I ate ; do. n a leh>, I

ate (distant past) ; dn n a lekn, I will eat ; do n a kon leh>, I would

eat (future past) ; lekol, imperative, second sing. ; n a lch>, optative,

I

tirst sing. ; n a Icon leJcg, optative past,, first sing. ; hi m o lelw, when
I eat ; ho m o leJcon, when I ate ; hti m o leke, when I eat (ideal)

;

I "
^

"
^

"

su m o SO}) e, if I love ; su m o sope icon, if I loved ; sit m o mos e

sopo, if I have loved ; su m o mos e icon sopn, if I had loved ; su m n

sop' e kon, if I should have loved.

There is a distinction between verbs of movement which arc matter

of observation, and are thought in their externals, and verbs of state.

Only the former use he, h<>, and only the latter use mos.

, 30. The impersonal construction noted above (p. 10.5) has the effect

when it occurs of breaking the sentence into two fragments which
cohere, though not expressly connected. But besides this, the state-

ment of fact in "\Yoloff is continually renewed by fresh verbs ; and

these give to the language that fragmentary character which belongs

generally to true African speech, as it arises from the tendency to break

into fragments the idea of the verb.

31. In the formation of nouns in Woloff, there is not the same

tendency to combine a number of elements to express an idea that is

to be seen in the Kafir languages. This is probably due to the want
of the prefix expressing the substantive object which gives singleness

to the Kafir combinations.

In the Woloff verbs there is great facility of forming complex

derivatives. But these are rather syntactical combinations ; for the

derivative elements have the same looseness of coherence as the

auxiliary particles by which they are sometimes detached from the root.

Thus from hinds, to write, may be formed hind'i, go to write ; hindoti,

write again; hindelo, cause to Avrite; hindii, inscribe one's self; hindmfc,

inscribe one another ; hindodi, write a little. Moreover, these three

latter may take the suffixes of the three former, -i, -nfi, do ; and there

are also negative elements, -u not, oiju, not yet, ofu, not again, which
are taken up into the verbal formation, and there is, as in '][osa, a suffix

-el which refers a verb to an object. The following are examples :

love little °°* I ^,^*
°°A I past

again of di again '

sopo ' d ' etu • m-o, I do not again love a little ; da ' tu • m • o • won '

love little

sopn • di, I have not again loved a little.
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MANDINGO.
32. In ]\randiugo, which belongs to the highlands about the upper

waters of the Niger, the substance of the noun is still more weakly

distinguished. It is also thought not generally, but as defined by

the attributes -which form the nature of the noun, and it comes there-

fore at the end of the noun (Def. 23). The plural element conse-

quently is a termination, -hi if the noun ends in o, -olu if it ends in

any other letter. Most INIandingo nouns, however, terminate in o

;

and this o is frequently emphatic, and in some cases equivalent to a

definite article. ^ It appears, therefore, to denote the object to which

the essential attributes belong, that is, the substance of the noun. And
yet it seems to denote this, not properly as part of the idea, but in some

degree pronominally as directing attention to the object after having

thought it. NoAV, Avhen nouns are joined with adjectives, their final o

is generally omitted or changed into e. The adjective having affinity

for the attributive part of the substantive idea, weakens the attention

directed to the substance. When a plural noun is qualified by an

adjective,the plural element leaves the noun, and is taken by the adjec-

tive. Thus, Ixeo man, Ix^eolu men, lie hette good man, ke hetteolu good

men. Before the adjective hey all, which has not special affinity for

the attributive part, the noun and not the adjective takes the plural

ending. The adjective is thought in closer connection than in "VVolofi",

with the substantive object, as distinguishing its nature among the

objects which the noun may denote. In general, the weakness of the

substance in the substantive idea makes it less ready to be separated

from the noun. And the noun consequently shows little of the frag-

mentary tendency.

The noun of instrument is formed by -raiio, of person qualified with

the root by -ma, of the agent by -la, -rla, of the action by -ro.

The personal pronouns are—singular, n, i, a ; plural, n, al, ij. The
that child I

relative pronoun is supplied in Mandingo by men, as ivo clino iie

love

men Jcannu, that child whom I loved.

The adjective follows its noun. The genitive, with postposition

-la, precedes its governor.^ There are four or five pure postpositions,

and as many conjunctions.

33. The radical part of the verb is thought so much in its

accomplishment among the objects and conditions, and so little in its

source in the subject, that it may quite part from the subject ; and
a direct object always separates it from the subject as a bare root.

On the other hand, the clement of being or doing, which properly

asserts, goes with the subject, as its nature requires (Def. 11), Init

yet is separate from the subject, though it be so fine an element,

and the verb is thus apt to be broken into two parts. In this way,
fine verbal fragments come to be used sejiarately from the verbal

root, and connected with the subject as the verb of the sentence.
woman child love

Thus (1.) iiniso i/e (liudino laniiii, the woman loves the child.

^ Macbrair's Maudiiiyo Grauiiiiar, \). S. - Ibid. pp. 4, 5, 29, 30.
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Now, this formation expresses the fact without any emphasis or any

reference to time, for the African languages generally have a verbal

formation which expresses fact without reference to time ; and conse-

quently ye expresses only the abstract relation of subject to object,

thought as a doing or being of the subject, yet it is separated as the
he

verb of the sentence, Kannu being a mere root. So also (2.) a si

my father see I pres. good do

m'fa (Je, he will see my father
; (3.) n-lcare hette Ice, I do good ; hare

writing do can he

expresses habitual present
; (4.) ivyp safprokeno, I can write

; (5.) ate
go can to

ta no-la, he cannot go ; Si, hare, ye, te are each the verb of its sentence
;

<Je, Ice, no are roots ; te is a negative verb which takes the infinitive

nola after it, and this governs ta as its object. Sometimes assertion

is made by le, which is a less subjective verbal element than ye, used

like Woloff lo when the predicate involves less sense of the subject.

The verbal root takes -ndi to form a causative stem, and -ta to express

an affection of the subject, which does not tend to an external accom-

plishment among objects and conditions, but abides in the subject as

a particular state of the subject. There is a particle le, which, follow-

ing the verbal stem, expresses completion, and the postposition -la, to,

subjoined to it, makes an infinitive. The negative is subjoined to

subject person.

34. The Mandingo consonants are k,g, t', tf, t, d, p, h, h, y, s, w, f, r,

I, ii, n, n, m ; the vowels are a, e, i, o, u ; the diphthongs ei, oi, au,

en, ce.

VEI.

35. In Vei, a language spoken in a small region on the coast of

Guinea, to the north-west of Liberia, by a people who emigrated

thither from the inland probably about a century ago,^ the consonants

are k, g, <]' , f, d, j^, h, h, y, s, z, w,f, v, ii, n, m, r, r; the vowels are a, e, e,i,

0, 0, o, u, and the diphtliongs ai, ei, ei, au, and on. There is a remark-

able tendency to put g before h, usual in African languages, and which

indicates Aveak pressure of breath from the chest. The breath which

utters h is from the back part of the mouth, and is thrown in a jet

over the tongue so as to utter g ; h occurs only in the beginning of a

few words. 2

36. In Yei there is a vowel e subjoined to the noun in taking the

plural -nu^ which is probably prenominal like !Mandingo -o, and the

elements of relation are subjoined to the noun as postpositions. Of
these there are six, which may be regarded as pure elements of rela-

tion ; and there is the same number of pure conjunctions.^

The position of facts in the general succession of fact is, as in

Mandingo, more weakly thought than in Woloff, so that there is not

such an apparatus of fragments in these languages as in "Woloff used

to express the various tenses. The verbal stem itself is weakly

thought, being sometimes a mere enclitic in the sentence,^ and it is

1 Kolle's Vei Grammar, Preface, p. 3. - Ibid. p. 14-18.
=* Ibid. pp. 21, 22. •» Ibid. pp. 38, 39. = Ibid. p. 44.
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not so apt to break into two stems as in Yoruba. It is preceded by

the direct object. The adjective follows its noun, and a noun is

followed by another noun which governs it. In the expression of the

fact fine verbal elements are detached, which appear through the

sentence as particles distinct from the parts to which they adhere.

In Vei such particles are suffixed to the subject or to the verb ; some

also to the object, direct or indirect, without mingling with these so

as to be taken up into the idea of them, but retaining their own

individuality in their various applications.^

37. There are three verbal elements in Yei which supply particles

of this kind—namely, u'a, na, and ra. .These may be compared to

the three verbal particles in Woloff—o, no, and lo, expressing the

verbal succession of being or doing connected in three degrees of near-

ness with the subject. Each of these elements appears in Vei under

ilifTerent forms, having difterent significations according to the open-

ness or closeness of their vowel.

Wa is the strongest expression of the succession of fact. It may
be suffixed to any member of a sentence, and gives emphasis to that

member as involved in the fact. We has less openness of vowel

utterance, but still it signifies the being or doing, though less fully

than wa. When suffixed to the subject, it signifies realisation in the

subject going on at the time supposed ; when suffixed to the verbal

stem which defines the' fact, it signifies the process going on at the time

supposed. W^i has still less openness, and is suited to express the

sense of fact reduced in its going on by being past ; but it has too

much sense of the subjective realisation to denote the remote past or

the merely ideal ; and it is therefore suffixed to the verb to signify

the simple past.

Na has less sense of the realisation in the subject (Def. 11) than

wa. AVhen suffixed to the subject it signifies the being or doing not

in course of realisation, but only ideally in the subject, yet with full

movement (a) towards realisation so as to denote the future. When
suffixed to the verbal stem it signifies the full process of the being or

doino- of the stem, but not as realised in the subject, and so denotes

the infinitive or the present participle (see Def. 13). Ni is the same

element with close vowel, and expressive, therefore, of less sense of the

doinc- or being. When suffixed to the subject it signifies the 'realisa-

tion in the subject reduced to the merely ideal ; when suffixed to the

verbal stem it signifies the process of the being or doing of the stem

reduced as completely })ast.

Ita has less sense of the subject than either ica or 7ia. It expresses

the being or doing as thought, rather in arriving at its accomplish-

ment in the verbal stem or predicate than in proceeding from the

subject. When suffixed to the subject as ra or a, it signifies either

the full realisation in the subject of the particular being or doing

of the verbal stem or predicate, and is used consequently when these

precede the subject, or the realisation in the subject of the accom-

plishment of the stem or predicate, and then denotes the past or

present. When suffixed to a verli, a or ra signifies the accomplish-

ment of what the verbal steni denotes ; or it signifies the accomplish-

1 Kolle's Vei Grammar, chap. x.
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iiient in the oT)joct, denoting that the verb is object or condition of

tlie realisation of another verb, in which use it is of a postpositional

nature. In this sense also it may be suffixed to a noun "which is direct

or indirect object of a verb. And akin to this, but without any verbal

motion, is the use of a as a postposition, with nouns and pronouns

in the possessive relation. Re is the same element with closer

vowel, and therefore less sense of the movement of doing or being

;

and as it has so little sense of the subject it signifies, when suffixed

to a verbal stem, not realisation in the subject of the being or doing

of the stem, but rather the accomplishment of the act or state whicJi

the stem denotes, thought not in its process but in its conclusion, not

in realisation in the subject, but connected with the subject as a

participle or adjective. When suffixed to the subject, re signifies the

relation of tlie subject to the act or state, and emphasises the su])ject

as such ; and Avhen suffixed to the object, re expresses a sense of tran-

sition to the object, and emphasises it as such. Ro signifies accom-

jilishment with deeper engagement. "When suffixed to the subject, it

signifies expression or realisation of the consciousness of the subject

;

when suffixed to the verbal stem it denotes either a participle with

continuance, or a verb with repetition. When suffixed to a noun
thought objectively, ro is a postposition equivalent to ivithin.

Besides the above particles, there is also a verbal element b^, which
is intermediate in subjectivity Ijetween ira and na, and which is tised

as the verb substantive with less succession than wa or 7ia, because it

signifies rather reality than process of fact. It is also used suffixed

to the subject to denote a proximate future, whereas na denotes a

remote future.

Also i, which is used in Woloff as a derivative suffix to verbal

stems with the signification go, is suffixed in Vei both to the subject

and to the verb to express a sense of process of being or doing in the

thought of the fact. And h^, to do or make, is suffixed to verbs to

give certainty or emphasis. Mic is a suffix which seems to be akin to

the demonstrative pronoun mc. But what it demonstrates, it demon-
strates as involved in a fact, as if it consisted of the elements ine and

wa. It is used with a predicate Avhen the predicate precedes subject

or copula and needs to be signalised as predicate, also when' the sub-

ject is plural, because, owing to the indefiniteness of the substance

(Def. 4), a plural noun is not thought with siifficient facility to coalesce

readily with a predicate, and its union is eftected by this pronominal

reference to the predicate as such. 3Iu also performs the part of a

relative pronoun by being suffixed to the antecedent to demonstrate

it as involved in the relative clause.

38. Now it is to be observed that though these suffixes are for the

most part so fine that they cannot be exactly translated into English,

yet they are thought with their own individuality as added elements

rather than as parts of one combined thought. Some of them are

determined to different meanings according as they are suffixed to

subject or verb or object, just as words are determined to different

meanings by the Avords with Avhich they are connected ; and this

shows that they retain their own significance which in these various
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conjunctions suggests these various meanings, that independent signifi-

cance being a general element, in thinking which the mind leaves the

present combination (see 2).

39. Wa can be suffixed to any member of a sentence, and expresses
he himself

what in English is expressed by mere emphasis,^ as—(1.) a'bere'tca

woman this give Past me to

musume bere'ni ifd'e, he himself has given this woman to me

;

he lie tell you to therefore we him

(2.) a fania'iva fo wiri/e, he told you a lie; (3.) akumu mu a
kill ye not do do

fa'iva^ therefore we will liUl him; (4.) um ma tiia'lce'ioa, ye cer-

we be war in

tainly {ke) did not do it; (5.) mic hft hpre'ro'wa, we are at tvar.

The suffix iva expresses a subjoined thought, which in the preceding

examples might be rudely represented in English by the word actually.

he said who it do

It sometimes stands for a Avhole fact,2 as (6.) a'ro (To a ma ?

I said I (wa) not thou

n'do, iVga ma, vwa, he said, AMio has done it? I said, not I,

thou, i.e., thou hast done it. But in every application of it the sense

of fact which it expresses is so fine, that it is best translated in

English by mere emphasis. Yet that it expresses a secondary sub-

joined thought, is evident from the above examples. In the last of

war in

them it is suffixed to a noun and postposition, kere'ro'wa. Here
the noun must first be combined with the postposition, and then the

combination is affected with iva. Wa expresses an additional thought,

which, fine though it be, is as distinct as the postposition ; for the

noun first combines Avith the postposition and then zva is added to

affect the combination.

40. W'j: is suffixed either to the subject or to the verb. When
suffixed to the subject it expresses the pure abstract thought of

he

realisation in the subject as going on at the time supposed, as (1.) a'tve

me flog his wife be left there

i'rgbasi'a, he is flogging me
; (2.) a musie'ive, ioxi nn, his wife

they also him fight

is to be left there
; (3.) ami pere'ive a kea'ra, they also were fight-

ing him. Here it is to be observed that the stem of the verb wliich

defines tlie fact takes the siiffix a or ra, which inalces it dependent on
another verb as an object or condition of the latter. The principal

verb of the sentence therefore to which -a, -ra refers is ive, which is a

much finer element than is or ivere, by which it is translated ; for these

include the elements of tense and number, both of which are absent

from we, and they also involve the fuU idea of being, which is a more
concrete thought than the abstract sense of fact which is expressed by
ive or by its fuller form wa. Eut though it be so fine an element, ive

intervenes between the subject and object in the above examples, as

the verb of the sentence, and must as such be thought distinct from
subject and object, like tlie verbal fragments, ye si te in Mandingo.

Wp, when suffixed to the verbal stem which defines the fact, signifies

^ Kolle's Vei Grammar, p. 84. - Ibid. p. 97.
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the process of being or doing of tlie fact in reference to the succession

of other facts, that is, as contemporary with other fact, whether past or

you we consent war be finished we

present; as {4.) wu'mu dau Ivrre'ni 6a?i*^f, let us consent that the

war be now linished, loumu is used \d\X\ imperative, ni is subjunctive,
we are go down to

?<'^ contemporary with f?aM y (5.)vm'i f/rwd'wr TFaJiO'ro, we are

war not

just goi7i(/ (loion to Wako, iop_ is contemporary with i ; (C.) Jirre ma
be finished (= we) us between

hail '
(Id mu • tr, the war is not yet finished between us, ivr. is

their word not go way
contemporary with the time supposed

; (7.) amc Inire ma td'ivc lean

one

dondo, their Avord did not yet go one way, wp is contemporary with the

person this (plural) come from completion forest in

time supposed
; (8.) mo ' m^ • nu, ho • a ' toe fira ' ro, those

people then came out of the forest, wc is contemporary with another
that very time that it was we come

fact; (9.) a • biri handcvwp a ' m' mu na, then at that time we
came, %vo is contemporary with another fact. In the last example, wp

is suffixed not to a verb but to a noun, which shows the distinctness

with which it is thought ; for, in this position, it must contain alto-

gether witliin itself the succession Avhich is thought as contemporary

with the other fact.

41. Wi is suffixed to the verb to signify the past or recently past,

he me call conversation to

as a n'liere'ivi damho • a, he has calletl me to a conversation. But

it, too, may be suffixed to a noun, being thought Avith such distinctness

that it contains altogether within itself the element of being or doing
woman

whicli is thought as past, as m-usie'ivi, the woman who has been here.

42. i\"a and ni involve less sense of the subject than wa, we, or ivi,

and are consequently more capable of being quite detached as separate

words when strongly thought. Accordingly, 7ia, when used with the

subject to signify the future, is almost equivalent to the separate verb

thou eye thing great very see to

na to come, as (1.) i ' na d'a ' feii hurumha d'e'a, thou comest

to see very great riches. When na is suffixed to the verb, it expresses

the process of being or doing of the verb without realisation in the
she

subject, but abstractly like the infinitive or participle, as (2.) a faha

go her mother awake he be

{ = ia a-ha) hinr-na, she went to awake her mother; (3.) a he

yam dig baboon come water drink

d'amhi sen'na, he was digging yam
; (4.) ivtiria na <fi mvna, the

baboon came to drink water. In the second and fourth of these

examples wa expresses the movement of ta and of na, thought as coming

to its end or aim hme, mi. In the third it expresses the process of

being {J)p) thought as in sen. In all of them it expresses a distinct

thought of the process of the fact.

43. Ni, when suffixed to the subject, expresses the realisation

reduced to dependence on another fact, or to what is only desired or

U
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we him leave forest in

supposed, as (1.) mu-ni a to Jiraro, let us leave him in the forest;

you me give I it drink you

{1.) wu-ni n'ko nni a mi, give me that I may drink it; {?>.) wu
not us give eat thing ra we it eat we belly be full

ma mu ko dom'fen'da viu'ni a don. mu hum fa, you did not
if he

give us food that we might have eaten it and been satisfied
; (4.) Id a

us love we it know she when

m%i diet mu'ni a so, if he love us we shall know it; (5,) alain'ni

die they her wash they her matter speak

fa an'iii a ko aivni a ko fo, when she has died they wash her,

they speak concerning her. Ni in the above examples is as abstract

an element as the a of the Latin verb doceat, yet it is thought q^uite

separately from the verb, so that the object comes between it and the

verb. And that it is distinct also from the subject is shown by ktm
always coming between it and the subject, as in the last of the above

examples. It is thought in a separate mental act, and with sufficient

strength to determine the. conception of the fact as in an ideal mood.

Ni, when suffixed to a verb, signifies the remoter past, as (6.)

he self woman this give up me to

a bere'wa musunie here'ni n-d' e, he hiinself has given up this woman
to me. In this use ni might be regarded as similar to vi in amavit,

but the difference between them is that vi is a part of the verb amavit,

but ni is not a part of the verb to which it is suffixed, but may be

separated from the verb and suffixed to a noun. Thus we may either

they come war with they come war with

say (7.) an ncmi keri^ra, or (8.) an na kere-ra'ni, the meaning being

the same, they came Avith war. Ni is thought so separately from the

verb that the mind before thinking it may pass from the verb to the

indirect object or condition. In this case it affects the statement of

fact like an adverb. And as verbal stems in the Vei language may
be used also as substantives, so ni may be thought independently as a

old

substantive, signifying past time, as (9.) ni kowkoro, old time,
war it pass

ama'kere'ni a ban, the time of the Amara war is passed.

44. Ea and a have so little sense of the subject that when they are

suffixed not to the subject but to a verb which is object or condition

of the verb of the sentence, they almost lose subjectivity, and become
rather mere elements of transition like postpositions, signifying the

relation which the principal verb bears to its object or condition. In
this use they have no closer imion with the verb to which they are

suffixed than the postpositions have with the nouns to which they are

attached. These elements are indeed used as postpositions with nomis
to signify object or condition, just as they are used with verbs in the

they ni cease war make
same sense, as (1.) ajiicn knrii kn^e-kea, may they cease to make war;

they when spend day play do entirely

(2.) anu kun tere tomboe'ke'a ghqii, when they have spent the day
my father me give goat

entirely in playing
; (3.) mfa ivko bcVra, my father gave me a
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I not tiling wrong do thee to

goat; (4.) mma ko nama ma vra, I have not done wrong to thee;
man go goat

(5.) Ticiie ta hcfra, the man went with the goat.

Ra or a, when suffixed to an intransitive verb, may signify accora-

and they consent and they

pHshment, as (6.) amo cum dau'a, and they consented; (7.) amo a
all come down
rjbi ffrra, and they all came down. And in this use it seems to be

combined with the verb in one fusion of thought. But it is not so,

for instead of being suffixed to the verb, it may be suffixed to the
they all

subject with the same signification of accomplishment, as (8.) a cjhi-a

run away thy brother die here

biiri, thoy all ran away
; (9.) rnomo'a fa nie, thy brother died

here. And when it is suffixed with this same signification to the

subject of a transitive verb it may be quite separated from the verl)

thy guest thy daughter kill

by the object, as (10.) ya siinda-ra ya dene fa, thy guest murdered

thy daughter. These examples show that ra and a are thought sepa-

rately from the words to Avhich they are suffixed, for they have no

closer connection with the verb than with the subject ; and a sense of

accomplishment, though it may be annexed to the idea of the subject,

must be thought separately as an added element. Equally distinct

are they when suffixed to the subject following the predicate, as

person old this it is I ra child little

(11.) mo lioroinu wda, I am an old man; (12.) dem mese
good very this it is

hre/ha'mu Siafa'ra, Siafa is a very good little child.

45. Re when suffixed to a verbal stem is a participial or adjectival

I fear this I am
suffix of accomplishment, as (1.) minirinna're-mu Vanira, I am

person take they

afraid of Yanira
; (2.) mo hirare, captured people

; (3.) an'da
plant then it ripe

/aire Ice a mo, they have planted, then it is ripe, ?.e., they

have scarcely planted it when it is ripe. Re when suffixed to

I wa I what do

subject or object emphasises it as such, as (4.) n'f/a're jva mbe ma,
thou them (emjihatic) great

I (as an accomplisher), what shall I do? (5.) Y-dnu-wa're kurira
thou me small

ya n-doya, them (as object of accomplishment), tliou hast made
great, thou hast made me small. In all its uses re has the significance

of a verbal element, and to retain tliis with subject and with object, it

must be thought quite distinct from both.

46. / suffixed to a verbal stem signifies the going on of the being,

he me kill

or doing of what the stem denotes, as (1.) a'we m\t'a-ra-i, he is now
kilhng me. But this verbal motion may be joined with the subject,

and be quite separated from the verb by the object, retaining still

he woman's

the fulness of its meaning as a distinct element, as (2.) a-i musie-a

rice eat ra

done don-da, he has been eating the woman's rice.
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47. Ro and mu express stronger elements of thought than the pre-

ceding particles, and their use consequently is less illustrative of the
he say him to he say morning

fragmentary nature of the language. (1.) ^ fo crye, aro, sama
when dawn past

kun gbe-wi, he said to him, said he, when the morning has daAvned
;

woman go up soap get she mat see she think soap this it is

(2.) nmsie ta kan-do suie hrna, a wara iVe ai'o suu'mu, the

•woman M'ent up to get soap, she saw a mat, and thought it was the

and she one seek against

soap; (3.) amo a dondo gbaicro, and she sought one again; (4.)

deer be sleeping I perf. war what bring ye be not

kcxche hrro,i\\Q deer was sleeping; (5.) n-a hye-mu leva wu here

it in

(I'ro, ye are not in the war which I have brought. he

Sometimes several of the suffixes are used together, as (6.) a'loe

me asking past if thou wisdom not know

n-tusa-na-iva-ivi, he has been asking me; (7.) Id (i) dirimama so-ni,

then lion thee eat wa do

kr (tara i doirga-krni, if thou hadst not been wise, then the lion

if they Ya him catch

would certainly have eaten thee; (8.) Jie an 'da (a) hira'kp'ivi, \i

they had caught him.

48. The Yei language is not only thus distinctly marked with the

African characteristic of dividing speech into small fragments, but also

all the parts into which it analyses siDcech enter with remarkable

readiness into combination with each other, and are liable to be run

each into that which follows, being less grouped by closer combina-

tion of the more nearly related elements than they are in the Kafir

conception of fact.

To this is due the small degree in which the words are indi-

vidualised by accentuation. Mr. Kolle says :
^ "In a sentence the

accent of individual words gives way to the regular undulation, in which

the general flow of speech moves on. The law for this undulation is,

that one accented syllable is followed by one or two, rarely three, not

accented. The accent seems to serve merely a musical or euphonic

purpose in the context, and not the logical one of distinguishing one

word from the other. In imperative propositions the accent generally

falls on the verb, which circumstance may have so much influence on

what follows, as to cause several subsequent words to move in the

iamlnc m.easure. But, as if not fitting them well, they always soon

exchange it again for trochees and dactyls." This musical intonation

of speech predominating over the accentuation of the word arises from

the lightness with which thought passes through, and the tendency to

give expressiveness to the utterance of the whole.

The tendency of the words to Ije run together appears from the so-

called euphonic changes to Avhich the final and initial letters of Avords

are liable from their concurrence with each other. The mutual adap-

tation of such letters is carried out to such an extent as to show that

they come into very close contact.-

49. It also ai^pears from the facility of forming compounds. •^' For

1 Kolle, Vei Grammar, p. 44. - Ibid. chap. vi.
•'' Ibid. chap. vii.
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town in people water in elephant

example : (1.) santta wvioenu, the town-people
; (2.) ko • wkama, the

house on roof rafter fire put
water-elephant; (3.) /J a • ychari-lwii, the^house-roof-rafter

; (4.) ta • h^
pipe in person wealth person

taicannvmo, a person employed in lighting pipes; (5.) d • mo •

bowels in child

bu ' ro'drn, the natural cliikl of a wealthy person. In these com-
pounds the components are thought with transition from one to

another, and with such distinctness that fine transitional elements of

relation are often preserved in the compound, a feature which has
been already observed in the Kafir compounds.

So easily may such coherence take place that a whole proposition

may unite by contractions and cliange of accent into a kind of com-
I therefore I be it tell you to

pound. Thus : (G.) iv huau m'hrafu ivii-ye, therefore I am teUing it

to you, may be combined into a single word

—

nkihnhafoivwje ; (7.)
thou self thou be left it in

rhrrr-wa i • to a'ro, thou thyself will be left in it, may be com-
bined into ihereweitoaro. In such combinations the elisions and con-

tractions are purely phonetic, the finest elements being often preserved.

The parts are imperfectly thought, being each one run into that which
foUoAvs, and so they adhere one to another, but they do not mingle.

Each one, so far as it is thought, remains the same as when expressed

separately,

SUSU.

50. In the Susu language, which is spoken over a great extent of

country immediately to the north of Sierra Leone, the substance of

the noun has still less strength than in Mandingo or Vei, and the

plural number consequently gets weaker expression. The adjective

also is less closely connected with its substantive, so that it never
takes the plural termination from the latter. There are about five

pure postpositions.^ Moreover, the subjective realisation of fact is

weaker in Susu than in Vei or Mandingo ; for, while in all three the

direct object comes between the subject and the verb so as to intercept

in some degree_the subjective inherence of the latter, in Vei and Man-
dingo a verbal particle is attached to the subject, but in Susu the

subject has no verbal particle between it and the object. The process

of being or doing is thought more in connection with the object and
condition, and less in connection with the subject in the latter lan-

guage than in the former ones ; in none of them is it usually incor-

porated in the verbal stem. Hence the fragmentary nature of African

speech gets a peculiar development in Susu. TIk; verbal particle most
used is ra, the particle of accomplishment (37) ; and it is used either

postpositionally with object or condition to express the fact as thought
in its relation to these, or suffixed to the verbal stem to give it succes-

sion of doing or being, or before the verbal stem to give it subjectivity,

or after the subject to express a stronger sense of realisation than it

conveys in other positions.

1 Bruutou's fcJusu Grammar, p. 16.
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When a predicate is by sj^ecial emphasis put first, it carries with it

a fragment of the copula which has less succession of being, as more

immersed in the nominal nature of the predicate. This fragment is

7ia, which as a separate verb means to divell, to exist. The particle

7ia seems also to be used sometimes after the subject to express the

quiescence of the perfect or of a determined state. And nu, which,

perhaps, is a modification of 7ia, follows the subject as the ordinary

expression of the past. Ma, which as a postposition means to, when
suffixed to the verbal stem, denotes the continuing present or the

future. Ila is a verbal element of being or doing supposed or desired,

-}-e a suffix denoting realised state or passive, -nde and -de intensive.

And the verbal stem being thought so much in its external accomplish-

ment, and so little in the succession of the being or doing of the sub-

ject, needs strong verbal elements to express tense and mood. Such
elements are ha7ita have finished, gei complete, fata may, fa come.

Ma to upon, be for, and ra are used as postpositions.

The following are examples of the fragmentary expression of fact

he thing manage he rise up him

in Susu. (!•) ^ /^ ^'^ ^^h he managed the affair
; (2. ) a kili a

he liim beat stick

ra, he rose up against him
; (3.) a a huinha uri ra, he beat him with a

he it take his hands

stick
; (4.) a a tonkga a inii ra, he took it out of his hands

; (5.)

they him make chief I done thing

e a ra fala munkge ra, they made him chief; (6.) em gei se ra
make he be house build

fala ra, I am done with working; (7.) a lu hankfi ti ra, he was
it good it make

building the house; (8.) a nu fane ra, it was good; (9.) a ra fala,
it fill rice and corn

it was made ; (10.) a ra fe malund'i ra mu'i meiikge ra, it was full

it thing good it

of rice and corn
; (11.) a fe faiie na a ra, it is a good thing; (12.)

we it he meet thing good

muku na a ra, it is we
; (13.) a na ra laii fe faiie ra, he has met a

I not it do bring

good thing; (14.) em na ma a ra ha, I must not do it; (15.) fa
water I drink

ie ra em minfe ra, bring water that I may drink.

The fine elements of thought which distinguish the ideas of verbal

nouns from those of the verbs, are in Susu thought so separately from
the verbal roots that they are expressed by nouns. Thus the infinitive

he stay here money
is the verb followed by fe, which means thing, as a lu he nafuli

get be afraid kill

$ota fe ra, he remained here to get money
;
gaJm fe, fear

; fuka fe,

thing make persons tighten thing

murder. So also se ra fala miirei, labourers ; halaii se, key ; se

means a material thing, fe is more general. These nouns fe, murei,

se, &c., follow the verbs in accordance with the genius of the language,

which requires that the attributive part of a noun shall precede the

substance ; and they are less closely connected with the verb than the

corresponding eleiiicnt.s are in Yei or Mandingo, because tbe verbal
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suLstantives arc thought in Susu with less limitation as defined by
tlie verb, and consequently with more associations ; that which is a

mere abstract substance in Mandinyo and Vei being a substantive in

Susu. Tlie whole expression may, however, be joined together as one

word. For though "the Susu language consists of short words, they

may be compounded so as to make very long ones." A noun precedes

another noun which governs it ; the adjective follows its noun ; the

direct object precedes the verb.^

OTI.

51. The Oti language, which is spoken along the greater part of

the Gold Coast, and inland in Asanti, and as far as the river Volta,

bears traces of affinity to the Kafir languages. In it substantive

objects are denoted with more expression of the substance than in

any of the preceding languages of West Africa, except the Bullom.

It has three prefixes of singular nouns, o-, a-, or e-, and «-, m-, or m-.

0- generally indicates life or spontaneous activity,^ a- inanimate or

abstract individuality,^ n-, m-, or ii- the non-individual or collective,*

but many nouns have no prefix.^ In the plural, nouns with prefix o

generally change o into a, which seems to correspond to Kafir aba-

;

some change o into the nasal; and nouns with prefix a- generally

change a in the plural into the nasal. iSTouns with nasal prefix

undergo no change in the plural ; but some nouns without any prefix

in the singular take the nasal prefix in the plural.*' Personal nouns
derived from verbs or from nouns take a formative suffix/o or n% the

latter expressing personality more strongly than the former, but both
having great distinctness."^ The element of life when strong gets such
strong expression in the personal suffixes -fo- and -?w, that the prefix

0- is proportionally weakened, so that it is liable to be dropped when
it follows closely on another word.^ There is also a prefix a not

belonging to any particular category of nouns, but denoting only that

the word is a substantive, and expressing, therefore, a mere general

sense of substance. But this is so weak that it scarcely appears

except at the beginning of a sentence.^ In the plural -ni is changed
into -/o, but -fo is retained witliout change. Many nouns are the

same in singular and plural. ^^^

The element of plurality in Oti seems to be weak, for the nasal

prefix cannot be regarded as expressing a proper sense of plurality.

It must express in the plural the same element of thought as

when it is the prefix of a singular noun, which is thought as col-

lective. So also, -fo as plural-ending of a personal noun whose sin-

gular end.s in -?a, cannot be distinguished from -fo as the singular

ending of nouns of weaker personality, but is used in the plural

because in the plural the differences of the individuals reduce the

common personality. It is this reduced personality and not the

1 Brunton's Susu Grammar, pp. 37, 38, 43. * Riis, Oti Grammar, sect. 30.

3 Ibid. sect. 28. ^ Ibid. sect. 27. '•' Ibid. sJct. 31.
" Ibid, sects. 92-94. ' Ibid. sect. 33. » Ibid. sect. 25.
^ Ibid. sect. 31 ; Cliristallcr, Asanti Grammar, sect. 35. ^" Riis, sect. 94.
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manifold individuality that fo expresses. And tlie true plural element

of manifold individuality has little place in the language.

The weakness of the connections of the members of the sentence

appears in the prefix of the noun not being used in concord and

government. The only instance in which this takes place is the

stronger demonstrative pronoun ///, which takes o- when it refers to a

person, and e- when it refers to a thing ;i and this shows great

strength of reference to the noun in the demonstrative pronoun.

52. The Aveakness of the prefix is probal^ly the cause of its usually

having the low tone.'^ But the significance of the tones, high, middle,

and low, which are in the Oti language is excessively obscure. They

seem to correspond to the varying strength of the thought of the

successive syllables, whereas the accent corresponds to the strength

of the thought of the word (Def. 27). If this be so, it is an indi-

cation of the degree in which the thought of the Avord is resolved into

parts ; while the many changes which the tones of words undergo in

the connections of speech indicate the partial minglings whereby some

elements are strengthened, and strength is taken from others.'^ These

tones and changes of intonation prevail extensively in the African

languages.^

The intonation of verbs in Oti corresponds in some degree with

what has been said of Yoruba intonation (21) ; but the progress of

action or fact, instead of having the middle tone, may be thought as

the beginning continually renewed, and have the high tone ; and com-

pletion, instead of being thought as cessation, and expressed with the

low tone, may suggest the force of accomplishment and take the high.

jS^egation also may think strongly that which is denied.^

53. A particle -n^ is used for the copula, when the predicate is a

substantive or adjective and precedes. The inversion of the sen-

tence is due to emp)hasis on the predicate ; and ni seems to refer like

a demonstrative to the predicate to connect it with the subject ; as

my charm my ej'e

me suman ni m eni, my eye is my charm. '^ If, however, ni is pro-

nominal it does not illustrate the fragmentary nature of the language

like other verbal particles.

The Oti verb has less attraction for the subject than the Kafir verb,

though more than that of any of the preceding West African lan-

guages except BuUom. In verbs which are formed from nouns in

Oti, the subjectivity cannot so penetrate the nominal stem as quite to

make it a verbal stem ; but a verbal particle is used with the subject

and followed by the stem, as ti is used in "-[osa and Zulu before stems
which have lost their verbal nature. In Oti, however, the stem has
less connection with the subject than in Kafir, for it is preceded by
the object, where there is one, and is thus quite separated from the

subject. In this case the object is probably to be regarded as the

1 Riis, Grammar, sect. 113. - Christaller, sect. 48.
3 Ibid, sects. 49, 97.
» Schlegel, Ewe Sprace, p. 6-8 ; Zimmerniaiiu, Ga Grammar, p. 5 ; Hahii,

Niua, p. 23 ; Applevard, Kafir, sect. 68 ; Endemann, Sotho, sects. 41, 42.
'" Christaller, sects. 95-97. « Riis, Grammar, sect. 114.
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object of the verbal particle, the stem being thought as an accessory

noun ; for the rule of the language is that the object follows the verb.^

If this be so, then the verbal particle is the verb of the sentence •

which accords with the fragmentary tendency of African speech.

Thus a'<jiva means a seat, and hence a seat in the market, and from

this is formed the verb drgwa, to trade, which is thus constructed

lie cloth

with an object ; o'cU entama fjiva, he trades in cloth (he does cloth in

trade) ; here (//, a particle expressing fact so abstractly that it cannot

be correctly translated, is the verlj of the sentence.- 80 also in vti

pl. yeai- ten hunger me he

(Ji em'friliia cdu, I am ten years old; okoui dl mi, 1 am hungry; ota
him
no fo, he exlioi'ted him, tu\fu meaning to exhort.^

54. Oti takes less interest than Kafir or "VVoloff in the position of

the fact in time, for it thinks with less interest the accomplishment

of what the verbal stem denotes, or the succession which this involves,

and it has less tendency to develop verbal fragments for the expres-

sion of tense, or for the modification of the verbal stem. It is less

determined by the object and more by the subject than ]\randingo,

Vei, or Susu ; but its verbal fragments are more relative to object and

condition than those of Yoruba. And the repetition of the first person

and sometimes of other persons with the fragments is a striking

feature, showing the strength with which the thought of the subject

is carried through the sentence.

Thus in Oti, when the verb involves the thought of change of

place or continuance in a place, this reference to place detaches from

the verb a verbal fragment expressive of the relation. Such frag-

ments are not to be confounded with prepositions, for they are used

also singly as verbs ; and, moreover, they precede their object, whereas

prepositional relations in Oti follow their object as postpositions.*

goat

As a separate verb, co means to have or to be in a place
; (1.) cihcrriki

have pi. horu he house in

vo m'mni, the goat has horns; (2.) vvo dcu'nii, he is in the house.
I pel-, leave my stick

As a verbal fragment vo expresses locality
; (3.) riva'gyaio me iKmia vn

his house in 1 have pi. friend

7ie dan-)it,l have left my stick in his house; (4.) mi'vo iniaivh)
many town this in

bebri co krit i/rm, I have many friends in tliis town. As a verbal

particle vo is too line for translation.*^ As a separate verbj^ means to

water and blood much it come out

come forth, to send forth; (5.) cmsic ni mogya hchri e-Ji, much
water and blood run out. As a verbal fragment^ expresses verbally

yesterday I per. come plantation

the relation from; (6.) enarva na vi'cfba Ji akurCi, yesterday I

came from the plantation. Na is a demonstrative which emphasises

enarra by the demonstrative n, while it connects it with the rest of

^ Riis, Grammar, sect. 181. - Ibid, sects. 44, 163.

^ lliis, Vocab. s. voc. di, tu. * Kiis, Grammar, sect. ll!4.

^ Ibid. sect. 14o.
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be pres. come

the sentence by the transitional element a
; (7.) ore-ba fi Kumasi,

he is coming from Kumasi. When Ji conies first it is quite a verb

;

I dem. I pres. come lie

(8.) iiirfi Kumasi na mi're-ha, from Kumasi I am coming; (9.) o-Ji

tree on he fall down
dua SO o\fijefam, he fell down from the tree.

I go

As a separate verb, ho means to go; (10.) mrJco Ahropon, I go to

you fut. go dem. I but I fut. stay bere

Akropoii
; (11.) wo-br'ko na mi de m-r'tra /m, you will depart, but

I shall stay here. As a verbal particle ko expresses verbally the relation

be drive sheep pen in

to
; (12.) o'ka eiikioan ko dai'nn, he drove the sheep into the pen;

they tie his hands bis back

(13.) vo'kekyirre n-ensa ko n-eki, they tied his hands behind his back.

The verbs ba to come, to to throw, gu to pour, ta to pass through, and

others, are used in the same way as verbal particles to express ver-

bally corresponding varieties of relative motion.^ Other relations

detach fragments from the verb in the same way. Thus, as a

be fut. give

separate verb, ma means to give, to cause, to let; as (14.) o'hrma
thou dress poverty dem. cause freeman

v;o entama, he will give thee a dress; (15.) ohia na via ode^e
become slave let

y} akoa, poverty causes a freeman to become a slave; (16.) ?«a

it stay there

7Vtya ho, let it stay there. As a verbal particle 7na expresses verbally

he lamentation bis brother

the relation, for (17.) o'di enkomo ma ne nua, he laments for his

brother. 2

When a sentence involves two objects, a direct object and an

indirect, or when it involves a direct object and a condition, the

diversity of the two relations is apt to break the verb into two parts.

The verb de, to take, to use, is then employed as a verbal particle

governing the direct object, and the principal verb governs the

indirect object or condition. But if the condition be the instrument,
sun light

means, or material, it goes with de. Thus: (18.) aicua de kannea
and warmth give earth

enni ahuhuru ma asdse, the sun gives light and warmth to the
I my hand I put my pocket in

earth; (10.) mi'de vfensa nii-'/e me ^o^c/ai"?;?, I put my hand into
be him sit horse on

my pocket
; (20.) o'de 7io tra 2^onko so, he seated him on the horse

;

he book he cut tree arm

(21.) orle adarre oi_a dua (Oasa, he cut oft' a branch with a hook
;

they leather dem. make bag

(22.) vo'de enhuma na pam kotuhu, of leather they make a bag.

pi. masons
Sometimes de is repeated with the principal verb; (23.) a-bantojo de
pl. stone and mud dem. they build house

a'bo ni dote na vo'de to abafi, the masons build a house

' Ptiis, Crammar, sect. 19G; Christaller's Grammar, sect. 109.
- lliis, Grauuuar, .sect. 14li ; Christaller's (Jrammar, sect. 117.
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of stones and mud. In the folloAving sentence the verb is broken
goat have pi. horn lel. he fight defend himself

into three parts; (24:.) aberriki vo m'mena o ds ku gye ne'liu,

the goat has horns Avith which he defends himself ; ^ the relative

element a goes with the antecedent, connecting it with the relative

clause. 2

Other verbs, /(/, gye, yi, of similar signification to dc, are used like

it with the instrument, means, or material.

The verb is broken to express the manner or the part of the pro-

I come do

cess in Avhich it is thought;^ (25.) merba nie'br'yr, I come to do, when
I go do

the coming is thought as previous to the action
; (26.) me'ko me'ko-ye,

I go to do, when the going is thought as previous to the action
; (27.)

get

nivnd me'yc, I am on the point of doing; (28.) mi'fime'yc, I begin to

lie on delay

do
; (29.) me'da'so me'yc, I continue to do

; (30.) nte'yr mck'r, I do for a
finish

long time; (31.) me'k'e meyc, I delay doing; (32.) me'yr viricie, I do
return pursue

completely; (33.) me'san me'yr, I do again; {2)\.) me'td rne'yc, I do
hide walk over

often
; (35.) mvliiniaw rncyr, I do secretly

; (36.) me'nam'so me'yr, I

do straightforwardly. And a direct object may break a verb by virtue

of its close connection with the first part of the process of the fact,

take him I (perf
.
) touch food

as (37.) mi-gye no invdi, I believe in him; (38.) m'a'kd aduah
that I (perf.) examine

no in • a 'free, I have tasted that food.^

55. With those broken verbs it is only the first person singular that

is repeated as subject, the other persons are used only with the first

part;* but see example 21.

Now it is to be observed that Avhen the verb is broken into parts

Avhich are thought each Avith its own subject, even Avhen the subject

remains the same, there is a fracture of the sentence also into fragments;

and this fracture of the sentence is more complete Avhen the fragmen-

tary verbs have each its own object as Avell as its OAvn subject. The

above examples, therefore, illustrate the fracture of the sentence as a

consequence of the fracture of the verb, and show also hoAv readily

such fragmentary sentences join on to each other, standing side by

side Avithout any connective or transitional element.

56. This African tendency of the parts into which speech is

analysed to coalesce without mingling Avith each other till use has

fused them into a single idea is seen also in the compounds Avhich are

formed in Oti.

Thus a noun coalesces Avith another noun Avhicli it governs in the

genitive, or Avith an adjective Avhich agrees Avith it, and forms a

compound noun; and a verb coalesces Avith a postposition Avhich

qualifies it adverbially, and forms a compound verb, "And such

1 Riis, Grammar, sects. 201, 202. - Chri.staller, Grammar, sect. 108.

2 Ibid. sect. 110. • Ibid. sect. 245.
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compounds may he referred to a syntactical combination in Avliich

they originate."^ They are generally accented as simple words.- The
second component noun generally drops its prolix ; and the whole

compound frequently takes the prefix a-.^ Compound nouns may
consist of components which themselves are compound.'* Some com-

pounds in forming their plural inflect both components.^

57. The foUoAving features of the Oti language also arc to be noted.

The consonants arc k, g, k', g, t, d, t, d, p, h, h, x^ y, s, w,f, r, ii, n, 7i, m;
vj is vc^ry lightly uttered. Two mutes cannot concur, but a mute may
be followed by r. A syllable can never end in a mute, nor a word in

any consonant except 71 or 7n. A Avord cannot begin with r ; k, g, h, n

are frequently joined with iv, or very short ii after them before a, and

in Fante before e, r, i ; to subjoins ij before e, c,
*'; kw7/, gtv>/, hwi/

become respectively hoj/, d.wy, fwy.

The grammarian distinguishes nine vowels—a, e, i, 0, u, c_, g, o, u.

Diphthongs are formed by a principal vowel, and an accessory y ov w
which is heard as the mouth is closing again ; and this may also follow

a combination of two vowels.*^

The language has a palatal and nasal character, and the utterance

is light and quick."

The voAvels are sounded either long, short, or intermediate in

length; they are also nasalised.^ The accent in dissyllables falls on

the radical, but it is attracted by a long vowel or by a final syllable

ending in a liquid. In polysyllables it tends to the ultimate or the

penultimate.^

58. Diminutive nouns are formed by -ha, child, generally reduced

to -wa or -a, and which combines Avith the primitive like an adjective

compounded Avith a substantive. Diminutives often take a-, though

the primitive noun has it not.^'^

Reduplication makes verbs frequentative or intensive. Sometimes
also in adjectives it expresses intensity of meaning. But sometimes
it only makes an adjective attributive instead of predicative, the

reduplication expressing the attribiition of the adjective to the sub-

stantive. This is sometimes expressed by the relative prefix a-, or

by the suffix -n, Avhich, perhaps, refers to the nomi like Kafir -yo.

Keduplication sometimes denotes the diminutive, being a special

instance of the noun.^^

The adjective foUoAvs the noun, and docs not form a plural. There
are fcAv adjectives, and no forms for the degrees of comparison.^-

59. There is neither passive nor causative form;^^ a verb thought
transitively must have an object. The object folloAvs the verb. The
same verb may be used transitively and intransitively, the object

making it transitive.^'*

The person elements of the verb are—singular, mi-, tea-, 0-
;
plura\

^ Rils, Grammar, sect. 51. " Ibid. sect. GO. '* Ibid. sect. 62.
* Christaller's Grammar, sects. 8, 39. ^ Riis, sect. 93.
« Ibid, sects. 10-12; Ghristaller, sects. 1-15. '' Riis, sects. 1-5.
8 Ibid, sects. 6. » Ibid, sects. 13, 14. i" Ibid. sect. 36.

11 Ibid, sects. 38-40, 96. i- Ibid, sects. 95, 9(i, '20i. ^^ Ibid, sects. 68, 174.
i-" Ibid, sects. 65, 186.
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ye-, mu-, vo-. Wlien prefixed to the simple stem of the verb they
form a tense indefinite as to time. In the perfect tense they take
a, ma-, tva-, va-, ya-, mua-, va. In the present they subjoin re to

express the going on ; in the future ho, meaning come. When the
verb is immediately preceded by its subject it has no person element.

The negative n is inserted immediately before the verbal stem ; and
frequently the perfect of negative intransitives adds final i.^ The
potential also inserts n after the persons. ^ There is no subjunctive,

60. Pronouns, both personal and demonstrative, are strengthened by
a demonstrative suffix -ara ; -auJcasa is a suffix of the personal pro-

nouns denoting self ; Jiasa means to speak ; -hu is reflexive, it means
the visible outside ; -de -clra, suffix of possessives, mine, Szc, may
follow aulcasa, maukasailpa, my own. "When the third person, o, e-, is

subject separate from the verb, it takes -no for male or female, -yi for

neuter, yi being a stronger demonstrative than no ; ^ -na emphasises
any member of a sentence, and generally brings it to the beginning
of the sentence.^

The relative pronoun is supplied by -a suffixed to the antecedent, that

dem. serpent perf. bite

it may be carried into the consequent clause, as ne'a ovo a'ka
him he fear worm
no o'surro sunson, he whom a serpent has bitten fears a Avorm.^^

Interrogation is expressed by -??, -na.^

61. The postpositions are almost all substantives ;
"^ mu, the inside,

or in, generally drops u, and when it affects a noun qualified by an
adjective, it is to the adjective that -m is attached.^

The subject precedes the verb, the substantive its adjective.^ The
genitive precedes its governor, and combines with ii.^^

The relations of sentences are scantily expressed ; -a subjoined to a

clause correlates it with what follows, sometimes as a co-existing con-

dition of what follows. ^^

GA.

62. In Ga, the language of Accra, the noun involves a stronger

sense of its substance than in Oti, and plurality is more distinctly

thought. But substantive objects are conceived with more interest

in the general associations of their nature, so that the formative
element of the noun tends more than in Oti to follow the radical part

as defined by it, and the system of prefixes is less developed.^- More-
over, this substantive part itself tends to be thought as belonging
to a class; and the article is much used to iiarticularise individuals.

The verb also, though closely connected with both subject and object,

has in it less of the very being or doing of the subject ; but is thouglit

with such small subjectivity that in some verbs the stem is pluralised

1 Riis, sects. 70-80, 180. - Ibid. sect. 81. » Ibid, sects. 106-113.
•» Ibid. sect. 158. = Ibid, sects. 219, 220. « Ibid, sects. 15G, 158.
7 Ibid. sect. 13.0. ^ Hjjd. sect. 1.36. » Ibid, sects. 159, 204.
1" Ibid. sect. 205. ^^ Ibid, sects. 222-226. ^"- Zimmermaun, Gu Grammar, p. 22.
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by a plurality of subjects or by a plurality of objects (Def. 14).

With the exception of these differences, however, and what they

involve, the Avhole structure of the language is like that of the Oti.

The verbs and sentences are broken in the same way, and compounds
tliou and lie take this history art tell me verbal

formed similarly.^ Thus, ho ke le ke nakai sane le lie-mi ye

my room art in fore near year art

inifu h mli ne se aji Ic, thou and he told me this history

last year in my room.

EWE.

63. The Ewe, which is spoken in Dahomey, thinks its verb per-

haps more in its accomplishment than Oti, and, consequently, nega-

tives it with greater strength ; the personal pronouns taking their

separate form before the negative particle me, and the predicate

being further negatived by the suflfix --o, because otherwise there

would be too strong a suggestion of reality. But all the structure

which is characteristic of Oti prevails equally in Eavc.

HOTTENTOT (NAMAQUA).

64. The speech of the Hottentots, though peculiar in many respects,

yet agrees with the genuine African languages in showing a highly

fragmentary character ; and has certain coincidences with some of the

negro languages in its structural elements.

It differs from them all in distinguishing gender in its nouns. In

this respect it agrees with Egyptian, and also, though less closely, with

Bari and Galla, for these also have grammatical gender.

The Hottentot substantive is remarkable for the imperfect way in

which it is distinguished from other parts of speech, that distinction

not properly penetrating the idea, but the substance being felt as an

added element. That element, moreover, is a jDersonal suffix, used

also with verbs as person ending, and may change as with verbs, so

far as the substantive is capable of being thought in the first or

second person as well as in the third,- as I a man, or I the man, thou

a man, or thou the man, &c. There is nothing to distinguish the

stems which take the suffix as nominal or verbal stems. ^

The gender of a noun, too, may change according to the object to

wliich it is applied, the personal suffix changing accordingly, for it is

by it that the gender is expressed. Thus M'ater in general is of the

common gender, water of baptism is feminine, water as a river is

masculine; belief is common, a special belief, as the Christian, is

feminine ; tree is feminine, tree as a piece of timber is masculine

;

fire is feminine, fire of hell is masculine ; day is common, day as a

special day is feminine, as a feast day is masculine ; bone is <;ommon,

bone special, as of the arm, is feminine, bone used as pipe for smoking

' Zimmermann, Ga Grammar, p. 105.
^ Wallmann, Namaqna Sprache, sect. 47. * Ibid. sect. 43.
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is masculine. In many cases it is at the ^vill of tlie speaker to give

to a noun the gender which suits his thought.^ Collective nouns in

the singular are feminine, in the plural form they are common.

-

In the personality of its conception of substantive objects the speech

of the Hottentot surpasses all other languages, though that personal

substance does not thoroughly penetrate the substantive idea.

The substantive has, like the personal pronoun, three numbers

—

singular, dual, and plural, which are expressed in the corresponding

personal suffixes.

There is no expression of definite or indefinite article with the

noun. The personal suffix of the noun is sometimes omitted, but this

does not mean that the noun is thought indefinitely. It occurs either

when two substantives are so closely connected that they are thought
as one object, the personal suffix being used only Avith the last, or

when a substantive is predicate of a proposition which has a personal

pronoun for its subject, the personal pronoun tlien sometimes absorb-

ing, as it were, into itself the personal suffix of the substantive.^

There is no affix used with substantives to express relations of

case. The genitive, which as a rule precedes its governor, takes a

lighter form of the personal suffix, unless when it is followed by the

particle di between it and its governor. Sometimes the genitive fol-

lows its governor ; but it is then followed by di prefixed to a personal

suffix, which represents the governor.'*

65. There are simple postpositions to express on, to, of, from, with,

b)', in, against, and compound postpositions formed of these and nominal
or pronominal stems ; ^ but most of the postpositions may be reduced

to verbal stems,^ and some of them when governing a personal pro-

noun take, like verbs, the object as a personal suffix,^ the suffix then,

if singular, having a special form.

There is a good supply of conjunctions, and the greater number of

them follow the clause which they govern.''^

66. Adjectives are formed by -sa = -ly, -y, -able; -si = -Jy, -y; -ka = -ful,

-ly, less frequently by -re — -ly, -ro diminutive, -t'arna = -sovte, -o - -less.

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.^ The
adjective goes before its noun, and neither then nor when it is a

predicate has it a personal suffix. But if, as sometimes happens, it

follows the noun, it takes the same personal suffix as the noun ; so

always Jioa = all.^ Adverbs may be formed from any stem of verb,

noun, or adjective by subjoining -se.^'^

67. The personal suffixes which play so great a part in the structure

of the language are the following ;
^^ those rows of each person

which are marked objective are used only with verbs and preposi-

tions for the personal pronoun as governed by these.

^ Wallmann, Namaqua Sprache, sect. 49.

^ Tindall's Grammar of Namaqua, p. 17.

2 Wallmann, sect. 48. * Ibid. sect. 50,

' Hahn, Sprache der Nama, sect. 74. ^ Wallmann, sect. 59.

^ Ibid. sect. 61. ® Wallmann, sects. 45, 46.

* Ibid. sect. 52. " Ibid. sect. 65. " Ibid. sect. 27.
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Nor is it only a conjunction wliich thus takes the person of the

subject. An object or condition belonging to the sentence and stand-

ing at the beginning of it attracts the personal suffix in the same
way, taking up as an abstract sense of inherence or embodiment in

the subject a thought of the fact to which it belongs. Such is the

tendency to think fact as embodied in its subject.

69. The tenses are, the present, the abstract past or present, the

past continuing in the present, and the future. The present is

expressed bj' the verbal stem itself, the abstract past or present by
ge, the continuing past by go, the future by in. The element ge is

used also as present copula with a predicate. As an element of tense

ge is taken by Wallmann to signify the completed past,^ by Hahn to

signify the present ; ^ ft probably signifies both.

Thus in the Bari langmage, mentioned above (64), which is spoken
on the "\Miite Nile, the division of tense is into the completed, which
may be past or present, and the not-completed, which may be present

or future, and the element of the former a is also used as copula. In
Hottentot there is also a copula a, which, however, is used only in

ideal or subjunctive present propositions. ^ The Hottentot element of

the contiiiuing past, go, appears in Kanuri, the language of Bornu, as

the element of the past.

The signification of these Hottentot elements of tense is thus given
man give man give

by Wallmann,'* Uoiha ma, the man gives ; Icoiba go ma, the man
and they men (com.) give

has given and gives still ; fVn go Uoina ma, and the men have
give

given and give still ; tita ge ma, I gave ; Icoiha nl ma, the man
will give. There is also a compound conjugation, which he thus

describes

:

" Li connection with the verb, the copula ge forms the compound
verb, so that it goes before the verb in all its temporal and modal
chamcters, and separated from it, as A'oib ge ma, the man gives ; l^oih

ge go ma, the man has given ; h'oib ge nl ma, the man will give.

This compound conjugation is used quite promiscuously with the

simple one " ^—that is, without difference of meaning. In the simple
I give

conjugation, tita ge ma, or mata ge, I gave. In the compound con-

jugation, tita ge ge ma, I gave.*^

It seems the most natural interpretation of these expressions to

take ge as denoting fact in the abstract, and as applied to the com-

pleted, because this is thought as simple fact. But though used in

this sense for the completed, it may also be used with the continuing

or the future, when these, instead of being thought simply, are thought

as the fact of a continuing act or state, or the fact of a future act or

state.

Hahn gives a construction Avhicli is not to be found in Wallmann,
see I

mu'ta ge go ;~ and if there is such a construction in the language

* Wallmann, sect. 35. - Hahn, sect. 42. ^ Wallmann, sect. 38.

* Ibid, sects. 36, 39. ^ Hjjj gm-t. gs;. > ibid. sect. 09. ^ Hahn, sect. 50.

1
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it expresses tlie continiiing past of tlie fact of my seeing. Wallmann
gives maia ge, as a present, I give ; ^ but in every other instance

given by him (je follows the subject and goes before the verb. In

such construction of it, the compound conjugation expresses the verb

as a predicate connected with the subject by the copula ge, showing

that the verb is thought with less subjectivity than in the simple

conjugation. The abstract element of fact expressed by ge in the

compound conjugation combines more closely with the subject than

the present, the continuing past, or the future does in the simple

conjugation ; for the subject has a lighter personal suffix Avith the

former. "Whether tlie abstract tense of the simple conjugation com-

bines as closely as the copula does not appear in any of the

grammars.

The copula is apt to be used, in addition to the element of tense,

when a conjunction or an object or condition belonging to the sen-

tence stands at the beginning of it and takes the person of the

subject ; for this attraction of the subject tends to make its connec-

tion less close with the verb ; and also when the subject is separated

from the verb by other members of the sentence.

There is another element ga which is used with verbs to express

a merely ideal realisation ; and an element ra which is used in

connection with verbal stems, though distinct from them, to express

the process of their accomplishment.^ Tliis element ra is also in Vei

and Susu. The verbs substantive also ha, to be or remain, i to be or

come to pass, and lid i, to be in both senses, are used not only

separately as independent verbal stems, but also after the various

formations of other verbs to express these thought as being

habitual.^

These verbal elements are all detached and distinct. They seem
generally to take the folloAving order whether the subject precede the

verb, or be a person-ending. The copula ge is the nearest to the

subject, then the element of tense, then the ideal ga, then ra ; ha i

and hfii come after the whole formation, including the verbal stem

;

and when there are two verbs thought as ideal, ga follows both.^

The imperative and infinitive are expressed by the mere verbal

stem.^ Tlie present participle subjoins id to the verbal stem.'^

70. Derivative verbal stems are formed by suffixing to the simple

stem he for passive, gei for causative, gu for reciprocal if the subject-

object be plural, Ua if it be dual, ro for diminutive, ha for relative to

an object,*^ dn for reflexive.'^ Compound stems of verbs and nouns
consisting of two or even more simple ones loosely joined together, are

also formed with great facility,^ and verbal stems are often formed by
doubling the stems of nouns.^

Negation is expressed by the negative taina following next after the

verbal stem ; and the stem thus negatived generally needs the help of

the verb substantive ltd or i that it may be attributed to the subject as

^ Wallmann, .sect. 39. - Ibid, sects. 37, 38. * Ibid. sect. 42.
• Tindall, p. h?,. ^ Wallman, sect. 37. '' Halm, sect. 40,
" Tindall, p. 36. « Wallmann, sect. 17 ; Tindall, pp. 16, 3;").
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a fact.' Prohibition i.s expre.ssed by td befor(3 the verb,-' negation of

an ideal proposition by titu after it.^

71. The separateness of the verbal elements in Hottentot speech
I give

gives to it a highly fragmentary character. Thus tita ga ra ma, I

give (hypothetically), may also be expressed with verbal stem first,

mata ga ra ; and tita go ra ma, I have given and give still, may
change its order to mata go ra ; the same fact may be expressed with

the copula tita ge go ra ma}
The language is also remarkable for the facility Avith which its

elements may be run one into another so as to form combinations of a

loose and open texture. Thus the detached verbal element ra may
combine with a verbal stem, and by taking a personal suifix become a

see (masc.) see self (fem.)

noim, as mu'ra'h, one that sees. So also mwmvvtt, looking-glass,'' the
see be able (rel.) (refl.)

second i being euphonic; 'inw/il-a • ha • sin, to be able to see for

oneself.^

72. There is no definite nde for the arrangement in the sentence of

subject, object, and condition ; ^ but the subject seems never to follow

the verb except as person-ending. "\Mien the verb has not only the

pronominal subject as a suffix, but also the pronominal object, the

object precedes the subject ; and when a verb has a pronominal

indirect object, and a pronominal direct object both suffixed, tlie

direct object precedes the indirect.*^ The genitive, as has been said,

generally precedes its governor, and the adjective its noun.

73. The folloAAong examples are given according to Kallmann's
speUing :

—

and 3d sg. m. copula ten two with servant 3d pi. m. his call together and

(1.) t'l'b ge disi'fgain'fa Vja'Clu u'ba ^/cei'fhu, ft
all devil 3 pi, m. over authority 3 sg. f. and power3sg.m. abstr. give them and

hoa ^.fdua'gii ^ama gairs t'l jgei'ha ge ma'gu, t'l

sick be 3 pi. com. rel. fut. heal to

faisin'Jtn')i a nl fgoiQgou se.

and 3 sg. m. copula abstr. send out them God3sg. m. ruleland3sg.m. 3pl.m.

(2.) t'li) ge ge sl'^id'gu t'ui^.^vxrh gaujhu'ba'gu
fut. throw off and sick be 3 pi. com. heal subjunc.

714 au\.ina t'l jai-iiu Jid'na fgou-Jgou ga.

and 3 sg. m. copula dem. 3 pi. m. to abstr. say prohib. thing 3 sg. com.

(3.) t'l'b ge /[ei'gu fua ge mi ta '^(iri

roadSsg. m. on go take staff 3 sg. com. hyp. 3 sg. com. knife 3 sg. c. hyp. 3 sg. c.

(Jaifb ei fkifu liei-i ga'i god'i ga'i

bread 3 sg. c. hyp. 3 sg. c. money 3 sg. c. hyp. 3 sg. c. and one 3 sg. o. your none 3 sg. c.

bervi ga'i marvi gci'i, t'l fgui'i d'go yrxrei'i

two put on over thing 3 du. m. fut, take be (have)

}gam ana'/lanvyu-Ua nl u-lid.

and what 3 sg. c. house 3 sg. c. soever 3 sg. c. into 2nd pi. m. hyp. enter

(4.) t'l tare-i om'i hoa'i ina'go ga y/.rl

there remain reive, to an end there from go out

/piaba Jid e ^^laaba'yni ikir'^ua.

' Wallmann, sect. 69. - Ibid. sect. 70. •* Ibid. sect. 71. * Ibid. sect. .".P.

* Tindall, p. 1(3. "^ Ibid. p. 37. " Wallmann, sect. .".('.

» Ibid. sect. 41.
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aud catcli to you not bypl. 3 pi. com. 2 pi. copula fut. that place from

(5.) t'l iUo'iua-go fama gcrina 'go ge ni '^na iasa yn
go out and also foot 3 pi. m. your from dust 3 sg. m. shake off caich

i/iCr^tia t'l qUadi ~^erga ago yii t'ara'ba ihaihi'Tina jJco'

behind 3 Bg. f. for dem. 3 pi. com. upon

ika'sa, juci pie'in ~^aina.

and 3 pi. m, abstr. go out and all place dem. 3 pi. fem. in abstr. go

(6.) t'^^g^t ge ~^ua t'l []wa ia ' ro'ti jna ge iku

good news 3 sg. f. vbl. process throw off and place 5 pi. c. all 3 pi. c. at

igavjua'sa ra air/ina t'l iJceiii hoa'n deha
vbl. process heal

ra fgo7i'^gou.—Luke ix. 1-6.

And he called together his twelve disciples, and gave them power

and authority over all devils, and to heal (future) them that were .sick;

gaus t'l ^geiba, the element of reference a (67) is taken only by the

second of the two nouns.

And he sent them that they should preach (throw off) the kingdom
of God and heal the sick ; the object gaiiilniha beginning the sentence

takes the person of the subject (68).

And he said unto them, Take nothing for the journey, whether (be

it) staff, or knife, or l)read, or money, and no one of you shall have two

coats.

And into whatsoever house you enter, there abide and thence

depart.

And them that do not receive {accipio) you (the relative clause

qualifying ina precedes it as an adjective), you (taken by the object at

the beginning as person of subject, 68) will go out from that place

and also shake off the dust from your feet for a witness (take behind)

upon them.

And they departed and Avent through all the towns preaching the

gospel and healing everywhere.^

man 3 sg, mas. rel. pron. yesterday abstr. come

(7.) Uuvh ia ^^ari ge ha, the man who came
1st sg. see

yesterday
;

p[ari ge ha Jcovh, the same ; k'orb ia'ta piari ge mu, the

man whom I saw yesterday
; piarHa ge mu Tcorb, the same.^

ship 3 sg. c. from 1st sg. copula cont. ^jast come

(8.) doe'om'i yu'ta ge go ltd, I am just come from
the ship;^ doeomi is printed doeoma in Wallmann, but this must bo

journey house

an error. Tindall spells doi-omi, ship, and ha, come.
eat time 3rd sg. m. on fore 3rd sg. m. copula cont. past dance

(9.) 'iu'ai-b evid-b ge go pia, before meal-

time he has danced.-*

many day 3 pi. fem. back 3rd sg. f. on 3rd sg. m. cop. all 3rd pi. com. abstr.

{\Q.)~j.gai t'e'ti Jcaus • ei • b ge hoa'na ge
gather

:}7iu-fhu, after many days he gathered all.*

God 3rd sg. m. cop. pron. 1st pi. incl. prayer 3 sg. fem. without vbl. pro.

(11.) t'ur/I goa-b ge sada fgores ose ra

1 Tindall, p. 51.
•

2 Ibid. pp. 29, 30.

» Wallmaim, p. CO. •» Ibid. p. 61.
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help

hui, God helps without our prayer.^ Tindal says that t'ni^^[rjoah means
sore knee.-

conie fut. vbl. process this day man 3 pi. m. horse 3 pi. m. because sun 3 sg. f.

(12.) si 111 ra ne t'e lcoi'(ju, hd'ga au sorrs
bypl. end though

{fa toa '^aice, the men will come to-day though the sun set, because

of the horses ^ (they are on horseback) ; the related clause following

attracts the subject so that it follows the verb, and ra seems to bo

most nearly connected with it, as if the meaning was, are to come.

74. The phonesis of the Hottentot language is the most remarkable

in the world on account of its having the four clicks, ^.y, i, 7, ?. Besides

these, the Xamaqua has the folloAving consonants, k, Ic
, g, t, d, h, h,

X, i>", 2, w, r, ii, n, m ; h lieing very near w ; and the following vowels,

a, c, i, 0, 0, u, and the diphthongs, au, ai, ri, oi, ou, ui. There are also

indefinite vowels, which may be distinguished as a, e, % o, ic; and
there are three tones expressive of meaning—high, middle, and
low (52). The vowels and diphthongs are very apt to be nasalised

sometimes strongly, sometimes Aveakly. The gmttural utterances

also have different degrees of depth in the throat. The clicks occur

very frequently before all vowels and before h, l\ g, ;^, and n, but

only in the beginning of a word. They are uttered in immediate

connection with the vowel or consonant which follows them.^

It seems probable that the clicks are to be regarded as consonants

imperfectly and indolently uttered like the indefinite vowels, their

imperfection being that they have no breath behind the closure of the

organ. They are initial, the breath not having yet moved forward

;

and they must be followed by an utterance behind them, as they draw
the air from before.

75. Thus in all the African languages which are remote from

Asiatic influence, the one tendency prevails, to break up speech into

fine fragmients which enter readily into combination with each other

without losing their individuality.

The Kafir langaiages break their nouns into two parts, one of which

expresses a very abstract and proportionally separate thought of the

substantive object itself, and the other the nature which belongs

to that object. And though their verbal stem may exjiress a com-

prehensive thought of act or state conceived in a single idea, a frag-

mentary element of fact may be detached from the idea by any strong

reference to it.

The Hottentot also detaches the siibstance of the subject to be

taken up by an element through Avhich thought passes to the fact

;

and throws out verbal fragments from the verb more or less separate

from it, according as they are attracted by the subject.

The "West African languages, except JJullom, identify the attri-

butive nature of the substantive object with the substance (Def. 4) in

too close a connection to detach this as a separate element ; but they

all break up the verb. Woloff throws out from it a system of frag-

' Walhiiann, p. 62. - Tindall, p. 53. ^ "Wallmann, p. 65.

* Ibid. p. 4-7; Tindall, p. 12.
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ments which furnish a copious expression of tense, and also dis-

tinguish varieties in the inherence in the subject. Mandingo, Vei,

and Susu, break their verb into a fine subjective part and a coarser

objective part, whicli may be separated from each other. And Oti, Ga,

and Ewe divide the act or state into diti'erent parts of its process or

among different objects, though the parts may have equal connection

with the subject. With these Yoruba agrees to a great extent in its

fracture of the verb, though it is very different from them in other

respects.

II. American Larujuages.

1. As the African races which are most remote from Asiatic

influence have of all men the quickest excitability of mental action,

so the American races have of all men the least readiness to respond

with mental action to an impression ; and as the languages of those

African races are all remarkable for their tendency to break up speech

into fine fragments, so the languages of jSTorth and South America

have for the most part been long noted for the opposite tendency to

express thought in massive combinations.

2. The American languages have in consequence been distinguished

from the other languages of the world as polysynthetic. Yet this

term is not of itself sufficient to express their distinctive character

;

nay, its applicability camiot be denied to those very African languages

which are the extreme opposite of the massive kind of speech which

prevails in America. It has been seen in the preceding section (7, 22,

23, 31, 49, 50, 56, 62, 71) that the languages of Africa not only tend

to resolve expression into minute fragments, but also are remarkable

for the facility with which these fragments enter into combination

with each other. There hence arises in all of them a tendency

to form combinations of many elements, and such a tendency may
properly be called polysynthetic.

The following syntactical combinations or coalitions of the elements

of a sentence may serve as examples :

—

pers. ijref. being still in pref. of ilizwc, other country

Ivafir

—

6 • tst ' liw ' eli • ne {lli-zive), eaekwelme, he

meal which pers. pref. past verbal

being still in another (country) ;i (ivjtcele) o ' wa ' he

pref. of igweh, took pers. pref. pi.

li • tahafe, utoabeUtahafe, yvhich she took (maul) ;'-^ he
were not with pref. pity

he iie ' na • hu-hele, heheiienahuhele, they had no pity.^

sense pref. of isineke inf. selves build

Zulu (isimeke) s • oJia •;:a ' kelajSoJcuzakela (semm), to huWd
for themselves.'*

it is that I verbal surpass still not past good
Woloff th • m • o • f/nn • nt • ul-u-un-hak'e,demnijmotahcoiihal'e, it

is that I was no longer better.^

In Vei, as has been shown in the last section (49), a whole sentence

may be run together into a kind of word ; and in the West African

' Appleyard's Kafir Grammar, p. 370. " Ibid. p. 303.
=* Ibid. p. O.'I'i.

-i Grout's Zulu Gr.ammar, p. 344.
" Ijoilat's AVolotf Gr;iumiar, p. o'2^.
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languages generally the parts of a sentence are often imperfectly

separated from each other.

3. Xow, such combinations consist of many parts, but they arc

remarkable for the fineness of their elements, which cohere without

losing their individuality, though mostly mere fragments of ideas.

They arc poly.synthetic, and yet fragmentary, for they are syntactical

combinations of a nature similar to the Vei sentence whose parts have

run together. The mind moves from one part to another as through

the words of a sentence, but it spreads slightly into the next element

before it leaves the preceding one, and thus joins the one to the other,

though only one with a part of another is present to it at once.

There are indeed other complex combinations formed by the Afri-

can languages, which arise not from the coalition of elements of a

sentence, but from derivation and composition. Thus the Katir verl)

is capable of a number of derivative formations, and these may be

accumulated one upon another, as zala, to be full ; zalisa, to hll

;

zaiiseka, to become tilled
; fana, to be like

;
fanela, to be fit for

;

fanelelia, to be suited for
;
fanelekisa, to make suitable for ;

^ taiuU',

to love ; tandana, to love one another ; tandanisa, cause to love one

another ; the English translations, however, being less simple than the

ideas which the words express.^

Now, of such formations it is to be observed that they cannot be

made at pleasure with every verb, but it must be ascertained from the

dictionary what formations are in the language, and what their mean-

ings are. They are formed with analysis to express certain simple

thoughts, and when use has appropriated them to these, and merged
the parts in the idea which is expressed by the whole, that idea

becomes simple, and the verb may again become subject to a new
formation. But such new formations continue to express simple

thoughts. They are confined in use to such singleness of meaning, and

the significance of their individual elements is proportionally reduced.

The same may be said generally of the derivative and compound for-

mations of the African languages, of which examples have been given

in the last section.

So that, though the African combinations are in many cases polysyn-

tlietic, their elements for the most part either are fragments of ideas

which cohere loosely and are thought in succession ; or if thought

together they express by their combination simple conceptions rather

than massive ar^OTccrations of thouirht.oo o o
4. Now of the American languages, on the contrary, it may be stated

generally that most of them tend to form combinations which do ex-

press massive aggregates of thought, and all of them as compared with

African speech tend in all their parts to widen the field of view that

is at once before the mind, which the African languages tend to narrow.

The American combinations contain elements which are themselves

strong thoughts ; and in thinking the parts the mind spreads beyond

one such element in a single act of thought, so as to embrace a com-

plex and extended object. Though some combinations have become

appropriated to simi)le conceptions, the facility of the formation

and use of such aggregates in which the elements retain their original

' Aijpleyarcl'si Katir Graiiuuar, p. 157. " Gioiit'd Zulu Graumuir, p. 181.
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fulness of meaning, is what characterises American speech to so great

an extent. And if it be desirable to have a word to express this

characteristic tendency, megasynthetic would be more correct than

polysynthetic ; or if the African languages were called fragmentary,

the American might be called massive. The latter term indeed would

be the more correct; for the peculiar nature of American speech

shows itself not only in megasynthetic combinations, but also in the

largeness of thought directed to separate objects with aggregation of

defining and particularising elements.

ESKIMO.

5. The Eskimo in their inhospitable region need to have a keen

look-out for what will serve their purposes, and to pay great attention

to the methods and conditions of gaining their ends. But so difiiciUt

is their life that it is the end rather than the means, the whole result

of action more than its objects, to which they look with interest.

Substantive objects are principally interesting to them in connection

with action, use, or possession, locality also being an object of great

attention. Actions are noted specially in their process or conditions.

And thus thought, verbs and nouns are by the sense of result drawn

into combinations, each with its own subordinate accessories, these

being thereby reduced to such subordination that they can never be

thought as principals, and the principals being so confirmed as such

that they can never be accessories to each other, so that no compounds

are formed (Def. 21). The strong interest taken in the nature of sub-

stantive objects, and of doings and beings, causes the substantive or

verb, which is combined with additional elements, so to predominate

over these elements as to reduce them to mere accessories which can

only be used as such, so that the synthetic feature of the language is

derivation (Def. 21).

Xow, the derivative elements in Eskimo are so completely sub-

ordinate, that not only can they never be used separately, but they have

no traces of ever having been independent words, and yet it is in separate

words that the meanings of most of them must be expressed in our

speech. Kleinschmidt thus describes their most notable characters :

—

"These subjoined stems differ from the derivative suffixes, -so???^,

-hood, -hj, -ness, &c., first, essentially in this, that according to all

appearance, they are from their origin suffixes (urspru7iijliche anJtciJige),

and were not formerly, like ours, independent words ; secondly, in their

much greater number, as almost all dependent thoughts, aU our auxi-

liary verbs, and many of our adjectives and adverbs are expressed by
such subjoined elements ; and lastly, in their movableness {Hire heiceg-

liclilieit), as most of them are not, like our few suffixes, joined fast to

certain words, but may be attached or not at pleasure according as the

expression requires them or not. Stems formed by such combination

are treated in all respects as simple stems." " There are very often two,

three, and more subjoined stems attached one to another." ^ jS'ow, the

absence of all appearance of their ever having been independent words

^ Kleinischiiiidt, Giannuatik der Gionliindischen Sprache, sect. 11.
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means that they are not thought Avith any degi'ee of independence

;

that the Eskimo mind does not in any degree separate them from the

thoughts on which they are dependent, leaving these in thinking them,

but that it spreads into them while still thinking the principal element

in the combination. And their continual applicability in new forma-

tions shows that they are used in their natural fulness of meaning
without any such reduction as might arise from repeated use in the

same formation denoting the same object of thought.

Because these elements are thought without the mind leaving the

combinations in Avhicli they occur, they remain particular, and do
not acquire meanings more general than the meanings in the combina-

tions. Such general significations would belong to various applications

of the elements in meanings different from what they have in the

present combination, and would lead thought away from it. The
particular meanings of these elements are always much the same.

Accordingly, in Kleinschmidt's list of them, with a large number of

examples under each, the translation given for each clement at the

head of its examples is generally repeated or paraphrased in each

example. In this respect they difier strikingly from the Kafir nominal

prefixes (I. 3) ; and as the great variet)' of particular meanings
which these possess was shown to indicate fragmentary thought, so

the sameness of meaning of the Eskimo elements in their large com-

binations corresponds to massive thought, for it shows that they have
no general signification, but are thought particularly, immersed in the

present coml)ination. From this sameness of meaning belonging to

each, it follows that so many are needed. Kleinschmidt gives 146.

6. A^Tien an Eskimo woidd say, " If they be destitute of food they

eat pass. part, fit for

wiU go home," he expresses himself in two words, nefi ' sa/j • sa .

•want be they home go will they

er 'u'k'unik aiier 'dlar'zwiaryut ;'' the element w in the first of

these words has, when it occurs in an active transitive verb, a

significance somewhat like that of the Kafir relative verbal element

el, it refers the action to an object ; when it occurs in an intransi-

tive verb, it refers to the subject, and the reference makes the

subject passive ; the element k in the first word is the sign of a depen-

dent mood, signifying that the verb does not make a hill assertion,

but only states a supposition, or a condition, or an object of another

verb ; the element p in the second word is the sign of the indicative

mood, and asserts fully the realisation in the subject. There is an

element I expressive of still weaker realisation than A; which is used

with a negative and in the optative mood to express a mere wish,

except with the second person ; for with it the vivid sense of the

person addressed gives strength to the idea of fact. This element is

also, in lu, the sign of what belongs to the subject of a fact, to which

it is subordinated like a present participle. And another element i,

liable to be changed to s or f,
which has still less of the hfe of realisa-

tion, is the sign of the nominal participle, or participle which is used as

a noun (15) ; it occurs in the first of the above words, combined with

^ Kleinschniidt, sect. 90.
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the abstract verbal r/, in sag, tlie element of the passive participle,

though this is generally formed witli g instead of t or ^ (8, Ex. 3). It

may be observed that the indicative element is properly h\ which in

the above word is changed euphonically to p, ^^^^ the element of a

dependent mood is properly g, which in the above word is changed

euphonically to / ; before a nasal it becomes n.

Now these elements //, g, I, and t differ essentially from our auxiliaries

he, (1u, mag in the excessive abstractness of their significance ; for these

express merely different degrees of the sense of realisation of the stem

(Def. 13). And they differ from these and from the African verbal

fragments which denote realisation in being quite inseparable from the

verbal stem.

7. Our own derivative verbal stems, and many even of those of the

Kafir languages, have a simultaneousness of parts all present together

to the mind. But in both these cases the derivative verbs belong to

the vocabulary of the language.

They are not formed at pleasure out of the elements of a fact, but

are to be found in the dictionary with their proper meanings ; and
their repeated use with those meanings causes the significance of the

parts to be more and more merged in a single idea of the whole, so

that the parts dwindle and the whole becomes simpler. Now there

are in Eskimo derivatives of a similar nature which have become appro-

priated to special ideas, and in which the derivative elements have to a

certain degree lost their original significance ; and there are derivative

elements which occur only in such words, and have so far lost their

own significance that they are no longer used in new formations.^

But most of the derivative elements are applicable at pleasure ; and
the words formed with them " are formed for the requirement of the

moment, as one directly wants them, just as one puts words together

in sentences." ^ Now in such formations there is no dwindling of the

parts by limitation to the elements of a simple conception, but the

parts possess their natural largeness of signification ; and the synthetic

tendency of the language is to be seen in the magnitude and number
of the elements of thought which can be joined together and be all

present together to the mind. Such derivative elements are appli-

cable at pleasure to form substantives and verbs ; and the substan-

tives which are formed have the same combination of parts thought
together as the verbs, for, like the verbs, they are treated in all

respects in the same way as those which have simple stems.

8. A few examples of both will suffice, in Avhich, and in all the

examples, every element of a word after the first is a derivative element,
angelica only almost with green niukes it

(1.) Kuan 'ina'nagan iiik tunu 'yoi-iroq, it is green with almost
sick have been part, belonging their

pure angelica ; 2 (2.) ?i«j?rtr • i>-«/?a • soi- • t{a •a)/', the one among
write (pass, part.) thing for

them who has been sick, napai'dmasoftdt ; ^ (3.) agdla'gag ' sa •

favourite my
nnd'ra, that whereon I would specially wish to write;'' (4.)

^ KleinsdHiii(it, sect. 10(J. - Ibiti. p. 1:^7. •'' Ibid. p. "rlS. * Ibid. p. 130.
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do place favourite liave for often often (pass, part.) their to off go they

})io'Ji • nnai' ' ig ' tar ' ta<j 'Ua ' miiimit aut'(Uafyut,ih.GY

go off to the place which they repeatedly have as their favourite place
seek seem have (done) he me

for going to (doing so) ; ^ (5.) khier'j^aluf/'sunav • diia, it seems that
tobacco ill he

he has sought me;- (6.) tupa ' hatag'p'uq, he is ill from tobacco;

salt tastes it go to often I him give wont

(7.) tarayor ' ni ' p'oq, it tastes salty ;^ (8.) ofnigiarrffavho tani'mr
he me
'dha, as often as I go to him he is wont to give to me ;

•* in the former

of these words g marks the dependent mood, expressive of a condition
;

touch a little just only 'tis true I it

{^.) cujtu'pitdla't'ia'inai-aluai- p'afa, I certainly have touched it only

make ready shortly seek to too much will ))erhaps he it

just a little;"^ (10.) ini'Jertof ' iiaf ' patald 'sa • rkof ' yd,

perhaps he will seek too much to make it ready in a short time ;
^

inner most thing for what was indeed my son little my for overcoat work

(\\.) ilug 'dlig '=af ' alua ' fa efni'ima' vnut aiiom ' U '

of I it

~

u'prifa, what was intended indeed for a shirt for me I make into an

overcoat for my little son.*^

The above are examples of a few of the derivative formations in

the Eskimo language, but it is not to be supposed that ordinary speech

in that language consists altogether of such words. For of course

derivatives are formed only when the conception of fact Avhich is

expressed in the sentence involves those elements which the derivative

elements of the language express. These, as has been said, are never

thought separately by the Eskimo. In analysing the fact he does not

detach them as individual thoughts to be then combined with the

other thoughts in a conjoint idea of the fact ; but conceives them only

with their principals present at the same time to his mind.

9. There is another form besides this aggregation of subordinate

elements in which a synthetic structure appears in the Eskimo lan-

guage, namely, that in which relations are thought, not properly as

such, but by incorporation without transition. Such constructions

are indeed in their nature synthetic, but they are not all megasjTi-

thetic
;
yet it will be found convenient to give them together, as they

are all connected with another characteristic feature in Eskimo thought,

an inaptitude to think relations. Thus the relation of a verb to its

indirect object or condition is sometimes taken up by the verb, and

the object or condition is represented pronominally in connection with

it. This takes place when from an intransitive verb a derivative verl) is

formed with the derivative element ,/77r, place (compare III., 73. :21), or

uf, origm or immediate cause, Avith g the abstract verbal element of

say place have he him

being or doing subjoined, as (1.) oqaf • Ji ' g ' d, he has him for

l)ra J' place have he him

the place (object) of sayuig, i.e., he says to him
; (2.) Idim-Ji • g ' d,

1 Kleinschmidt, p. 130. -' Ibid. p. 146. ^ Ibid. p. 147. •• Ibid. p. 149.

5 Ibid. p. 155. t^ Ibid. p. li-2.
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off go cause have he it

he prays him
; (3.) aut • dlar • uti '

<j
• a, he has it for the cause of

going off, i.e., lie goes off on account of it ; i is euphonic.^

Similar formations with qat express relations of association, as (4.)

sleep associate have he him

sine • qati ' <j • a, he has him as a sleep-fellow, i.e., he sleeps vnih.

him. And such formations with te se, express relations of equality

that to long equal is it

of extent, as (5.) limaiut tola ' H • (ja ' oq, it is as long as to

that,i

The largeness of the elements combined together so closely in these

formations gives them a megasynthetic character ; but the same cannot

be said of those formations in which only pronominal elements are

taken up. Some of these, hoAvever, are remarkable. The combina-

tion of such elements, related and yet thought without succession,

appears strikingly in the way in which the Eskimo verb takes up a

pronominal representative of its direct object into such combination

with the representative of the subject that the one is often quite

indistinguishable from the other. Thus, in the foregoing examples,

subject and object are denoted together pronominally in the verb, he

him or he it being expressed by a, he me by aha, I it by afa. And
so always in the transitive verb in Eskimo, the personal element at

the end expresses subject and object combined.

Such elements are frequently met with in American speech ; and

they have been called transitions. They form a very remarkable

feature in American speech, but are not to be classed with its mega-

synthetic characteristics. The connection between a genitive and the

noun which governs it is thought with remarkable strength in

Eskimo. For even though there is a genitive case-ending, viz., p, the

governing noun takes a pronominal suffix to represent the genitive

sun of heat its putty

noun in combination with it, as (6.) sekefivup kisafnaf'ata tasiima
dry out

pak-efp'd, the heat of the sun has dried up the putty.

10. There is in Eskimo a remarkably strong sense of the subordina-

tions of facts as objects or conditions of other facts ; a feature of the

language which is due, not to synthesis, but to the interest which
those subordinations have for the race. Yet the relations of the

principal to the subordinate facts are not expressed in transitional

elements thought as the mind passes from one to the other, but are

implied in the changes Avhicli the subordinate verb experiences in

its sense of realisation and personal elements owing to its subor-

dination.

The following is given by Kleinschmidt as an ordinary example ;
-

anything without be subj. he off go will part, he hear subj. he him
su • cf ' n • k -ame, autdla-sa • ^ oq, tusar ' amiuk,

give not subj. he him approve not they him
tuni'iii ' n . mago, ihiaf 'ihii ' at, they disapproved of him,

because he did not give to him, when he heard, that he would
go off, because he had nothing. The subjunctive expresses a con-

^ Kleinschmidt, sect. 123. " Ibid. sect. 99.
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temporaneous condition or cause. Another mood is used to express

a supposition. The difference of the moods largely affects the personal

elements ; thus, in the above subjunctives, ni expresses the reduced
.sense of fact in the subject.

The strong sense of the subordinations of the secondary facts

appears in the various moods which express their various modes of

dependence. Thus the first in the above example is subordinated to

the second as a contemporary condition or cause, and is therefore in

the subjunctive. In a similar way the third is subordinated to the

fourth, and the fourth to the fifth. The second is subordinated to

the third as having for its subject the oljject of the third, and there-

fore it is in the mood which Kleinschmidt calls the nominal participle,

though it takes all the persons ; being reduced by the government to

a noun. And there is another form for a fact whose subject is the

subject of a principal fact, and anotlier for a transitive verb whose
subject is object of a principal fact.

Another effect of the close connection in thought between the prin-

cipal and the subordinate fact, is that the subject of the former, when
it is the third person, is represented by a special element in the latter,

whether it occur there as subject or object. Thus, in the above
example, the first word denotes a fact subordinate to the second, and it

has the special form of the subjunctive third person, ame, because its

subject is the same as the subject oq of its principal ; he would go off

because he (the same) had nothing. If the subordinate subject were
different from the principal, it would be expressed by mat instead of

ame. So tlie third word has the special personal element, because it

has the same subject as the fourth to wliich it is subordinate. Other-

wise its personal element would be 7nar/o. This shows a strong sense

of the principal fact co-existing with the thought of the subordinate

fact. The principal subject is recognised as such in the subordinate

fact in Eskimo, whereas in English its distinction as principal is not

present to the mind.

11. The Eskimo is in one respect the most remarkable among the

races of mankind, they have become 'completely adapted to the most
rigorous physical conditions under which man lives. Their language

therefore is worthy of attentive study in all its features.

It may be said to have only fifteen consonants,^ q, I; g, f, j^, h\
y^,

y, s, s, r, I, n, n, m, but g after another consonant becomes ^.

The primitive vowels a, i, u, are uttered with great distinction from
each other, a deep in the throat, i and ?« with strong tension of the

organs of the mouth. On account of the guttural depth of a its

utterance is modified and made less deep by the tension of 7i or t,

Avhen either of these follows it. And on account of the tension of i

and 71, these are affected by the relaxation of utterance at the end of

the word when they are final, so that they are then sounded with the

throat more open, as e and o ; which also takes place when they are

attracted towards the throat by being followed by a post-palatal or

guttural. 2

' Kleinschmidt, sect. 1. ^ Ibid. sect. 2.
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The vowel utterance seems to have great distinctness ; for tlie

vowels are not only distinguished as long and short, but each of these

is further distinguished as sharp and blunt, the sharpness being the

force of breath Avith which the vowel is sounded in a syllable closed

by a consonant, in order that^ there may be breath to utter the

latter,^ Concurrent vowels are frequent, and the language loves full

vowels and syllables consisting of one consonant and a vowel fol-

lowing it,2

From the above, it appears that the Eskimo phonesis has a vocalic

rather than a consonantal character. And this is confirmed by the

fact that though concurrent consonants may be found in the language

as written, they hardly exist in the language as spoken ; for the tAvo

consonants coalesce, the first being Aveakened and losing itself in the

second, which begins the next syllable. Two consonants cannot begin

a syllable or end a word.^

The consonants are uttered with strong pressure of breath on the

organs, and the guttural tendency shows that this pressure is from the

chest. In consequence of this strong pressure of breath there is a

strengthened breath in the second of two concurrent consonants,

while the coalescence of the two strengthens the closure of the

organs ; thus g as a second consonant becomes ;^, h' becomes p",

/ becomes dl, s becomes ss, f becomes 'x?

The small development of medials is remarkable. It is to nasals

that the tenues tend to be softened at the end of a word, when a word
beginning Avith a vowel follows Avithout pause. •* The change to a

nasal removes the interruption to the breath Avithout necessitating a

soft closure of the organs ; and hardness characterises the consonant

utterance. Only the tenues can end a Avord, and only the tenues, or

m, n, s, can begin one.^

The principal accent tends to fall on the ante-penultimate, but is

attracted by a heavy syllable involving much utterance. '^

12. The noun has a dual number as Avell as a plural. The dual is

used only when the duality is to be expressly stated. It is not used

Avhen the duality is understood ; thus, his arms or legs is plural. The
plural is used not only for a plurality of an object but for an object

thought as containing a plurality of parts ; thus a boat becomes
plural when thought Avith people in it.'' The dual ending is k, the

plural i ; and in taking these a final k or q is dropped, unless it be
radical, and then it is transposed so as to folloAV the initial consonant

of the last syllable and form a concurrence Avith euphonic change, the

vowel of the last syllable coming out after the stem, and before the

ending, and if it be e, changing to i.^

Tliere are no prepositions, nor any postpositions except the case-

endings.

The case-endings are given in the appended table ; those of the

demonstrative pronouns xuider those of the nouns. The plural case-

^ Kleinschmidt, sect. 3. ^ Ibid. sect. 5. ' Ibid, sects. 1, .^).

4 Ibid. sect. f>. ^ Ibid. sect. .5. « Ibid. sect. 9.

' Ibid. sect. 14. " Ibid. sect. 26-31.
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endings serve also for the dual. The dual Z- and the plural i arc?

dropped, and the case-endings are generally attached in the same
way as k and t, but -hut is generally attached to the vowel of the

last syllable of the stem untransposed,^ an intervening consonant

being dropped.

13. The stems of the demonstrative pronouns are

—

ma, here.

ias, there (where thou art, or a place spoken of).

uV , here, there ([ilacc pointed to).

ik, ih\ on that side.

ab\ right, north ) , i . ,i

7 . 1 ri. i.1 y looking to the open sea.
gab , leit, south

j
® ^

pav, eastward, landward, upward.

sam, west-, sea-, down-ward.

pik, there, above.

kan, here, below.

kig, south.

kaniy within or without.

These all are used with the case-endings, otherwise only in exclama-

tions with -a added. They may all except tas be strengthened

with ta-.

The above stems all except tas, by taking -na in the singular, -ko in

the plural, form demonstrative stems denoting persons in the respec-

tive places. These take the case-endings of the nouns as given in the

table, but in doing so they change -na in the singular to -sum and -ko

of the plural to -ku. Moreover, the stem thus formed, with -a added

to it, is genitive in the singular, nominative in the plural ; the plural

stem in -ko is accusative.-

Like nouns also are declined, .suna, what? sid, plural, Icina^ who?
kikut, plural ; they drop -na in the oblique cases singular.-'

There is also an interrogative stem na, in na, where is it ? and nam,
where have you it ?

^

14. Besides the case-endings of the nomis given in the table, there

is also an ending p which is generally taken like the dual k and plural

t, and which forms a genitive singular.

And it is a remarkable feature of the Eskimo language, that this

genitive is used for the subject of a transitive verb with a direct

object ; the stem-form is used for subject of an intransitive verb ; the

subject being supposed in each case not to have a possessive personal

suffix.^

The singular case-endings except the Vial are formed on the geni-

tive, their m being its ]i, the n in the plural is the plural t similarly

softened. In the Vial k takes the place of the final consonant of the

stem.''

1 Kleinsclimidt, sect. 38. - Ibid. sect. 20-24. =* Ibid. sect. 25.

* Ibid. sect. 22. = Ibid. sect. 16. « Ibid. sect. 41.
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15. The system of personal siiffixes of nouus and verbs is given

in the accompanying table, taken from Kleinschmidt's Grammar, in

Avhich V stands for // and ng for n. The e- suffixes of the third person

are used when that person is identical with the subject of the principal

verb unless passive ; and in the subordinate forms of the verb they

are reflexive of the subject of the principal verb. In taking the pos-

sessive suffixes the vowel of the last syllable is transposed by some

stems of nouns.^

The personal pronouns as separate are expressed by the possessive

suffixes and case-endings attached, for the first person to the stem tiva

{no here), and for the second to the stem He (ik there). ^ Instead of

vva and He they may afi'ect stems, which mean alone, all, entire, self,

each, to express, I alone, e\:c.^

The indicative element, called in the table the hauptcliarakter, to

which the suffixes are attached, is V, which, after a linal consonant

of the stem, becomes ^j, and unites with final e into a ; final t before

2) is dropped.

The element of the subordinate parts, called in the table the hinde-

cliaralder, is g, which coalesces with final q into r, and with other

final consonants into A'.*

The subjunctive expresses a contemporary or antecedent condition ;
^

the other mood is hypothetical or ideal."

The so-called objective verbal participle expresses a transitive fact

whose subject is object of the principal verb.''

The so-called subjective verbal participle is a verb which has the

same subject as the principal verb, being connected with it like a

present participle agreeing with its subject.^

There is another form not given in the table which Kleinschmidt

calls the nominal participle, because it may be used as a noun, mean-
ing I who, thou Avho, &c. It is formed on t, with the intransitive

indicative persons, and it expresses the same as the verbal participle,

only that it is intransitive.^

It is particularly to be observed that the personal elements transi-

tive arc in the indicative preceded by a, the intransitive by u; in the

subjunctive both are preceded by ma or ah', in the hypothetical by
2)a or tiV ; there being most vowel force in a, least in uh'.

The reflexive and passive may be expressed by the intransitive

persons without any other element. The transitive suffixes are some-

times used with Avliat is properly an intransitive verb to refer to a

proximate object.^'^

The negative is expressed by -hit subjoined to the verbal stem.

In the indicative this element takes I instead of p, drops t in

the third singular, and takes a instead of ti, before the intransitive

persons.i^

The conjunctions and, but, also, or, are enclitic.^-

1 Kleinschmidt, sects. 33, 30, 54, 75. '' Ibid. sect. 89. * Ibid. sect. 78.
2 Ibid. sect. 48. ' Ibid. sect. 88. ^'^ Ibid. sect. 59.
3 Ibid. sect. 49.

"

Ibid. sect. 77. '^ Ibid. sect. Gl.

* Ibid. sect. 51. « Ibid. sect. 91. ^- Ibid. sect. G2.
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with obj. of 1st pers.

us both

manga matiguk matigut

5 Ibid. sect. 102. iiowse s v^ree irrauiniar, y, oi.
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16. The usual order is subject, object, indirect objects or conditions,

verb ; but emphasis may bring a member to the beginning. The geni-

tive precedes the noun on which it depends. There are few adjectives

;

and these follow their substantive, whether subjoined to it or not.

"When not subjoined to it, they are rather nouns in apposition to it.^

There is no distinction of present and past in the verb. The future

and the perfect are expressed by auxiliary verbal derivative elements

(5), of which there are several.^

The fact which conditions another precedes it, but the so-called

objective verbal and nominal participles follow the principal verb.

WTien the nominal participle precedes, it is usually taken as a noun.^

There is no verb substantive.*

The place of the relative pronoun is sometimes supplied by a

demonstrative pronoun agreeing with the antecedent and followed by
a verb which qualifies the antecedent thus referred to, and contains a

personal element representing it.^

CEEE.
17. The American Indian races of the Algonkin family are in con-

tact with the Eskimo in Labrador ; and from thence their northern

boundary extends westward over three-fourths of the breadth of North
America. In the northern part of the Algonkin region, the Cree and
Chippeway languages, which differ only as dialects, are spoken over a
large area, the Cree in the country south of Hudson's Bay, and the

Chippeway more to the south-west on the eastern side of the head-
waters of the Mississippi.

Cree has the tenuis and medial post-palatal, ante-palatal, dental, and
labial, also t' , 6, 6, s, z, s, z, vi, n, w, y, and h, also q before u. It

prefers tenues, Chippeway prefers medials, and is very nasal.

^

18. In Cree and Chippeway there is great facility of forming
derivative verbs. But this development differs remarkably from that

of the Eskimo, as the derivative elements refer mainly to the energy
of the agent exerted on the object of the action if the verb be transi-

tive, or to the state of existence of the subject if the verb be intransi-

tive ; so that those derivative elements have been very appropriately

called energising signs. ''^ Different elements are used according to the

way in which the accomplishment of the action engages the energy of

the agent. And so strong is the sense of that energy that almost
every consonant in the language is used to express its varieties in

different verbs,^ while in the same verb it differs according as the

object is animate or inanimate.

Tlie derivative elements of the Cree and Chippeway are similar to

those of the Eskimo (5) in the particularity and sameness of their

meanings, and in the great number of them which are consequently

needed to supply the requirements of the language; characteristics

^ Kleinschmidt, sects. 95, 97. - Ibid, sects. 70, 130.
3 Ibid, sects, 98, 99. ^ Ibid. sect. 100.
* Ibid. sect. 102. " Howse's Cree Grammar, p. 37. ^ Ibid. p. 38. '

K
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which correspond, as has been said (5), to a massive quality of

thought.

19. Their nature may be seen in the following examples,^ in

translating which into English the pronoun he him is used for

so

any animate subject or object, and it for any inanimate : pimute'it,, he

f'oes
;
pimnfe'Jre'u, he makes him go

;
pimute-tdu, he makes it go

;

pimute'ta-magun, it makes it go. This formative Ive'u, tau, when
not accented, is merely transitive, as tvunnrh-e'u, he loses him

;

wumirt'au, he loses it; sakrli'e'u, he loves him; sakrtau, he loves

it, in which u denotes the subject acting on an animate object, and e

the succession of the doing of the subject, mi denotes the subject

acting on an inanimate object, h the energy of the agent applied to

an animate object, t the energy applied to an inanimate object.

Other verbs take the weaker energy for their stronger transitive

element, and when the object is inanimate reduce the life of the

subject by closing it to m, as nugga'te'u, he leaves him ; nugga't'um,

he leaves it; gus't'e'u, he fears him; gus-t'um, he fears it;

puJiwah't'e'u, he hates him; pubwahi'um, he hates ^it. But some
verbs of this class take fau with the inanimate object, as Jcaht't'e-ii,

he hides him ; kaht't'au, he hides it.

Another transitive element is ?/i, t; as ^copp-u, he sees ; wgppccm'e'u,

he sees him; WjJpa•^M?^^, hesees it; toA'a*?7i*e7t, he stabs him; taka'fum,

he stabs it; wigvm'e'u, he lives with him; ivihqjpi'ni'e'u, he sits with

him.

Another transitive element is w, h; as utomma'we'ii, he beats him;
utomvia'h'um,h.Q beats it; uhicunna'we'u, he covers him; uTiiounna-h-uniy

he covers it.

Another transitive element is 6, t ; as in'Oe'ii, he names him; wi'fum,
he names it; d'd'e'u, he puts him ; as't'du, he puts it.

Often the same root takes different transitive elements to express

different verbal ideas, as wlfi, with; wifr1ve-u, he acts with him;
toit'i- we'll, he accompanies him.

There are also special transitive elements with more particular

meanings, as in the following table ;
^ to understand which it must

be premised that in the Cree language, owing to its strong perception

of sensible life, the first and second persons as subjects precede the

verb, because they are thought in the fulness of their life when they

are animated by the full realisation of the indicative mood. They
are thus separated from the object which follows the verb, and with
which the third person coalesces, as do all the persons in the sub-

junctive mood. Moreover, in all the transitive formations, the animate
object singular third person, of a verb in first or second person singular,

is represented by cm following the element of active energy ; but when
the object is inanimate it is not represented, but the verb in all its

persons is the same as if it were intransitive.

* Howse'a Cree Grammar, p. 37-48, - Ibid. p. 86.
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The third person inanimate is generally -magun,^ but it has other

forms.

The element -h-eni, he makes (the root), becomes transitive in

-kat'e-u, and instrumentive in -ka-g-e-u ; -m'u is possessive; and

-sk'au is expressive of abundance, -sk-u of frequency.

21. The following^ may illustrate the facility and nature of verbal

formation :

—

nippl, water; nippiwi, watery.

he it it he

nippiwu, -nn, is watery, wet ; mppi'ka-g-e-u, makes water of.

nippnviss'u, -au, is Avater-like ; nipprsk-au, there is abundance of

water.

nippnviss'u, -et-e'u, is_watered ; unippi'm'u, he has water.

him he it he chief him he

nippi'lve-u, -txm, turns into water; hukemawiOrnre'u, he considers

him chief.

nippiiorJveu, -Pau, watereth, wets.

he

nippi'k'eUf makes water,
him he it he

nippi'Tca't'eu, -ka't'um, makes water.

it

nippi'Jca't'e'u, it is made water.

Verbs become intensive or frequentative by reduplication. The
, reflexive verbs insert s or ss, and the reciprocal verbs t or ft after the

energising element.

22. Now, some of the above verbal elements have great concrete-

ness of meaning. And they all retain in the formations into which
they enter the full signification which naturally belongs to them ; for

they are joined at wiU to the words of the language to give them
verbal meanings,^ without requiring to be worn down by use and lost

in a simple idea (see 3, 4). Moreover, they are thought with the idea

of the root-word present at the same time to the mind, as is indicated

by the particularity and sameness of their meanings (see 5, 18). And,
besides, they never occur except in closest phonetic conjunction with
such a root, uttered along with it in one act of utterance which pro-

ceeds from one volition and corresponds to one thought.

23. As these elements refer rather to accomplishment than to result,

there is less synthesis ; and they are less apt to consist of several parts

combined together than the Eskimo derivatives. There is also less

difference of principal and subordinate elements, so that the former
may become auxiliaries in the expression of an idea producing com-
position of the roots of verbs and nouns. Yet this mode of treating

roots is not carried so far in Cree as it is in some American languages.

In Cree it is in general only natural appearances or events, common
operations, &c.,* which are expressed in compounds, and one component
must always qualify another. Except under such conditions, com-
pounds are not formed either in verbs or in nouns, probably because
the interest is engaged ]^ rather with the exertion of energy and its

^ Howse's Cree Grammar, pp. 49, 152. f Ibid. pp. 17-21, 71.
» Ibid. pp. 22, 24, 32, &c. * Ibid. pp. 179, 293.
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subjects and objects, and concentrated on these respectively, so as to

spread less on the nature of the act or thing.

These compound and derivative formations are treated in all respects

like simple roots, and have the same simultaneousness of conception

when they have been formed, the parts first thought being kept before

the mind till the others are added.
white head

24. The following are examples of compound verbs :
^ ivop'istekwon'u,

cold water wear

he is white-headed; tak • ippVk'e'U, he makes cold water; kik
snow-shoe wipe band

assanve'u, he wears snow-shoes (wearsnowshoe-e^7i7te) ; kossii^lt' 'e'li

suffocate snow
he cleans his hands; kipiouttomu'akoon'e'u, he is suffocated by snow;

too mouth between wood put

iisarni • tun •?/, he is too mouthed, talks too much: tustawask ' us't'au^

he puts it between wood, t is the energy of subject exerted on object

;

tire haul quick freeze

iesku-tcqre'ii, he is tired by hauling; nusktvutt'in, it freezes suddenly;
on put

tet-as:t'au, he puts it on.

The adjective is not thought properly as a comparative part of the

idea of the substantive object (Del. 6). But it is thought as a verb

in the subjunctive mood with the relative ga, hi, preceding it as its

subject, and either following or preceding the substantive, or without

ga or Id it may go before the substantive in the subjunctive inde-

finite (38), or it is thought without proper comparison of the substan-

tive object, and therefore without due distinction of the adjective as

comparative from the noun as object of comparison. It is thought in

the latter way only when frequently connected with the noun, and it is

then compounded with the noun, so that when an adjective is not

thought as a verb it is compounded with the noun ;
- and so also may

rock mountain
noun be compounded with noun, as assinnl ' icuH • a, rocky mountains

;

red berry juice

viidkur/mi'cqjjmg, wine. There is an intennediate construction of the

adjective when it is not so associated "with the noun as to compound
with it, and yet so far associated that it compounds with an abstract

idea of it, for which the comparative thought expressed by the

adjective has special affinity. When thus compounded with the

general noun it is thought verbally as an affection of the substantive

long wood round

object. Thus kinwask'us'u, it is long (i.e., a stick or tree) ; tcoiii.

stone

apjnsk'iss'u, it is round (a stone). This, however, takes place only

with a limited number of categories of things,^ for it requires habitual

association to combine even so far the quality and the noun (120).

25. There is also great facility of forming derived roots by prefix-

ing to the simple root ah-, ad-, a^t-, an ice-, to express reversals of its

meaning, gku- to express what is strongly contrary, iOka- decline or

removal, a^- alteration, ah- identity, kife- what is good, all of them

^ Howse's Grammar, p. 177. - Ibid. p. 311. ' Ibid. p. 178.
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subject to phonetic change/ as well as various adverbial elements ;
-

and the verbs -pud ^ move, and -idi * think, seem never to be used with-

out a determining word prefixed. A verb thus formed may take

after its energising element the adjectival -wi, and become the root of

think

a new verb, as hisJc idi t-uni, he is impatient; Jiusk'idi't'um'mi'

he makes him with mouth (19)

?ft-e «, he makes him impatient by speech ; the accent

making the transitive element causative, and the subjective realisation

turn becoming merely participial inherence. And in general, with

compound or derived roots and the more concrete elements of energy,

words are formed expressing large aggregates of thought, yet treated

in every respect like the simplest verbs.

26. There is also in Cree the kind of synthesis noticed in Eskimo,

in which the mind connects related ideas by incorporating with one

of them pronominal elements representing others. Such constructions

may not be megasynthetic ; but this synthesis is carried farther in

Cree and Chippeway than in Eskimo by reason of the greater interest

possessed by the agent and by the objects direct and indirect in the

former than in the latter.

It has been already seen, in the examples which have been given of

the formation of transitive verbs, that in Cree the direct object is

noticed in the verb, either as involved in the application of the energy

or in the thought of the subject, or as represented by a pronominal

element. In the indicative mood, the full realisation so strengthens the

life of the subject, that Avhen this is first or second person it precedes

the verbal formation, while the direct object is at the end ; but in the

subjunctive mood the subject and object always coalesce. Thus in the

subjunctive, sakvJfuk I love him, sakvlvut thou love him, saki'lvat

he love him,^ sakrh-iim thou love me, sakvt'eian I love it, saki't'eiun

thou love it, saki'Pat he love it ;^ where it is to be noted that -eian,

-eiu7i, and -at belong also to intransitive verbs ; as niireian I sleep,

nip'enm thou sleep,''' nip'at he sleep. Now what is particularly worthy
of notice is the combination on the one hand of the subject and the

object, and on the other hand of the active energy and the object, in

so close a union that they cannot be distinguished from each other

;

for h and t, which denote the energy of the agent as applied to the

object, differ in respect of the object-element Avhicli they involve, and
at the same time nk means I him, lit thou him, mn thou me, in dis-

tinction from eian, eiun, which do not take up the object, because it is

inanimate. In the indicative mood also of the various transitive forma-

tions it has been seen that not only is the element of energy different

according as the object is animate or inanimate, but the element
of third person singular is different also, sakrh-e'u, he loves him;

he
sakit-au, he loves it. This shows how these elements are all present

together to the mind. And as the energising element h, t, is hisepar-

^ Howse's Grammar, pp. 146-160, 170, 175. = Ibid. p. 72.
8 Ibid, p 146. 4 ibid_ p_ 44,
» Ibid. pp. 215, 219. « Ibid. p. 223. ^ ibid. p. 195.
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able in thought and expression from the root, however large this may
he, the whole formation plainly expresses a conception which, when
completed, is included all in one simultaneous thought.

27. It has been already remarked (19), that in the indicative mood
the tirst and second person singular as subjects precede the verb, but

in the siibjunctive they are at the end of the verb. Now it is

remarkable that owing probably to the utter objectivity with which

the object is thought the second person whose personality is most felt

cannot be object, nor can the first be object to the third ; they are

thought in these positions as passive subjects; ni nippa'li'au, I kill

him; ninipxia'lrili, I am killed by him; Id nipixilvau, thou killest him;

ki nippa'lvil; thou art killed by him ; Id nip)pa'h'in, thou killest me
;

hi nippcvldWin, thou art killed by me. There is also a passive of the

double third, pape'h'e'n, he laughs at him
;
papelvili, he is laughed at

by him or them. In a compound sentence the subject of the first

clause cannot be object of the second, but must instead be passive

subject. If the subject or object be plural, the plural element -nan

of first person I and they, -nau of I and you, xcau of second, ulc of

third, come at the end, that of the object following that of the subject

if both be plural, and that of the first or second passive subject pre-

ceded by u for singular agent. In the indicative of intransitive verbs the

first and second persons precede, and the verb subjoins n to its conju-

gational vowel, of which there are seven, differing according to the idea

of the verb; the third person is subjoined ; the plural element follows.

In the subjunctive of intransitives, the person-endings are—sing., -cm,

-un, -t, or li ; pi., -ah first excl., -ah first inch, -aig second, -Picau,

-k'lvati third. In the subjunctive of transitives, with third person

for object, they are tik, -ut, -at; pi., -ifk'lf excl., -ak inch, -aig, -t'lcau.

In subjunctive passive with third person agent, they are -it, -isk, -ikut,

-eamit, -ittak, -ittaig, -ikutwau ; thou by me -Utan, thou by us -ittak.^

28. In the formation of the verb also an indeterminate subject

ndniu'U, or dnimi, of the same meaning as French on, may be taken at

the end as subject instead of the third person ; or its element -iw- may
be taken as object after the element of energy. In this place also as

object may be taken -ig-, meaning some one or some thing. Verbs

with these indeterminate objects are foimed as intransitives. And if

the object be animate and the energetic letter be t, t is softened to s,

if it be inanimate and the energetic letter be t, t is softened to f:

tiiknsi-n, he arrives ; tukusvnaniicu, they arrive (on arrive) ; sakvlv-

indeter.

iure-u, he loves ; so strong is the sense of the object that a transitive

verb can be abstracted from its object only so far as to think the

long see

object indeterminately. Ktmna-u-qppa-f-ig'e-Uf he is on the look-out

;

nuti-n-e'u, he fights him; nutrn-ig-e-u, he fights; nuti-n-ig-dniiou,

recipr. refl.

there is fighting ; nuti'n • ittu ' ndiiiwu, on s'enirebat ; p>askes'iv • ns • ?/.,

he shoots himself ;
pasJces-u-us-inidniivu, one shoots himself ;^ usvt'au,

1 Howse's Grammar, pp. 51-54, 57, 61, 263, 192-225.
- Ibid. p. 99-103. ^ Ibid. pp. 105, 106.
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he makes it; usi't'ig'e'u, he is making; usi-f -igdt'e'u, it is made,
which

made being passive participle of the verb to make something
;
ga

yellow berry liquor

usif-igd'ta-ik (subj.), which was made; gasawe-min-appuyt'igd'ta-ilc,

which was made wine (viz., the water, John ii. 9),^ the making not being

thought definitely in its application to its object. This last formation

in -t-e-u (20), is the formation expressive of passive participle. There

is also tlae subjective or animate formation in -su (20), from these

abstract verbs (with indefinite object), as usrf' "igds'u, he is made ; and

a subjective adjectival formation, saJcvhiive-u, he loves (people)

;

adjl.

sakrlviwe'wiss'u, he is loving; salcvlvih, he is loved by him;
people

sahi-Jvik-us-u, he is in the condition of being loved (by people)

;

sakvh-ik-u'idss-u, he is naturally loved.^

29. It is not only the direct object, but also objects indirectly or

collaterally connected with the verb that are incorporated in its for-

him he it he

mation. T\x\xi nippcvlve'u, he kills him; nippa't'du, he kills it;

him him he it him he

nippa't • awe'n, he kills him for him ; nippta'tam'aw e'u, he kills it for

him him refl, he it himself he

him ; ^ ^isi'tio • o • ss ' u, he makes him' for himself; usvtam ' a'ss ' u,

he

he makes it for himself; nipp)a'f'ig'e'ii, he kills (something);
he it dem.

nippa't 'ig'dg'e'u, he kills (something) with (something);* usitam'a'
some it him he

g'e'u, he makes it for (others) ; iisi't 'ig 'eianvaio'e-u, he makes (some-
he stead him he

thing) for him ; itwe-u, he says ; itwe'stum'au'e'u, he says instead of
he for him he

him (interprets) ; atuske-u, he works; atuskest-au-e-u, he works for

stead of him he shoe he
him; atuske • stum-au-ru, he works instead of him ;^ assamvkv-u, he

make him he
shoe makes ; assami k ' aife-u, he shoemakes for him (as a pair for

I make it him it him he
his use) ; nit assamvk-awdu, I, &c. ; assamrke-tam'au'e'u, he shoe-

I him him
makes for him ^ (generally) ; ni sakrt • au • au, I love him for him

;

love him him I

subjunctive, saki'twaic-uk, I love him for him;^ and passively for first

or second person, ni nip)pa-t-wdk, I am his object in killing him

;

ki nippa-t-io-dtin, thou art my object in killing him ; ki nijjpa-m'at-in,
thou art my object in killing it. In the above formations the direct

object of the whole complex verb corresponds to the indirect object
in the English translation ; and the energy of the agent having been
applied to its own direct object, which is either implied in the ener-
gising letter or associated with it as w or inanimate m, passes to its

^ Howse's Grammar, pp. Ill, 112. 2 jbid. p. 112-117.
' Ibid. p. 118. * Ibid. p. 121. s ibij. p. 120.
• Ibid. p. 122. 7 Ibid. pp. 55, 231.
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indirect object with a tendency to give it a demonstrative a. Tlie

subject at the end when third person implies the object also of the

verb as in the simpler formations, and the energy implies its own
object, and though the subject when first or second person is separated

from the object of the verb in the indicative it coalesces with it in

the subjunctive, while the energy takes its own direct and indirect

objects, the latter being thus repeated in the formation ; and all the

elements are condensed together in one simultaneous conception.

30. Nor is it only the objects connected by indirect or collateral

relations with the verb that are noticed in its formation, but those
I him

which are related to its object as possessors ; ni sald'lvau, I love him
;

belonging to him
ni sdki'h • im • au ' a, I love animate object belonging to him 3 sakr

dem.

h'e'u, he loves him; saki'lv a ihua, he loves animate object belonging
dem. his

to him ; ni saki't'an, I love it; ni sakvt ' a • iv 'an, I love it belong-
he dem. his

ing to him;^ sakii'au, he loves it; sakvt a' thua, he loves it

him I belonging to him I

belonging to him;^ saki'lvuk {suh].), I love him; sakiii • im • uk
(subj.), I love animate object belonging to him;^ sakrt-eian (subj.), I

belonging to him I

love it; sakiin ' w ' uk (subj.), I love it belonging to him;^
him him it him him

ni saki'tawau, I love him for him; ni saki-tw)vau'au, I love it

him for belonging to him
for him ; ni saki'tw • o • m ' au'a,l love animate object belong-

it for belonging to him
ing to him, for him ; ni sakrtunvd ' m • an • a, I love inanimate

his horse fetch

object belonging to him, for him; ivteina ni naiwg-m'au'a, his horse
his shoes

I fetch for him; wmuskesnva ni na'tum'd'm-au-a, his shoes I fetch

for him.^ In all the above verbs, 'a is demonstrative of the direct

object.

31. The possessor of the object is more remotely concerned in the

action than the indirect object, and is therefore less readily taken up
into connection with the thought of the action. The process nf

thinking it as connected consequently involves more mental action

in the former case than in the latter, and there is more of that

consciousness of directing attention to a particular object of thought,

which is the element that a demonstrative pronoun expresses (Def. 7).

Hence the notice of the possessor of the object which is incorporated

in the conception of the verb is expressed by a stronger pronominal
element than is required for the indirect object. And this element
is stronger in proportion as the connection with the verb is less

intimate. If the subject be first or second person, the fact is thought
so vividly as to involve in the thought of the verb a strong sense

even of the possessor of the object, and there is less consciousness of

the direction of the attention to it ; but when the subject is third

1 Howse's Grammar, p. 229, 2 Ibid. p. 230. 3 i^id. p. 233.
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person, a stronger pronominal element is required. There are two

elements used for this purpose, viz. : -lo or -wa akin to the demon-

strative pronoun ana, and 6, which occurs in the full forms of the

personal pronouns niOa, Idda. -Wa is combined with -6 in -6ua, -w

or -u-a is weaker than -Sua, and is therefore used in the above forma-

tions when the subject is first or second person, whereas -dua is used

when the subject is third person. And as -Qua thus implies a third

person for subject, this subject need not be expressed, so that -dua

by itself may express his he; the tendency being to think the

elements together.

It may be observed that m., which occurs in the above formations in

the sense of helonriing to, is used also with the same meaning in form-

ing possessive intransitive verbs (20) ; and that it is sometimes sub-

joined to a noun which has a possessive prefix to strengthen the
my glove

expression of possession, as nit-iistis'im, my own glove.^ As a prefix,

it is used with nouns denoting parts of the body, some of the nearer

relations of kindred, and the most familiar possessions, ^ as nie'tun, the

mouth, vie'ggict, mother, me'wut, a bag.

32. The suffixes -a and -6ic are used arthritically, that is, as pro-

nominal connectives with nouns when governed by a verb in the

third person. When the noun denotes an animate object, whether

singular or plural, it takes a- or -wa; when it denotes an inanimate

object it takes -eOu, if singular, and -eOua, if plural. If the verb be

in the first or second person, its object takes neither suffix ;
^

woman
sald'h'e'u eskweu, the woman loves him'; saJd'h'e'u esTcwe'wa, he

loves the woman ; saki'h'ik esJaveu (27) ; the woman is loved by
take he

him ; saki'h'ik eskwe'tca, he is loved by the woman ; * uti'n'um
gun I

])askesiggun'etlm, he takes a gun ; n\iti'n'en paskesiggun ; I take a

gun.5

33. The connection of government requires in such constructions

that the thought of the verb having been expressed that of the noun
should be connected with it as object ; and in the mental act of so

connecting it, there is a consciousness of attention directed to it.

Such an element is what the pronoun expresses (Def. 7) ; and it will

be stronger according as the idea of the noun involves less sense of its

connection with the verb. This sense of the noun as connected with
the verb is, for the reason already stated, strong when the verb is in

the first or second person, weaker when the verb is in the third person,

and the noun denotes an animate object, and weakest when tlie verb

is in the third person and the noun denotes an inanimate object, and
accordingly there is no pronominal connective element in the first case,

a weak one in the second, and the stronger one in the third. In
every case the pronominal suffix refers to the noun to which it is

attached ; and the sense of relation is so weak that it does not get

^ Howso's Grammar, p. 184. - Ibid. p. 245, ^ n^jd. p_ 044.
> Ibid. p. 263. 6 Ibid. p. 271.
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expression. Such pronominal connective elements when they are

attached to the object to which they refer may be conveniently called

arthritic elements, as they accompany what they refer to like an
article, and articulate it to the organism of the sentence (Def. 7).

34. So, too, in the genitive construction a noun coalesces with a

personal pronoun as possessive prefix without requiring any demon-
strative element to connect them, as nvgusis, my son ; ki'gusis, thy
son; trgusis, his son, though sometimes the construction with third

person is ti'gusis'a. But when the possessor is a noun, the possessed
woman her daughter

takes -a as well as the possessive prefix, as eslcweit wtanis ' a,

Indian his

the woman's daughter ; ethinu irgusis'a, the Indian's son. When the

possessor is itself possessed, the same construction is used for its pos-

session, provided that its own possessor is the first or second person,

as ni'giLsis u'tanis-a, my son's daughter; ki'gusis uianisrt, thy son's

daughter. Eut if the possessor of the possessor be the third person,

or a noun, then the possessed takes -ethua as well as the possessive

prefix, as u'gusis u-tanis'ethua, his son's daughter; Ethinu u'gusira
dog

u'tanis'ethucif the Indian's son's daughter; eskiveu uianis'a u-tenv

ethua, the woman's daughter's dog.'^

In these constructions the possessor is genitive, and is governed by
that which is possessed. And although in expression the genitive

precedes its governor, yet in conceiving the correlation, thought passes

from the governor or possessed to the possessor or genitive (Def. 23),

and carries on a sense of the governor after having been thought to

the thought of the genitive. This process must be due to the separate

independence with which the governor is thought, and which renders

necessary a second mental act to think it in connection ; and it engages

more mental action in proportion as the thought of the governor is

less afi'ected by the interest of the genitive. The mind keeps hold of

the governor with attention directed to it, which is greater the more
independently it has been thought, and this attention is naturally

expressed by a demonstrative pronominal element of corresponding

strength attached as suffix to the governing noun, and referring to it.

Possession is thought by the Cree as so personal that the abstract

personality of the possessor generally mingles with the thought of his

possession, and this combines with the former without any connective

element. But when the possessor is thought concretely the possession

is thought more independently, and a pronominal connective element

comes into the consciousness. The interest of my possession, or thy

possession (as, my son, thy son) extends to wliat belongs to it (as, my
son's daughter, thy son's daughter) in such a degree that the latter can

be carried to the former with the weaker pronominal element. But
when the ultimate possessor is third person or a noun, the stronger

pronominal element is required. Such constructions are arthritic

(33).

35. These pronominal elements thus used are quite different from

1 Howse's Gramaiar, p. 245.
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case-endings or other elements of relation. They are used, as has

been seen, indifferently -with the accusative, the ablative, and the

fovernor of the genitive, and in the same relation different elements

are used according to the degree of readiness -udth -which the con-

sequent is thought in connection with the antecedent. It is the

process of directing attention to one of these as connected with the

other which corresponds to those elements in the consciousness, that

one which is conceived with most separate independence requiring pro-

noniinal expression. This feature does not belong to Eskimo, because

in it there is more correlation, as may be seen in the case-endings.

36. The stronger element 9 is also used in verbal formations to

represent objects so remotely connected with the verb that in most

other languages their connection with the verb is not noticed at all.

This element can never refer to the first or second person, because

these are thought so vividly that if they are concerned in the verb, a

sense of them mingles with the thought of it without any conscious
I stay as snow it

direction of attention to them. Thus (1.) nif appin hi mispu-Tc, I

thou stay as snow it

stay as it snows
; (2.) kit' ap)pin hi mi?p)ifl; thou stayest as it snows

;

stay he as snow it there is

(3.) appru hi mispurfeO-ik,^ he stays as it snows to him
; (4.) unti ei'

he my son there is he his son

au ne-gusis, there is my son; (5.) imti ei'ath'u irgusis-a, there is his

gun

son to him; (6.) unti eiau paskesiggun, there is the gun; (7.) unti
I fut. tell it

ei-ath-u paskesiggun, there is the gun for him;- (S.) ni ga icvtum-

to belong to-him his son arrive he fut.

a • ni ' aw a wgusis'a tiilckusin'eth-it' • e, I will tell his son when he

(the latter) arrives (relatively to him).^

This use of 6 shows the strong sense of the objects which is proper

to Cree thought. A verb in the third person always has its person

elements for subject and object, though these be expressed in imme-

diate connection Avith it.* Ln icltumdmaua, the last a is demonstrative

of ugusisa.

37. In Cree there seems to be no pure element of relation except a

locative -k.'' The personal pronouns as separate are, nida, kida, wida,

niOanan first pi. excl., kidanau first pi. inch, kiOairau second pi.,

iviBaicau third pi. Their essential elements are ni, ki, u, and these are

the persons of verbs, and as possessives are prefixed, their plural part

following the noun, and being followed by the plural part of the noun.*

Nouns fonn a plural in -uk, -wuk, if animate ; -a, -ica, if inanimate ; but

if an animate noun in the plural is possessed by third person, it takes

the inanimate plural -aJ The element m may be subjoined to a noun
which has a personal possessive to express own ; it comes before the

plural element of the pronoun. The locative k comes after the plural

of possessive pronoun.^

Abstract nouns of quality or action are formed by -«*m, of agent or

1 Howse's Grammar, p. 123. ^ j^^^^^ p 066. » ibij. p. 268.
* Ibid. p. 274. 5 Ibid. pp. 184, 242, 288. « Ibid. pp. 185, 187.

7 Ibid. pp. 181, 182.
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instrument by -gitn, -eggun, of the artificial by -hon, of the diminutive

by -is, -us, of the passive object by -oggun. Some inanimate objects

are denoted by animate nouns. ^

38. There are auxiliary verbal particles which, unchanged them-

selves, immediately precede the verb in its various formations, coming

after the first and second persons. These are Id, perfect
;
ga, future

;

pa, conditional ; vn, wish
;

gi, can
;
ga lei, future perfect

; ga ici, shall

wish
;
pa gi, should be able. There are also suffixes -i, -ti, -oo, -oo'pun,

which, attached to the verbal formation, express the past ; and -i suf-

fixed to the subjunctive to make subjunctive future ; oopun after a

noun is equivalent to the late (70). The third person of future takes

gaia before third person present.';: The verb to be is never either

auxiliary or mere copula.

A subjunctive, indefinite as to time, is formed by opening and
lengthening the first vowel of the subjmictive.^

An improbable subjunctive is formed by inserting w before the

persons and subjoining ici, except to first and second persons singular,

which take i. This seems to be originally an optative formed by in-

corporation of tci, wish. The third singular also is -I; and does not

take iv before it. The third plural is aJc*

The subordinate may precede the principal verb.^ There is

neither infinitive nor participle.*' Imperative : sake'h, love thou him
;

sahe'Jva'tali, let us love him; sake'lfik, love ye him.'' The ordinary

arrangement is object, verb, subject, the rest in natural order. There

is great freedom of arrangement.^

MIOIAK.

39. The Mikmaks of Xew Brunswick and Xova Scotia belong to

the north-eastern branch of the Algonkin family. Their language

likewise incorporates in its verbal formations pronominal notices of
write it you us (past)

direct and indirect objects, as eidlce'nvwiek ' sep, you wrote it to us.^

think self think

And it forms some compound verbs, by subjoining del 'si or dazi to

other verbal stems, and these are conjugated through all the verbal
attach think self you us (past)

forms, as ohotkive ' del ' siek • sep, you were attached to us.io

In the possessive construction also, with possessive prefix of third

person, the noun takes a suffix, -t'/,ii which corresponds to Cree -ed, and

is probably to be understood in the same Avay as the Cree suffixes,

-a and -edua (34).

IROQUOIS.

40. The Iroquois, about the lakes Ontario and Erie, had stronger

sense of the subject and less sense of the object than the ^Vlgonkins.

They consequently did not carry out to the same length the incorpora-

» Howse's Grammar, pp. 182, 183. - Ibid. p. 199-203. 3 ibid. p. 202.
* Ibid. pp. 205, 206. = Ibid. p. 261. 6 ibid. p. 312.
' Ibid. p. 220. 8 Ibid. pp. 251, 257.
9 MaUlard's Gram. Mikmak, p. 71. " Ibid. p. 91. i"^Ibid. p. 17.;
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tion of the objects in the verbal formation, but only combined the

pronominal representative of the direct object with the subject.

According to the imperfect account which is to be had of their language,

the synthetic tendency seems to have shown itself in the composition

of nouns with certain adjectives, and in derivative adjective-endings

taken by the nouns, i in the manifold derivative verbs,^ and in the

occasional composition of the noun with the verb ;
^ but no examples

of this are given.

The arthritic construction of nouns is frequent in Iroquois.

" Certain nouns lengthen their radical whenever the extent of their

signification is restricted, and they pass from a general and indeter-

minate sense to a particular and determinate sense. The form of this

increment varies according to the termination of the noun. Generally

it is -ta, -sera, -t'era, -Jiwa. This addition to the radical takes place in

those nouns which are susceptible of it, before all the nouns of

number, before adverbs of quantity, before adjective-endings, before

postpositions, before nominal personals, whenever the noun enters into

composition A^th a verb."' What the nominal personals are is not

explained. Probably they are the separate personal pronouns. Some
of these connections Avhich are thus arthritically formed are very

close.

DAKOTA.

41. The Dakotas on the western side of the upper course of the

Mississippi, from about 43|° to 46 i° N. lat., speak a language which

is distinguished by the particularising and arthritic feature of

American speech, and by the large expression given to the elements

of relation between the verb and its objects and conditions. It is

not the massing of the elements of speech into large aggregates,

thought all together, that is to be observed in Dakota ; but rather

the largeness of particularisation and of the elements which mediate

between the members of a fact and by which those members are

thought as connected together. In the substantive derivatives, which
are formed with the prefixes o-, tco-, wifo-, which seem to be prono-

minal,* the prefix gives a substance to a verbal root (Def. 4). Most of

the verbs consist of two parts, between which the person elements of

subject and object are taken. In most instances the root takes a prefix

of process, of which some twenty are given ; but very many are formed
by the root taking as a suffix the auxiliary ya, to be or to make.

The interposition of the person elements shows close union with the

verb ; and the person elements of the first and second singular are

different for the subject and for the possessor or the object, Avhich

indicates more subjectivity than in Cree, as if there was more
spontaneity of volition. There is nol subject element for third

singular. The plural element Jp^ of subject or object comes at the end
of the formation. The only tense element is future Jcta, which follows

the verbal formation. The second singular imperative takes too after

the verbal stem, the second plural po. The subjunctive and negative

^ Etudes philologiques sur quelques langues sauvages, par N. O., p. 92.
' Ibid. p. 103, note*. ^ jijjd. p. 89. * Gabelentz, Gram. Dakota, sect. 6.
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change final a to e. The suffixes -yan, -lian, express contemporary

<Toin" on.^ Tlierc is no passive. Causatives are ^ formed with ya-.

42. In Dakota the verb is a smaller element of the entire fact than

in Eskimo, Algonkin, or Iroquois. It is not thought so fully in its

accomplishment amongthe objects and conditions; audit is consequently

much less felt throughout the fact as a centre of .
combination. A

strong habitual interest lies in substantive objects generally, as well

as in their connection with the verb ; and accordingly, substantive

objects are strongly particularised, and, moreover, a twofold set of

elements are necessary in order to think them in their connection in

the fact. The verb has to bo carried on through a relation to those of

the objects or conditions which it does not already reach in thought

;

and the object or condition has to be thought in connection with that

relation, or with the verb, as the case may be. In this latter process

there is a direction of attention to the object or condition thought as

such in order to bring it into correlation, and that directed attention

being the principal element in this act of connection, the connection

gets pronominal expression (Def. 7). At the same time the smallness

of the thought of the verb, which should be the great connective of the

sentence, leaves more to be supplied in postpositional relations.

43. And hence arise the two striking features of Dakota, the con-

stant use of demonstrative elements after the nouns either to define

them or to connect them, and the composite fulness of the postposi-

tions. Now the postpositions denote relations which are part of the

matter of the fact ; and their largeness, while it indicates that they

are thought with little sense of the correlatives, illustrates the tendency

of American thought to spread on its object. But the pronominal

connective elements denote nothing in the fact. They only express

the process of connection. And it is they that constitute the arthritic

feature of the language. It is to be observed that though the verb in

Dakota has not the fulness or power which it has in those other

American languages which have been mentioned, the thought of the

person in the verb so connects itself with the object as to take up
always before it a pronominal representative of the direct object ; the

second person as object coalescing in one element with the first as

subject ; and when the third person singular is direct object it may be

preceded in the verbal formation by any of the subject object combina-

tions, the object part in them being indirect object of the verb.

The following examples will illustrate these statements :

—

and spirit the dem. dem. on from definite locality think
'*'

(1.) OnTian Jesus icaka7i'Mn he ' t • iya'lan ' hem hetatikin*

pi. subject the know it vbl. elem.

pi • km sclot ' ki ya, and Jesus, through the Spirit, knew what
come

they thought. (2.) Joseph Aramate hei'iya'tan'han Jii, Joseph came
then heaven man def. art.

from Arimathea.2 (3.) Hehan marpiya ei_-iya'tan-han u-itjista ' kin
son his def. art. glory great power great these self have down

tihint'Tiu ' kin tcowita?i tanka wowasake tanka hena hduha kut'

1 Gtabelentz, Gram. Dakota, sects. 17, 28, 30, 36.

2 Ibid, sects. 31, 34. ^ Ibid. sect. 46.
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wards come see verb. pi. future
, ,, , , ^^ * nr

kiya n ican ' daka 'pi ' Ma, then shall they see the Son of JNlan come

down from heaven with great power and glory; -hiya, -tuya form
how God def. art. dem. love verbal

local adverbs of rest. 1 {i.) Tolien Wdkantanha ' kin ' e tcaste'dake'

future he man, def. art. these God.

kta he, how shall he love God ? ^ witasta • kin dena Wakantanka
far above local suff. his poss. 3d pi. obj. be

teTian • wankan ' tuya ' kin ta ' wa • wita ya, these men are the

servants of the most high God.^

The demonstrative e mediates regularly as a connective element

between the verb and its direct object 2 when the connection of the

latter with the former requires distinct expression ; sometimes when the

object has already the definite article kin. There is also an arthritic

construction for possession by a personal pronoun. If, indeed, the

noun be itself thought as a possession, it coalesces with the personal

pronoun, which is then prefixed without any connective element. If

the idea of the noim be thought more independently, the personal pro-

noun, if it be first or second person, takes a demonstrative suffix, ta,

to represent the noun in connection with the pronoun ; but this is

not arthritic ; it corresponds to the usual formation of separate pos-

sessive pronouns. If the idea of the noun is still less ready to coalesce

as a possession with the personal pronoun, then ta is thought as the

possession, and is expressed as such by the demonstrative suffix wa,

and the element formed by subjoining taica to the personal pronoun

follows the noun as a supplementary thought. Thus mi oie, my word

;

ship

mita iooaJiope, my command ; Wakantanka mitawa, my God ; ta ivata,

his ship ; Wakantanka taica, his God.^ In mitawa, wa is demonstra-

tive, and refers to ta as connected with mi. In Wakantanka tawa,

wa refers to ta, particularising it as possessor ; loa is in each case

arthritic (compare tea, which is part of etliua in Cree (31).

44. The Dakotas speak with rather a soft phonesis, but with full

pressure of breath from the chest. The medials & and d have the

pressure of breath eased by a nasalisation which lets off the breath

through the nose, so that they are uttered as mh nd, especially when
preceded by the strong breath of h or r. On the other hand, the

breath, owing to its habitual strength of pressure, catches the labial

closure of m, so that it is uttered almost as hm. N at the end of a

syllable is generally weakened to a nasalisation as in French ; at the

beginning of a syllable it is uttered as n ; at the end of a word the

volition to stop the utterance tends to make the closure interruptive,

so that n is uttered almost as dn.

The consonants are k, g, k', g , t, t', f, d, f, p), h, p', h, y, s, z, s, z, w,

i', m, n. The aspirations are remarkably strong ; k, k' at the beginning

of a Avord, after e, in the middle after i, sometimes become t and t'.

The vowels are a, e, i, 0, u, and when two concur each gets its full

utterance.^

The accent in uncompounded dissyllables is generally on the first

1 Gabelentz, Gram. Dakota, sects. 33, 60. ,2 Ibid. sect. 9.

3 Ibid. sect. 23. * Ibid. sect. 18. ^ ibij. sect. 4.
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Byllable, but in compounded dissyllables it is oftener on tbe last. In

trisyllables the accent is generally on tbe penultima ; but if words

of three or four syllables end in fa, ha, ya, pi, or dan, or have the

prefix wo, the accent is on the antepenultima. Other polysyllables

have it on the syllable before the antepenultima, and another accent

on the penultima. 1

45. The"substantive is not distinguished by any formative element

from the other parts of speech, the adjectives may be used as substan-

tives, and even the verb becomes a substantive by using the article

with its subjunctive form, in which e takes the place of final a. There

is a derivative ending -tu, forming nouns of time ; also <Ian of diminu-

tives.2

There is no grammatical gender, nor even any element distinctive

of sex.2

The plural ending both for the noun and the verb is j^h but it is

used only for a plurality of men ; and those substantives which have

the suffix dan take 2>i before it. Often, however, pi is omitted when
the plurality is thought as a class or when it is expressed by a

numeral*
The only case-endings are locatives, -ta, -n, -g.^

The genitive is known by preceding its governor. The object direct

and indirect precedes the verb.^ The adjective always follows its

substantive. It takes the plural ending only when used as substan-

tive. It has no forms for degrees of comparison. But it is intensified

by reduplication of first, middle, or last syllable.^

There is a definite article ki7i and an indefinite uxin (one), Avhich

both follow the noun.'^

46. The personal pronouns, when separate, are—sing, miye, niye,

iye ; pi. onkiye, niyepi, iyepii ; as possessive prefixes they are mi-,

ni; i-, on-, the plural element for second and third following the

noun. The subject persons of the verb are—first sing, ica-, second

sing, ya-, first pi. on-pi, onh-pi before vowels ; second pi. ya-pi, third

pL -pi. There is no person element for tliird singular.^ Possession

is sometimes expressed verbally, as by ica ya, I have, qualifying the

noun. There is an object element for first sing, ma, for second sing.

ti, meaning I thee ; for third sing. M, for third pi. irifa ; for the

others, they are the same as the possessive elements. The reflexive

object element is iti or i.; it combines with the y of the active element

ya or yxi,, changing it to hl.^

The demonstrative pronoun follows its noun ; and by following a

clause which as a relative clause qualifies a noun, the demonstratives

Icon, H k'on, Mn, kin lie, supply the place of a relative pronoun. ^*^

There are also interrogative and indefinite pronouns. ^^

' Gabelentz, Gram. Dakota, sect. 5. - Ibid, sects. 6, 60.
3 Ibid. sect. 7. » Ibid. sect. 8. ^ Ibid. sect. 9.

6 Ibid, sects. 11, 12. ^ i\^\^ sect. 10. k^ Ibid, sects. 17, 18, 28.
» Ibid, sects. 20, 40. i" Ibid, sects. 23, 24. " Ibid, sects. 25, 26.
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CHOCTAW.

47, The Choctaw language developes to an extraordinary degree

the pronominal definition of its nominal and even of its verbal ideas.

It is as if the attention of the race was given with great generality of

interest to the objects of observation, so that a thing or a fact possessed

for them a special interest, when thought as singled out from among
the things or facts which the mind associates with it. And in this

process of specialisation the slow and spreading character of American

thought may be seen. Objects are defined with great strength in

the particidarity of the present instance, though with little attention

to the nature of their connections. Such a habit of thought Avould

seem to indicate great general attention to things, though with little

art to form combinations of means and conditions for the promotion

of their interests. To this corresponds the account which is given

of the Choctaws. They inhabited the country on the east side of

the Mississippi from the mouth of the Ohio river to the Gulf of

Mexico. And the traveller Bernard Eomans says of them in 1772,

that they might more properly be called a nation of farmers than

any savages knoAvn to him ; they laboured with their wives in the

field, and were more addicted to agriculture than to '^the chase.'' A
habit of strong interest in things, though with little or no originality

in the adaptations or adjustments of things, would lead the spreading

tendency of American thought to go in its individual acts into the

distinguishing and defining of its objects rather than into their com-
binations, and to develop the pronominal rather than the synthetic

feature of American speech, except so far as the latter might be brought
out in the formation of composite ideas of substantive objects ; the

spreading quality of American thought being seen, as has been said,

in the combinations which are formed of pronominal elements with
Btrong meanings.

48. There are two pronominal elements which are the basis of the
pronominal formations used with nouns and verbs in Choctaw to give
them due particularity and connection in the sentence. These ele-

ments aro a and o ; a may be reduced to a mere slieva or closed to e

or i Avith weaker significance. In a attention is directed only to the
particular object of thought as distinguished- from all other objects;
in attention is given to it as an object of thought which may be
denoted by the noun or verb, and as distinguished from those to

which the noun or verb could not be applied. Thus a and its weaker
forms particularise the object itself, o particularises it as belong-
ing to a class or designation, distinguishing it from other classes or

designations. A has been called definite and o distinctive ;
^ but as a

may correspond to the indefinite article, denoting a particular, as, for

example, a particular man, it might be better to call a individualising
and designative. Besides these, there are the following : li, which

^ Pritchard's Researches, v. p. 403.
- Byington's Choctaw Grammar, Part II. chap. i. sect. 14.
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more strongly detennines an object, and h, which also has a demon-
strative significance ; s, which renews attention to what has been
thought before ; and also t and m, which are connective elements.

Tlie element / refers to a noun connecting it with a sentence as sub-

ject, and has another form, f, which is probably less definite ; m or n
refers to a noun connecting it as object of a relation, being combined
with a or and generally absorbed into the vowel as a mere nasalisa-

tion. The connective elements t and f also act as copulative conjunc-

tional elements ; and ni expresses concomitance, so as to refer to what
has been mentioned before or to connect one fact Avith another in

time or as a concomitant condition. The determinate element k is

also used with verbs as referring to them ; sometimes in combination
with h, which is optative. This element h seems to be verbal, and ^,

f , m, and n, involve relation, but the others seem to be pronominal,

and are so regarded by the grammarian of the language, who gives the

name of article-pronouns to the combinations of them which are used.^

Another element li is often associated with those elements, but this

h is a verbal element.^

The combinations of the above pronominal elements which are used
after nouns have been named as follows :

—
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causativeness.1 Nfisalisation of vowel of stem gives continuance,

increase of stem intensity, -fi causation of what the stem denotes,

-{ef^i causation of subject of stem to realise it.^ A passive is formed

by internal change when the passion involves visible effect, but so

variously that no rule can be laid down.^

There are no prepositions except such as are used in forming

derivatives; for when a noun is governed by a verb through a relation,

the relation is apt to be taken up by the verb in a derivative forma-

tion,* showing the fulness with which the verb is thought in con-

nection vnth the objects and condition. Qualities are thought with

discriminations of degree, as verbs also are ; adjectives are of a verbal

natiire, and, like verbs, form a plural by internal changes or by the

addition of other words. ^

50. These features of the language may all be shown to correspond

to the view which is given above of the genius of the race, and which

account for the great development of the defining form of American
man

speech in Choctaw. The following are examples: (1.) Jiatak at

Pharisee

Falisi yos, a man who was a Pharisee ; ^ at individualises the man as

subject (the verb is not given), os distinguishes him as a Pharisee, s

Adam
referring to /m^a/i' as mentioned before, y is euphonic. (2.) Atam aJcos

man . all first past

hataJc moma % tikha'li a tok, Adam, who was the first of aU men
;

''

alios affects Atam as an article-pronoun, a individualises, k determines,

distinguishes as Adam, s renews the direction of attention, ^ indi-

vidualises hatak moma as object of thought referring to it as connected,

i.e., as object of a relation, h asserts, a individualises what precedes as

object of thought, tok puts it in the past. The article-pronouns supply

people eat past woman
the place of a relative pronoun. (3.) Milima okla wipa'tuk at olioyo

child beside man thousand four past

alia aiena hokato dm ho hatak iaTejjasipokni %ista tok, and they that

did eat were 4000 men, besides women and children ; ^ mihma is a pro-

nominal formation referring to the subject of the preceding sentence, as

connected, though not subjectively, with the present sentence, and
thereby joining the sentence which follows as by a copulative conjunc-

tion to that which precedes ; ^ at individualises okla impa tuk as sub-

ject ; aiena is demonstrative connective, referring to ohoyo alia as there

also ; hokato is strongly contradistinctive of them ; cisa fixes thought on
them again as in the fact, but not the subject of the sentence ; and ho
fixes thought on them as women and children, and nothing else, think-

ing them as connected Avith the fact which the sentence states, but not as

Son this dead past back alive is

subject. (4.) Sasoilapivat iUvttik os falam-at oki'dya-Ji oke, this son
was dead and is alive again ;

i"
at individualises the subject ; os refers

^ Byington's Grammar, Part II. chap. iii. sect. 8. 2 ibi^. sect. 16.
3 Ibid. sect. 2. •» Ibid. chap. iv. and chap. v. sect. 7.

5 Ibid. chap. vi. sects. 4, 5. « Ibid. chap. i. sect. 11. '' Ibid. sect. 24.
8 Ibid. chap. i. sect. 25. » Ibid. chap. viii. sect. 3.

i" Ibid. chap. i. sect. 27.
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to him as designated by the clause which os concludes, and with renewed

attention (s) to connect with what follows ; oke emphasises the state-

sow seed some way
ment just made. (5.) AtuJc os lioli'i ma nanihi kamini liat hina

side fall fowl hither up devour past

laiiaWm yb Jiaha'toJc atuk b husijmfa kat ant • apat 'tahli ' tok, and
when he sowed some seed fell by the wayside, and the fowls came and
devoured it up ; ^ atuk fixes thought individually on the subject (at)

gone before {uk designated and determined as such) ; os refers to this

sul)ject as it has been designated and with renewed attention as subject

of holii'i; ma refers to the fir.st fact as concomitant of the second ; kat

determines and individualises, as subject of this latter fact, nanild

kamini and, as subject of the next fact, husi2mfa; yb connects with the

second fact objectively, and emphasises as designated, hina lapalika ; y
is euphonic ; atuk fixes thought on nanilii kamini as subject gone before,

ando emphasises it as designated connecting it objectively in the last fact.

I man I also am
(6.) ano ak kia liatak sia akinlvh oke, I myself also am a man;^
ano is the distinctive first person, o emphasising it as designated, and
therefore distinguishing it from what is otherwise designated; ak
individualises and determines ; kia determines it again by k, with

specialisation by ia as if setting it apart ;
' sia is the first person

thought individually, as it has already in auo been distinguished from

objects that have other designations ; oke emphasises the statement
I I

that has been made. (7.) ano as sia'h oke, it is I ;2 as fixes thought

on I individually, and then with renewed attention as in the fact

;

oke emphasises the statement. The phrase might be roughly trans-

but sick

lated, I and no one else it is, 'tis I, so it is. (8.) Amha abeka

yokmako'h t^atiik oke, but they that are sick* (Matt. ix. 12);

y is euphonic, o refers to abeka distinctively, km as a concomitant

condition of a fact, a concentrates thought on those who satisfy

that condition, k thinks them with determination, o with distinction,

and h gives realisation to their state ; f connects them, at as the

very subject, iik of the fact referred to ; oke emphasises the statement.

one Pharisee one publican past

(9.) Af\ifa kok os Falisi okma afafa kato iniblikan a tok, the one a

Pharisee and the other a publican ; " kok determines, distinguishes,

and determines as thus distinguished afafa; os distinguishes it {o)

with renewed attention (s) connecting it to Falisi; okma distin-

guishes and determines it as thus described, and connects it

thought individually {ma) with the next clause, but not as subject

;

kato determines {k) the second af'd/a as subject (at) of the next

clause and with distinction (o) ; and a directs concentrated attention

to jniblikan.

In the above examples f seems to be somewhat arthritic.

^ Byington's Grammar, Part II. chap. i. sect. 28. - Ibid. chap. ii. sect. 5.

3 Ibid. chap. iii. sect. 15. •* Ibid. sect. 12. ® Ibid. chap. viii. sect. 3.
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51. There is also a synthetic development of compound nouns ; as

cow skin bag horse ear long

ivaA-halisujrsuJc^a , cow-skin bag ; ismha-haksohis'falaia, mule. Such

compounds are formed of two or three nouns, noun and adjective, two

nouns and adjective, or one or two nouns with a verbal stem.^

The following facts also are to be noted.

52. The Choctaw phonesis shows strong pressure of breath from the

chest, and rather a vocalic than a consonantal character. While it

has the usual vowels a, e, % o, u (e and o being always long, i

and M short, and there being no e), and the diphthongs ai, au, it has

only fifteen consonants, and of these no two can concur except as

ending one syllabic and beginning the next. They are J>, I, t, ji,

^>j ^^ 2/j :?> *) /> ^^j h ^'3 ^'^ '^' The small development of medials is

remarkable, yet the phonesis is not hard. Force of breath is what

distinguishes it. The accent falls on the pemiltima, and a minor

accent on the second syllable before it, also on the last syllable of a

clause.^

53. The order is subject, conditions, object, verb; place follows

time, and both may precede or follow subject ; adjective and adverb

follow noun and verb ; ^ genitive precedes governor. The case-nasal

affects tlie article-pronouns.^

54. The jjersonal pronouns are—sing, first a, second sa, or si, third

ft, i; pi. first excl. pi, first incl. hain, second liaii, third i. As
separate 2)ossessives they take -mmi. The suffix -laj) = -self. The
personal affixes, subjective and possessive, are—first, -li ; second, is-

;

first pi. excl. e-, or il- before vowels ; first pi. incl. eho-, iloh- before

vowels ; second pi. has-. In the imperative, they are—sing, first, ak-

;

no second ; third, ik-
;

pi. first excl. ke-, incl. keho- ; second has- ho-,

third ik-. Tliere are none for third person except with the negative k,

or imperative. These affixes, with negative k, are

—

ak-, f'ik-, ik-, ke-,

kil-, heloh-, kiloh-, hat'ik-, ik-. Thus li is the only suffix. The
personal pronouns, sor, fi-, pi-, hiqn-, hat'i-, are prefixed as objects;

the negative ik precedes them. The personal pronoun when thought

in English as subject of neuter or passive verbs is thought in Choctaw
as object, the neuter or passive state affecting it. The personal pos-

sessive affixes given above are those of closest connection, as, my
head ; but for less close connection, as, my hat, as well as for indirect

object, the personal pronouns take -m, and are prefixed to nouns and
verbs. The reflexive object is ille, the reciprocal (each other) itti ; e

t'iiti pe sah, we see thee, and thou us. There is also a pronoun, ho,

used as substitute for nouns of kindred by marriage, but not for hus-

band or wife. The third personal pronoun is the same for singular

and plural, and without distinction of gender or sex. There are

demonstratives and interrogatives. The object persons and subject

persons do not coalesce.

Except in the first and second personal pronoun there is no distinc-

tion of number ; but verbs often take u}) an internal change for plural

* Byington's Grammcar, Part II. chap. v. sect. 9.

Ibid. Part. I. sects. 1-11. » Ibid. sect. 13, Part II. , chap. v. sects. 4, 6.
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subject or object. The substantive is thought without individualisa-

tion in its attributive part.i ^

55. All verbal stems end in ^, a, or o, but when negatived in o.

An immediate definite past is expressed by tuJi, a remote and inde-

finite past by tok, a pluperfect by tuk a tuk, hik a tok, tok a tuk, an
immediate future by fi, a remote or indefinite future by he or Jii, and
these may be combined with tick or tok, all following the verb. The
verb may also be followed by hijila, may, can

;
pulla,^ must, will, as

weU as by km, kh (48).

YAKAMA.

56. The Yakama or Walawala is spoken by bands belonging to the

Sahaptin family, who live about the Columbia river, east of the Cas-

cade range of mountains.^ They live on fish, which in the season is

taken in great quantities, on roots, and on game.* Their energy does

not go with such force to the objects about them as does that of the

Algonkin races; nor do they think those objects themselves with
such separate interest as the Dakota. Being and doing is thought
more subjectively by the Yakama than by either of these, and though
this subjectivity separates the thought of the verb from the substan-

tives, yet these are thought strongly as concerned in it and related to it.

Among the Selish or Flathead Indians, who subsist in the same way
as the Yakama,'^ but live further north and nearer to the highest part

of the Rocky Mountains, life, though not more active, is probably more
difficult and more dependent on circumstance ; and the thought of its

beings and doings seems to be more involved in external circumstance.

In Yakama, then, the principal habitual interest belongs to personal

experience in using substantive objects. And while being and doing
are thought in the subject and distinct from substantive objects,

the relations of the being or doing to those objects are strongly

noted, and its distinctness from these causes the relations to be more
fully thought. The objects and conditions are thought with less sense

of the generality of substantive objects than they are by the Dakota,
and there is less need therefore of pronominal elements to point them
out ; so that these are much ligliter in Yakama than in Dakota, and
the characteristic feature of the former consists rather of composite

elements of relation than of demonstratives continually recurring or

accumulated one upon another. I^or is it only in the largeness of the

relations that Yakama shows the spreading tendency of American
thought ; it has also megasynthetic combinations, for its subjective

conception of being and doing leads thought to whatever elements there

may be in the fact which have subjective associations, and tends to

incorporate these in the verb. '

. The arthritic feature in Yakama, though much less strongly marked
than in Dakota, is to be seen in its declension of the noun.

" To decline a substantive, it is sufficient to add to the stem the

^ Byington's Grammar, Part II., chap. ii. ^ Ibid. chap. iii.

^ Paudosy's Yakama Grammar, preface,

* United States Exploring E.xpedition, iv. pp. 384, 386. ^ Ibid. iv. p. 4i6.
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termination nem, to have the nominative. It is, however, necessary

to remark that the stem is itself a nominative, and that the sign nem
is employed only in certain cases. Custom alone can make its proper

use understood." ^ It is probably a pronominal element which comes

out in connecting the noun as subject with the verb, the mind still

directing attention to the noun as it proceeds to think the verb, and
this act of attention being expressed by a pronominal element. This

view of the nature of nem is confirmed by the fact that it is in the

genitive also, abridged to mn; miawarnem, the chief; maiivarnm'i,

of the chief. The other cases are

—

Plural.

ISTom. miaioar'ina, the chiefs.

Gen. miaivavma'm'i, of the chiefs.

Dat. miaioavma'mi'au, to the chiefs.

Ace. miawar'ma'm'an, the chiefs.

mimoarma'miei, for the chiefs.^

miawarau, to the chief.

miawar'n'an, the chief (accus.)

miawar'ei, for the chief.

The m of the plural case-endings evidently refers to the plurality

ma, so that it would appear that the first n of the case-ending of the

accusative singular refers to the noun, and is of a pronominal nature

;

so that there is an evident tendency to use pronominal elements to

connect the noun with the relations or with the verb, though this

tendency is not carried out to a great extent.

The other cases of the plural noun are composite, and show the

largeness with which relations are thought, being formed on the

genitive ; miawarma'mi'au, to the chiefs ; miawavma'mrei, for the

chiefs. " Sometimes for euphony a syncope is made in the plural in

all the cases except the nominative and vocative " ^ by omitting ma,
the element of plurality. But the compound cases, which are the strik-

ing feature of the language, are of a different nature. When a noun
is governed in the genitive by another noun, which is itself governed
in another case, then the genitive takes in addition to its own case-

chief gen. dat.

ending the case-ending of the governing noun ; as (1.) niiawavnmi'au
house dat. I go my father

niti-au nes xvinasa, I am going to the chief's house
; (2.) na totasa'

gen. ace. order ace. I execute

nmrnan tamanwit-7ian nes tivanasa, 1 execute my father's order. And
in general, "when a Avord is governed by a postposition or joined
to one, all the substantives which refer to it take the postposition

me gen. in house in he is

in like manner; as (3.) en'mrpa nitya vica, he is in my house."*
The adjectives take whatever postpositions or case-endings, simple or

compound, may be attached to the nouns with which they agree.

There is no element distinctive of gender or sex.
' The strong sense of the subject in the conception of the verb in

Yakama is seen from the strength of the personal element Avhich is

connected with the verb, and the intimacy of its union with that
element.

^ Pandosy's Grammar, p. 11. 2 jy^j^ p_ 12,
'^ Ibid. p. 13. 4 Ibid. p. 29.
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If the subject of the verb be a personal pronoun thought separately,

and immediately preceding the verb, there is yet another personal

element used between it and the verb expressing the subjectivity of

I write thou write

the person in relation to the verb, as ink nes'timasa, imk namiimasa,
he write

penk rtimam, I write, thou writest, he writes ; namak nates timasa, we
(excl. ?) write ; nanam namtk timasa, we (inch ?) write ; imalc j^am

timasa, ye write
;
^m timasa, they write. And if the personal pronoun

be not separately thought, or if the verb be interrogative, the verb of

the first or second person is thought so strongly in its stem that it is

not limited as belonging to the experience of the person, so that this fol-

write I write thou

lows the verbal stem ; but the third person precedes, tinias'es timas'am,
he write write we write ye they write

rtimasa timasa'tes, timasa'pam, pa'timasa} There being a strong

sense of personal experience in the conception of the verb, the thought

of the verb is apt to spread to elements of this nature, and to incorporate

these in the same formation. Such elements are motion to a distance

or towards a distance, disagreeableness, momentariness, long duration,

at night. Derivative elements with these meanings may be accumu-

lated on one another besides the ordinary causative, iterative, reflexive,

and reciprocal formations; so that the following verb, for example,
he himself causative night

may take all the forms of person and tense, i • pina • sapja ' to
•

disagreeably tiresome long wait

tra • Vik ' tama-ioarsa,h.e keeps one waiting for him (the subject)

at night disagreeably, tiresomely, long.^

57. Yakama has only fourteen consonants, Z-, t, f, j), h, s, s, y, w, ?,

/*, r, m, n, and the vowels, a, e, i, o, o, u, but u is found in only two
or three words, and pronounced by the Yakamas with difficulty.^

The absence of medials is remarkable. The phonesis seems to be

hard, with strong pressure of breath from the chest.

58. There is no article.^

The essential elements of the personal pronouns are singular en, em,

pin ; pi. nee, ma, pe. They become possessive by taking -mi (37, 54)

As separate pronouns the first subjoins k in the nominative and accusa-

tive singular and plural, the second and third in every case except the -en-

case singular and plural of both, and the accusative singular of third.

The endings -au and -ei in singular and plural, and in the third the

accusative singular endings also, are preceded by mi. In the first and

second the accusative ending is -ana, except first singular -naJ' The
reflex object is pina, the reciprocal object impa ; both precede imme-
diately the verbal stem.^

59. The tenses are expressed by subjoining to the verbal stem, for the

past -na (wa to be or have takes -ta)
;
pluperfect -sa7ia ; future -ta ; con

ditional -tarnei ; imperative, -k second singular, -tk second plural ; infini-

tive and present -sa
;
present participle -tla, neg. -nal

;
past participle -ni,

neg. -nal Geriuid timaies or timanat, which is translated for writing.

I Pandosy's Grammar, p. 23. " Ibid. p. 28. 3 Ibid. p. 10.

* Ibid. p. 11. ^ Ibid. p. 16-20. ^ jbid. pp. 26, 27.
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When the person element of subject follows the verbal stem, the

tense element comes between. ^

SELISH.

60. The Selish alphabet contains the following consonants, h,

t, f, t\ p, %, y, s, .% I, I, n, 7n, and the five vowels, a, e, i, o, u?
There are no medials. The phonesis is hard, with strong pressure

of breath from the chest. The language abounds in consonants

;

so that four or five, or even seven or eight consonants may be met
with having no vowel between them. In every case of concurrence,

however, shevas are used, when necessary, to give them utterance

distinctly,^ for the Selish speak slowlj'^ and with great distinctness.^

They also make much use of emphasis, with prolongation of the vowel

on which it falls, denoting length of an action or special quality or

quantity.^

61. Abstract substantives of action or quality are formed from stems

of verbs or adjectives by prefixing s- ; those of the instrument from

verbal stems by -tin, -n and other forms ; of the agent by sgu- ; of

person addicted to, by -emm, or if verbal stem be frequentative, by -id;

of: place of realisation by sm before noun of instrument. "^ From nominal
stems diminutives are formed by /-, with or without internal change.'''

The substantive has neither gender nor case. A plural is formed
by some substantives and adjectives denoting animate objects by ul-.

Others form it by various reduplications, others froni different roots.

Nouns ending in -hus or -eus form it by changing -us to -Us.^ There
are some adjectives applicable only to persons, others inapplicable to

persons. 9

62. The personal possessive afiixes are in-, an-, -s. Mo-, -mp, -s.

The plurality of the third plural possessive is taken up into the noun,
and reduplicates the vowel which precedes its last letter. ^'^

63. The subject-persons are ti7i-, hi-, —, kae-, p-, —, for verbs

which have no object. For those which have an object they are y-,

«-, — , Me-, -p, — , which are more akin to the possessives ; -p, which
is probably a plural element, follows the verbal stem, as do all the

persons of the perfect except first plural ; these are -tin, -Ini, -s, hae-m,

-p, -s. To the intransitive persons are subjoined -es for the going
on, -s for the future contingent, -A's for the imperative, the desidera-

tive, and the subjunctive. These are followed by the intransitive

verbal stem, which takes -i in the present, the subjunctive, and the
future contingent, -fe- in the second singrdar imperative instead of a
subject-person, and -i in the other persons of the imperative. The
subject-person, followed by the intransitive stem, expresses the
perfect; and preceded also by nem the future. Active verbs
abstracted from an object subjoin -i to the stem like intransitives, and
subjoin -rii to the stem where -i is not taken.

.
The transitive stems also get continuance by being preceded by es.

1 Pandosy, p. 21-25, 2 Mengarini, Selish Grammar, pp. 1, 2.
* Ibid. pp. G2, 63. 4 Ibid. p. 2. s ibid. p. 63.
« Ibid. p. G4-66. 7 Ibid. p. 4. 8 Ibid. pp. 2, 3.

»Ibid. p. 67. " Ibid. pp. 9, 10.
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They subjoin -m, but drop it in the perfect, and instead of it they take

n in the first singular, nt in the second singular and first and second

plural of the perfect and second singular and second plural impera-

tive, and -st in the continued perfect. And to the prefixed persons -s

is subjoined in the future contingent, -ks in the subjunctive. ^ The
subjunctive is used truly as such to express a dependent fact.- The
root of an active verb may take the intransitive persons with their

verbal element, and become passive in its meaning.^

64. The Selish or Flathead race are probably more dependent on

circumstance, and less masters of their own fortunes, than the

Yakama. Their interest lies in the whole condition in which they

find themselves, whether this result from action or not, rather than in

their own voluntary determination, or in the objects about them,

thought separately as ends or as means of attaining their ends.

The Selish vexh involves little sense of an energy of the subject.

The felt distinctness from the root of the engagement of the subject

is a leading feature of the language.* The subject seems sometimes

to follow the verb ; and sometimes it is distinguished from the object

by the prefix t, which is also prefixed to an ablative governed by a
strike (3d sing, perf.) thy son

passive verb, polls a'skmi f'Piel, Peter struck thy son.^

The interest of fact seems to lie habitually in personal use of external

circumstance; and that interest being thus external naturally em-
braces the objective elements of the fact, and tends to incorporate

these in the verb.

Thus when the direct object of a verb is plural, the verb itself

takes up the plurality and reduplicates its penultimate vowel, if it

refers to the plurality of objects in the aggregate ; but if the verb
I pres. hinder trans,

refers to them separately its root is reduplicated, as i' es ' makka ' ??i,

I hinder (one) ; ves'tnaakkcvm, I hinder (several) ; i'es'mkkinakka'm, I

hinder (several separately). Sometimes instead of reduplication there

is a change of one or more letters in the root.^

Frequentative verbs are formed by adding -luis to the root, the

root itself being sometimes altered at the same time ; and these verbs

also take the two reduplications for plurality of objects, or change
-luis to -elis.

L before the root expresses diminution, the root also being some-

times reduplicated, and this diminutive form is used not only for a

diminutive doing or being, but also for a diminutive object ; -el sub-

joined to person, or prefixed to verb, expresses repetition ; -eus sub-

joined to root expresses coupling of two objects into one object ; -elis

combines a plurality. The element misti instead of i subjoined to the

root makes the verb reflexive to self as indirect object, zuti as direct

object ; -IJumH makes it refer to the public as its object ; and these

verbs are treated as intransitives ; four elements prefixed to the root

denote respectively hence, thence, above or on, and in.

There is no copula, but the predicate is a verb, only that it does

1 Mengarini, p. 12-27. " Ibid. p. 76. 3 ibj^. p. 74.
* Ibid. p. 12. 5 Ibid, pp. 82, 91. ^ jbid, p. 33.
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not take es, the element of going on or verbal succession. All transi-

tive verbs may take up pronominal representatives of their direct

object, and also of an indirect object when personal, but both objects

may be left undetermined, or the indirect only, or both, may be

determined. 1 In the first two cases -f is added to the verbal stem,

the first being treated as intransitive, the second as transitive; the

third adds U, and is transitive. The determinate object-persons are

not closely combined with the person of the verb when this precedes

the verb. The person-object Av, ku, — , Jiae, p, — , then goes first

with distinctness. But when the subject-person follows, the second

object-person singular and plural comes between verb and subject, and
combines with the latter.

65. But besides these combinations of verbs with pronouns and with
derivative elements, the Selish language abounds also in compounds.
Verbs are compounded with one or more other verbs, substantives

Avith adjectives, verbs with substantives, or with substantives and
adjectives,^ and the component substantives may themselves be derived

from verbs. ^ The components are abridged in composition, and
generally reduced to their radical part ; sometimes they are so aifected

by abbreviation as to be quite altered from the form which they have
I (pres.) come buy horse (intrans.)

as separate stems, in • es • lio ' to ' sJiCcgae • i, I come to buy a
I (pres.) ou hit head stick (intrans.)

horse ;^ t?i ' es • f ' sjj " Jean ' dllw ' i, I hit on the head with
I (pres. ) on bind foot horse (intrans.

)

a stick ; t)i • es ' f ' az si • sJiagae • i, I tie the horse by the

feet.5

Such compound verbs take all the forms of mood, tense, and per-

son ; and the use of the intransitive ending in them is very striking.

It shows that thought does not pass from the subject through the

action to the object Avhich is incorporated in the verb, but that the

mind retains the subject, adding to it the other elements, and thinking
them all together in the subject as an intransitive affection of it. So
that they are all thought in one simultaneous conception in the way
that is characteristic of American combinations.

66. It falls in with the tendency to think the fact as a single whole
rather than as a combination of related parts that there is a very small

development of elements of relation in the Selish language, and those

which are fomid in it are not thought with distinctness. The pre-

positions are very few, and when their object has the definite article,

the preposition comes between the article and the noun.^ For the

article does not so much particularise the noun as signalise the member
of the sentence for connection with the rest.

Coimected Avith this want of elements of relation is the use made
of pronominal elements to join to a fact those members of it which
are not combined synthetically. The tendency is to effect the junction

arthritically, by directing the attention to the member as such, while the

sense of the relation in which it stands is too weak to get expression.^

1 Mengarini, p. 33-49. " Ibid. p. 50. a ibij p, 57,

Vlbid. p. 49. 5 ibid_ p_ 113/
• 6 Ibid. p. 80.
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Thus the pronoun ii, which serves for a relative pronoun, is used as

a connective instead of the relation iintil, and also to connect the time
from sunrise (connec.) evening (connec.) I (perf.) hunt

with the verb; (1.) tel ' sJcuekust u flug u in • flip, I

not I (perf.) sleep (connec.) morning

hunted from sunrise till evening
; (2.) ta is • ifsf u galip,

the from that (rel.) I (perf.) sick not

I slept not till morning; (3.) lu tel set m hi ' f(ial ta

I (perf.) (iter.) good (inchoa.) (connec.) now
ie •

Z f/est ' ils u ietljjoa, from that when I took

sick I did not get well again till now; hi as the definite article

belongs to sei, and the preposition tel comes between them. The
pronominal hi is a stronger demonstrative than u. It too serves as

relative pronoun, and it is the definite article. It also seems some-
if not thou (perf. )

go out from

times to be mainly connective; (4.) Aa • ta as • oot'ko la tel

thy hoiise man
an • t'it(/u, if thou hadst not gone out from thy house ;^ (5.) sTielig^i

(rel.) good not (fut.) fear (third pers.) death

hi (jest ta lis • ngelmi • s hi stlils, men who are good will

to thee (connec.) give I thee (perf.) my cloak

not fear death ; 2 {<o.) I ' anui u guit* • W 'n hi is ' nat'lkeit,

to thee I gave my cloak.^ It connects subject and predicate, as (7.)

great my house not (fut.) give I thee

hdunt hi in ' t'itgu, my house is great; (8.) ta ks \ guW ' It' -n lu

food because bad thy manner
siiln netli tele hi an • t'tit, I will not give thee food because thy

manners are bad ; * the final n of the verb is used in the future as well

as in the perfect to express what is not actual. The genitive precedes

its governor, which has possessive prefix of third person.^

MUTSUN.

67. The Mutsun, which was spoken in California, south of Sacra-

mento, has considerable development of tense, as if the race noted the

successions of facts, but scanty development of mood, as if they had
smaU sense of contingency, or of the connections of facts. There is

little subjectivity in the Mutsun verb ; and it is thought with strong

reference to the object, incorporating in itself the plurality of a plural

object, and pronominal representatives of the indirect object when this

is personal
;
yet the Mutsun verb does not otherwise compound with

object or condition except in the formation of reflexive and reciprocal

verbal stems, but is kept di.stinct from these as if it were thought

specially as the essence of the fact. Moreover, the objects tend to be

connected with the verb by elements of relation, so that the noun
develops a dative and accusative. The synthetic tendency, however,

shows itself in the copious formation of derivative verbs not only with
elements of process or causation, but also with a large variety of

elements which express the full meanings of separate verbs, though
these derivative elements are different from the separate verbs which

1 Mengarini, p. 80. - Ibid. p._81. ^ Ibid, p. S3. * Ibid. pp. 82, 86.
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have the same ineaniiag.^ No examples of the latter formations are

given in the grammar.

PIMA.

68. Passing southward over the arid plains of Utah, and the desert

tableland east and west of the Colorado, we come to the plateau of

Sonora south of the Gila, which contains many fertile well-watered

valleys. Its principal aboriginal inhabitants are the Pimas in the

north and west, and the Heve in the east ; 2 and these races speak

languages which have close affinity to each other.

The Pima language does not distinguish tenues and medials. It

has strong breath and much vowel utterance.^ It developes sub-

jective verbal elements which are always attached to] the subject

when this is a personal pronoun, but which have slight . connection

with the verbal stem, and are often quite detached from it. The

verbal stem is thought, as in Selish, in close connection with the

objects and conditions, but it is a much stronger element of the

sentence in Pima than in Selish ; its varieties in respect of the

process of accomplishment are much more noted ; and it is less

liable to coalesce in synthesis with the objects. But though the

verbal stem thus generally remains distinct from the objects and

conditions, it is thought with such strong reference to these, and

they to it, that they combine with it in the sentence with little

or no help from the mediation of connective elements. The fact

is thought in its accomplishment among the objects and con-

ditions rather than in its realisation by the subject, yet involving

strong affection of the subject and considerable development of the

verbal stem. It is as if the race habitually thought of operations due

to the application of the subject rather than of results or of actions or

of mere occurrences, or of the uses of things. And the development

of tense and mood is as if they noted strongly the position of facts

in time, and had less interest in their contemporaneous depen-

dences. Whatever be the mental habit to which the language owes

its stnictural peculiarities, some of these tend to disguise its

synthetic tendency. In particular, the separation from the verbal

stem of an abstract verbal element which tends to go with the subject

gives the language a fragmentary appearance, as if it Avas similar to

the negro languages of Africa. The verbal stem too, though dis-

tinct from the objects, is thought with such strong reference to them,

that when it is not simple in idea it may break into two parts, one

part having more affinity to the object, and the other to the subject,

and the subject going between them. And this gives to the expres-

sion of thought the same appearance of open texture, as if speech

tended to be resolved into fragments Hke the African languages. But

^ De la Cuesta's Grammar of the Mutsun Language, p. 33.
^ Smith's Notices of the Heve, p. 6.

s Pima Grammar, from a Spanish MS. of the eighteenth century, edited by
Buckingham Smith, p. 9.

.
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a closer study removes this impression. The principal grammatical

facts are as follows.

69, The noun forms a plural by reduplication of the first or of

another syllable, or by inserting after the first syllable its initial letter,

or by other additions to the stem. There are no cases ; but there are

many words used as postpositions which do not connect themselves

closely with the noun. There is no grammatical gender, nor any
adjective forms for degrees of comparison.

i

70, The personal pronouns are in the nominative, ani I'aii we,

api thou, api'inu ye ; in the oblique cases, ni, ti, mu, amu, which 'are

prefixed as possessives, but in the accusative the first person Las also

nu, sing., tu, pi. The possessive affix of third person is -di, sing., ha-, pi.

The demonstrative used for third person-subject is hugai, sing,,

hugam, pi.

In the substantive the possessive relation is expressed by the pos-

sessed following with possessive affix, ^

71, The parts of the verb are, hakiarida, to count ; ani hahiarida,

I covmt ; ani lialciaridliada, I counted ; antlialdari, I have counted
;

an^t'hakiarid kada, I had counted ; ani hakiaridamuku, I will count

;

an'fio hakiari, I will count ; v^anHHo hakiari, I will have counted

;

an't'io hakiaridkada, I had to count ; kdnHgi hakiaridana, that I

count; dod'auHki hakiaridana, O that I may count; hakiaridani, or

hahakiarida, coimt; hakiarida vara, count ye.''

In the past tense ra may be used instead of ta to denote the long

past; and^;a?'a, after a noun, is equivalent to the late (SS)."*

72, Denominative verbs are formed by -r/a, meaning to have the

thing ; by -ta, to make it ; by -ka, to be it ; by -tuda, to turn into it

;

by -2nga, to remove it ; by -mada, to fill with it ; by -urida, to feel or

regard as the noun expresses.^

The passive is expressed by the active verb with amu, you, for sub-

ject, and the passive subject as object.^

Frequentatives take -himu ; applicatives (to an object), take -da ;

causatives (compulsive), take -tudaJ

Nouns are derived from verbs by -daga = Lat, -tor, -trix, -kuma = ax
-ma = -bilis.^ Nouns of the object (whom, what) are formed by sub-

thy brother weeds

joining -da to the verb, as 7nu ' sikuri ' sikoanaxla, what thy brother

weeds ; but if the verb end in ku, ha, hu, tu, ra, and be in the pre-

terite, the noun is formed by changing a or w to i. Such nouns of

the future take -kugai.^

A present participle is formed by -dama, past participle by -kama,

future participle by -agidarna, io-kama, or -kugai, pi, kugama^^
73, The accusatives, singular and plural, of the first and second

personal pronouns are doubled. The adjective generally goes before

its substantive.

The personal pronoun as subject precedes the verbal particle, the

I 1 Pima Grammar, pp. 9-12, 15-18. a Ibid. pp. 12, 13, 75.
» Ibid, p. 19-23. * Ibid. pp. 80, 81. ^ Ibid. p. 45-49.
« Ibid. p. 37. 7 Ibid. p. 50-53. 8 ibij, pp, 57^ (jq.

» Ibid. pp. 61, 62. 10 Ibid. pp. 34, 35.
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verb either preceding or following. But if the verb be compound,

one component precedes and the other follows (75, Ex. 1).

If the subject be a substantive, the verb does not take a subject-

person. The object precedes the verb, and the subject-substantive

precedes the object. And if the object be a verb governing an object,

it precedes its governing verb, and is preceded by its own object.

i

74. The sjaithetic tendency of the language may be seen in its

formation of derivative nouns. These are formed not only from single

stems of verbs, but from verbs in connection with other members of a

sentence. Thus with the instrumental element Icara, are formed
write sweep pierce

ohana'Jcara, a pen ; vosca-kara, a sweeping brush ; dugara'Jcara, a

needle ; and also the combination formed by the same element in

the following sentence is given by the grammarian of the language
thy word be sad my thinking

as a derivative noun; (1.) inu mioM vura soig^'n'urida kara
(subj. vbl.)

ifji, thy word is the instrument of my sadness. So, too, with the
sow

local element Tcami are formed the derivative nouns, vsi'Tcami, sowing
stand

place, kuh'liami, standing place; and with Ticimi and mi the com-
poplar stand knife

binations in the following sentences: (2.) opjpo'Tculvhami tumusi

I did hide there bring go (imp.)

an^ta vstoa ay vetrmurha'ni, where the poplar stands I hid a knife,

people weed (intens.) go (past) I (subj. vbl.)

go bring it
; (3.) huhumatkama'sikoanna'lcami srmnrkad an' igi,

cow die formerly

I went where the people weed ; haihani'murha'jpara'mi, place where
bread make people

the cow formerly died
;
pan • ta ' kar'a'mi, bakery

; (4.) huhumatka-
weed (fut.) (intens.) go desire (past) I (subj. vbl.) but

ma'sikoan^'arkami s' • himi • mutaxV an' igi posa pare
not (int.) me go wish (subj. vbl. past)

pi si 7i' Jiimi'ori f igi, I desired to go where the people

are to weed, but the Padre did not wish me to go.^

Now, in the above formations, ka7''^a, kanii, mi, are connected in

the samo way with the double and triple combinations that they are

with the single stems. In soig' -n'urida'kar a, kara affects the three

elements together which precede it, just as it affects ohana in ohana'

kara, a pen. Urida-kara would mean an instrument of thought.

This might take w' as a possessive affix ; and then n''urida'kara would
mean my instrument of thought ; and if this were qualified by soig\

soig' 7i''tirida'kara, wou^ld mean my sad instrument of thought. But
it is not thus that the ideas are combined ; kai'a coalesces not with
urida, but with n'-urida, denoting not my instrument of thought but
the instrument of my thought; nor with n'-urida only, but with
soig' 'n'urida, denoting not the sad instrument of my thought, but the

instrument of (^my sad thought
; just as ohana'kara denotes the

^ Pima Grammar, p. 74-76.
- Ibid. pp. 24, 25, 68.
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instrument of writing. The element n\ however, in this formation is

not really possessive, as in the English translation. Soir) n^ urida is a

reflexive verbal stem of the first person singular, and n^ is the reflexive

I (subj. verb.) contented

object, as is proved by the expression (5.) an^ i(ji sio'agvma'

me think

n ' tirida, I am pleased. ^ So also in the other examples, their first

member is not to be taken as a separate word in the genitive governed
poplar stand

by the rest of the formation. It is not cqqM huli'liami, the poplar's

standing-place, but uppirkulfkami, the place of the poplar's standing,

cow die formerly

nor haibani tmirha ' parha • mi, the cow's place of former dying, but

the place where the cow formerly died. In all of them the first part

of the formation is the subject of the verbal member which follows

it, and is affected along with this by the derivative element so as to

form altogether one word.

The facility of forming such combinations, not as new words to be

consolidated by use, and to be accessions to the vocabulary of the

language, but merely to express the present fact, is what so largely

characterises American speech (4). As it exists in Pima it indicates

a tendency of thought to spread, so as to embrace at once more than

one member of a fact, each member retaining its own fulness of idea

though combined with the others in one conception. In consequence

of the fulness with which they are thought, such elements in incor-

porating an additional element may take it between them, because it

is felt to be differently related to them, or though usually combined in

one conception, they may be separated by the difi'erence of their

aftinities for other members of the fact. In the former case they

furnish instances not of resolution but of sj^nthesis ; and in the latter,

when separated, they are full thoughts, not fragments, as in the

African languages. This fidness of thought of all the members of the

fact is characteristic of Pima, in Avhich subject, verb, and objects are

well distinguished from each other, and are at the saine time thought

with an interest evenly spread over them and directed to the entire

fact. The parts are not so merged in the whole as if the race looked

habitually to results. And the tendency of interest to combinations

only sometimes prevails over its tendency to the parts. The synthetic

tendency, however, appears not only in the formation of derivative

and compound nouns, such as those which have been given above,

but also in the formation of derivative and compound verbal stems.

this powder (iutens.) stones (subj. vb.) stone pick (imper.)

(6.) Ilea tulii s' • hohota'rar/a i(ji, holiof'piga ' ni, this

powder is quite stone full, i.e., full of stones, stone pick, i.e., pick

my cassock (int.) thorn (subj. vb. ) therefore

them out. (7.) Nimoivita s' ' lioi ' raga igi hukaidi
(int.) you thorn pick order I (subj. vb.)

si • ui' hoi ' pi(ICC taid cat' igi, my cassock is quite thorn

full, i.e., full of thorns, therefore I you thorn-pick-order, i.e., order

you to pick them out ; raga is an element of result, aflected with.

^ Pima Grammar, p. 43,

M
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though thou powder (int.) sweet think yet bitter think I

(8.) Aplwf api hihi .s' • ihorvurida, aplmda siv ' tirid' art

(subj. vb.)

ifji, though you think tlie powder sweet, I think it bitter.^

my ground you weed make (fut.) I (subj. vb.)

(9.) ki ' (jaija mu sikoannaiwla-muliu an' igi, I will make you
weed skilful Sp. co?no 5i=not I that I (int.)

weed my ground. (10.) Sikoanna'rhaga luimusi ani Ico 'ni si

thy ground thee weed for (subju.)

7nu 'gaga mu sikoannrda'na, I am not skilful (enough) in weeding to

weed thy ground for thee ; here the element -da applies the verb
thy ground thee weed for go

sikoanna to the object nm.'^ (11.) Mu-gaga mu sikoannvda'ajop-

(imperf.) we (subj. vb. past) biit not us thee transplant for think

kada at' t'igi j^osa Pare pisii' tutu mu sikoanni ' d' • ori

subj. vb. past

t' ' igi, Ave were going to weed thy ground for thee, but the

Padre did not wish us to weed for thee.^

write instrument

Verbs are formed from derivative nouns, as ohana • kar • ta, to do

(something) with a pen ; * and nouns are formed from derived verbs, as

governor pi. do fut. j^ass. vbl. noun int. right

in the following: (12.) gorernaro tuiu ' mukugai, si.hidv'

think likely Sp. como si =not therefore not (subj. vb.) (int.) right

ogurida'raga humusi hukiti xnin' an' igi sihuh'

think

ogurida, the governor's orders are not fit to be obeyed, therefore I do

not obey them.^

The elements which combine with other stems to form derivative

or compound verbs signify to have, to do, to make, to be, to think, to

wish, to order, to go, to resist, to cease, to have skill in, to fill with, to

take out. Those which form derivative nouns express the agent, the

habitual agent, the instrument, the place, the result, present, past,

likely, or future, the abstract quality, the condition, fulness of. And
they all follow the stem which as accessory elements they affect.

The syntheses which are formed by disjoining elements which are

usually united and hitroducing another element between them are

two. The personal pronouns in the plural as objects take between
their plural element a- and their personal element -mu, -tu, the inten-

sive verbal element si ^ when they come in contact with it, probably

because si has greater affinity fur the personal object -viu and -fu, than

for the indistinct plurality a-.

And the optative element dodaki takes the subject, when this is a

personal pronoun, between its two parts doda and ki,'' probably
because ki is more subjective than doda.

75. The broken expression which has such a fragmentary appear-

ance also occurs in two cases, and is due to a similar cause, one part

being more subjective than the other.

Compound verbs are apt to divide and to take between their parts

the subject along with its subjective verbal element when the subject

1 Pima Grammar, pp, 48, 49. '- Ibid. p. 54. ^ Ibid. p. 55.

* Ibid. p. 58. 6 Ibid. p. 60. « Ibid. p. 81.

7 Ibid. p. 22.
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is a personal pronoun. Thus the verb liuli-hua, to forget, divides in

perhaps my word I did thee tell thou

the following example :
^— (1.) na nvnuuki an' ta m' agi hula aj)

wiU

t'io Ilia, perhaps thou wilt forget my word that I told thee. On the
write

other hand, in the following example, it has not divided
; (2.) oliana

know (past) I (subj. vb.) but all I (subj. vb. past) forget

sinuitkad' an' igi posa vusi an' t'iiji laildbua," I knew
how to write, but I have forgotten it all. Xow it is to be observed

that this division takes place only with compound verbs, and that tho

parts, therefore, are not fragments, but full thoughts which have been
compounded together ; though the grammarian of the language does

not give their separate meanings in any example.

The verb is thought in close connection with the objects and condi-

tions, as appears from these so little needing elements to connect them
with the verb, and also from the subject being so detached from the

verbal stem with a verbal element of its own. And as the objects

always precede the verb, and the more objective element of the verb
goes first, that element is liable to be detached from the other by the

attraction of the object.

That such expressions as huld ax>' t'io hua in the above example are

to be regarded as instances not of synthesis, as if written liuhvap-fio-

bua, but of resolution into parts, will appear from considering the

nature of those subjective verbal elements which are attached to tho

subject when it is a personal pronoun, and which form the most
striking feature of the Pima langn.iage. Their use is the second case

of broken expression, and is to be seen in almost all the examples
which have been given. In general these subjective verbal elements,

though distinct from the verbal stem, are closely connected with it, and
if they were always so, it might be thought that they formed one con-

ception with it. The only grammar of the language that is to be had
is so inconsistent in its division of words, and so full of errors, that it

gives no guidance to the decision of the question whether those elements
are thought separately. The folluwing example, however, decides

you I (subj. vb.) beef salt fill with desire

it :—(3.) Amumu an' vji haihani ona mada • orida,^ I desire you to

salt the beef. Here an' iiji is quite separate from the verbal stem,

and is not combined with any other element. Is vji then a fine verbal

fragment, such as those which abound in the negro languages % The
I

following uses of it show that such is not its nature :—(4.) Ait igi

mother imperf. perf.

dali, I have a mother ; aii igi dali -kada, I had a mother ; an' t'igi

dah, I have had a mother; dalrJcad' an t'igi, I had had a mother; an
would that I

fio dah, I will have a mother; dvd • ani •M dah'ka-na, would that I

had a mother. And so always the verb to have is expres.sed by these

subjective verbal elements when its object is animate, and when it is

not possession as of property that is intended.'*

* Pima Grammar, p. 7:>. - Ibid. p. 27. ^ Ibid. p. 48. * Ibid. p. 46.
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Now such expressions as these, in which a sulostantive is used quite

like a verbal stem, show how ohjectively the verbal stem is thought

;

that it is quite without verbal subjectivity, and that the Avhole con-

nection betAveen it and the subject is expressed in the subjective

verbal elements. These, therefore, express in every case thoughts as

strong as what they signify when used with a noun ; and are to be

regarded not as fragments, but as the expression of full thoughts like

the verb to have.

HE VE.

76. In the Heve, which is the language of the eastern part of Sonora

towards the mountains, there is no expression of the engagement of

the subject with the verb, and the verbal stem, though thought

objectively, has closer comiection with the subject than in Pima, so

that separate subjective verbal elements are not used. The objects

and conditions are more detached from the thought of the verbal

stem, and take elements of relation so as to develop cases. But in

other respects Heve has great likeness to Pima, and an equal develop-

ment of derivative and compound verbs.

TEPEGUANA, TAEAHUMAKA, CAHITA, COEAH.

77. The languages spoken in Sonora south of Pima and Heve, that

is, the Tepeguana, Tarahumara, Cahita, and Corah, differ remark-

ably from both Pima and Heve in this respect, that in those lan-

guages objects are thought so independently that they have to be

connected with the fact by pronominal elements. Such elements are

added into one conception with the members of the fact to which
they are attached, and they construct the fact arthritically (33). This

strongly marked arthritic feature shows a remarkable want of a sense

of relation, and a strong tendency to use demonstrative elements ; but

it supplies no evidence of the spreading nature of American thought,

as there are no massive accumulations formed Avith these elements.

It is, as in Pima, in the formation of derivative nouns that massive

thought is revealed, at least in Tepeguana ; for this language forms

derivative nouns on compositions of two nouns, or of nouns and verbal
smoke issue der. of place wood palm of band

stems. Thus, Jiahuskrbusam • Jier, chimney-top ; us/ii • mataJca'
strike der. of instr. water spring double der. place play racket

gubi ' kare, ferule; suddagi'deivoni ' galier, well; tolikar'

der. vbl. noun
• udarago • her, racket court. ^ Of these languages I have no grammar;
and I have, therefore, only a very partial knoAvledge of their structure.

But their use of arthritic elements is remarkable. The folloAving are

dem. thy will

examples. In Corah (1.) fe agasteni en • a -xevira, thy will be done;
I love (dem.) my mother

(2.) iiG'cvmuafe eu -n • itc, I love my mother
; (3.) pa-muaf'e ew

1 Buschmann, Gram, d, Sonor. Spr. Abhand. Akademie, Berlin, II. Abth., pp.

133, 134.
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Dios, love God ;
^ eu is the definite article referring to the noun which

foUows it, but in these constructions it is connective, and ra is a pro-

nominal element referring to %efe, which connects yjivi with a.

In Tarahumara and Tepeguana, the substantive is preceded by
demonstrative elements which often serve for the definite article, but
in other applications have such obscure significance that they were
to Buschmann an enigmatical phenomenon {rdthselhafte erscheimLng).

And he says that after many changes of opinion as to their nature in

these applications of them, he had come to the conclusion that they

neither define nor denote anything, but that, like the original meaning
of the word article, they are merely joints to connect a member with

dem. is killed

a whole.2 Thus in Tarahumara (4.) Pegro ke ' Jimi me • riruJc, John
will marry dem.

is kiUed by Peter ;
^ (5.) Pegro negumare Ice ' Farisiha, Peter will

marry Francisca.^ The genitive may follow its governor with ke

between them, but this is rare.^

In Tepeguana the connective demonstrative is gali or kali. Thus
recall thy word nothing

(6.) nonoragi'.lani kali • ti • neoki, recall thy word ;
"^ (7.) nieitidu

worth thy confession if thou not leave off thy

namokaga gali ' u • uanidaraga najjis meiti dagitoage kali ' u '

sin

skeadoadaraga, thy confession is worth nothing if thou do not leave

I have done some animal a man
off thy sin; (8.) doddomeanta kali ' a ' soiga kalrum'teoddi, I have

give this rags

done it with some animal, and with a man
; (9.) maycmi ik ikusi

hal'Piddoro, give these rags to Peter." Here gali or kali connects

into the sentence the subject and the direct object and the indirect

object.

In Cahita the pronominal element ta is suffixed to the noun to

inter.

which it refers to coimect it with the sentence. Thus (10.) eki

any one witness thou hast borne

ioremp'ta aenok'ta afaia, hast thou borne Avitness against any
one?** Here ta connects the direct object and the indirect with the

sentence. Buschmann says that " the general case-ending ta is used

so often as accusative that one might attribute this power specially to

it if its miiversality did not forbid this."
''

There is in Cahita another suffix of the noun -ua, on which Busch
maim gives what he calls doubtful conjectures (sckwankenden vermu-

thungen). It seems, however, to be the same as the suffix ica in

Dakota (43), and to be part of ethua in Cree (31, 34), and like efhua

to be attached to the governor of a genitive, referring as a pronominal

element to the noun to Avhich it is suffixed in order to connect that

noun with the genitive. The element ra in Corah mentioned above is

of the same nature. The following are remarkable Cahita construc-

^ Buschmann, p. 74, n. 3. - Ibid. p. 76. ^ Ibid. p. 77, n. 10.
* Ibid. p. 78. 5 ii^ij p 114. ii,ij_ p. 79.

^ Ibid. p. 81. 8 Ibid. p. 105, n. 3. » Ibid. p. 108.
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child father mother with

tions^— (11.) »^^ fci atmi ' ua ae • ua aoko, with the father and

mother of the child. So Buschmann translates it, but is not soco copu-
father name in and son

lative = and, like rpn in Pima 1 (12.) Atzaiia te • na'me sole usvua-ta,

in the name of the Father, and of the Son ; ua is an arthritic pro-

nominal element referring to the governing noun, and ta an arthritic

pronominal element referring to the genitive, except in ad'ua-ta, in

which ua affects usi, the genitive, as in Dakota lua may affect cither

the genitive or its governor ; usi'ua is then affected with ta to re-

present te, so that here ta is not used arthritically. Thus these four

Sonoran languages are highly arthritic.

O T O M I.

78, The Otomi language, which was spoken in the neighbourhood

of the city of Mexico, and some tAvo hundred miles north of it, differs

in its structure from the preceding languages. In it the fact is

thought with an interest divided equally between the jjarts and the

whole. The members of the sentence are less merged in the com-

bination of fact than they are even in Pima, yet not so dwelt on as

to separate them from each other. They are fully thought, and with

little of merely connective elements ; and this tends to give to every

syllabic utterance a full significance.

The Otomi consonants are Jc, Ic, or q, q, g, f, t, t\ d, p , h, li, y, s,

z, z, 71, n, n, m. The vowels are a, g, e, e, g, i, o, u, u, d, e, ?, ii. The
utterance is with strong pressure of breath from the chest, so that h

is strongly uttered, and an obscure r is heard in the energy of utter-

ance. ^ There is much nasalisation.^

79, The substantive has neither case nor number, but there are words

used as prepositions which precede the substantive, and an article

goes before the substantive, Avhich is ua singular, ya or e plural.*

1^ Diminutive substances are formed by zfi- or zfu-. Abstract nouns

of the action are formed from verbs beginning with a vowel by tt-,

from those with s by change to ;.-, with h by t-, with 7n or n by h-,

with 2) by change to ?»-, with p to ^/- ; nouns of the actor by y-, also

by -te and by -bate, which is subjoined to stems ending in na, ne, &c,,

the vowel of these being dropped.^

80, The personal pronouns are—singular go, ye, nu ; plural golie,

gegi or iliu, yu ; they are strengthened with demonstrative nu-.

The possessive personal prefixes are

—

ma-, ni-, na-, with plural element
•lie, -gi or -liu, -yn after noun.*'

81, The subject-persons of the verb are prefixed, their plural

element subjoined to the stem; they are—present di-, gi-, i- ; past da-,

ga-, hi- ; perfect da-, slca-, sa- ; future ga-, gi-, da- / future perfect

gicasta-, guasica-, guasa-. In third person perfect and future the stem

^ Buschmann, p. 106. 2 jjeve, Arte del Othotni, p. 1-12.
' Elemens de la Gram. Othomi, p. 7. * Neve, p. 103.
» Ibid. pp. 106, 108-111. 6 Ibid. pp. 11:3, 114.
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take.s y before an initial vowel, medialises an initial consonant. The
copula is expressed in the tlirec persons of present thus, dna, gna, 7ia.

The verbal stem by taking -hmd makes an imperfect of the present

and a pluperfect of the perfect. There is no passive.

^

The following particles precede what they refer to, na = English

-less, JiU absent, r/o reverential, ui or gi liquid, del great, bo small, jne

of (a possession), r/a of (a material), via past, ni future, na present.-

82. The Otomi has a fulness of significance in its elements which
has been compared to Cliinese. But a sj-nthetic character may be

observed in its tendency to abbreviate words in a sentence ; for this

arises from the words being run into each other, as thought spreads

beyond each idea into a connected idea so as to cause a partial

mingling of the two. This abbreviation of words in the effort to

express them in partial combination with other words, is called syncope
by the grammarian of the language, and he thus speaks of it :

—

" Part of the difficulty of this idiom is syncope. Ajid it is because

beginners in speaking it do not syncopate that their periods and
expressions are so rough and deficient in harmony, for which reason

the natives murmur at them and regard them as ignorant. It is

certainly a defect, though not so great that it is not still possible to

understand what is spoken." ^ It appears from this that the abbrevia-

tion spoken of belongs essentially to the genius of the language, so

that the language is not spoken correctly without it.

"First, nouns admit this syncope. But for this, it is necessary

that they be joined in composition ; whether that composition be of

the

noun with verb, as na mdfid, the charcoal-seller (el carhoncro), com-

pounded of jm, to sell, and fehnd, charcoal; or of substantive with
adjective, as folani, bad face, frown, compounded of nt'o bad, and 7<//^i

face ; or of noun and particle, as nstqiinl, mare, compounded of nsu
which denotes the feminine, andp am, horse." '^ Some nouns syncopate

in the beginning, others in the middle, and others not at all.^

This syncope of nouns is not used so frequently as that of

pronouns, verbs, and adverbs. Most verbs regularly drop their last

I love God
syllable ; thus hiwJl, to love, drops di, as (1.) rjoyU rnd Oq'd, I love

God, tjo is a reverential particle; ede, to hear, drops de, as (2.) f
2d pels. perf. mass

Im '• rntsd? hast thou heard mass? s is the interrogative par-

1st pers. pres,

tide Si abbreviated
; jj'^l/, to beat, drops y, as (3.) <jo di pe

dem.

na Slid, I beat John. Verbs ending in }ii, pi, te, ii, ip-, qi, drop
dem.

their final vowel ; thus qudai, to confess, drops i, as (4.) na Bedim
3d pers perf. dcni. plur. sin

ii qudn ya folrqi, Peter confessed his sins; dpi, to

pray, drops i, as (5.) dp Oqd, pray to God; yoti, to light, dro^js i, as

1 Neve, p. 117-130. " Ibid. p. 13S-142.
3 Ibid. p. 146. * Ibid. p. 147. .
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1st pers. pres. my house

(6.) go cU 1/ot ma mi, I light my house ; sohqi, to open,

open the door

drops i, as (7.) solu/ na gosti, open the door. Verbs ending in a

vowel preceded by f drop the^ vowel, and sometimes also change t'

not 1st pers. pres. money

intos; thus^jef /, to have, drops i, as (8.) /ww cU pet" nhoqa,
3d pers. fut.

I have no money
;
pat'i, to help, also changes f to s, as (9.) da

pas Oqd, God help yon.'

'

The personal pronouns, Avhen they are the subject of the verb, are

taken up as suffixes by the syncopated verbal stem, though this is at

the same time preceded by the personal element of tense. The per-

sonal pronouns when thus suffixed are reduced to their essential

elements
; g, the initial letter of the first and second persons, is

generally changed to Ji ; and when the syncopated verbal stem ends

in a vowel, h is interposed betAveen it and the personal suffix. In the

reflexive verbs the personal pronouns as objects are for the most part

similarly taken up as suffixes by the verbal stem.

The adverbs, 7iuga here, 7m7m there, 7ir/pu thither, follow the verb

and drop their first syllable. HiTind, not, precedes the verb and drops

its last syllable.^

The synthetic tendency also shows itself in verbs taking up nouns
which are their objects and forming a compound which with a per-

sonal pronoun as subject is broken by the person intervening as a

possessive, as buehid to rest (resoUar), from j^u'eni to draw, and Ma
1st pers. pres. my

breath ; its first person present is di hue'7na'Md, I take breath.^

Such partial union of elements scarcely amounting to composition,

corresponds to the partial mingling which generally characterises

Otomi synthesis.

83. An arthritic construction appears in some of the above examples,

but only with proper nouns. For when the demonstrative element
na, which serves for the definite article, is used with a proper noun,

as it is with John and Peter, in two of those examples its only use

can be to act as a connective element, like the definite article in

Selish and in the southern Sonoran languages (77). So also in the
when (imperf.) confessor (imperf.) John (3d pers. perf. ) die

following: {\.) Nuhii mvn' qdnivhate rndlid 7ia Sua, hi du
na Bedmc, when John was confessor Peter died; qdn7vhate is the

agent formed from the verb qanni, the prefixed 7i is an element of

verbal succession, and mi an element of subjective realisation of the

imperfect tense, mdhd being the element which is subjoined in that

that hat is

tense to the verbal stem, 7ia connective of subject
; (2.) Na pyuy nd

his property Peter

7ia mehti 7ia Bednu, that hat is Peter's ; the last 7ia is connective of

genitive.

Proper nouns having more concrete fulness of idea than common
nouns, are more readily detached by associations unconnected with the

^ Neve, p. 147-149. ^ Ibid. p. 134. 3 Ibid. p. 159.
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fact, so as to require connective elements, wherein attention is directed

to them as specialised by the connection.

MEXICAN.

84. The structure of the Mexican or Aztek language seems to

indicate that the race was bent with immediate application of volition

on action aimed at its objects, and producing its effects, with force,

movement, and perseverance. For while the verl) tends to take up a

sense of its olijects, &c,, the subjective person combines closely without

any element of abstract doing or being. In addition to the usual forma-

tions of causative and fret^uentative verbs, there is a development of

derivative verl)s, in respect of force, duration, and movement. The
verb either incorporates the direct object or takes up a pronominal

representative of it_, and it may also incorporate a pronominal repre-

sentative of an indirect object. The objects and conditions, Avhen

thought separately from the verb, are not thought in cases as correla-

tives with the verb, but so independently that there is a considerable

arthritic development to connect them with the verb and even with

the elements of relation which may intervene between them and the

verb. And in the ideas of things or persons the mind may include in

one idea two or three ideas of adjectives or nouns.

85. There is considerable development of tense ; not so much of

mood. The subject-persons of the verb are— sing, ni-, ti- ; pi. ti-, an-

;

there is none for third person. The object-persons which follow the

subject-persons before the verbal stem are—sing. -nef_, -mif-, -k- or -M- ;

pi. -tef-, -amef-, -kin-. The reflex objects are—first sing, -no- ; first pL
-to- ; second and third, -mo-} The past is formed by subjoining -tja

to the stem, or changing final i to a ; the perfect by prefixing o to

the person and by changing the end of the stem either by dropping

the last syllaljle or by adding -7i", or by changing -wa, -ui to -/?, -si to -z,

-ki to -k, -ya to -% ; the pluperfect by adding -ka to the perfect ; the

future liy adding -z to the stem. In the plural of perfect and future

-ke is added to the singular, -h in the pluperfect. There is an optative

prefix ma used also in imperative, after which the second person is

Xj,. The imperative takes also a plural suffix, -kan, and a negative -;\^,

sing., ;^^i«, pi. The imp'erfect subjunctive (might, &c.) adds to the

stem -ni in the singular, -nih in the plural ; and becomes pluperfect

by prefixing o- to the persons. ^ The infinitive is expressed either by
its stem preceding the stem of its governor in composition with it,

or by a finite tense following the governing verb.^ The passive takes

-lo-} There seems to be a considerable number of elements of rela-

tion.^

86. Not only are derivative verbs formed to express the varieties

already mentioned, but these may take in addition reverential verbal

elements to express reverential feeling or love mingled with the

aliection of the subject or with the idea of it in the speaker's mind.

1 Olmos, Arte, p. 17-20. ^ Ibid. pp. 68-84, 9^-98.1
3 Ibid. pp. 70, 85, 86. * Ibid. p. 98. ^ ibid. p. 172-178.
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we ourselves (dem.) make apply (rev.)

Thus, from t'iua, to make, comes H ' mo ' fla • fiu ' Hi 'fino,^

which might be translated, avb reverently apply our making something

(i.e., to some further object); t'ino, however, is not an adverb, but a

verb qualified by what precedes it ; fla is a pronominal element

representing the object when the object is not mentioned, for a tran-

sitive verb is not conceived without an object. If the object, though

not mentioned, was supposed to be animate, the demonstrative element

would be te ; if the object were mentioned, the demonstrative element

Avould be k after first or second person. Id with the third person of the

verb, which never has a personal element of the subject, and Mn if

the object mentioned were plural ; tla and te unite closely Avith the

verbal stem, enabling it to be thought ; te or k may precede the direct

I give

object as indirect object, as ni'teila'maka, I give something to some
one. 2

The applicative -lia, -Ifin, or -ia may also have a reverential signifi-

I (dem.) myself love (dem.)

ciiuce, as (1.) Jit ' k ' no • ilazo'ti'lia in Dios,^ I love God; and it

may be strengthened by adding to it, as in this example, -tia, which

has a similar significance.

On the contrary, the element -imloua * has a disparaging significa-

I (dem.) eat I myself fast

tion ; as ni'tla'kayuloua, I eat poorly ; 7ii-no'zaulvpuloua, I fast miser-

ably
;
puloua, however, like t'inoa, is not an adverb, but a verb.

Compound verbs are formed by subjoining to a verbal stem -ka, to

be ; -kak, to be engaged in ; -ok, to be thrown ; -mani, to be spread

out ; -7167711, to proceed ; -auh, to go ; -uif', to come ; -ki, to join ; -?/a,

to depart; -kiza, to spring forth; -uefi, to fall suddenly. The verbal

stem which precedes these loses somewhat of its final utterance, and
takes the abstract verbal element -ti, because it loses the full verbal

nature, which dwells rather in the subjoined stem.

Compound verbs are also formed by subjoining to a verbal stem
-inati, to know or feel ; -kelia, to receive ; -ihiyuia, to suffer ; -kahi, to

hear; -itta, to see; -7ie-ki, to feign one's self; -flajnkia, to feign falsely.

These are transitive, and the verbal stems Avhich precede them take

the element -ka, which seems to give a gerundive significance.

Verbal stems also take before them, into combination with them-
selves, a particle 07i, which denotes extent of space or time, 7caV, hither;

ke7i, all; and tieV, Avell.° And they also combine with a noun as

direct object taken before them.
The following may serve as examples : "

—

I (dem.) behold be I sleep

Niila-fis-ti-ka, I am beholding; nrkot'-t-ok, I am laid asleep;
I (dem.) preach goou I troubled come
7ii-te • mafli-trnemi, I go on preaching; nvkalaivtvuit'', I come

I (dem.) rejoice receive I rejoice see

troubled; 7ii'Ha • palrkcfkelia, I receive joyfully ; 7ivtla-pak-ka-itta,

' Olmos, p. 131. - Ibid. p. 121-124. » Ibid. p. 162.
* Ibid, p. 131. 5 Ibid. p. 127-129. « Ibid. p. 151-161.
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I myself be sick pretend I thee

I see gladly; ni • no • ku/iurkaila'jjikia, I pretend to be sick; ni'mit'

myself love feel (rev.) I mat

no • tlazo'ka'maf'-itia, I am grateful to thee; nvpetlai'iua,^ I make
mats.

Derivative nouns, too, are numerous, and may add to their formative

elements -i' in to express dignity, -tun depreciation, -piV littleness,

-puV contempt, -t\dli evil condition. Thus tfmafiia signifies to

preach to persons, te'niafiiiufli the preaching, tcmat'tiani the

preacher, temaftilxafontli honoured preacher. And nouns may com-

timber honey bee

pound with nouns and adjectives, as kauh • neuk ' zayulli, the bee that

water clear

breeds in wood, a ' fipak • tli, clear water. ^ The facility with which

all such syntheses can be made gives the language a megasynthetic

character.

87. The substantives are apt to be thought in Mexican with

demonstrative elements associated with them, even when they are not

distinguished by particularisation from a general idea or connected in

a construction. These elements are not so strong as the article-pro-

nouns in Choctaw, and they fall into closer luiion with the noun.

They are -tli, -tl, -in, -li ; they express the direction of attention to

what the noun denotes, -tl seeming to be stronger than the others

;

and they are generally dropped in composition and derivation.^ In

the plural -tl is changed to -me, -tli, -li, -in to -tin ; -ni takes -me,

and -a, -o, -e, take -k?. Other nouns reduplicate in the plural or

merely drop -tl. Inanimate nouns have no pliu-al except when they

have possessive prefixes. There are no cases.* There are numeral

particles, as in Chinese, used in counting substantive objects of different

kinds. ^

88. The arthritic elements come out when the noun is constructed

with a possessor and when it is governed by a verb or preposition.

my thy his our your their

"With the possessive affixes no-, mo-, ?'-, to-, arao-, in-, nouns ending

in -tl generally drop tl and take -uh ; but those nouns that are thought

least independently and most penetrated with a sense of personal

connection, such as those which denote parts of the body, and the

most personal property, do not take -uh, though the most of them

drop -tl.^ Abstract nouns also in uniting with the possessive affixes

drop -tl without taking -uh, because they refer so naturally of them-

selves to a possessor ; except those which come from nouns of place,

for these take -uh instead of -tlJ Xouns in -tli, -li, -in, with few

exceptions give up those endings without taking -uliJ On the other

hand, plural nouns being less ready to combine with the possessives,

take the full element -hica, adding to it n to express plurality.^

Nouns ending in -k and -ki when joined to possessive affix change

these endings to ka and take -xih ; and those ending in a, o, and e,

1 Olraos, p. 63. ^ Ibid. p. 64.

* Sandoval, Arte de la lengua Mexicana, p. 5. • Ibid. p. 1-6.

5 Olmos, p. 191-193. ^ Sandoval, pp. 8, 9. ' Ibid. p. 10. ^ Ibid. p. 6.

•
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which express what has that which is denoted by their root, take -uh

and insert -ha before it.^

Now this element -uh or -Inva is the same which is found in Cree

(31, 34), Dakota (43), and Cahita (77), and is a jDronominal element

referring to the noun to which it is subjoined to connect this with its

possessor ; and it appears from the above that it is used with those

nouns which are themselves less ready to combine.

Some postpositions, when they combine with nouns ending in -tl,

-tli, -Ii, -in, -h, or -Jd, take the place of these terminations.

The pronominal element i7i, which is a demonstrative pronoun, and

serves also for relative pronoun,^ goes regularly before the direct

object of a verb to connect it with the verb.

A noun in the genitive relation may take ?w-, and either precede or

follow its governor, the latter having prefix of third person.'

Also when a noun does not combine with a postposition which
governs it, in or i combines with the postposition to represent the

noun in that combination and the noun follows, having in to mediate
house

between it and the postposition, as rl-am^M in Tialli, behind the

house.* Sometimes the noun combines with the postposition, but

requires the pronominal element ti to mediate between.^

These all are arthritic construction, except the combination of i

with the postposition to represent the noun in that connection (Def. 7).

In the following examples may be seen the construction with a

nominative

—

Pedro kitlayelcultia in Dios, Peter serves God,^
me of

no 'lea uetzlm Pedro, riese de mi Pedro.

^

me of speak

notei'liopa tlatoa in Pedro, Peter speaks of me.^

Mexicoya itztiuli Pedro, Peter goes to Mexico.^

CHIAPANECA.

» 89. The phonesis of the language of Chiapa is soft and sonant.

Every word ends in a vowel ; an initial mute or i is nasalised, and
medials and soft spirants abomid-^*^

The verb forms a past by subjoining -Ice to the verbal stem, a perfect

by various prefixes, and a future by prefixing to the stem ta or tan.^^

The substantive has no cases, and only some substantives form a

plural.^-

90. There are some compound nouns of two components, ^^ as
moisture mouth go path
atajjori ' indo, the vaporous; ipota'namaTiO, passenger; and verbal

stems seem often to have as a first member Ha- to come, or ?j;a- to

1 Sandoval, p. 11. " Ibid. p. 14. ^ Buschmann, Abhand. Beil, 1869, p. IIG.
•» Sandoval, p. 53. ^ i\j\^ p_ 54^ e oimos, p. 124.
7 Ibid. p. 172. 8 Ibid. p. 173. » Ibid. p. 174.
" Albomoz, Arte Chiap., pp. 9, 10. " Ibid. p. 34-37.
" Ibid. pp. 13, 14. 13 Ibid. p. 17.
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go ; ^ but in such compositions there is nothing remarkable. On the

other hand, the arthritic feature is remarkable for its massiveness.

Most nouns are incapable of combining directly with the personal

possessive suffixes ; - and to effect the combination they take a prefix

nha- if the possessor be singular, and hopa- if the possessor be plural,

for the facility of combination is different with the singular and the

plural.2 These prefixes take many different forms for euphony,

according to the first syllal)le of the nouns to which they are prefixed.

They are pronominal arthritic elements, and the noun having taken

these prefixes then combines with the personal possessive.

The direct object of a verb is preceded by mololio if it denote an

animate object, and by iiioho if an inanimate;^ and both these seem
to consist of demonstrative elements ; for one of the demonstrative

pronouns is komolo, and h is an element of the third person plural

sihimo. This view of their nature corresponds with their use ; for if

they be pronominal connectives, the nouns which are most strongly

thought in their own associations as denoting living objects will need

the strongest arthritic elements to connect them in construction,
these boys perf. lead pi. those horse pi.

(1.) Sihimola nina ia ' pame molwme simata noraha mololwme
those man

siliimone ndipaho, these boys led those horses to those men.^

There is also an element ilcopo, which seems to be regarded by the

grammarian of the language as pronominal,^ and is certainly like the

arthritic Iwpa already mentioned ; and it too connects object with
they love him they

verb. Thus (2.) sihimo aJcahimo ikop ' ee ' me, they love him ;^ (3.)

I love (imperf.) thee I am occupied

sime dkahoiiio khe ikopo'no * hi, I loved thee ;
"^ (4.) sime atikahomo

service

ikopo'no manamhiamo n Dios, I am occupied in the service of God;^
here n is arthritic like Mexican in, ni being the relative pronoun in

Chiapaneca as in is in Mexican.

QUICHfiE.

91. The Quich^e language, spoken in Guatemala, hzsq, k, g, f, t, f,

Pj ^j ^') 2/j ^> ^> '^^i h '> ^'^j w, but J) and h are scarcely distinguished, and z

is nearly ;? ; the vowels are a, e, i, o, u.^

The synthetic tendency shows itself chiefly in the formation of

verbal derivatives. Such formations from a single root made by sub-

joined elements comprise, besides, a passive and two intransitives, in

which the verb is abstracted from transition to an object, four neuter

derivatives, two active, two frequentative, an active and a neuter, an
intensive neuter, and a distributive to many objects ; and from these

may be formed nouns, from some of which again denominative verbs

1 Albomoz, p. 25. - Ibid. p. 13. ^ i^jd. p. 19.

5 Ibid. p. 23. « Ibid. p. 24. ^ Ibid. p. 28.

8 Brasseur de Bourbourg Grammaire, p. 1-4.
'

,

* Ibid. p. 44.
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may be formed; and the neuter derivatives may become roots of

causative verbs. And such formations can apparently be made at

will from any simple verbal stem.^

There is a reverential particle lot used before the verb. The nega-

tive also precedes it.^

92. Verbal nouns of the abstract action or state are formed by -ik,

of the doing by -hal, -nem. Denominative nouns are formed by ah-,

denoting a person characterised by connection with what the stem

signifies ; s- is a diminutive or female prefix. Substantives of quality

are formed from adjectives by -al, -el, &c.,3and from these again adjec-

tives are formed by -ah. The adjective precedes the substantive.

Tliere are no elements of case ; but there are two or three preposi-

tions which may follow the noun ; and which, combined with nouns,

form words used to express relations.* Inanimate nouns form properly

no plural ; but animate nouns form a plural by suffixing h preceded

by a vowel, or -om ; adjectives and pronouns have plural forms even

with inanimate nouns, as -ah, -tak, -ik, -tik. There are numeral

particles or nouns used to facilitate counting as in Mexican and

Chinese.^

93. The personal pronouns are— singular, in, at, are ; plural, oli, is,

e. The reflexive object is -ih with possessive prefix, and follows the

verb ; the pronouns as objects follow the prefix of tense.

The personal possessive prefixes before an initial consonant are

—

singular, nu-, a-, u- ; plural, ka-, i-, In- ; before an initial vowel they

are—singular, to-, aio-, r- ; plural, k-, iw-, k- ; by subjoining -ef to the

latter are formed possessives for mine, &c. The demonstratives are

ri, are, areri, ha, a.^

94. The above prefixes are also the subject-persons of the verb,

being preceded by ka in present, si in past, tH in future ; the verbal

stem may also take -m in the past, with or without si before the

persons ; -taU is an optative element, and si't'i- makes a past future.'^

In the genitive construction the governing noun goes first with the

personal possessive prefix which represents the genitive, but it is apt

to take also the element /, which is a demonstrative element ; for,

according to the grammarian of the language, it is used also " to

determine the substantive with greater precision."'^ Thus (1.)

3d poss. blood (dem.) our Lord (dem.)

u • kik • el k:ahau-al Je7:u Gristo, the blood of our Lord Jesus

Christ ; el refers to kik, connecting it with ii, u refers to the possessor.

3d poss. hair (dem.) my head

(2.) R ' izin ' al nu • ici, the hair of my head. This demonstra-

tive element -I is also used in forming nouns from adjectives, as nim,

great ; nimal, greatness.^ It expresses the strength of attention

directed to the quality in abstracting it as a thing ; and is of a nature

similar to Mexican -tl. But its use differs from that of the latter in

the following case. When a noun, which has close connection with

1 Brasseur, p. 80, &c. - Ibid. p. 64-67. '^ Ibid. pp. 4, 8, 13
4 Ibid. pp. 5, 10, 11, 122. -' Ibid. p. 148-155. « Ibid. p. 17-22.
7 Ibid. pp. 44-51, 61-03. « Ibid. p. 6. » Ibid. p. 13.
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a possessor, as, for example, what pertains to the body, takes a personal

prefix, it is apt also to take -1, though there be no other noun follow-

my bone dem.
ing as genitiA^e. Thus, na • hak • il, my bone.^ Now the ]\Iexican

ending which the noun has Avhen separate is dropped in such a case

(88). On the contrary, the Quich^e ending refers to the noun
as connected, and expresses a sense of it as particularised by that

connection. It is thus to be regarded as arthritic, for it cements the

union.

Sometimes an active verb, thougli followed by its object, is used in

its absolute form in which it is thought as abstracted from its object.

Thought in that case dwells on the action itself, and does not pass to the

object so as to affect the idea of it with a sense of tlie relation. The
object is then thought independently, and in connecting it as object with
the verb there is a sense of attention directed to it which produces an

who perf. make absol. heaven
arthritic element. Thus (.3.) apa/'z/^a/i; s" ban • u ret' kah ? Tios

s'han'u re,- who made heaven ? God made it : ref is composed of third

person /•, and a demonstrative element ef', and is used here arth-

ritically.

M A Y A.

95. The Maya is the language of Yucatan. Its consonants are

9, '''", U t, d', t, t', p, b, h y, s, s, I, m, n. There is a strong utterance

of t and p, represented by tt pp ; h also is strong. The vowels are

«, e, i, 0, tc.^

96. The nouns are indeclinable.^ The personal pronouns are

—

singular, ten, tef, lay ; plural, iuon, tees, looh. The possessive affixes

are—singular, in-, a-, u- ; plural, lea-, a-es, u-oh ; but before a vowel
singular, u-, cm-, y-; plural, ka-, au-es, y-ob. The object-persons are

the terminal suffixes, -en, -et\ -laylo, plural, -on, -es, -ob.^

97. Yerbs neuter, passive, or abstracted from governing an object, form
mount

tenses thus; present ?iaA-rt/"m7ia7i/ perfect ?jaA; "en, future, binnaTiak'en.

teach

Active verbs form present kambesah'in'Jcah ; perfect, in'liambesah

;

future, hin'in'kambes. These are the first persons ; the others are of

the same series respectively as in and en. An ideal present substitutes

for bin of future, the persons ten, &c., retaining -en, &c. The impera-

tive is the future without bin, which is root of hinel to go. Present

participle takes dli-, past participle -an, future participle -hal, some-

times -om. The present participle takes is or s, for female instead

ofaA-.6

98. The synthetic tendency shows itself principally in verbal com-

pounds and derivatives : and exhibits the spreading or massive

nature which belongs to American thought.

^ Brasseur, p. 6. - Ibid. p. 73. ' Bras de B. , Gramniaire de Maya, p. 5-8.
* Ibid. p. 8. 5 iijid_ p_ 9_i5_ u Ibid. pp. 15-30, 87.
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A verb may incorporate with itself a noun which is its direct object,

carry water

as, fa -ha' a, to carry water.^ Or it may combine with another

verbal stem, if the grammarian of the language is right in regarding

tlie verbal terminations anhil, lial, jmJtal, tal, Ininah, &c., as indepen-

dent stems ; ^ in which ease the verbs formed ydih. them are not pro-

perly derivatives but compounds. The first four of these termina-

tions drop al and il in all the tenses except the present and imperfect,

anhil seems to express outward reahsation, hal and pn^ial signify to

become, tal has apparently a neuter subjective significance,^ and

kunali is causative ;
^ hal forms verbs from all parts of speech, pahal

from substantives and active monsyllabic verbs ; ^ iml and Mh form

intensives,*^ and hal forms passives,^ being sometimes added to other

conquer fut. part, active

endings, as hoi ' on ' ta ' hal, to be conquered. The fulness of

signification Avhich is attributed to these elements is similar to what

has been noted in Otomi, and has been regarded in it as a Chinese

character. But if these formative elements have such fuhiess of

meaning, the verbs which they form being thought with combination

of their parts into a single conception, are megasynthetic formations.

99. The arthritic construction appears in Maya, as in Quich^e.

'^^^len a noim governs a genitive, it takes a possessive prefix to repre-

sent the latter, but it is also apt to subjoin to itself the demonstrative

element il to establish its connection with the possessor by directing

its pitcher

particularising attention to it as connected. Thus (1.) w • pul
(dem.) house

il na, pitcher of the house. ^

In the following example il is taken by a noun which has a pos-

commend thyself

sessive prefix without governing another noun : (2.) quhente • aha ti

victorious his soul that he be help (gerund) thee his face near (dem.)

holon ' u ' inmn Santiarjo ka laak ant ' ik e'f y • ik ' na ' I

our father (dem.) God
ka ' yum • il ti Dios, commend thyself to the blessed Saint James,

that he may help you in the presence of our father God.^ In the

formation yiknal, which is used as a preposition, I is an arthritic

demonstrative connecting the substantive ik with the following noun
represented as genitive by the possessive prefix y ; but that foUomng
noun itself also takes il to connect it with Jm, though there is no

other noua represented by ka.

In this example, the particle ti occurs twice ; and in its first place

it seems to express the relation to. The grammarian of the language

regards it as a preposition, and translates it as signifying to, in, by,

with. But in its second place in the above example it does not

express any relation, but is merely explanatory of kayumil, connecting

Dios with this in apposition, and being evidently a pronominal

element. It occurs continually in all kinds of relations,^^ and where

» Bras de B., Grammar de Maya, p. 22. - Ibid. pp. 24, 37, 88.
3 Ibid. p. 57. * Ibid. p. 9-15. = Ibid. p. 23. « Ibid. p. 36.
7 Ibid. p. 33. 8 ibij p_ 64. 9 Ibid. p. 40. 1" Ibid. p. 77-79.
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there is no proper relation at all, just like the arthritic elements
in other American languages, and its true nature is similar to

agent bring I alms

theirs. Thus (3.) ah ' pid en ti kiil, 'tis I who bring the alms.
he who modest subs, active part. man he see part. ripe

(4.) He til) • il • b • ik ti uinik ti y ' il • ik qanaknah
his crop sweet speak active his work our father dem. God
XI ' nal, ka u • kiki • tian • te xt • heel ka • yum • il ti Qu, the

virtuous man seeing his crop ripe, then he blesses the work of our
father God ;

^ tih signifies modest ; tihil^ that quality abstracted as a

nomi (58) ; tihilhah, to exercise modesty ; and tihilhik, the gerund or

participle of that verb ; ka is a pronominal conjunction which serves

for and that, connecting one clause with another; and ti serves
know active

throughout the sentence as an arthritic connective. (5.) Kam • he '

cans, go I do child pi.

sah Imvhi'kih ti jiol ' aloh, I am about to instruct the children j^

oh is the plural element of third person, al probably a reduplication.
he did man his only son

(6.) Q-ki ti uinik'il u-peM melien Dios, the only son of God made
liimself humanity ;

^ innikil denotes the abstract nature of uinik, man.
sad mind go infin. thou do

(7) Ya ti uol hinel ' il a ' kali, I am sad at your going away.

CAEAIB.
100. In the Caraib language the consonants are q, k, g, t, p, p, h,

^') U> i> ^) ^<'> ^> *'j «) »> ^*- The insular Caraibs have a very soft

phonesis ; they pronounce b for the continental p, and I for the conti-

nental /•, and insert vowels between concurrent consonants. The
Caraib vowels are a, e, o, i, o, n. There are many vowel concurrences,

and diphthongs and triplithongs.^

101. The noun has no case-endings. JMany substantives fonn a

plural in -um, others in -em. Nouns denoting inhabitants of a place

fonn a plural in -a J-' The adjectives are verbs in third person, as are

also the participles.*' The names of inanimate objects are referred to

as female. Xouns denoting inhabitants male end in -i, female in -?(."

102. The possessive, and the present and future subject-person

prefixes are—singular, n-, h-, I- male, t- female
;

plural, w-, Ji-, nh-.^

The object-persons are—singular, -7ia, -hu, -U -In -ti -tu ; plural, -loa,

-ho, -um.^ Imperative and optative subjegt-persons—singular, -na,

-ha, -la, -ta.^^ The object-persons are suffixed as subjects of the

inactive, of the negatived, and of the perfect transitive.^

103. It is about the verb rather than the noun that defining

elements gather. Actions and states of being have the princiijal

interest for the race ; and'the development of tense shows that this

interest extends to the position of these in time, their contingencies

and conditions also being noted in a development of mood, but in a

1 Bras de S., p. f.4. "- Ibid. p. 56. » Ibid. p. 63.
* Breton, Grammar Caraibe, p. 1-6. ^ Ibid. pp. 11, 12. ^ Ibid. p. 9.

' Ibid. pp. xi. 9, 10. » Ibid. p. 17. » Ibid. pp. xvi. xvii. 17, 18.
^0 Ibid. pp. 42, 43.
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less degree. They have a sense of impulse towards accomplishment,

such as might be expected in an active race ; and it is only in the

combination of energetic elements of this kind with the verb that

syntheses are formed which can be called compounds.

Thus, nisi expresses desire ; haimika expresses wish, obligation,

contingent or hypothetical realisation, thought as an affection of the

subject favourable to the fact denoted by a verb j^ and these both

may be combined with verbal stems, as well as the adverbs moni
conceal desire connec. I

almost, and huri altogether ; aranieta'nisi ' H ' na, I desire to conceal,

is a compound verb whose two components are as fully thought as in

the English translation, and in which na is the subject, not of nisi,

I conceal

but of arametanisi ;^ n'arameta'hamu'ka, I would conceal, is given as

an optative of arameta.^ It may also be expressed without synthesis,

I knife

&^ aramda nci'limnuka ; n'uhusin'liaimika \^ given as the optative of

h'uliusin'ti'na, I have a knife.^ It seems to be a composition of

hamiika with the noun uJaisin, but it is probably thought as the

grammarian of the language represents it. In Tiulmsintina, Jc- is an

element of possession or mastery ; it is used before a verbal stem,

strengthened with demonstrative emphasis by -fi, to express skill, as

do she

k'ateJca'tiiti, elle en fait bien;^ Jc'ateJia'tiii'na, yen fais bien. The
dead almost perf. I

following are compounds with moni and buri : aueemoni ' a ' ti'na, I am
red quite perf. it cashew

almost dead; ponam'huri ' a ' ric tihd, the cashew is quite red.^

104. It is not, however, by synthesis of different members of a

fact that the Caraib language shows the massive character, but by the

accumulation of defining elements which fill the sentence.

As the verbal stem is thought Avith little or no sense of the subject

or distinction from other parts of speech,^ the subjective realisation of

the verb when it is expressed is an element which, though it is

attached to the stem and combined in one conception with it, is yet

distinct from it and may be used as a separate verb signifying to do

or to say. In this respect Caraib is like Pima, that the subjective

verbal elements are distinct from the verbal stem, and may be used

separately ; but it is unlike Pima in the close connection which sub-

sists in Caraib between the verbal stem and the subjective verbal

elements (68, 75).

There are also aiixiliary elements of tense and mood, some of which
may be compared with the Teutonic auxiliaries, but others are

untranslatable because they are additional to these and arise from

thought dwelling more upon the verb and defining it more fully.

When the verb is thought as applied to an object, the verbal stem

takes a suffix kua, which seems to be a transitive element ; and the

element auhia is also subjoined to the reflex object in the formation

of reflexive verbs of the third person.

^

1 Breton, p. 44. - Ibid. p. .57. ^ Ibid. p. 43.
* Ibid. p. 38 5 ibi<j, p 32. 6 ibid. p. 63.

' Ibid. p. 48. 8 Ibid, p. xvii.
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A passive is formed by changing -a of the verbal stem to -ua, or -u}

The connective pronominal element ti, which is so much used in

Maya, is also in constant use in Caraib to connect arthritically with a

verb the first or second personal pronoun, when this is subjoined to it

as subject without the subjective verbal element i, u, a; and to

connect with a verb the first or second personal pronoun when sub-

joined to it as object.

And all these verbal adjimcts give magnitude to the verb, without

there being any incorporation in it of any other member of the fact.

conceal trans. I aubj. vbl. pres. him
Thus, araiiieta'kua ' n ' i ' em, I conceal ; aranieta'kuawi'en'li,

connec. thee

I conceal him; arameta'Jcua'n'ren ' ti ' hu, I conceal thee; arameta'
thee

hua'U'i'em'huka, I concealed, imperfect; arameta'hua'n'i'erftv.hu'huka,
perf.

I concealed thee, imperfect ; aramda'Tiua'n'i ' a, perfect ; arameta'Tcua'

fut.

n'va'huha, pluperfect; arameta'kua'n'o'ba, future, I will conceal;
fut.

aram'eta'kuanva, let me conceal; arameta'kuan'a'liamuka'mlieia, I
hamdn

would conceal, optative ; aramda'n'o'man'hamuka, I would conceal,

conditional; araidda-n-verivhu, ideal future (hu), present {ern);-

if I

aka'n aranuta'kua'haman, if I conceal ; aka'na mliem arameta'kiia'

perf. me thou

n'o ' a'tvhu, when I shall have concealed you ; aka'na b • arameta'

hia, if thou conceal me.^ In all these formations kua refers to the

object, but it is not the object even pronominally. It applies the

verb to an object ; and when the object is expressed by a pro-

nominal element, it is still subjoined, as may be seen in the above

examples. The vowel which follows n' in these examples expresses

the subjective realisation which is the essence of the verb; o

expresses this as less real, a as desired ; em expresses the going on

of the fact as present ; a after «', its having passed ; ba, its coming

in the future ; buka is a particle expressive of the past ; mhem or

mehem, or me^ihem, of the future ; haman, akin to liamuka, expresses

the hypothetical. The verbal element may be used as a separate

verb: n'i'etn, I say; n'i'em'buka, I was saying; and so in all the

tenses.

Verbal stems often have elements in the present, imperfect, and

infinitive, which they drop in the perfect, being more fully thought in

the former. Such are -ra, -ta, -sa, -gua.^

The following examples may serve to show the structure of Caraib

If thou not Christian not go

expression: (1.) Aka'bo man'Kirissiane haman menhem ma'tariro'ni'

fut. thou thou him to God
kua'ka'ba'ti'bu a'man'le menhem I'oman Iseiri, if you will not be a

Christian you will not go to God ; ^ haman menhem define the

1 Breton, pp. xxi. 51. - Ibid. pp. 30, 45, 46. ^ Ibid. p. 36.

4 Ibid. p. 41, ^ Ibid. p. 65.
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preceding verbal as ideal future (see above) ; the formation fol-

lowing is a negative verb, beginning witli the negative ma, which

always has the effect of changing the verb into the abstract verbal

noun ending in -ni ; to this is added laia to apply it to an object,

and this verbal noun thus applied takes the element of realisation

l-a, which is so much used in Quichee and Maya, and becomes the

stem of a verb ; to it is joined the future element of tense ha, which

is connected with the subject Im by the pronominal connective ti ; the

subject is emphasised in amanle, of which a is the second person ; man
seems to denote its substance, and le is demonstrative ; and the future

is not only denoted by the element of tense, but is further defined by
woman I not

menhem. (2.) Uelle ' na luIee-Jda'Iani, I am not a woman; the denial

is strengthened by the demonstrative elements Ida and lam.^ (3.)
young

'

gerund its swim lamantin

K'arahn-Jiua 'iona't'vem t ' apaya'lca'ni manattui, the lamantin when
swimming carries its young ; ^ the verbal stem of possession formed

by prefix Ic is applied as a transitive action to an object by Tcua, and
being made gerundive by iona, takes t third person singular feminine,

and the subjective verbal i in the present em—the meaning of the

Avord is, it does the carrying of its young ; apaya seems to denote

swim, to which is added tlie element of realisation ha, and ni forms

the abstract verbal noun, so that the whole word means its swimming.
not hang he would them captain if they burn not

(4.) Ma'tiliwni I'aliavmlxi'yem uhuht alm'gnem ayulm'pa hamuha
his house but caus. burn make they because it hang make he
I • uhana irhg s ' ayttliae'hda'nham'anuago'num tiki • lida I ' u '

this them
hali ' em, the captain would not hang them if they did not burn his

house, but because they set fire to it for this he hanged them ; ^ the

relation to a fact is thought as a relation to its subject, and joined to

this as a postposition ; u in luhaliem is the subjective verbal element.
seize 3d pers. perf. me past soldier but break

(5.) salvia ' I ' i ' a ' ti • na ' hulca malicve irlin po ' kua '

I perf. his mordant and there he left me
71 • • a I ' ngutti kayo naim, I • isira • na, a soldier had seized

me, but I broke his mordant, and he left me there ;^ in the first

word i is the subjective verbal element, and ii the pronominal con-
nective referring to na, and joining it to the verb ; in pokuanoa the
verbal element is'^o, probably because it is thought in subordination
to what has gone before ; lisirana is not according to the usual for-

mation, which would be isira-H-a-trna. Wliat does the Pere Breton
conceal trans, he fut. thee thou imp.

mean by mordant? (G.) Aramda • kua • I • n ha • ti • hu h • a '

know it dem.
suhutui ' nc ' ni, know that he will conceal thee ; ^ in the first Avord

some rob it my
u is the subjective verbal. (7.) Katekuakia iualuka • y • en ru ni '

furniture

takohaye, some one has robbed my furniture ;6 katekuakia is an

^ Breton, p. 17. " Tl)id. ]>. 47. ^ Ibid. i\ 49.
•' Ibid. p. 33. 6 Ibid. p. 48. « Ibid. p. 25.
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aggregate of demonstrative elements
;
yen is the subjective verbal i

with the element of verbal succession m, which seems not to be
no

confined to the present; m is changed to n before r. (8.) Ua
dem. past show '

past thee to

likira ' hulca arolwta 'n' o ' mp ' ti ' huka h ' one, no, 'twas he whom
I showed you ; ^ in nompti n is first person, o is subjective verbal,

m is verbal succession, and takes 2) euphonically before ti; ti is pro-

nominal, referring like a relative pronoun to the antecedent. (9.)
that write who?
Lilca hide • cmp • ti, that which is written.^ (10.) Kat' ahule • ta ' ka

'

3d. pers.

y ' en ' U, who has written it ? ^ Here huU is strengthened
with two verbal elements, ta and ka ; the object it is not expressed.

who? conceal this thee

(11.) Kaf araiueta • bali ' bu, who (is it) that conceals tliee;i halt
dem. come perf. this

answers to English that. (12.) Tokoya site ' a • bam, she that
dem. fem. axe

has come;^ baru is feminine, bali masculine. (13.) Tukura aroa
give he me to

banc allukura'l'omp-ti wone, the axe which he has given me.-
not know it I their wish

(14.) Man'subutui'ro'ne wo'me'ti nha'viiynaU'ni, I did not know
their wish ; ^ 7ii is the particle which forms the abstract verbal noun,
and to this i7ia7i- reduces the verb ; ti is pronominal comiective, refer-

who it do 3d pers. this

ring, to what follows. (15.) Alliai't-i'em ateka'i'en ' li • bali, who is

it that has done it ; ^ i, subjective verbal ; em or en, verbal succession

;

bali answers to Englisli that.

105. In the above examples, it may be seen that the principal

tendency of defining elements is to the verb, the strong demonstration
of the noun occurring only where in English we use the relative pro-

noun or the conjunction that. But the use of ti, which they show,
referring always to a noun or pronoun, is a striking arthritic

feature.

It seems, though the grammarian of the language does not under-

stand the formation, that it is not unusiial for nouns, when they take

a possessive prefix, to take an arthritic demonstrative suffix to enable

my
them to combine with the possessive. Thus : ema, way ; n'ema'li, my

my his

way; mabu, road; nrmabuiu, my road; esubara, sword; I'esubara'te,

my
his sword ; aku, eye ; n-aku or n'aku'lu, my eye.* Also, tamu, grand-

my my
father; iiamu-lu, my grandfather; sikc, quid; nrsigiiii, my quid;

K'-'"" my
karta, rope ; na-karta'ni, my rope.''

There is also a suffix -ta, which some nouns take in the dative

^ Breton, p. 21. - Ibid. p. 22. ^ Ibid. p. 23.

nbid. p. 12. '' Ibid. p. 14.

,
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relation, of which the Pere Breton says that he does not know

whether it is of the nature of a preposition or of an article ; but pro-

bably it is an artluitic demonstrative.

The following constructions are not arthritic (see 33), but they .show

how little sense of the correlation there is in the thought of the noun.

When two nouns are connected in the genitive relation, if the

fTOvernin" noun precedes, it always takes a possessive prefix to

represent the governed ; but if it follows, it does not take a possessive

prefix.^

his gi-eatness God

Thus (1.) l-ubutwjimi seiniin, the greatness of God. (2.) Ne-sem:

eraku uhutiujnni, my God's greatness ; eraliu seems to be arthritic,

tear trans. I perf. my gown

and to be due to the possessive. (3.) Kairvkua-n-o -a na ' kainisen

border

am, I have torn my gown's border.

Prepositions always precede the noun which they govern ; but in

order that the noun may be thought as object of the relation, it has to

be represented by a pronominal element prefixed to the preposition.

2d pers. imper. bring him to father her to mother them to

Thus (4.) b ' a • yuhukal'one haha t'on hibi nhi-bonam
our relatibn pi.

hui-yumuU ' ku, bring it to father, to mother, to our relations.-

ARAWAK.

106. In the Arawak of Guiana the verbal stem is apt to take

elements of objective process of accomplishment, and to develop a

variety of derivative verbs, but there does not seem to be any sub-

jective verbal element. The verbal stem also can incorporate adverbial

elements of time, of will, and of amount of accomplishment, so as to

form large aggregates of elements in one word, as massukussukuttun-

nuanikaebibu, you should not have been washed to-day ; but there is

no mention of its incorporating a noun.^

Most nouns, when they take a possessive prefix, undergo a change
my

of form, usually by adding a suffix, as baru, an axe ; da'harwn, my
axe

;
yuli, tobacco ; da'yuU'te, my tobacco.* These suffixes are doubt-

less arthritic elements, referring pronominally to the noun as connected

with the possessive.

CHIBCHA.

107. In Chibcha, a language Avhicli was spoken in Bogota, but

which became extinct about the middle of the last century, there is a

strong sense of the subject in the verb, so that though a personal

1 Breton, p. 7. - Ibid. p. 8.

^ Briuton on the Arawak, i^p. 4, 7, 8. * Ibid. p. 4.
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pronoun or noun immediately precede as subject, the verb takes the

proper person-clement. ^ AJad the verb thus connected with the

subject has little tendency to incorporate an object. Much interest

was taken in contingency and condition, but these were expressed

outside the verb.- The noun took its place in the sentence without

the help of arthi-itic elements ; and the verb was reahsed subjectively

rather than immersed in its connections with the sentence. The

noun formed no plural.^ The personal possessive and subject prefixes

were—singular, ze-^ um-, a- ; plural, 2i-, ?)«'-, a- ; i- was used for ze-

before s, 7^, s, t, •)(j. The object-persons were—singular, m-^ ma-;

plural, sia-, mia- ; none of third; these as objects required third

person for subject. If the first or second was subject, the object-

person was a separate pronoun. The object-persons were also used

for subject of copula. There was no subjunctive. The tenses, &c.,

were, ?.e hqiuskua, I do ; ze hqui, I have done ; ze hquiiia, I will do

;

quiu, do thou
;
quiuva, do ye. The verbs ending in -suka dropped it

in perfect and future, and took -mna in future. The participles were

the stems ^ of the tenses, and took the object-persons for subject, but

in the present participle -skua became -ska, and the perfect participle

took -a.

108. There is no arthritic feature in Chibcha; the synthetic

tendency may be observed in the two following peculiarities of

structure.

In the genitive, which always precedes the governing noun, most

of those nouns of more than one syllable which end in -a drop a, and

those which end in e drop e ; and if the last letter be then a con-

sonant which is not easily uttered in connection with the governing

noun, they take short i or u to facihtate the utterance ; as paba^

thing

father; zeyaba, my father; zeyahij^kiia, my father's thing; miojska,

language

man ; muysk-kubun, man's language. Some nouns, however, ending in

-a, take s in the genitive, which seems to be a fine element of relation

or inflection of case added to -a. Here the genitive does not coalesce

with the governing noiui ; but in the former, which seems to be the

general rule, there is a synthesis between the two.^

Those adjectives which are formed from a verbal root by adding

-mage have a strangely heavy and complex appearance, as if, though

their parts may not be more numerous than adjective formations

which may be met with in most languages, those parts expressed

large and heavy elements of thought. Thus so simple a quality as

white is expressed by an adjective formed in this way. The verb

apquihiziii'sulia means to become white, and apquiMzia'inage is the

white mantle bring

adjective white; as (1.) apqicihizin'mage hoi soco, bring the white

mantle.^

But though the above may be regarded as indications of a synthetic

1 Uricoechea, Gram. Chibcha, p. 17. - Ibid. p. 19-24.

» Ibid. p. 3. ^ Ibid. pp. 5, 12-17.

5 Ibid. p. 3. 6 Ibid. p. 54.
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tendency, the Chibcha language seems to be remarkable for its small

development of synthetic formations, and still more remarkable for

the actual inflections of case Avhich its nouns and pronoims possess.

These inflections are s, k, and ti, and seem to correspond respectively

to the thought of going ^ (from or towards), reaching,^ and resting

in ; - and they have the efi"ect of detaching, as by an interval of

transition, the nomi or pronoim to which they belong from that

which governs it.^ Now in a language of this distinctness of struc-

ture, and which has not a particularising or arthi'itic character, a

spreading tendency of thought, if it existed in the race, should show
itself in the tendency of the separate ideas to spread partially one

into another through the intervening transitions. For this tendency

in Chibcha we have no e"vidence, such as we have in Otomi, from the

words being run one into another in speaking ; for no information is

given as to the way in which the Chibcha language was spoken.

But we have very striking evidence for such transfusion of ideas in

the way in Avhich some verbs combine with distinct words, and even
with irouns which they govern in cases, to express single ideas, as if

by composition. Such complete union with these verbs indicates

transfusion in a less degree with others, and points to the spreading

of thought from part to part in the conception of fact.

Three such verbs are given in the Grammar, and a list of 129
combinations of one or other of these with other words, in which the

verb more or less loses its individuality in the expression of a verbal
I present

idea which is made up by the combination.^ Thus, 7iui ze'hta'sliua,

I imprison
;

quiluqui ze'hta'slma, I close ; iba'n ze'htcrslcua, I divide

;

teat

umqui se'btcrskua, I overturn ; sues ze'hta'shia, I wean ; agotcrk

ze'btasJcua, I deceive. The grammarian says that the verb zehtaskua
here

has no meaning by itself ; but in sii ze'ltashia, I throw here, it seems
to mean, I throw.

The verb ze'mi-slcua, I seek, sinks its individuality in the following
high

combinations: fjuas ze'miskua, I descend; asa'k ze-misJcua, I
to my eye

attempt; a-muis ze'miskua, I assault; z-ux)kua zeinvskua, I open my
perf.

eyes; zitan ze'iniskua, I fall headlong; ze-kuhukas cnni, I have
understood.

The verb ze-hquiskua means, I do, and of course enters readily into
high

combination, as ijua-te ze-hqiaskua, I raise, es ze-hquvskua, I embrace.
The order is subject, object, verb. Princijml verb goes last.*

Adjective follows noun, but participles and demonstratives precede.^

^ Uricoechea, p. 184. 2 Ibid. p. 147.

^
Ibid. p. 69-72, where the verbs are classified by the case which they govern.
Ibid. p. 73-77. * Ibid. p. 49. s j^id. p. 53.
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QUICHUA.

109. Quichua, the language of Peru, dififers remarkably from all

the preceding American languages, but is strongly marked with a

megasjTithetic character.

Its phonesis is hard and strong. The consonants are

—

q, k; f, /', f, f,

P] V 1 ^'j Vi ^1 ^^'j h ^'> ?j w* There are no medials; but there arc

singularly hard double letters which may even begin a word, qk, it,

pp. Yet h is scarcely sounded. The vowels are a, e, i, o, ^l}

110. The noun takes postpositions attached immediately to its stem
in the singidar, and of these there are several. But there are two
which may be regarded as case-endings, -p or -pa genitive, -pah dative.

The ordinary plural is fonned by -Tcuna, which has no separate mean-
ing ; and to it the case-endings and postpositions are subjoined. It

may be omitted when there is a numeral with the noun. There are

said to be several other forms of the jDlural number ; -ntin, which as

postposition means together with, forms a collective. There are no
forms to distinguish gender. There are different words to express the

same relations of kindi'ed to a man and to a woman' (130).

111. Adjectives are indeclinable.

Genitivfes sometimes express a quality as adjectives; thus runap>i

chief gen. that

of a man, manly. They also form compound nouns, as apu • p • fay,

that which belongs to a chief. There is no adjective form for degrees

of comparison.^

There are innumerable agglutinated formations of nouns. Kay, the

infinitive of the verb to be, subjoined to an adjective, forms an
abstract noun of the quality ; -l-asAxi and -Icanlca express it as past or

future. There are the affixes -yoli, possessor of; -kamayok, one who
exercises the occupation of ; -sapa, augmentative ; -sasa, with difficulty

;

-fail, -t'aujn, imperfectly; -fak, -t'ikafak, size of; -Jihia, as; -watan,

•tulpan, pretending to be ; -imana, too ; -yupa, reputed as ; -la, en-

dearment ; -masi, fellow ; mana-, negative ; mittor, recurrent ; -sonqko,

fond of.^

Verbal nouns of the agent . are formed by -k, of the action

by -y.^

112. The personal pronouns arc—singular, first, noka ; second, kam ;

third, pay ; plural, first, nokanf'ik incl., nokayku excl. ; second,

kamt'ik or kamkuna ; third, paykuna or paypay. They are declined

like substantives.^

The possessive elements are suffixed ; they are, singular -i, -iki, -n ;

plural, -nt2ik -iku, -ikifik, -nku. The case-endings and postpositions

follow these suffixes. There are also the following jironouns

—

kay,

this
; t'ay, fakay, that

;
p)i, who

;
pipas, some one ; ima, what ; raay-

kan, which ; imaktapas, something ; kiki pokpun, self.*^

113. The subject-persons also are suffixed. They are—singidar, -?ei,

^ Markham, Quichua Grammar, pp. 17, 18. - Ibid. p. 19-24.
3 Ibid. pp. 27, 28. * Ibid. p. bU-32. ^ ibid. p. 33. ^ ibid. p. 36-39.
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-nki, -n ; plural, -nfih -iJcu, -nkifik, -nlcu. The verbal stem seems to

end in some of the vowels.

The stem of the perfect adds -rJca to that of the present ; but the

perfect participle or infinitive adds -ska, as munaska, to have loved

;

having loved. The future participle or infinitive adds -7ia or -nka,

munana, munanka. The persons of the future are—singular, mwiasak,

munanhi, munanka; plural, first, munassun, munaku ; second, mun-
ankit'ik ; third, munanka.

Those of the imperative are—smgular, second, munay ; third, mun-

atum ; plural, first, munassun, munaku; second, munayfik ; third,

munafunku.
The present participle is munak; present infinitive, munay.
Compound tenses and a passive are formed by the tenses of kani,

I am or have, following the participles of the verb ; the perfect

participle taking -?», and the future participle -imi. The j^ersons go

with kani after the perfect participle, but they are taken by the

future participle before -imi ; i seems to be first person, and mi to

express being.

The present infinitive with the persons form an optative, but first

person singular is -man} Elements also may be subjoined to the

verbal stem, expressing the potential, the wish or obligation, besides

elements of degree, process, duration, causation, repetition, decadence,

abstraction from an object, the reciprocal.

^

The subject-persons and object-persons combine in four transitions

from subject to object; from first to second, -iki, I thee; -ikit'ik, I

you ; from third to second, -sunki, he thee ; -sunkifik, he you ; from

second to first, -ivanki, thou me ; wankifik, thou us ; from third to

first, -icanmi, he me; -tcanfik, he us, inch, -icayku, he us, excl.^

114. The order is object, verb, subject; genitive precedes its

governor, and adjective its substantive. All oblique cases go before

the subject.''^ The objects and conditions being thought with a strong

sense of the relations which connect them with the verb, there is

little synthesis of them with it, and no need for arthritic elements.

It is in the ideas which are formed of the nature of substantives and
verbs that thought spreads ; and it is in the expression of these with
their degree of attribute or accomplishment or other adjunct that

synthesis appears.

The innumerable processes of agglutination of particles added to

nouns causes extraordinary richness and variety of expression.^ And
no European language can describe an action with auytliing like the

precision and accuracy, combined with brevity, of which Quichua is

capable ; the most remarkable feature of the language being the power
of constructing words by means of affixes Avith large meaning joined

to the root.*^

1 INIarkham, p. 45-48. - Ibid. pp. 47, 49, 52-57. ^ Ibid. pp. 50, 51.
4 Ibid. pp. 59, 60. = Ibid. p. 29. « Ibid. pp. dO, 6L
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GUAEANI.

115. The timid and submissive Guarani who, notwithstanding the

weakness of their character, overspread such vast regions in Brazil

and Paraguay, must have had in a remarkable degree the qualities by
virtue of which the weak supplant the strong ; for they were in con-

tact with some of the most formidaljle races in the world, such as the

Caraibs in the north and the Abipones in the south, ^"^ow the strong

commands fortune, the Aveak waits on fortune ; and it is by watching

what fortune brings, in order to improve her favours, that the weak
Und their opportunities of advancement. It is not isolated accidents

that interest such a race, but rather the circumstances which help

towards a desirable result ; for the power of combination of circum-

stance is what improves the gifts of fortune. And it is the mental

habit of watching and combining what comes into actuality that is

impressed on the Guarani language as its distinctive character. The
objects of thought which constitute the fact are conceived in Guarani

with tine distinctions of actuality ; but though thought tends to dwell

on them in this respect, the idea of the part is subordinate to that

of the whole ; and there is a tendency to synthetise the sentence,

the parts, though thought largely, coalescing in the whole without

arthritic elements.

116. The phonesis is soft and very nasal. Every word ends in a

vowel ; the consonants are liable to change ; and the pressure of

breath apparently weak. There are no aspirates, nor sibilants, nor

jT, nor r after mute.^

117. The noun has neither case, number, nor gender. The adjective

follows the substantive.2 The postpositions pe, rehe, giiara express

genitive relations, but not possession, and the noun which has them
follows the governing noun. The possessor precedes the possessed,

and may coalesce with it.' The object or condition may either pre-

cede or foUow the verb.- The verb may incorporate in its stem a

noun or verbal stem which is its direct object. The diminutive noun
takes -l, -i.^

118. The personal pronouns are—singoilar, first, fe; second, nde ;

third, ko ; plural, first, ore excL, ndnde inch ; second, jpee ; third, ko.

They are prefixed as possessives, except that the possessive of tliird

person is y-, and that of the reflexive is o- ; y- changes to li-., and o-to

gu- before r, /?, or weak t ; yo, or before nasal no, is reflexive possessive

plural. The subject-piersons of the verb are—singular, first, a-; second,

ere- ; third, o- ; plural, first, excL oro-, incl. yd- ; second, pe-; third, o-/

but ore and ndnde are first plural subject persons of neuter verbs. If

the subject be a personal pronoun, the object, even though expressed, is

represented by an object-person with the verb. The first and second

personal pronouns themselves are prefixed as objects to the verbal

stem ; but y- for the third person, ye- for the reflexive, yd- for the

^ Montoya, Arte de la Lengua Guarani, pp. 1, 2, &c. " Ibid. pp. 2, 3.

3 Ibid. p. 7.
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reciprocal (one another). These object-persons are preceded by the

personal pronouns as subject. If, however, the subject be first person,

the second, whether as object or possessive, is oro- singular, opo-

plural. Aiid if the subject be second person and the oliject be first

person, the second as subject is -epe singular, -epeijiye plural, and the

first as object is te-. The verb takes -i in the indicative when it has

an object-person. The object-persons take -re when prefixed to verbs

beginning with ro-, no-}

119. There are several particles expressive of various elements of

actuality, which are variously combined with each other and used

with nouns or pronouns and verbs to express the modes of actuality

in which they are conceived. Such combination is best understood

from the meanings of its elements.

Thus ha seems to express the process of the verb (Def. 11)

;

ra seems to be the strongest element of coming into actuality, na
weaker, ta weaker still, as in the optative or desiderative, a more
abstract ; rae the same as ra, with an element of remotion ; re the

same past, ne future actuality ; mo ideal fact, ma with more
actuality than mo; ke, ge, past actuality, or non-actuality thought

as remotion ; ne is an emphatic particle of a demonstrative nature

;

h seems to be a demonstrative element referring to what has the

nature of a noun ; hi emphasises nouns, hina and hia emphasise verbs

thought objectively ; hae denotes what is qualified by a verb, as if

through a relative pronoun ; ho the abstract verbal noun ; ha the con-

dition or indirect object of a verb ; hee a verb contingent and removed
from reality (e), and therefore with faint subjective realisation so as to

be referred to objectively by h ; po expresses the abiding of an action

in the subject instead of its being thought as passing to an object,

and in this sense 2)o is associated with an element of actuality ro, so

as to form pioro ; pira expresses the abiding of a passive state in the

subject ; they are probably akin to j;e and he, which express in or

junction ; ko strengthens as a demonstrative
;
gua seems to be a verbal

element meaning to belong. The above meanings explain the particles

which are in use, and which may be seen in the following examples.
eat I come

(1.) Karu'Jia'rera a'tju, I come from eating {i.e., having been eat-

eat I come
ing^-). (2.), Karu'lia'rCi'nge'ra a'yu, I come from having had to eat, the

he go

first m gives the sense of future, nge of past ;
^ o-Jiorae, he went (but I

, . .
^so

did not see hun go ; this sense of separation is implied in e^); a'ha'rae'

fut.

ne, I will go (willingly ^) ; a'lia-tdmo'rae, surely I would go ; ^ here the

e of rae expresses the separateness of completion, and thus strengthens

the expression of purpose ; the ta of tamo, intended actuality.

what chance thee take God thee help not

(3.) Mdrd'amo hero, ndere'reko'ni Tapande'pltiho'ey'ramo'rae, what
chance will take thee (i.e., what will become of thee) if God does not

1 Moutoya, Arte, pp. 4, 9-13. - Ibid. p. 25. ^ ibij. p. 20
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help thee.i Verbs which begin with h, r, or n require ra to be added to

their object when this is prefixed to them ;
2 and when verbs take up

a pronominal object prefixed, they may take -ni as if referring to the

object ;
^ this explains ndererehoni ; amo expresses ideal existence, as

if we said, what chance that may be ; ramorae expresses supposed
I self declare not for not I God take neg.

determined fact. (4.) ty.'ne 'viomhewefj'rdmo-i nd'a'Tiip'ira'ri, on
account of not having confessed I do not take the communion ;

* here

rami) expresses the reduced actuality of a fact which is thought only

it wine it self make
as the condition of another fact. (.5.) LkdnVrdmn o'ne'mund, it

turned into wine ;
'^ rdmn denotes a fact dependent on OTicmund ; and

I give him to belong

that fact is, a thing (i) being wine. (6.) A'mee yi'upeyjud'rdmd, I

I did certainly I see bim bring

gave it to him to belong to him.^ (7.) fe'ra'ko ahef'a he ' ru

indeed he

hiiid, I certainly saw that they brought him indeed (but), 7 o-

kill I it do already

yukaralv, he killed him certainly (for I saw it).''' (8.) A'yajM imd
me bid before

fe'qiidyeijmhohe, I had done it before they bid me, and am doing it

I him love me love fut,

now.^ (9.) A'Iraihu fer'aihu'rdmd ne, I will love him if he love

me ;
^ ne is always at the end of the clause as here ; it affects not the

verb but the entire sentence, and is to be regarded not as a mere
element of tense, but as an independent expression of future actuality.

I I love much God fut.

(10.) t'e'7ie cfliailm ' Icafu TTipd ne, I certainly will love God much ;
9

I die thou come before fut.

the first 726 is demonstrative. (H.) A'mdnu'dmo nde'rwymhohe ne, I
I him teach

shall die before you come ; ama, expected actuality. (12.) fe-o-mhoe'
he know I take

ranio'dmb o-iquaa, if I teach him he will know.^*' (13.) A • reJi-o • rdmo
'I give would that I

a'mee'hee'dmd, I would give it if I found it. ^° (li.) Kiiri-kuri'ot'e

good I go heaven to

mdrdn'(jatu'tdmb'rae'mdru a'ha ihaye, woidd that I were good that I
heaven in we go into end neg. live

might go to heaven." (15.) Iba'pe ndnde'lurha'qe'pe ajn'rep'ya iko

(fut.)

ne, in heaven, where we shall go, we shall live for ever ; tidndehoha-

gejK is thought as qualifying iha ; and the subject of iko is under-
my father die he self declare

stood.^- (16.) t^e • rub o'mdnb-hcwrdmd o'lie'momheu, my father who
my father die I see

was to die confessed. (17.) fe. ru o'mdnrrhae'rangera a-hefag, I saw
my dead father ; o'mdnu'hae'rdmd means he who was to die, and

1 Montoya, Vocabulario, sub vidrd. - Ibid. s. re. ^ Arte, p. 40.

* Vocab., s. ramo. ^ Arte, p. 74. ^ Arte, p. 3. ^ Ibid. p. 19.

8 Ibid. p. 20. 9 Vocab. s. nr. i" Arte, p. 23. " Ibid. p. 22.
1- Ibid. p. 29.
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died ; o'manij-hae'rdnge, means he who was to have died, and did not

die; o'mdnd-bae-kera, means he who was not to have died, and did

die ;
^ the last element of the particle of actuality seems to express

the event ; bae is the demonstrative representmg what is defined hy
he self jest

being the subject of the verb. (18.) O'ne ' mhoyaruai'ha'h'dmo fere'

keep

rehrni, he keeps me as a butt for his jests ; ^ ha in liaha is

demonstrative, representing that which is defined by being the

indirect object or condition of the verb ; the place of the verb takes

X)e instead of ha; dmo expresses the occasional or accidental use

I him teach I tell again him

of a butt for jests. (19.) te'ymhoe'hagera a'momheii, 'yehi y
to

t upe, I repeated to him what I had taught him; 3 here there is no demon-

strative representing what is defined by being the object of the verb.

I Peter I him teach I weary fut.

(20.) fe Peru fe-y ' mhoe'rdmo te'kaneo'ne, I will be Aveary teach-

he know fut.

ing Peter. (21.) fe Peru fe'o-m.hoerdmd oHquaa'ne, Peter will

know if I teach him ;
* Avhen the subject of the sentence becomes

formerly I wont I

object, it is distinguished by o instead of y. (22.) Iraa ami fe'

good

mdrdn'gatu, formerly I was wont to be good ;
^ mdrd seems to be an

person conduct good God
indefinite pronominal element. (23.) Ase • reko mdrdivgafwlicra Tupd
he reward heaven in fut.

o ' Itejyi ' hte iha ' pe ne, God will reward good works in heaven.*

day perdition his hand right at he put they

(24.) Ara • kani ' rdmo Jesu Christo o 'po ' akatud'Tcoti omoi ymdrdn'
good fut.

gahVhae ne, in the day of judgment Jesus Christ will put the good

at his right hand
;

'' rdmo imparts to arakani a contingent or ideal

fact, has indicates those who are defined by being the subject of the

verb, they are good.

The auxiliary elements which express tense all denote modes of

actuality, And though the grammarian of the language says that

every noun is capable of three tenses, taking ke for the past, rama for

the future, and ran'gc for the past future, these elements may all be

used with other meanings. Ke occurs with the present, signifying

separation ;* and o'mdno'hae'rama means he who was to die and died,

o'tndno'hae'range, he was to die and did not. The interest of the race

lies rather in the actualities of fact than in its position in time, and it

is in thinking the former that the Guarani mind tends to spread in its

ideas. The elements of actuality are thought Avith the ideas to which
they are attached present at the same time to the mind, and so they

form large simultaneous conceptions such as are characteristic of

American thought. ISTor does thought spread on the parts so as to

^1 Arte, p. 30. '- Ibid. p. 33. 3 jbid. p. 34. * Arte, p. 35.
'' Vocab. s. ima. '^ Ibid. s. tcqil. ^ Ibid. s. po. ^ Ibid. s. cue, ',
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lose a sense of the whole, for its tendency towards the whole manifests

itself in synthetic combinations.
I God take I God love

Thus, a'tupa'pisi, I take the communion ; aiupdTaihu, I love God

;

I things seek I things do go on

a'mhaervyeruref I seek things ; t'einhae'apo'giteJiobo, I go on working;^
I stone remove I eat be inclined

a • ita '
Off, I remove stones ; a'haru • se, I am inclined to eat ;

^

priest thing

ahara'mbae, priest's thing.

^

The use also of the future element ne at the end of a clause, as may
be seen in some of the preceding examples, shows a readiness of the

parts of a sentence to coalesce in one thought which agrees with the

synthetic character of American speech.^

KIEIEI.

120. The Kiriri who dwell in Bahia seem not to give strong

attention either to separate objects or to the result. Their verb seems

to indicate remarkable want of activity, for it is never transitive, and

little sense of contingency, for there is small development of mood.

And it is probable from the fertility of their region that the race are

under little necessity either to watch closely the things about them, or

to attend carefully to the results either of action or of accident.

There is no development of arthritic construction, nor are there

large synthetic combinations ; but there is still enough synthesis to

show the spreading tendency of American thought.

So frequent is composition, that most nouns and verbs which have

more than one syllable are compounds.^

Two nouns, correlated as genitive and governor, are sometimes

compounded together, the genitive being sometimes first and some-

times last. There seems to be closer combination in the former than

in the latter, for a personal possessive is prefixed to the whole

combination when the genitive is first, and is placed between the two
components when the genitive is last.^

So also when a verb is compounded of two others, the personal

element, instead of being prefixed, is sometimes between the two, as if

one was thought more subjectively than the other ; but still they form

one word.

One of the most remarkable features in this interesting language is

the way in which certain adjectives are constructed to agree Avith their

nouns. Adjectives of number, of size or shape, of colour, and of dry-

ness or hardness, take certain particles when they agree with nouns.

They all take the same particle for the same noun, so that nouns are

divided into classes by the particles which those adjectives take in

concord with them. The adjective in Kiriri generally follows the

noun, except the numeral adjectives which precede it ; and the above-

1 Arte, p. 53. " Ibid. p. 54. =* Ibid. p. 2.

* Latham's Elements of Comparative Philology, p. 531.

'^ Gabeleutz, Kiriri Grammar, p. 40. "^ Ibid. p. 28.
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named adjectives all take the particles of concord as prefixes. There

are twelve such prefixes, and they correspond respectively to the

twelve following classes of nouns :

—

Be corresponds to nouns denoting hills, banks, bowls, &c.

Bti is the most usual particle, and corresponds to most nouns, but

especially to houses, arrows, implements, ears of corn, and living

things except birds,-

Kro corresponds to birds, stones, stars, and round things, as berries,

fruits, eyes.

Km, to fluids and rivers.

Epru, to bundles and clusters.

He, to wood and bones, or to things made of wood.

Ho or lioi, to ropes, flexile plants, cords, and serpents.

Ya, to things of iron or bone, or pointed things.

Mui or mu, to eatables.

Nu, to holes, wells, openings, fields, enclosures.

Ro, to clothes, cloth, hides.

Woro, to routes, conversations, discourses, stories ; these latter must
be thought as routes.

These particles are sometimes dispensed with by the numeral adjec-

tives, but the other adjectives which have been mentioned, with four

exceptions, require them.^ They remind one of the prefixes of nouns in

the Kafir languages, which are taken in the same way prefixed to an

adjective in concord with the noun. But they difi"er essentially from

these in this respect. The Kafir prefixes are part of the idea of the

noun ; that idea breaking into two parts, one of which may be taken up
without the other. The Kiriri particles form no part of the nouns to

which they correspond, but only of the adjectives which refer to these,

and which in qualifying the nouns form these partial notices of them
and spread thus far into the thought of them. The elements thus

taken up express apparently a sense of the various surfaces of things

as possessing certain superficial qualities expressed by the adjectives.

These particles are described as compounded with the adjectives,^ and
they therefore must be understood to form synthetic combinations

with these, whose magnitude depends on the strength of meaning
which they possess. But on this subject no information is given.

The use of these particles arises probably from a failure to keep
before the mind the whole of the general idea when forming by com-
parison with it the comparative thought of the particular object.

When the comparison refers specially to a part of that idea, the

elements in respect of which principally the comparison is made are

used to represent the whole, and are taken up into the comparative

thought which is formed (24).

The main features of this language are as foUows :

—

121. The Kiriri consonants are Ic, g, (T , t, t', d, d', p, p\ h, h, %, y,

s, z, w, I, r, n, n, m. The vowels are a, e, e, c, i, n, o, g, o, u. There

are no diphthongs. The accent is generally on the last vowel, but a

nasalised vowel always has the accent. Sometimes in a compound

^ Gabelentz, pp. 29, 30. 2 Ibid. p. 29.
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each component has its own accent. T and j^ fire generally followed

by a strong guttural aspiration. Tlie phonesis is very guttural, and
seems to involve strong pressure of breath.

122. The noun is said to be unchangeable from gender, number, or

case, but personal nouns are followed by a to express plurality, and
some nouns of kindred by fe.^

The nominative is knoAni by immediately following the verb ; and
tlie genitive by immediately following another noun. The other cases

are expressed by prepositions.^

123. The first and second personal pronouns in their separate form
are—singular, first, hiet'ci ; second, exeat'a ; plural, first, excl. hiefdde,

incl. ket'd or kefda ; second, etixd'da.

The demonstratives are

—

ixi, this ; erid'a, these ; ero, that ; eroa,

those ; roho, that same ; rohoa, those same ; Jwho, that.

The subjective and possessive personal afiixes have five different

forms, according to the noun or verb to which they are prefixed.

These are :

—
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and supine. The present participle ends in -ri and takes instead of

pronominal prefix, d- if it be of the second or third conjugation, di- if

of the first and fourth, and du- if of the fifth. The verbs of passive

signification make an active causative participle in -ri with the prefix

du: Participles, present and future, are formed in -kriri, -ridi with

same prefixes. Passive participles also are formed in -te for present,

-krite perfect, -tedi future, these suffixes being subjoined to the stem

with its person-prefixes, which then denote the agent ; and these

formations may denote not only the subject of the passive, but its

origin, mode, place, or instrument. The indicative present expresses

also the noun of doing or being with the persons as possessive.^

125. Two or more substantives in apposition are connected by the

preposition do, which is the preposition of accusative and dative.

The genitive follows its governor without a preposition, unless it signi-

fies the material, when it is preceded by do, or the place, when by mo.

The genitive may be compounded with its governor, preceding this or

following it. In the latter case a possessive prefix comes between the

two. A substantive may also combine with an adjective following

it.- There -is no relative pronoun ; its place is supplied by the

participles.^

126. The following classes of substantives do not take the possessive

prefixes immediately, but with the mediation of a general noun (131),

which has the meaning stated with each or given as the description

of the class. The general noun with possessive affix precedes, and
the other noun follows in apposition with do between.

The names of domestic animals take -enki, cattle ; of wild eatables,

-vapru; cooked things, -ude; roasted things, -upodo; vegetables, -ud'e;

cultivated bread-fruit, -ivani, cultivation ; fruits gathered green, to be

kept, -icbo ; things found, -into ; booty, -horonumi ; things shared,

-ukisi ; presents, -uha ; things carried, -e, a load. Sometimes mediating

substantives are used different from the above.*

127. All simple verbs are monosyllabic ; and it is probable that all

words of more than one syllable are compounds.^
The negative is suffixed to the verb.^

When the subject is immediately expressed, the third person is still

taken, unless the verb begins the sentence ; but the first and second

are not taken. Some compound verbs take the person in the middle.

The perfect indicative drops -^^rnvhen an adverb or preposition precedes.^

128. The prepositions, when governing a noun, whether expressed

or understood, take a possessive prefix to represent it, according to

the declension to which the preposition belongs.''

Some adverbs begin the sentence ; others are suffixed to a noun or

verb
; others require a separate word before them.^

The particle -be is sometimes suffixed to the indicative, especially

when negatived ; -ho suffixed to verbs means entirely, -ku forms

adjectives ; -de is interrogative, -do signifies completion, -hu answer,

-nio already, -nt the customary, -to frequentative.*^

* Oabelentz, p. 20-23. = Ibid. pp. 27, 28. » Ibid. p. 31.
* bid. pp. 34, 35. » i^id. p. 40. « Ibid. pp. 42, 43.

' Ibid. p. 51. 8 Ibid. p. 54. 9 Ibid. pp. 67, 58.
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The verb usually stands before the subject. Dh-ect object follows

subject, and after it the other cases.
^

CHIKITO.

129. The Chikitos, who live in the middle of South America, on

the watershed of the basins of the Amazon and Paraguay rivers, are a

lively, active race, who lead a life of much enjoyment, and find little

difficulty in supplying their wants. Their country, consisting of low

hills covered with forests and intersected by numerous small streams,

confines the people to the places of their birth, where they live in little

villages, and cultivate the soil ; and so scattered were they in

D'Orbigny's time that there were only 14,500 in five degrees of latitude

by five of longitude. "

Their utterance is clear and soft/ so soft that h is scarcely felt in

utterance,* and the absence of d and g is probably due to the mutes

being so soft that sonancy would destroy them. There is a strong

nasal tendency, so that if any inflection introduces a nasal or nasahsed

vowel into a word, every ij in the word becomes w, every r becomes n,

every h becomes m.^ There is probably no weakness of breath from

the chest, as there are t', s, s, z, as well as h. The consonants are

—

k,

t, t, t',]^, b, h, s, s, z, y, vj, r, n, n, m. The vowels are a, e, i, u, o, u,

and are liable to be nasalised. There are no concurrences of consonants,

and those of vowels are rare.''

The words have a tendency to run each into the following, so that

a final vowel becomes an initial of the next word if this begin with a

consonant ; and if that consonant be t', y, or n, the vowel, if a or e,

becomes i. If a word ending in a vowel be followed by a word

beginning with a vowel, the former is dropped or the latter has h pre-

fixed to it.^

130. There are, as in Caraib, two genders, male and female, the

former belonging to men and to supernatural persons, the latter to

women and all other objects. But the peculiarity of this language is,

that a woman never uses the first gender ; to her even men and gods

are of the second gender.

Also the nouns, isaaras Spaniard, noneis man, yotfohoret' demon,

yut'mis stranger, and names of trees and animals, which all begin

with or u, lose their first letter in the mouth of a woman.

There are also one or two nouns used only by the women, and some

to which the women only, others to Avhich the men only, attach pos-

sessive affixes. The relations of kindred to a woman and to a man are

expressed .by different words (110), and the latter as well as that of

friend or slave to a man are often distinguished by incorporating an

additional syllable -io-.^

131. Nouns of kindred and of parts of the body never occur without

' Gabelentz, p. 61.
2 Charlevoix, History of Paragiiay, Book X.; Prichard's Researches, vol. v.

p. 538 ; Arte de la Lengua Chiquita, p. 1. =* Arte de la Lengua Chiquita, p. 1.

* Ibid. p. 2.
'•> Ibid. p. 3.

•* Ibid. pp. 2, 4.

7 Ibid. pp. 2, 3. * Ibid. pp. 5, 6.
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a possessive affix. On tlic other hand, the names of animals and trees

never take a possessive affix. The former, -when possessed, are pre-

ceded by the general noim for animal with the possessive affix

;

domestic possessions are similarly preceded by a general noun. But

objects of less distinct individuality, or less close connection, do not

require one, the sense of possession being stronger than in Kiriri

(126, 139, III, 31).

Every noun when not constructed with a genitive ends in the

singular in -s or, if e precede, in -f; in the plural, this is changed to -ka ;

and to many nouns -when without a possessive o- is prefixed by the

men, or ti- if the first consonant is followed by «. To the names
of men, the men prefix i- in the singular, ?/?«- in the plural.^ There is

no plural for a noun constructed with a genitive, but it may be followed

by taiki to express pluraliiy. Diminutives are formed by -7'na.' All

nouns may take a suffix of the future -bo, -mo, -o.^

132. There are five sets of possessive affixes, as in Iviriri

:

/ I. r.
1
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133. The adjectives are verbs used adjectively, except some thirty

which are nouns connected with the substantive, by taking a posses-

sive aflfix which represents it, as the subject-person of the verb con-

nects the others.^

There is no adjective form for degrees of comparison. The only
numeral they have is one ; but they learned to count in Spanish.^

134. The separate personal pronouns are—singular, first, arni

;

second, arlii ; third, as'tii, male; plural, first, afoni, inch; art'omi,

excl. ; second, arano ; third, asma, male, as'ino, female; as is a

demonstrative prefix. There is no pronoun for third singular female.

The above are used only in the nominative, when there might be a

doubt whether iii M, &c., was subject or object.^ The prepositions

take the persons which they govern as possessive affixes ; and when
they govern a noun they precede it, having taken a possessive affix to

represent it. But the genitive is expressed by merely following its

governor, having dropped -s in singular, -lea in plural ; unless it be

genitive of possession, for then the governor takes possessive affix to

represent the genitive which follows.'*

The demonstrative pronouns are nahi male, na fern., this ; naki

male, ni or n fem., are used for^definite article ; w-is apt to be taken by
a genitive to represent governing noun ; haama male, haa fem., these

;

nukii male, nu ku fem., that; amma male, amio am fem., those; also

kut'akii male, kufa fa fem., this, manuki male, manu fem., that.

The second person singular prefix attached to a preposition serves

for reflexive pronoun of oblique case for male or female singular and
for male plural ; the second plural serves for female plural (135), but

for reflex possessives the prefixes of third person are used.^

There is no relative pronoun.^

135. The subject^persons of the verb in the present indicative are

almost the same as the possessive affixes of the noun, so that there are

five conjugations of the verb. The difi'erences are that in the conjuga-

tions the prefixes of the tliird persons singular and plural drop i and y,

except in the second conjugation ; h is taken instead of y in the third

singular of third, and in the third plural fem. of first ; in the suffixes,

s is dropped throughout the conjugations ; and where there is no
suffix, the element ka, which expresses the verbal succession of the

accomplishment, is subjoined, except in the third fem. singular and
plural.^

In the subjunctive the prefix of the second singular is taken in

third singular male and female, and in the third plural male, and that

of the second plural, in third plural fem. The second plural is used

in Pima as an abstract subject like French on. It is doubtless weaker

than second singular, and both may be weakened by direct address

leaving so little to be denoted by speech. Hence they are used in

Chikito for reflexive object, this being weakly thought because it has

just been thought as subject. In the future and in the objective pre-

sent indicative, AA-hich involves a pronominal object, the third persons

* Arte, pp. 17, 18. - Ibid. pp. 19, 20. ^ Ibid. pp. 2

4 Ibid. pp. 22-26, 29, 30. * Ibid. pp. 30-32. "^ Ibid. p. 34,

p. 21, 22
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take the possessive prefixes. The verbal stem may be used as a noun

with or without -ha, -ki, -ko, ku, tlie vowel agreeing with the vowel

of its last syllable.^

Each of the conjugations comprises verbs of all kinds, actives, pas-

sives, neuters, intransitives, except that the second seems to belong

only to actives. 1

If the initial consonant of the stem is t, it changes, as in nouns, in

the first singular and first plural excl., to t\ and if it be k it changes

to ^'.1

Sometimes a passive differs only by a slight change from an active.

Sometimes the difference is greater, or there is no active corresponding

to the passive. The element of succession which is subjoined to the

stem is altered by incorporating third fern, as object, or by the verb

being determined by a particle or verb preceding it. There are some

twenty different elements for objective verbs. The object-person, «?,

hi, &c., follows the element of succession.^

The future is expressed in some verbs by -na, -ra, -ha, -ma, or -a

attached, but other verbs express it by the present with an adverb

;

tliere is no other tense.

The imperative subjoins -t'o, -fa instead of ka to the second person

present ; but in the objective form it substitutes for this -e, -i, -t'oi, -t'ai,

-t'ee, -t'ue.^ Transitive verbs may be abstracted from an object and

thought intransitively. Some verbs then pass from the second conjuga-

tion to the third; and the intransitive form may govern a plural object.*

The pronouns ni, hi, &c., subjoined to a predicate imply the copula,

but sometimes ka intervenes, and sometimes they are subjoined to tah

for a verb substantive.^

The negative -i is subjoined to the verb after ka ; there are also,

for negatives, ko- and ^e—pi. The object follows the verb.^

136. The Chikitos are not obliged to give very close attention to

natural objects, nor are they rigidly bound to a traditional routine of

life. There is considerable sense of the life of the subject in their

verb as well as of the succession of doing or being, but little tendency

to combine verb and object except pronominally in one idea of

accomplishment. Yet the synthetic tendency is remarkable.

The final s or f of the noun, which changes to ka in the plural

(131), is probably of the same nature as the Mexican -tl, &c. (87).

For, as some of the Mexican endings are dropped when the noun has

a possessive afiix, so the Chikito ending is dropped when the noun

governs a genitive. And the ending being dropped in the singular,

that of the plural into which it changes is dropped in governing a

genitive.
''^

The plural elements, -ka and ma-, seem to correspond to Mexican

-ke and -7ne, and o, which is prefixed in Chikito on account of the

strength of the attention, is one of the Mexican endings.

"When the genitive is a possessor, the possession, though it loses its

» Arte, pp. 35, 50. ^ jbi^j pp 35^ 37^ 3 ibij. pp. 40, 41.

« Ibid. pp. 42, 43. * Ibid. pp. 45, 46. « Ibid. p. 52.
" Ibid. p. 29.
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demonstrative element, does not directly combine with the possessor
but always takes a possessive pronoun to represent the possessor ; as

house God

(1.) iyoostii Tu]ja>^, his house God, i.e., house of God; i—stii is pos-

sessive. Also when a noun is object of a relation, the idea of it

will not combine with the relation directly, but has to be represented

by a pronominal element in combination with the relation, as (2.)
I speak her to the woman
t''uraka vmo n 'pais, I speak to the woman.

These constructions are similar to what are found in the Caraib
language, and show weak sense of correlation (105).

The readiness of nouns to coalesce in genitive relations, other than
that of possession, facilitates synthesis between them. And, conse-
quently, compositions are frequent, consisting of noun and genitive as

well as the kindred ones of noun and adjective.

The sense of process in the verb leads to a great development of
derivative verbs, expressing parts of process or varieties of process,

continuatives, initiatives, completives, doing it well, ill, gratuitously,

hastily, usually, before the time, &c., besides causatives, intensives,

and frequentatives ; and the derivative elements have remarkable
distinctness of meaning coalescing in one conception with the root,

I lie

though adding to it strong modifying elements. Thus, rncuiiki-
cause

nakrrJia,^ I la}-, i.e., cause to lie; here the last l-a is the verbal suc-

cession of the act of lying, the preceding ka that of causing ; so fully

are the derivative element and the simple verb thought together.

As verbs can be formed from nouns they can in the same way be
formed from nouns compounded with adjectives. And though verbs
are not apt to incorporate their objects except pronominally, they very
often take up into their stem a noun which is an instrument or other

condition of the fact. And thus verbs are frequent which have two
components in their stem. These compound stems may be further

enlarged by being affected with derivative elements. And thus the

language possesses a well-marked synthetic character, as may be seen
from the following examples :

—

hand rugosity

£e ' hiriyi • s, muscle, vein, or wrinkle of the hand ; hupe 'Jcuu -s,

stuff

temple ; fah', hair ; ki'p)e • fakis, lock of hair on the temple ; asi •

yellow I hammer strike

surikio, to be yellow stuff; i • faku ' bast • ka, I am struck with a
I head strike

hammer ; i • t'a ' basi ' ka, 1 am struck on the head ; fad is head,
I lip wrinkle intens.

and t changed to t'; f'ana • paki ' td ' ka, I have the lip much
wrinkled.

The names of living beings alone seem to be incapable of entering

into such compositions.-

* Arte, p. 46. - Arte, Precis Linguistiqne, p. xv.
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BAUEO.

137. The Moxos, who adjoin the Chikitos on the north-west, are

described as having more gravity than the Chikitos; ^ and the Bauros,

who belong to the Moxo family, and dwell on the affluents of the

Mamore, are described as more industrious than any of the nations of

those countries. 2 In the language of the Bauros there is no consonant

concurrence nor final consonant, and r is very soft.^ There is no

such general ending loosely attached to the noun as is found in

Chikito in the final consonant (131), because the noun is thought

with more substance of its own (Def. 4). The noun has no cases;

there is a pku'al ending -nobe, but little used.* The personal pro-

nouns are—sing. 7ii, 2n, re (male), ri (fern.); pi. ahi, ye, ne ; they are

strengthened when separate with -ti and -tiije ;^ ni, &c., suffixed to a

predicate, imply the copula ; they may also be prefixed to tibay for

verb substantive. They are prefixed to all verbs as subject person,

but their vowel is apt to be absorbed by initial vowel of the stem.

The present subjoins to the stem -ho, to express actuality ; but -ho

sometimes, and -hoho always, denotes the reflexive.^ Verbs ending

in 0, change o to a in the future ; others change the vowel of the

person to a, and -ho to -po ; others do not distinguish the future from

the present.^ There are no other proper formations of tense or mood.
A present participle is formed by -na added to the verbal stem. A
passive is often formed from the active by dropping the last syllable,

and inserting ?ia, hai, Iv, or Ice, after the person.^

138. The Bauros, in accordance with their industrial interest in

external things as objects of action, give more individual substance

(Def. 4) to their substantive ideas, and do not tend so much as the

Chikitos to put their noun into synthesis with the verb. There
is, however, a considerable synthetic development in the Bauro verb

;

to some extent by composition, but to a greater extent by a large

variety of derivative elements, which refer, some to the engagement
of the subject, more to the external relations of the fact. The noun
and genitive, too, are apt to coalesce in one word, and certain nouns
enter readily into composition. The arthritic constructions of the

noun, which are absent from Chikito, are found in Bauro.

139. When the governing noun and genitive do not combine in a
tiger foot

synthesis, such as, isJdni ' p?i//J, tiger's foot, they are always, as in

its foot tiger

Chikito, constructed with a possessive affix, as (1.) re ' puyi iscini.

But, unlike Chikito, the noun which takes a possessive prefix

often requires a pronominal suffix to help its connection with
the possessor. Many nouns drop a final syllable, or two final

syllables, in combining with a possessive prefix ; and merging their

individuality in the possessor, they combine without requiring a

^ Prichard, vol. v. p. 5S9. - Arte, de la Lengua de log Bauros, p. 111.
^ Tbid. p. 1. 4 Ibid. p. 3. 6 Ibid. pp. 8, 64-66.
« Ibid. pp. 10, 66, 67. 7 Ibid. pp. 70, 72.
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pronominal suflfix. Other Bauro nouns do not drop elements of

substance in combining with a possessor, and yet can enter into

such combination without the help of a pronominal suffix.

But there are others which require the demonstrative suffix -mi
to effect their union. The following are examples of these three

drink my garment
constructions :

^ eroneko, werone, my drink ; oranilco, ivorunil-^ my
arrow word

garment ; horireko, ni'lcori, my arrow ; ahekoroti, n'ahekari, my word
urine

tenetiko, ni'tene, my urine. The syllables dropped seem to be foi'-

mative elements which give substance to the noun. On the other
knife my

hand, the following nouns suffer no change : Ihoikofn^ ni'ltoikot'o, my
net thirst tongue

knife ; iije, niiye, vij net ; tijnri, ni'tipiri, my thirst ; epenene,

lungs

n'ipenene, my tongue ; ehimehi/ne, n'ihimelihne, my lungs. The fol-

blood flesl)

lowing have the arthritic construction : iti, niti-na, my blood ; enatikie,

thy cotton

tvenashie'na, my flesh; prenaskie'na, thy flesh ; kohuhore, nvkahdbore'na,
liver

my cotton ; eperrena, n'ep)errena'na, my liver. Now, the first of

these three constructions is of nouns into the idea of which the sense

of possession enters, so that their individual substance is merged.
The nouns of the second construction are those whose ideas are ready

to become subject to possession without suffering change. Those of the

third are thought too independently for their close connection with a

possessor, and therefore need an arthritic element to connect them.

The sense of possession is stronger to affect substantive ideas than in

Kiriri or Chikito, so that no general nouns are required for its expres-

sion (126, 131).

It is to be observed that plural nouns do not, as in Chikito, lose

their plurality when combined with a possessor.^

140. The synthetic development of the verb is by derivative for-

mations wherein a variety of derivative elements may be united to

the simple stem. And these are so numerous and in such constant

use that the author of the grammar calls the system of derivation the

source of the language.^ In this way a passive is formed, a desiderative

and a causative, neuters are made transitive, verbs are affected with

conjunctions and other elements of external relation, they are defined

in place and in time, and incorporate as direct object not only

pronouns, but also certain nouns. Frequentatives and intensives are

formed, not synthetically but by reduplication ; but certain verbal

stems are taken synthetically into composition with other stems.

And these combinations may be made at will as an ordinary mode
of construction.

he throw
Passives may be formed, like vp/kainiski, he is thrown,* from

1 Arte, p. 4. - Ibid. p. 60. ^ n^jj. pp. o], I'l. * Ibid. p. 16.
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he throw

reiniski-Jco by dropping the objective element at the end, and insert-

ing a subjective element in connection with the person. But they

may also be formed by subjoining a heavier element kono, some verbs

requiring one method and some the other, and some admitting either

;

1 speak I deceive

n'abeko, n'obeho'hono, I am spoken; nvlcoperuroko^ nvkoperovoko'kono,

I am deceived.!

Desideratives are formed by -ni, but they involve no synthesis

worthy of note.

Causatives take ka or ma, subject to euphonic change between the

person and the stem ; and neuters are made transitive by subjoining

t'o at the end ; some at the same time insert ma after the person

;

I judge I ^

thus wefohohayne, I judge, ni'vvefohohayne'lo, I adjudge.^

This suffix -fo is used to form both nouns from verbs and verbs

I love I eat

from nouns

—

n'einaniko, I love ; n'emanilwfo, my love ; nvniko, I

my pay

eat
J
ni'mko't'o, my eating, or food; nvhane, my pay; ni'bane't' o, I

pay ; ni'yiko'hane, my equivalent ; ni'yiku'hane fo, I pay an equiva-

lent ; nitira, my thing ; niiira'fo, I appropriate.^ The suffix fo is

an active element thought as a substantive in the former and as a

verb in the latter. Nouns are formed from verbs also by -ra, as

judge

n'efohohayne'ra, my judgment.^ And verbs are formed from nouns

by inserting ka, as niscera, my son; ni'ka'scera, I have a son.^ It

is remarkable how the element of relation hane, signifying after or

I leave

behind, is incorporated with the verbal stem ; thus, ni'hino'bane'ko'bo,

I leave behind, abandon ; n-aheko, I speak; n'ahe'bane'ko'ho, after I had
spoken ; * nrkofo, I depart ; nvkotjo'ho'hane, after I had departed ;

^

ho expresses actuality. So also with other conjunctional and adver-

I fear before I go again

bial elements ; nvipvmiraiko'bo, I fear beforehand ; ^ ni'yon'apiro,

it bear also

I go again ; re-kaiyiro, it bears also ;
"^ n'abeko, I speak

;

only he die already

n-abe'kiyi'ko-bo, I am only speaking;" re-perwpobo, he died already;"
try first reflex. we speak mutually

n'ohiko'skio-bo, I try myself first ;^ ah'abeko'koko, we speak to one

I speak loc. I put within

another;^ tfabekryo, where I spoke ;
^^ ni'imo'kio, I put within ;

"
I fear

nripikino'bo, I am afraid of another. 12

I eat ground
In the following the verb incorporates a noun

—

Nvni • pai '

I believe word
ko, I eat on the ground ;

^^ n-ekoye ' ni ' fo, I believe the

1 Arte, p. 1 8. - Ibid. p. 2.3. 3 Ibid. p. 24. * Ibid. p. 26.
fi Ibid. p. 91. 6 Ibid. p. 27. " Ibid. p. 28. « Ibid. p. 31.
9 Ibid. p. 34. 1" Ibid. p. 33. " Ibid. p. 35. i^ ibj^ „ 27.

13 Ibid. p. 29.
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I go water I cut wood
word;^ ni'yon ' ore ' ko, I go by water ;

2 nvpiri • se • lio, I cut
I cut cloth I go day

wood;^ ni-pri'i'"^<^i'ko, I cut cloth;* nryono'harevTco, I go by day ;

I go

ni'ijono'yatio, I go by night. ^ These nouns, and those which denote

parts of the body, are the only nouns which are compounded with

verbs, but these may be compounded with any verbs with which
they are connected as in the examples.

The following verbal stems may combine with other verbal stems

—

haka-, to cease ;^ -apiko, to go;^ itimo-, to feign; -Idkoho, to feign ;^

and inomo-, to commence.^

Nouns, too, may be formed with some of the above elements
my room

joined at will to other nouns

—

ni-penaki'hane, my room that was;'°
cloth pay

okoremoko-hane,^^ payment for cloth—this heme appears to be a noun ;

black ground cotton bee liquor

ret_omo • pai, black ground ;ii kohowpi, cotton thread ;
^^ ororip • ore,

poor cloth dead place

honey ; ati ' mo, poor cloth ;
i^ e^yena • ki, place of the dead."

The nouns which are ready to enter into composition with other

nouns are the second members of the above compounds.

Most of the preceding formations are remarkable for the strength

of their elements, as well as for the facility with which they are

made in the construction of a sentence. And the position of the

abstract verbal elements ko, ho, fa, at the end of the formations,

shows that they are thought Avith all their parts in one simultaneous

conception ; for these elements are thought in combination with what

precedes them referring to the whole, and must be thought with the

whole present to the mind.

ABIPONE.

141. The Abipones of Chaco, south of the Chiquitos, live a

purely hunting life, roaming over great distances, capable of enduring

fatigues and hardships almost incredible ; an amazingly vigorous race,

who, without any agriculture, subsist entirely on what they can take

or find.i^ In the slight sketch which is all that we have of their

language, no distinct mention is made of any construction which

is of an arthritic nature. But there is abundant evidence of

synthesis.

"This language abounds in very long words, consisting of ten,

twenty, or more letters. The tall Abipones like words which

resemble themselves in length." ^^

The personal pronouns, as subject and object, are taken up by the

1 Arte, p. 29. 2 jbid. p. 30. ^ Ibid. p. 34.

* Ibid. p. 35. ^ Ibid. p. 36. « Ibid. p. 31.

7 Ibid. p. 32. 8 Ibid. p. 33. » Ibid. p. 36,

10 Ibid. p. 26. " Ibid. p. 29. ^- Ibid. p. 30.

" Ibid. p. 35. " Ibid. p. 36.

" Dobrizhoffer's Account of the Abipones, vol. ii. p. 110-113.
IS Ibid. vol. ii. pp. 161, 162.
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verb, and are so fused into it, that they differ in one verb from what

they are in another, and often it is impossible to distinguish the

subject from the object.^ There are no examples given of a verb

incorporating a noun related to it—unless some of those about to be

mentioned are to be regarded as such—nor of a noun being com-

pounded with a genitive or with an adjective. The synthetic ten-

dency of the language is characteristic of the habits of a race observant

of locality, and of what can be turned to use.

" The Abiponian tongue might not improperly be called the lan-

guage of circumstances, for it affixes various particles to words to

denote the various situations of the subject of discourse ; either hegeni,

above; ani, below; aigit, around; hagam, in the water; ouge, out

of doors ; alge or eJge, on the surface, &c." ^ These particles are taken

up into the stems of verbs so as to incorporate with the being or

doing its place or direction. They are subjoined to the stem, as are

also taj)ek, now ; -kafit and -fat, causative ; -lien, be accustomed.

!N"ouns also take -it, denoting what is made of them ; -hat, their native

soil ; ih, tree ; -feki or -Imjt, vessel or containing-place ; -late, place

of action. ^

I plough

The following are examples of such formations

—

Hakiriogran'e'
now
tapek, I plough now (while I am speaking), e seems to be euphonic

;

above caus.

ayevhegenvege, a high thing ; ayevkafH'liegem'ege, I make a thing

high, put it in a high place ; roelaki'ken, he is accustomed to fight;

otter wheat

nitlgehe'fit, a (cloak) made of otters' (skins) ; nemelk'e'hat, a field of

soap fight

wheat ; keyeefan'fehi, a wash-tub ; nahamatfa'late, the place of the

fight; noetaren, I am healed; noetaren-aiafan-fat, medicine; noe'

taran'aiafau'kate, a medical instrument.^

CHILIAK

142. The language of the natives of Chili, which is spoken also by
the Moluches of Patagonia, is highly synthetic. It is not easy to

make out from a brief sketch of the grammar, given in Molina's

History of Chili, whether there is any arthritic construction in the

language. In the declension of the noun, -ni is given as a genitive

case-ending and apparently regarded as of fhe nature of a postposition,

though called an article, because the prepositions of case are combined
with the article in the Eomance languages. The author says after-

wards that " the genitive or at least its article is commonly placed

before the noun which governs it ;
" •* but he gives no example. If this

man city

means that, ni hueiitu kara would be the correct construction for

man of the city ; it looks as if ni was not indeed arthritic, but a

1 Dobrtzhofifer, vol. ii. p. 179-181. - Ibid. vol. ii. p. 188.
=* Ibid. vol. ii. p. 188-193. » Molina's History of Chili, vol. ii. p. 343.
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possessive prefix representing kara in connection with hueyitu ; and
7i' is given as the ]\Ioluche possessive ^ of third person. In the Lord's

Prayer, translated into the language as spoken by the Moluches, Our
we father

Father is translated, intin in fao^^ where in is like the Mexican
connective and relative ; and, moreover, iiiey is given as the Chilian

relative, but it is more likely that in serves as possessive prefix first

person plural, for it is the first plural ending of the Moluche verb.^

lion

Ni is equivalent to the preposition to in the expression, ni pagitum
come I

cupa'u, I come to hunt lions."*

The noun subjoins a dual element -gu, and a plural -gen, with

case-endings, -ni genitive, -meu dative ; it also forms a plural with

jpu: It annexes postpositions to its stem, and to -gu and -gen. The
verb has person-endings, singular, dual, and plural, -gu is third dual

and -gen third plural.

143. Sometimes the noun combines with another noun related to

it as a genitive so as to form one word, as miUalonlio, head of gold.^

But it is in connection with the verb that the synthetic tendency

prevails most. There are no less than nine tenses, each tense except

the present having a distinct element between stem and person-

ending : elu'n, I give or have given ; elut''e'7i,'l give ; eln-hwn, I did

give; elu'uye-n, I gave; ehruije'hu-n, I had given; elira-n, I will

give ; ehc'uye'a'n, I shall have given ; elu-a'hirn, I had to give
;

elu'tnje'a'bu'n, I ought to have had to give. These tenses may each

take the element of a subjunctive mood between the element of tense

and the person-ending,*^ or may take instead of the person the element

which is characteristic of the participle or that of the gerund. The
stem may at the same time subjoin to itself a negative or derivative

element, passive, causative, intensive, relative to an object, or

elements having still stronger meanings, as wish, come, go, doubt,

pass, seem, know, be able. It may take up other verbal stems ;
"^ and

usually it incorporates with itself the noun which is its direct object.^

If a personal pronoun is direct object, it is taken into close union
with the person of the verb ; ^ the first and second persons as object

following the subject person, except that second jDcrson as object pre-

cedes third person as subject. The third person singular as object is

•vi- attached to the stem in all persons, tenses, and moods. However
complex the verbal stem may be, it takes after it the elements of

tense and mood Avhich bind its parts into one conception. And thus

eat wish with not him I

an entire sentence, as vdiianldo • la ' vi'n, I do not wish to eat with
him, may be conjugated through all the parts like a simple verb.^*'

The verbal stem ends in a vowel, different vowels being attached to

different roots ^^ to express the appropriate succession of being or

1 Molina's Histor} of Chili, vol. ii. p. 358. - Ibid. ji. 364.
3 Ibid. p. 3f.7. •» Ibid. p. 349. » Ibid. p. 348.
>* Ibid. p. 337, &c. " Ibid. pjj. 345, 346. « Ibid. p. 349.
9 Ibid. pp. 349, 360. i" Ibid. p. 346. i' Ibid. p. 336.
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doing. The adjective is always before its substantive. The subject

may be placed either before or after the verb ; so also may the object.*

144. Thus in all the languages of America, so far as our informa-

tion reaches, a large and spreading character of thought prevails. In

some this shows itself in large aggregations of parts of the fact. In

others it appears rather in the largeness of thought with which single

objects are distinguished and deiined. Thought tends to spread on

combinations or on single objects according as the habitual interest of

the race lies more in entire facts integrated in the result, or in the

single objects of thought with which they are concerned ; and such

interest, Avhether in the former or in the latter, may be partial, applying

to some combinations or to some objects and not to others.

Now if there be races whose Ufe imparts interest more or less

generally to combinations of objects in facts, and others whose life

imparts interest to objects thought separately, there will probably

also be races whose conditions of life are such that these two interests

habitually balance each other. In such a race, a largeness in the

several acts of thought must show itself partly in the fulness of the

thought of each element, and partly in the joining on of each part of

the fact to that which follows.

Such seems to be the nature of the Otomi language, and also in a

great degree of the Chibcha. And when the different directions in

which thought may spread are taken into account, there may be seen

through all the varieties of American speech the one tendency to include

in each act of thought a large object.

The same diversity of comparative interest in combinations and in

single objects which affects the form of the massive thought of the

American exists also in Africa, and causes a difference in the form of

the fragmentary thought of the African. It has been already observed

(I. 48) that in the African languages of the Kafir family there

is a tendency to group the elements of facts into closer combina-

tions than are usual in many of the negro languages. But this does

not hinder the fragmentary nature of the former from being as clearly

apparent as that of the latter.

On comparing the American languages with the pure African

languages, we find a massive character in the former, and a fragmen-

tary character in the latter, C[uite as general and as striking as the

slow excitability of the American and the quick excitability of the

genuine African. It is from such diversity of mental action that this

very diversity in the structure of language has been deduced in Book
I., chap, i., 5-8, and it is a striking confirmation of the theory there

laid down, that in the two great divisions of the human species which
exhibit most strongly the difference in the supposed cause, language

presents equally strongly in aU its details the theoretic difference in

the effect.

That theory may be considered as proved, if in the languages of

the other divisions of the human species the theoretic effect is found

^ Molina's Hi«toiy of Chili, vol. ii. i\ 348.
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to follow the theoretic cause according to the degree in which this

is known to exist.

III.

—

Oceanic^ Indian, North-East African, and Central African
Languages.

1. The languages to be treated of in this section are not grouped
together on account of any supposed ethnological connection between
them, but solely in reference to the degree of ready excitability which
is manifested by the corresponding races. This has been shown in

the preceding part of this chapter, so far as the evidence went, to be
less than that of those African races which are most remote from
foreign influence, but greater than that of all other races of men
except those of the Indo-European family.

Even in resjiect of this one quality, however, the races to whom
these languages respectively belong are by no means on a par ; some
of the Oceanic having more ready excitability than any others in the

group. Those languages shall be taken first which belong to the

races of quickest excitability and the others afterwards in succession

according to their proximity or affinity, to see whether the fragmen-

tary character of the language corresponds to the mental readiness of

the race.

POLYNESIAN".

2. In the Polynesian language, called so from its being spoken through-

out the many islands east of the meridian of the Friendly Islands as

well as in New Zealand, the structural features possess a special

interest owing to the peculiar nature of the region, and to the wide
prevalence of the race indicating a special adaptation to that region.

These features Avill first be briefly sketched as grammatical facts, before

those characteristics of the language are noticed which bear on the

theoretical question of the present chapter. And in this sketch each

statement is to be understood as referring to Maori, the language of

New Zealand, when the other dialects are not mentioned, and as true

for these also when the necessary phonetic changes are made.

The Polynesian phonesis is in a high degree vocalic. The consonants

in ^laori are only A", /, p, h, 2C, r, li, n, ?».i

In Hawaiian and Tahitian the k has become a mere catch in the

throat, Avhich may be written i, but is often omitted ; and the f of

Maori and Tahitian is written k, more properly /r', in Hawaiian,

though the giammarian of the language regrets that the same letter

was not used as in the other dialects ; n too has become n in Hawaiian,

and has been dropped in Tahitian, so that these seem less guttural than

Maori." In Maori also, w is sometimes aspirated as wh ; while in

^ Maunsell's New Zealand Grammar, p. 1.

- Alexander's Hawaiian Grammar, p. 3 ; Gaussin, Diakcte de Tahiti, &c.,

pp. 29-35.
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Hawaiian it approaches more to v, and still more in Tahitian.^

Tahitian also has ./, represented by h- in Hawaiian, and by w in

]\Iaori.- R is sometimes strong and sometimes weak in Maori; I

corresponds to it in Hawaiian ; and though it remains r in Tahitian,

there are two or three instances of its being dropped, so that it is

probably weak.^

These differences seem to indicate that there is more force of breath

in Maori than in the other two, but all three agree in their love of

vowels, suffering no concurrence of consonants, abounding in concurrent

vowels, and requiring every word and syllable to end in a vowel.*

The vowels are given as a, e, i, o, u, but Maori at least has also c and o.^

The accent sometimes makes a different word as it falls on the last

syllable or on the penultima,^ at least in Hawaiian.

3. There is a remarkable development of the article. The definite

article, which in the singular is te, in the plural na, is used to dis-

tinguish the logical extension of the noun from all other objects, as

go ship

i ma t_e kaipuhe, went by ship (by nothing else), as well as to

particularise an object within the extension of the noun. In the

former sense it is sometimes applied to proper names. There is also

an indefinite article lie ; and in the same sense the numeral iaM, one,

is used with the article te prefixed to it for the singular, and e for the

plural ; etalii having the same meaning as the French des?

Besides these, there is an emphatic article Ao, used to emphasise the
lie here the i^iece the end

subject or the predicate, as e iaiwto net ho te pihi Ico U poro, (it) lies

you the go

here, both the piece and the end ; A'O hoe U liaere, the person that is to

go is you. It sometimes makes a nominative absolute.

The noun is thought with such a sense of the general that it cannot

have ho without being particularised.^

Another article, a, is arthritic, expressing the direction of attention to

a substantive idea in connecting it as member of a sentence (Def. 7),
paddling to Auckland for the food for him the flour

as e lioe ana hi aharana hi /e hai mana a /e ^^oraort, he is paddling

to Auckland for food for himself, flour. Here thought still keeps hold

of wana in directing attention to tep<^raoa in order to connect it with
the latter. A is used with proper names and personal pronouns on

account of the concrete fulness with Avhich they are thought, and
which makes them less ready than common nouns to be thought in a

correlation ; but the personal pronouns as subjects do not recjuire a,

the relation is so natural to them ; nor is it needed after the preposi-

tions and a, for these, as expressing possession, have more affinity for

the idea of a person. N'ames of places take a when they are the

subject, but not when they are the object, as the latter relation is

natural to them.^

4. Nouns have neither gender nor case. In a few instances a

1 Maun?ell, p. 8 ; Alexander, p. 3
;
Gausi?in, p. 32.

* Gaussin, p. 33. 3 Maunsell, p. 8 ; Gaussin, p. 34.
* Gaussin, p. 17 ; Alexander, p. 3. ^ Maunsell, pp. 1, 3. ^ Alexander, p. 5.

^ Maunsell, p. 10-15. « Ibid. p. 106-108.
'> Ibid. pp. 1.3, 14, 110.
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plural is formed by internal change ; some trisyllables lengthen the

tirst syllable in the phiral.^ There are many compound prepositions,

but of pure simple prepositions only some expressing by and to,

besides the genitive prepositions a and o.^ Between the two latter

there is a remarkable distinction, a being used for what belongs to an

agent with whose action it is concerned, o for passive possession
;

both combine frequently with an element which represents the

governor of the genitive, n- pronominal, t- article, m- effect instru-

ment (akin to Tagala mag). "When the element in combination

is the definite article [t Maori, k Hawaiian), the governor follows

the governed, at least in Hawaiian ; for the article represents the

governor, and it would be contrary to use for an article to follow

its noun, while a or o must immediately precede the genitive.

a beating me
Thus, lie pahb m'o Jcu, a beating for me (to suffer), lie patu m'a Tcu, a

oven you
beating for me, a beating instrument for me to use ; he liani iva v,

an oven for you (to cook with), he hai'ii wo u, an oven for you (to be

the chief house

cooked in). Hawaiian Ji'o ke alii hale, the chief's house ; Av must
precede hale, because k is the article of hale?

5. The same word may be used as substantive, adjective, adverb, or

verb.^ The adjective follows its substantive, but it is rather a sub-

stantive in apposition, for it becomes a verbal noun when it agrees

with a verbal noun.

5

The first personal pronoun in Maori is singular ahau or au, dual

iaua inch, maua excl.
;
plural, tat_oti inch, rnatou excl. ; the second is

singular koe, dual korua, plural koufou ; the third is singular m, dual

raua, plural rafjm. There are three demonstrative particles, net, here
;

na, there near you ; ra, there more remote.*^

6. There are only two verbal elements of succession of doing or being

in the language, and they may be taken either as participial or assertive.

These elements are i and e. They do not properly express either tense

or mood, but rather the time required at the moment thought of for

the realisation of the fact to which they belong ; i being shorter than e.

Thus i is used for the past, because being realised it requires no time

angry I

for its realisation, as i riri au, I was angry ;
"^ sometimes for the pre-

sent when thought in connection with something as immediately

emph. that angry at

contemporaneous, as ko ' ia i riri ai, it is ihat he is angry at,^ ko

being emphatic ; sometimes as a supposed present, for this takes no
happen an axe

time, as i pono he titaha, if an axe happen (to be my payment) .^

sit here

On the other hand, e is used in a continuing present, as e noho mai,

he is sitting here ; also in the future, real or contingent, and in the

1 Maunsell, p. 19-21. - Ibid. p. 55.

3 Ibid. pp. 119, 120 ; Alexander, p. 7.

•* Alexander, Part II. sect. 3 ; ilaunsell, p. 4-3. ^ Maunsell, p. 121.
« Ibid. pp. 27, 30. ^ ibiJ. p. 36. s Ibid. p. 13'J.

r
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imperative,^ all "which suppose an interval prior to realisation ; ana
after the verb is a particle of continuance equivalent to English -ing.'^

There is also a verbal element ka, which, however, differs in its

nature from i and e, bemg rather a verbal stem than an element
good

of verbal succession. Ka is sometimes present, as Tea jjai (it) is

good ; very frequently it is future hypothetic or contingent, as la
dead you

_

go I angiy John

mate koe, you will be killed ; lu liaere ahau Jca riri a Hone, if I go

John will be angry.^ A new fact is frequently introduced by ka^
Akin to ka is the particle kua, which introduces a fact as completed.^

Prepositions also expressing movement towards are used before a verb

to give impulse to a command, purpose, or desire.*'

A passive is formed by subjoining to the verbal stem, -za, -yh'«, -liia,

kla, -tia, -ina, -kina, -a, -na ; and from these, by changing -ia or -ina

to -a«a, are formed verbal nouns of the act state object or condition.'^

The negative is apt to go first, and to involve the copula in a negation.^

Ka prefixed to a numeral generally denotes the completion of the

number, e is a prefix of the numbers between 1 and 10. /and kua
are occasionally prefixed to numerals.'^

The verb is apt to be followed by directive particles, which form a

striking feature of the language. These are

—

atu, from the speaker

;

mai, towards him ; ake, up to him ; ilio, down to him. There are

also a^, relative to what has gone before, and ano, which strengthens

the assertion.

As conjunctions na and a carry on thought from one fact to another

without expressing the relation between them.^"

7. The verb being thought with little subjectivity is apt to be

treated as a noun. This takes place if the sense of its realisation in

the subject is weakened by its not being the predicate in the state-

ment of fact in Avhich it is a member, the fact which it states being

only a subordinate part of another fact, or by its being thought
strongly in its objective accomplishment, or by a special emphasis

affecting the subject so as to detach it. In consequence of such

weakening of the subjective realisation the verb may change into the

nature of a participle in apposition with its subject (see below,

Example 12), or the subject may change into a possessive, the verb

being tliought as belonging to it, or if the verb has a direct object, it

may be thought in its accomplishment in this object, and then the

object, with the verb afiecting it in apposition, may be thought as

belonging to the subject changed into a possessive (see below,

Example 14.)

Actions also, instead of being thought properly as realised by the

agent, are apt to be thought in their accomplishment as passive affec-

tions of the object, especially when the action is part of another fact."

8, As to what concerns the subject of the present chapter there is

not in Polynesian a detachment of such fine fragments of the noun

1 Maunsell, pp. 40, 136. - Ibid. p. 42. » Ibid. pp. 13S, 139.
^ Williams, Dictionary. » Maunsell, pp. 139, 140. " Ibid. pp. 40, 41.

' Ibid. pp. 4.5-J7, 51. s Ibid. pp. 166, 167. » Ibid. pp. 126, 127.
^^ Ibid. p. 87-96. 11 Ibid. j.p. 160, 161.
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and of the verb as is to be found in the pure African languages. Yet,

with tlie exception of these languages, expression is more broken into

small parts in Polynesian than in any variety of human speech. And
it possesses another peculiarity of structure which corresponds to

what has been deduced in Book I., chap, i., 7, as the effect which a

minor degree of quickness of mental action will tend to produce,

when there is little generalisation of the nature of things and facts.

The Polynesian dialects are all remarkable for a prevalence of

dissyllabic roots. They also have a tendency to reduplication of part

of a root or doubling the whole of it ; such as takes place more or

less in all the families of language to express greatness, smallness,

intensity, frequency, and other varieties, when these are thought,

not as particularisations of the radical idea, but as second thoughts

of it which supply the element of speciality which the first thought

wanted.^ But the prevalence of dissyllabic roots shows that the

mental habit is to think even natural units of thought in two
parts of which neither is subordinated to the other as a mere par-

ticularisation of it. And this it is which in the deduction above

mentioned has been connected with a minor degree of quickness and
such thought as the Polynesians possess. For the other condition

also which is required by that principle is present in Polynesian

thought. The natives of those islands in their easy life have no
need to generalise their experience of the essential nature of things

and facts. They have but to take Avhat they find, and they think

therefore with concrete particularity.

Hawaiian Dialect.

9. The following are examples of the Hawaiian dialect :—(1.) li'e

give away here I prep, of obj. this to you
haairi ak'u nei au i k'eia i a oe, I give this to you." K'e

is thought to be h'a e^ k'a the article and e verbal participle (the

person who) ; ak'u verbal directive, giving the direction of the action

in the view of the speaker, i preposition of object ; a after i arthritic

(3). After verbs of motion i o is used instead of i a before personal

pronouns and proper names ; for those verbs pass more strongly, and

therefore their object, having less need of connection, takes a weaker

arthritic element, o, which is a weaker vowel than a. These elements
complete come hither now I

a, o, and 'W, are articles (see 18). (2.) Ua lide mai nei au, I

have come here ;
^ wa affirms the completion of an action or the

resulting state,'* mai is the verbal directive, nei means either here

not I work again your work
or now. (3.) Aoh an e hana hou i l/'a'u hana, I will not do

your work again ; ^ the assertion is involved in aolc, for the sub-

ject follows the verb ; e expresses the succession of being or doing,

thought as uncompleted, whether future or in progress ; i is the

^ Bleek's Grammar of South African Languages, sect. 430 ; Riis, Oti

Grammar, sect. 41, 2 ; Bohtlingk's Yakut Grammar, sect. 780.

- Alexander's Hawaiian Grammar, Part II. sects. 4, 32.

3 Alexander, sect. 6. * Ibid. Part L sect. 48. ^ Ibid. Part IL sect. 8.
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preposition of the object; h'au consists of Ic definite article, refer-

speak we two with

ring to liana, a active genitive, u thee. (4.) E olelo pu maiia me

Manono, I will speak with Manono :
^ olelo, which probably should

be written 'lolelo, is the same word as Maori korero, to speak;

pu must be some auxiliary element of the same idea ; this example

is remarkable for the tendency to mass objects together which appears

in the use of maua, as if there was a weak sense of the indi-

vidual substance (Def. 4) ; me Manono is exegetical of inaua. The

af^re^'-ate of two is used for the connection in such expressions as

they two

Hoapili laua o Kalanimolm, i.e., Iloapili and Kalanimohu ;'^ and

in these o, the inactive element of the genitive, always precedes the

second member to determine the combination as pertaining to it (49, VI.
sit he a certain boy thing revile hither

170). (5.) IIo'^o'iiolio ^o'ia i k'fk'alii k'ei'k'i i mea e ho'io-ino mai i a

us

mak'ou, he set a boy as a thing to revile us ;
^ lioio is a causative

prefix, much in use, which is felt as a distinct element in the forma-

tion, combining without fusion, or else coalesces with the root into a

single idea to be learned from the dictionary (II. 3) ; ^o emphasises

the personal pronoun, ia, as subject; i, preposition of object; k'e,

the

definite article, h'alii, one; e and ia as already explained. (6.) lo lea

die the thing be afraid

mal^e k'a mea e makUfi%i ai, the thing to be afraid of is death ;
^ io

emphasises the predicate, e is prospective being or doing taken par-

ticipally ; ai is a relative element referring to the antecedent k'a mea.
this def. me give away here to arth. you

(7.) 10 k'eia k'-a-iu e liaaici ak'u nei i a • oe, 'tis this I give to

you,'* my giving to you is this ; io is the emphatic article with the

demonstrative k'eia as predicate ; k' definite article referring to the

sail hither

act ; a active genitive element ; e doing in progress. (8.) E liolo mai
continuing he

ana ia, he is sailing hither ; '^ e is the abstract su'ccession of

thu3

being or doing thought as in progress, mai verbal directive. (9.) Pe'la
def. inact. def. constable tell contin. hither to pers. me
k' ' ' k'a malcai liai aiia mai i a iu, thus was the con-

stable's telling me,^ i.e., so the constable told me; jieJa consists of

pie, which denotes likeness, and la demonstrative, and being at the

beginning of the sentence it acts as the verb, and involves the asser-

tion or fact ; A;' is the definite article referring to liai ana ; o is the

not I ciill forth you
inactive genitive of mak'ai. (10.) Avle au e k'apa ak'u i a ouk'ou
iudef. art. pi. of persons servant

he jjoe k'auwa, I will not call j'ou servants ; *' i is the

preposition by which verb passes to object, a is the arthritic of ouk'ou.
reward well pass, the person his the property

{\\.) E %ik'u mak'ai in k'a mea nana k'a ?^^'aMm?', the person who

^ Alexander, Part I. sect. 39. " Ibid. Part II. sect. 17. ^ Ibid. sect. 24.

^ Ibid. sect. 4. 3 Ibid. sect. 29. " Ibid. sect. 38.
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a tale def. me
owns the property shall be well rewarded.^ (12.) He k'aao ak' •o-'iu

mother tell hither that to arthritic me
mak'uahine i hai mai ai i a ^u, a tale which my mother told

me ;
^ // is definite article referring to mak'uahine ; a is active, o inactive

genitive ; k'aao is of mak'ualiine as active ; k', i.e. mak'uahine, belongs
to u as inactive ; i is succession of being or doing reduced by being
past ; ai refers to an antecedent ; ia as already explained ; i hai is

participal supplementary or in apposition to mak'uahine (see 7).

emph. art. thou def. art. man dem. steal my horse

(13.) ?o oe k'e k'anaka n'wna i aihue k'-oiu lio, the man
who stole my horse is thou ; ^ this is the possessive construction of a

relative clause ; in nana n represents the fact, Avhich as an action a
my he send hither

belongs to na as possessive (see 7). (14.) Nxiiu no ia e hoio'una mai,
I will send him,'* (mine is he to send hither) ; there is strong

emphasis on I, expressed by the strengthening demonstrative particle

no, which corresponds to Maori ano (6), and this has the effect of

weakening tlie sense of realisation of the verb in the subject ; the

subject consequently becomes possessive, and the object with the

verb affecting it as an apposition, is thought as belonging to that

possessive, being represented by n, and connected by the active article

neg. my hear his character

a with 'lu. (15.) Aole a'lu, lohe i k'-o'na ano, I have not heard his

character ; ^ the negative is treated as a verbal element, and is the

predicate of the sentence, and the verb not being predicate is put in

the possessive construction (see 7), there is not my hearing of his

make first pass, forth continuing dem. the road

character. (16.) E hana vma ia ak'u ana no k'e alanui, the
there

road is being made first j*^ no affirms strongly. (17.) Ma'laila i

guard securely pass, away that

malama malu ia ak'u ai qo Laieik'aivai, 'twas there that Laiei-

kawai was guarded securely ;
"^ malaila acts as the verb of the sentence

;

ai refers to maliala as antecedent ; i is the element of past being or

doing (6),

The broken or fragmentary nature of this language appears most
clearly in the separateness of the fine verbal elements which make up
the verbal idea. Thus, in the last but one of the above examples, e is

the abstract element of being while yet unaccomplished ; and the verb

of which it is an element contains at least three other elements, viz.,

hana mua ia. In the last example, i is the element of past being,

and the verb to which it belongs contains at least the three elements,

malama malu ia. E and i belong to the whole three elements by
which they are each followed, and not to one of these elements more
than another. If therefore e were thought in one conception with

hana, and i with malama, that one conception should also contain the

following adverb, mua or malu. Now the construction of the above

^ Alexander, Part II. sect. 40. ^'Ibid. sect. 55. * Ibid, sect. 54.
•* Ibid. sect. 46. •' Ibid, sect, 43. " Ibid. sect. 27.
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two excamples is not peculiar. Their parts have no special affinity

such as leads to the syntlietic combinations of the American languages
;

but always the verbal element, stem, adverb, passive element, verbal

directive, locative, emphatic particle, subject, are thus arranged Avhen-

ever they occur, the object following the subject if the verb be active.

The adverbs in these two examples, therefore, have no closer connec-

tion with the verbal stem than that which exists between any verbal

stem and the adverb which qualifies it. They cannot be supposed to

be thought in one conception with the preceding verbal stem unless

in every case the adverbial qualification is thought in synthesis with

the verbal stem which it qualifies. But the connection which exists

in general between an adverb and that which it qualifies is no closer

than that of noun and adjective ; and where there is no special affinity

between them the verbal stem and qualifying adverb must be thought

like noun and adjective, the mind first thinking the verbal stem and

then the adverb, and then by a subsequent act combining the two.

It is thus that liana mua and malama mala must be thought in the

above examples, and thus, too, that e liana and i malama must be

thought ; for there is no closer connection between these than between

the former. These fine verbal elements, as well as the passive ele-

ment and the elements of direction and continuance, are all thought

as separate words, so broken and fragmentary is the structure of the

language.

Maori Dialect.

10. The dialect of New Zealand scarcely difi'ers at all in structure

from that of Hawaii. The Maori verb is very apt to become a noun,

being thought in its objective accomplishment. The possessive con-

struction of the verb (see 7) in which the being or doing is treated as

a thing and the subject as its possessor, is frequent, especially when
my strike

a relative pronoun is understood, as (1.) n'a'lcu i patu, I struck (the

past striking was mine) ; 7i refers to the fact, a is the active genitive.

my come hither here

(2.) N'o'Jm i haere mai nei, I arrived here ; o is the inactive genitive,

my speak

i verbal succession reduced as past. (3.) M'a'ku e Iwrero, I will

speak ; 7i refers to a present or past fact, m to a future fact,^ e verbal

emph. art. only we see

succession unaccomplished. (4.) Ko Tiake anake fa matou i kite,

Tiake was the only one whom we saw; t'a matou is possessive, t,

definite article, a active genitive. The emphatic article ko seems to

be somcAvhat more used in New Zealand than the corresponding

article io in Hawaii ; for it is used before common nouns not only

in the beginning of a sentence, but also in subsequent positions,

the ebbing away of here the low water of outside

(5.) Ko te t_wm-na afji o koiiei ko fe pakekefjn'ia o waho, the ebb

here is low water outside ; - na forms the verbal noun, a is the inactive

1 Maunsell's New Zealand Grammar, p. 154. - Ibid. p. 107.

c
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genitive (4) ;
iialcelxeAjx is probably akin to jyaliehi, to clear ofT; accord-

ing to this translation the subject begins the sentence. So also in the

top only eat pass.

following:—(6.) Ko ruiia kau i Imi ' iia, the tops only were eaten ;^

/ verbal element lightly thought as in the past.

The abstract element of fact, Im, which expresses the sense of fact

thought definitely and as distinct from what may have gone before,

in the

seems to have no corresponding element in Hawaiian.^ (7.) / te

first cause vbl. noun made by def. art. God the heaven with the earth and

oroko'mea'fa ' na iliaiia e te Aiuafji raid me te wlienua a

not settled form the earth lie alone and hid continuance with art.

liiltai lohai alma te lolienua i t_aliof_o Imii a iiaro ana i te

dark the face of the deep move continuance the Spirit of art. God
pouri te maf_a o t_e Ttohoiiu, haerere aiia t_e icairua o te Ahia
at top at the face of plur. art. water and say art. God iniper. light

li ruiia ki t_e mata o iia tcai, na la viea tj- Atjia Ma mararna,

and perf. light and see art God prep, of obj. the light good

a kua mararna, a ka kite tj- Atua i te marama e pai
continuance divide pass, continuance by art. God the light proximity the

ana, wehe • a ana e t_e Atua t_e marama i te

dark and name pass, continuance by art. God the light for day

pouri, a Ima • ina ana e t_e At_ua t_e marama hei an.

In the beginning was made by God the heaven with the earth.

And the earth was unsettled in form and lay alone, and the face

of the deep was hid with darkness, the Spirit of God was moving
on the face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light,

and there was light. And God saw the light that it was good

(and), in continuance God divided the light from the darkness.

And God called the light day.^ '^^^lat fixes the time is apt to go

first, and the verbal particles refer rather to parts of the whole

time of occurrence than to position in the total succession of facts,

that is, in time in general ; a expresses the succession of one fact

to another; a7ia expresses the going on of being or doing; o is

the inactive genitive element ; na is a demonstrative element which

may introduce a fact ; ka denotes a new fact which is thought as dis-

tinct ; e expresses fact not concluded. It may be observed that there

is a tendency to use the passive construction ; and most commonly

the imperative of an active verb is expressed by the passive.

11. "\^^lat are called compounds by the grammarian of the language

cannot be regarded as truly such. They are merely words in juxta-

position without any elision,* both of them accented;^ and one of

them often governing a word independently of the other. '^ They are

due to a tendency to think elements of fact as connected rather than

by the window pass, hither

as related, e.g., ma ' t_e • matajnhi'Ha viai, give it me by the window.

^ Maunsell, p. 106. ^ Williams, Diet, New Zealand, Ka.
3 Maunsell, p. 138. * Ibid. pp. 17, 35. » Williams, Diet., Introd,, p. 13.

•^ Maunsell, p. 118.
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Tahitian Dialect.

12. The dialect of Tahiti is of similar structure to that of Hawaii

—

perf. paddle two plural man to open angle prep. obj. art. fish

'ilia hoe e toio-piU tan, ta^afjx i ijxi e hi i te i^a, ^o Roo
art. name inact. of art. one art. name of art. other perf. put

te ipa te tahi ^o Teahoroa te iioa o te hoe, lua tuiu

prep. 'of obj. art. act. of they two hook to low into art. sea entangle forth

i t ' a raua mcdaio H raro ^i te moana, fifi atu •

there art. book in art. hair inact. of that god there inact. of say

ra t_e matau % t_e rouru o tjiua atua ra o Muahatu, parau
down there they two fish perf. draw down there cause to approach up there

iho ' ra raua e i^a, '^ua huU iho ' ra e faiatata ale ' ra

to art. side canoe see down there they two man art. tangled art. hair

5i te pae va'% hio iho ' ra raua e tjifiafa te mavera te rouru :

Two men paddled out to sea to angle for fish ; the name of the one

was Eoo, of the other, Teahoroa. They put their hook down into the

sea ; the hook caught the hair of the god of Kuahata ; they thereupon

said it was a fish ; they thereupon drew up, hringing it near to the

side of the canoe ; thereupon they saw the tangle the hair was a

man ; ^ lua is Maori kua ; the numerals do not combine with the noun

as part with it of one idea of an object, but remain distinct and com-

bine like a participle (Def. 13) ; e denotes a fact unaccomplished, and

with a numeral involves a sense of succession ; t_o^o is Maori toko,

which is prefixed to every number of persons from one to ten ; rua,

two, was under tahu,'^ and ^nW was used instead ; the verbal particles

are often participial ; atji, iho, aie, are verbal directives, iho expressing

quick succession in time ; mawera in Maori means broken into masses.

Samoan Dialect.

13. The language of the Samoan or Navigators' Islands differs

somewhat in its structure from the more eastern dialects, but is still

only another dialect of the same language, and is as fragmentary as the

others.

The subject is less bound to follow the verb than in the more

Eastern dialects ; for the grammarian of the language says that the

nominative is sometimes at the commencement of the sentence and

sometimes at the end.^ And though the article of the nomina-

tive is preceded by the emphatic 9o, when it is at the beginning

of the sentence, showing that it is thought with emphasis, such

emphasis seems to be more usual in Samoan. When the subject is at

the end of the sentence it is preceded by e when the verb is active,

but not when it is neuter. This e must be a verbal element express-

ing active force, which is essentially the same idea as that which is

expressed in Hawaiian and Maori by the preposition e before the

agent after a passive verb. The subject seems to approach more than

1 Gaussin, Dialecte de Tahiti, p. 255. - Ibid. p. 107.
"* Violette, Samoan Grammar, p. 73.
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in Hawaiian or Maori to be thought as the source of fact. And
accordingly the element of subjective personality is stronger in the
Samoan dialect ; and the personal pronoun when subject generally

follows the verbal element of tense and precedes the verbal stem
instead of following both, as in Hawaiian and Maori ; it may even go
first in the future of present prospect or in a strong actual present.

The third singular, however, is less apt than the others to come
forward towards the first place.

Not only has Samoan a stronger sense of the subject as such, but it

seems also to think the verb with stronger interest, the mental energy

directed to it being sufficient to think reciprocal verbs and causatives

of reciprocals as well as the simple causatives and reduplicated verbs

of the other dialects. It has a passive, and the .verb is also sometimes
thought in Samoan more closely connected with the object than Avith

the subject, the subject sometimes, following verb and object, which it

never does in those other dialects. And with this sense of transition

to an object is probably connected the development of reciprocal verbs,

for it is the sense of a multiplicity of such transitions that originates

those verbs.

14. There are no other diff'erences of structure worth noting between
Samoan and those dialects, as may be seen from the following

emph. the chief perf. go to

examples:—(1.) 5o U aliii ua alu i Apia, the chief has gone to

past kill the wife the man
Apia;^ (2.) na fast le acd e le tune, the man killed his wife ;

^ (3.)

perf. begin be well yesterday the chief

ua faia'toia malolo ananaji le cdu, the chief has begun yesterday to

be well ; ^ fcCa corresponds to Hawaiian lioio and New Zealand

whaJca, and like these it is used to form causatives ; in famfo^a it has
perf. go Peter to

coalesced with to^a into a single idea. (4.) Ua cdu Petelo i Apia,

Peter has gone to Apia
;
proper nouns which in Hawaiian are regularly

preceded by go when they are subjects, take it in Samoan only in

the beginning of the sentence, the proper name being perhaps itself

more strongly thought in Samoan in accordance with its stronger sense

of personality.

This strong sense of personality appears in the personal pronouns

when governed by the preposition i. In Hawaiian and Maori this

preposition, and the other prepositions which involve it, signifying to

or at, when they govern a personal pronoun generally subjoin a, which

is an arthritic element generally brought out in thinking a personal

pronoun as object or condition of a verb. But in Samoan i not only

subjoins a, but also te before a personal pronoun, this te being the

element which connects the personal pronouns, all but the third

singular, Avith the verb in the actual present or the present future
;

possibly akin to an element fj in Mare and ti in Lifu, two of the

Loyalty Islands, which express an abstract element of fact.

perf. I cans, appear to he def. art. of he en-or

Thus (5.) ua aufaia ' ali i a te ia I • o'nasese, I have shown

1 Violette, p. 23.
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I wish towards happy pass. you

him his error ;^ (6.) ou te tatalo ia vianu • ia outoic, I wish that

I go a day if

you be happy;- (7.) ou te alu i se aso, I will go one day;^ (8.) a

past perf. fact to la hatchet then perf. I work

?ia ua i a te au se to'^ "poo ua au galue, if I had had a

hatchet, I would have worked.* The first tia expresses completed

realisation, and is translated is ; it is also used in the present with

a sense of completed realisation.

The verbal elements of tense are often participial, as in the other

never a man so of him fear since

dialects. Thus (9.) e leai se tagata ua fa^apea o ' na mata^iutia talu

formerly

anamua, never was a man of whom the fear was so great since old

tinies.^ The clause after tagata belongs participially to tagata, and so

tlie relative is supplied, /a^ ajtea being used as the stem of a verb.

the man go

(10.) So te tagata na alu, the man who has gone.^ Ai is used also

as a relative to refer back to the antecedent, as in the other dialects.

imper. thou tell hither that which chief past thou see that at the place

(11.) Ia e ta'iu mai o le fea aliH na e iloa ai i le malae,

tell me what chief (that) you saw at the place ;^ mai is verbal

directive.

I give away
The demonstrative 7ia also serves for relative. (12.) Ou te avatu

a thing love to. the man that find def. of me horse

se inea alofa i le tagata na te maiia I ' o'zi solofanua, I will give a

present to the man that will find my horse ; ^ atu, verbal directive.

past rob we sleep

(13.) Nagaoi o matou momoe, he robbed while we slept.^ The pro-

noun of third person singular is often omitted when subject ; o

expresses fact going on ; moe is reduplicated for the plural subject

because thought in close connection with it, and yet with Aveak sub-

jective realisation (Def. 14).

15. There is an approach to composition in Samoan as in the other

dialects. It consists of words connected together without the inter-

the cup drink ava

vention of prepositions. Thus : <io le ipu i7iu ava, the cup for drink-

ring gold make house prepare

ing ava ;
^° lo le mama aula, ring of gold ;

^" faifale, house-make ; teu

meal
laiga, prepare meal." The verb may also join on to an adverb which
is much in use,^^ or to a noun governed by it, and then take the pas-

sive ending, as in Hawaiian the passive ending may be taken after

the adverb. It is thus that what the grammarian calls compound
adjectives formed of a passive verb and a noun are probably to be

stop wind pass. fleet attack pass,

understood, as 2}U7ii matagi a, stopped by the wind
; fua tau ina,

1 Violette, p. 46. - Ibid. p. 37. » Ibid. p. 36. ,

*
Ibid. p. 42. 5 1];,;^ p_ gi_ c Ibid. p. 69.

7 Ibid. p. 70. 8 Ibid. p. 71. ^ Ibid. p. 73.
i» Ibid. p. 63. " Ibid. p. 38. "- Ibid. p. 80.
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attacked by a fleet.^ Here/»a must be understood verbally and tau
adverbially, for in Polynesian any word may be the stem of a verb.
Noun and adjective also may join ;

^ and /a^a may be prefixed to an
adjective to express an approach to the quality, the adjective bein"
doubled to denote the small degree of the quality.^

In none of these compounds are the elements properly joined
together. In all of them the mind passes from one compound to the

other, scarcely mingling the two, and then completes their combination.

In this respect, as well as in its fragmentary character, the language
is like the other Polynesian dialects (11).

ToxGAN Dialect.

16. The Tongan language spoken in the Friendly Islands difi'ers

more than Samoan from the other dialects of the Polynesian language

;

but it must still be regarded as a dialect of that language. The
principal differences which distinguish it from the other dialects are

these :

—

(1.) Its substantives are le.ss defined by articles, and there is less

sense of locality. Instead of the definite and indefinite articles of the

other dialects, Tongan has only one article he, M'hich is sometimes
translated a, and sometimes tlip. This article directs attention to the

substantive object as an entire object of thought (Def. 4) without
particularising it amongst others. The emphatic article ko is used like 5o

in Hawaiian, except that it may sometimes be used before a common
noun at the beginning of a sentence without the noun having the

article or any other defining element.^ The possessive of the personal

pronouns may precede the noun which is possessed without its having
an article to represent the latter.

(2.) There is no more sense of relations in Tongan than in the other

dialects. There does not seem to be that nice distinction of active and
passive in the genitive relation, which is denoted by a and o in the

other dialects, nor is there any preposition before a noun which is

governed by another as a genitive. There is no preposition before the

accusative ; but in this it agrees with Samoan, and, as in Samoan, the

verb passes immediately to its object and the subject may follow.

(3.) The Tongan verb has no passive voice. Yet the passive ending

ia or ea is used to form adjectives. The want of a passive verb is

probably due to a greater interest in action, and consequently less

tendency to think accomplishment passively in its object. The verb,

however, seems to be a lighter element in Tongan than in Samoan, for

it does not take up connected elements so as to form derivative verbs

like Samoan, and only forms causatives with fuka like the other

dialects. In other respects the structure of Tongan is in the main
similar to that of the dialects already considered. It agrees with

Samoan in placing the personal pronoun as subject after the verbal

element of tense and before the verbal stem, except the third singular,

which generally, as in Samoan, follows both as determined by the

' Violette, p. 30. - Ibid. p. 31. ^ Mariner's Tonga Islands Grammar.
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verb. In the past, however, and in the future, the third singular

personal pronoun abbreviated to i may follow the verbal element of

tease, the past or future fact being less strong to determine it. There

is no tense in which the personal pronoun comes first as in the

Sanioan actual present, and present future. It has three verbal direc-

tives, mei, atu, and aiii. The personal pronoun when subject may be

repeated after the verbal stem in its more objective form to strengthen

the idea of it. And these seem to be all the characteristics which
distinguish Tongan among the Polynesian dialects. Owing to some
of these, expression is not broken in Tongan into so many fragments

as in some of the other dialects ; but those fragments into which it

is broken are as fine and separate as theirs.

FIJIAN.

17. The language of the Fijians differs from the pure Polynesian

in the following respects :

—

(1.) It has a stronger sense of the subject as the source of fact, so

that when this is a personal pronoun it goes before the verb, preceding

both the verbal element and the verbal stem, except the third singular,

which is more objective, and which, like the noun proper and common,
follows both. When the personal pronoun as subject follows the verb,

it is preceded by the article ko, because it is thought more objectively

like a noun, and is strengthened by the inherence of the verb.

(2.) The verb, when transitive, is thought more in reference to the

object than to the subject, so that the object generally follows the

verb and is followed by the subject when this is a noun.^ There are

several passive forms. The verb is also thouglit with more interest

than in Polynesian, so that there is a greater development of deriva-

tive verbs, intensives, and reciprocals, as well as causatives, and a

greater tendency to attach to the verb connected elements ; especial

note being taken of the verb in reference to its transitiveness or

intransitiveness. There is a stronger sense of relation to an object,

but much less sense of the direction or locality of the action than in

pure Polynesian.

(3.) Substantive objects are thought with little use of articles to

particularise them. The emphatic article ko is used as in Polynesian,

except that it is not limited to the subject or predicate ; but there is

only one other separate article, 7ia or a, which expresses an act of

attention directed to a substantive object, but without any definition

or distinction of the particular from the general, such as is expressed

by the Polynesian definite article. The personal pronouns have four

numbers—singular, dual, trial, and plural, the trial denoting a small

plurality. The first person, as in Polynesian, has inclusive and
exclusive forms. Nouns have no proper number ; but the word vei

preceding them denotes plurality. There are nouns which denote ten

objects of a particular kind, as hi, ten turtles ; holq,'^ ten fishes ; others

for one hundred.

With the exception of the above diflTerences Fijian agrees for the

^ Hazlewood's Fijian Grammar, p. 56. - Ibid. p. 11.
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most part in structure with Polynesian. There is the same indefinite-

ness of tense and of mood ; nearly the same poverty of prepositions,

and want of distinction between the parts of speech ; the same separa-

tion from the verbal stem of fine verbal elements which give a certain

vague expression of tense, and which, though generally followed

immediately by the verbal stem, are thought in as separate a mental

act as the corresponding Polynesian particles ; and there is the same
tendency to doubling to express a special application of a root. A
few examples may show that the language of Fiji has its fine frag-

ments like Polynesian.

. I neg. verb know art, its doing

18. (1.) Au sa sena ni Idla na kena idakadaJm, I do not know
how it is done ; ^ sa is an element of realisation like Hawaiian ke and
New Zealand ka ; ni is an element of relation Avhich connects a verb

with an infinitive which it governs ; na is always required before the

direct object of a verb on account of the strength with which the

transition to the object is thought ; kena consists of demonstrative Ae,

referring to iOakadaka, and iia, referring to the possessor ; iOakaSaka
is the verbal noun of mode of action, from Oaka to do, i being an

one art. man sit in art.

element similar to Hawaiian /. (2.) E ndua na tamata ka tiko e na
land Uz
vanua ko Usi, there was a man in the land of Uz ; - ,e is an element

of numeration ; na directs attention to the substantive object ; ka is

a verbal element which before a verbal stem expresses an intransitive

state, after a verbal stem transition of an action; the verb of the
offer up

sentence is latent in e ; ko is the emphatic article. (3.) Sa dambori
art. son his

Aisake na luve'na ko Eparaama, Abraham offered up his son Isaac ;
^

transitive verbs end in a when governing a common noun, but in i

when governing a proper noun, there not being the same sense of

transition to the latter because the object is not singled out but

already defined by a proper name ; words of kindred, like luve, and

nouns expressing members of the body or parts of a thing, can directly

art. what fut. do

subjoin the pronoun as a possessive suffix. (4.) A dava e na Oakava
emph. art. he to they they hate him

ko ko'i/a vei ira era Ba'U ko'i/a, what is it that he will do to

them who hate him 1'^ na expresses the future or the potential ; the

verb of the sentence is involved in a Bava, it is what ; e is perhaps a

demonstrative element,^ more probably a verbal element ; va is a tran-

sitive suffix ; era acts as relative, e being more strongly demonstrative

than i ; ti is a transitive suffix, which before a common noun would
be ta, but before a personal pronoun or proper noun is ti ; the transi-

tive suffix differs, probably according to the sense of force in the

I love trans.

transition of the action. (5.) Au sa loma ' ni ira era sa loma'ui an,

emph. art. he save

I love them who love me.*^ (6.) Jesu o koija vakambula'i

* Hazlewood's Fijian Grammar, p. 6. - Ibid. p. 10. * Ibid. p. 12.

* Ibid. p. 26. ^ Hazlewood's Dictionary, na. ** Hazlewood's Grammar, p. 26.
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we from art. wrath fut. follow hither

henda wai na Oundru e na muri mai, Jesus, who saveth us from

the wrath to come ; ^ vakamhidai seems to be thought participially,

as it has no verbal element like sa ; it is the causative of hula

formed as in Maori ; i is the transitive element before a personal

pronoun ; nda is the first person plural, inclusive of the person

spoken to, I'e a demonstrative element ; mai is the verbal directive.

art. man that I past speak to him to build art. my house

(7.) A tamata A-a''u a vosa vua me tara na no'iigu vale, the man to

whom I spoke to build my house ;^ vua is contracted from vei ya; nohgu

is composed of na referring to vale, o arthritic article of iigu (see 9, 34),
art. yam art. thing vb. el. buy by dem. art. pot

and ngu me. (8.) A uvi 7ia Jca sa ndawvol'i ki 'na na kuro,

yams are the things Avith which pots are generally bought ; ^ literally,

the things (that) pots are generally bought by them are yams ; ndau

is a prefix of frequency or intensity ; i is passive suffix expressive of

art. what they cheer at that art. Bian emph. art.

intransitiveness. (9.) A dava era sa tama kiiia na tamata o

that art. what sit there emph. art. king

iigori? a dava sa tiko ki'na ko tui Viti ; what do those men
run art.

cheer at? What, the King of Viti is there. ^ (10.) Sa ndro'ta'ka na
knife thief

i'sele na mbufako, the thief ran away with the knife ;^ taka is a

double transitive element by which the action of 7idro passes to isele ;

the relation implied in the transition gets no distinct expression ; isele

climb art. axe

is the noun of instrument of sele, to cut. (11.) Kamha'ta'ka na matau
emph. art. this tree

0, ngo, climb with this axe.'* (12.) Kambaia na kau, climb the

speak lean

tree. (13.) Vosa'ka na tamata, speak to the man.^ (14.) Sa kala'kala
stand art. banana

toka]^ na vudi, the banana leans ; *^ toka and some other such verbs
art.

are used as auxiliaries in expressing a continuing condition. (15.) A
what art. thing vb. el. fut. do to him art. man kill art. native

6ava na ka sa na daka vua na tamata sa na mokwta na kai

emph. art. this and take away art. report evil from they art.

Fdisitia o iigo, ka kawta tani na rronovono da vei ira na
for vb. el, man from where emph. art. he art. native not

Isireli ? ni sa tamata mai'vei ko koya na kai Filisitia tawa
circumcised emph. this that defy art. his army art. God living

dili iigo, me mhole'a a n-o'ua veimatavailu na Kalou hula:

"What shall be done to the man that killeth this Philistine and taketh

away the reproach from Israel 1 for who is this uncircumcised Philis-

tine that he should defy the armies of the living God ? ^ The force of

interrogation brings the subject to the head of the sentence ; Oaka,

like the shortest form or root of most verbs, may be used as a passive f
in the active sense, the root is reduplicated if intransitive, and if

^ Hazlewood's Grammar, p. 26. - Ibid. p. 27. ^ Ibid. p. 28.

* Ibid. p. 31. 5 Ibid. p. 33. « Ibid. p. 44.

7 Ibid. p. 54. 8 Ibid. p. 37.
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transitive it takes a transitive suffix, unless when the verb runs into a

noun to make a kind of compound ; in mokida and Icauta ta is a transi-

tive suffix; iroiiorono is the verbal noun, from roiio, to hear; tamata
maivei follow sa as a verbal stem, this uncircumcised Philistine is a

man from where ; mhoh'a is a subjunctive, for the absence of sa shows
that it is not a principal but a subordinate fact ; a is transitive suffix

;

in nona, the first n refers to veimatavailu, and na to Kalou hula.

The verbal particles in the above examples are quite as fine and as

separate as in the Polynesian dialects, except those which are suffixed

to the verbal stem, for these adhere to it much more closely than the
passive element ia does in Polynesian.

19. There is also a similar formation of imperfect compounds (see

11). The simple verb may run into a noun without an article and
make garden

form a kind of compound verb as in Polynesian : Qaka icere, make
set j'am

garden ; huhi nvi, set yam.^

J^ouns of kindred, or of parts or members, being thought as parts

of correlations, not as independent objects, are ready to coalesce with
other elements ; they can take up a pronoun as possessive suffix, and

art. man body big

they are ready to coalesce with an adjective ; as a tamata yano'levu,

a big-bodied man. Some other nouns also may coalesce with the
art. town house good

more usual adjectives ; as a lioro vale'rinaka, a town having good
houses.2 Nouns and verbal roots coalesce and sometimes become fused

fuel burn run water

together by use; as mhuka'ioana, fire in a live state; u6i 'wai, river.

A passive verb and a noun may coalesce and be used as an adjec-
touched sick

tive ; as tauvi mate, touched with sickness.^
cut tear

Two verbs may coalesce; as sele'nrfrutia, to cut ofi"; and the first

sometimes takes its own transitive suffix; as sele'va'ndrutia.

These compounds are all of the same nature as those of the Samoan
language. Their parts are thought in succession. One runs into

another without any expression of relation, and therefore without any
interval of transition. In the last example the components are each
a part of the idea of cutting off", thought not separately, as in Yoruba
(I. 22), but one mingling with the other.

A similar coalescence of successive thoughts is to be seen in

caus. body strong trans.

such formations as vaka'ijaito-liaiikauu-aial-a, to cause to be strong

in body ; ^ valca is the same as Maori whaka, and thought passes

through it to the next elements and they are all carried to the object

through taka. But the large formations Avhich thus arise shoAv how
thought is attracted by the interest of the verb.

A readiness of words to coalesce in succession is when other ten-

dencies help naturally accompanied by derivative formations, such as

^ Hazlewood's Grammar, p. 32. - Ibid. p. 20.
'> Ibid. p. 43.
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the Fijian verbs and adjectives formed with vei-^ plurality or recipro-

city (see 13) ; dau-, intensity or frequency ; and vaA-a-, assimilation.

ANNATOM.

20. Passing westward, we get out of the influence of the Polynesian

language and find in their purity the speech tendencies of the dark

races which inhabit the islands.

The Melanesian phonesis is more consonantal than the Polynesian,

admitting concurrent consonants and final consonants. Some of the

languages have twelve consonants, some thirteen, including medials as

well as tenues.^

21. The language of Annatom, the most southern of the New
Hebrides, makes little distinction between substantive, adjective,

verb, and adverb,^ though some adverbs are used only as such.^ Like

Polynesian also, it incorporates no sense of number in the idea of the

noun, and only personal nouns are preceded in the plural with a

separate element of plurality. Its personal pronouns have four num-

bers as in Fijian, the trial number being used only for three objects,

and not, as in Fijian, for a small plurality; and the inclusive and

exclusive first persons are distinguished in the numbers above the

singular, as in Fijian and Polynesian. Substantive objects are thought

with less distinction from others than in the pure Polynesian; for

there is only an article, in or 7i, which expresses attention directed to

an object as an entire object of thought (Def. 4), and which is pre-

fixed to adjectives and verbs Avhen used as substantives, and an

article, a, which is used before personal nouns in the nominative.

Possession is thought somewhat differently from what it is in Poly-

nesian. There does not seem to be any distinction between active

and passive possession ; the separate possessive pronoun has no

demonstrative element, and it follows the noun instead of preceding

it, as it does in Polynesian. Nouns of kindred, and nouns denoting

parts of a person, take the possessive as a suffix as in Fijian. There

is a better supply of prepositions than in Polynesian.

The verb, as in Fijian, is thought more in connection with the

object than with the subject, so that the object follows next after the

verb, and the subject follows the object, except when the object is

connected with a following clause as by a relative pronoun ; and yet

the verb is preceded by an element of person, the subject, even when
a personal pronoun, being generally expressed besides in its proper

place. The verbal stem is preceded, as in Fijian and Polynesian, by

a verbal element which expresses more distmctly than in them the

elements of tense and still more those of mood, and which combines

Avith the personal element. The verbal stem is often formed with

suffixes, but whether any of these express a sense of transition to

an object does not appear. Two of them are directives signifying

1 Gabelcntz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 511. " Ibid. sect. 146,

^ Ibid. sect. 161.
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upwards and downwards, but they are thought rather as derivative

elements than as directing a simple verb; what the other suffixes

denote has not been ascertained. There are also several prefixes

of obscure signification used in the formation of verbal stems ; imi-

or mi-, which as a preposition means to, gives a transitive or causative

meaning. There is no passive voice ; the passive is expressed as the

act of an abstract subject.^

Now, the remarkable feature which distinguishes the language of

Annatom from both Fijian and Polynesian, namely, the coalescence

of a personal element with the element of tense or mood, takes away
the evidence which in these languages shows most clearly a frag-

mentary nature. For the separation of so fine an element as the

verbal element in Fijian and Polynesian marks both these languages

as fragmentary, though there is more of such separation in the latter

than in the former ; but in Annatom that element loses its extreme

fineness by its coalescence with the person. !Now that coalescence

arises from the degree in which the verb is thought as realised

by the subject, and while it removes the evidence of fragmentary

thought, it furnishes no evidence of an opposite nature,

22. Annatom reduplicates and doubles its roots to express a special

application of them in which they are very slightly modified. And it

tends to form compounds rather closer than those in Fijian and

Polynesian, in which one word runs into the other. In some of

these, as in Fijian, a verbal idea is expressed in two parts which are

thought in succession, but with partial mingling of the first with tlie

burn destroy

second, as atn • amud, to consume.^

23. The following are examples of the language, in which it will

be seen that the verbal element with the person is still a fine element,

3d pi. past dwell they in land

and is detached from the verb : {\.) er • is amen am an-liin pege
and watch sheep of them in the night

mil amimfinaih siijJ wra an n-epeii, they abode in the field and kept
3d pi. past seek

watch over their flock by night j^ siip is English. (2.) Er ' is aliilel-

him they two among pi. of persons man kindred of them two and pi. of persons

yin a • van ehele ilpu atimi ehpan ira ' rau im ilpu

man neighbour of them two

atimi ehlaamnem u rau, they sought him among their kinsfolk

and neighbours ; a is the personal article before rail ; * ilpu is a

3d sing. fut.

personal noun of multitude used for a plural number. (3.) Et • pn
cans. turn away he people 3d sing, poten. many to

imi • adumoiiT -pan a'ien mqni Israel ini ahinaii ehele Ihova
God their

Atua u-ra; and he shall turn many of the people of Israel to Jehovah
3d pi. buy young bird 3d sing, indie, five for farthing

their God.^ (4.) Er ahtai akli man et faiv vai fardifi et

two and not lost of dem. any 3d sing. subj. one in front of God

ero wn eti ahnagira'n tah yi eOian nuhup o Atua, five

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 160.
- Ibid, sects. 140-142. ^ ibid. sect. 164. " Ibid. sect. 165 : 2.

'' Ibid. sect. 166.
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young birds are sold for two farthings and not one of them is lost

before God ;
^ mmi qualifies aMi, faiv and fardiii are English ; the

numerals, and the adjectives ahhiaii, many, and efe, other, are treated

as verbs, because by the mental habits of the race the notation of

different individuals cannot be so closely combined with the noun as

to be part with it of one idea of the substantive object, but has to be

combined with it as an attribute which remains distinct from the

idea of it, belonging not to its substance but to itself like a par-

3d sing be pi. persl. brother my Sd sing, five that

ticiple (Del 13). (5.) Et eteug -iljm etwa ' k et faiv mika
3d sing. subj. tell to them he that 3d pi. subj. not also come

yi asuptegnain ehele ra a'ien va ri (Tim lep yetpam
they into art. place art. torment this

a'ra an n ' uarin n • ohagred ineinl-i, I have five brethren, that he

tell them lest they also come into this place of torment ; ^ the plural

if 3d sing. thou

noun is thought as a singular aggregate. (6.) El et Kristo a'iek
2d sing, opt. cans. manly us three thou

7ia ' mu imi • atamain gatai(T cciek, if it's Christ thou art, save

(make manly) thyself and us ;
'-^ gatavT is first person trial inclusive.

1st per. adv. of perf. come into art house of thee pers. art. I but

(7.) Elh mun ham anliin n • eom tcnum a • inak, rTa

2d sing, poten. not give me art. water for art. foot my thou yet 3d sing.

na ' i eti alupai noli, in • wai uri n'eduo'k a'iek, ifa et

adv. perf. wash art. foot my with tear her pers. art. art. woman this

mun iri weduo'k irai idumta'n a in ' takata ineigki, I

have come into thy house, but thou wouldst not give me water for

my feet, yet this woman has washed my feet with her tears.^ (8.)

1st. sing, past not come pers. art. I to call to them 3d sing, right

Ek • is eti ham a ' inak par ahlaig vai ra et atoh
conduct their

nedo lira, I came not to call them whose ways are righteous.* (9.)

2d sing, hypoth. make feast great pers. art. thou invite pers. pi.

Na ' ti urt auanetta alupas a ' iek, imi'agay ilpu
poverty man
iliki afimi, if thou makest a great feast invite the poor ; ^ atimi

qualifies ihki.

EEEOMANGO.

24. In Erromango, which is also one of the New Hebrides, a

difi"erent language is spoken, which in some principles of its structure

agrees with the language of Annatom, in others diflers.*^

It agrees in its imperfect distinction of the parts of speech so far

that the same word may be substantive and adjective, or noun and
verb, and also in its personal pronouns having four numbers. These
numbers, however, are not incorporated with the pronominal stems,

but loosely connected with them as an external adjunct. There is

also the distinction of inclusive and exclusive in the first person dual,

trial, and plural. The noun may take a collective prefix ov, to denote

1 Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 16t3. - Ibid. sect. 167.
3 Ibid. .sect. 168 : 3. * Ibid. sect. 210. ^ jbjj ge^t. 218.

" Ibid. sect. 231,
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plurality, similar to Fijian vei, or a suffix su, which probably denotes
all.^ The article n distinguishes the noun as such^ (see 21), but there
does not seem to be any personal article. The genitive follows its

governor, sometimes Avith a preposition between. There are about
as many pure prepositions as in Anuatom.
The verb has, as in Annatom, a present, past, perfect, and future

but it has not the subjunctive, hypothetical, and potential moods.
The person, as in Annatom, mingles with the verbal element as a prefix

to the verbal stem, though this prefix seems to be often omitted ;
^ but,

unlike Annatom, the subject, whether personal pronoun or noun, pre-

cedes the verb. There is no passive form, but the verbal stem may be
used either as active or passive.^ The verbal radical may take directive

suffixes to form derived verbs, one denoting up and the other down.
The adjective, which in Annatom and all the languages to tlie east

constantly follows the noun, here precedes it sometimes, and sometimes
follows.

25. The language of Erromango is less broken than tliat of Anna-
tom, for the element of person and tense blends quite with the verbal

stem. It, however, forms compounds, and uses redujjlication and
doubluig like Annatom.

TANA.

26. So also does the only known one of the languages of Tana,
another of the jSTew Hebrides. In it the genitive follows its governor,

sometimes partially coalescing with the latter so that the governor
drops a final n, sometimes preceded by a preposition, and sometimes
by a possessive pronoun. There is no proper article. The personal

pronouns have tlie four numbers, and the first person the inclusive

and exclusive forms. Nouns of kindred and nouns denoting parts of

a person take the possessive pronoun as a suffix. The subject pre-

cedes the verb and the object follows. The adjective follows its

noun, the possessive pronoun may either precede or follow. There is

scarcely enough known of the language to show the intimate nature

of its structure.^

SESAKE.

27. The language of Sesake in the southern part of the island of

Api or Tasiko, one of the K'ew Hebrides, forms the usual kind of

compounds in which one word is run into another without either of

them quite losing its individuality. It also uses reduplication or

doubling very much, i.e., doubling the whole or reduplicating part of

the root in the expression of simple ideas unaccompanied by any
modifying element, such as frequency or intensity ; and sometimes it

adds a prefix or a suffix to its doubled formations. It forms causa-

tives and transitives with the prefix paka-, pa-, or a-, adding some-

times the suffix -/i7', which as a preposition means to, neax". And

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 232.

- Ibid. sect. 238. ^ Ibid. sect. 2C5.
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liini, -ni, and -ti are also used as suffixes to verbal stems ; ni as a

preposition means in, and kini, on ; so that they probably act as

transitive suffixes.

28. The subject, as a rule, precedes the verb, and the object follows

;

but a special interest may cause the object to precede the verb, and

then the subject follows the verb.

The noun has a definite article na ; but some nouns, at least the

word liopu house, take, instead of TCa,the short form of the third personal

pronoun e. Number does not exist as an element in nouns ; its place

is supplied in the plural by a variety of words which follow the noun
as adjectives or appositions ; and there is a word rinidua, a reduplica-

tion of the second numeral ma, which with the pronoun e before it

follows a noun, to denote a couple. The personal pronouns have all

two forms, a longer and a shorter. They have plural forms, and these

followed by rundua with the short plural form before it supply a

dual. The first person has inclusive and exclusive forms. After the

preposition I'i, as after the corresponding prepositions in Polynesian,

the pronouns of second and third person singular are apt to take

forms beginning with a. A noun governed as a genitive follows, with

the article na before it, the noun which governs it ; and is sometimes
equivalent to an adjective. The adjective always follows the noun
which it qualifies. The personal pronouns as possessive follow their

noun, with a before them. But nouns of kindred and those which
denote parts of a person take the personal possessives as suffixes, the

dual of the latter being denoted by subjoining the separate word
mndua with the short pronoun before it. There is small expression

of relations ; for though there is the usual number of prepositions

they are seldom used ; and there are scarcely any conjunctions.

The short forms of the personal pronouns always precede the verb

as its person, the subject even when a personal pronoun being at the

same time separately expressed. The most subjective and the most
abstract elements of person combine most readily with the verb;
and accordingly the short forms of the first plural exclusive and of

the third plural precede the verbal stem without any verbal element
intervening, that of the first singular often does so, and that of the

third singular always when the subject immediately precedes ; but,

with these exceptions, a verbal element intervenes between the person

and the verbal stem except in interrogative and negative sentences,

for in these there is no assertion. These verbal elements express

neither tense nor mood, but only the element of realisation of the

verbal stem in the personal element which represents the subject.

They express that element of realisation difierently, as it seems,

according to the idea of the act or state which is realised, and accord-

ing to its subjectivity and consequent closeness of connection with the

person. For there are four such elements, M, Av, nda, iidro, besides

the double one ndro lio ; and of these l-a at least sometimes takes a

softer form, ga or nga, which, according to the euphonic laws of the

language seems to indicate that the element of person is in closer

union with it.

29. Now, the detachment of these fine verbal elements shows the
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fragmentary nature of the language, as may be seen in the following
3d. pers. verb. el. sit art. food art. inside its

examples : (1.) e iiga to na vinana na tvokcrna, there is food
ye verb. el. not sit art. ground

therein.^ (2.) Ku wja ti ndo na tano, sit not on the ground ;2

there is no expression of relation, ii is negative of imperative, ndi is

soon 1st pers, verb. el. leave it art. land

the indicative negative. (3.) Sanrjiki a nda mwelwa na vanua
you

a ninmi, I will soon leave your land;^ adverbs of time begin the

sentence, other adverbs follow the verb ; there is no expression of

art. club this

tense, each verbal element being used in all tenses. (4.) Na mhive xco

1st pers. hit him dem. art. club

a poka nae weina na mhwe, ('twas) this club I hit him with a

club, i.e., this was the club with which I hit him.* Here the first

person combines with the verb without a verbal element; iveina

imp. say to

strengthens nae ; there is no expression of relation. (5.) Pa noa ki
he 3d pers. verb. el. come see we
nia e nga ve punusi au, say to him that he come to see us ;

^

pa is used with the imperative, it means go ; initial consonants are

apt to soften in connection Avith preceding word, as ve for pe, 7ido for

imper. hold it be situated over art. fire

to. (6.) Fa tape-a ndo palo na kapu, hold it over the fire^ (that

imper. not go near art. edge you come fall

it be over the fire). (7.) Pa ti pa malandiid na matin ku pe roico,

imper. take put art. thing

go not near the edge lest you fall.''' (8.) Pa tape ndoroe na loriki

this 3d pers. house I art. night

loose e kopu a nginau, lay this thing in my house. ^ (9.) Na lioiii

3d pers. six he 3d pers. make art. thing all

e latesa nai e picdl na loriki man, in six nights he made all

things;^ the numeral la tesa is connected with bohi as a verb is con-

water art. dirt

nected with its subject (see 23). (10.) Noai na lepja, water of dirt,

he 3d pers. make him art. dust art. earth

i.e., dirty water. ^" (11.) iYai e poll 'a na avuavu na tano, he
imper. measure it art. tree

made him of the dust of the earth ;" pia totoico'a na kau, measure
you stick I hither art. eye art. knife

the tree." (12.) Ku lauico au ica na mata na masmas, you stuck me in

the eye with a knife ;
^"" here ku has no verbal particle, which seems

contrary to the rule ; ica is a verbal directive ; there is no expression

3d pers. verb. el. speak to 3d pers. pron.

of relation. (13.) Adam e iiga rasa pa ki nia, Adam
spake to her ;

^^ iM is a verbal directive, it means go forth.

' Gabelentz, vol. ii. sect. 30. - Ibid. sect. 33, » Ibid. sect. 45.

* Ibid. sect. 47. ^ Ibid. sect. 48. « Ibid. sect. 50.

' Ibid. sect. 51. « Ibid. sect. 28. » Ibid. sect. 29.

"• Ibid. sect. 38. " Ibid. sect. 41. i- Ibid. sect. 42.

•* Ibid. sect. 56.
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AMBEYM.

30. In the language of Ambrym, another of the New Hebrides, the

same tendency prevails as in Sesake to soften the initial consonant

of a word in the connection of speech ; this being frequently done by

prefixing m even to k and t.

Doubled words occur expressing simple ideas of action, concrete

object, adjective, and adverb.

31. There is no article. The personal pronouns have the four

numbers, and the first has inclusive and exclusive forms. They are

connected with nouns as possessives in a strangely cumbrous fashion.

There are, as in Fijian, three general elements, which denote respec-

tively property, food, and drink ; these subjoin the personal suffixes,

and are followed by the noun as in apposition to 'particularise them,

and this again is followed by a particle ge, as if to refer to it arthi-

tically as connected in possession (II. 139). This construction

seems to indicate a weak sense of property (see II. 126, 131, 139).

Nouns which do not come under these categories take themselves the

possessive suffixes, and are followed by ge. And nouns which denote

members of the body take the suffixes and dispense with ge. Thus,
property my land name my eye my
mene • n viri ge, my land ; sa ' u ge, [my name ; 7neta • n, my eye.

Nouns of food seem to dispense with ge. And some nouns, as ma,

house, seem to take after the singular possessives not ge but im.

There are two forms of the personal pronouns, of which one seems

to be more subjective than the other. The former go before the verb,

and are often preceded by verbal particles, which sometimes have before

1st pers. take

them the personal pronoun in its other form.^ Thus (1.) 7ia gtu

from at thou 1st pers. give forth to thou

te lie neh, I take from thee
; (2.) na seiie va ne nen, I give to

verb. el. 1st pers. strike thou I verb. 1st pers.

thee; (3.) e na rolte neii, I strike thee; {L) ni e na
go far from at thou I verb. 1st pers. speak forth

va hatin te ne neh, I go far from thee
; (5.) ni e na fi va

to thou 1st pers. not know I speech man
ne nen, I speak to thee

; (6.) na tlo lielea ni fi ta Lolvwara, I

know not the language of the people of Loliwara.

The second singular seems not to take a verbal particle, though the

subjective person, which always precedes the verb, be preceded by the

other form of the pronoun.

If the subject be a noun, it seems generally to require a verbal

particle between itself and the verb, and to dispense with the

person.

Sometimes the pronoun is followed by a verbal particle, and this by

we two iucl. verb, strike he
the verb without any person, as Jien'rou e rohe ilea, we two strike

him.

^ Gabt'lentz, vol. ii. sect. 69.
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The verbal particles seem to be dro and he, the latter assumiu,^ the
different forms ve, me, e, and sometimes changing the vowel. These
particles show that the language is fragmentary.

The adjective lil, many, takes the verbal element he to connect it

man many eat

with its noun (23), as vantin he lil e maiiene, many men eat.^

The subject precedes and the object follows the verb ; if the object

be the third person, it is suffixed, -a. The subject sometimes takes
-a, perhaps in place of an article.- The adjective and genitive follow
their noun. There are no conjunctions, and few prepositions.

VUNMAEAMA.
32. In the langiiage of Vunmarama, also in the Ncav Hebrides, the

personal pronouns are similar to the Fijian. There is a verbal particle

ma between the subject and the verb. The noun has neither article

nor plural, and there are few prepositions. The subject precedes and
the direct object follows the verb, and is followed by the indirect

object. There is a double negative liav before the verb, with tehe at

the end of the clause, which is negatived. An initial h, t, or d is

nasalised after a final vowel.

33. Doubling is used as in the other languages.^

MAEIE.

34. The language of IMave, the most eastern of the Loyalty Islands,

which are a rugged and unfertile group,'* has the general characteristics

of these island languages. There is a chiefs' dialect or language,^ but

it is the language of common life which has been studied. The parts

of speech are not properly distinguished by any elements incorporated

in the idea of them ; the same word may be used as substantive or

adjective, as adjective, verb, or adverb.*^ Common nouns, however,

are distinguished by articles, and the verbs by separate verbal- elements.

Number is not incorporated in the noun, but expressed by putting

before the noun a separate element of duality or of plurality. The
first personal pronoun has inclusive and exclusive forms ; and there

is a supply of prepositions about equal to that of Annatom.

At the same time, this language is distinguislied by peculiar features.

Common nouns have not only a definite and an indefinite article, but

also take an additional article, which expresses the degree of strength

Avith which they are thought by reason of the position which they

occupy in the fact, or the stress which it puts on them. The Polynesian

fi'o is in Mar6 also the article which accompanies the common noun Avhen

subject or predicate. In Polynesian, /ro, when taken by a common
noun as emphatic subject, requires the definite article to accompany

^ Gabelentz, Melanesichen Sprachen, vol. ii. sect. 77. " Ibid. sect. 73.

3 Ibid, sects. 78-98. * Life of Bishop Pattesun, vol. i. p. 361.

5 Ibid. p. 325. ^ Gabelentz, vol. i. sect. 318.
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it, but in Mar4 it is taken also with the indefinite article. Moreover,

ho is found with the direct object also in Mar6, but this is excep-

tional. There is another article ono used with both subject and object,

less emphatic apparently than Iv, and it has a weaker form o, which

is used Avith the direct object, and which is found exceptionally with

the subject, too, instead of lio. The genitive, and sometimes other

cases, also take this article o7io or o, which confirms the view of the a

and in Polynesian (9), and of o in the Fijian possessive pronoun

(18), that they are arthritic articles. There is in Mar6 no such

distinction between an active and an inactive genitive as is expressed

in Polynesian. Nor is it in respect of personality that the distinction

is made in Mard between common nouns and proper nouns, or per-

sonal pronouns ; but rather in respect of the definiteness which they

acquire from standing for an individual. The Polynesian ko is used

before proper names and personal pronouns when subject or predicate

of a proposition ; but it is lie or kei which emphasises them in that

case in Mar^, probably because they do not need definition, and there-

fore take a weaker article. And their genitive,, instead of taking o,

takes the preposition ni before it, there being a sense of transition to

them on account of their definiteness. They sometimes take o as

direct object. The personal pronouns, however, when governed in

the genitive by nouns of kindred, or of parts of a person, take neither

ni nor o. The first person singular as possessive may be taken in a

suffix by all substantives (compare IT. 34), and is suffixed also by
prepositions. Common nouns are treated as proper so soon as they

become applied to a particular person.

The personal pronouns have only three numbers—singular, dual,

and plural. The nouns may be in the plural preceded by a

separate plural element, or abstract noun of multitude ; and natural

pairs, and sometimes other nouns when thought strongly as two, and
even Avith the numeral expressed, are preceded by a dual element
altered from the second numeral. Nouns, however, may be used as

plural or dual without any addition. There is a reverential form for

the pronoun of the second person singular, and also for that of the

third person singular.

The verbal elements are detached from the verbal stem, and do not

take up an element of person. They give very vague and indefinite

expression to tense and mood. T'i denotes fact or occurrence in^the

abstract, na the quiescence of completion as in the perfect, or a state

of bemg or action ; a, the succession of being or doing ; me, fact or

occurrence in quick succession, or thought lightly; fo in idea or

potentiality, iiei in idea, nei fi in futurity; ha expresses the continu-

ance in the present of a completed fact ; ha fi, a future, and ma a

negatived fact ; 6u is infinitive, la 6u future ; 7ie seems to be a pro-

nominal element representing a correlative object, used with both
verbs and nouns. None of these particles, however, really assert

;

they are used participially as often as verbally. Tlie verbal stem
may be understood either actively or passively. When thought pas-

sively with the agent expressed, it is preceded by na, and followed
by the agent with nci before it. If the verbal stem, witli na before
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it, is preceded by the agent with nei before it, it is thought as a state

of action belonging to the agent (see 7; 9, Example 13; 55); nei

expresses a prepositional relation as to a genitive.

The subject, Avhether personal pronoun or noun, generally precedes

both verbal element and verbal stem, but sometimes it may follow

both. The direct object follows the verb unless when the subject

follows the verb; and then the object follows the subject. If, how-
ever, there be an indirect object, it precedes the direct object.

The adjective and the genitive follow the noiin to which they

belong. The adjective is often participial, preceded by the verbal

element me.

Causative or transitive verbs are formed with prefix a- and suffix -ni,

which is probably a transitive or prepositional suffix ; and suffixes

of direction are taken by verbs as derivative elements, signifying

up, down, away to ; and other suffixes and prefixes are used in the

formation of nouns and verbs.

35. Compounds are frequent from the coalition of words, and
verbal stems also expressing a simple thought in two parts, which are

run into a single word (11. 3). Doubling also is used, but seems not

to be so frequent as in other South Sea languages.

36. The detachment of such fine elements as the verbal particles

shows that thought is ready to break into separate acts of great fine-

ness, and gives to the language a fragmentary character, as may be seen
tliey vbl. go back from at sepulchre

from the following examples. (1.) Buid'eme hue iaice sera ri mala
and vbl. tell to accus. art. def. art. pi. elt. man num. elt. dem. def. art.

ne fi laenata {tew' o re nodei name ycira ome re

dual counts of five and num. elt. one and also companion they

rue tuheaine ne yciva sa ne He ko re rekani hiihte^ they

returned from the sepidchre, and told the eleven men and their com-

panions ;
^ 7??e intimates quick succession of fact ; ri malu is an instance

of the rule that nouns have no article after a preposition, which
directs thought strongly to the substantive object ; the sense of the

general may be overpowered also by the noun being connected with

a possessive pronoun or with a participle, so that no article is

taken, but here rekani huifVe has the definite article re; laenata

expresses a single idea in two parts, for it consists of lue, to take, and

nata, to make known ; the numerals in these languages are preceded

by elements which correspond to the act of counting ; such is ymra ;

ome re rue tuhenine is the numeral for ten, meaning, perhaps, both

the sides, i.e., the two hands ;
- ko is used exceptionally after ij'cxv' on

mother he and plural def. art.

account of emphasis of thought. (2.) Mani nuhone ne nodei re

brother he and plural disciple of he

tduaieni nuhone ne nodei kokonie ni nubone, his mother and his

brethren and his disciples ;
'^ the nouns of kindred have the personal

pronouns as possessives immediately after them, but kokonie is con-

nected with Jiidi07ie by the preposition ni ; feluaicni, though con-

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 320. -' Ibid. sect. 319.

^ Ibid. sect. 324.
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he

nected with a possessive pronoun, has the article. (3.) Nei nubone
vbl. of state say God def. art. own father he

na ie Makaze ko re nide fefeni nubone, (because) he said

God was his own father ; ^ 7iei attributes to the agent, as belonging

to him, the action reduced to a state or mode of being by the clause

being a subordinate member of a fact.^ "When the verb is passive,

jiei follows it ; ko precedes noun as predicate, and fefeni has the
thou

article, though connected with possessive. (4.) Nuba nei ko re

king of Jews save thou

doku ni si Juda awarumani nubo ko, if thou be the king of

the Jews, save thyself ; ^ nei is an ideal verbal element ; ko pre-

cedes noun as predicate ; si is abstract noun of nation or country,

and joined with the name of nation or country forms a proper noun
j

thou not neg. fact fear

ko emphasises nubo, to express thyself. (5.) Nubo deko ma pareu
accus. art God for we vbl. die together

Makaze, tvevH o re eid'e fi taiio sese, dost not thou fear God,

seeing that we die together ;
"^ the interrogative sentence does not

differ from the assertive ; eid'e is strengthened by the two articles.

he perf. give art. def art. pi. thing all into hand

(6.) Nubone na ka^wne ono re nodei ate ileodene rVew^ o re aranine
of he

ni nubone, he hath given all things into his hand ;
^ 7ie seems to give

to the verb kanu connection with the object by representing it, so

I perf. see

that the action is thought as affecting its object. (7.) Inu a na ule

thou under at tree fig

nubo hadu ri iene o re suke, I saw thee under the fig-tree ; ^ a gives

succession or duration to the act before its completion by wa (before

we
that Philip called thee); iene has no article after ri. (8.) Enid'^e ha
know we vbl. of state worship

ule ono re nei enid'^e na hne, we know what we worship ;6 ha
expresses a completed fact continuing in the present, we are acquainted

with ; ono is here an accusative article ; re defines what follows as a

substantive object; nei as explained above; na makes hne to be
he go here

thought as a state or mode of being. (9.) Nubone ha tako ome
he live up again

nubone ha roi'lo iawe, he is not here, he is risen ;
**

?c> is a directive

then the man be well immediately perf. take up away
suffix to ?w. (10.) Uo re iiome me roi ibetwlo na iose'lo te o

bed of he and he go

re r/ufoe ni nubone He nubone me hue, and immediately the man was
made whole, and took up his bed and walked ;

'^ me expresses fact in

quick succession; na completion of act before he walked. (11.)

dem. here ye pot. witness to me word I vbl. of state

Ome ke bunvVe to aingeni dii nu ono re eneiiofo ne'<jo na

1 Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachenj'^vol. i. sect. 326. " Ibid. sect. 371.
3 Ibid. sect. 326. * Ibid. sect. 333. ^ i^^^ g^^^t. 334.
« Ibid. sect. 336 ^ Ibid. sect. 337.
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speak

ie, ye yourselves can bear witness for me the word which
I spake ;

^ fo, potential fact ; o7io, accusative article ; kei is the

nominative article of proper nouns and personal pronouns in

the beginning of a sentence, elsewhere ke ; ne, same as net. (12.)
give I water there I not again thirst

Que inu o re tvi o melei inu age iawe f'o didi'lcuane, give me that

water that I thirst not again ;
^ fo, potential fact ; <Udi means to

thou dwell together with I in

desire, kuane to drink. (13.) Nubo iiei t'i menene sese ne imi ri

dwelling my
nameiiene ierjo, thou shalt be with me in my dwelling ; ^ iiei, ideal

great do evil man there

fact ; iiei fi, future fact. (14.) Maiai ko re feiie'nia o re iiome o melei
to pi. elt. man holy of thou

(few^ re fiodei home mvVo(te ni bua, great is the evil-doing of this man
to thy saints ;

^ ko marks the subject, o the genitive or the object

;

not make
Ima is the reverential pronoun for rniho, thou. (15.) A<je ilo ' ne ko

house of father my into house merchandise

reumani fHfa • nu lane imia itifi, make not my Father's house
a house of merchandise ;

"* ne gives connection with object to ilo ; ko

is here used with the object on account of the emphasis with which
I voice of man cry in desert

it is thought. (16.) Inu ko re lanehofe ni home fi kaie ri wof'e
make straight way of lord

wneti'di-ni one re lene ni doku, I am the voice of one crying in the

wilderness. Make straight the way of the Lord ; ^ ko goes with the

predicate ; 7W7ne and doku are thought like proper names ; a'7ietidrni is

they speak mourn voice

causative from ?ie^«Z/, straight. (17.) Buid'e t'i^ie mane a re lanehofo
vbl. great

me maiai, they cried with a loud voice ; ^ t'i is the simple element of

fact ; the idea of crying is broken into two parts, but this may be due
to the effort of the missionary to convey the idea ; o the article of object

or condition ; re defines laiiehoto, which is further defined by maiai,
I not neg. fact know

connected participially by me (Def. 13). (18.) Inu dcko ma ule

he but he perf. send I ideal fact baptize with water perf. say

nuhone, roi ke nuhone naiufeyiiinu fo lajjataiw ri wi na ie

to me thou fact see spirit fact descend

dii nu, nubo fi ule ono re uie'ne fi dedelu, I knew him not, but he

that sent me to baptize with water said to me, Thou shalt see the

Spirit descending ;
'^ ke goes Avith personal pronoun as subject after

other words ; ^oi has no article after ri ; ono goes with the object

;

vie, the spirit or soul, takes ne to represent its correlative, namely,

the person of whom it is part; most of the verbal particles are

taken participially.

' Gabelentz, Melane.sischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 339. - Ibid. sect. 353.

^ Ibid. sect. 356. ^ Ibid. sect. 358. = ibjd. sect. 361. « Ibid. sect. 364.
'' Ibid. sect. 368.
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LIFU.

37. In Lifu, which is another of the Loyalty Islands, a language is

spoken which has close affinity to Mare, but which diifers from it in

many particulars of its structure. The same word may, as in Mar6,

be used for noun or verb. But substantive objects are thought Avith

much less attention in Lifu than in Mare. There is only one article,

and there is no distinction of subject and object by the interest with

which they are generally thought, so that the double articles which
are such a striking feature in Mare are quite absent from Lifu. There
is the same distinction, as in Mar^ of nouns thought as proper nouns
and of personal pronouns from common nouns. And the former in

the genitive are preceded by i, a lighter preposition than ni, which
they take in Mare. The first person singular as possessive is, as in

Mare, a suffix -ne, and the other personal pronouns when possessive

sometimes dispense with i. Common nouns in the genitive when not

thought strongly foIloAV their governing noun without a preposition,

even though they have the article ; but when thought strongly with
the article they take ne before them. Plurality is a separate word, as

in Mare, but still more concrete, for there are four plural words in

Lifu, two, noOei and itre, used before all kinds of nouns, and two, afie

and anetre, before personal nouns, ane being reverential. Itre is pro-

bably of a somewhat pronominal nature, for it may be used without the

nouns and occurs without the article, neither of which ever happens
with nodei ; no6ei — no6e'i, multitude of. There is an approach to a

dual number of nouns expressed by the numeral, and the personal

pronoims have three numbers with forms of the first, inclusive and
exclusive of the person addressed. There are also reverential forms,

not only of the second and third personal pronouns singular, but also

of the first pku'al inclusive ; and there are feminine forms for the

second and third singular. In accordance with the less attention

given to substantive objects in Lifu, is the greater tendency to think

them irrespective of their qualities. The adjective, Avhicli in Mar6
either immediately follows its noun, or when it requires a connective

element, takes the verbal particle me to give it participial inherence,

follows also in Lifu, but as a rule requires a connective element before

it, and always takes one which does not properly express inherence,

but seems to be merely a relative pronominal element. There are only

two nouns which take adjectives without this element, ga, an abstract

noun of locality, and rjotrane side. This element, ka, does not exist

in the language as a relative pronoun, but is found only in the interroga-

tive adverbs, how, where, whence. The numerals also are preceded

always by it. The act of numbering substantive objects is so strongly

felt in the Mar6 consciousness that it often gets expression before the

numeral in the element p^ara ; but in Lifu the corresponding element

ala is used only when there is a stronger mental reference to the sub-

stantive objects, the substantive not being expressed. ^^Taen the

substantive is expressed there is not sufficient interest in the succes-

sive individuals to give this strength to the act of numeration.
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The Lifu verb differs from the Mare verb. Tlie verbal elements

are, as in all these languages, detached particles ; but the expression

thus given to the elements of fact in Lifu varies from that of Mar6
in a characteristic way. It has a stronger sense of objective fact

and of accomplishment than Mar^ and often uses an objective

demonstrative element Jcola before its active verbs. It uses liwi

(
- Mar6 na) before verbs, thought as denoting an inactive state of

accomplishment or a state of action Avhich is part or consequence of

another fact. It has also a stronger sense of the succession of the

being or doing, and makes a greater use than j\Iare of a, which expresses

tliis element ; but a is not used with Ima, because Tina involves it.

It has less sense of the contingent or ideal, or of the quiescence of

completion ; and accordingly it has no elements used like ^lard ^'o and

mi, nor does it express a perfect with lina, as IMare does with na. It

has, on the other hand, a future element iro or troha, which, as a verb,

means to come, and is not limited to the designation of the future,

Avhile Mard has no distinct expression for the future ; and it has a

preterite thought as affecting the present, which is expressed by ha,

a particle which has a similar signification in ^Iar6, but which in

Lifu is thought as determined by the verbal stem, and is subjoined to

it, whereas in Mar6 it precedes the verbal stem like the subjective

verbal elements generally in all these languages. In Lifu there is

more sense of the result, and there is a tendency to combine facts witli

other facts as parts of them, not only when they are involved like

relative clauses in the subject, objects, or conditions of those other

facts, but also when thought as consequent to them, the subject being

different. The realisation of these consequent facts is thought like

that of the relative facts in subordination to the realisation of the fact

with which they are combined ; their subject being thought as domi-

nated by the other subject. In both cases the realisation is reduced

to that of a mere state, whether of action or inaction. Such a sub-

ordinate state of action is expressed like the Mard construction by

Jinei before the subject, followed by Jma before the verbal stem (see

34, 55). A passive is expressed, as in Mare, by the verbal stem having

Jnia before it, and by its being followed by the agent with Jiuei before

it. The realisation of what is thought without any agent as a mode of

being is expressed without hnei by hna before the verbal stem. "With

the strong sense of fact in its accomplishment among the objects and

conditions is probably connected the great use of the verbal particle ti,

which seems to express the realisation of fact so thought, and also the

double negative, of which the first negatives the realisation in the sub-

ject, and the second the accomplishment in the objects and conditions.

The verbal particles in Lifu are used participially as in Mare. But the

subject, which in Mure generally precedes the verb, in Lifu follows,

unless the verb has the element a, or Jwla, or fi before it ; sometimes it

follows though these particles precede. If there is no verbal element,

but only a predicate, the subject sometimes precedes this, but generally

follows it. There is no element of person beside the subject. The

object follows the verb, and the indirect object follows the direct object.

The supply of prepositions is about equal to that of ]\Iare.
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38. The language of Lifu is similar to -Mar^ in its system of word
formation, but it has fewer suflfixes of direction forming derivative

verbs ; though 6a hither, and du hence, often accompany imperatives.

Doubling is very frequent, and composition is so loose that the com-

ponents may be separated by intervening words.

39. The verbal particles are fine detached fragments, as in the other

languages, and the use of particles such as that of objective fact ti,

and that of succession a, which may be added to other verbal elements,

renders more marked the fragmentary character of the language.
he eat

(1.) Aneife a mi, he ate;^ a signifies succession, ^v sadim, Mark i. 6.

ye say

(2.) Nijmnie a tvhada, ye say^ (are accustomed to say), Mark vii. 11.

he be in a place in art. desert

(3.) Nindra ti a muna ti iio'ne la linitre, he was there in the

desert ; ^ ti expresses the realisation of a fact thought in its accomplish-

ment among the objects and conditions, and is apt to be repeated with

these ; a as before ; ne represents, as in Mar6, the correlative of no,

from in art. heart man proceed

viz., that which it governs. {L) Wha none la kni atreaTmla lopi

art. pi. thought evil

la nnOei liani lia nazo, out of the heart of man proceed evil

thoughts ; ^ Icola seems to be of fa demonstrative nature, directing

thought objectively to the verb ; there is a preposition ho meaning to,

and la is used as the article and occurs in lae there, as well as in other

pronominal formations ; ha connects the adjective and noun. We
see from this example that the course of thought may throw an

emphasis on a subordinate member of a sentence which will bring it

he mount up

to the beginning of the sentence. (5.) Nindra ti hola nikati 6a
into art. ship he come

kowe la he, he ascended into the ship.^ (6.) Nindra ti a kola 6gtra

to they

ko'i aiiatre, he cometh to them ^ (^Mark vi. 48) ; this coming, walking

on the sea, is thought in its accomplishment under the conditions, for

that is the wonder, and therefore ti is used ; the act is thought in its

progress a, and with strong attention as an objective fact kola ; i is

but many
a preposition expressing proximity, subjoined to ho. (7.) ne hgsaue
art. pi. man before fut. come after and art. man behind

la no6ei atre hna pa a tro a twpi, memine la atre Itna pi a
fut. come before

tro tro • pa, but many that are first shall be last and the last first ;
^

hna denotes the being in a state ; a before tro expresses the interval

before the future comes ; a after tro the succession of the realisation

neg. can neg.

from its beginning on the arrival of the future. (8.) da atreine ko
I to give but to art. pi. man
ni tro a homa'neyi, no tro a homa'ne hoive la ngOei atre hna

prepare already on behalf they

nindraioane eho ni'ne 6atreivhai ahatre, I cannot give, but it shall

be given to them for whom it has been prepared ;
^ 6a ho is the double

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. ii. sect. 134. ^ Ibid. sect. 158.
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negative, da being, as is usual in these languages, of the nature of a ver-

bal element which in the imperative is de, while ko concludes what is

negatived, affecting it when it has been thought objectively ; tro is not

here a future element except as the act is future in reference to the power
to do it ; a as before ; ne represents pronominally the object of homa,
causing the verb to be thought as affecting the object

;
pi is verbal

directive of homa7ie towards the indirect object ; it is not necessary to

think the following liomane as passive, but there cometh a giving

away; hna verbal element of state; ni is the abstract preposition of

connection which in Mar(5 is used with the genitive ; ne represents its

that

object ; the clause beginning with hna qualifies aire. (9.) Matre iro

do art. pi. work great by art. two baud

a hifa la noOei Tndiwa afrawhate hne'ne la lue iwanalroime i nindra,

that such mighty works are done by his hands ^ (Mark vi. 2) ; tro is

not future but consequential ; Imfa need not be passive, come to the
go

doing; the use of lue is an approach to a dual of nouns. (10.) Tro
we iucl. to art. pi. habitation jilace near that I preach also

sa Icoice la nndeihnalapa rja easeni matre tro ni afaimOe pena
to they

lioi aiiatre, let us go into the next towns that I may preach to them
also ; - hnalapa is a noun of state, from lapa, to dwell ; tro is not

come
future though, prospective ; here a is separated from tro. (11 .) Traicha
perf. art. any affliction or art. persecution for art. word thing and

ha la Jietre aliotre viemine la elahni pvne la treiie eiveka a'me
they offend

hnei aiiatre hna Oikotre, when affliction or persecution ariseth for the

Word's sake immediately they are offended ;
^ anie is a relative connec-

tive which is used before a consequent fact to unite it with the pre-

ceding fact when its subject is different from the preceding subject

;

the construction hnei -hjia, which is used after ame as well as in rela-

tive clauses, is understood by Gabelentz as a passive construction
;

h7iei being taken as the preposition by before the agent ; here, how-

ever, hnei can hardly mean by, and Gabelentz translates the clause, 2md
sie drgerten sich. It is in truth analogous to the possessive construc-

tion of active verbs which is found in Polynesian and in Tagala (9, 55).

The clauses translated into Lifu by this construction are active or

neuter clauses, while in the Lifu translation of passive clauses, h7iei

like as wi-ite by

with the agent follows the verb, (12.) Tune lo hna tHnihane hnei
pl. reverl. prophet and

ane profeta, as it is written by the prophets.'* (13.) A'rne hna
baptize in

hapataizo'ne hnei Joane e Joridano, and was baptized by John in

neg. many day yet neg. and

Jordan.* On the other hand, (14.) da nuniu drae petre kg a'me hnei
he come again into

niiidra hna hlejM ti limaifa e Kaperenauma, and again he entered

into Capernaum after some days ; ^ 6a subjective negative, was not

;

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. ii. sect. 13.3. - Ibid. sect. 166.

2 Ibid. sect. 170. * Ibid. sect. 128. ^ Ibid. sect. 135.
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l-q concludes the cause, negativing it objectively ; lina hlepa, a state of

action, Jdepa scarcely admits of being tliougbt passively ; ti verbal

element of objective fact ; hnei attributes the state of action to the
and pi. persl. these and pi. persl.

agent, as to a genitive. (15.) A-me hnei anetre drei Joane me anetre

hear art. pi. deny food they

drene la nodei Farisaio Ima amefidina anatre, and the disciples of

John and of the Pharisees used to fast ; ^ the former could not hear

John, for he was in prison ; dreiie seems to be used as a noun for

go to art.

hearer; anatre is used as reflexive pronoun. (16.) Tro'Oa Jwive la

house thou to art. pi. brother thou to tell to they art.

tima i eo Jcoice la itre dim i eg tro aamama-ne koi anatre la hncne
art. Lord do thou

la Qoliu lina t^elolima'ne koi en, go home to thy brethren to tell them

what things the Lord hath done for thee ; - ^a is verbal directive

inwards ; here the agent la Oolm is so strong a thought that ne is

required to connect hnei with it ; the construction is used here to

and persecute

incorporate a relative clause. (17.) A-ine hnei Herodia hna elahni

to he

koi aiieife, therefore Herodias had a quarrel against him ; ^ Itna a

art. man has

state of action. Ame is used also as follows; (18.) ame la aire trene

thing give again to he

eweka, tro a lioma-ne hmait^a koi aheife, whoso hath, to him shall be

given ; * ame is a relative connective particle, referring to atre to

connect the subsequent clause with it ; me as a preposition means
come lo

with, and as a conjunction and. (19.) Kola ha tro a traivha fe

after me art. man great but small I

dupe-lie la atre atraivhat no ka fohi'ni, there cometh one mightier

than I after me ;
^ kola, an element which emphasises objective fact,

is here taken verbally in the perfect, and used to strengthen the

affirmation as of a settled fact ; la may be used as indefinite article
;

ka is the connective of adjectives with what they qualify ; these

languages have no degrees of comparison in their adjectives.

The verbal particles in the above examples are some of them very

fine fragments to be so detached as they are from the verbal stem.

Some combinations of them seem to exhibit thought as comminuted
as it is in African speech ; but a closer inspection shows that it is not

so. The element kola is not a fragment of the verb, but a demonstra-

tive giving emphasis ; tro is a comparatively coarse element, and is to

be regarded as an auxiliary verb. The really fine particles are a and
ti ; their combinations with tro and kola are not so remarkable as

their combinations with each other, and the latter might at first sight

be considered as equalling the fineness of the African fragments.

he come
Indeed, the Lifu expression, nindra ti a kola Ootra, he cometh,

reminds one of "VVoloff. But when we compare Woloff with it,

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. ii. sect. 135. - Ibid. sect. 161.

Ibid. sect. 172. " Ibid. sect. 162. ^ n^jij^ sect. 168.
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you voila eat

though ijene o iin du hjcn, you ate, is not more fragmentary than
fut. of di we

Lifu, there is nothing in Lifu to compare with do no nu di Woloff,

we wiU be Woloff (I. 28).

DUAUEU.
40. The Duauru language, spoken at the southern extremity of New

Caledonia, is known only from a small composition of one who seems

to have had imperfect knowledge of the language.^ "WTiat seems to be

deficient in the language may have been wanting only to the know-
ledge of the writer ; but what is given as part of its structure is more
trustworthy.

The prefix ve-, vei-, forms verbs mostly transitive from nouns and
verbs ; va- forms collective nouns, like Fijian vei- ; iia- forms verbal

nouns expressing the doer, sometimes the deed, which latter in Poly-

nesian has -na ; and there are other derivative prefixes of unkno'WTi

meaning. There is a transitive suffix re ; and there are two suffixes of

direction ru up or away, and ro down or hither. Verbs are often

accompanied by these as adverbs of direction, and by ?«e, the same as

Polynesian mai. There is the usual kind of composition and doubling.

The same word may be substantive, adjective, or verb. Gentile

nouns have d'^i preceding, like Mar6 si. Sometimes va- is taken by

nouns for plural. The genitive is preceded by o. The imperative of

the verb is sometimes preceded by mo, as it is in Poljmesian by me ;
^

and the infinitive sometimes by ko or 7no. The verbal stem may be

taken actively or passively, but sometimes the passive seems to be

preceded by e.

The genitive adjective and participle foUowthe noun on which they

depend. The subject generally precedes, but sometimes follows the

verb. Transitive verbs require an object, and if there is no other they

take re it, or ^ln^e a man. The supply of prepositions seems to be

about equal to that of Annatom or Mare.

There are no fragmentary elements except e and a, and perhaps

infinitive ko, in the Duauru tract, but that there are no others in the

make
language is not so certain ; e ue e JeJwvah, is translated by Gabelentz

is made by Jehovah, but it is more natural to give the same meaning

to both e's coming so closely together, and to regard them both as

active, being repeated with the subject on account of its emphasis ; a

seems to have a futiu-e significance.

BAUEO.

41. Our knowledge of the language spoken in Bauro, one of the

Solomon Islands, is based on equally scanty materials. But the genius

of Gabelentz has given an insight into its structiu:e.

There is the usual want of distinction among the parts of speech.

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 401.

- Maunsell's New Zealand Grammar, p. 40.

R
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Causative verbs are formed with prefix ha-^ corresponding to Poly-

nesian fakor, haka-, haa-;^ and transitive verbs are found with a

suffix -tena, which seems to be a preposition ^ expressing transition to

the object, also -si or -hi when the object is expressed. There are

directive adverbs, ynai hither, hora away, dio down hither, rou up

away.^ Composition and doubling are found as in the other languages.

There are two articles, ni before common nouns, and ia before

proper nouns and personal pronouns. The genitive is sometimes pre-

ceded by na, a na, or nan ; nan seems to be a contraction of na ni, and

a na is probably possessive pronoun of third person.* The personal

pronouns have singular, dual, and plural numbers, and the first person

has inclusive and exclusive forms. There are verbal j^articles which

precede the verbal stem, na for the fully past, olia for the future,

oi for the imperative, ra for the passive.

The adjective and genitive follow their noun. The subject generally

precedes the verb, but often follows, especially when the verb has an

adverb. The object follows the verb, but is preceded by the indirect

object. There seem to be few prepositions.

The verbal particles na past, ra passive, give the langiiage a frag-

mentary character.

The language of Gaudalcar, another of the Solomon Islands, is

similar in structure to that of Bauro.

MAHAGA.

42. The language spoken in IMahaga, a district in the south-eastern

extremity of Isabel Island, one of the Solomon Islands, is remarkable

for having no verbal particles such as form so characteristic a feature

in the other languages. It has indeed short forms of the personal

pronouns which are persons to the verb, the third being used even

when the subject is expressed ; but they do not seem to involve any

verbal element, for they are not subject to any modification arising

from the idea of the verb. The absence of these subjective verbal

elements is accompanied by a power possessed by the object in

determining the conception of fact such as is unusual in these lan-

guages ; for the object sometimes precedes the verb and sometimes

follows it.^ The object may precede the verb in Sesake also, but its

doing so is exceptional in that language,'^ and in the other insular

languages it follows.

The same word may be substantive, adjective or adverb, noun or

verb.

There are two articles, a particularising definite article na, and an

indefinite article sa, one ; when a noun is taken generally it has no

article. The noun takes no plural element. But the personal pro-

nouns have the singular, dual, and plural numbers, and the first has

inclusive and exclusive forms. As possessives they are suffixed to all

nouns; and they are strikingly like the Fiji personal pronouns.

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. i. sect. 451. - Ibid sect. 452.

3 Ibid. vol. ii sect. 200. •* Ibid. vol. i. sect. 455. ^ Ibid. sect. 324.

« Ibid. sect. 40.
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my thy his our incl. our excl. your their

Thus, Fiji: -n(iu, -mu, -na, -nda, -imami, -muni, -ndra ; Mahaga

:

my thy his our incl. our excl. your their

-iigu, -nm, -na, -nda, -niami, miu, -ndia. Separate possessives are

formed by attaching the suffixes to ni, but if they refer to food or

drink ga is used instead of ni (31). Sometimes the personal pronoun
follows the noun as a genitive. But when one noim follows another

as genitive, the governing noun takes a possessive suffix to represent

the governed. "When the subject has a numeral the verb has a

singular person, showing that the numerals are thought as singular

aggregates. " "With me " is expressed by we too. Some verbs,

especially atu to go, and matagu to fear, instead of taking the

elements of person before them, take occasionally the possessive

suffixes to denote their subject (see 44). The negative may be used

as a verb. The adjective follows its noun and is generally connected

with it by Jce, which is identical with the third person singular. The
subject may either precede or follow the verb. Even when the object

is expressed, the verb and an adverb affecting the verb take a pro-

nominal suffix to represent the object ; or the adverb alone may take

it. Adverbs of time begin the sentence, and are treated as verbs.

The transition to the place or the instrument may be so included in

the verb that the noun denoting either of these may be the direct

object of the verb. There are scarcely any pure prepositions.

43. The formation of words in ;^Iahaga is similar to that of the

other languages. The prefix va- forms causatives ; vei- forms recipro-

cals, as in Fiji, but the Mahaga reciprocal verb takes also the suffix

-gi. Verbs also take the suffixes vi, hi, gi, ti, li, mi, which are mostly

transitive or directive. Loose compoimds are formed, some of which

consist of a noun thought as genitive, and following its governing

noun without the intervention of possessive suffix or article ; and in

general the compounds may be understood as two words, or as com-

pounds. Great use also is made both of doubling and of reduplication

for the expression of simple thought.s.

Thus this language, although from its deficient subjectivity it does

not possess fine verbal particles like the other languages, yet shows

close affinity with some of these.

NEW CALEDONIA.

44. A language in New Caledonia has a development of verbal

particles of tense, there being no particle used in the present, but on

in the past, me or ha in the future, and me u in the conditional.

These elements precede the verbal stem, and are preceded by forms of

the personal pronouns. The particle ha also forms a noun of instru-

ment by being prefixed to a verbal stem, and it is used to denote

duration.

Some nouns take suffixed forms of the personal pronouns as pos-

sessive ; and these forms are suffixed to certain verl)s as subjective

persons, instead of the verb being preceded by the usual forms.
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These verbs seem to be expressive of internal subjective states,^ or

such beings or doings as so determine the subject that it is not

thought independently of them. The supply of prepositions seems to

be similar to that of Annatom or Mare.

45. These Melanesian languages, which are so numerous that a

different one is supposed to be spoken by about every 5000 people,^

seem to have a considerable similarity of structure. The detachment

of fine verbal particles from the verbal stem, which is to be seen in

most of them, manifests a power to think fine fragments separately.

But, on the other hand, the close combination with the verbal stem

of other elements, such as those of transition and direction, gives

them a less fragmentary character than that which belongs to Poly-

nesian, and in general expression is not quite so broken in the speech

of the dark races as in that of the remarkable race which has over-

run the eastern islands. There is not so great prevalence of dis-

syllabic roots in the Melanesian languages as there is in Polynesian,

as the race has a more careful character—more mindful of the general

conditions of utility and success. They are, therefore, more apt to

generalise and think objects as in their nature abstract or as particular

instances of a general (see Book I., chap, i., 7).

The appended table gives the principal pronominal forms in the

Melanesian languages.

TAGALA.

46. In the Tagala language, which is spoken in Luzon, the largest

and most northerly of the Philippine Islands, there is such a modifi-

cation of the tendencies of these Oceanic languages as to make it one
of the most remarkable of all the known forms of human speech. The
structure of the Bisayan language, spoken in Mindanao, the other great

island in the same group, far to the south of Luzon, is said to be the

same as that of the Tagala.^

In Tagala there is the same want of subjectivity in the verbal stem
as has been observed in the rest of these island languages, and conse-

quently as great facility as in any of them for other parts of speech,

nouns, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, to take the verbal particles and
become verbs. Even prepositions can take up the nature of a verb,

showing that they are not thought properly as transitional elements
of relation (Def. 8).

47. Substantive objects are thought with little particularisation

by articles. The article an, used with common nouns, is neither
definite nor indefinite, but marks the substantive as such by directing

attention to it as an entire object of thought, in the same way that
the article does in some of these languages (16, 17). A different

article si is used Avith proper nouns, probably, as in the Loyalty
Islands (34), on account of their greater distinctness as an entire

^ Gabelentz, Melanesischen Sprachen, vol. ii. sect. 357.
" Life of Bishop Patteson, vol. ii. p. 581.
2 Crawfurd's Malay Grammar, Dissertation, p. 122.
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object of thought ; s seems to be an element of localitj'. There is a

singularly weak sense of possession, so that in common nouns and in

the demonstrative pronouns there is no distinction between the genitive

and the accusative, both being denoted in demonstrative pronouns by
prefixing ?i, and in common nouns by naii going before them, in which
latter an is the article, and in both n represents the governor, whether
it be substantive or verb. Possession by a named person is more
strongly thought ; and proper nouns have a possessive used exclusively

as such, expressed by ni preceding them, in which, doubtless, n repre-

sents the governor. These genitives, with 7iaii, or 7ii, or 71, when
governed by a noun, denote only possession.^ Proper names may also

be preceded by Jcat/, which is said to include dative, accusative, and
ablative, and means to, with ; and common nouns, when in a dative

or ablative relation, may be preceded by xa, denoting a general rela-

tion of locality, which is determined to various meanings according to

the sentence in which it occurs."^

48. There is great use made of demonstratives, as if the noun
needed their help to be thought as an object ; for the demonstrative

pronouns are not only put before their noun but repeated after

it, and the demonstrative adverbs are used to define the relation to,

in reference to a noun which is affected with the corresponding

that man that there to

demonstrative pronoun; as yaoii taico'ii yaon, that man; d'oon sa

man that

tawo Tjaon, to that man ; ito'ii tawo'n ito, this man ; d'ito sa fatvo'n

ito, to this man ;
^ u is connective (50). There are four demonstra-

tive pronouns, ito, this; yari, this nearer;^ yaon, that; 'iya7i, that,

more emphatic.-^

49. There is a deficient sense of individuality, as if there was a

Aveakness of the element of substance in the substantive ideas. Hence
there is a tendency to mass individual objects in such expressions as

that which has been observed in Hawaiian (see 9, Example 4). Thus,
we ye

kaini 7ii Pedro, I and Peter ; A'aijo 7ii Juan, thou and John ;
'^ 7ii is

the particle which precedes the genitive of proper nouns ; hami Imyo

is the aggregate of the two individuals thought as pertaining to Peter

or John because he is one of them (VI. 170). In the same way, na
Pedro may mean Peter and his company, or Peter and his house, or

Peter and any persons or things not named which form with him one

group of which he is the principal object ;
^ it may be declined as a

proper noun, si 7ia Pedro nominative, ?^/ 71a Pedro genitive, J>-ai 7ia

Pedro dative, &c. ; here 7ia (50) is a pronominal element referring to

the whole group, but constructed with Pedro as pertaining to him by
his being one of them. Ye and John is expressed by kayo ni na
Juan ; ^ here kayo, ye, is thought as a particular case of na Juan, which

has just been explained, and therefore belonging to it as to a genitive.

' Arte y Reglas, de la lengua Tagala, por el P. Fr. Francisco de S. Joseph :

Arte, sect. 10. - Ibid. Reglas, sect. 765.

2 Arte, sect. 21, &c. * Ibid. sect. 24. ' Ibid, sects. 25, 57.

« Ibid. sect. 19. ^ Ibid. sect. 2. « Ibid. sect. 20.
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ye they _
they you

In liayo ni la, ye and lie,^ and in sila ni no, they and you,^ la

includes Imyo, and no includes sila, so that ni expresses a genitive

relation. Mag is an element expressive of increase or multiplicity,

which, amongst its many uses, serves to denote a combination of cor-

relatives which refer to each other, as father and son, master and
master

servant ; and when prefixed to one expresses both ; thus, mag-paiUnoon
father-in-law

means master and slave, mag • bianan father-in-law and son-in-law.^

Such expressions indicate a tendency to mass objects in an aggregate

when brought together in a correlation.

50. There is an extraordinary weakness of the sense of relation,

which appears in the deficiency of prepositions and conjunctions. To
this cause is due the great use of the pronominal element n to connect

those members of the sentence which are thought in closest connection

with each other, as an adjective or demonstrative pronoun or adverb

with the word which it affects. The way in which n is used for this

purpose is similar to what has been observed in the genitive and

accusative particles ni and nari, in which n represents the governor in

relation with the governed noun. So in the general connective par-

ticle na, n represents the element which precedes, carried on by a to

the element which follows. If the former end in n, the connective

may sometimes be subjoined to the latter ; except in those cases, if

the former end in n or a single vowel, na euphonically coalesces with

it, dropping a and generally changing n to «.^

51. The noun, as in all these languages, does not involve in itself

any element of number, and plurality is expressed for nouns and
demonstrative pronouns by the separate element maiia put before

them. There is no dual number, except in the personal pronoun Idia,

which means I and thou.

I my me my I and thou poss. obj. poss.

52. The personal pronouns are aho, Av, akin ; kita, ta, kanita ;
inclusive inclusive

we our us our we our us our thou thy thee thy ye

tayo,natin,atin ; hariu,nainin,amin;ikao ka, mo, iyo ; kayo kamo,
singular plural

j'our you (obj.) your 3d per. nom. poss. obj. poss. nom. poss. obj. poss.

nino, ino

;

siya, niya, kaniya, sila, nila, kanila. In all

these the possessive generally follows its noun, but the objective

used as possessive precedes.^ In the second person ikao precedes its

verb and ka follows it ; kayo and kamo are dialectical varieties. The
possessive, whether of noun or pronoun, as a rule follows its governing

noun, and the subject its verb ; and when they precede they are

thought more independently. Sometimes when another word precedes

it, the pure possessive of the personal pronoun may go before its

certainly thy field that

noun,^ as tanto mo'n hukid yaon ; here, however, the possessive may
be taken as predicate, that field is certainly thine. The interrogative

* Arte, sect. 20. - Resflas, sect. 340. ^ Ibid, sects. 926-936.
* Arte, sects. 13, 33. » Ibid. sect. 14.
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who whose whom whose which what
pronouns are : snno nino kanino ; aim, ano ; si in sino, siya, sila,

is the nominative proper article ; aliyi, ano are both declined like

common nouns.

53. There is no separate verb substantive. When the subject,

owing to emphasis, precedes the predicate or the verb, the particle ai

is used between them ; but this particle seems to be of a demonstra-

tive or relative nature, referring back to what precedes to connect

it with what it belongs to, like the same i:>article in Polynesian

(see 9, Examples 6, 12); and like Hawaiian ai,^ it drops a after a

word ending in a, and on other occasions. It is vised sometimes to

connect a preceding clause which does not of itself combine, because it

is not in its normal place.- The adjective follows its noun, but does

not seem to be much used. The subject generally follows an active

verb and is followed by the object, but the use of active verbs is

limited. There is no element of person in the verb.

54. The Tagala verb is said to have five tenses, and a mood used

write imp. subj. inf. perfect

for imperative, subjunctive, and infinitive, as sulat sumulat suiimulaf,

present future pluperfect future perfect

8ii/irmisulat, susiilaf, ncdcasidat, malcasulat, the inserted um or unm
tie imp. subj. inf.

being followed by the vowel of the first syllable ; silo, sumilo,

perfect present future

suiirailo, sumnisilo, sisilo, though here ti may be euphonically changed

to i.

Xow the so-called pluperfect and future perfect nan scarcely be

regarded as pure tenses, for their element Jca is a derivative element

which has for one of its significations what comes up to the full

measure of what the root denotes (64, 3) ; it afi"ects the root sulat, so as

to signify finish writing,^ and is an element in the fact itself, which

is spoken of, rather than in the position of that fact in time. The
future perfect is given also, and probably with more correctness,

as malcasusulat, which is the regular future of the derived verb

malcasulat. The elements ma and na are similar to the m and n which

in Maori are used to represent a fact in the possessive construction

where m represents a future fact, and n a present or a past (10). So

in the above Tagala tenses, « is associated with m both in the present

and the past. The analogy is stronger in the Tagala verbs which are

imper. subj. infin. perfect present

formed with ma, as mabaeag, break (neuter), nalasag, nahahasag
future

mabahasag. Now, the present and past are quite distinct from each

other as to position in time, but they have close afiinity in reference

to the process of the fact if the present be thought as an accom-

plishment going on, and the past as accomplishment absolutely ; and

this being the view taken of fact where the verb is so objective,

having so little sense of the subject as in Tagala and Polynesian, the

future may naturally be thought as that which has in it a capability of

1 Alexander's Hawaiian Grammar, Tart I. sect. 53. " Arte, sect. 37.

^ Ibid, sects. 53, 54. * Ibid. sect. 59.
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accomplisliinent. Such difference is expressed in Maori by making
m represent the future, and n the present and the past. In Tagala,

m has a similar significance without any reference to time ; for it

"belongs not only to the future in the m conjugation as above, but in

both the above conjugations to the subjunctive, to that -which is

commanded or desired, to the bare idea of the fact in the infinitive,

and also to the idea of the fact in the present and perfect of the um
conjugation being in these brought to accomplishment by being com-
bined with n. The movement of accomplishment in the present, and
the movement towards accomplishment in the future, are expressed by
reduplication, so that all the elements of tense seem to refer to

position, not in the general succession of facts, but in that of the

process of accomplishment. It is to be observed that the present,

when it denotes not accomplishment going on, but rather engagement
of the subject going on, as when we say I am eating, I am threshing,

is expressed in Tagala not by the present, but by the imperative

subjunctive.^ It is thought not as coming out into actuality, but
rather as a potential energy; because the tendency is so strong to

think doing and being in its end as formmg its result, that when not

thought so the sense of its actuality is diminished. When the

present does not signify the actual, but rather the exercise of an
occupation, it may drop n in the um conjugation.-

That the Tagala tenses refer principally to the process of the fact,

appears from the future being used for the habitual present, ^ because

both involve a strong sense of going on, and the present for the

habitual past for a like reason.* And so strong is the sense of process

that a different particle is used to express when, in reference to those

tenses which involve movement of process, namely, the future and
the present, from that which is used in reference to the past in which
process has ceased. With the present and future kun is used to

signify when ; but for the past there are three different particles,

owing probably to the weak definition of time in the verb ; nan being

used ordinarily to signify when in the past, nion to express it

emphatically as we say then when, and sa Avith more distinct reference

to a particular point of time ;
^ in naii and nion, n pronominally repre-

sents one of the contemporaneous events, and an or ioii the other.

55. There is a very scanty development of mood. The imperative
when thou come here

serves also for subjunctive, as (1.) kun ikao ai dumatin ailo, when
you come here ;

^ and with 7iawd idinam for optative ;
"^ but Tagala

also uses a remarkable construction which is found in Poljaiesian too,

and in Mar^ and Lifu, and which serves for a subjunctive mood
without requiring a special form of the verb. This consists essen-

tially of such a reduction of the] subjective realisation of the verb,

that the fact is thought as belonging to the subject, like a substantive

thing, rather than is realised in it; so that the subject in Tagala becomes
a genitive. In Tagala and Polynesian, the verb remains unchanged

;

1 Reglas, sects. 5, 71. ^ jbid, sect. 968. ^ jbi^j, sects. 3, 68.
* Arte, sect. 55. •'' Ibid, sects. 55, 57.

" Ibid. sect. 59, and Reglas, sect. 70. " Arte, sect. 49.
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in Mar6 and Lifu it takes a neuter element (see 7 ; 9, Example 13;
10 ; 34; 36, Examples 3, 8 ; 37 ; 39, Examples 11, 14, 15, 17).

This construction is not noted by Fr. Francisco, but it is to be
that man saw tby

found among his examples; as (2.) yaoA tawo'n yao'n nakita mo
here yesterday he art. stole

d-ito kaliapon ai siyafi nagnakao, that man whom you saw here

yesterday is he that stole ; ^ n is connective (50) ; the demonstrative

yaon is repeated after the noun, according to what has been observed

above (48) ; nakita is in the past tense, active voice ; mo is genitive,

because it stands for subject in a relative clause ; ai refers back to the

subject of the sentence ; aii is the article, and makes the verb narpiakao

participial.

56. There are three conjugations of the verb in Tagala, namely, one
with urn and two with m ; for with the latter the conjugation differs

according as the m and n affect the root itself, or only an element
prefixed to the root.

(1.) An example of the wn conjugation has been given for a root

beginning with a consonant (54) ; the following is for a root begin-
instruct imper. kc. perfect present future

ning with a vowel : aval, umaral, uiiinaral, uiimaaral, aaralr

(2.) The III conjugation, affecting the root immediately, agrees with

the um conjugation in the future, but it reduplicates n in the present,

go imper. &c. perfect present future

alls, malis, nalis, nanalis, aalis.^ If the root begin with jj or h the

nasal takes the initial's place owing to the felt affinity between 7? or b

enter imper. &c. perfect present future

and m (60), pasok, masok, nasok, nanasok, j^apasok.'^

(3.) The 7W conjugation affecting the prefix wiogr is as follows : verbal

learning imper. &c. perfect present future

noun, p)ag'aral, mag'aral, nayaral, nag'aaral, rnarfaaral.^ The m con-

jugation affecting the prefix ynan is similar, but if the root begins with

ji, b, s, t, or k, the initial consonant is apt to be changed into the nasal of

the same organ, and it is this nasal that is reduplicated in the present
baptize imper. &c. perfect present future

and the future, binag, maminag, naminug, namiminag, mamiminag.^

If the root begins with a vowel the n of the prefix often becomes ii.

sad

The m conjugation affecting the prefix ma is as already given : lumbai,

imper. &c. perfect present future

mahinibai, nahimbai, nalidumbai, malulumbaiJ

If the verbal stem begin with 2^ a^d be a polysyllable, the begin-
grant

ning of it is felt as a prefix, and the conjugation corresponds
;
pahayi

imper. &c. perfect present future

manayi, nahayi, naiiafiayi, manaiiayi.^

Um is evidently a stronger expression for the potential or ideal

accomplishment than m., and it is very remarkable how it and n are

taken up into the root. With roots beginning with a vowel they

^ Arte, sect. 39. - Re^Ias, sect. 7. ^ Ibid, sects. 8, 9.

* Ibid. sect. 10. ^ Ibid. sect. 13. " Ibid, sects. 33-42.
" Ibid, sects. 562-566. » Ibid. sect. 11.
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seem to be more external, but this is due only to the phonetic im-

possibility of including them within the first syllable. Boots also

which begin with •?/? absorb into it the conjugational m or n, and do not

takeM??^; but roots beginning with n may take it.^ The sense of

process of accomplishment penetrates into the idea of the verbs 'of

the um conjugation ; and in the future the potentiality disappears in

the sense of the movement towards accomplishment which is expressed

by the reduplication of the root. In the m conjugation, when the m
and n immediately affect the root, the latter has such close union with

the sense of process, that in it too the future has too much movement
towards accomplishment to admit the potential element ; that element

is too remote from the actual to suit it. On the other hand, an

extei'nal n does not satisfy its sense of the accomplishment actually

going on in the present, and n is reduplicated. When the verb is

formed from a root by means of a prefix, the idea of the verb is less

penetrated with a sense of the process of accomplishment ; this is

weaker, the future admits the potential vi ; and the n of the present

is not reduplicated.

The verbs which are conjugated with um, or with m affecting the

root, are those which signify a process of change ^ or movement in the

subject,^ or an action directed towards the subject which is thought
without involving in the idea of it any end or aim which attracts

interest in itself,* or an action thought in the doing of it even though
it be transitive to an object.^ These all involve a sense of the process

rather than of the end ; whereas those verbal ideas, in which the end
or outcome of the doing or being makes itself more felt, break into

process and end, expressed by prefix and root, and belong to the third

conjugation. This distinction will be seen when the formation of these

latter verbal stems comes to be considered (see 60). It is to be observed,

with regard to those roots Avhich are most penetrated by the process,

that the penetration is only partial ; for they, like the other roots,

are dissyllabic, and it is only the first syllable that takes it up.

57. There are three passive conjugations quite unconnected with
the three active or neuter conjugations just spoken of. They arise

from the different connections of the verb with its objects and con-

ditions, and are due to the nature of the idea which the verbal stem
expresses, only so far as it affects those connections.

The use of these passive forms is the most peculiar and character-

istic feature in the Tagala language. "All the principal mechanism
of this language," writes Fr. Francisco, " rests on the three passives.

So that he who is well founded in them is, as it were, master of this

language. And he who is imperfect in this which is the substance
and foundation, cannot possibly say a thing right." ^

Such is the tendency to think the fact in its accomplishment in

the objects and with the conditions, that the verb tends to combine
with the direct object as a result realised or to be realised in it, or

with the instrument, cause, occasion, or necessary condition, as a

result realised or to be realised in it, or with the indirect object or

^ Reglas, sect. 12. - Ibid. sect. 17. ^ Ibid. sect. 20.
* Ibid. sect. 55. ^ ii,\^ ^^^^^^ 43^ 49. 6 j^id. sect. 58,
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place or local aim as a result realised or to be realised in it. The
verb then becomes passive, with one of these for its subject, and
having different forms according to the way in which it is thought as

realised passively in these subjects ; for what the accomplishment of an

action is to its direct object, is different from what it is to its instru-

ment or to its indirect object, place, or local aim. The agent becomes

genitive, but the other relations of the sentence are not changed.^

It may facilitate the conception of these Tagala passives to observe,

that when, as in this language, the verb is thought in close connection

with the objects and conditions, it is apt to take up into its own
idea its relations to these. Thus, for example, in the two following

sentences—on account of this cause you ran with the food to that

man ; and—on account of this cause you ran for the food to that man,

the two relations with and for would in Tagala be thought in the idea

of the running, and food would be the direct object of the verb so

thought in the two sentences. But the other relations in the sentence

can in like manner be taken up into the verb, as run-on-account-of

this cause, run-to this man ; and these all may be turned into passives,

as the food was run-for, the food was run-with, this cause was run on-

accountof, that man was run-to. Such are the Tagala passives.

The three passive conjugations are the i conjugation, the in con-

jugation, and the an conjugation. The i conjugation is formed, as

write imper. &c. perfect present future

the following, from sulat—isulat, isinulat, isinusulaf, tsiisulaf ; in is

inserted in the first syllable in the perfect and present, but as this

cannot be done when the verbal stem begins with a vowel, ini or ina

is then prefixed. Sometimes, even when the initial is a consonant,

instead of in being inserted, ina or ini is prefixed, and the use differs

in different places. When the verbal stem begins with h, instead of

in being inserted, ini and sometimes ina is prefixed. ^

seek

The in passive conjugation is formed, as the following, from lianap—
imper. &c. perfect present future

hanapin, hinanap, hinahanap, hahanapin ; when the verbal stem

begins with a vowel, in cannot be inserted in the first syllable of

perfect and present, and it is prefixed.^

Thea?^ passive conjugation is formed, as the following, imnv sulat—
imper. &c, perfect present future imper. &c.

sulatan, sinidatan, sinumlatan, susulatan ; from aral— aralan,

perfect present future

inaralan, inaaralan, aamlan^ Often h is inserted at the end of the

root before w and an; this h is radical, and having been dropped

because Tagala does not admit h at the end of words or syllables, it

reappears before in and an as the initial of these syllables.^

When the passive realisation of the verb is in the instrument,

cause, occasion, or necessary condition as its subject, the verb must be

what cause reach that

in the / conjugation; as—(1.) a?w>i dahelau ini-abut mo n-iijan

' Reglas, sect. 140, " Ibid, sects. 60-63.

8 Ibid, sects. 64, 65. " Ibid, sects. 66, 67.

^ Ibid. sect. 72 ; Crawfurd's Malay Grammar, Dissertation, p. 108.
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thither to

doon kai Pedro ? for what cause did j'^ou reach that to Peter ;
i

dahelan is subject of invahut, the perfect of the i conjugation of

ahut ; mo is genitive of second personal pronoun; niyan is the

general case (47), which is connected by n with the verb; what

cause is reach-on-account-of-ed by you with that to Peter.

Wheu the passive realisation is in the indirect object or place or

run

local aim, the verb must be in the an conjugation ; ^ as (2.) fakhoJran

nom. such a one this food

mo si ' Iwwan nnto'h hanin, run with this food to such a one;^

takholian is imperative of the an passive conjugation of takho ; mo is

genitive of second personal pronoun ; si Jcoivan (52) is subject of tak-

bohan ; nito is the general case (47) in which n represents the governing

verb ; n is connective (50) ; let such a one be run to by you with this food.

When the passive realisation is in the direct object the verb may be

either in the i or in the i7i conjugation, according to the idea of the verb.

If the verb be thought as tending from the agent, it takes the i conjuga-

tion when realised passively in the direct object of the action ; if it be

thought as tending towards the agent, it takes the in conjugation.^

Some verbs may be thought in either way, as reach this to him, or, reach
reach this to him reach that

that (for yourself); (3.) i'almt mo yeri d-iyan. (4.) Ahut'inmoiyan ;^

yeri is subject of the passive verb imperative iahut, and iyan of ahutin ;

mo is the genitive of the second person singular, let this be reached
run this

by you to him, let that be reached by you. (5.) Ltakho mo itoii

food tliither to house of art. governor

kanin doon sa haliay wan maginoo, run with this food to the house of

run art. food thither to house of art. governor

the governor. (6.) Takholi'in mo ahkanin doon sa hahay va/i maginoo,

run for the food to the house of the governor ;
^ kanin is nominative

in both, being the subject of the passive verb imperative, mo is

genitive ; let the food be run-for (or-with) by you to the house of the

governor. Other verbs denote in themselves an action from the agent,

as give, throw, and are not capable of being thought as towards him.''

And others, on the contrary, can be thought only as in the latter

direction, as take, receive, pull.^ And all actions are conceived as

having either of these directions.^ In Polynesian the verbs are thought

in connection with directives, but these are relative to the view of the

speaker (6) ; the Tagala directions are to or from the agent.

On the nature and uses of the three passives, it may be observed that

there are more passive elements in the i conjugation than in either of

the others, and that i being prefixed determines the whole idea to a

passive sense, whereas in the others there is no passive prefix. The
passive element, therefore, prevails most in the i conjugation. And,
accordingly, it is used with the direct object when the action goes from

the agent, because the verb then most completely parts with the sense

of his activity ; and with the instrument, cause, or necessary condition,

^ Reglas, sect. 78. - Ibid. sect. 79. '^ Ibid. sect. 74. * Ibid. sect. 78.
5 Ibid. sect. 79. « Ibid. sect. 82. 5" Ibid, sects. 85-112.
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for the accomplishment, when thought as a result realised in these, is

so closely connected with them as indispensable to it that it tends to

be thought apart from the energy of the agent. The in conjugation

and the an conjugation are less passive ; for the action which goes

towards the agent cannot, in combining with the object, so completely

part with a sense of the agent as such • and the indirect object or place

or local aim has no efficiency of its own to antagonise the sense of the

activity of the agent. The verb, when realised passively in the

indirect object or non-necessary condition, takes a form significant of

locality, just as the common noun in those oblique relations is pre-

ceded by the general element of locality sa ; and the element which it

takes is characterised by a, expressive of the transition of relation to

an external correlative. Owing to the sense of process or succession

in the Tagala verb, the time of an accomplishment has an affinity for

the verb as strong as an indispensable condition, and when the fact is

thought as a result realised in the time of its occurrence, it is expressed

by the i conjugation.^ It often happens that a member of a fact may
be variously thought so as to be the subject of different passives ;

-

and sometimes in hurried speech the niceties of expression with the

passives are disregarded.^

"What causes the passive to be used with any member of the fact

for its subject is the emphasis with which that member is thought in

connection with the accomplishment ; and such is the tendency in

favour of this construction, that it is generally used Avith the direct

object when thought with such particularity as the definite article

expresses,* unless there is an emphasis on the agent.^

58. The tendency to think fact in the entire accomplishment is

accompanied in Tagala by a remarkably synthetic structure of verbs

and verbal nouns and adjectives, the nature of which merits close

attention in reference to the ."subject of this chapter, in order to see

whether the polysynthetic formations are such as belong to a frag-

mentary or to a massive quality of thought (II. 3, 4). Now the Tagala

fonnations are like the Kafir nouns (see I. 3), and unlike the deri-

vative formations of Eskimo and of Cree (II. 5, 18), and of other

American languages in this respect, that while the formations are

exceedingly numerous, the supply of derivative elements used in

them is not large, being about a dozen ; and that most of these have

a large variety of meanings, springing in each from a general signi-

fication belonging to it. When an element of speech is thus used to

express different meanings, it^must be because those meanings have a

common element which is thought with sufficient strength to suggest

on each occasion the same expression. It is that common element

thus generally thought which is associated with the common element

of expression as its own proper signification, and which the mind
thinks in adopting that expression. The expression, however, is

adopted to convey the present meaning ; and there is thus in each

application of such an element a twofold mental action. There is

1 Reglas, sect. 160. - Ibid. sect. 200. 3 Ibid. sect. 197.

* Ibid. sect. 183. ^ Ibid. sect. 1S6.
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first the thought of a general signification belonging to it in its

various uses, and then a determination of it to a special meaning in

its present application. If the meaning of the element, instead of

varying much, varied little in its different applications, there being

more elements in use, and each having a restricted range of meaning,

then the present meaning would suggest the use of the expression

without the mind leaving the particular application. But where the

range of meaning is large, the mind, in using the element, partly

leaves the present combination to think the element generally, and

then comes back with it to^turn it to its present use. If the tran-

sitions were completely accomplished, the elements would become
separate words. But the mind does not quite leave the combination

to think the derivative element. It mingles with the thought of that

element a partial sense of that combination in its most nearly related

parts. And thought thus spreads from one element into another so

as to concatenate them together.

59. Now the essential difference of fragmentary from massive

thought, as it appears in language, is the smallness of the object of

thought which is at one time before the mind. In the massive

languages may be found fine elements as Avell as in the fragmentary,

but in the former these will be massed with other elements by being

thought Avith those others present at the same time to the mind ; in

the latter they will be thought more or less separately. In the frag-

mentary languages thought may spread from one element into another

so as to mingle them partially one with another, and concatenate them
in large combinations ; but such elements will be small in themselves

and in the extent to Avhich one mingles with another, so that there

will really be only a contracted object present at once to the mind,

namely, one small element and part of another. The smallness of the

object of each act of the mind is the measure of its fragmentary

action. And to estimate Tagala thought in this respect, as shown in

its synthetic formations, the magnitude of the elements, as well as the

degree in which they mingle, must be taken into account. The range

of their various meanings will show the degree of separateness with
Avhich they are thought in each application of them. And the common
signification from which those meanings spring will show the degree

of fineness which properly belongs to the element.

The derivative elements thought in their general significations with
partial separateness in the Tagala formations have not that excessive

fineness which in the Kafir nominal prefixes characterises highly frag-

mentary thought ; and yet they are fine parts of ideas, and present to

the mind small objects of thought. In order that their nature may
be understood, they must be studied in their various uses.

60. One of the most important and most extensively used of these

elements is mag, with the general signification of increase. In has

been already mentioned in sect. 49 as forming with a noun of rela-

tion a derived noun, which denotes a combination of such relative and
a correlative, and it is akin to mana, the plural element of nouns.

But its principal use is in the formation of verbal stems. In these

the 7n changes into n in the perfect and the present, and into jj in
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the verbal noun and in the passive,^ being assimilated in the former

by the w, Avhich expresses the actual, and reduced in the latter to

the tenuis with stoppage of the breath, to represent that it is

abstracted as a noun from the movement of succession which is

in the verb, or thought as a passive in the end of that movement

(56). In verbal stems marj has the following meanings :—(1.)

Plurality of subjects^ frequency, or both these together, as from
imper. imper.

sulat : sumulaf, write; rnag'sulaf, write many or often; from tanis :

imper. imper.

tumatanis, weep ; magianis, weep many or often.' The future of

frequentatives may,^ be used participially as a frequentative noun, the

future expressing the sense of habitual (54). (2.) Reciprocation of

subject and object, or of direct object and indirect object or condition,

imper. imper.

as from avai : umavai, quarrel ; mag'avai, quarrel with one another ;
*

imper.

from hahao, in front : mag'hahao, put in front one of another ; ^ from
imper. imper.

Ia2nt : ilapit, be joined
;
pag lapitin, be joined to one another.*' The

being joined to one another seems to be thought as a Aveaker passive

(57) than one thing being joined to another, perhaps because the

single subject is thought more completely as subject than the

reciprocal subject, which is partly indirect object. (3.) Correlation

with a relative denoted by the root, as from hianan, father-in-law
;

mag'hianan, be in correlation with father-in-law, i.e., be son-in-law.''

The correlation, which is predicated of the subject, involves the first

correlative, and it is the second member of the correlation that is

expressed by the root, because in an imperfect analysis the first

member is liable to be merged in the correlation, the relation being

thought in apposition to it, and therefore with it present to the mind
(see 49). (4.) Production, use of means to an end

—

hahai, house;

mag-bahai, make or sell a house ; lanis, vinegar ; mag'lahiK, make or

sell vinegar ; alal; Avine ; mag-alal; make or sell wine ; bate, stone
;

mag'batoy work stones or cut them from the quarry ; dahon, leaf

;

mag'rahon, put forth leaves ; asin, salt ; mag'asin, make salt, or sell it,

or use it in food
;
palai, rice ; magyalai, sell rice, pay tribute in rice

;

sabon, soap ; mag'sabon, sell soap, wash with soap ; mag-tagalog, speak

Tagala, dress, eat, &c., like the Tagala ; wag-castila, speak Spanish,

do the Spaniard {i.e., produce him in yourself)
;
pa^idai, smith ; mag'

pandai, work as a smith ; magyare, officiate as padre.® "With roots

signifying movement,^ and some others, mag is causative, as alis,

imper. imper. imper. imper.

m,alis, go ; mag-cdis, take'away ; lapit, lumapit, approach ;
magiapit,

imper. imper. imper.

bring near
;
Y>anhik, mcmhiJc, ascend ; magpa?diik, raise ;

bcdxio, viabau,

imper. imper. imper.

go in front; mag-babao, put in front; bili, miJi, buy; mag-biU sell'"

(cause to buy) : bahai, laouse ; sa bahai, in house ;
sumabahai, be in

' Reglas, sects. 15, 25. - Ibid. sect. 24. ^ jbid. sect. 349.

* Ibid. sect. 293. '= Ibid. sect. 301. « Ibid. sect. 298. " Ibid. sect. 344.

8 Ibid, sects. 353-362. « Ibid, sects. 20, 21. i" Ibid. sect. 28.
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house; mag'sa'bahai, Tpui in house ;i dito, here; dumito, be here;

mag-dito, put here.^ (5.) Doing or being, thought as accomphshing
imper. imper.

an end

—

aval, umaral, teach ; viag'aral, learn (get instructed) ; ahif,

imper. imper.

um'ahit, shave (another) ; viagxchit, get shaved (whether by self or by
imper. imper.

another)
;
gapas, gumapas, reap (as a reaper) ; mag'gapas, reap (as

imper.

the master who gets reaping done); gamot, medicine- cure; gumamot,
imper.

cure (another) ; mag-gamot, be under treatment for health ; hinag,

imper.
_

imper.

minag, baptize (perform the rite) ; mag-binag, get baptism (as the

baptized, and the party who bring him to be baptized) ; kaliz, sword

;

imper. imper. imper.

kumaliz, strike with sword; mag "kali", hving a sword; hilm, milin,

imper.

take a turn (by going round) ; mag-hilin, give a turn (by leading

imper. imper.

round)
;
pilit, milit, force (another) ; magpilit, force (yourself to do

something).^ In these the mag formations have more sense of an

end to be accomplished than the um or m formations, and it is to be

noted that even in these in which mag is most intimately combined

with the root, it is uttered separately, so that g does not form one

syllable with an initial vowel of the root.*

It appears from the above that mag may have dififerent meanings

with the same root. Sometimes those different meanings are dis-

tinguished by the context ; sometimes by accompanying difference

of formation. Thus, when mag denotes plurality or frequency, the

root is reduplicated and mag accented ^ when it is necessary to dis-

tinguish the formation from another mag formation of the same root,

as hili mill buy, mag-hili sell, m.dg'hihili buy many.

There is also distinction needed between the verbal noun of the

mag formations, and the verbal noun of the more simple verl)s of the

same root which are conjugated with um or with m. affecting the root

;

for the verbal nouns of both are formed with pag. The distinction

is made Ijy reduplicating the root in the verbal noun of the mag
formation ;

^ to sum up the whole succession as one entire object of

thought (Def. 4). But what is remarkable in the use of this element,

as indicating the degree of readiness of the Tagala mind to concentrate

itself on small objects, is the great diversity of its meanings in its

various uses. Between some of these there is no connection to cause

one to suggest the same expression as the other, except a fine abstract

sense of increase which seems to pervade them all, but which takes

such different forms that in thinking it as a common element it must
be well abstracted from its particular concomitants, and thought rather

in its general associations. This indicates a considerable tendency

towards fragmentary thought, though far from Avhat is to be seen in

pure African speech ; for a sense of increase is a much larger element

of thought than that which constitutes the meaning of most of the

1 Reglas, sect. 766. " Ibid. sect. 20. ^ Ibid, sects. 48-51.
* Ibid. sect. 13. » Ibid, sects. 29, 30. « Ibid. sect. 23.
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Kafir nominal prefixes or of the detached fragments of the "West

African languages. Similar observations are applicable to the other

derivative elements, as will be seen from an account of their various

uses.

61. The element man involves a sense of increase like mag, but has

less force, and signifies continuity rather than multiplicity or single

productive actions. It often changes the initial letter of the root by
the assimilating influence of ??, so that if the initial be "p or h, it

becomes m, if s or ^ it becomes n, if k it becomes n ; and it is this

nasal that is then repeated in the present and in the future. If the

root begins with a vowel, n often becomes ji, and the syllaljle which
that vowel fonns with n is re})eated in the present and in the future.

The meanings of man are :

—

(1.) Plurality, Avhen prefixed to the roots of verbs which denote a

process of change in the subject. "With this meaning there is no
assimilation of the initial letter of the root, nor nasal reduplication

present

in the present or future ; thus galih, good
;
(lumnagalii), improves

;

present present

naiKjarialiii, improve (many) ; sama, bad ; suhmasama, becomes worse
;

present

nanmsama, become worse (many).^

In this meaning the continuity is not given by the prefix to the

root, but is in the root already, the prefix being only adapted to it b}''

taking up continuity ; and hence probably it is that the n does not

exert any assimilating influence.

(2.) Nouns of office or profession (continuous productive occupation)

are formed by man without assimilation of initial letter of root or nasal

reduplication, as futures which are used participially and express the
future future

habitual present (60, 1); thus ahit, aaJiif,wil[ shave; maivaahit, barber

;

future future

Icolam, lioliolam, will bewitch; mairlokolam, wizard.-

(3.) Continuity of increase, acquisition, use, or possession ; the

initial is assimilated, and the nasal reduplicated, as described above.

AVlien prefixed to words denoting game or natural productions it

forms verbs expressive of going in search of these or taking them

;

present

thus palio, a species of fruit ; namamaho, goes in search of it ; sisin,

present

chicken ; maninisvt, goes in search of, to catch and eat, chickens.^

With uomis denoting instruments it forms verbs, which mean to go
imper.

on using those instruments ; ^ thus holos, a harpoon ; molos, strike

with it ; mamolos, go fish with it :
^ with other words it has various

imper.

meanings coming under the above head ; hinag, minag, baptize

;

imper. imper.

iitaniinag, administer baptism to many;*' sonor, sumonor, follow;

inanonor, follow much (these involve increase with continuity)
;

"

1 Reglas, sect. 47. - Ibid. sect. 6G0. * Ibid. sect. 40.
•* Ibid. sect. 41. "' Ibid. sect. -34.

"' Ibid. sect. 33.

' Ibid. sect. 35.
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imper.

bahai, house; mag-hahai, make a house; mamahai, live in a house ;i

present

hoto, bone ; namomoto, affects the bones - (gains or holds possession of

present

them) ; hanaga, stranger ; namamanaga, lives as a stranger ^ (does the

present

stranger continuously) (60, 4) ; hiiii, deaf ; nahihini, is in process of

present

deafness ^ (is getting deaf and is deaf) ; namimiid, feels a weakness
of hearing* (is getting deaf, in the beginning of deafness as if

acquiring it).

The verbal noun of all these verbs is formed by changing the m of

the prefix into^, and reduplicating the root.^

There are also nouns denoting the instrument, which are formed by
prefixing pan to the root without reduplication, but with nasalisation

of its initial letter, when this is ]i, b, s, t, or k ; the n seems to change

to n in instruments for taking game and natural productions when
the root begins with a vowel,*^ indicating apparently closer union, for

the vowels are essentially guttural, being sounded in the throat. The
meaning of pan seems to be continuous production, thought as abiding

potentially in an instrument.

62. The element ma is akin to mag and man, but weaker than
either. It signifies increase or growth in what comes to completion

without involving a sense of productive energy.

(1.) Prefixed to nouns or to roots or stems of verbs it forms adjec-

tives or nouns expressive of abounding in that which those words
denote ; as from palai, rice, ma'palai, abounding in rice ; from laban,

resist, ma'laban, one who resists much ; from mag'avai, quarrel with
each other, mapagavai, those who quarrel often.'^

(2.) Prefixed to roots of verbs, or to passive verbal stems of the i or

an conjugation, it means capability of doing or being what the root

or stem expresses. Though these formations are in their nature

nouns, yet if they are thought in the future they may reduplicate

after ma, and if in the past they may chauge ma into na.^

(3.) Prefixed to abstract nouns it forms adjectives expressive of

possessing the abstract, as dunun, wisdom ; marimun, wise ;
^ verbal

stems may be formed from these by prefixing mag : mag'marunun,
take for wise, do the wise man.^''

(4.) Prefixed to doubled words it expresses realisation in a high
degree of what the word denotes, but it is only in the present that

this is denoted as actual ; in the imperative-subjunctive or ideal mood,
it is denoted as only apparent ; as from taico, man, natatatootawo, is

in very truth a man ; from bagyo, a magpie, mabagyobagyo, though
not a magpie is very like one ^^ (as if there was in it the potentiality

of a magpie).

(5.) Prefixed to roots of verbs or to passive verbal stems of the * or

I Reglas, sect. 37. - Ibid. sect. 38. 3 Ibid. sect. 564.
4 Ibid. sect. 33. ^ Ibid. sect. 47. " Ibid, sects. 641-G50.
7 Ibid, sects. 542, 738. « ibj^^ ge^jg^ 558-560. » Ibid. sect. 568.

^» Ibid, sects. 552, 569. " Ibid, sects. 573-575.
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an conjugation it expresses passive completion, consummation ; as
ma'kaen, be eaten ; ma'vsulat, be written completely.^

(6.) Prefixed to other words it forms neuter verbs, expressive not of

what is done purposely, but of what comes to pass ; as from hasaj,
imper. imper.

masag, break (active transitive), mabasag, break (neuter) ; these witli

a plural subject add -I'la to the prefix like the plural element of

nouns. 2

63. The element pa has the general signification of motion
towards.

(1.) Prefixed immediately to words which of themselves define

direction, and to other words with the local preposition sa inter-

vening, this element forms stems denoting movement towards the

defined end ; thus from huJdr, field, jxibul-ir, go afield, impahu-
hiiMr, goes afield ; from doon, there, paroon, go there ; from hahai,

house, pasahaliai, go to the house, napasasahaJtai, goes to the house.

^

(2.) Prefixed to words which define posture, it forms stems which
express the having come into that posture ; thus from dapa, on the

face, najyarajja, fell on his face, napaparajM, is on his face : from
tarjilir, on one side, napatagilir, was on his side.*

(3.) Prefixed to the roots of active verbs, it means to ask for, or to

permit, the action which the verb denotes ; thus from ampon, protect,

pa'ampon, ask for protection ; from talo, conquer, patalo, let conquer.^

(4.) Prefixed to words thought only as such, it means to utter the

word ; thus from dile, no, 2Mrile say no.**

In the above meanings (1, 3, and 4), this element is thought rather as

simple movement than as efi'ective force ; and the verbs which it forms
are thought with a strong sense of an end distinct from the movement.
These two parts do not combine into an idea of an accomplishment

;

it is only the end of the movement which is thought as an accomplish-

ment, and it is therefore this element and not the prefix pa which
is reduplicated in the present and future to express an accomplish-

ment not completed, whether of an action or of a passive effect. Not
being combined into an idea of an accomplishment, these formations

do not take any element of production or accomplishment to be applied

to them except what is necessary to distinguish the actual. The
accomplishment being confined to what follows pa in the formation,

the production of accomplishment, active and passive, is exjiressed by
pa, and of the former the present and past are denoted by napa.

The verbal noun takes pag-, and does not reduplicate.

In the second meaning pa is little more than a preposition, and

combines with the root so as to be reduplicated in the present active.

The formation seems to occur as active in the present and perfect

only. In the passive the meaning is, to be put in the position, and

pa is followed by the reduplication as in the other formations.

In the three following meanings this element is thought with

effectiveness, embodying itself in the accomplishment so as in the

the active to be part of the root. In order to become an active

1 Eeglas, sect. .^.77. - Il)id. sects. ^>&2, 563. '^ Ibid, sects. 584, 585,
•» Ibid. sect. 612. = Ibid. sect. 588. « Ibid. sect. 629.
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verbal stem it has to take the prefix mag, and in the present and

future pa is reduplicated. In the passive, however, pa is felt as

production of the passive effect rather than as part of the effect itself

;

and tlie root which denotes the effect is reduplicated in the present

and in the future. In the verbal noun p)CL(J is prefixed, and pa is

reduplicated.^

(5. ) Prefixed to the roots of active verbs, p)0, means to command or

to allow the action which the verb denotes ; thus, from suJai, sui'imn-

sicJaf, writes ; naripa^^asulat, commands or allows to write.-

(6.) Prefixed to roots of verbs or to nouns which denote sources of

influence, p)CL may mean to submit one's self to the action or influence
;

thus from arao, the sun, naripapaarao, he suns himself; daos, com-

plete, nagjMjMvaos, lets (another) finish (his business).*^

(7.) Prefixed to roots of verbs and nouns ^9a may mean to accord,

to give ; thus from huliai, life, narjixipahiihai, grants life ; Icaen, eat,

narjimpaliXien, gives to eat.*

(8.) This element j)rt may also mean more or with more force; and
may either precede or follow a verb. When it follows it means more
in the sense of continuance ; when it precedes it means with more
force, or in a greater degree.'^ It is remarkable that a particle so

loosely connected with the verbal element is yet included in the

])assive of the i formation so as to be preceded by i ; thus from tago,

hide, ipatago, be hid more carefully.^ There is an accent on ^>a, and

it is pronounced distinct from the rest of the formation,'^ showing how
open in their texture these formations may be.

When prefixed to the root of a verb in an active imperative sense

it dispenses with other elements ; thus from lapif, lumajiit, draw
near

;
^jaZopf^, draw nearer.^

64. The element Jca has the general signification of coincidence.

(1.) Prefixed to roots of verbs it forms nouns which denote one
Avho is engaged along Avith another in that which the root signifies,

that other being denoted by a genitive ; thus from aval, quarrel,

my
haavai ho, my enemy (companion in quarrelling).^

(2.) Prefixed to words it means equal in that which the word
denotes ; thus from huti, handsome, Icahuti, equally handsome. ^^

(3.) In combination with other derivative elements it often means
what comes up to the full measure of what the root signifies ; thus

from passives in -an, taken participially and thought as nouns
signifying the ground on which the root may be realised (57), nouns
are formed by prefixing ha to denote that which is competent to the

realisation of the root ; as haliaij, house ; hahaJiayan, materials out of

which a house may be built ;
^^ hanal, just ; hahanaJan, justice ;

'^

prefixed to a doubled word without -an it means sufficient to cause

that which the word signifies.^'^

1 Reglas, sect. 206. " Ibid, sects. 205, 222. ^ jbid. sect. 232,
* Ibid, sects. 240-242. ' Ibid. sect. 634. '' Ibid. sect. 635.
'' Ibid. sect. G35. 8 1^,;^. sect. 638.

''

Ibid. sect. 423.
'

i
•" Ibid. sect. 435. " Ibid. sect. 455. i- Ibid. sect. 440.

!' Ibid. sect. 469.
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(4.) Prefixed to a root of a verb reduplicated, ha signifies coinci-

dence -with a defined time, of tlie moment of ending what the root

signifies, 1 and if tlie root be doubled, ha signifies coincidence with a

defined time, of the moment of beginning it ; - prefixed to a passive

in -an it means such coincidence of the proximity of the action whicli

the root signifies,^ for this passive may belong to the proximate as its

subject (57), and consequently denote that subject when taken par-

ticipially as a noun ; for the passives in their most abstract form,

that is, the imperative, subjunctive, infinitive, thus originate nouns

;

prefixed to j;a^ followed by a root ha means time coincident Avith the

beginning of the action ; but if another ha follows pag, this ha has

meaning 3, and the formation means time coincident with the com-

pletion of an action,* pag being in both the nominal form of

marj.

65. There are also some other elements and combinations of the

foregoing elements with special meanings.

Paha prefixed to a root of a verb intensifies its meaning,'^ or gives

a sense of will and efficacy,'^'' taking iiia<j- to form the active verbal

stem and ma- the neuter. It is compounded })robably of pa with

meaning 8 or 5, and ha with meaning 3.

Maha, compounded of ma 2 and ha 3, is prefixed to roots of Aerbs

with the meaning, to be able to do what the root denotes ;
' ka

combines with ma and not with the root, and the root is reduplicated

in the present and future.

Maha prefixed to words expresses causation of what the word
denotes,^ ma apparently having a sense of production, and ha probably

having meaning 3 ; the root is reduplicated in the present and future
;

and the future in the sense of (54) habitual present may be taken as

a noun to signify causer,^ being then uttered more briefly. ^"^

Paha in the passive form is used to express Avhat is made equiva-

lent to what the root denotes. Here ha has the meaning 2 5 thus

from habui, a pig, pyinahahahui, was equivalent to a pig; that is, was

given as an equivalent for a pig ;
^^ from viatay, die, pinaha^iaitaij,

was taken for clead.^-

Ma is a prohibitive prefix different from the foregoing elements,

and may be strengthened Ijy ha ^^ probably in meaning 3.

Magiyi is prefixed to words with the meaning to become that which

the word denotes ; its forms are as if ijiu were a verbal root with

neuter prefix ma, &q,.^^

Matjsi prefixed to verbs denotes that the act is attributed to many
and to all equally (see Sin on next page).^-'

Mala, conjugated like neuter verb la with prefix ma, is prefixed to

denote frequency. ^^

Mahi, similarly conjugated, is prefixed to active verbs or nouns

1 Reglas, sect. 460. - Ibid. sect. 466. ^ jbij. sect. 471.

* Ibid, sects. 775, 776. ^ ii,i(i_ s^ct. 475. ^ Ibid. sect. 483.

7 Ibid. sect. 490. ^ Ibi.l. sect. 493. " Ibid. sect. 500.

'" Ibid. sect. 501. ^^ Ibid. sect. 502. >- Ibid. sect. 504.

!•' Ibid, sects. 506-530. ^^ Ibid. sect. 667. '^ Ibid, sect. 363.
J« Ibid, sects. 6S2, 6SG.
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with the meaning to join others in, or seek share of, the action or

thing. ^

The prefix man may have hi subjoined to it with a reflexive signi-

fication, the verb to which the compound manlii is prefixed still

changing into the corresponding nasal an initial j^, b, s, t, or k ; hi is

reduplicated in the present and future, and the formation means a

process having reference to self.^

Pa, with meaning 2, may have ti subjoined to it, and with mag
prefixed signifies to take the position with Avill and force.^

Taga prefixed to roots of verbs, means one Avhose business it is to

do for another that which the root denotes.*

Sin prefixed to words means equal in what the word denotes ; if

predicated of several the root is reduplicated; if of one compared

with another, that other is denoted by a genitive and ha prefixed to

sin ; a verbal stem is formed with mag-.^

Sail as prefix means an entire aggregate,*'

Paglia prefixed to a word means the being, mode of being, substance,

of what that word denotes,^ ^9rt^ being the nominal form of mag, and

ka having meaning 3.

Besides these combinations, which are in some degree special in

their meanings, others may be formed by combining variously the

elements previously given so as to express many fine varieties of idea.

66. Connected with the derivative elements mag, ma, though not

used like them in synthetic combinations, there is a particle mai which

deserves special notice. It is used to assert a correlation without

taking either correlative as its subject or governing either as its object.

Like mag Avith a correlative (49), it is generally followed by the second

term of the correlation,^ but, unlike mag, it does not combine with

that term ; and, moreover, the first term of the correlation is expressed,

and mai asserts the connection between the two. It does not

itself express any element of relation except a sense of increase, which

may belong to either term by virtue of its connection with the other,

and both consequently are nominatives.^ Such connection serves

sufficiently to express possession, because the second term in the

correlation is distinguished by following mai; and though neither

term is thought properly as subject or object, yet a sense of increase

thought in passing from one to the other suggests a certain impersonal

idea of possession of the second by the first. Both terms must be

thought indefinitely to be so indift'erent as they are to this relation.^"

Other relations are denoted by being expressed after mai to define it,

but still mai merely connects the two correlatives. Mai is also used

substantively with a noun following it for possessor of what the noun
denotes taken generally." It may also be taken without any first cor-

relative to express abstractly the iH'esence of a substantive object.
^'^

,
There is a corresponding negative particle icala which seems to

1 Rcglas, sects. 702, 724, 725. - Ibid. sect. 663. 3 Ibid. sect. 625.
* Ibid. sect. 691. » Ibid, sects. 751-758. « jbid. sect. 763.
7 Ibid. sect. 795. » Ibid. sect. 917. » IMd. sect. 916.
'0 Ibid. sect. 924. " Ibid, sects. 918, 919. ^" Ibid. sect. 925.
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express originally a sense of separation ; at least such seems to be the

sense of ical in walat to extend, and walai to leave

Examples of the use of these particles will be found in 68, Examples
7-9.

67. The derivative elements all indicate in the same way as has been

explained in connection with inafj, a readiness in Tagala thought to

think a small though not a very small object ; and its roots are mainly

dissyllabic, thought being particular and concrete as in Polynesian (8).

In the vocabulary at the end of Fr. Francisco's grammar, and w'hich

contains over nineteen hundred words, there are none of less than two
syllables, and only a small minority of more than iyvo, many of these

probably not primitive,

68. Examples are necessary for showing the nature of the language :

pass, approach of thee this thither (47) man connec. that

(1.) i • Jaint mo ito diyan .sa tawo • n iijan, bring tbis to that

man ; ^ the verb becomes passive in the object ito as its subject (see

57), the agent becoming genitive ; the relation to is expressed partly

take thou art. a man thither

in diyan, sa being more general. (2.) Moha la n'ah isa'ii taico doon
(47) chief

sa marjinoo, take a man from the chief ; ^ the verb does not become
passive in the object because this is indefinite (57) ; vioha is im-

perative of Iwha, which is irregular;- nan is the article ait, connected

by n with what governs it, this being represented by n ; in isaii, n

is connective (50) ; isa is the numeral for one, doon consists of d
to, and the demonstrative yaon, which is different from iyan on which

art. man sin now
diyan is formed; sa (47). (3.) Ah tav:o'u ma'Tca'sala'n'an hayon

may become just some connec. day

ai sukat magin hanal hala • h arao, the man (that is a) sinner now
may become righteous some day ; ^ for mal-amlanan (see 62, 1 ; 64, 3)

;

sala takes n before an like some other roots which end in vowels ;
* ai

refers back to the subject to connect it with the verl) (see 53) ; magin

is given as a derivative prefix, but in this example it is printed separate.

much pity Lord (47) man he

(4.) Luhhah rldna'a-awa n'aii Paninoon Dios sa tau'o aii siya i

pity neighbour

ma-awa sa liapoica, the Lord God greatly takes pity on a man by
reason of his being pitiful to his neighbour ;

^ the verb becomes passive

in the cause as its subject, which is the clause following aii and referred

to by ail like a noun ; the passive which is taken in such a case is the

i form ; ildnaaaica is the present of the i passive of la'aua, la being

taken with the neuter state awa, because whereas a purposed action

may naturally take up a thought of a necessary condition or of its time,

and can then be connected with this without an intervening element,

that which comes without purpose as a neuter state needs an interven-

ing element to connect it with its time or its necessary condition, and

cannot become passive in either as its subject without the element la

to conjoin it ; ^ naii is genitive of the article aii ; i is abbreviated from

^ Arte, sect. 7.
'^ Reglas, sect. 56. ^ Arte, sect. 40.

* Reglas, sect. 974. ^ ^te, sect. 60. ® Keglas, sects. 161, 162.
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house this

ai, and refers back to the subject to connect it. (5.) Ba'haJiaij'in itu'h

timber

ka/jja, this timber is for making a house ;
^ baliaij is a noun signifying

house, and becomes the future of a passive verb of the m conjunction

by taking -in and being reduplicated, this timber is to be housed.

(6.) Bi-hianaivin Jcafa, I will make thee my father-in law;^ Manan is

a noun signifying father-in-law, made into a passive verb of the in con-

jimction in the future ; I'ata is an inclusive dual of the first person,

which is used to signify not only thou and I, but also thou by me.^

taken thou art. book there (47) pi. conn. chest

(7.) Mai Mnoha lx(, Jiai/a ail libra doon sa maim lihro'ii sa Iwliahan,

you have taken one of the books that were in the chest ;
* niai

expresses a correlation between Tia and libro, Avhich are both nomi-

natives (see 66) ; the relation is defined by Idnolia, the perfect of the

in passive of Iccilia to take, and the first term therefore of the correla-

tion is ah libro. Though aft is the article, it is not definite, for mai
is used because the subject is indefinite ; ^ kaija seems to be adverbial,

qualifying Mnoha and akin to the preposition koA and the element ha,

which denotes conjunction ; the latter is prefixed to kaban, chest.

encounter I a man
(8.) Mai na'pag'saloboii ako'hisa'u tcmo, a man met me;^ salobon

which seems to consist of the local preposition sa and a root, lobuh,

expresses the idea of that relative position
;
j9Cf<7"6'a/o6ow is the abstract

noun of this taken , as a verb, and means a meeting ; and na is the

actual neuter realisation of a meeting (62, 2, 6) which denotes the past

when there is no reduplication ; this verb defines the relation, and the
I

second term of the correlation foUoAvs next '^ (see 66). (9.) Walaako'ii

bleed (47) him
lia'kakaiiit'in sa Icaniija, I have no one whom to tell to bleed him

;

tvala is the negative which corresponds to mai, there is not
;
pakakar-

litin, the first correlative, is the future passive, taken participially of the

this conn, church art.

Ycvh 2>a'karUt, tell to bleed (see 63, 5). (10.) Ito • u simhalfan ai'ijnniv

bury (47) us i^rincipal son his

2)a(j'baon-an sa amin wait maginou sa anak n'iya, this church is where

the principal told us to bury his son ;^ simbahan is the an passive of

si'iuba, to worship, and is the form which that verb should take Avhen

it becomes passive in the place to which one goes to Avorship (57).

Taken as a participial noun it denotes that place
; 2m(fbav7i is the

verbal noun of bao7i, burial, taken as a verb, and means the burying;

2M-jMtg-baon means to order burying (63, 5) ;
pinaparjbaona7i is the

perfect tense of the an passive of this verb, which has become passive

in the place to which the order referred, but is here taken as a

partici})ial noun preceded by the article aii, and predicated of

simbahan ; viaginoo is the agent preceded by the article in the

genitive ; the other relations are the same as if the action had not

1 Reglas, sect. 147. - Ibid. sect. 156. '^ Arte, sects. 16, 17.
•* Keglas, sect. 192. ^ n,j(j. sect. 195. « Ibid. sect. 219.

" Ibid. sect. 211.
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celebrity he art. he beauty

become passive, (11-) Ipinmfpaiia'purL iviija ah ha'tviija huti, he
courts celebrity for his beauty ; ^ iniri means celebrity or praise,

jMjMri, to seek praise (63, 3, G) ; mafjjKrpuri, to act for praise;""'

ipinaypajiapurl is the present tense of the i passive of this verb,

which has become passive in the cause huh, changing tnaij into pa<j

(60) ; nuja is the agent in the genitive ; laniija is a stronger form of

the genitive of iija, having not only n to represent its governor in

connection with it, but also the preposition la, which expresses

conjunction to connect them together ; ah is the article referring to

clothes of thee

hidi, which is the subject in the sentence.'' (12.) Pa'pa'ramVan mu
principal this conn, boy

sa waginoo ito ' h hata, get the principal to give clothes to this Ijoy
;

damit changed euphonically to rami means clothes
;
pa'ramit, to give

clothes ;^jaj;a?'a?«?Y, to tell or cause to give clothes; the imi)erative of

this verb become passive in the indirect object, and therefore of the an
conjugation, is pajmramtan, with hata for subject ; mo is the agent

in the genitive ; magiiioo is in the same relation sa as if the action had not
clothes pi. principal

become passive. (13.) Na'jja'pafj'pa'ramit ahfiskalsa maha mayinvo

boy connec. dance

sa vtaua huia • h maymmyuv, the fiscal commanded the j^rincipals to

order clothes for the dancing boys;"* viatj-pa'raniit means to effect

the giving of clothes (see last exani})le), and becomes nominal, chang-

ing ')na(/ into 2>a'j when j«« (63, 5) is prefixed; vaj/a is the past (63) ;

via<j^a!<ayv is the future taken participially, and in the sense of the

habitual present (54). (14.) NagpapahihiKjlio-aii, in honour prefer-

ring one another;^ the present tense taken participially of a formation

whose root is pahihiujho, zeal, and which, with 'tnag in the sense of

60, 2, and an in that of reference to, as in the a)i. passive, signifies

an action of many directed towards one another. This formation is

to be distinguished from that given in 60, 2 ; thus toloh means to

help ; magloloh, to help one another, as when tw^o men together lift

a rock ; laagtulonan means that sometimes one gives help to the

what that

other, and sometimes the latter to the former.*' (15.) Ano yao-ii

reach plural man
ipinag-aahutan wivh maha taico, what is that which is handed by

throw of thee deni.

those men from one to another V (IG.) Fapag-ha/cah-aji-m mo igaii

two man
dalawa ka-tmcn, tell those two men to throAV at each other ;

^ haha

moans to throw; magha/.a/tan, ihrow at each oihav
;
paj'aghala/uoi,

tell to throw at each other ; this becomes passive in the direct object

tliought with jiarticularity, and is in the mj conjugation, because

the action of telling is not thought as going from the agent (57) ;

kataioo means the men thought in conjunction with each othci,

1 Reglas, sect. 236. - Ibid. sect. 232. ^ Ibid. .«ccts. 250, 251.

» Ibid. sect. 256. ^ Ibid. sect. 310. " Ibid. sect. 3i;5.

7 Ibid. sect. 314. « Ibid. sect. 318.
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what conn. fret such a one

(17.) Ano • n iinnarj'rnama'fjalit ni koivan, what makes such a one

fretful, such a one grows fretful by reason of what 1 ^ (jalit means to

fret j vta-galif, fretful; magmagalit, grow fretful; this verb has become

passive in the cause, and therefore is in the i conjugation (57) present

though riches he and all

tense. (18.) Bakit ma'yaman tfiya at Tia'ijaman'yaman'an sa lahat

he poor

ai siya e naypakwrukhaya, though he was rich, yea, to a degree of

exceeding riches above all, yet of his own will he became poor, and

continued so - (see 62, 1 ; 64, 3 ; 65 ; 63, 8) ; ai refers to hakit with

the sense of yet ; e is a lighter form of ay, and refers back to the

art. all conn, man art. die

subject. (19.) A)l lahat na taicu an pinag
'
paka' matayan n'an

Lord

ixininoon Jesu Christo, it was for all mankind that the Lord Jesus

Christ died ; ^ matai means to die ; mag-joakamatai, to accomplish

voluntary death (65) ;
pinagpakamatayan is this verb become passive

in the indirect object, and therefore of the an conjugation, in the past

tense taken as a participial noun with ah. (20.) Ah ikina'papag'
beat Lord

hawp)as ivah paninuon Jesu Ckrist, the caiise for which oiu" Lord

Jesus Christ submitted to much beating;"* havipas, to beat; p)ag-

liaynpas, much beating (60, 1), pa (63, 6); papaghampas becomes

passive in the cause, and being neiiter takes ka (see Example 4)

;

ikinapajyaghamims is the past tense of the i passive taken as participial

utter that word
noun. (21.) Ka'pagpajlutfap wah P. Jesu Christo ni'yoh uika ai nana'
jia'trhaya ah maha Judins, at the utterance by the Lord Jesus Christ

of that word, the Jews fell back;^ haya means on their back; ^^a^i

bread this

(65) ; ha is plural in the verb. (22.) Pa'pagin'tinap)ayin mo yervii

stone

hato, command that this stone be made bread ;'^ tapai means to knead,

hence tinapai, bread (57) ;
pagin, the becoming bread (65) ;

pa- com-
who

mand, the verb becomes passive in the object hato. (23.) biiio'n pina'ki'
vinegar

suka • an ino ? of whom did you seek share of his vinegar 1
'' pialci (65),

the verb becomes the an passive in indirect object. (24.) Nakikv
master house

p)ag • mai • haliai, he takes on as master of the house ;^ this is

the present of the paki formation on the verbal p)agmaihahai,
what house

(25.) Ano -h ijag'ka'haltai, what kind of a house is it;^ ^^a^/i-a (65).
not I thee

(26.) Dile ako makapagparannt sa iyo, I cannot get clothes for

you; 10 the negative as well as the prohibitive moh is of a verbal

nature as in the other island languages, and tends as predicate to

iittract the subject; for maka see 65, p)agparamit, Example 13.

1 Rcglas, sect. 420. ^ ibj^^ ggct. 457. ^ Ibid. sect. 485.
* Ibid. sect. 608. 5 Ibid. sect. 615. » Ibid. sect. 669.
^ Ibid. sect. 726. « Ibid. sect. 733. » Ibid. sect. 795.

iMbid. sect. 492,
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MALAY.
' 69. The ^lalay language, though it has great etymological affinity

for Tagala, differs remarkably from it in its structure and conception

of fact. The interest which prevails in the Malay view of fact is not,

as in Tagala, result of process of accomplishment, but rather seems

to be action directed traditionally to substantive objects, for so the

sentence exhibits the verb following the subject and carried through

large relations to the objects and conditions. Yet the verb is as little

jjenetrated by the subjectivity which ought properly to belong to it

(Def. 11), as in any of these island languages. It takes up, indeed,

as in Tagala, certain prefixes of a verbal nature, but it does not, except

in the Javanese passive, incorporate in itself an element of process like

the Tagala verb. And "the same radical word will often stand for

noun, adjective, or verb, according to its position in a sentence." ^

" Many words can Avithout the smallest change stand for noun and
verb, noun and particle, verb and particle, substantive and adjective."

'^

70. Unlike Tagala, the jNIalay language is copious in so-called pre-

positions and conjunctions. These, however, except two, di (on, at, in)

and ka (to), which are almost like case elements, have remarkable

fulness, as if the thought of the verb involved so little sense of the

objects and conditions as to need large connection with them, and as

if the connective elements Avere not thought properly as relations with

a due sense of the correlatives as such (Def. 8), but rather as inter-

vening substantives or participles ; and most of them are as ready as

substantives to become verbs. Thus in Dayak the preposition a/c?',

by, may also mean to do ; meiaiccm, against, to withstand ; hapan^

with, to use.- The members of the sentence are less connected than

in Tagala. There is less use in Malay of na or n as a medium to

connect them ; sometimes this is used to connect the genitive with

its governor ; in Dayak, Avhen the former ends in a vowel or /;, it

takes -7Z,^ and when it ends in a consonant it is followed by am,*

to refer to it pronominally. There is less strength and particularity

of demonstration in determining the noun, for the demonstrative

pronouns are fewer than in Tagala, and are not used, as in it, at

once before and after the noun.

71. The j\Ialay consonants are /i-, <j, f, /', d, d', U d, p, h, h, s, lo, y,

Z, ?•, ii, n, n, m. The vowels are a, e, e, i, o, <j, u. Consonants of the same

organ are not carefully distinguished.

72. The demonstrative pronouns in Sumatran are— zn/, this; itu

and sometimes nun, that ; ^ in Dayak to, this, tr, that ; and the com-

pounds deto, this ; detc, that, with stronger meaning.'^ The relative

pronoun in Sumatran is yeii or net), but the latter is little used except

in poetry ;
"^ in Dayak, ide or atcan ; " in Javanese kan or sih.^

There is no use made of an article in Malay to distinguish the noun

^ Crawfiird's Malay Grammar, p. 9.

^ Gabelentz, Grammatik tier Dayak Sprache, p. 9.
^ Ibid. p. 18.

* Steinthal, Charakeristik, p. 170.
^ Crawfurd, p. 28. J

6 Gabelentz, p. 24.
' Crawfurd, p. 27.;

^ Ibid. Dissertation, p. 20.
" Ibid. pp. 2-4, 9.
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as such. The remote demonstrative, however, is used not only to

signify that, but also to particularise as a definite article ; and- the

relative pronoun, too, is thought as particularising the noun by Avliat

it connects with it.^ Proper nouns have no article. Sa, which i.s

the numeral one, may be prefixed to a noun to mark it indefinitely as

singular.

73. There is no element of number involved in the noun. In

Sumatran plurality is sometimes expressed as a collective by reduplica-

tion.- In Dayak it may be expressed by Ixirr preceding the noun.^

There is no distinction of case or gender ; and even difference of sex

is not thought strongly enough to produce different nouns for boy and

girl, brother and sister, &c., but such ideas are expressed by the same

noun qualified as male and female.* There is a general tendency in

Sumatran to denote natural objects by a general noun followed by an

adjective or genitive,^ rather than by an abstract root with a modifying

element. This probably arises, as in Burmese, from the concreteness

of thought (V. 21). There is great use made of the relative pronoun to

supply a substance in which the particularising'attributes may inhere.

Also in the coimting of familiar objects words are used to serve for

units, which express ideas that are part of the idea of the object which

is counted.*^

74. The personal pronouns are the same, whether subject or object.

In Sumatran they have only singular forms, except the first, which
has two plural forms. In Dayak, however, the first person has a

dual and all of them pharal forms, while the first person plural has

two forms, an inclusive and an exclusive; but the distinction is

1st sing. 2d sing,

not strictly observed." Sumatran alu, ku, dalai ; aii, kau, wii

;

1st plural

3d sing. incl. excl. 1st sing. 2d sing. 3d sing. 1st du.

iija, diya, ina ; lata, Icami,'^ Day-dk, ahu, yalii ; ikau; ir; lior;

1st plural

incl. excl. 2d pi, 3d pi.

ita, ikei ; Iceton ; nien. In Sumatran -/<•?/, -mv, and -wa, arc suffixed

as possessives of first, second, and third singular. In Dayak, -Jcu, -m,

and -e arc possessive suffixes of nouns and objective suffixes of pre-

positions. They, may in both be plural as well as singular, and are used

in Dayak as subjective suffixes to some of the most subjective verbs,

as those which mean to know, to see, to say, to find.'-^ In Sumatran,

fj'iri, self, may take the personal suffixes or be suffixed to the personal

pronouns.

75. In Sumatran, and the same may be said of the other dialects,

"some radical words without any change in their form are transitive,

and scime intransitive verbs, while others are equally both ; but

radicals generally are made verbs and verbal nouns by the application

of certain inseparable prefixes and suffixes, or by the union of both

1 Crawfurd, pp. 27, 28 ; Gabelentz, pp. 24, 25. - Crawfurd, p. 11.
^ Gabelentz, p. 18. * Crawfurd, p. 10 ; Gabelentz, p. IS.
^ Crawfurd, p. 71. '^ Ibid. p. 11. '' Gabelentz, p.^22.
^ Marsden's Malay Grammar, p. 45. " Gabelentz, p. 23.
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these. With the exception of some pronouns, nouns representing'

material objects, the prepositions which stand for the cases of lan-

guages of complex structure, and a few conjunctions and adverbs, any
part of speech may by the application of the inseparable particles tlius

alluded to be converted into a verb."^

These particles, as written by Marsden,^ are in Sumatran men- or

me-, her- or he-, -Jmn and -i. The first of these, men- or me-, is of very
general use, and forms both transitive and intransitive verbs. It

seems to be akin to Tagala ?»a^ and man, but has no such diversity

of meanings as these have, its sense being always to bring into realisa-

tion that which the radical denotes. It undergoes no change from
tense, but it is liable to be assimilated by the initial letter of the
radical. If this be a nasal or / or r, the prefix is merely me- ; if a

vowel, it is men- ; if it be a mute consonant the n of the prefix is

clianged into the nasal of the same organ, and the initial if tenuis is

dropped ; if the initial be s the n becomes n and the .s is dropped.
Thus from idup, alive, is formed mmidiop, to live ; from dupa, incense,

men'diqm, to fumigate with incense ; from pada, equal, memwla, to

be equal. '^ The prefix her-, per-, or he-, is intransitive, and means to

be possessed of what the radical denotes (see 61, 3). Thus from estri,

wife, is formed heredri, to have a wife ; from huwah, fruit, herlmwah,

to bear fruit; horn, jjutih, white, herputili, to be white."* The suffixes

-lean and -i give a transitive or causal meaning, and are used either

with a simple root or with one which has men- or her- prefixed to it.-''

They seem to be elements of transition to an oliject ; l-an is akin to

the preposition alcan, to ; and such also is the meaning which -an has

in the an passive of Tagala and in the formation mentioned in sect. 68
under Example 14 ; / is the preposition of the object in Polynesian.

Verbal nouns are formed by the prefix pen-, signifjang for the most
part the agent or instrument.*^ This prefix combines with its radical

like men-, except that it sometimes changes its n to r; and the forma-

tion seems to correspond to the Tagala formation with 2^(in-, denoting

the instrument (61) ;
^)er- forms nouns of an intransitive nature.^

Abstract nouns of the action or state are formed with -an, or with

l^en- and -an,^ which seem to correspond in form though not c|uite

in meaning to the nouns which spring from the an passive taken

participially in Tagala.

Abstract nouns are also formed with /.-a- and -an like the Tagala

formation in 64, .3.^

Verbal stems in i\Ialay are apt to be thought like nouns, especially

when they denote what is past or completed (9, 15; 10, 1—4);

and with the preposition di or de before them (81, 4, 7, 8) they may
mean a past state of action or of the eflect of action (36, 3 ; 39, 11).

Such seems to be the true nature of this formation, of whicli
order

Marsden gives the following examples and translations : " de silndrna,

^ Crawfurd, p. 29. - Marsden, p. 52, &c.
3 Crawfurd, p. 36. » Ibid. p. 30.

^ Marsden, p. 56 ; Crawfurd, p. 31. •* Marsden, p. 98 ; Crawfurd, p. 42.

' Marsden, p. 98. « Crawfurd, p. 38. " Marsden, p. 69.
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seize thief

he ordered; de per'hucit'na, he performed ; de tankap'na pen'furi, he
attack by all warrior

seized the thief ; de pdraivhan'na ulih segala pahluioan, he was
hear by king

attacked by all the warriors ; de daiiar ulih raja, it was heard by the

king. " In these last two examples," says Marsden, " a passive form is

given to the verb by the preposition ulih, although the sense is

active."^ On the other hand, Crawfurd joins di as a prefix to the

verbal stem, and takes the formation as being always passive, and -na

as if idih was understood before it.^ This construction of na would
correspond with Tagala ; but -na could not be taken so in the last

example but one. If the formation is to be understood as sometimes

active and sometimes passive, most probal)ly the relation of the sub-

ject to it is not properly either the one or the other, but merely, as

has been said, that of a genitive to which they may equally belong as

a part to a whole ; -na would then be, as it is in every other case, a

possessive suffix, and di would govern a noun expressing a state.

The prefix ter- gives intensity to adjectives and adverbs, and forms

derivatives from roots with a sense of completion as passive participles.

This prefix, however, cannot be used at will ; the formations belong

to the dictionary rather than to the grammar.^

The prefix se- gives an adverbial sense to other parts of speech,

whether primitive or derived;^ it is probably akin to the Tagala

preposition sa.

In Dayak the derivative particles are much the same as in Suma-
tran,^ but men- and pen- seem to be more transitive than in Sumatran,

and have sometimes a instead of e ; and her- seems to have dropped
its r. There is also a causative prefix pa- or mempa-.

In Dayak the transitive suffix is -an, used with verbs, but not

often ; and there is a prefix han- not in Sumatran, which gives a

middle or reciprocal meaning.

Not only are abstract nouns formed as in Sumatran with -an, with

2ien- and -an, and with lea- and -an, but also with ha- without suffix,

with ha- and -e, and with -e without prefix.

Verbs may be formed from the abstract nouns which have ha-

without suffix by prefixing men- ; they sometimes mean to come up to

equality (64, 3).

Verbal adjectives are formed Avitli tara-, having the sense of the

Latin participle in -ndus, as well as with tar- in sense of past passive

participles.

Adjectives and adverbs are formed with sa-. And ha7i- or ha-

is occasionally found forming nouns, adjectives, and adverbs with a

sense of junction.

In Sumatran as spoken, the prefixes and suffixes are little used.*^

76. Neither in Sumatran nor in Dayak is there any element of mood
or tense forming part of the verb. Nor are these expressed by verbal

particles, but by words of independent signification preceding the

1 Marsden, p. 69. '^ - Crawfurd, p. 31. 3 ibid_ pp 33^ 34,
4 Marsden, p. 99. » Qabelentz, p. 10-15. « Crawfurd, p. 52.
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verb. The imperative is the verbal .stem itself.^ The verb has no
person,^ except as mentioned in 74.

Dayak forms a passive by changing meii- into in-, the final nasal

being the same in both ; and if the active prefix has no final nasal tlie

passive prefix is i-} This is akin to tlie i- passive in Tagala, and like

the Tagala passive it is always followed by the agent in the genitive.

Javanese forms a -passive by inserting -in- in the first syllable of

the verbal stem, like the present and past tenses of the Tagala

passive ; as pundut, to take
; inmmdut, to be taken ; sapa, Avho

;

sinapa, to be inquired after.3

77. The subject in Malay generally precedes the verl), and the

object follows it. The adjective and the genitive follow the noun on

which they depend, and the adverb the verb.* The order of the

words seems to be more liable to be Jchanged in Dayak ^ than in

Sumatran, emphasis on a member of a sentence causing it sometimes

to precede instead of following.

In Dayak the indirect object which, Avhen it is a noun, generally

follows the direct object, follows the verb when it is a pronoun,

1)ecause it enters more readily than a noun into relation with the

verb by reason of its lightness. The relative pronoun must always be

subject of the relative clause, for the attraction of the antecedent

causes it to begin that clause, and this place belongs properly to the

subject. This often requires the verb of the relative clause to be

passive. In Sumatran the relative may be object (see 81, 6). In

Dayak a transitive verb cannot stand without an object, so strongly

does the action refer to its object ; and verbs of motion include in

their idea the transition to place so as to govern this as direct object

without a preposition, showing the strong sense 'of movement as

directed. The words Avhich define the time stand at the beginning of

the sentence, as if fact was thought as determined by its season.

The words which define tense precede the verb.

The Dayak genitive and its governor may not only be connected by

the pronominal element n or ain, but also by the third possessive

suffix -e joined to the governor. The former resembles the Tagala

construction, and in it n, tliough taken up euphonically by the govern-

ing noun when it ends in a vowel, yet belongs properly to a particle

intervening between it and the genitive, and represents the governing

noun in relation Avith the genitive (47). In its full form as an inter-

vening "particle it is in Dayak ain, and combines with the genitive

when this is one of the personal possessive suffixes ; as aiii •Jcu my,
house his uncle my

aim thy, aine his. The other construction is huma-e ama-ku,'^ house

of my uncle ; and in it e represents the genitive in connection with

the governor.

78. There is in Malay, as well as in Polynesian, a tendency to form

an improper kind of compounds,^, by thinking elements of a fact

1 Crawfurd, p. 45-50 ; Gabelentz, p. 26-29. - Gabelentz, p. 30.

3 Crawfurd, Dissertation, p. xxiv. •• Crawfurd, p. 58 ; Gabalentz, p. 40, &c.

6 Steinthal, p. 170. '^ Ibid. p. 171.

' Crawfurd, p. 63 ; Marsden, p. 27 ;
Gabelentz, p. 16.
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rather as connected than as related; so that elements which occur

often in connection with each other get agglutinated together. It

arises from a w^eak sense of relations, and a consequent tendency to

think ideas in juxtaposition with insufficient distinction,

79. Keduplication also and doubling are much used in INIalay, as in

all these languages, to express not only intensity, duration, frequency,

plurality, reciprocity, smallness, likeness, but also such modifications

as the embodiment of a root in a concrete object or its application

as an adverb.^ In Dayak, reduplication is said to denote rather diminu-

tion or weakening of the radical idea, doubling to denote the increase or

strengthening ^ of it. The tlerivative prefixes are not repeated in the

Malay reduplication or doubling ; but there is this difi"erence among

thorn that both in Sumatran and in Dayak, men- goes before the

.second member, the others are prefixed to the wliole.^ This indicates

that the combination of men-, with its radical, is closer than that of

the other prefixes. It is too much mingled with its radical to change

it for that radical, reduplicated, or doubled.

This mode of expressing such modifications of an idea by repeating

in whole or in part that Avhich expressed the idea simply, is charac-

terised by want of sulwrdination of a modifying element to the idea

as relative to it. What is expressed in this way is in truth the

additional attention which an idea gets in a remarkable instance of it,

when this is thought not as a particular modification of the general

idea, but rather as a special case of it. The sense of a particular modi-

fication affecting a general idea produces an element additional to

the idea and different from it, but speciality merely repeats the idea

with additional expenditure of mental energy. Thus homnncuhis is a

thought which involves homo, and a particular modification of homo,

namely, diminution. This latter thought brings out the element

^imndus, relative to homo, so that he is no longer a homo but a

homanridus. But if the second mental act were a thought of the

diminutive man without defining his peculiarity by comparison with

the generality of men, it would be merely a more special thought of

him as liomo, and the expression might be hohomo or homohomo. In

such a thought there is no abstraction of a general element with a

particularising addition to it. The radical idea includes sufficiently

the speciality of the special case. It is repeated in that case, but it

receives no additional element sufficient to prompt expression ; and

its inclusion of the speciality shows the concrete fulness with which it

is thoiight. The extent to which .such expression is carried evidences

concrete particularity^of thought, not only in Malay, Init also in Poly-

nesian (8), and in Australian of Adelaide (88).

80. The derivative prefixes, though etymologically they are so

closely akin to the Tagala prefixes, differ widely from these in respect

of variety of meaning. The Malay prefixes vary little in their mean-

in". There is, therefore, in their case no such common source of various

applications, nor any such recurrence of thought to a fundamental

signification as is necessary with the Tagala prefixes to connect their

various meanings, and cause the same prefix to be suggested as an

^ Crawfurd, pp. 44, 57 ; Gabelentz, p. 15. - Steinthal, p. 159.
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expression for such different elements of thouglit (58). In Malay, the

meaning which the prefix is used to express in each application of it

may suggest its use much more directly than in Tagala, because it is

much the same clement of thought which the prefix usually expresses

as combined with its radical. That element is thought without the

mind leaving the radical, and may suggest the prefix without any
intervening mental act. The prefix will then be thought with the

radical much more fully present to the mind than in Tagala, and
therefore its use gives no evidence of a tendency of thought to con-

centrate itself on fragmentary objects. Such evidence indeed is absent

from the Malay languages. There are no separate verbal particles,

nor any separate elements of a fragmentary kind, and the small

elements which occur in combinations seem to be thought with the

rest of the combination in a great degree present at the same time to

the mind.

There is, however, one striking feature in Malay, as in Tagala and
Polynesian, which indicates a certain tendency to break the natural

unity of ideas ; and that is the prevalence of disyllabic roots.^ For
the twofold act of expression must be prompted by a twofold action

of thought ; the mind thinking the idea only partly in the first act,

and completing it in the second. Now the first act, although it does

not reach so far as to think the whole of the idea, may fall little short

of it. But, by however little the mind may fail to think the whole

idea in one act, a second act will be necessary to complete it ; and if

the first thought be not retained, to make the second relative to it,

that second will engage the full mental energy ; and if the action of

thought be not very fragmentary so as to concentrate on a very fine

object, that second thought will go back on the first, including what
the first thought omitted, and perhaps omitting something which the

first included. This may or may not make the second thought

sufficiently different from the first to suggest difterent expression.

And thus disyllabic roots, whether duplications or not, tend to

characterise minor degrees of fragmentary thought, where the radical

ideas are full and not generalised so as to be thought as particular

modifications of a general (Book I., chap, i., 7.) Such coicrete par-

ticularity of thought belongs to the Malay region, in which Nature

supplies what man needs, and he has but to look for it, and take it.

And the nature of the Malay, in respect of ready excitability of

mental action, seems to be properly classed with those who have this

quality in a minor degree. The accounts which are given of the

Malays represent them as more subject to excitement than the

Chinese, though ready from indolence to lapse into a state of dulness

which the active interests of Chinese industry do not admit. They

are less excitable than the islanders to the east of them through the

Pacific Ocean (p. 75). And to this the structure of their language

corresponds, being less fragmentary in proportion as the race is less

quickly susceptible of impression.

81. Some examples will show more clearly the nature of the

language

—

1 Gabelentz, p. 7 ; Stuiuthal, p. 1G3.

T
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SUMATRAN.

sleep three brother

(1.) Raden Inu hevtidor tiga bevsudara, Racleu Inu slept, three

being brothers ; i.e., Raden Inu and his two brothers slept ;^ the

three are thought together as sleepmg, but without distinction of

individuals, and in the idea of the aggregate of them, the thought of

Raden Inu prevails as the principal element, and is expressed for the

whole idea ; they are afterAvards distinguished aud coimted under a

less concrete, more partial idea which belongs to them severally, that

they each have the relation of brother ; there is no distinction of tense

nor of the verb.

The following is similar

—

pity heart his past weep weeping to four

(2.) Rajah Indra lelas ati ' na lalu hertanis'tahisan ka'empai
prince that

bevputra ita, Rajah Indra (with) pity (in) his heart wept greatly, all

those four being princes; i.e., Rajah Indra, and three other royal

personages, pitied and wept ; ^ lalu is a verb which means to go, to

pass, but here denotes only tense ; taiiisan is abstract noun of tanis.

king give largess at box which gold

(3.) Malia rajah meiirhri Mrniija di jnnvan yen ka-mas'an, the

king gave largess at the golden box ;
^ viaka is a particle in constant

use, like Maori ka, to introduce a statement of fact ; kamasan is an

abstract quahty (75) used as adjective.

who in master command who in slave come

(4.) Ada-pun yen di perimoan men'uridi yen di peremba daten
this

ini, he who is in mastery commands him who is in slavery to come
here ; ^ adapun is another word introductory of a fact, translated by
Crawfurd " is too," ada being the verb to be

;
2mrtuivan and peremba

are abstract nouns of state ; the root of menuruh is suruh.
time slave return before dust who in master

(5.) Tatkala emha Jie7n'bali meivadep duli yen di per-tmcan
king what homage who in slave to under dust who
raja Malaka ajM'lah sembah yen di per'cmba ka'bawah duli yen
in . master

di per'tmcan, when the slave returns before the dust (feet) (of him)
who is in mastery, the king of Malaka, what the homage (of him)
who is in slavery to the dust (of him) who is in mastery;^ i.e., what
representation or report shall he make ; tatkala is a substantive used
for when ; menadep) is a verbal formation for the preposition before

;

apalah is translated by Crawfurd what pray ; kabawah is a compound
preposition, in which ha is prefixed to baicah as to a noun.

be a certain play which past I find at

(6.) Ada su'icatu ptevmayin'an yen telah aku berulih peda
island

pulau Lenkawi, there is a certain toy which I found in the island of

Lenkawi ; ^ permayinayi, noun of instrument ; telah, past tense.

see by majesty beauty lord princess exceedingly

(7.) Maka di Hat idih bcgenda yaras'na tiiican pidri tet'lebih

' Crawfurd, Malay Grammar, p. 12. - Ibid. p. 13. ^ Ibid. p. 14.
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more from at before

pida denyeda daulu, the beauty of the princess was seen by (his)

majesty (to be) exceeding more than before ; ^ di Hat seems to mean
in sight (75) ;

^;a/-a6- as governor of a genitive is followed by na
changed after s to tja (70) ;

putri qualities tuwan, whicli is a noun
applicable to both sexes ; daidu is formed apparently from tdu, head,

or source, and means at first.

command elder brother all bait '

(8.) 3Ial:a Utah Sri Pand'i kakenda sakalian hei^entiiah da'idu
make lodge cause I wish wait

perbinvat per'sinah-an Parana akii endak herenti da'uhf, malm
lodge make man

per'sinah'an di pevbuicat orairlah, Sri Pand'i commanded, brothers

all, halt pray first, make encampment, because I Avish to wait first, an
encampment was made by the men ;

" maka is particle introductory

of fact ; Utah may be a noun governing Sri Pand'i ; daulu is trans-

lated by Crawfurd " for a while," it seems to mean at the beginning
of a while

;
persinahan is verbal noun of action or state (75); karana

is a substantive used for because; for construction of di perbinvat see

sect. 75.

day night moon bright

(9.) Maka ari'pmi malem'lah, maka Indanpim trairlah, day be-

came night, the moon was bright. Neither Marsden nor Crawfurd
give any proper explanation of these suffixes.

Dayak.

God future judge thing which secret in man
(10.) Hatalla kavj, mai-iksa talo vj'c be'silivi huaii olo,^ God will

judge the secrets of men (Rom. ii. 16).
observe ye to them that who walk like that

{\\.) TampwVa kcton akan auen tc id'cmen'aiKj'oilkalo'tr, mark
them which walk so.^

I be shepherd who good

(12.) Yaku aton sakatike vj'^r la'halaj), I am the good sheiiherd.*
who love neighbour his he perfect fulfil law

(13.) Id'p sinta kola • e, ie d'ari meialus torat, he who loveth

his neighbour, has fulfilled the law.*
see ye thing ye hear

(14.) Iiiat keton talo keton me'hi7iin, take heed what you hear;*
the relative as object is avoided by talo.

ye to to hear he in thing all he future

(15.) Keton akan indu me'liinin ic huaii talo liandiai i^ kan}
say to ye

me'sanan akan keton, ye shall hear him in all things which he shall

say unto you ;
* akan indu here express the future strongly, in the

next example they are prepositions.

God perfect grant to man heathen also repentance to

(16.) Hatalla d'ari men ' eha akan olo kapir kea ka'hoba akan
to live

ijidu pam'helom, God hath granted to the heathen also repentance

unto life ;
^ pjarivbelom verbal noun.

^ Crawfurd, Malay Grammar, p. 19. - Ibid. p. 42.

^ Gabelentz, Dayak Grammar, p. 24. "* Ibid. p. 25. ^ Ibid. p. 35.
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prohibitive evil self thy

(17.) (ia me-mapa arep ' m, do thyself no harm ;
^ the root of

memajya is jmpa, evil.

blessed man that who sin his ;not at all passive impute God

(18.) Salamat olo t<^ vV^dosa ' e d'atuu haliei i ' toil tulian,

blessed is the man whose sins are not imputed by God.-
command they that prohib. to indef. man he to (fut.)

(19.) Jesus me ' metr mcen tc da akan id'i^ hiti i'j, alian me'
tell thing pass, see of him

sanan talo i ' te ' e, Jesus commanded them that they should

not tell any man the thing seen by them ; ^ ^V and -e are used for the

plural.

if man walk night he strike thing

(20.) Avion olo men'mufoii lia'malem ie pa'taratl talo, if a man
walketh in the night he stumbleth ; ^ the transitive verb requires

an object.

thou place my give

(21.) Ilcau aka'ku meireiia, thou art my place of giving/ i.e., I

have given to thee ; the relation to is here thought as a noun. Com-
pare the Eskimo construction in Sect. XL, 9, 1, 2.

AUSTEALIAN.

Adelaide.

82. The languages of the aborigines of Australia seem to differ

greatly from each other in their structure. The only one for which
materials were at hand for such a study of its nature as is needed here

is the language spoken by the natives about Adelaide ; of which a short

grammar has been published, containing a good supply of examples.

Its consonants are k, g, t, d, p, b, lo, y, r, I, n, n, m; its vowels are

a, e, i, o, 21, o ; there are diphthongs, au, ei, oi, ui, and concurrences

both of vowels and consonants ; but every word ends in a vowel.^

83. One of the most remarkable features of this language is the

absence of subjectivity from the verb. When the agent is dis-

tinctly thought as such, it is not thought as subject of the verb, but

as a condition, such as we express with the preposition by ; and the

verb must then be thought either as passive or as stating the existence

of an action. Thus we may either say, I gave a book to him, or a

book was given to him by me, or a giving a book to him was by me.

There is, however, no passive form for the verb, except a form with

a suffix -nanna, which seems rather to be a past passive participle,**

and to be used like a noun or adjective rather than as the verb. And
when a verb, signifying an action, is used in its ordinary form, and
with the agent in the ablative case, it must be understood as express-

ing an action going to its object, and yet abstracted from the agent.

In that case there is an absence from the verb of subjectivity. And
there is in truth no distinction whatever in the language either in

noun or pronoun, by affix or preposition, between the subject and the

1 Gabelentz, p. 26. - Ibid. p. 31. =* Ibid. p. 43. * Steinthal, p. 173.
'' Tuichelniann and Schurniann's Grammar, p. 1-3. ^ Ibid. p. 20.
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direct object, the same word which is subject with a neuter verb being
object with an active verb.

84. But though there is so little subjectivity in the verb, there is

process in it ; not, however, appropriated to the root by entering into

it, or by various expressions for various roots, but rather as involved

in suffixes of derivation and of tense and mood. Inchoative verbs

are formed by subjoining to the root -ne-, -me-, or -nde- ; and another
variety, whose signification is doubtful, except that it is neuter, is

formed with -re-.^ The tenses are expressed by terminations, the

present continuance by -ndi, the past by -tti, the perfect by the final

vowel of the stem, or by that vowel changed to -a, -o, or -i, the future

by -ita, -ota, or -nnfta, according to the dialect.- Other endings,

instead of these, express moods ; -ma, a hypothetical or potential

;

'ti, -rti, -tti, a prohibitive ; -ttoai, a preventive, equivalent to English

lest with the subjunctive. An optative or imperative is formed by
subjoining to the root the ablative ending of the first or second person

singular and the genitive ending Ico of the third person singular, but
neuter verbs use the mere root in second singular, and active verbs

take -Id instead of -Ico in third singular ; the last syllable of the per-

sonal pronoun is taken in dual and plural.^ These are the only

personal affixes of the verb.

A verbal noun, equivalent to the present participle, is formed in

-nerJa or -iiterla ;
* and an abstract noun of act or state in -ti or -tti.

'

85. There is little sense of the object as distinct from the subject

;

but there is more sense of the conditions, and a corresponding

development of elements of relation used as postpositions. These are

about as numerous as the prepositions in the Melanesian languages ; and
they are apt to compound with each other and with nouns of relation.

Three of them are so abstract that they are almost like case-endinsg,

and are treated as such in the grammar of the language. These are,

-I'o, -Iclio, or -t_o for the genitive ; -nni for the dative ; -lo, -rlo, -dlo {-tto

with first person, -do with second) for the ablative, signifying the

cause or instrument.*' The personal pronouns in the genitive are

used as possessive pronouns, and may take the other case-endings or

postpositions in addition to their own.'^

86. Throughout the noun and the verb the radical part goes first,

as if the race thought with strong attention the nature of the objects

and facts with which they were concerned. There is a considerable

development of number, so that all nouns and pronouns have three

numbers—the singular, the dual -la or -cUa, and the plural -nna. But

the first personal pronoun nai makes the dual nadli and the plural

nadlu, without distinction of inclusive and exclusive ; and the second,

ninna or nin, makes dual yiiica, plural na. The tliird personal pronoun

is;ja, and there are two demonstratives, ia, this, and nu, that. The

personal pronouns take -ndi to signify alone or self, and the demon-

stratives -int_a to make them indefinite.^

87. There is, as in all the Oceanic languages, a tendency of wokIs

' Teichelmann and Schurmann, p. 15. ^ ibid. p. 16. •' Ibid. p. 17-19.
•* Ibid. p. 19. =* Ibid. p. 4. '^ Ibid. p. 5.

^ Ibid. p. 11. « Ibid. p. 5-9.
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to unite in compounds ;
^ and thus any verbal root may subjoin

liiappendi, to cause, incorporating its lu as y, so as to form a causative

verb. There is also a considerable facility of forming derivative

nouns, adjectives, and verbs, but all these formations differ from those

of the island languages in this, that in them aU, as well as in the

declension of the noun, and in the conjugation of the verb, the

radical part goes first. In the arrangement of the members of the sen-

tence there is considerable freedom, but the conditions and object tend

to go before the verb, the subject either preceding it or following it.

88. Great use is made of the doublmg of the root to express the

modifications usually so expressed in the meaning of the verb as well

as to form adjectives and concrete substantives.^

89. The roots are disyllabic, as in ]\Ialay and Polynesian ; but this

language is less fragmentary than the latter, for there is no such

separation of fine elements here as in the Polynesian verbal particles.

There is a feature in it which perhaps arises from thought being more
fragmentary than in Malay. The affixes of this language, whether in

derivation, declension, or conjugation, have a remarkable tendency to

double the initial consonant of the affix, or to prefix to it a kindred

consonant, which mingles with the root by entering into its last

syllable. For while every Avord ends in a vowel, a syllable may
end in a consonant ; ^ and the addition to the last syllable of the root

of an initial consonant of the affix has the effect of combining the

affix in one word with the root. The additional consonant, therefore,

at the beginning of the affixes seems to represent a thought of the

affix in connection with the root added to the thought of the affix in

itself, whereby the conception of it as an affix is completed, and
without which it would not combine as such ; and the existence of

such junction seems to indicate a separateness in the thought of the

two. There is, indeed, throughout the language, a tendency toJend

syllables with a consonant, except the last syllable, which always ends

in a vowel ; and this produces a prevalence in the middle of words of

concurrent consonants, which are either doubles or akin to each other.

It seems to indicate an act of junction, as if in the original formation

even of the disyllabic roots there were a thought of the second

element, as connected with the first, added to the second element, to

establish the connection. This act, when applied to an affix beginning

with a consonant, has the effect of closing a final o of the root to m,

and a final e to i. Elements beginning with a vowel have less

distinctness as separate acts of expression, and are more ready to

combine with what has gone before. But if those which begin with

a consonant need a previous consonant to effect a junction for them,

they must be thought in themselves as unconnected ; and such con-

ception even of the fine verbal elements, and prevailing generally

through the language, would indicate a fragmentary resolution of

thought greater than in Malay. Such a character in the language

would correspond to the degree of ready excitability evinced in the

mental action of the race.

^ Teichelmann and Schiirmann, pp. 5, 6, 14, 15. - Ibid. p. 2.
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90. In the following examples the concurrent initial consonants of

the affixes are not divided, but given in combination, as by the
grammarian of the language :

—

1st pers. pi. by to in he stay fut.

(1.) ha • cllu • I'ita'iigapa loande'ota, he will stay with us;^ iiadlu

1st pers. gen.

has a double postposition attached to its ablative. (2.) hai ' to
child by 1st pers. to give perf. Ist pers.

waJcivahfrlo hai • itini ynhk-i, my child gave (it) to me.- (3.) ha •

dual man neg. sit pres.

dli meywrti tikka'ndi, we are sitting without company ;3 -rti is pro-
table on garment pi. put

hibitive suffix with verbs. (4.) I'airalo'aima viuf_erta'nna wonda'
2d sing, earth full (84)

ndo yerta hutto-ne-ttoai, put the clothes on the table lest they
become full of earth ; ^ nijido is the ablative, by thee, and from it

-ndo is taken for second singular imperative ; -ne is inchoative, -ttoai

thou me by to in speak incho. pres. part, me by ear

preventive, (o.) Ninna ha'tta'iia'hga wamja' n • inerla, a'ttoyurre'
send (84) speech

haita'n'ma warra, had you spoken to me I should have obeyed your
advice (thou speaking to me) ; ^ atto is for hatto, h being dropped
after another word. The verbs which are constructed with the agent in

the ablative are all explained in the vocabulary as active, but in general

there is nothing to show whether their radical meaning is not rather

passive, !N'ow kaitandi. send, is one of those verbs, and here it appears

that it cannot be taken passively, for the idea would then be, by me your

speech would be ear-sent, which is not equivalent to its being obeyed.

2d per. gen. speech ear send to I come perf.

(6.) Nbvko icarra yurre'kaita't'ita, hai hudn ' i, I came in order

to hear you speak ;
^ t denotes the verbal noun, so that -tifa expresses

me by now 1st per. pi. go think past

the infinitive. (7.) haito narta ha'dlu padtii'H-na yaiUa-tti, I

thought we would go now ; ^ -Una is explained as a hj^pothetical or

thou now go fut. 1st per. pi, here

ideal infinitive. (8.) Ninna harta padne-ota ha'dlii yainfa
sleep 1st pi. hither bring

wande'adlu, you will now go, we sleep here.'^ (9.) Parni manma-
2d per. 3d per. pi. stick pi, 1st per.

ndo pa'rna gadla'nna, bring them hither, the sticks.^ (10.) hai

almost throw 1st per. gen. little by
7iihka paJta hai • fo tokufjrrlo, my little one has almost thrown

how many day pi. midst in thy pi. how many thy

me.s (11.) Nauice tindurna xcartvhga ninkinma? nawe ninko

day pi.

iindwrna? how many days have you been on the road? how long

will you stay 1 ^ literally, how many days in the midst were thine 1

how many are thy days? If an adjective or adjective pronoun be

joined to a substantive, the number and case are frequently expressed

by one while the other remains unchanged, but the predicate must have

^ Teichelmann and Schiirmann, p. 8. " Ibid. p. 12. ^ Ibid. p. 16.

* Ibid. p. 18. 5 Ibid. p. 19. " Ibid. p. 20.

^ Ibid. p. 23. ^ Ibid. p. 24.
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stilly I remain pres.

its number. (12.) Burro ai tikka'tiklca'ndi, I will still remain;^ iiai

lime abl. me by house

is apt to drop n after another word. {\?).) Parndcrrlo na'tto tcodli

build fut,

taie • ta, I will build the house with lime ; ^ here are two ablatives,

black man tie make prohib. pit man charm

(14.) Pulywnna meyu titta ' a^^pe ' zirti inndi meyu nurru-
preven.

ttoai, do not hang the black man that the European be not

charmed ;
^ -nna is an adjectival affix ; tliey thought that the Euro-

peans were their ancestors come from the grave (jnndi) to revisit

their country.

DEAVIDIAN.
Tamil.

91. The languages grouped together by Bishop Caldwell, under

the name Dravidian, are the aboriginal languages of Southern

India ; and are still spoken through nearly the whole of the penin-

sular portion of India, from the Vindhya Mountains and the

river Nerbudda to Cape Comorin, as well as in scattered districts

farther north."^ Of these languages the Tamil is the earliest cul-

tivated, the most copious, and the richest in ancient forms,^ and
to it almost exclusively attention will be here directed. It is

spoken throughout the Carnatic from Pulicat to Cape Comorin
and from the Ghauts to the Bay of Bengal, in the southern part of

the Travancore country from Cape Comorin to the neighbourhood of

Trivandrum, in the northern and north-western parts of Ceylon
where Tamilian settlements began to be formed prior to the Christian

era, and in various other parts whither emigration has carried it.

And the people who speak the Tamil language are estimated in

number at about fourteen millions and a half, and in character "as
the least superstitious and the most enterprising and persevering race

of Hindoos." ^

92. The Dravidian phonesis is remarkable for its softness. It is

also characterised as vocalic, with full pressure of breath from the

chest. To its softness is due the remarkable development of cerebrals

and vibratiles, which require flexibility of the tongue, and therefore

indicate its relaxation. This condition of the tongue also favours

palatals, as the relaxed tongue lies close to the arch of the palate.

The softness is such that it is only in the stress of utterance at the

beginning of a word, or in the doubling of the letter, that a mute is

uttered as tenuis. In other positions, it is a medial uttered so softly

that the breath is apt to pass through. And as it is natural for a

consonant to be harder as an initial and when doubled, the Dravidian
utterance yields to this influence, to distinguish by a tenuis the initial

and the doubled mutes. There is thus only a single mute of each
order: post-palatal, palatal, cerebral, dental, labial, which is hard or

^ Teichelmann and Schiirmann, p. 65. - Ibid. p. 24.
^ Ibid. p. 69. * Caldwell's Comparative Dravidian Grammar, Introd., p. 1.

Ibid. p. 9. '' Ibid. p. 10.
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soft, as above stated, and each of these orders has also its nasal.

Besides these, there are five vibratiles—r, /, /, and a hard and a soft

r as well as a hard, strong ji. Tamil has neither sibilants nor k,

its only spirants being y and v. The hard r when doubled is uttered

as ttr, and when preceded by n as dr.

The vowels are a, e, i, o, u, short and long, and the diphthongs

ei and au.

A vocalic character is indicated by the rule that ? before t, n, r, r,

T, I, or /, followed by a, e, or ei, acquires something of the sound of

e / e before t or n, followed by a, e, or ei, is also opened ; and u before

any single consonant which is not followed by i, u, or e, becomes o.

This influence of the vowel through the consonant indicates a pre-

dominance of the former. And a vocalic character appears in Telugu,

Canarese, and colloquial Tamil, ending every word with a vowel.

The development of vil)ratiles seems to indicate a full pressure of

breath from the chest. Hiatus is not tolerated, because the organs

have not sufficient versatility of action for the immediate change of

their position which it requires.^

93. The structure of the Dravidian languages is synthetic, but not

megasynthetic (II. 4), and both in their verbs and in their nouns
the radical part goes first, and the accent is generally on the first

syllable. The verb has enough sense of the subject to take regularly

a personal element ; and this is taken by the Tamil verb even when
the subject is independently expressed.- The third person differs in

Dravidian according as the subject is or is not a rational being, and in

the singular it distinguishes also between the male rational being and
the female ; in the plural, in Tamil, the subjects represented by the

person must, be all rational or all ii-rational.- There is also in the

verb a sense of the succession or process, and a distinction of present,

past, and future tense.

The distinction of tense, however, is not strongly felt. The
present tense is seldom used in Tamil poetry, and in colloquial use

its element is generally omitted ; ^ the future tense often expresses

the habitual rather than the future ;
^ and there is no distinction of

tense in the negative verb.^

There is no verbal expression of a subjunctive or of an ideal mood,

nor any element expressing a passive or middle voice. The elements

of process, tense, and person are thought with] remarkable distinction

from each other. The sense of process may indeed be taken up into

a root ; but in many instances ^ the Dravidian verl) subjoins to the

root an element called by Caldwell " formative or euphonic," but

Avhich doubtless expresses Avhat is thought along with the root in

the idea of the verbal stem, and this can be nothing but the process

or succession of doing or being. As thought with different roots it

may take different forms ; and accordingly is expressed by vu, gu, (j'u,

du, or ha, subject to various changes. It is retained in participles

and verbal nouns, its presence in the latter conveying a significance as

^ Caldwell, pp. 4, 12-30. - Rhenius' Tamil Grammar, sect. 43.

3 Caldwell, p. 385. * Ibid. p. 403.

5 Ibid. p. 360. ^ Ibid p. 338.
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of English -ing ;'^ and it may also be subjoined to the root in forming

nouns more strictly substantive, in which use it expresses the suc-

cession thought more strictly as the attributive part of a substantive

object (Def. 1, 4).

To this element or to the root, if this is not used in forming the

verbal stem, is subjoined the element of tense. These elements in

Tamil are : -giV- or -gillV-, for the present ; -d-, -ncl-, or -iU-, for the

past; 'V-y -h- or -pp-, for the future. Another element, -dniJir-, is

used for the present, but very rarely ; it is believed to consist of a,

the root of dgu to become, and nillT denoting continuance. ^ The

tense elements double and harden their initial consonants, when they

are attached immediately to roots consisting of tAvo short syllables,

the final vowel of which is regarded as part of the root, and is

incapable of being elided. ^

The past is sometimes formed in all the Dravidian languages by
doubling the final consonant of roots which do not subjoin any element
of process and which consist of one syllable with a short vowel. ^ In
Tamil it is ordinarily formed by -in- when the root, consisting of two
syllables or of one long syllable, has subjoined an element of process

which then drops -u,'^ otherwise by -d- or -nd-,'^ subject to euphonic
change.

In the future v generally follows the softest consonants, and h, the

nasals n and n ; pp is used in other cases. ^

The initial consonants of the elements of tense in Tamil are all

liable to be doubled and hardened to change intransitive verbs to

transitive,^ but if there is an element of process subjoined to the root

it is on the initial consonant of that element that this affection falls

to express the transitive.'^ Some Tamil verbs which have no element
of process and whose root ends in d or r, double and harden this final

consonant in becoming transitive ; and some subjoin the pronominal
element du to the root, or itu if the root ends in a vowel which
cannot be elided.^

The person endings in Tamil are

—

singular plural

(1.) eYl, en, all. om, em, em, dm, am.

(2.) di, oi, ei, i. Ir, ir.

(3.) dn, aTl, m., dl, al, f., adu, irratl. ar, dr, argal, rati., a, irratl,

94. A causal verbal stem is formed in Tamil by subjoining to the

root, -vi-, -hi-, or -p)pi- ;^ and a Jfrequentative by doubling the root.'"

A negative verb is formed by subjoining to the verbal stem a, equiva-
lent to al, which is taken up by the initial vowel of the person,^' so as

to lengthen it.

Substantives and adjectives can take the person-endings in Dra-
vidian, and thereby be predicated of the person. '^

1 Caldwell, p. 431. ^ jbij p_ 333, 3 ib;d. p. 387, * Ibid. pp. 392, 394.
s Ibid. p. 404. 6 Ibid. p. 345. ^ ibjd. p. 343. s jbid. pp. 346, 347.
" Ibid. p. 349. " Ibid. p. 355. " Ibid. p. 366. ^- Ibid. p. 369.
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95. It is a striking feature of the Dravidian languages that all

subordinate facts which are thought as parts of a principal fact, instead

of being connected with the latter by a conjunction or relative pro-

noun, are expressed by prefixing the subordinate verb \vithout person-

ending to the principal verb if the former has the same subject as the

latter;^ and by subjoining to the subordinate verb a, expressive of

relation, instead of the person-endings, if the subordinate fact qualifies

a noun as connected with it by a relative pronoun in any case.^ The
former is called a verbal participle, the latter a relative participle,

being relative to the noun with which it is connected. The element
of tense may be retained in the participles, the present denoting that

the subordinate fact is contemporaneous with the principal fact, the

past that it is antecedent to it, the future that it is subsequent to it.^

In Tamil, however, the past participle is used for the present ; ^ and
those verbs which form the preterite with -in- drop n in the parti-

ciple.*

The verbal stem with a subjoined, but without either tense-element

or person-ending, is either used as an infinitive, the a expressing the

transition to it from the verb which governs it, or as an adverb, the a
expressing the transition to it from the verb which it qualifies, or as

an optative, the a expressing the transition to it of desire, or as a fact

accompanying another fact, the a expressing the transition to it of

such connection.^

The verbal stem may be treated as a noun and take a postposition

of case. In this way a conditional is expressed in Tamil with the

postposition il or in,^ which Caldwell regards as locative.

The imperative second singiilar is the root of the verb without any

formative suffix. In the second plural -um is subjoined to this root

in colloquial Tamil, and -min or minlr in classical Tamil ; vi in these

two latter sufhxes has probably a significance akin to the future,^ and
nm in this use of it suggests um, the stem of the oblique cases of the

plural of the second personal pronoun.

But -um forms a future when sufiixed to the verbal stem in all the

Dravidian languages. This future, however, is even less distinctly

expressive of future time than the other formation in -v-, -b-, or -pi>-.^

It takes no person-endings, but may be used in Tamil like an imper-

sonal verb in third singular neuter and also as a relative participle.^

Tliis particle um and the sense of the habitual belonging to the

Dravidian future (93) remind one of Tagala (see 54, 56). In Tagala

tail is used to denote the imperative ; but in Tamil it is used not only

as a verbal particle, but as a suffix to interrogative pronouns to denote

indefinite comprehension, as cva?l, who 1 evaTliim, every,^^ as a copula-

tive conjunction,!! and as a suffix to a conditional to express even

though,!- i.e., admitting or including the suppositioiL These are all

1 Caldwell, p. 379 ; Rhenius, p. 142. - Rhenius, p. 138, &c.
s Caldwell, pp. 379, 407. * Ibid. p. 394.

^ Ibid. p. 427 ; he regards a as demonstrative. ^ Ibid. p. 417.

' Ibid. p. 419-422. ^ Ibid. p. 403. » Ibid. p. 405. :

" Ibid. p. 337. " Ibid. p. 322. ^- Ibid. p. 419.
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kindred meanings involving a general element of signification like the

Tagala particles (58) ; and the general element which pervades these

meanings is a sense of increase, the same element Avhich is so widely

prevalent in Tagala, and which in it belongs to this particle urn as

expressing a sense of production or potential accomplishment.

96. Participial nouns are formed in Dravidian by subjoining to the

relative participle -aU for the male, -al for the female, -du for the

irrational or neuter ; the two first require to be preceded by euphonic

V. The last is in Tamil identical in form with the third singular

neuter of the verb ; but it may also express the abstract idea of the

do i^res.

verb thought as a noun, so that h'eyrjir'adu may mean either it does,

that which does, or the doing ; ^ in the first and last adu is the pro-

nominal suffix, in the second du seems to be subjoined to the relative

participle.

Participial abstract nouns are formed also in Tamil by subjoining
be pres.

mei to the present or preterite relative participle, as iru'kkiTlT'a, which

is, iru-lildnra-mei, being.-

Verbal abstract nouns, which, like the participial nouns, may govern

an object and be qualified by adverbs, are formed by subjoining -al or

walk walk

-dal to the verbal stem, as nada-lilral or nada-lilafdal, walking.

97. And abstract nouns which are truly nouns to be qualified by

adjectives may be formed from roots by subjoining either viei, as

2)nrinnei, endurance, or am with doubled consonant of root, as

tulik'am, sleep, or g, d, b, with various vowel terminations, as h'eygei,

an action, or by doubling and hardening the final consonant of

tlie root, as imtt-^i, a song, from pdd'u, to sing ; or if it be a mono-

syllable by lengthening its vowel, as pad-2i,, sufi'ering, from pad-u,

to suffer.^

Nouns of the agent are formed by adding -i sometimes to the root

and sometimes to the stem of the verb.*

These formations indicate a clear distinction between the idea of the

verb and the idea of the noun. There is, moreover, sufficient sense of

the individul substance of the noun to produce suffixes expressive of

plurality, ar or mar for rational nouns,^ and gal or a for irrational,'' all

being subject to euphonic change. But, ordinarily, there is no expres-

sion of number in the Tamil noun, especially if irrational, though the

plural is generally expressed in the rational pronouns. Even when an

irrational noun is pluralised in Tamil, the verb is rarely pluralised to

correspond.'^ In modern Tamil the rational plural element ar is

usually employed for a honorific singular, and for the rational plural,

when expressed a compound, argal is used.^ When mar is used for

the plural it is added to the elements of sex, an and al ; when ar or

argal is used it takes the place of these.^

[
1 Caldwell, p. 429. 2 ibid, p. 430. "" ^ ibid. p. 431-434.
4 Ibid. p. 440. 5 Ibid. p. 136. « Ibid. pp. 140, 144.
" Ibid. p. 129. 8 ibicL p. 135. s Ibid. p. 136.
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98. The_Tamil personal pronouns are

—

plural.

singular. nominative,
nominative, oblique. inclusive. exclusive. oblique.^

(1.) ijdll, ndll eTl- {l/dia, nam) {nCuKjal) em-, nam-, eiigal-

(2.) 7il, niy m?l-, uU-, nir, nlyir, nivir, nun-, um-, uiigal'

nun- ningal

The 3d is a demonstrative.

The reflexive is

—

tan tall tarn?

In the nominative of the personal pronouns the vowel is long, in

the oblique cases it is short. The demonstrative bases are : a the remote,

i the proximate, u the intermediate ; and the interrogative base is e or

yd. To these are subjoined in Tamil -all for the malc,-a.^ for the female,

-(hi for the irrational, -ar for the rational plural, and -ei for the irrational

plural, V being inserted for euphony before all these except dn.'^ From
these bases Tamil fonns nouns with -mei, the m being doubled, and

mei meaning birth or being.^ It also forms from tall self, tallmei

selfness, nature. Each of the dialects possesses also an interrogative

pronoun in n or m less definite than that in da; thus in Tamil edu

means which 1 e/l what 1 "^ Tamil has also demonstrative adjectives,

anda that, Inda this,' and interrogative eUda which 1
^

The demonstrative bases a and i may be prefixed to substantives,

and then either the initial consonant of the substantive is doubled, or

the demonstrative vowel is lengthened. The former plan is adopted

invariably in Tamil ; and if the substantive begin Avith a vowel the v

which is then inserted is doubled as if it were initial. In Tamil the

interrogative e is occasionally lengthened in the irrational singular

cdu cn.^

99. Comparative thought is not fully carried out in the Dravidian

languages in a due production of tmly comparative elements. " The

majority of adjectives in all the Dravidian dialects are nouns of quality

or relation, which become adjectives by position alone without any

structural change whatever, and Avithout ceasing to be in themselves

noims of quahty." '" There is, however, often euphonic change and

assimilation of the final consonant of the quality and the initial of the

following noun, and sometimes the vowel of the former is lengthened

to compensate for its final vowel which has been dropped. Many
Tamil nouns ending in y'u, dti, ndu, o, ru, or Ui, double and harden

these consonants when they are used as adjectives or when case signs

are suffixed to them.^^

Relative participles, and nouns of quality, converted into relative

participles by the addition of participial formatives, are largely used

as adjectives hi all the Dravidian languages ;
*- and also nouns of

1 Caldwell, p. 310. = Ibid. p. 311. ^ Ibid. p. 291.
*

Ibid. pp. 315, 316. ' Ibid. p. 320, * Ibid. p. 321.
^

Ibid. p. 322. 8 Ibid. p. 324. » Ibid. p. 323.
1"

Ibid. p. 204. " Ibid. p. 205. 1- Ibid. p. 207.
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quality with the suffixes of the relative participles more or less modi-

fied, -iya, -a, -um, -alia, -cujum, these last two being relative participles

of a, to become.^ There are no forms for degrees of comparison.

Of adverbs, properly speaking, there are none. " Every word that

is used as an adverb in the Dravidian languages is either a noun or a

verbal theme or the infinitive or gerund of a verb."^

100. There is an imperfectly developed habit of correlation. "All
the Dravidian postpositions are or have been nouns, and are generally

suffixed in their uninflected form or in the nominative." ^ This shows

that the element of relation is not thought properly as transitional

with a due sense of the correlatives (Def. 8), but that the mind tends

to dwell on it and think it as an independent object. And hence it

is that the Dravidian languages tend to use for the expression of

relations not a mere particle which shall be a sign of the relation, but

a word or phrase which has a distinct meaning of its own.* Hence
also it is that substantives are not thought habitually as correlatives,

and often need to be connected with the postpositions of case, and
with words which govern them by pronominal elements which may be

thought correlatively. "In a very large number of instances, that

form of the Dravidian noun which constitutes the crude base, and
which is used as the nominative, constitutes also the inflectional

base. And the case-signs are added to the base or nominative with-

out any link of connection beyond the ordinary v or y, which is

inserted to prevent hiatus between concurrent vowels. In a smaller

number of instances, a number which constitutes, however, a large

minority, the base or nominative receives an augmentation, and it

is to this inflectional increment that the case-signs are attached. This

inflected form of the noun is frequently used by itself without the

addition of any case - termination, and when so used it has some-

times a locative, sometimes a possessive or adjectival force." ^ Now
this inflectional increment is in Tamil either -iU or -attu, or the two

together, -attiTl; -attu, and -attiTl being used only with irrational

abstract nouns in -am, or Sanskrit neuters in -am,^ and am being

dropped when att is taken. There are in Tamil a few naturally plural

pronominals which receive in their oblique cases the inflectional incre-

ment -attru ; for example, avei those, sila few, jpala many, ella dlU
Tamil nouns ending in du and ru, instead of taking an inflectional

increment, form the basis of their oblique cases by doubling the final

d and r (u is regarded as merely enunciative, the habits of utterance

requiring that every word shall end either in a vowel, semi-vowel,

or nasal). ^ These final consonants being doubled are hardened, d
becoming ft, and r becoming ttr.^

The postpositions of case are, most of them, " in reality separate

words;" "but several of them have lost the faculty of separate

existence, and can only be treated now as case terminations." In the

1 Caldwell, p. 208-211. - Ibid. p. 441. ^ Hjij. p. 213.
^ Ibid. p. 173. 5 Ibid. p. 155. « Ibid. pp. 151, 157, 160.
7 Ibid. p. 161. 8 Ibid. p. 79. » Ibid. p. 163.
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plural the particle of pluralisation goes before them.i In Tamil they

are as follows :

—

Accusative, -ei ; often omitted with irrational nouns.^

Instrumental, -dl or -dn.

Conjunctive, -odu, -ddu, or -udaTl ; iidaOl is a noun signifying con-

junction ; ottu, verbal noun of od, means adhesion.^

Dative, -A-w, generally preceded by w, but in personal pronouns by
a ; Ic doubled after either.^

Ablative, -il or -in.

Genitive, -a, probably identical with a, the formative of the relative

participle ; ^ used only as genitive ending of the personal pronoun.*^

Locative, -kan^ means place, but is rarely used ; also -i7, a place

;

idam^ a place ; -idattil, in placeJ

Two or more case - postpositions are occasionally compounded
together, as locative subjoined to dative, or dative or ablative sub-

joined to locative.^

101. The inflectional increment consists of the two elements attu

and iU, which are quite similar in their use, and therefore probably in

their nature. Attn, however, can be used only with irrational singular

nouns, and is plainly an altered form of the irrational demonstrative

pronoun adu.^ It is probable, therefore, that ill also is pronominal,

and similar to the pronominal connective n which is so much used in

Tagala, and prevails so widely in the Oceanic languages. But, in

order fully to imderstand the nature of the inflectional increment, it

is important to inquire whether the pronominal elements of which it

consists represent the noun to which they are subjoined, or that with

which they connect that noun. Now, attu evidently represents the

nomi to which it is subjoined, for it agrees with that noun in gender

and number ; but there is no such agreement in the use of in, which is

used with all genders and both numbers, and it is tlierefore more open

to question which member of the comiection it represents. The use

of ill, however, subjoined to att, suggests that in probably represents,

not the noim to which it is subjoined, but rather the other member

;

and this is confirmed by considering the significance of those doubled

and hardened letters which form so striking a feature in Tamil
102. This doubling and hardening of the consonants expresses

always a complementary thought of the element to wluch the con-

sonant belongs, whereby the thought of that element in its present

application is completed, "\\nien the final consonant of a verbal root

is doubled and hardened to form the stem of a noun (97), this addi-

tional utterance expresses the additional mental action whereby the

succession that is in the verb is thought in its totality as an entire

object of thought (Def. 4). And when the final consonant of a

monosyllabic verbal stem with a short vowel is doubled and hardened

1 Caldwell, p. 149. - Ibid. p. 167. » n,id. p. 174.

^ Ibid. pp. 165, 175. ^ ibid. p. 192. •* Ibid. p. 193.

7 Ibid. p. T9S. ^ Ibid. p. 202. » Ibid. p. 162.
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to express the past (94), there is also a thought of completion added

to the sense of verbal succession which such a root has taken up in

its use as a verb.

In all the other cases of doubling and hardening consonants, the

complementary element of thought which is added is a sense of con-

nection. AVhen in a verb the initial consonant of the formative

element of process, or in the absence of such an element the initial

consonant of the element of tense, or the final consonant of the root,

is doubled and hardened to express transition to an object (94) ; the

additional utterance expresses the completion of the thought of the

verb as affecting the object. And when in a noun the initial con-

sonant is doubled and hardened on having the demonstrative a or t

prefixed (98), or the final consonant of the root is doubled and

hardened on the occasion of the noun being used adjectivally, or

being affected with postpositions of case (100) ; the additional utter-

ance expresses the completion of the thought of the noun as connected

with the demonstrative or with the other noun or with the relation.

So, too, when a verbal root consists of two short syllables, and its

final vowel is radical and cannot be elided, there being no formative

element of process, there is nothing transitional to form a connection

between the root and the element of tense, and this latter doubles

and hardens its initial consonant to complete the thought of it as

connected with the root (94).

' And it would seem that in general, when the initial of an affix is

increased by being doubled, it is due to the root and aflix not being

ready to coalesce, and to the afiix requiring a complementary element

to connect it with the root, or to the affix requiring such an element

to connect the formation with another object as is the case with the

transitive verbs.

103. Now if this be so, the inflectional increment attu which
connects the noun with a postposition or with another noun is to be

regarded as the pronoun adu, representing the noun to which it is

subjoined, but having its consonant doubled and hardened to express

the clement of connection which the mind adds to it in completing

the thought of it as connected with what follows. And what follows

attu must pertain to what attu connects the noun with. The com-

pound inflectional increment att'^'Tl when it serves for a genitive has

always adu subjoined to it, and can only be used when followed by an

tree

^rrational noun, which evidently adu represents, as mavatt-iWadii
branch

Icoppu, branch of a tree.^ But it may also connect a noun with post-

tree

positions of case, as mavatt'iTl'cd, by a tree." And in either case ill

expresses the attention directed to what follows it. From this it may

be inferred that when iJl is used alone as an inflectional increment, it

represents pronominally not the noun to which it is attached, but the

^ Culdwcll, p. 187. -^Ibid. p. 157.
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other member of the connection ; and in this it differs from the

American arthritic elements, whereas attii agrees with these (see

II. 33, 35 ; Def. 7).

104. The analogy is very remarkable between the doubled con-

sonants in Tamil and in the language of Adelaide in Australia (89)

;

and it confirms the view which has been taken of the significance of

this feature in both languages.

In both, this feature indicates a tendency to think separately what
requires such complementary mental act to connect it ; and when this

affects a fine element, it shows a degree of readiness to think light

fragments as separate objects of thought. In Tamil, indeed, this

shows itself somewhat difterently from its appearance in the above
Australian language ; for it is in the separateness of the light elements

of process and tense as shown in their independent connection with

the object of a transitive verb, that this facility of detachment is

perhaps most clearly seen in Tamil. At the same time there is a

combination of these elements with the verbal root, which puts a wide

difference between the evidence of a fragmentary tendency which
may be discerned in Tamil and that which characterises Polynesian.

In the former also there is no prevalence of disyllabic roots, for there

was not that concrete particularity of thought which prevails where

nature supplies what man needs ready to his hand if he will find it.

In India, life was more difficult, and required attention to the

essential conditions of utility and success in the nature of things and

in the modes of action. These therefore were noted separately and
generalised, and consequently the radical ideas of the race were too

abstract and general to satisfy the conditions of Book I., chap i., 7.

105. As to the position of the parts of a sentence in Tamil, it may
be stated generally that the subject precedes the verb, and the verb

ends the sentence ; the qualifying word precedes what it qualifies
;

and the second member of a correlation precedes the first, even the

genitive of the personal pronouns going before the noun which

governs, it instead of being a suffix.^ But the structure of the lan-

guage will be better seen in a few examples.

love beginning good dispositions sinners
i

dat. are not

106. (1.) Anhu • mudal ' OJla ' nar(juna-h(jal pdvigalr u • JiJc •illei,

love and the other good dispositions are not with sinners ;
- mudal is

a substantive and means a beginning ; mudaldlla is an adjective and

means having beginning ; and this is defined by anhu love, and what

is meant is love and the rest ; but instead of being expressed with a

copulative, they are thought together as a series Avhose first term

is love, the good dispositions having love at the head of them
;

nargunanyal is the plural of nargunam, which is from nal good, and

Jiunam disposition; illei is an aoristic negative of any tense or person.

^

This mode of thinking a number of objects as an aggregate defined by

one of them has some resemblance to the Malay idiom (81, 1)

1 Rhenius' Tamil Grammar, sect. 42. - Ibid, sect 43.

3 Caldwell, p. 367.
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beginnin,!? gods rise past 3d pi. rati.

(2.) Tevendiran'viudalalla-dvvargaL eru • ml • in ' cityal, Tevendiran

and the rest of the gods rose up;^ mb is a formative of process,

God wicked pi. accus. punish

making verbal stem. (3.) Pardharall tullmdrlik ' ar • ei tandi-

pres. 3d sing, male

Ickir ' dr, God punishes the wicked ; - ^;ara means other, excel-

lent, supreme ; Uillmarlik- is from hill, evil, and markkam, way ; -ar-

charity business ace, concerning speak

is rational plural. (4.) Taruma ' kciriij • ait • ei ' kkzitHttu peg''

past 3d pi. rati,

i?l • argal, they spoke concerning the charity business ;
^ taru-

mam means virtue ; kdriyam, business ; -att-, inflectional increment

kuTittu is the past participle of kuri'kkiV'ZUy I describe or define.

virtue way ace. from leave past he

(b.) K'aWnidrkk'att'ei'vittu vila'g'iU'dn, he forsook the path of

virtue ; ^ -att- is inflectional increment ; vittu is root of verb vittugiVeTl^

Heave; vila'g-lfl'cin is the past of vila'gu-gtT 'eTl, I turn from. (6.)

growing corn place in parrot corn ace. eat pres. 3d sing, irrat.

Fayir • iWida-ttiV kil.lei payivei tilVgiV ' adu, the parrot

of the cultivated field eats the grain ; ^ -ill- and -it- are inflectional

increments ; idam, place ; the locative becomes iT before k.

night by there go die past 2d sing.

(7.) Irdiiin'y'ilc angc-bo'Ud'ydll'dT k'e'ti'cd, hadst thou travelled

there by night thou wouldst have died ;
* hoUd is a gerundive formation

of ho, and alia of a, to become ; dV is the instrumental postposition

risen

dl changed by Ic to dV ; y between vowels is euphonic. (8.) TonTi-ya
sun ace. describe past he

k'unyalVei huTi ' it -dr, he described the risen sun;^ ionViya is the

30

past relative participle of ionTugiren, I appear (95). (9.) Ittallei

splendour adv. which appears sun God of greatness ace.

inrakdg'am-ai toHTiya ' k'unyanpardharalVudeiya makimeryd-y
declare pres. 3d sing, male

arivi'kkiT ' dll, the sun which appears so sjjlendidly declares

the glory of Godj^ tdnTiya, the past participle used for the pre-

sent (95); aVivi is causative of aVi, to know; y euphonic. (10.)
world ace. create past rel. God all pi. loc, iudef, high be

Ulak-attei patei ' it - a pardharan ell-dr • il • um 2iya-vnit • iru-

1 Rhenius, sect. 43. ^ Ibid. sect. U. ^ jbid. sect. 49.
* Ibid. sect. 53. 5 n^i^ su^-t. 55.
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pres. 3d male

hkiT ' cir, Gotl who created the world is high above all
;

' -atf- is

inflectional increment of ulakant,, the world
;
pateitta, the past relative

participle (95) of pateikJcircn, I create; elldr, the rational plural;

uijamd is the past verbal participle of liijaru'giVell, I am high.

God world > ace. create past rel. manner wonder be

(11.) Pardharall uldk'attei patei • tt . a vidam ak'k'ariyam 'dyiru

pres. 3d sing, irrat.

kldllT ' adu, the manner in which God created the world is wonder-

ful ;
^ -dy is the adverbial termination added to^the noun dk'k'ariijam ;

this world in

the relative oi j)ateitta is in an oblique relation. (12.) l-cvidak-att-ilv

appear true wisdom ace. teach many manner charity pi. ace. do past

tdnri me'n'n'dlVatt'ei potittii pala ' vit • tarumau'gal'eik'k'eydwv'and'

rel. Lord all instr. indef. desire suffer fit he

a karutfar ell'dr • dl • %im viruriiha-ppadaitaklc(vvar, the Lord who
appeared in this world, who taught true wisdom and did various

charitable actions, ought to be desired (loved) by all ;
^ euphonic v is

doubled after i (see 98) ; -att-, inflectional increment ; the c added to il

is not explained either by Ehenius or Caldwell ; tdllTi and j^otittu,

past participles, having the meaning of relative participles, but when a

number of these occur in succession the last only retains the relative

element -a; -du- is the element of process formative of the verbal

stem k'eydu ; -ar- is rational plural of i.'Jla ; pada is the infinitive of

padii-gircll, I sufi'er, which is one of the verbs used to express a pas-

sive, and it is here subjoined for that purpose to the infinitive vinimba ;

I this ace.

takka is the past participle of tacjugirm, I am fit. (13.) Ndll id • ei

do finish go pres. I

k'k'eifdwmud-iit-u po-gir-cn, when I have finished doing this I si i all

this

go ;2 mudittu is past participle of mudvkkiT-m, I finish. (U.) Inda'

letter me instr. write suffer be pres. 3d sing, irrat.

kkdkitam mn- dl?,- g-erii-dappattim-kkinr • adu, this letter has

been written by me ; ^ initial of noun is doubled after demonstra-

tive (98) ; g is euphonic ; eruda is infinitive of eru-du-gir-cU, I write

;

patt-, past participle of padu-givm, I sufi'er. It may perhaps be

conjectured, following out the supposition of sect. 102, that the final V

of gir is increased by a nasal when the verb and the subject are such

that the former does not readily combine with the latter in present

realisation.

1 Rhenius, sect. 55. - Ibid. sect. 56. ^ ibid. sect. 63.
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EGYPTIAN.

107. The Egyptian language, which had remained undisturbed till

the Arab conquest of the country, could not withstand the conse-

quences of that event. Already in the tenth century of our era it

was unknown to most of the inhabitants of Lower Egypt, the Arabic

having taken its place. And although in Upper Egypt the Sahidic

dialect of Egyptian still lived in the mouths of the people so late as

the beginning of the fifteenth century, it was a dead language in the

seventeenth ; and the Egyptian of the Bible and of the liturgy had to

be interpreted in Arabic.^ The language of Egyptian literature is

sometimes, as by Schwarze, called Coptic, so as to include under that

name the three dialects ; and sometimes by Coptic is meant the

Lower or Memphitic dialect,^ the other two dialects being the Bash-

muric, which was spoken in the Delta, and the Sahidic or Thebaic,

which belonged to tipper Egypt. To avoid ambiguity it may be well

to call the whole language Egyptian, and not to speak of Coptic at

all. It is known in a copious literature, principally ecclesiastical,

beginning with the Egyptian versions of Scripture, which are thought

to have been made about the second century.^ And it is substantially

the same language as that of the monuments,^ which will here be

called Old Egyptian.

108. The Egyptian consonants are li, Jc', k', g\ t, f, p, p, h, b\ h,

%> §) ^>/> ^> ^^> *'^/ tlie vowels are a, e, i, o, tiJ^

109. A large proportion of Egyptian substantives and adjectives

are the same word as the verbs of the same radical meaning, being

distinguished only by their use in the sentence, especially by their

taking the articles. But the language is not by any means destitute

of nominal formative endings subjoined to the root, -ti, -te, 4, -s, -i, -e, -/,

there being apparently a tendency to distinguish the feminine gender

from the masculine by a heavier ending ;
^ sometimes also by altering

the vowel of the penultimate syllable of the masculine.^

In Old Egyptian all nouns of the feminine gender have a final tJ

It is very remarkable in Egyptian that every substantive is either

of the masculine or of the feminine gender, as appears from the pro-

nominal elements which refer to them.^ There is a remarkable

tendency also to particularise substantive objects in their class, or to

individualise them in themselves, so that a substantive is accompanied
for the most part by a definite article to particularise it, or by an
indefinite to individualise it ; and pronominal elements are used to an
extraordinary extent. In the plural, the individual is apt to be more
or less merged in the aggregate.

The definite article is, for the masculine singular p, with or without
a vowel following, and liable to be changed euphonically to p ; for

the feminine singular, t with or without a vowel following, and liable

^ Schwarze, Koptische Grammatik, p. 9-12.
2 Tattam's Egyptian Grammar, Preface. ^ Schwarze, pp. 6, 7.

* Tattam, p. 1-6. « Schwarze, p. 391-398, ^ Tattam, p. 15.
'' Bunsen, Egypt, i. p. 289. 8 Tattam, p. 14.
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to be changed euphonically to 6, and for both genders in the plural

ni or nen.^

The indefinite article is for both genders, in the singular n, and in

the plural han or hen.^ Both articles precede their noun.
In general, Egyptian substantives have no distinction of form for

singular and plural.^ Of those which do distinguish number, far the

larger portion form the plural by a plural ending coupled with more
or less internal change, the remainder by internal change without any
plural ending. The plural endings are various, but they almost all

consist of vowels, among which u generally predominates, though some
plurals are formed in i and e.* In Old Egyptian u was the only
plural ending, and there was also a dual in ti.^

110. Egyptian is, like Malay, deficient in elements of relation

properly thought as such. Indeed, in those general relations which
are apt to adhere to nouns as the elements of case, Egyptian is more
deficient than Malay (70) ; for it expresses those relations only by
pronominal elements prefixed to the governed noun and representing

that which governs it. The genitive takes a stronger element than
the others, namely, enf, but the other cases take, without any distinc-

tion of one case from another, e, em, or en, which have as well as ent

the nature of a relative pronoun referring to an antecedent.'' The
nominative when it follows the verb is apt to be preceded by enrf'e in

the Memphitic dialect and eiik'i in the Sahidic, which are of a rela-

tive pronominal nature. ''^ The possessive relation is expressed by the

definite article proper to the possession with a subjoined to express

the power the God is

transition to the possessor; as in'amalii i>'ai>ti pe, the power is of

God. 8

Egyptian, like ]\Ialay, instead of thinking elements of relation tran-

sitionally with a due sense of the correlatives, is apt to dwell on them,

so as to think them as nouns, and to compound them ; but there

are about eight which are thought lightly as true prepositions.^

Hence when the object governed is a personal pronoun the relation is

apt to be thought as part of it (see Def. 8), and attaches it as a pos-

sessive suffix,^" being often expressed by a noun denoting a part of the

body; as rat foot, ro mouth, tot hand, x^^ neck, het heart, lira face,

go head. Such nouns with the relative prefix e, en, or with the pre-

positions sa to, ha to, "xa towards, preceding them, and the possessive

suffixes subjoined to them express imder, before, &c., as governing

the person which is suffixed to them." Sometimes these combinations

are used before nouns to express a relation which governs the noun :

and that the judge deliver thee rel. hand his rel. the officer

a^ itoh ente pi pefti-hap tei ' I- e' tot • ef em pi praktOr,an(}iW\ai

the judge deliver thee to the officer ;
^- e represents what has gone

1 Tattam, p. 10. ^ Ibid. p. 12. ^ ibid. p. 15. * Schwarze, p. 398-408.

6 Bunsen, i. p. 290. « Schwarze, pp. 459, 471, 478 ; Bunsen, v. pp. 62? 623.

7 Schwarze, p. 460. ^ Tattam, p. 13.

9 Ibid. p. 100 ; Schwarze, pp. 462, 463. *" Schwarze, p. 384.

" Ibid. p. 346-349 ; Tattam, p. 34. ^- Schwarze, p. 483.
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before, and ef represents iiraldor in connection with iot ; etotef

expresses to ; em represents tot in connection with pi ^jraMor.

There are no conjunctions, except tioh and, lie also,^ san if, and some

pronominal elements which are used as conjunctions.

111. In Old Egyptian the number of simple adjectives, properly so

called, is extremely small ; because many adjectives are at the same

time substantives, and many others are also verbs.- Adjectives are

sometimes formed in Egyptian by the relative particles e, et, ed

prefixed to verbs. There are no adjectival forms for degrees of

comparison. 3
I thoumasc. thou fern, he she

112. The personal pronouns are : anoA; entok, ento, entof, entos,

we ye they

anon, entoten, entou. The corresponding personal suffixes, sub-

singular.

1st 2d masc. 2d fem. 3d masc. 3d fern,

jective, possessive, and objective, are :
-?', -/•, -e, -/, -s

;

plural

-Q 2d 3d

-w, -ten, -u. Sometimes the first singular suffix possessive or objective

is -t, and the second feminine -ti or -iA The cases of the personal

pronoims are expressed by the same relative elements as the cases of

nouns with the above suffixes subjoined to them.^ Possessive pro-

nouns are formed with the definite article, representing the possessed,

and the personal suffixes, and are prefixed to the noun which is

art. thy son art. sister

possessed,*^ as pe ' k seri, thy son ; te'k soni, thy sister. The first

singular possessive is im.
There is also an element of personality, emmo or eninia, and another,

uaa or iiaat, which, having taken the personal suffixes, are used for

the personal pronouns with strengthened personality, the former as

object, the latter either as subject or object.'''

113. In the Egyptian verb the root takes up little or none of the

subjectivity ; and the realisation in the subject is expressed by

detached verbal elements with which the persons are combined as

suffixes, and which are then followed by the verbal root. In Old

Egyptian the verbal root could take its subject after it immediately

whether noun or pronoun, in the present and the past, but it also

used auxiliary verbal elements detached from the root ; and in the

past this was the usual formation. § In the later language it was only

the verbs j^^o'^j to say ; tre, to do ; and viare, an imperative or opta-

tive verb, which thus immediately took their subject when it was a

personal pronoun as a personal suffix ; ^ a few other verbs in the

imperative were thro'wn into this immediate connection with their

pronominal subject by the urgency of command. ^"^

The Egyptian language is marked by a strong sense of the subject

and of the fact which is realised, and hy a weak sense of the realisa-

tion in the subject. The interest of fact lies rather in its outward

1 Tattam, p. 103. - Bunsen, i. p. 290. ^ Tattam, p. 24-26.
4 Schwarze, p. 358. ^ Ibid. p. 342-344. « Tattam, p. 37 ; Bunsen, i. p. 283.
" Schwarze, pp. 345, 346. » Bunsen, v. pp. 656, 658.

'-' Schwarze, p. 421. ^^ Ibid. p. 422.
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accomplishment tlian in the affection of the subject. And tlic clement

of succession of being or doing which is associated with the subject as

reahsed in it, expresses process of accomplishment rather than of sub-

jective affection.

114. From this want of subjectivity arises the strangely objective

nature of the verb to be, in Egyptian. It is expressed by the demon-
strative element pe when the subject is masculine singular, tS when it

I the small

is feminine singular, and ne when it is plural, as annl- pe pi ^cug'i, I

am the small (one).^ The realisation in the subject is here expressed

by a demonstrative direction of attention to the subject (Def. 7).

The subject is thought strongly, and precedes pe.

The verb substantive is also expressed by an individualising direction

of attention to the subject, the indefinite pronoun, uon, being used as

the verb to be, with its subject after it.^ In the Old Egyptian there

are, besides these, two elements of a verbal nature which are used as

verb substantive ; er, ar, which in later Egyptian means to do, and
an, which appears also in later Egyptian as o, oif' These Old Egyp-
tian elements, ar and au, remind one of the Yei elements ra and v:a

;

and tlieir significations, too, seem to be not dissimilar (I. 37.)

115. From the weak sense of the realisation in the subject, it also

follows that when that realisation is further weakened by being

thought in the past, it is apt to be supplemented by an additional

element of affirmation. And thus the past is expressed by n prefixed

to the verbal personal element, and by subjoining to the verb pc,

which does not change with the gender and number of the subject,'* as

I desti'oy

n'a'i iaico pe, I destroyed, I was destroying, I had destroyed ; a
is an element of verbal process.*

116. The strong sense of accomplishment appears in the dis-

tinctions of the verb with reference to accomplishment to which
expression is given. Thus there are three tenses, each of which is

called perfect, aorist, and present, and which therefore must all

express accomplishment present or past, differing only in the strengtli

I destroy I destroy I destroy

of their verbal element; as a'i tako, sa'i tako, ei tako. The
first is called by Schwarze emphatic, the second intensive, the third

weakened emphatic. A still weaker tense is that in which the verbal

element is given up, and the personal suffix stands alone. The weak-

ness of this tense consists in the want of accomplishment, the tense

being applied only to the present. On the other hand, a stronger

sense of accomplishment than in any of the above is expressed by

putting the subject, when it is a noun, after the verbal element a in

place of the personal suffix. This expresses a less engagement of the

personal life of the subject, and is applied only to what is finished

and past ; and sometimes this more complete accomplishment is

expressed, at least in the Bashmuric dialect, by aa instead of a, fol-

lowed by third person or noun, and sometimes in all the dialects by

1 Schwarze, p. 418. - Ibid p. 420.

3 Bunsen, i. p. 292 ; Schwarze, pp. 423, 425. •• Schwarze, p. 440.
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repeating a as a prefix to the verbal root after the subject noun.

This second a may or may not have a personal element.

^

The future is expressed by the verb na, to go, preceded by the

usual verbal personal elements, and followed by the verbal root

(see Vei, I. 42) ; also by the element e instead of na ; and also,

though much less frequently, by tm' or ta as verbal element, with the

personal suffix subjoined and the verbal root following.- A past

future also is formed by j)refixing to the future, 71 the element of the

past, and often by also subjoining j^e after the verbal root.^

117. Owing to the strong sense of the subject, and of the accom-

plishment, and the detachment of the latter from the former, the

conception of fact wants unity, and negation generally gets a double

expression ; e7i or 71 preceding the verbal personal element negatives

the realisation in the subject, and uti or en following the root nega-

tives that which is reaUsed (see 37).'* In the Memphitic dialect,

however, the first of these is often omitted. There is a stronger

negative particle, em or e?»j?, wliich seems to be ere strengthened with

2Je, as if it was the assertion of a negative, and this when used instead

of 671 does not require the second particle.^

With the verb substantive pe, the subject, as has been said above,

takes the lead, and is followed by j^e, and pe is followed by the pre-

dicate. But in negativing such a proposition the order is somewhat
changed. The subject, indeed, still comes first, being followed by the

first negative e7i ; but then comes the predicate, followed by the

second negative are ; and this is followed by j^e.^ In this arrange-

ment ere seems to negative the subject as such, and an the predicate

;

and then unity is given to this twofold negative by j^e, which asserts

the negation.

In negativing the past, en precedes the ree which expresses the past,

but is often omitted, and an comes between the root and pe,'' as n'a-i

destroy

taJio pe, I destroyed ; ere nai taho an pe, I did not destroy
;
pe

supplements the assertion in both, the assertion in the latter being

that of a negative.

In the negation of the future, the second negative a7i is often

omitted ; for the future has not yet come forth from the subject, and

its negation in the subject is felt to be sufficient.^ On the other

hand, in the Memphitic dialect, the first negative before the element

na, when this is preceded by the person without any verbal element,

is often omitted ;
'-^ for na is then thought with least subjectivity, and

the future is negatived in its accomplishment.

118. Egyptian has a very strong sense of the dependence of facts

as relative to other facts, and expresses it by prefixing the relative

particles et ent}^ The conditional particle san, if, goes between the

verbal personal element and the verbal root.^^

1 Schwarze, p. 423-433. 2 ibi^j, p_ 444-449. » ibid. p. 451.
* Ibid. p. 435. 5 Ibid. p. 436. 6 ibid. p. 419.
7 Ibid. p. 443. 8 Ibid. p. 450. » Ibid. p. 449
" Ibid. pp. 434, 452, " Ibid. p. 453.
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The optative mood takes for its verbal element, to which the per-

sonal suffixes are attached, mare, which consists of ma give, and re

do ; and in the same way the imperative also is expressed. But
sometimes the imperative takes only ma without personal affix, fol-

lowed by the root, and a certain number of verbs form their imperative

by prefixing a to the root.^

119. A passive could be expressed in Egyptian by changing the

vowel of the verbal root to e, and a passive participle formed by pre-

fixing the relative et to the root so changed, or by adding to the

unchanged root the termination eut, or less frequently out, dut, or even
aeit.^

120. In Old Egyptian the verb had more subjectivity than in the

later language, the realisation in the subject entered more into the

thought of the verbal root, and, as has been said above (113), was less

detached from it. This gave more unity to the verbal idea, and
the single particle en or 7ie prefixed was sufficient to negative it.^

The subjective realisation also could be thought in the past without

being thereby so weakened as to need a supplementary assertive

element, and the past was expressed by e7i between the verbal root

and the personal suffix.* The closer connection between the root and
the subjective realisation is also seen in the optative, in which the

optative element 7nai, instead of taking to itself the personal suffix,

and being followed by the root, is followed by the root with the

person suffixed.^

121. One of the most striking features of the Egyptian language is

that, while it shows an inaptitude to define the thought of a relation,

and at the same time think it lightly and transitionally, with due

sense of the correlatives, it shows a constant tendency to connect

objects hj means of relative pronominal prefixes without thinking the

relation ; and it is not only substantives and adjectives which are

thus treated with relative prefixes, but also verbs. Kow such con-

nections have little unity, and such habit of thought naturally

produces also loosely-formed compounds, whose parts are imperfectly

united 6 (78).

122. These African races which were subject to Asiatic influence,

though having a minor degree of ready excitability, did not develop

disyllabic roots like the Polynesian and Malay, for this tendency was

not either in the African or the Asiatic factor of their character.

123. That the Egyptian language has a fragmentary nature appears

from the fine abstract elements which it can detach from the verbal

root ; and that these exhibit that nature as existing only in a minor

degree is seen in their being almost always combined with personal

suifixes.

124. In Old Egyptian the subject generally followed the verb,

sometimes with the object between. '^ In the later language it seems

to have had a greater liberty to precede the verb. In both periods

1 Schwarze, pp. 453, 454. - Ibid. p. 457. ^ Bunsen, i. p. 293.

•» Ibid. p. 295 .^ Ibid. p. 296. '^ Tattam, p. 104.

^ Budben, v. p. 715.
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of the language the governor generally preceded the governed, and
the attribute followed that to which it belonged, ^

be perf. he

125. The following are examples of Old Egyptian : (1.) anw a 'f
in pool rel.

em se en Pdnif, he has been in the pool of Pan ; ^ the verbal personal

element naf is detached from the verb. Bunsen calls it the perfect,

n is the sign of the past, a the emphatic present perfect (see 116)

;

imper. go to

// is probably the feminine-ending (see 109). (2.) Hapi ma ' su er

north turn say rel. god pi. northern

meh al-'i gu en neteru meni, Hapi go to the north, say to the gods

of the north ; ^ thus Bunsen translates alH, and says that it is used
rel. see thou lord god pi.

as an imperative particle. (3.) En ma ' k neb netevu, that thou
give pass, by order pi.

(mayest) see the lord of the gods"^ (see 118). (4.) Ma • u em lies • u
rel. king majesty to god house rel. in

ent suten Uer er neter ha en Amen em Apt, given by the orders

of his majesty the king to the temple of Amnion in Thebes.^ (5.)

living conductor king living find perf. he house Isis rule part.

An')(^ Har set sutji ^ha yiifii ta an"/^ km na \f pr Hest Im • t

pyramid near house Sphinx above north west rel. house Osiris lord Rusta build

aa rnia pr hu nlier mlrt ment n pr Uasav nb Rasut Jcat

perf. he pyramid his near god house rel. god that

na ' f aa ' f rma ntr ha nt ntr tn,^ the living Har the con-

ductor, the King Khufu (Cheops) the living, he designed the house of

Isis, the ruler of the pyramid near the house of the Sphinx, above
the north-west of the house of Osiris, lord of Rusta, he built his

pyramid near the temple of that goddess. This is part of an inscrip-

tion of the time of Cheops, fourth dynasty
;
^ha is a royal title, mean-

ing king of Lower Egypt, suten of Upper Egypt ;^ ta is probably
pronominal, perhaps akin to the t in ent ; meh, the north, has here a

linal t, perhaps feminine ; the t of t7i seems to be feminine.
the foundation great

The following is an inscription at Dendera : (G.) Pa senti ur
in Dendera repair monument make rel. king lord world Sun firm create Sun
m an-t suma men ar n su yb neb ta Ra men yj- Ra
son lord diadem pi. as find pass. part, in writing old pi. in day pi.

suncb sa • u Tefmes emytlmm ' id m ya as ' u mhcfu
rel. king Khuf
n sutn yjif, the great foundation of Dendera. The repair of monu-

ment was made by the king, the lord of the world, the Sun firm of

existence, the son of the Sun, lord of diadems Thothmes (III.), as it

was found in ancient writings of the days of King Cheops ;
** ar is a

verbal root which seems to be used as a noun, work of
;
yb title of

royalty ; the adjective as apparently takes the plural u, which is not
taken by its substantive ya.

rel.

The following are examples of the later Egyptian : (7.) Et-a

1 Bunsen, v. p. 715 ; Schwarze, p. 487. - Bunsen, v. p. 651.
3 Ibid. p. 663. 4 iby_ p_ gg5_
•''' Ibid. p. 670. e Ibid. p. 719.
'' Smith's Dictionary of the Bible, art. Egypt. ^ Bunsen, v. p. 721.
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the word rel. the Lord go forth from pron. you

p • sa(j'i evt p • l/es sor ehol hi • ten 6e7iu, for from you .sounded forth
the word of the Lord ;

^ a i.s the verbal element of what Sclnvarze
calls the emphatic present or perfect, and both he and Tattam take
et a as another tense formation, but surely et is always relative.

Tattam remarks that it i.s often found after the conjunctions that,

if, and but;^ and the nio.st natural interpretation of it is as a
general relative element which before a verb supplies the place

of a conjunction and before a noun of a preposition. Here it

connects the sentence with what has gone before, supplying the

place of for which is in the original, 1 Thess. i. 8 ; ehol is a pre-

position or adverb formed from the root hoi to loose,^ with the
relative e; hiten consists of the preposition hi and the pronominal
element ten, which represents what the preposition governs.

-"^

your faith rel. to God verb. pars, go forth

(8.) Aye'teniiahti et ha p'ti a •/ sor cZ/o/, your faith towards God
has gone forth ; '' this is the verbal formation with a repeated, which
is described in 116; peten is the posses.sive pronoun, te7i being suffix

of second plural, ^^e being masculine article agreeing with nahti.

and he find in the temple rel. pi. dem. rel. give ox forth with sheep

(9.) Uoli a'f g'lmi ;^e/j pi erfei en ne et ti ehe ehol nem esou

with dove with pi. art. change money 3d pi. sit

nem k'rompi nem ni fai ' herma e • u hemsi, and he found in the

temple those who sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the changers of

money sitting ; ^ «/ is verbal personal element of emphatic perfect

present, third singular masculine ; ehe, esou, and crompi are all singular,

and have no article; e'u hemsi is a weak perfect or present (116) used

but not art. Herod
participially. (10.) Alia empe p-he-herodes, but also not Herod;*' Zr,

which is used for also, is pronominal, and may intervene between the

article and the noun ; the adoption of alia (jar, &c., shows the

and one every rel. in fem. art.

Egyptian poverty of conjunctions. (11.) Uoh mm nihen et -/en ti

past verb. pi. art. 3d pi. eye

sunagorje n ' are n * u • hal, and the eyes of every one in the syna-

gogue were (fastened) on him ;
^ are is the old verb to be, which is used

in the third person both singular and plural ; nu is possessive jironoun of

third person plural with plural noun. The construction with nomina-

tive absolute is very usual when that which should follow is by emphasis
if ye

caused to precede, so also in the next example. (12.) ene enOoten

pl. art. son rel. be pi. art. work pi. rel. past you fut.

nen seri eii Ahraam pe ni hhe'ui ente Ahraam n • arftevna'

do them
ait • u, if ye were the sons of Abraham ye would do the works of

my time I not perf. come art. your time but you

Abraham.^ (IB.) Pa'sen anoh wp a • tefi j^^^' fen -sen <le n6oten

3d masc. ready rel. time every

/ • sehtot en sm nihen, my time is not come, but your time is alway

1 Schwarze, p. 429. - Tattam, p. 71. ^ Schwarzc, p. 4G3.

* Ibid. p. 429.
•'' Ibid. p. 404. " Ibid. p. 405.
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ready ; ^ the personal pronouns used as genitives along with the pos-

perf. 3d pi. make answer but pronom. pi. indef. art.

sessives for emphasis. (14.) J. • w • er uo de eng'e lian

indef. pron. from among pi. art. def. scribe

uon ebol yen ni sa;^, but some of the scribes made answer;'

eng'e is a pronominal element which introduces the subject (110).
these words neg. a man neg. be rel. indef. pron. a devil with him

(15.) Nai sag'i na%i romi an jye e uon u demon 72e??z • a/, these

words are not of a man that hath a devil ;
^ nai is plural of ^a^, tai,

but the verb substantive pe is in its singular form though its subject

is plural; for the negative construction (see 117) the first negative
indef. rel. him rel. this rel. fut. give

here being na instead of en. (16.) Uon'ta'f em p'e eO na'ti
judgment rel. mouth his

hap e TO •

f, he hath one (viz., this) who will judge him;*
U071 asserts as verb substantive ; enta is relative, serving for dative

past command for rel. hand his rel. the Spirit

relation to / (17.) Ne af honlien gar pe e tot • ef em pi pneuma,
for he commanded the Spirit ;

^ af is the verbal personal element of

the emphatic perfect present, third person singular masculine ; for the

construction of the past with ne and pe see 115; and for e totef

see 110.

NUBIAN.

126. The Nubian consonants are h, g, g', t, d, p, b, s, s, w,f, r, I, «,

w, 71, m ; the vowels a, e, i, o, u ; and diphthongs ai, au. From the

absence of li and the aspirates, Lepsius infers the want of pressure of

breath from the chest." No more than two consonants concur, and
generally one of them is a liquid. The great number of euphonic

changes of the consonants ^ indicates a want of versatility of utterance.

127. The Nubian language is quite different in structure from the

Egyptian. The substantive has no grammatical gender;^ nor is it

accompanied by either a definite article to particularise it, or an indefi-

nite article to individualise it (109). It is thought, however, with an

added element which seems to be partly pronominal, and therefore

partly subsequent to the idea as directing additional attention to the

object. The substantive tends to take a final i which seems to have

no significance except that of a general nominal ending. But sub-

stantives also take -r, -zV, which seem to give emphasis, as if r were

a demonstrative element of the nature of an article.* There are,

moreover, substantive endings of special meaning, -d for abstract

substantives of verbal stems, -Tienne for abstract substantives of

adjectives, and -atti for frequent doers, generally with a bad sense

;

-itti forms ordinal numbers from the cardinals.^"

The plural is formed most usually by -giL, but sometimes by -t, and
not unfrequently by -gul}^ When several plural nouns are connected

1 Schwarze, p. 466. » Ibid. p. 471. ^ ibid. p. 472.
• Ibid. p. 482. s Ibid. p. 483.
^ Lepsius' Nubische Grammatik, pp. 4-6, 30. ^ Ibid. p. 16.

8 Ibid. p. 30. " Ibid. pp. 26, 27.
10 Ibid. pp. 28, 29. " Ibid. p. 30-33.
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together, the plural ending is attached only to the last ;
^ for being

thought pronominally rather than as part of the substantive idea, the

plural elements of the different substantives have more affinity for

each other than for their respective nouns, and so coalesce at the end.

The substantive precedes the adjective, and the plural ending being

loosely connected, follows the adjective, because the adjective all'ects

the individual.^ Before possessive pronouns, however, the substantive

takes the plural ending, though the pronoun or adjective takes it also,

for these refer to the aggregate rather than to the individual.^ The
analogy between the above features of the Nubian noun and those of

the Mandingo is most striking (see I. 32).

128. The substantive in Xubian has two cases, a genitive and an

objective. The genitive, Avhen it precedes its governor, is fonned by

-n or -in ; when it follows, which is less usual, it takes -ni, or with

greater strength of meaning, -rm, or even -nan, -nani, -nane. All

these seem to be demonstrative elements representing the governor in

connection Avith the genitive ; they follow the plural ending, and if

several genitives are connected together, the genitive ending is taken

only by the last ; and if the enclitic copulative -gon, which corre-

sponds to Latin -que, be attached to a genitive, it comes between the

stem and the genitive ending.- This enclitic -gon does not come

between the stem and the plural ending, but follows the latter.

The objective case, both direct and indirect, is formed by -yCi.

"When several substantives, or substantive and adjective, are joined

in the object, -gd is taken by the last substantive or adjective ; it

also follows the plural ending, and the copulative -gon; and may
be subjoined to a genitive ending when the genitive is the last

member of a construction which denotes the object.^

As a general ride the governed w^ord precedes the governing.*

The sense of relation, though more distinct than in Egyptian, has not

close connection with its object, as may be observed in the poor

development of case, and the ready detachment of its element from

the stem of the noun. Accordingly, there are only three or four post-

positions which combine immediately with the noun. The others

require the genitive ending to mediate and form a connection with

the noun, being in fact thought as nouns governing a genitive

(Def. 8).5

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.^
singular. plur«l.

12 3 12 3

129. The personal pronouns are ai, ir, tar; u, ur, fer,^ and are

strengthened by the addition of -I, as by a demonstrative element.

^

They form their genitive by adding -in or -In to the simple form, and

the shorter genitive is contracted to an, in, tan, un, un, ten.^ "VMien

the genitive follows its governor it is formed with -ni.^'^ It, however,

always precedes nouns of kindred."

1 Lepsius, p. 34. " Ibid. p. 35-37. ^ Ibid. p. 37-40.

* Ibid. p. 38. 5 Ibid. p. 44. * Ibid. p. 54.

^ Ibid. p. 65. 8 Ibid. p. 56. ' Ibid. pp. 56, 57.

1" Ibid. p. 58. " Ibid. p. 61.
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Tlie demonstrative pronouns are in and tar this, and man that

;

the two latter are generally nsed with persons ; ta seems to be a

relative pronoun, and nai an interrogative.^

130. The formations of the Nubian verb indicate as strong a

sense of the subject, and a stronger sense of the subjective realisa-

tion, than those of the Egyptian verb. The subject, even when it

immediately precedes the verb, is always represented by a person

ending attached to the verb; and the elements which intervene

between the person and the root in the various tenses seem to have

a more subjective significance than those which are combined with

the persons in Egyptian. That significance has less reference to

accomplishment, and more to the affection of the subject, than in the

Egyptian verb; so that, unlike the latter (116) it has a proper

expression for the present affection of the subject. At the same
time there is more reference to the object in the Nubian verb.

The element of the present is r, that of the aorist past is s and o.

These combine with the persons as follows, and are attached to the

verbal stem with an intervening i when euphony requires it, [or

combine with the stem subject to euphonic change.^

Present.

1st sing, -r

2d ,, -nam
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interrogative form can express the question Avithout the help of inter-

rogative particles. The interrogative form of the verb ends always in

a long vowel, which is either added to the person-ending, or is a

lengthening of its vowel, the following part of the person-ending

being dropped if this vowel be not final. The vowel which is added

in the first case is generally -o, and this may be added to the last

word in a question even though it be not a verb. For the most part,

the eagerness of interrogation by means of this long vowel still

further reduces the person or suppresses it altogether.^

A conditional form is also given to the verb, though at the same
time the subject may have the enclitic conjunction -Ion or -on, meaning
if. This conditional form consists of the insertion of -la- or -haw-

after the verbal stem, accompanied often by the addition of a long

vowel I or e at the end, with reduction of the person-ending.- The
conditional element in Wolofi" is hm, in Tamachek lu.

A potential form, which may be translated might, is given to the

verb by inserting Zn after the verbal stem.^ In Mandingo naii

expresses should or ought ; no expresses may or can.^

The negative verb is the only negative expression in Nubian,^ and it

is formed by vnin inserted before the present endings, r being dropped

in these ; mun is changed to min in second singular and third plural,

and its n absorbed by the n of second and third singnilar.^ There are

also traces of an aorist negative men, whose n is changed to s by the

s of the aorist endings.'' They both exercise euphonic influence on

the verbal stem to which they are subjomed.

This negative verbal element subjoins to itself the interrogative

and conditional forms, but it follows the elements of the perfect,

pluperfect, and future."

In lilandingo also the negative is verbal, though detached from the

verbal stem, and its most usual expression is man or me.^

The Xubian verb inserts -g'- between the verbal stem and the

element of tense to represent the direct object when this is plural,

even when it is reflexive, that is, the same as the subject.^

It also incorporates the relation to the indirect object by giving to

the verbal stem the ending -a (132), expressive of transitional connec-

tion or reference to, and inserting between it and the element of tense

-den- when the indirect object is first person singular, -demj'- when it

is first person plural, -tir- when it is second or third person singular,

and -iiij'fj- (from -tirrj') when it is second or third person plural, all

subject to euphonic change. These dative elements are idso used

separately for the verb to give, each being restricted to the proper

person which it impHes as indu'ect object. ^^

The imperative second person singular is the verbal stem with or

without -e or -e added to it ; the second person plural takes -and or

-an. The negative imperative subjoins to the verbal stem, or to the

verbal stem with/ -a added to it (132), -tani or -tame in the second

1 Lepsius, pp. 103, 104. - Ibid. p. 111.
^ Macbrairs Mandingo Grammar, p. 20.
« Ibid. p. rJO. " Ibid. p. 118-126.
9 Lepsius, p. 127-132. i" Ibid. p. 132-138.

3 Ibid. p. 114.
* Lepsius, p. 115.
" Macbrair, p. 22.
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person singular, and -taman or -tamand in the second person plural.^

Mandingo has ajprohibitive particle liana, and a negative of the

future te."

The infinitive adds -e or -en to the verbal stem ; or a stronger form,

-nan or -innan, when the infinitive belongs to a different subject from

that of the verb which governs it, or when it has the postposition of

the object gci.^ These endings seem all to be of a pronominal nature,

the stronger demonstrative being needed when the transition to the

infinitive from the principal verb is less immediate. The ending of

the aorist infinitive is sln.^

132. The ending -a joined to the verbal stem can give it a parti-

cipial meaning.^ It seems to be an element of relation or transitional

connection between the siibstantive and the participle which belongs

to it. It is also used subjoined to a predicate, whether adjective or

substantive, to connect with it the subject, even though the copula is

expressed.*^ The verbal stem, however, is sometimes used participially

without any addition ; and with or without -a, serves for both singular

and plural.^ The readiness with which a verb assumes the participial

form in i^ubian shows how slightly the subjective process enters into

the thought of the verbal stem. For just as when two or more sub-

stantives occur in succession in the same number or case, aU but the

last drop the element of case or plurality ; so also when two or more

verbs in succession are in the same tense and person, all but the last

drop these elements and take -a instead, without being thereby at all

subordinated to the final verb'^ (95).

Any tense may take -i instead of its person-ending, to express the

relative pronoun as its subject in the singular number ; for the same
in the plural it takes -liu, and as object -Art (to express, e.g., him who).

Now the plural element is gu, and the object relation is gd, and the

change of g to k indicates an n which has been assimilated by g.^

This n is doubtless pronominal, and is the demonstrative element which
serves for the relative pronoun as subject of the verb, whether in

the plural number or standing in the sentence in the object relation.

133. The copulative enclitic -gdn, the interrogative -le, and the

shortened negative -m, when they aflPect a verb, detach the verbal

stem from the elements of tense and person. The copulative by
referring to the connected facts, and the other two by lowering the

sense of realisation, diminish the subjectivity of the verbal idea, and
turn the verbal stem into a participial predicate with the ending -a.

To this those particles are subjoined; and they are followed by the

verb -gene, to be, in the proper tense and person.^

The verb -He, to name, is another inflected enclitic verb which is

subjoined to the name ; and -lin is an uninflected enclitic copula

subjoined to the predicate.^^

Causative verbs are formed by -ire or -kire subjoined to a verbal

1 Lepsius, p. 139-141. - Macbrair, pp. 22, 23, ^ Lepsius, p. 143.
* Ibid. p. 144. 5 Ibid. p. 145. « Ibid. p. 29.

7 Ibid. p. 191. ' 8 Ibid. pp. 146, 147. « Ibid. pp. 149, 150.
1" Ibid. p. 151.
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root ; also by -IHre subjoined to a substantive or adjective to which -a

has been added.

^

Verbs are also formed by subjoining -ane to substantives or adjec-

tives, meaning to become that which the substantive or adjective

signifies. 2

Verbal stems also are increased by adding -ose, -ede, or -ade, of un-

known signification (see 137). Perhaps -use expresses a sense of outgo

or accomplishment, and so has affinity for the past ; •^ g'dne or p'dnede

means to buy, and rfanose to sell.

134. The conjunctions are subjoined to the verb as the post-

positions to the noun. The element -a subjoined to a verb, with i or

e intervening, makes it the object of a relation.'' And more definite

elements expressive of special relations may be subjoined to verbs as

referring to them, and these elements may have the endings -n or -ni

to represent pronominally the governing member of the relation.^

There are two particles, td and Icen, which are used in the conjunc-

tional sense of that, or in order that, and precede the dependent clause.

Now td is used also as a relative pronoun, referring therefore to what
has gone before ; and Teen may be of a similar nature. So that both

of them in their conjunctional use may refer to the antecedent clause

to bring it into relation Avitli the consequent clause, to which the

truly conjunctional elements of relation are subjoined.''

135. The facility with which such elements as plurality, and the

mere abstract relation of direct object, can be detached and thought

separately from the stem of the substantive (127, 128), and the present

and aorist persons from the stem of the verb (132) give the language a

certain fragmentary character, for these elements seem to be thought as

fine fragments. Connected elements also, as in some of the negro lan-

guages (II. 2) readily coalesce, and especially the remarkable predomi-

nance of the verb causes it to gather to itself the various modifications

of fact.

The structure of Nubian expression may be illustrated by the

give 2d pi. God
following examples:

—

{\.) Tir • ana Gaisavlid Gaisar'ni'gd, nuvlcd

ndrnrgd, give to Cresar the things which are Caesar's, and to God
the things which are God's ;

"^ tir is the dative element to the second

OT third person ; hi is the objective postposition gd hardened by
disciples around

r; ni is a strong genitive element (128). (2.) TaldmuU Itaiiwalen

him by him obj. surround verb. part, sit pi. obj. look obj. part, again say

tan-na, taJrAxl hcdieg • ad • a agi'Im-gd nag'-g' • a icld ig-

aor, 3d sing.

on, looking round on the disciples sitting about him he

said again ; ^ taldmuTv is followed by four appositions, the last

of them, agikuga, having the plural element and the objective

postposition ; tanna = tarla, la beiiig postposition of place ;
tallcn

= targd; -ad- is verbal (133); -a participial (132): nag'g'a ^

nalg'a, participle of note, wdth plural object g (131). (3.)

' Lepsius, pp. 152, 153. - Ibid. p. 1^4. » Ibid. p. 157.

* Ibid. pp. 140, 144, 163. •"' Ibid. P- 159-164. « Ibid. pp. 159, 192, 193.

7 Ibid. p. 36. ** Ibid. p. 38.
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kuow perf. neg. verb. 3d pi. what obj. him return caus. dat. 3d pars. 1st pi. obj.

Irhik'kum ' min ' nan min-gd tak'kd wid • kir ' ter ' u • gci,

they knew not what we answer to him ; ^ the verb indkirteru
say dat, 3d pi.

qualifies mm and takes the objective postposition. (4.) ig-a ' tig'rf
•

aor. 3d sing, good ness how much obj. him gen. for do dat. 3d sing.

011 mas'Tcenne mm ' kelli • rj Jesu ta ' n ' do'TO dio'a ' tik '

perf. 3d sing.

ken ' o, he told how much good Jesus had done for him ; 2 the

verb subjoins -a to the stem before the incorporation of dative object

(131) ; tig'g' is euphonic for tirg', plural of tir; tik is euphonic for

tir before ken; o is the interrogative third singular aorist. (5.) Ai
come aor. Ist sing, call dat. 3d pi. fut. infin. to repent 3d pi. to

ki ' s tag'a ' tig'g • all ' e ' id tub • ana • id, I came for

after (adv. ) me gen.

the purpose of calling them that they repent.^ (6.) Abag a'n '

by come obj. 2d pi. imper. I will you man pi. gen. fisher caus. pi. obj.

na kag • g' ' an ai fa tik'kd adem'in • n saidd'a ' kag' • g' •

1st pers. that

ir • cni, follow me, and I shall make you fishers of men ;
^ 7ia is

eiiphonic for la, kag'g' for karg'
;

g' is the plural object taken by
intransitive verbs thought as reflexive

; fa (sec 130) ; ukkd for urgd ;

gd the objective postposition ; enl conjunction subjoined. (7.)

wilderness in baptize pi. obj. part. be aor. 3d sing. preach

Juhanna fade ' Id gatis ' o ' g' ' a ' men • on d ' ders'

aor. 3d sing, baptism from repent pi. obj. they that sin pi. forgive pass.

on getas'i ' Ifon tub ' o ' g ' ana • id semh ' I gafri ' takk'

3d pi, that

ana ' id, John was baptizing in the wilderness, preaching that they

should repent from baptism (as from a starting-point) that sins be

forgiven ; o is the strengthening element ose (133) which drops s

before g' ; d- expresses duration ; txdje is an intransitive or reflexive

verb which requires the plural object g' : ana is given by Lepsius for

second plural imperative, but translated by him as third plural.^,

BAREA.
136. The Barea language is spoken in a part of the northern high-

land of Abyssinia, Its consonants are k, g, <V, f, d, h, h, y, s, s, 6, iv^

/, Z, ?•, «, n, n, m ; its vowels, a, o, e, i, o, o, n, n. Letters are inter-

changed without apparent euphonic occasion, as if the utterance was
careless.*^

137. The language shows in its so-called auxiliary verbs a degree

of fragmentariness or comminution of expression which may be com-

pared to that of Egyptian and Nubian. For these are used as forma-

tives of tense, or of participle, or as mere increments of the verbal

stem ; and also they occur as independent verbs meaning to be or to

have. In both uses they express similar thoughts of realisation, and
in each use the associations of the other use must cling to them,

making them both fine and detached (58). They are

—

de, ne, ge, si ;''

1 Lepsius, p. 38. - Ibid. p. 110. 3 Ibid. p. 140,
» Ibid. p. IGO. ' Ibid. p. 201.

^ Reinisch, Barea Sprache, p. 19-26. '' Ibid. jjp. 53, 54.
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cle when separate means to have, but it is also, as te, the formative of
the perfect, and is used too as a mere increment of verbal stems ; e.g.,

I am curse part.

tvo, to be; wode, to be (see 133) ; so also ne, ag ne mede -go, I am
this 3d pers. good 3d pers.

cursing ;
^ iji n • u, this is it ; le 7i ' u, it is good ; there seems to be

here a pronominal element in ne, and accordingly it seems to take the
pl.

consonant of the plural in yi'gu ge, these are it, or it is these ; but, on
the other hand, it only increases a verbal stem in w(me, to come, from
ivo, to come ; - as ge also does in allege, to go, from cdle, to go ; si is

the formative of the passive participle, and might be taken as such in

he curse me by good

tub mete si,\\Q is cursed; but in o'gi le is, he is better than I, it is

a separate verb.

The meanings which these particles have Avhen used separately

indicate that when used as increments of verbal stems they arc pro-

bably expressive of the process of being or doing ; de expressing the

completion of that process as thought in the subject, si expressing it

rather as thought in the object (see 133).

From these particles, and from the pronominal elements which form
the bases of yi, this ; te, that ; na, who ? cnde'ha, what ? and k, g,

the base of the relative pronoun, spring a large number of suffixes

used in the formation of verbs and nouns from the roots of the

language. The noun has no distinction of gender, and even that of

sex is often omitted.

138. Substantives make their plural in -ta, -lea, or -a} They have

no case-ending for either genitive or accusative, putting both before

what governs them ; sometimes the genitive is represented in connec-

tion with its governor by a possessive pronoun.'* The other relations

are expressed by postpositions, of which many partake of the nature

of nouns ; and ^which, when the object is a personal pronoun, are

often thought, as in Egyptian, as a part of a person's body.=^

The adjective follows its substantive, is often formed Ijy a relative

suffix ko, go, &c., or a verbal suffix si, and inserts its plural element

ta or te iDefore the suffix."^ There is no adjectival expression of

degrees of comparison.'^
singular

12 3

139. The personal pronouns are—m the nominative, ag, eiia, tohh ;

plural singular

12 3
. .

1

heiga, enane, tgha; in the genitive and objective, o,

plural

12 3

he, eno, teha.^

1 Reinisch, p. 57. ^rflbid. p. 58. =* Ibid. p. 32-3G.

^ Ibid. pp. 37, 38. " Ibid. p. 47. ' Ibid. p. 39.

7 Ibid. p. 40. ** Ibid. p. 46.
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The plural-ending of the demonstrative pronouns is -gu.^

140. There is no distinction in Barea between nominal and simple

verbal stems. ^ But the latter may take -ei to express a passive,^ or

-gis for a causative ;
^ which last may be applied also as causative to

nominal stems. To these or to the simple stem may be attached,

-ter, -der, to express a durative tense ; -de, -te, for a past ; -a'te, for a

conditional.

The person-endings for the different tenses are as follows :

—
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stantive which means worth or quantity, ti or t means'into. (4). Menni
be past 3(1 pers. subju. her son ))1. wife with arise past 3d sing, her home return to

ei' t ' i/i ' gas te da 'de ida cdke nes ' s ' o te log Jin • uti'

gefo, when it was so she arose with her sous' wives to return home ^

maiden handsome adj. suff. loc, come past adj. suff.

(see 140). (5.) Dongode haki • lio Keren gi o • to • gu
who is it

mine 'n, the handsome maiden who came from Keren, who is shel^
maiden handsome adj. suff. see past 2d sing. adj. suff. who is it

(6.) Dongode haki ' ko ti ' t ' a ' ko nane'n, Avho is the

handsome maiden whom thou hast seen 1
^

DINKA.

142. The Dinka inliabit Loth banks of the Bahr-el-Abiad, or "White

Kile, and those of its numerous tributaries. From the twelfth degree

of north latitude to the ninth they dwell on the eastern bank ; from

thence to the fifth almost exclusively on the western bank of the river.

In the north they reach the thirty-third degree of east longitude ; in

the middle, about 9° north latitude, they reach the twenty-sixth degree

of east longitude. They are an intelligent people, apt to learn, who
practise agriculture, but whose principal wealth consists in herds of

cattle.^

143. The Dinka consonants are k, g, f, (f, t, d,p, p, h, h, Xi l/t ^>

I, r, n, n, n, m ; the vowels are a, o, e, z, o, o, o, u.^

In the Dinka language a root may often be used without change as

verb, substantive, adjective, or preposition.*^

144. The noun may take a demonstrative sufiix, -e singular, -ke plural,

for a definite article, but tliis is Kttle used, and for the most part only

north of Sobat ; and there is an indefinite article tok, one, also suffixed

to the noun.''^

The substantive has no grammatical gender ; ^ it forms its plural by

internal change, for which no general rule can be given, and not a few

substantives are the same in singular and in plural."

The relations of case are generally expressed by prepositions, except

the accusative, which takes no element of relation, and the genitive,

which, instead of a preposition, may take before it the pronominal

elements e, de, ke, kede, ken, kern to represent the substantive which

governs it, or may follow that substantive immediately. The genitive

always follows its governing noim, but generally requires a pronominal

element to intervene. The accusative follows the governing verb

when this is in the present or imperative, but precedes it in the

future and the perfect as well as in negation. The nominative

generally begins the sentence, the dative follows the verb.*"

145. The adjective follows its substantive, and when the sub-

1 Reinisch, pp. 66, 85. - Ibid. p. 72. ^ Ibid. p. 69.

1 Mitterrutzner, Dinka Sprache, p. vii.-ix. ' Ibid. p. 3-9.

^ Mitternitzner, Bari Sprache, p. 16.

^ Mitterrutzner, Dinka Sprache, p. 13.

» Ibid. p. 14. " Ibid. p. 15. '" Ibid. pp. 16, 1/.
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stantive ends in d or t, and the adjective begins with d or t, a is

sometimes prefixed for euphony to the adjective.^

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.

Aljstract nouns of quality are formed from adjectives by prefixing

to them the pronominal element lie.'^

If the final letter of a substantive be a mute consonant, it is

changed into the corresponding nasal when it occurs in the singular

number before the pronominal element e, before any pronominal suffix,

or before an adjective or the indefinite article tok. To this rule,

however, there are a few exceptions ; and there are several sub-

stantives ending in a vowel which take a nasal on tlie*same occasions.^

The nasal seems to be a phonetic element wherein utterance may pass

with continuity to what follows.

singular. plural.

1 2 3 12 3

146. The personal pronouns are j(en, yin, yen, j(ug, uek, kek ; or

shortened ;(,a, yi, ye, xP, tie, ke. The reflexive element is rot. When
possessive the personal pronouns are suffixed, with d before them to

represent a singular noun, and k for a plural, -d'ia, -d'u, -d'e, -d'a,

-d'un, -d'en, 4'ia (kia), -k'u, -k'e -k'ua -k'un, -k-en. To substantives

denoting parts of the body, the short forms of the personal pronouns

are generally prefixed as possessives. Separate possessive pronouns

are formed by prefixing the demonstrative element ke to the d- suffixes

to agree with a singular substantive, and ka to the -k suffixes for a

plural.

The substantives denoting father, mother, sister, brother, and friend,

unite in the singular number with the suffixes of the singular pronouns

without d.

The demonstrative pronouns are kan this, kak these, or when
suffixed to a substantive -e or -de this, -ke these ; also kene or ken that,

kaJia or kak those, and the compounds, yenkan this, kekak these, ketiiy

that, kakiiy those.

The relative pronoun is supplied by e, ye, ke, sometimes but seldom
in the plural ka and ai.

The interrogative pronoun is ha, fat, or -u ; the indefinite ehen, tok,

nek}

147. The verbal element a asserts, and is used as copula before a

predicative adjective, being sometimes changed to e,^ it is, however,
also used for present participle without assertion. ^

There are only three tenses, the present, the past, and the future.

The element of the past is tj, that of the future hi, they both have a
prefixed, and precede the verbal stem ; and Avith both the verbal stem
is apt to suffer the same change, which is either a change of quantity,

a change of the vowel, or a contraction. The present is the verbal

root preceded by a, Avhich, however, is often omitted, as it is also

often with the past.'^

1 Mitterrutzner, p. 18. " Ibirl. p. 19. ^ i\^i^_ pp_ jq, 11.

^ Ibid. p. 21-29. 5 Ibid. p. 18. « Ibid. p. 37.
7 Ibid. p. :J0.
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The only mark of the passive is the lengtheniug of i iu the elements

of the past and future, atj, abl ; there is no present passive.^

Wlien the subject of a past or future active is a personal pronoun,

it may he subjoined as a person-ending to the clement of tense at-, or

ah-. Tlicse endings are a, -a or -i, -e, -7i(/, -ak, -ik. In interrogation

and often otherwise the a of the tense element is dropped.-

The negative element is, in the present H or fie between a and the

stem, in the future t_i between a and hi or afl followed by hi and not

preceded by a, in the past Jcef or ke between a and the verbal

stem.-

The imperative second singular adds -e to the root if it end in a

consonant, unless the consonant is h or n, which do not take it. Some
few verbs use in the imperative the altered stem of the jiast and future

without suffix. If the root end in a vowel the imperative second

person takes no suffix in the singiilar, but all verbs take -ke in the

plural The prohibitive is du or dun dune in the singular, and dunke
in the plural preceding the verb.'^

The element of the future, b without a prefixed to it, but with tlie

person-endings, expresses the conjunction that -vnth personal pronoun
in the plural as subject.*

A past participle is formed by the past verbal stem with t_i prefixed

in the active, fji in the passive.-^

148. It is remarkable that as the accusative follows the verb in the

present and imperative, and precedes it in the past and future, because

with the former there is a stronger sense of the subject, and the verb

is therefore less thought as determined by the object than in the latter

;

so with the lighter prepositions which are thought with more sense of

both correlatives the object follows the j^reposition ; but witli the

heavier elements of relation, which are thought more like nouns, there

is less sense of the first correlative, and the relation is thought as

determined by the second, so that the object precedes. There are not

more than one or two prepositions thought lightly and which precede

their object.*^

149. The detachment of the light verbal elements a, t_i, hi, is evi-

dence of a fragmentary tendency similar to that of the other languages

of these regions. That detachment is shown clearly in the negative of

I not fut. go I

the future, Avhich may either be an a'tj hi lo, I will not go, or an a
not fut. go

H' hi lo, I will not go ; in the former a belongs to the negative and

makes it verbal, in the latter it is detached as an assertion of what

follows.

In the following examples the detachment of these verbal elements

from the verbal stem with tlie direct object intervening, recalls the

construction of Mandingo and some other negro languages ; but here

the elements are not so fine, as they particularise tense.

day you star have tail long saw you past what say and deni.

150. Akol f_i U(k t_er a noil yol hdr tin, uck atj nu lud ko ye-

^ Mittemitzner, p. 33. = Ibid. p. 34. ' Ibid. p. 35.

» Ibid. p. 3tj.
•"' Ibid. p. 37. " Ibid. p. 40.
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what past 2d pi. do we past fear our all for it sickness bring and death

iiu f_
' ak luy? yTxj aU ryot '/[I'li'dia h' yen <Tuay held ho tCrn,

but chief great pi. our past them assemble with priest pi. our and past cattle killed

lone hayn'did ' Ir ua aU ke it'kuot keke tit'k'tia ko H "xpk nok e

devil and devil past pass, appease

d'ok, ko (T(jk afl dor, the day that you saw the star that had a

long tail, what did you say, and what did you do ? we feared all of

us, for it brings sickness and death, but our chiefs assembled them-

selves with our priests and killed cattle for the devil, and the devil

was appeased ;
^ H after akol is the element of the past without the

verbal prefix a, it connects the past fact with akol as a participle agree-

ing with it, that fact, viz., ^iT'k tin, having no other verbal element; a
noil is participial ; tin is the form which the verb tyen, to see, takes in

the past and in the future ; ke seems to reduce the following verb to a

noim, for it has no verbal element ; in -kua, k is a plural demonstrative

element ; knot •it is given in the dictionary as meaning to put together,

knot means much, and it within ; at_i kc it kuot is translated versam-

melten sich ; yc>k is the plural of yuen ; nok is the past and future

stem altered from ndk ; e is a demonstrative element serving for a

preposition as in Egyptian (110) ; dijr is the altered stem from dor.

B A E I.

151. South of the Dinka, on each side of the Bahr-el-Abiad, from
6° 5' to 3° 35' N. lat., and from 31° 10' to 32' 37' E. long., dwell the

Bari, a vigorous and handsome race. They live a patriarchal life, not

as nomads, but in fixed habitations in villages, without hereditary or

elected governors, the man of largest possessions, especially in cattle,

being their chief. What strikes a stranger most is their populousness,

for they have none of that shyness and timidity which cause the Dinka
to withdraw hastily from strangers, but, on the contrary, the Bari flock

all together to see them.^ ^

Their language has the following consonants

—

k, g, f, d\ t, d, p, h,

Vi ^'^ f> ^'j ^ '^ ^> ?'j ''i y the vowels are a, g, e, i, o, o, u.^

152. It is remarkable as being one of those languages which
distingiiish gender in nouns. Every substantive in the language is

thought as masculine or as feminine, and is referred to accordingly

by distinct pronominal elements ; though some nouns, like personal

nouns which are appKcable to both sexes, may sometimes be thought
as masculine and sometimes as feminine.^ Abstract verbal nouns
are formed by -et, and nouns of agent by -7iit with the prefix ka-

which seems to express junction ; -nit is pronominal, and probably

also -et^

Many substantives have no distinction of number. Some form a

plural by subjoining a vowel, others by subjoining a vowel followed

by ?i, others by subjoining a vowel preceded by I, others by sub-

joining a vowel followed by n and preceded by I, others by subjoining

' Mitternitzner, p. 56. " Mitterrntzner, Bari Sprache, pp. ix. xii. xiii. xvi.

^ Ibid. p. 1-b. J Ibid. pp. 62, 63. » Ibid. pp. 19, 21.
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one of the following syllables, at, et, gt, ffi, 'Tin, Ja, Idn. Others have
a final syllaljle in the singukir, api)arently pronominal, which they
drop in the plural. Others form a plural by internal change, or use
that of another stem.^

The genitive, which always follows its governing noun, takes

before it a demonstrative element to represent that noun, lo if it be

masculine, na for feminine, ti for plural of either gender. The
accusative and dative have no expression of their relations, but are

the same as the nominative.^

153. There are not many primitive adjectives; the greater number
are formed by prefixing to a root the pronoun lo, mascidine ; na,

feminine ; or prefixing to a substantive the preposition lio, with

;

verbal stems also are used as adjectives.

Some primitive adjectives, and some even of those which are

formed with lo and na, have plurals. There is no adjectival

expression of degrees of comparison.

^

singular. plural.

12 3 12 3

154. The personal pronouns are nan, do, iie, yi, ta, fe; and these

may be either subject or object direct or indirect.* It is remarkable

that there is no distinction of gender in the personal pronouns.

The possessive suffixes are, to a singular noun, according to its

gender

—

singular.
'"''

1
^2

3
^

-lio masc., -nio fern.; -Hot m., -ijwt f.; -lonet m., -nanet f.

plural,

-Ukan m., -nikaii f.; -lof^u m., -nafu f.; -lof^e m., -nafe f.

To a plural noun they are

—

singular.12 3

-hce m. i.; -Indole m., -lauwk f.; -lanet m. f.

plural.

"
1 ^ T~~~"

-kan m. f.; -kafii m. f.; -7,«/'e m. f.^

The possessive elements, subject to euphonic change, are used also

with some prepositions.*'

The simple demonstrative pronouns are lo m., na f., this ;
filo m.,

t^ine f., these; lu m., nu f., that; filu m., finu f., those. These are

strengthened by nie- here, prefixed to the singidar lo na, or -7ii here,

suffixed to the plural tHlo, fine ; or by -yu there, suffixed to lu nu,

t'ilu, finu ; or by nii same, prefixed to lu nu?

The relative pronoun is supplied by the demonstrative.

^

1 Mitterrutzner, p. 6i-70. " Ibid. pp. 71, 72. ^ Ibid. p. 73-77.

^ Ibid. p. 23. ' Ibid. p. 26. " Ibid. p. 24.

^ Ibid. pp. 28, 29. ^ Ibid. p. 30.
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Tlie interrogative pronouns are iia singular, lioiia plural, without

distinction of gender, meaning who ? halo m., hanai., singular, Tiohalo

m., kohana f., plural, meaning Avhich? nyo Avhat? and Ion m., nan f.,

singular, kulon m., kunon f., plural, meaning Avhat kind? the last n
being an alDbreviation of ha.^ The indefinite pronoun is ho, and an
prefixed to pronominal elements makes them negative. ^

155. In the Bari language, verbal stems are often formed from

roots by reduplication ; but there is also in it a great tendency to

form verbal stems by subjoining either to the root either a simjDle

vowel, or a vowel followed by ??, or a vowel preceded by (J, rf\ or y, or

the syllables ri, ro, ha, hu, du} These elements seem to express the

process of being or doing which is proper to the root, for when the

root may be used as a verbal stem by itself as well as with one of

these increments, its durative tense, which expresses the tbought of

it as going on, may be expressed by the lengthened form.^ Some
verbal stems are formed with two of these increments subjoined to a

root.'^ Transitive stems are formed from intransitive, or causative

from transitive by prefixing to-, sometimes tu-, and a verbal stem may
subjoin -kin to represent an indirect object.*^

The only tenses possessed by the Bari verb are a durative or non-

completed tense, which may be either present or future, and a com-

pleted tense, which may be present or past. The durative tense is

formed usually by reduplication. The future may be more distinctly

expressed by putting de, which means later, before the durative tense,

or molu, of similar meaning, after it. The completed tense is formed

always by the verbal stem with a prefixed,'^ which is not properly an

element of tense, but a simple verbal element of realised fact used also

as copula before a predicate^ (147). The verb has no element of

person.

There is a durative negative ti and a negative of the completed ko,

both which precede the verb, the reduplication of the durative being

dropped after ti, and the a- of the completed being taken by ^•o.^

The imperative second singular ends in an accented e, i, ne, or ni,

and to this -ta is added in the second plural. The expression is some-

times strengthened by subjoining to the imperative the verbal stem,

sometimes by reduplication.^^ The e or i is sometimes added to the

verbal stem, a final medial of monosyllabic stem being changed to

tenuis before e, final g doubled before ^'.^^ Sometimes the final vowel
of the stem is changed into the imperative vowel ; sometimes a final

n is dropped, and the preceding vowel accented or changed to e. The
formation seems to depend partly on euphony, but probably more on

an expressiveness suited to that of the verbal stem.

The negative imperative is expressed by ko or ku prefixed to the

verbal stem, with addition of ta suffixed to the stem in the plural.^^

The same that has been said of the variety of imperative formations

1 Mitterrutzner, p. 31-33. ^ j^id. p. 34. ^ jbij. p. 18-20.
* Ibid. p. 36. 5 Ibid. p. 21. ^ Ibid. pp. 20, 22.)
7 Ibid. pp. 36, 37. « Ibid. p. 21. » Ibid. p. 38.

>» Ibid. p. 40, '1 Ibid. p. 39-48. ^^ i]jy. p_ 43.
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as euphonic or expressive may be said of the passive form Avhich all

transitive verbs may assume to express the ordinary passive meaning,

and which most reliexive verbs have also. This form always ends in

a vowel, oftener in a than in any other, and has a tendency to soften

the termination of the verbal stem. Sometimes, if the stem has

an increment subjoined to a root, the increment is dropped, and the

passive is formed on the root.^

The verbal stem tends to be reduplicated in the infinitive active.-

156. Prepositions properly so called are very fcw,^ and the same
may be said of conjunctions, so that the language takes little note of

relations. At the same time a tendency may be observed to combine
the elements of fact as if the interest lay in the combination so as to

a certain degree to merge the parts in the Avhole. This appears in the

imperfect distinction of the words in utterance ; for, though every

syllable is clearly spoken, many words of one, two, or more syllables

have no accent. And when a final syllable is accented, it is not felt

as distinguishing the word, but rather has the effect of taking up into

the word as an enclitic a following monosyllable or disyllabic, if the

first syllable of the latter is not long and the second not accented,

^loreover, the article lu, na, ti, and some other monosyllables, as the

prepositions ko, i, as well as many words of two or more syllables,

which properly have no accent, take an accent in order to annex a

following monosyllable or disyllabic such as has been mentioned."^

157. The usual arrangement of the sentence is subject, verb,

indirect object, direct object,^ The genitive follows its governing

noun,*! the adjective and adverb generally follow what they qualify,

and the prepositions precede what they govern. A demonstrative

pronoun in connection with a substantive generally precedes it if it

be subject of a proposition, but if it be not subject, or if it be subject

of a dependent clause, the substantive may be followed by the demon-

strative pronoun.^

158. In respect of the fragmentary character, Bari is similar to the

other Nilotic languages, as appears from the separateness with which

the verbal element a may be used ; for, as in those other languages, this

element is a pure abstract verbal element (155) which may belong to

any kind of verb as an untranslatable constituent of it ; and yet,

though it be so fine, it can be thought independently, so as to be

uttered separately.^

But there is no prevalence of disyllabic roots (see 122).
maiden with

159. The following is the beginning of a Bari fable :— (Jet kd

mother with father art. 3d poss. live in house same mother go away

note hi mom ' 16 ' net a'mkl • (]a i mede nu-im note a-tfolg,

3d per. pr. aing. say to child woman look well to thy father but

ne a'(Tarahii ko nuwnakwan met'e hura ko mui'ii. Amd
maiden not look well father be with hunger when mother return father

(Jet a-ko met hard, mone gioon ko magor. Na note a • yitue mone

1 Mitterrutzncr, p. 51-58. " Ibid. p. 59. ^ Ibid. p. 89.

* Ibid. p. 7-9. '" Ibid. pp. 24, 71, 72. « Ibid. p. 62.

' Ibid. p. 29. 8 Ibid. p. 21.
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become thin now mother hunt" maiden in forest with basket large

a ' gwe a'lbfok, f'undna note a'vilcorg (Jet i yobii ko kupo cluma
to seek tamarinds 3d pers. pr. come to tree large this tree

anan doija Idteni. iie a'po i kodim durna. Nie'Io kodini
beasts but beasts walk maiden fill basket with fruits

lo'kvj'akua ama kid'akua a'lvalddH. det a'tofVore kupo ko konm
tree afterwards return beasts evening they find maiden there in

ti'kodini. Ede a ' yitue kid'akua kofan, f^e a 'Tie det nyu i

tree above they rejoice much with be they hope flesh get

kodini ki. Ve aiioiiQn parik ko ' gw6n'ie a'yen lokore ivwiowfti
with they eat maiden this

ko fe ko-ko det niena. A maiden lived Avith her mother and her

father in the same house. The mother went away, and said to her

daughter, Look well to thy father. But the maiden did not look well

to him ; the father suffered hunger. Wlien the mother returned the

father had become thin. Then the mother and the maiden hunted in

the forest with a large basket to seek tamarinds. She came to a

large tree. This tree belonged to the beasts ; but the beasts had
gone. The maiden filled the basket with the fruits of the tree.

Afterwards the beasts came back in the evening ; they found the

maiden still up in the tree. They rejoiced much, because they hoped

to get flesh when they would eat this maiden.^ Monelonet (see 154) ;

amedda, a is the expression of the completed (155) ; da is the incre-

ment added to the root med to form the verbal stem (155) ; nunu, mi,

is the feminine demonstrative agreeing with mede, nie meaning here

strengthens it ; mete is imperative of met (155) ; muni is a special

form of mone which has taken up the second possessive ; lofok is an

adjective agreeing with a masculine noun ; if feminine, it would be

natok (153) ; a probably participial completion ; kiteni is plural of

kite ; lokid^akua genitive (152) ; kid'^akua is plural of kid^akutat /

konen is plural of koiie; ivuwud'^u is infinitive of wud\i (155).

G A L L A.

160. The great race of the Gallas has overrun some of the finest

parts of Abyssinia, and they dwell also to the south of it, so as to

extend from the eighth degree of north latitude to the third degree

of south latitude, numbering from six to eight millions. ^ "They
occupy vast and noble plains, which are verdant almost all the year

round, and afford nourishment to immense herds of cattle." ^ " In
the neighbourhood of Abyssinia they are tillers of the soil as well as

breeders of cattle ; while their brethren under the equator are merely
pastoral, and lead a nomadic life." ^ " They are great talkers, and for

hours together they can make speeches with an expression and play

of gesture which are very amusing to a European."* And " they arc

distinguished from all other East Africans by intellectual capacity and
teachableness, so that they are much sought after by the slave-

dealers." ^

^ Mitterrutzner, p. 10. - Krapf's Travels, p. 72. ^ Ibid, jx T5.
* Ibid. p. 76. s Ibid. p. 74.
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161. The consonants of the Galla language, as well as they can
be made out, are : k, g, //, (/', f, t\ ,J, d\ t, d, h, h, y, s, z, s, z, w, f, r,

I, n, n, m. The vowels are a, <:, e, i, o, u, long and short. "The
decided propensity of the Galla language to vowels is so great that not
a single word ends in a consonant, that no word begins with two
consonants, and that a concurrence of three consonants is avoided."
Tenues also are rare, and medials frequent, so that the language is

very soft ; h can only begin a word. Tutschek speaks also of an
entirely breathless t, and suggests an analogy to the Aniharic t-

consonants (see V. 141).^

162. The Galla language has no article. The stem of the verb may
generally be used as a substantive ; but sometimes in becoming a

substantive it changes final a to o. Substantives denoting the agent
change the final a of the verbal stem to tu, with euphonic change.

-

Substantives form a plural in -oda, sometimes in -ni, but the
plural number is very seldom used, plurality being thought rather as

a collective substantive and expressed by a singular noun. Such
nouns may take -f^a to limit them to a single individual. Gender is

distinguished as masculine or feminine. Collective nouns are thought
as feminine ; and even plural nouns are nearly always considered as

feminine, and take the verb in the feminine singular.^ If the stem
of the noun ends in e, i, o, or ?«, it takes -n in the nominative ; if it

ends in a it takes -n, or changes a to i or ni, the latter causing or

suffering euphonic change.* The instrumental also takes -ni or n;^
and -n stands, too, for concerning, and for along with.*^ This affix is

probably in all these cases pronominal, representing the act or state in

connection with the subject or the instrument, &c. There is no
expression for the relation to the direct object, or to the genitive

;

and the other relations are expressed by postpositions, of which and
of conjunctions there are very few. Sometimes a pronominal con-

nective n is subjoined to a postposition to represent the act or state

he

expressed by the governing verb as involved in the relation, as ivi

mother his to said I alone my by be

hag'a • za ' ti ' n d'^eg'e, he said to his mother,'' ani koha'Icoti'n iaa

I am alone (by my 'lone.) ^ Sometimes it is subjoined to a conjunc-

tion or a direct object to represent the fact in correlation with these,

if I thee spare

as Iwn ani zi • n g'izu, if I spare thee.^

163. The adjectives are either verbal or nominal stems used adjec-

tively ;
^ and when predicates, they take -g'a for copula ;

'^^ they may
also be used as adverbs. ^^

The adjective follows its substantive, and agrees with it in gender

and number, taking -tu or -ti, or changing -a to -o, for feminine ; and

taking -oda or -i with euphonic change, or reduplicating or altering

the root, for plural. Many adjectives have but one form for both

1 Tutschek's Grammar, p. 1-9. - Ibid, sects. 177, 178.

3 Ibid, sects. 179-182. * Ibid. sect. 184. ^ jbid. sect. 189.
•"• Tutschek's Dictionary, p. 176. ' Tutschek's Gr.-immar, sect. 191.

8 Tutschek's Dictionary, p. 175, takes n for part of first pi-isonal pronoun.
'J Tutschek's Grammar, sect. 192. i" Ibid. sect. 195. 'i Ibid. sect. 194.
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genders. The postposition follows the adjective or the possessive

pronoun (see above). There is no adjectival expression of degrees

of comparison.^

I me thou thee he him she her

164. The personal pronouns are : ani, na, ati, zi, ini, iza, izin, izi;12 3

plural both subject and object, nu, izin, izan.^

The formative of the agent, -tu (162), may be subjoined to the

objective forms of the personal pronouns, and form a noun which
expresses the person emphatically though regarded itself as of the

third person. 2

my thy his her our your their

The possessive suffixes are : -Iw, -ke, -za, -zi, -kena, -kezani, -zani.

Sometimes the postposition ti, meaning to or belonging to, is added to

the suffixes to express possession. They are affixed to some nouns

which are used as elements of relation governing them, as gara, part

;

part my
gara'lio, to me."^

The demonstrative pronouns are luna, -ana, this, in the nomina-

tive kuni ; zana, that, in the nominative zuni ; they are the same for

both genders and numbers.^ An emphatic demonstrative is expressed

by kan following the third personal pronoun.'^

165. The Galla verb is remarkable for its prolific production of

causative and middle verbal stems. It is as if the principal interest

of fact lay in effects, whether thought as external to the subject or as

referring to it. And the verb being thought in its effect, as soon

as it became by use a single idea, was ready for a new formation to

express a doing or being which should realise that effect. Thus the

causative affix -za, and the middle -g'a, may occur accumulated several

times on a root ; ''' but such accumulation requires that the previous

part shall have been reduced by use to a simple thought ; so that

these formations cannot be put together at will, but grow naturally

out of previous habitual applications. They do not express a large

synthesis of thought, but are of the same natui'e as African derivatives

in general, according to the account given of these in Sect. II. 3.

Intensives are formed by reduplication. ^

A passive may be formed from all transitive verbs by subjoining

-ama, which, like other affixes, produces euphonic changes. The
Gallas, however, prefer speaking in the active.^

A formation similar to the passive is that of denominative verbs

derived from adjectives. These arc formed by adding -oma and drop-

ping the final vowel of the adjective or its whole termination, if this

be eza, as liieza, poor ; Moma, to become poor.^**

166. The verb has two simple tenses, a present and a not-present,

which may be either past or future, and two compound tenses, a

perfect and a future, and it has also a subjunctive mood. The endings,

1 Tutschek's Grammar, sects. 196-200. - Ibid. sect. 218.
3 Ibid. sect. 219. * Ibid, sects. 225-228. ^ jbjd. sects. 241, 242.
« Ibid. .sect. 246. '' Ibid. sect. 44. » Ibid. sect. 102.
y Ibid. sect. 105. i" Ibid. sect. 108.
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according to tense, mood, and person, are as follows ; ^ they combine
with euphonic change :

—

Present. Not-pres, Perfect. Future. Subjunc. Imper.
1st sing., -a -e -era -nf-aivdira -u

2d „ -ia -te -ie-iia -uf-rjirta -tu -i, -u

3d ,, -a -e -e'ra -%if'f]ira -ti

3d ,, fem., -ti -te -terti -uf-dirti -tu

1st plural, -na -ne -tie'rra -uf-(]h-ra -nu

2d „ -tu -tani -tani'rtu -uf-diHu -tani -a

3d „ -ic -ani -anvru -uf-diru -ani^

The a of the first and third singular present involves no element
of person, for it is still retained when the verbal stem is used as a

noun. 2 It expresses a sense of the succession of being or doing, and
is reduced to e in the not-present, and to a in the subjunctive and in

the infinitive. In the second and third plural of the not-present and
of the subjunctive there seems to be more sense of the individual

than in the present, for the plural element is a distinct suffix, -ni.

This is probably because in the present there is a stronger sense

of the common being or domg in which the individual is merged.
The future is compounded of the present tense of the verb dira, to be,

and the particle tif, which is akin to ij'ufa, to come, subjoined to the

verbal stem. In the first singular the person an is interposed

The perfect combines with the not-present of the verb, the present

of diva, its first syllable being dropped. In some dialects this syl-

lable is not dropped, so that the two parts are complete.* There is a

remarkable want of unity in this formation which calls to mind the

Kafir verb. In Galla the verb is thought so much in the effect, that

in the perfect the completion separates from the present affection

of the suliject.

The subjunctive is used " in nearly all the cases in which this mood
is employed in Latin," as well as with the negative hin.^

The imperative second singular ending is -?", which is changed to -u

in middle verbs. *^

If the verb end in -g'a, this becomes -da in third singular
;
probably

owing to an original n of third person, for the same change takes place

in nouns before the n of the nominative.^ In the infinitive -g'a

becomes -d'^u instead of -g'u before verbs of motion, wish, or fear, and
when followed by the negative verbs dida, to deny

;
(/'aha, to fail

;

bag'a, to omit.^ This relaxation of utterance is perhaps due to the

closeness of the connection with these verbs.

167. The postposition ti, which is used to express a dative relation

and sometimes a genitive relation in the sense of Ijelonging to,^ is

subjoined to the not-present tense to connect it as a participle with

that to which it belongs as such ;
'^ as we might say in English, we

1 Tutschek'.s Grammar, sects. 121-124, 135. - Ibid, sects. 112, 145.

3 Ibid. sect. 177. * Ibid. sect. 140. » Ibid. .sect. 112.

« Ibid. sect. 145. ^ Ibid. sect. 137. « Ibid. sect. 150.

^ Ibid. sect. 18G. i" Ibid. sect. 154.
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on not knowing; for we not knowing. In the first person ani is

subjoined to ti, so that the ending is -tani}

When the verb is preceded by hama until, or aha in order that, it

becomes subjunctive, and also takes the postposition -ti, meaning to.^

When preceded by oto, whilst, it is also subjunctive, and takes post-

position -yi if afhrmative ; ^ but if the sentence be negative, the verb,

when preceded by oto, is reduced to its stem and takes -n^.*

Interrogative verbs in any tense, when affirmative, subjoin -re, and

when negative, -mi.^

A perfect participle is formed by subjoining -nani to the verbal

stem;^ of which, perhaps, na expresses completion, and ni is pro-

nominal, representing in connection with the participle that to which

it belongs.

The verb is sometimes strengthened by prefixing in-,'^ which seems

to be a pronominal element to demonstrate the subject. If the subject

be first person singular, ani is subjoined to in.

168. The adverb is usually expressed in Galla by a verb in the not-

present, which, Avith its proper person-ending, precedes the principal

verb,^ and if the sentence be negative, the principal verb takes the

negative. This is a striking instance of want of unity in the verbal

expression of fact. Other verbs also are used, with the verbs

dependent on them, in their own tense and person following them ;
^

these are danda, to be able ; raivada, to finish ; helca, to know

;

dag'aba, to be weary.

Verbs are negatived by prefixing 7w"w- with euphonic change ; or

by connecting the verb in the infinitive with one of the verbs of

negative meaning.

The imperative not only prefixes hin-, but, at the same time,

subjoins -in ; the not-present prefixes hin-, and subjoins -ne.

Other parts of speech subjoin the negative -miti}'^

169. The general order of the elements of fact is, that the subject

precedes Avhat it realises, and the governed word goes before the

governing. The genitive, however, follows its governing noun," and
the adjective follows the noun with which it agrees.

^'^

170. There does not appear to be any distinct evidence of a frag-

mentary character ; and there are traces of resemblance to the Syro-

Arabian languages, which seem to indicate a Syro-Arabian origin.

Yet the structure of the language in other respects is such that it

cannot be classed as a Syro-Arabian language, even though the points

of difi'erence are for the most part to be found also in Amharic in a

less degree.

The plural-ending -oda corresponds to Amharic -of, Ethiopia

feminine -at, and Hebrew feminine -od ; and the rarer plural ending

-ni -n, which is found also in the second and third plural of what
corresponds to the Syro-Arabian imperfect, is similar to Arabic -na

^ Tutschek's Grammar, sect. 135. - Ibid. sect. 116. ^ Ibid. sect. 118.
* Ibid. sect. 119. ^ ibjd. sects. 114, 115 « Ibid. sect. 1.56.
" Ibid. sect. 138. « Ibid, sects. 171, 172, 193. » Ibid. sect. 170.
1" Ibid, sects. 174-176. " Ibid. sect. 186. i- Ibid. sect. 196.
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which is found in the same persons. The conception of the plural as

collective and feminine ; the element t for the feminine adjective

;

and in the personal pronouns and person- endings n of the first person,

/ of the second, ti for the plural, and i for the feminine, arc all Syro-

Arabian; the strengthening pronominal -tu is Ethiopic (V. 132);
and the o of the possessive suffix first singular may l)e compared with
the 71 of the person-ending first singular of the perfect in Arabic,

Ethiopic, and Amharic.
dem. before in him with speak infin.

171. Examples: (1.) Rtifa lean dura'ti iza icwTin duha/fu'
refuse 3d fem. be afraid part, him behind go away infin. refuse 3d fem.

did ' te zoda • nan iza dtdja mak'a'fu • did ' te, Rufa, who
would not speak to him before, being afraid, would not now go away
from behind him ;

^ Tian is the demonstrative used as relative ; duba/jSt

and raalxO/Tu are the infinitives of didjwj'a and rnaliag'a (166), used
before the negative verb didte, which is the not^present third feminine

of dida (168) ; zodanan, euphonic for zodanani, is perfect participle

do dem. ye like 2d pi.

of zoda (167). (2.) Goda Imn izin feg'-tani, do what you like;^

the verb has its person, though the personal pronoun as subject

immediately precedes ; it is sirbjunctive, being thought as con-

cattle his dem. remain 3d pi. took went
tingent. (3.) Zufe Ion ' za Ian haf • ani fwjarje. ademe, Zufe

took his cattle, which remained and went ; ^ the verbs are all

not-present, unless Itafani is subjunctive after the relative (166).

youth nom. dem. home be subj. all fem. came

(4.) Dav'jago ' n han mana dir ' u k'ik'um • tu g'ufe, the young

men who might be at home all came ; ^ dargago is a collective noun
with the nominative ending n (162); diru is third person masculine,

he dem.

but dirfu, feminine, would Ito equally correct ^ (162). (5.) Inilcan
eat subj. not have subj.

no/f ' u n /cab • u, ille quod edat non hahct ;^ n is the negative hin

with lii elided euphonically ; Idn is followed by the subjunctive

fire pipe up took cord bind 3d pi. pronl. on put

(166). (6.) Iliida galea gxiba fug'e funo hig • ani • n ira hae
cord set on fire broke

funo guhag'e i_ite, he took the fire up (out of) the tobacco i)ipe,

put it on the cord Avith which they had bound him, set on fire the

cord, and broke it ; ^ the verbs are all not-present ; n sul)joined to

hig ani represents funo prononiinally, and makes the verb a personal
word thou

participle agreeing with/««o; compare -^zaw/ (167). (7.) Duhi ati

speak 2d sing. I not know subj.

dnbag' ta ani m belcu, the word thou speakest I do not under-

stand ;
^ here the verb with its person and .subject qualifies the noun

did)i without taking -n to represent it; m is hin with hi elided and n

changed to m by h the initial of the following word ; hin is followed by

what for thou kill neg. verb 2d sing. child

the subjimctivc. (8.) Mali- f ati w]\zu • did ' ta zololia ilma-

1 Ttitschuk's Graumiar, soot. 249.
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pi. on sit subj. dem.

nz'ira tez • u liana, wliy killest thou not the zololia which sits upon

its young ;
^ here the verb which with its object qualifies the noun

zololia is followed by kana to represent that noun ; ad'ezu is the infini-

tive of arTeza followed by the present of dida to refuse, used as a

negative verb ; in ihnanzira z is inserted euphonically in the plural

child nom. 3d. pers. sing. fem. forest into enter

element ?«' (162). (9.) Hid'ole-n izin hozona'ti nalh'aw
3d. sing. fem. that nom. there in stray 3d. pi. perf.

te zuni aH ' ti hag' ' ani • ru, the children who had

entered the forest lost their way in it ; ^ the noun Imtole taken as a

collective is thought as feminine, in izin she, and in naTi'amte, yet the

principal verb hag'aniru is plural ; hag'a is middle form of ha to go,

meaning to go without an object ; naJ/ama is from nali'a to put in, -ama
when they mountain red fem. pronl. head

inactive element (165). (10.) Yovm izaii tidu dimiu ' n mata'
their raise 3d pi. infantry nom. ilee 3d fem.

zani hafarj' • ani lafo • n genzi • te, when they showed themselves

upon the red mountain the infantry fled ; ^ for -n supplying the place

of a postposition see 162 ; hafag'a is a double derivative from ba to

go, being the middle formation of haza to cause to go (165), in which

z becomes / by the euphonic laws of the language ; lajm, feminine
house he spoke to come 1st pi. not-pres.

collective. (H.) Mana ini d'eg'e'ti g'uf • we, we came to

place youth nom. these nom.

the house (which) he spoke of. ^ (12.) Jrge dargago'n liuni

man this see od sing. fem. to me lead imper.

nami'ta Imna argi • te ' ti na gez * i, lead me to the man whom
these young men saw ;

^ so Tutschek translates it, though it seems to

mean, lead me to the place where these young men saw this man

;

the general noun nama is limited to an individual by -fa (162) j

the collective dargagon puts verb in the feminine person singular.

KANURL

172. In Bornou, west of the Lake Tchad, half-way across Africa,

south of the Sahara, is spoken the language called the Ivanuri. The
Kanuri consonants are : A-, g, f, t, t\ d, d\ j), h, h, y, f , s, z, u\ /, r, Z,

ii, n, VI ; the vowels : a, a, e, e, c, i, o, o, u. The vowels affect each
other through an intervening consonant as if they were predominant

;

and there are the diphthongs

—

ai, ei, oi, ni, au, gu. The consonants
in concurrence suifer euphonic change to such an extent as to indicate

a want of versatility of utterance.

^

173. In Kanuri there is no article; but its place is sometimes
supplied by the demonstrative suffix -te. The noun is distinguished
from the verb, so that the verbal stem is not used as a noun, but
requires a prefix to make it such. This prefix for verbal stems which
are thought subjectively is mm, and for those which are thought

Tutschdv's Grammar, segt. 2-19. - Tutschtk's Dictionary, p. 127.
^ Kollf, Grammar, p. 9-13,
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more objectively is Id'u; the former prefix is used also with nouns
and adjectives to form substantives denoting the corresponding abstract

father bad
attribute; as n'rm'aha, fatherhood; nhn'dlbl, badness; it is some-

times reduced to n- ; lihn- is used with the cardinal nmnbers to form

the ordinals. Both prefixes in combining with the stem are attended

by euphonic change. They may be used to form abstract substantives

from any verbal or nominal stems. ^

The personal element -ma may be subjoined to nouns or verbal

stems to express the].possessor or the agent ; or to names of countries

to express the native ; and this element in the plural becomes -hu, as

Kafir urn- becomes aha-. The suflix -mi seems to be diminutive, it is

subjoined to proper names, and means son of. The suffixes -ri and
-ram seem to be akin to the dative -?v7, and to mean belonging to.^

The plural is generally formed by -ica, but is often unexpressed.

And there seems to be a trace of the individualising of a collective

(162) in liilvi person, compared with mn people; kdmu woman, dniua

or kf'nnua women ; liinicndi', is this year ; mmde, a year ago.^

The noun has a nominative ending -ye ; and postpositions of case,

-he genitive, -rd dative, -gd accusative (see Nubian, 128), -nin or -n

locative,* which, however, leave the noun and are subjoined to the

adjective or to the suffixed possessive pronoun when the noun is accom-

panied by these
;
ye is probably pronominal, strengthening the noun,

for it is sometimes followed by the postpositions, or attached without

these to the direct object.^ Four other postpositions are mentioned,

Ian on, which is thought to be the locative of a lost noun la; derl round,

which is the stem of a verb ; naiiga because of, and gadi or gei like.^

But there is also a particle iva which is used as copulative conjunc-

tion,^ and which as a postposition may be subjoined to a noun, or to

the last term of a correlation to connect it with another noun ; as

sword hand in

kasdgar musko'wwa, having a sword in the hand. It may also be
thou weep 2d peis. go 2d pers. perf.

subjoined to an inflected verb; as ni yir'e • min ' wa len'e ' mi,

thou hast gone weeping, i.e., with weeping.^

The supply of conjimctions is scanty, like that of postpositions.

The plural element remains attached to the noun, when this is

followed by an adjective;" the adjective taking no plural;*" and

when there is no adjective, -go and the postpositions of case follow the

plural element."

The noun has no distinction of gender,^- nor the adjective of degree

of comparison. ^3

singular. plural.

12 3 1 2 3

174. The personal pronouns are: ten, ni, .n, audi, nandi, sandi.

The plurals may be contracted into ei, nei, sei. „

^ Kolle, Grammar, p. 19-22. - Ibid. p. 33-36. ^ Ibid. p. 23.

* Ibid. p. 24.
•''

Ibid. pp. 30, 37, 162. " Ibid. p. 145.

7 Ibid. p. 146. 8 Ibid. p. 32. ^ Ibid. p. 37. '" Ibid. p. 204.

" Ibid. p. 24. 1- Ibid. p. 25. " Ibid. p. 205.
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singular. plural.

12 3 1 2 3

The personal possessive suffixes are : -ni, -nem, -nt'e, -nde, -ndo, -nfa.

Sometimes, when the noun ends in a consonant, a vowel is inserted for

euphony before the possessive suffix; sometimes there is other euphonic

chantre. The n is probably a pronominal connective element repre-

senting the substantive in connection with the possessive. Suffixed

to Mge, which is only thus used, the possessive suffixes form posses-

sives used substantively ; that of the first singular is Tidge instead of

kdgeni.

The demonstratives are : tu that, tdni those, aU or -U this, ani these.

This plural element ni^ which in the personal pronouns is ndi, is also

in Galla (162).i

The indefinite elements are : ndu, ndd, ya, ufi ; they readily enter

into composition, and all but yd are used interrogatively.

175. The Kanuri verb has marks of affinity to the Nubian verb

which suggest a comparison between them; and the remarkable

peculiarities of the former may perhaps best be viewed in the light of

such comparison.

In both languages the verb has generally an element of person, even

when the subject immediately precedes. Eut the sense of the affection

of the subject which appears in the Nubian verb (130), is to be

found only in a portion of the Kanuri verbs ; so that these must be

divided into two classes, the more subjective verbs and the less sub-

jective.'^ Not only do the former in their simpler formations in the

first and second person possess an element expressive of the affection

of the subject which is absent from the latter ; but the verbal stem

itself is diff"erently affected in the two classes by the elements of person,

tense, and object. For in Kanuri the attention given to the nature of

substantive objects and of beings and doings as thought in its general

associations, is not such as to secure for the radical part the first place

in the formation ; and when the radical part becomes more particular

it follows the element which limits it.

In the third person, which involves less sense of inner personality

than the first or second, the less subjective verbs are thought not in

their pure subjective associations, which are the same for every subject,

but with a sense of outer manifestation which is determined by the

subject. And in these verbs, consequently, the element of the third

person precedes instead of following the verbal stem. In the past and

future, in which the sense of subjectivity is reduced by remoteness,

the less subjective verbs have not sufficient subjectivity to retain the

element of third person, and this is dropped.

In the past and future also in all the persons, the less subjective

verbs being thoiight with more sense than the other verbs of their

outer manifestation in the succession of facts, and with less sense of

their subjective associations, which are the same in every position in

time, are more deeply affected by that position ; so that the idea of the

1 Kolle, Grammar, pp. 26-31. - Ibid p. 54,
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verbal stem i.s determined by it. and the stem is preceded by the

elements of past and future.

The two classes of verbs are differently affected by the reflexive

object. In the more subjective verbs the reflexive object naturally

takes the place proper to the element which expresses the affection of

the subject, immediately preceding the person-ending. But in the

less subjective verbs the reflexive object immediately precedes the

verbal stem, the element of third person being dropped, and those of

past and future going first ; because the sense of the third person as sub-

ject, already weak, is weakened by that of the subject as object, and it

is therefore dropped, while the verbal stem, thought in its outer mani-

festation in the subject, is so affected by having this for its object that

it needs the reflexive element prefixed to it to give it an inward

direction.

176. The element which represents the affection of tlie subject is

n ; it does not enter into the past or future.

singular. plural.

1 2 3 1 2 3

The essential elements of person are g or sli, m, t\ ye, {tv)u, fa}
There are five tenses, which tend to have the following endings :

durative -in ; non-durative or abstract -?, or in first singular J / ^ perfect

-I ; past and future -b ; the past also subjoins rjo to the stem of the

more subjective verbs, and prefixes lei to the less subjective verbs

;

and the future subjoins io to the stem of the more subjective verbs,

and prefixes fi to the less subjective verbs.

Thus the formation of tense and person is as follows :

subfective.
D^^'^tive.

^^^on^^^
j.^^.j^^^_ ^^^^_ p^^^^^_ Imperative.

1st sing, -n'qin -n'rre ) . _ . 7 _ .« 7 -

mtens. -ivesh-in -iveslre^
J

2d sing. -7i'eiu'i)i -n'em -ivenvl -g'ant, -f-ain -nc

3d „ -f-in -fe -f-l -go'n'o -fo'wu

1st pi. -ivyeii -ivye -n-ye -gei'ye -fei-yc -wyo-gu

2d ,, -ifu'iol -n'u -n'U'iijl -gg'u -fg-u -no-go

3d „ -fe'i -fa -fe'i -g^'da -fT^'da

Less
Subjective.

1st sing, -sk'in -sire -si"I la -siro fi-sk'o

2d „ -nrin -m -m'l Id -em fi -em -c

3d fe4(n) \ .« . 9 > fe-l M -o fi
^ '

( or r t; -o^
j

1st pi. -{yYe-n -{y)c -{y)r li -(y)c fi -{y)? -yo-go

2d ,, -lO'i -u -wl Id -u fi -u -o-go *

3d fa-iin) {
'^'^'j

< o ^ fa -I liP -o fc -o
^ '

I
or ta -0-

j

The letters in parenthesis are sometimes omitted.

The use of i and in the above to express the proximate and tlie

non-proximate in time corresponds to the use of the vowels of position

1 Kolle, Grammar, p. 54. - Il>id. p. 53.

3 Ibid. p. 40. * Ibid. p. 5G-84.
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in Woloff ; and in it e is the characteristic expression of fact in the

abstract (see I. 26-28). The element of the past in Kanuri corre-

sponds to get in Susu (I. 50) ; and that of the future to (J'o, the future

of the verb substantive in Ga. The element of the third person in

the more subjective verbs loses life by reason of remoteness in the

past and future, and consequently drops the aspiration. The ending

go, in the imperative plural, corresponds to gio the plural element in

Nubian, with which language the verbal formations have striking

points of similarity. It is to be observed that those formations

are subject to much euphonic change, as are also those which
follow.

177. The more subjective verbs take or increase a transitive signi-

ficance ^ by inserting ge before the element of the first or second

person, and after that of the third in the first three tenses ; for the

third person clings close to the stem, having no intervening element

of subjective affection ; whereas the first and second persons exchange

that element for ge, which gives an outward direction to the verb,

corresponding as it does to ga, the postposition of the direct object

;

and 11 being dropped the element of the first singular becomes sk.

The past and future elements subjoin ge, and become gi and fi before

it ; and ge also changes its vowel euphonically, and absorbs that of

the person in the plural. ^ Only a few of the less subjective verbs

make this transitive formation.

The more subjective verbs become reflexive by taking te, just as

they take ge, except that te absorljs the third person, and that the

past and future elements become ga and ta."

The less subjective verbs prefix te, as has been said, to the verbal

stem, so that it follows the past and future elements ka- and fa-.^

The more subjective verbs form a causative by prefixing yite or yige

to the transitive or ge formation ; the less subjective by prefixing it to

their simple form.*

Most of the former verbs are used in all these derived forms. But
only a limited number of the less subjective verbs have developed a

transitive or causative form, while they invariably form a reflexive.*^

The causative form of transitive verbs generally expresses only
increase of transitiveness."

tie

Some few verbs form a transitive on a reflexive, as ker'te'ge'sMn, I

tie myself to.'''

The tense and person-endings given above for the more subjective

verbs are all, except the perfect, used separately as the parts of a

verb ngin, I say or I think.*

178. The negative ni is subjoined to the abstract and future, sub-

ject to euphonic change.^

The perfect and the past subjoin -yd to express the subsequence to

them of a principal verb ; and the abstract, the past, and the future

1 Kolle, Grammar, p. 46. " Ibid. p. 56. '' Ibid. p. 69.
* Ibid. pp. 51, 50. s Ibid. p. 46. « Ibid. p. 48.
' Ibid. p. 52. 8 Ibid. p. 55, and Dictionary. » Ibid. p. 84.
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subjoin -na to express contemporaneousness ; l)oth subject to euphonic
change, 1

The infinitive of the more subjective verbs is formed by subjoining
to the verbal stem -te or -ta, •which are probably pronominal ; and to

this ge or ga is sufhxed for the infinitive of the transitive form.-

The infinitive of the less subjective verbs is formed by nasalising

tlie initial consonant of stem and changing the final vowel to o, ei,

or a.2

The present active participle subjoins -ma to the infinitive (173).^

A passive participle is formed only by the more subjective verbs,

gata being subjoined to the verbal stem
; ga is probably the past,'*

and ta pronominaL
There is an interrogative suffix -ha, a predicative suffix -go, and an

emphatic suffix -maJ'

179. The Kanuri verb, though it has no passive, is thought strongly

as affecting a direct object, when the sense of this is most vivid, that

is, when it is the first or second person. This reference, however, is

not tliought as influencing the subject to do or to be, but rather as

aff'ecting the idea of what the subject does, or of the state in which
he is ; and it has closer connection, therefore, with the stem than with

the person. In the less subjective verbs, which are thought more
olijectively than the others, in their outer manifestation, the first or

second personal pronoun as object determines the whole thought of

the verb, and is prefixed to the entire formation. In the more sub-

jective verbs the verbal stem is thought in its own general associations,

but subjoins to itself the first or second personal object, so that this is

separated by the elements of the past and of the future from the person

of the verb ; in the other tenses it takes the place of the affection of

the subject (176), When subject and object are of the same person

in the same or in different numbers, this formation is not used. In

the more subjective verbs in the first person singular, when this is

expressed by iig, the idea of the verb is too subjective to take up an

object.

The object elements are for the first person s, and for the second n,

their plural element being a, which, however, sometimes mingles with

the elements which follow.^

180. There does not seem to be^ any distinct evidence of a frag-

mentary character,

181. In the syntactical construction of Kanuri the .subject gene-

rally precedes the predicate ; ^ the adjective follows its noun ;
^ the

personal possessives are suffixed to their noun, even when this is

followed by an adjective or genitive.^ The genitive may either

precede or follow the governing noun, but it oftener follows ;
'" the

adverb may either precede or follow what it affects ; ^\ the objects and

conditions may occupy any position.^- A subordinate clause may be

inserted anywhere in a sentence Avithout any particle to express the

1 Kolle, Grammar, p. 87-92. - Ibid. p. 93. ^ Ibid. p. 97.

* Ibid. p. 98. '' Ibid. p. 273-2S1. « Ibid. pp. 102, 121,
'

Ibid. p. 148. 8 Ibid. p. 203. '• Ibid. pp. 150, 167.

1" Ibid. p. 163. " Ibid. p. 153. ^- Ibid. p. 152.
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relation in which it stands as a condition of the fact, or with a

demonstrative instead of such particle ; ^ it may also be connected by
the suffixed particles -ya and -?za," but there is scanty expression of

the relations of facts to each other.^ The case postposition is often

added to an inflected verb, or even to a longer proposition.* A post-

position is often added to a genitive to govern the combination of the

governing noun and genitive ; ^ the accusative postposition is often

omitted.*^ When nouns are qualified, or in apposition, or otherwise

in the same relation, the postposition is attached only to the last

word.'' Relative propositions are treated like adjectives.^ The last

only of a series of connected facts is expressed with the element of

the past, or perfect, or future, the others being in the non-durative.''

There is no copula.^"

thief man two shirt my steal past Sd pi. contempor.

182. Examples: (1.) Barhukdm^HJialgu'nindal-ge ' da ' na
word one emph. speak 3d pi. neg.

mana tilo 'ma mana't'a ' ni, the two thieves, while they were steal-

I to-day corpse ass of walk

ing my shirt, did not speak one word." (2.) Wu ku Ufa lioru'be, le
'

1st sing. dur. previously God nom. show me trans, eat 1st sing. perf.

ng • 171 dugo AUd'ye pele'se • ge, hu • sk * e, I have eaten

to-day the body of an ass, which God previously showed me as I was
walking ;

^'^ Ufa korohe is qualified by the following clause, of which
Jengin is a subordinate member, without any expression of relation

;

jyelesege is the third singular of the alDstract or non-durative tense of

the transitive or ge formation of the verb pelengin, I show, with the
thou father my accus. see 2d sing, succes. he news the

first person as object. (3.) iVz.' abd'ni ' gd ru • m ' la silaharie
tell thee fut. 3d sing.

gule'n • t'o ' no, when thou hast seen my father, he will tell thee the

news ;
^^ runil is the second singular perfect, and to this ya is subjoined

I fire for

to express the succession to it of the principal fact. (4.) TFm kanwro
me send 2d sing, go past 1st sing, succes, fire see 1st sg. neg.

su 'not ' em le' ga ' sga ' nya kanu ru 'sga ' ni, I, when thou sentest

me for fire, and I had gone, did not see fire ;" sunotem is the second singu-

lar of the abstract or non-durative tense, its position in time being ex-

we place

pressed by the following verb, with which it is connected. (5.) Andi nd
daughter thy of to wife for like 1st pi. think 1st pi. come 1st pi.

perd 'nenvhe-ru, kdmu'vu rdg ' e n ' ye, /ras • v/e, Ave have come
to the place of thy daughter, as we thought we liked her for a wife.^^

The verbs are in the perfect, or kasye may be perfect, and the other
3d pi. non-dur. king pers. to soldier pi. his nom.

two abstract. (6.) T'a mei Bornwind-rd kogana'wa'nti ' ye
say past 3d pi.

gid 'ge ' da, said his soldiers to the king of Bornu •,^'^ fa is equivalent to

1 Kolle's Grammar, pp. 154, 190. ~ Ibid. p. 246, 252. ^ Ibid. p. 246.
* Ibid. pp. 166, 178. s Ibid. p. 167. « Ibid. p. 173.
7 Ibid. p. 176-178. » ibij, p_ jgg.
9 Ibid. pp. 225, 234, 236, 259. i" Ibid. p. 268. " Ibid. p. 151.

1- Ibid. p. 152. 13 Ibid. p. 153. ^^ Ibid. p. 154.
'5 Ibid. p. 155. 18 Ibid. p. 102,
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father girl of boy of salutation his 3d sing, accept

said they (177). {1 .) Aba xjcnrhc tata'he lafea'nt'e t'e ' nuir/e, the

girl's father accepts the boy's.salutation ;
^ i'emdge is third singular non-

boy leprosy pers. friend his of word hear past succes.

durative. (8.) Tata dull ' via suha'nt'rhcmanax)d)i-ga • nyil, the leprous
woman fish boy Sdsing.poss.

boy having heard his friend's word.- (9.) K'lmuhimliata • 7ife

little to gave place stone

(jana'vo fi, the woman gave the fish to her little boy.^ (10.) No. hju-
ace. lay 3d sing. dur. ace. wife his to show 3d sing, trans.

(ja (jand • f ' in • ga Icaviu'nt'wropele ' fe • ge, he shows his wife the

place where he used to lay the stone ;^ pelvt'ege is third singular non-
horse he to king nom. send 3d sing,

durative of the ge formation. (11.) Per si'vo mei • ijc i'ehd • t'c
'

contemp. to 3d sing, mount
na • TO t'e ' Id, he mounts the horse which the king now

voice hyena hear 3d sing, arise 3d sing, side his loc.

sent him.'^ (12.) Mana hidtu'he pan • t'e t'i ' t'e rit'nt'e 'n
hide 3d sing.

gera • fl, he heard the voice of the hyena, arose, and hid himself

alone (by himself) ;
^ the tense is defined only in the last verb as

father my he king

perfect, the others are abstract, non-durativc. (13.) Aha 'ni si -mei,

my father is king ;
*^ si represents ahani as subject, and thereby

I wife my Lord our gen. 3d sing, pay perf.

implies the copula. (14.) Wu lidriufni I'om'ande'hc fe'ramh'l,
my wife has paid our Lord (died)

;

''
vni, is genitive without -he, the

I middle forest

possession being expressed in the suffix -ni. (15.) W^l t'uru karagd'
of in one my house my build 1st sing, non-dur.

he ' n tilo • ni nem ' ni tern ' g ' c, I build my house alone in

I horse king to

the midst of the forest;^ tiloni, my 'lone. (16.) Wu per mei'ru
bring 1st sing.

ku • sk • d, or vm meiro per kusko, or raeiru wu per kusko, or 2^^^'

wu meird kuskd, or wu per kusko meird, or per meird wu kuskd, I

brouEfht a horse to the kins^.^

PUL.

183. The Pul language, spoken by the Fulah race, Avhicli is spread

at present through the countries Avest of Bornu, identifies that race as

African, though they have neither the features nor the hair nor the

colour of the negro. The language is remarkable indeed for having,

like the Oceanic languages and unlike the African, with the exception

of the Hottentot, an inclusive and an exclusive form of the pronoun

of the first person plural ; but it has, on the other hand, unmistakable

traces of the Kafir system of nominal prefixes; and though these

have tended to become suffixes, they retain their affinity to the Kafir

1 Kolle, Gr.immar, p. 1G9. - Ibid. p. 1^3. ^ ibid. p. 178.

• Ibid, p. 179. ' Ibid. p. -259. ''' Ibid. p. 182.

7 Ibid. p. 181. ^ Ibid. p. 213, ^ Ibid. p. I.v2.
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prefixes, and not only by them thus transposed, but also by prefixes,

the concord of the noun and adjective is expressed.

All personal nouns end in -o in the singular, and in -he in the

plural ; ^ nouns in -o which are not personal are very rare exceptions,

and do not form plural in -be. These suffixes evidently correspond to

the Kafir prefixes zim- and aba-. The suffix -am belongs to nouns

denoting liquids or Avhat has come from liquids ;
^ and in all the

languages of the Kafir family the prefix ama- or 7na- is taken by such

nouns. 2 This element is found also in Bullom ; but vt, with this

significance may be traced also through the Oceanic * and Syro-

Arabian languages. In Kafir ama- is generally thought as a plural

or collective prefix, and has no other prefix to make a plural for

itself ; but in Pul the nouns which have -ajii in the singular have

-e in the plural.

Nouns denoting things of a vegetable nature tend to have -i in the

singular, and -e or -^ in the plural.^

Other suffixes are -nchc singular, -li plural, -ru singular, -M plural,

-uru singular, -bi or -pi plural, -nu singular, -di plural, -ude singular,

-le plural, -ere singular, -e plural, -al singular (sometimes augmentative),

-e, -le, or -de plural, -gal singular (nouns of instrument), -e, -le, or -de

plural, -ol singular, -li, -bi, or -di plural, -el singular (diminutive), -one

or -hone plural, -a singular, -e, -i, or -d'i plural.^

But nouns not only change their suffix in the plural, but also

sometimes their initial letters.

I.
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being similarly slurred, closed and hardened the utterance of a soft

consonant.

Nouns which form the plural by adding -(Vi to the singular, do not
generally suffer any change in their initials.^

184. The adjective agrees witli its noun not only in the ending
but also often in having an initial part determined by the noun, and,

as often happens in the Kafir languages, preserves prefixes or parts of

prefixes whicli have been lost by the nouns. Thus the adjective huil,

red, changes as follows witli its noun :

—

person
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plural

excl. 1 incl. 2

eriiin, enen, onon ; and for third, if referring to persons, Ico or hanlio

singular, kamhe plural^
Bing\ilar plural

1 2 excl. 1 incl. 2

The personal pronouns as objects are : am, ma, min en, on ; and

for third, if referring to persons, bo singular, he plural ; 2 amen occurs

in the examples as objective first plural (189, Example 5).

singular

1 2

The personal pronouns as possessive suffixes are : am, ma,
plural

excl. 1 incl. 2

men en, man, and for third, if referring to persons, malio singular,

mahe plural.^

The pronouns which do not refer to persons are the same as the

corresponding demonstratives. ^

186. There are verbal particles de and ma, which, however, are not

detached, but are closely combined with the pronoun which stands as

subject ; de is also subjoined to the verbal stem to form the infinitive

mood, and the constant use of it when the verb is governed as a noun
shows how the verb is distinguished in thought from the noun,^

The initial consonant of a verbal stem, if soft, is hardened when
the subject is plural

;
just as in the plural of nouns which are not

personal,^ and probably for a similar reason.

There is a tense Avhicli states fact abstractly as realised, without

reference to time, in which the verbal stem subjoins -i ; an actual

present in Avhich it subjoins -a, the personal pronouns also being

affected ; and a perfect in which it subjoins -inon (compare WolofF -on,

I. 28) ; also a future, in which ma- is prefixed to the personal

pronouns. Thus, for the verb lial, to speak

—

Abstract.
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which the simple personal pronouns precede the simple stem (see

189, Examples 2, 5), or the stem with the ending -a (see Example 4).

In the actual present, the first and second persons arc combined
with the verbal element de, the third person in singular and plural is

strengthened rather by a kind of reduplication; all the persons in

this tense may take in addition the particle -ni, as mhede hala, or

mhedeni hala, I am speaking (see Woloff, «.o, w, I. 29). In the

future ma is evidently a verbal element, which determines the

subject to a future fact. The ideal, whether conditional, interro-

gative, or doubtful, is expressed by subjoining e, we, or te to the

verbal stem.^

A root is made transitive by -m, causative l)y -nn, reflexive by -a,

reversed in meaning by substituting -/ for -u, reciprocal hy-iidir. The
transitive verbs in u may change u to a in the future. The reflexive

verbs in -a, change a to o in the future and imperative.^

A passive participle is formed by -ado, and from the root of verbs

in -ade a noun of the agent is formed by -otodo.^

From verbal stems ending with -in, this suffix -do forms verbal

nouns in -iiido, -inido, -nitido.

There is also an active personal suffix -oico, which forms nouns of

the agent ; and another -nia, which forms present participle active *

(compare Kanuri, 178).

When the subject is a substantive, the particle innni or ina may lie

used before the verb in the sense of French voila ^ (I. 29).

The stem of the verb substantive is icon, but the mere copula is

omitted.*^

Negation is expressed by subjoining -a to the verbal stem, -anon

perfect, -ali abstract ; the future adds -ta, thus haVaia ; and a pro-

hibitive is expressed by -wata before the imperative ; tea is the root of

n-avi, may or can. The termination of verbal noun -otodo is made
negative in its meaning by changing it to -otalio?

187. There are few prepositions or conjunctions.*^ The preposition

to, which means towards, is prefixed to words of locality, and forms

adverbs of locality. The genitive and the direct object follow their

governor Avithout any element of relation.'^ There is no conjunction

to express that, in order that.^*^

188. In respect of the conmiinution of speech into small fragments,

the Pul language seems to have that tendency in a degree distinctly

less than the African languages considered in Sect. I. The suffixes

of the nouns are less distinct and separable than the Kafir prefixes,

and as taken by the adjectives they seem often to be mixed with

radical elements. The verbal elements, too, combine with the persons

or with the verbal stem as in languages of this section, instead of

being detached or separable as in the pure African languages. It was

probably subject to Asiatic influence (122).

1 Faidherbe, p. 38-41, - Ibid. p. 44. ^ ii,ij. p. 40

< Ibid, p 42. ^ Ibid. p. 45. * Ibid. p. 46.

7 Ibid, p. 46-48. « Ibid. p. 60. » Ibid. p. 01.

'" Ibid, p. 62,
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moor pi. enter abs. into 3d pi. break abs.

189. Examples : (1.) Sapal be not ' i e Gadaga he hel • i

wall 3(1 pi. kill abs. persons pi. all

tata Mali'ana he lahafi im • be fnp, the Moors entered with

Gadaga, they demolished the wall of ]\Iak'ana and killed all the

mare thy handsome if 2d sing, wish abs. sell inf. 1st sing.

people.^ (2.) ndarlwma mO(T'u s ' ada hid • i yae'de mi
give thee guineas ten pi. five and gun barrel pi. two

rnkJiit, riia sollegi tapande doi, e fetel Tiundwde didi, your mare is hand-

some ; if you wish to sell I will give you fifty guineas and a double-

barrelled gun ; ^ vwd,''u has the suffix u to agree with ndadu, which in

184 ends in o ; ac?a occurs here before the abstract tense, whereas in

the grammar it is given only in the actual present ; and mi occurs

before the simple stem rokJiu, a construction not given in the grammar,
prohib. deceive me fut. 1st pi. do dem. 2d sing, wish

(3.) JFata fimt am ma'minwad ku a 7igidda, do not deceive

me, we Avill do what you wish ;
- Faidherbe explains ngidda as future

plural of the verb hid'de, to wish, which is quite unintelligible,

sheikh say chief give me milk and honey or

(4.) Ahmadu seku wi kalifa Dagana, tott am kosam e gauri uatla
I burn village thy

mi suma uro ma, the sheikh Ahmadu said to the chief of Dagana,
if .3d pi.

give me milk and honey or I will destroy your village,^ (5.) aS'^^ be

receive neg. abs. us into village king punish 3d pi.

teddin ' ali amen e save lamdo kaarta fi be, if they do not

receive us into the village the king of Kaarta will punish them.^
3d pi. shoot abs. dem. me in stomach and lance in eye

(6.) Be pid ' i k ' am e redu e mhangu e itere, they shot me
in the stomach and a lance in the eye ;

^ e has many meanings, so im-
tell him 3d sing, come 3d sing.

perfect is the expression of relations. (7.) Wi bo o har o
visit me to-morrow

deo mi daiigo, tell him that he come and see me to-morrow.^
child his female speak abs. Woloff as

(8.) Bu • ko debbo nani tear ono Ndaranlie, his daughter speaks

Woloff Hke an inhabitant of Ndar ;
^ nani is the abstract tense of

2d sing, refuse

nan, it has no person after the noun as subject. (9.) A ad
abs. us take inf. water at well thy God punish opt.

i min dog-de ndiyam e bondifma yalla fie, you refuse us to take
water at your well, God punish (you) ;''

fie is the ideal form of

fi (186).

190. Of the languages whose structure has been sketched in this
section, the Galla shows strong affinities to the Syro-Arabian languages
(170), and the Kanuri is spoken by a people who have been noted as
having less quickness of excitability than their neighbours (p. 51), so
that both these languages may be regarded as exceptional. The others

1 Faidherbe, p. 81. - Ibid. p. 82. 3 Ibid. p. 83. •* Ibid. p. 84.
5 Ibid. p. So. 6 iyj_ p_ 87_ 7 lyj. p. 88.
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are spoken by races differing widely from each other in descent, in

physical circumstance, and in mode of life, and accordingly tliey

show great diversity both in respect of their etymology and of their

construction. But through all those diflerences one feature may be
observed, with regard to which they may be classed together ; they

exhibit a fragmentary tendency, though in a less degree than those

African languages which are most remote from Asiatic influence. In

them, as in the latter, that tendency shows itself under different forms

according as one race takes more or less interest than another in the

whole combination of fact compared with their interest in the parts of

which such combination consists. And a similar difference has been

observed in Sect. II. 144 as causing great diversity among the American
languages in the form in which they exhibit their massive character

of thought. For whether thought be massive or fragmentary, a pre-

vailing interest in the whole combination of fact produces a polysyn-

thetic tendency, to which both these qualities of thought readily yield.

This readiness for polysynthetic formation on the part both of massive

and of fragmentary thought according to the degree in which these quali-

ties exist, agrees with the theoretical inferences of Book I,, chap i., 6, 8.

And the difference between the two kinds of polysynthetic speech is

to be found by observing whether on the one hand thought passes

from one light element to another with partial mingling of the two, or,

on the other hand, the first element is retained and the others added to

it, so that all together are thought in one massive synthesis simulta-

neously present to the mind. Polysynthetic formations of the former

kind are to be seen in Tagala and in the Dravidian languages, while

in Polynesian and in other languages of this section there is a resolu-

tion of speech into fragments which stand apart from each other.

Such languages as these are in appearance quite different from the

others in respect of their fragmentary nature
;
yet if this feature of

language consists essentially of the lightness of the thoughts which

can in succession occupy the mind, such languages as Tagala and

Dravidian may be cpite as fragmentary as Polj^nesian, the difference

being in the degree in which the elements mingle each with the fol-

lowing one, while there may be no difference in the lightness of what

is present at each moment to the mind.

Those successive elements of thought are not, in the languages of

this section, so fine as in the African languages of the first section,

though some of the former, as the Polynesian, approach very near to

some of the latter, as the Hottentot. Nor do the languages of this

section agree with each other in tliis respect so closely as those

African languages do ; but those which are less fragmentary, as the

Malay, are spoken by races of less ready excitability, and those which

are more fragmentary, as the Polynesian, are spoken by races of more

ready excitability, while none of these races have such quick excita-

bility as the Kafir or the native of Guinea (pp. 72-75). And this

confirms the proof that this quality of mental action is connected by

causation with this feature in the structure of language, according to

the ]ninciples of Book I., chap, i., 5, 6.

191. Throughout a large proportion of the Oceanic languages, in
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the Polynesian, the Tagala, the Malay, and the Australian of Adelaide,

there prevails a remarkable tendency to disyllabic roots, which does

not exist in the other languages of this section. And while those

languages agree Avith the others in having a tendency to break the

integers of thought, they differ from them in having more concrete

particularity of thought (8, 45, 67, 73, 79, 80). With this habit of

thought, therefore, it would appear that the disyllabic development

of roots is connected, while the absence of the prevalence of disyllabic

roots from the languages of the other sections indicates that this feature

is to be attributed to a minor degree of ready excitability as well as to

a concrete particularity of thought, according to the principle of Book
I., chap, i., 7.

IV.

—

Languages of Central and Northern Asia and

Northern Eurojje.

1. The races of Central and Northern Asia and Northern Europe

may be classed together as having a quickness of excitability below

the mean, yet greater than the American races ; such at least is the

view to which the evidence leads that is to be had on the subject

(see pp. 76, 77). And their languages accordingly all have a massive

character, but not so massive as the American languages.

The physical circumstances and mode of life in Avhich the character

of the races of Central and North-Eastern Asia was formed were

remarkably uniform ; for their life was for the most part nomadic, as

it still is. And their languages show a corresponding similarity

of structure. And though the languages of North-Western Asia

and Northern Europe differ from these in some particulars of their

structure, a great similarity pervades all the languages of this section.

The striking feature which in each family of these languages shows

the tendency to think the elements of fact together in massive com-

binations, is that which is called the vowel harmony ; though this is

also partly due to another cause.

" In the Turkish-Tartar languages, as well as in Mongolian, Manju,

Finnish, and Magyar, we find quite similar laws of vowel harmony,

but almost everywhere they are less strict than in Yakut." ^ In

Yakut, therefore, a Tartar language which is spoken in the northern

part of the basin of the Lena, these laws may best be studied ; and

in it they not only are very distinctly developed, but have been fully

explained by Bcihtlingk in his admirable grammar of that language.

The vowel harmony is connected in principle with the euphonic laws

of these languages ; and its nature will be better understood if these

laws be first noticed in their leading outlines as they are found to

prevail in the Yakut language. The general structure of that language

will then be studied, according to the plan hitherto followed, that this

particular feature may be seen as it co-exists with the other character-

istics. And the remaining languages of this section will be treated in

succession in the same way.

^ Bcihtlingk's Yakut Grammar, sect. 32,
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YAKUT.

2. Yakut utterance shows a tendency in a moiety of its words to

give imperfectly the fine differences which distinguisli the elements of
articulation. The vowels called soft are vowels uttered with imperfect
discrimination, the organs not being put decisively into the position

necessary to give the vowel its proper sound. The indolent Hottentot
has a complete set of such vowels, whicli "Wallmann calls indelinite

(unhestimmten),^ and distinguishes them from the other vowels by a
diacritic mark. Here they will be distinguished, according to Def.

30, by two dots placed over them. This is the only phonetic feature

which the Yakut and the Hottentot languages have in common ; for

the great difference between the races in other features of their mental
character hinders further agreement.

A different cause leads the language to favour vowel sound, and
to neglect the distinctions of consonant utterance. Hence there is

an imperfect discrimination of tenuis, medial, and aspirate ; for the
gutturals are only aspirates, that is, tenuis aspirate and medial
aspirate ; and the ante-palatals are tenuis aspirate, medial aspirate,

and nasal ; while the post-palatals, dentals, and labials have no
aspirate. Bohtlingk, indeed, takes the guttural aspirates for 1c

and <f, but their exclusive affinity for the broad vowels a and o,

which open the throat, shows that they are q and r/.2 Owing to tliis

vocalic tendency there is a considerable development of diphthongs.

And owing to a want of versatility of utterance, or deficient

promptitude in changing the action of the organs, the formation of

these diphthongs indicates a disposition to make the transition gradual

in passing from one element to another. The diphthongs are : ea, id,

uo, iiU, in which the closer vowel precedes the more open one ; and each

of the three last is apt in speaking to sound like a long vowel, ^ to

which the close vowel is a mere introduction. This is as if there was
deficient promptitude in passing to the full vowel utterance, causing it

to begin with a restricted opening of the organs. On the other hand,

e, though the closer vowel, predominates in the impression made by
ea,^ perhaps on account of the strong action of the tongue in

sounding it with the anterior part retracted behind the lower gum,^

and the deficient readiness of the organs to pass from this strong

action.

The tendency also to close these diphthongs, and also single vowels

with i, so as to produce what are called ^-diphthongs and i-triph-

thongs,^ seems to be in order to ease the abruptness of change from a

strong vowel utterance to another state of the organs ; for this final i

is only half a vowel, and partakes of a consonantal nature. These

diphthongs and triphthongs never occur in Yakut in a syllable closed

with a consonant,^ but are in truth closed by /; and Avhen a suffix

^ Wallmann, Namaqua Sprache, sect. 1.

- Bohtlingk, Yakut Grammatik, sect. 132. ^ Ibid. sect. 34.

•* Castren, Samoied Grammatik, sect. 9 ; Steinthal, Charakeristik, p. 178.

= Bohtlingk, sects. 35, 36. " IWd. sects. 67, 140.

Z
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beginning with a consonant is subjoined to them, the i is treated as a

consonant, and a connective vowel is inserted after i, when it would
be inserted after a consonant.^ This half-consonantal nature of the

closing i accounts for the strange diphthong ii which exists in actual

use, and in which, therefore, the final i is distinguished in utterance

from the initial i.^

This tendency to ease the transitions of utterance shows a want of

versatility in the organs of speech, an inaptitude for passing quickly

from one element to another quite unlike it.

Thus a medial generally requires to be followed by a vowel, and to

be preceded by a vowel, a nasal, or a vibratile. No medial can end a

word,^ nor does any medial except h, and rarely d or cl'', begin one ;
*

k and q seldom occur between vowels, but g and y instead,^ the

sonancy of the vowels affecting the consonant ; t becomes d between
an z'-diphthong or i-triphthong and a vowel," and also when, as the

initial of an affix, it comes between r and a vowel ; ^ final p becomes
h before a suffix beginning with a vowel ; ^ nor is there any place in

the concurrences of two consonants open to tenues and medials alike,

except that of following immediately a nasal or a vibratile ;
^—so

largely is the use of tenuis or medial determined by the influence of

their position, making one or the other more conformable to the

adjacent utterance.

There is also an indication of a want of alertness of new action in

the fact that the vibratiles very rarely begin a word, r never ;
^" p

also scarcely ever begins a word," and the utterance is not suffi-

ciently versatile to pronounce a hiatus. ^^

A tenuis, tenuis aspirate, or s, can each be immediately followed

only by a tenuis, tenuis aspirate, or s/^^ because a medial, or nasal, or

vibratile, would require an immediate change of action with less

tension and involving the larynx, the nose, or the tongue and breath.

It is a law of utterance, not by any means peculiar to these languages,

that a medial cannot immediately precede a tenuis, tenuis aspirate, or

s ; but that a nasal or a vibratile can do so, because these utterances

have a duration which facilitates the change of action by putting an
interval between the act of setting the organs for the first utterance,

and the act of setting them for the second. There is less change of

action in passing from a medial to a nasal or vibratile than from a

medial to a tenuis, tenuis aspirate, or s, for in the former transition

there is little change of tension of the organs, and the sonancy of the

medial may be carried into the nasal or vibratile ; but the only com-

binations of this kind which occur in Yakut are gn, gr, gl, gl, br,^^

which are simpler than others, iDecause they each engage two ditferent

parts of the organs, and pass to that part which is most ready to act,

namely, the point of the tongue.

, Medial and medial do not concur except in three combinations,

1 Bohtlingk,, sect. 69. - Ibid. sect. 35. 3 jbij, sect. 153.
* Ibid. sect. 151. ^ Ibid, sects. 130, 131. ^ Ibid. sect. 141.
7 Ibid. sect. 158. « Ibid. sect. 163. ' Ibid. sect. 146.
1" Ibid, sects. 148, 151. " Ibid. sect. 148. '-' Ibid. sect. 37.

13 Ibid. sect. 146.
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each of which occurs only once,^ because the utterance is not suffi-

ciently versatile to combine readily the double sonancy with the
double stoppage of the breath.

Nor in general can two consonants either begin or end a word, the only
combinations which are not too complex for the end of a word being

rt, It, It, nlc, mp.^ Moreover, t is assimilated by k, f', or 2^ immedi-

ately following it,2 probably because the utterance of t is weaker than
these on account of the habits of utterance relaxing the action of the
point of the tongue ; and perhaps the reason why the combinations
tt/ and ts do not occur is that t is not strong enough to maintain
itself in these combinations.

Thus, generally, Yakut utterance seems to be marked by a want of

versatility, as well as by a vocalic tendency, and an indolence which
affects a large proportion of its words.

3. The most remarkable phonetic laws of the Yakut language due
to these characteristic tendencies are those which are connected Avith

the nature of the vowels.

The vowels a and o, whether definitely or indefinitely uttered, are

called by the grammarians of these languages heavy, and e and n,

whether definite or indefinite, are called light, the former involving a

heavier ejection of breath than the latter. The indefinite vowels also

are called soft, the definite ones hard, on account of the indecisive

state of the organs in uttering the former compared with the latter.

An indecisive e sounds as i, and in a, o, ii, the more relaxed state of

the tongue causes its position to approach that of sounding e, which is

approximately its position of rest, and this gives to the vowels an
infusion of e. The closing i of a diphthong or triphthong is neither

hard nor soft.'^

'Now there are two I's, a stronger and a weaker, and the strong / can

be connected only with tlie hard vowels, the weak I only with the soft,

unless when it is strengthened by being followed immediately by /' or

d\ The hard I is almost pronounced by uttering u, and it seems

therefore to involve more action of the back part of the tongue, and
to be guttural. 5

The heavy vowels are sounded with a larger guttural opening than

the light, and the former have consequently an affinity for the gutturals,

while the latter are more akin to the post-palatals. Accordingly, an

initial k can never have a hard, heavy vowol a or o after it ; an

initial q' can never have any other vowel." A final k must always

have before it a light vowel, a final (j' always a lieavy ; inside a word
also q and J require each a heavy vowel before them ; inside a word

f/ as well as k sometimes has a heavy vowel before it, but generally y
is preceded by a light one.''

The laws of vowel harmony in Yakut are two :

^

I. If the first vowel in a word be hard, the remaining vowels of

the word must be all hard ; if it be soft, they must be all soft.

II. The vowel a, as the vowel of a syllable, can be followed only by

^fBuhtlingk, p. 5G, note CI. - Ibid, sects. 152, 154.

3 Ibid. sect. 189. "» Ibid. sect. 35.
'' Ibid, sects. 24, 127.

«, Ibid. sect. 128. '' Ibid. sect. 129. t* Ibid. sect. 31.
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a or p, as the vowel of the next syllable, e only by e or a, o only by o

or u, u only by u or a, and so also for the corresponding soft vowels.

In consequence of these two laws the same suffix has different

vowels, according to the word to which it is subjoined. By the first

law, if that word have hard vowels, the vowels of the suffix will be
hard ; if soft, the vowels of the suffix will be soft. And by the

second law, if the vowel of the last syllable of the word be a or e, the

first vowel of the suffix must be a or e ; if the vowel of the last

syllable be o, the first of the suffix must be o or u ; and if it be u,

the first of the suffix must be u or a. Every suffix therefore must be

capable of having four different vowels or sets of vowels without
altering its general meaning, two to satisfy the second law, and each

of these hard or soft to satisfy the first. In the roots, a diversity of

vowels generally brings with it difference of meaning, though there

are examples of stem-vowels being changed, hard to other hard, soft to

other soft, without change of meaning ;
- but in the suffix the change

of vowels is an influence of the root which does not affect the

meaning. And no matter how many suffixes be attached one after

another to a root, these laws prevail from the beginning to the end of

the word.

4. Now the second of these laws is merely phonetic, and seems to

be due to that want of versatility of the organs of speech which makes
them indisposed to change of action, coupled with the vocalic tendency,

which has been mentioned as another phonetic feature of the language

(2). The tendency to favour the vowel as an element of utterance

causes it to dominate the utterance of the following consonants and to

assimilate the next vowel, makingjit either labial or non-labial. But
the first law of vowel harmony is not merely phonetic, but arises

from the expression of thought. For the softness or the hardness of

the vowel utterance which characterises the root and determines its

meaning is significant, and must express a mental element associated

inseparably with the whole idea which the root expresses. And this

element of thought must pervade the whole of the subsidiary thoughts
expressed by all the suffixes attached to the root. What it is cannot
be ascertained from the meaning of the root. It is some fine element
associated with that meaning in the mind of the race ; and is such
that the nature of every thing, and of every doing or being, has its

own association suggesting for it either hard or soft expression. Now
the utterance of the soft vowels is indolent compared with that of the

hard ones ; and there would seem to be therefore an association of

inactivity indicated by the former, and of the contrary by the latter.

An indolent utterance of the vowels, with imperfect adjustment
of the organs of the mouth, alters their quality without impairing

the loudness of their sound, and can therefore convey its meaning
without rendering indistinct the expression of the idea. And on the

vowels, therefore, it falls to convey this associated element, whatever
it be, as the relaxation of the consonants would impair too much
their expressive power.

Such a distribution of the objects of thought into active and inactive

^ Bohtlingk, sects. 74, 76.
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seems to imply a twofold experience of life now active and now
inactive, and otherwise so far different that each experience is a source
of ideas with a corresponding association, the one of activity and the
other of indolence, though afterwards so transferred that their present
applications cannot be identified with either experience.

Certainly the life of the great nomadic races involves a twofold
experience of this kind, as they must during their abundant summer
provide for their rigorous winter when little can be done. Their char-
acter, too, involves a striking combination of intermittent indolence and
energy. And it is very remarkable that this distinction of roots is

peculiar to the languages spoken originally where this great distinction

of seasons exists (67). ^^^latever be its significance there is no doubt
that it is significant, for it distinguishes from each other expressions
of different ideas.

And the fact that the distinction is imparted to all the suffixes of a
root proves that the radical characteristic which it expresses is thought
with these ; and consequently, that the radical idea is retained in the
consciousness while these are added to it.

It proves also that these, instead of being abstract elements which
might coalesce with roots indifferently whether hard or soft, are

thought with a fulness which admits the element of thought ex-

pressed by hardness or softness along with their own meaning. And
the presence of such suffixed elements to the mind along with the
radical idea, shows the tendency of thought to embrace a large object.

Thus the first law of vowel harmony marks the language as massive,

while the subsidiary nature of the elements which are combined Avith

the root, compared with those which may be simultaneously before

the mind in the American languages, characterises the language as less

massive than these.

5. This conception of the suffix, with the idea of the root present at

the same time to the mind, tends to give the suffix a fuller sense of

the root, making its meaning less general, and limiting the number of

roots to which it is applied.^ This renders necessary a larger number
of suffixes to express derivative ideas (see II. 5, 18) ; and accordingly

in Yakut ninety-three suffixes are given as forming nominal stems

from verbal stems treated as roots, each suffix being used only with a

few roots, and all forming nominal stems in the conception of which
the idea of the root is not lost or obliterated, but is distinctly present.-

So also from nominal or verbal stems as roots, verbal stems are formed

not only by suffixes which are generally applicable to express modifica-

tions of the verbal idea, but by suffixes whose meaning is more

immersed in their root, and whose application is proportionally limited;

of these last a larger number is required than of the others.

6. The suffixes wliich are of general applicability to form nouns

from verbal stems are the following ;
^ in which, as in all the other

suffixes of this language, it is to be imderstood that the a may be

replaced by a, o, or o, and the e by i, ti, or ii, according to the word to

which as its root it is applied ; e forms the verbal noun of action,

sometimes used for the instrument or agent ; af't'e at'fcli (after con-

^ Bohtlingk, sect. 257. = Ibid, sects. 258-372. ^ n^jj. stjets. 372-281.
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sonants i-diphthongs and 2!-triphthongs), tH'e (after vowels) forms

the noun of agent ; ar forms the noun of the present ; hat the noun

of present negative, ha being the negative ; bet the noun of the past

;

(hat and het are joined by a light vowel to the final consonant of a

verbal stem which has dropped a light vowel out of its last syllable)

;

ta(j the noun of past indefinite ; eac/ the noun of future ; meaq'

emeaq the noun of negative future.

With nouns as roots, the following sufiixes are used to form nouns

and adjectives;^ Im eka forms diminutives or terms of endear-

ment; (je forms adjectives of place or time, used also adverbially,

from nouns or the locatives of nouns ; ta(je forms adjectives of place

and time from nouns ; Idq forms from every noun an adjective signi-

fying provided with that which tlic noun denotes; msaq emsaq

forms from nouns, adjectives signifying fond of what the noun

denotes ; set forms adjectives signifying occupied with what the noun

denotes.

7. Between nominal and verbal stems there are the following

differences. Light vowels, whether short or long, and heavy short

vowels, which are so frequent at the end of nominal stems, are quite

excluded from the end of verbal stems; a is rare at the end of

nominal stems, but a very favourite final letter to verbal stems of

more than one syllable ; ea ends a verbal stem less frequently than

a ; but ill, uo, iio, more frequently than a, 0, o, which, however, are

not rare ; a and 0, never end a noun^ and only in one instance ; k,

q\ and n are exceedingly frequent in the end of nominal stems of

more than one syllable ; but in the end of verbal stems of more than

one syllable q^ is exceedingly rare, Ic and u unknown ; m is not very

usual in the end of nominal stems, it occurs at the end of verbal

stems only when monosyllabic ; in / and I more nominal stems end

than verbal ones.^

Verbal stems seem for the most part to love a prolonged utterance

at the end which gives a sense of movement, as if the idea of the verb

involved a strong element of process, or succession of being or doing

;

and this is confirmed by the development of derivative verbs. For

though some of these, as, for example, the causatives, might express

varieties of action thought quite in the accomplishment, most of them

express varieties of the verb which refer rather to the^ succession of

being or doing ; such arc the inchoatives, properatives, intensives.

And that the causative verbs, too, express causation of the succession

of being or doing seems to be suggested by the fact that when this is

strong in the verbal stem, as when the verbal stem ends in a long

vowel or diphthong, the causative element is simpler than when the

stem ends in a consonant ; in which latter case it has to express in

itself a thought of the being or doing which it causes, while in the

former case this is expressed for it in the stem ; if, however, the stem

which ends in a consonant be monosyllabic the verbal idea which it

expresses is simpler, and may take up from use more sense of verbal

succession, so as to be made causative by a simpler element than that

1 Buhtlin-k, accts. 382-387. ' Ibid. sect. 441.
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which is required by other stems which end in a consonant. As the

causation refers to the doing or being rather than to the subject of

the doing or being, the causative governs the object of the root in the

accusative, and its subject or agent in the dative.^

So also the suffix n, or when subjoined to a consonant, or i-diphthong

or z'-triphthong, en, which expresses the reflexive, is sufficient also to

express the passive if the stem end in a vowel,''^ perhaps because the

verbal succession that is in the vowel combines with n so as to express

with sufficient strength the succession of the passive abiding in its

subject. l>ut if the stem end in a consonant, though en expresses the

reflexive, the passive requires an additional element and is formed by
flen.^ Causatives of stems ending in a vowel and of some stems end-

ing in r are formed by subjoining t. Causatives of some monosyllabic

stems ending in a consonant are formed by «?•, ear ; other monosyllabic

stems ending in a consonant or in an z'-diphthong form the causative

with et. Causatives of stems ending in a consonant are generaUy

formed by tar and its euphonic varieties.'*

Co-operatives and reciprocals are formed by s or es.^

Intensives signifying also extension or multiplicity in time, in

objects, or in subjects, are formed by ef, til, Id, tald, attd, cfald, eld, aid,

cald;^ properatives by haqtd.^ Sometimes verbal stems take two or

lift pass. caus.

three of these derivatives suffixes, as kotuqiilimiidr, cause to be lifted

;

die caus. caus. know co-op. refl. caus.

dl • or i(ir, let kill ; Ml ' is • in ' ndr, let make acquaintance with.^

From nominal stems verbal stems are fomied by let, expressing to

provide one Avith, to apply to, to furnish what the stem denotes;^

and inchoatives or verbs of becoming are formed by r and cr, by i

subjoined to a vowel, or by ei subjoined to a consonant. ^^^ Verbs of

becoming are formed from substantives by tei, " and verbs are also

formed from nominal stems by d, ea, dr, rgd, set, g^i, rei, lei, ffei, t,

td, ai, es, t'iji.^^ All formatives are suffixed.

8. The noun, although it involves less of process than the verb, is

imperfectly distinguished from the verb and from other parts of

speech. Its stem or nominative case may be used as an adjective, or

having taken personal suffixes, may assert as with a copula; and an

adjective may generally be used as a substantive.

The noun has no article nor grammatical gender. It makes a plural in

iar, with euphonic change of I to t, d, and n ; but this is not used when

the plurality is thought indefinitely like a general or collective noun,

or when it is implied in an accompanying attributive or predicate. ^^

There are nine case-endings or postpositions of case, all subject to

euphonic change in their initml; accusative has -e after consonant ori-

1 Bohtlingk, sect. 701. ^ jbid. sect. 482. » Ibid. sect. 483.

•» Ibid. sect. 484. ^ ibid. .sect. 485. " Ibid, sects. 488, 708.

7 Ibid. sect. 489. » Ibid. sect. 487. " Ibid. sect. 490.

1" Ibid, sects. 492, 493. " Ibid. sect. 494. '-' Ibid, sects. 495, 508.

" Ibid, sects. Grj-()24, (J40.
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diphthong or ^'-triphthong, -ne after vowel ; it expresses the object of

immediate reference, and is used always when the stem is a pronoun,

and with nominal stem when the noun is thought Avith emphasis or

particularity, or as when it has plurality or a defining or qualifying

clement, or denotes a living being, otherwise the bare stem is used for

the direct object ; ^ accusative governed by an imperative has -ta,

which perhaps is a demonstrative element like third singular pos-

sessive suffix, but with stronger consonant, so that t is not dropped

after consonants ; it possibly refers strongly to the object of command
as such ; dative (to, at) -{fa ; ^ ablative (from) -ttan after vowel,

-tan after consonant, or /-diphthong or z-triphthong ; locative (position

in place or time),^ -na ; instrumental (along of, by means of),* -nan ;

adverbial (like), -le; comitative (with) -len; comparative (rather

than, beyond, besides) ^ -tayar ; there is no genitive, the genitive

relation being expressed by the governed noun in its stem form, pre-

ceding the governing, and the latter having a possessive suffix to

represent the former, so closely does possession combine with the

thought of what is possessed. The postpositions of case are in the

plural subjoined to lav. The bare stem sometimes takes the place of

the accusative, dative, instrumental, and adverbial.'' It is always used

as adjective or possessor before a noun ; but if an attributive or

adjective follows the noun to which it belongs, it takes the same

case-ending as the noun, because the noun is not then thought in

such close connection with the attributive so as to affect the latter

with its own case-relation, and this has to be repeated. The element

of plurality has also then to be repeated for the same reason, so that

there is agreement in number as well as in case.''

singular plural

9. The personal pronouns are : min, an, ki7it; hisigi, dsigi.^ There

are also compounds with ilild, two ; hisiTiM, we both ; asil-ki, ye

both ; an hisi/cJci means I and thou, Jmii hisikki I and he.^ The
singular plural

12 12
subjective suffixes or persons of present tense are : -hen, -(fen ; -het, -g^t,

with euphonic change of initial. There is no subjective suffix of third

person singular, but that of third person plural is -lar. In the im-

perative, however, the suffix of second plural is -it, -eh, or, when
strongly expressed, -ehet, of third singular -/ew, of third plural -tennar}^

1 2

The possessive suffixes are, in the singidar : -m or -em, -il or -^n,

3

-fa or -ten, -a or -en, t being used after vowels and not used after con-

sonants or 2-diphthongs or ^-triphthongs. In the plural the possessive

1 Bohtlingk, sects. 536-538, 549, 550. " Ibid. sect. 551.
» Ibid, sects. 578-580. * Ibid, sects. 583-588. ^ Ibid, sects. 595-604,
6 Ibid, sects. 606-617. '' Ibid. sect. 609. « Ibid, sects. 418-4-JO.

9 Ibid. sect. 639. l" Ibid. sect. 421.
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suffixes are -bet, -yet, -Lara, or -laren. The possessive suffixes, when
attached to a plural noun, follow the plural element ; but the third plural

suffix absorbs the plural ending of a plural noun, so that it is subjoined

to the simple stem. Stems of more than one syllable ending in a

consonant, with a light vowel after a single consonant in the last

syllable, are wont to drop this vowel when they take a suffix, and to

insert a light vowel before initial consonant of suffix.^

The demonstrative pronouns are hu, in the oblique cases ha or ma,

demonstrative of the near, iti of the more remote, ul of the most

remote. There are also demonstrative stems an, in, preserved in

ane, presently, just now, and innd, there ; and strengthened forms

of the three first, suhu, siti, sul, as well as sin the same.^

The interrogative and relative pronoun is Mm, who ; tiioq, what

;

also qa, qan, q'ai. There are also the following pronominal fomia-

tions, to'sii, how much
;

q'^ws, how many ; ha'tta, so much as this

;

ot'i'o, so much as that; qai'f'a, how much; sli^fdq, set'^'ag', just

so much
;

qai'taq as ; mawnek, such as this ; itin'nik, onimk, such

as that; -tara seems to be an element of proximity or position,

bd'tdra, this side ; annara, that side ; ^ it is probably akin to the

Mongolian dative -dur.

There is a pronominal element idnd, which, subjoined to the roots

of the personal pronouns and to Mm, forms substantives of possession,

denoting what is mine, thine, &c. This element in the plural is

idivndr'd, which shows that it consists of the stem idn and a the

possessive suffix of third singular ; ^ idn is doubtless of a demonstrative

nature, the abstract possessive a gives it the sense of a possession,

and this is particularised by the pronoun to which it is subjoined

;

he

kin-idn'ndvd may mean either theirs or the plural of his ; in the former

the possession is thought as attaching to each individual so as to be

pluralised with them ; ian suffixed to the cardinal numbers expresses the

number as thought collectively in its totality,^ because in the act of refer-

ring to it with a demonstrative element it is regarded as a single object.

The pronouns take the postpositions of case like the nouns." The

first and second personal pronouns take in the oblique cases of the

singular the element -igi which they also liavc in the plural ; this is

an objective element which these pronouns need when used separately

as objects (see 38). As substance also it is brought out by the plurality

(Def. 4, 14), and added to the person. To this, n only is added to form

the accusative, perhaps because the objectivity which igi, with demon-

strative n added to it, gives to the first and second person^ singular

of itself expresses it as object. With the exception of tuoq, all the

pronouns, and kisi, man, which is used as an indefinite pronoun/

express the dative relation by eaqa instead of by {fa, which probably

arises from their being thought with strong sense of directed attention

1 Bohtlingk, sect. 53. ^ ibid, sects. 422, 423. » Ibid, sects. 424-430.

* Ibid. sect. 426. » Ibid. sect. 410. « Ibid, sect, 434.

" Ibid. sect. 393.
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(Def. 7) which strengthens the relation to ; in the first and second

person singular this element of direction, which is brought out by the

dative, involves of itself a sense of the pronoun as object of this rela-

tion, so that igi is dropped. None of the pronouns have the impera-

tive accusative ta^ perhaps because they are more distinct as objects

than the noun, so that the sense of the command is less carried into

them. But all of them, except the three personal pronouns, take n
before ^all the postpositions of case except the instrumental ; the

personal pronouns take it before the adverbial, the comitative, and
the comparative.

10. In the declension of nouns affected with the possessive suffixes^

the postposition of case follows the suffix. In the nominative or

simple suffixed stem the suffixes of first and second singular are nasal,

which is their most expressive form ; but in the other cases the nasal

tends to become medial, which is a more condensed utterance ; also in

these other cases the heavy voAvel of the third singular suffix becomes
light, both changes being probably due to the mental act of thinking

the suffixed noun as object of a relation ; for this gives miity to the

idea, and causes closer combination of the suffix with the noun, and
consequently an abbreviated utterance of the suffix. 'V\^ien the simple

suffixed stem, with third singular suffix, has to be thought with great

condensation, as when it expresses the governor of a genitive and is

he father his his

itself governed as a genitive, as kini aya ' ten a(ja ' ta, his father's

father, not only does the suffix assume the light vowel, but it also

takes n to express the mental act of thinking as a single object in its

present connection the suffixed noun correlated with the noun or

pronoun that is dependent on it ; thus n is used in the above example
because laid ayaten is so closely connected with its own governor

that it is thought as a single object like Idni in Mni ayata, his father.^

When that which governs the suffixed noun is a strong element, as

when it is a separate member of the sentence governing the suffixed

noun in the accusative, or when it is one of the less abstract post-

positions of case, the adverbial, the comitative, or the comparative,

thought passes less readily to the idea of the suffixed noun, as object,

and the act of thinking it as such gets expression in a pronominal n
subjoined to the suffix, and to this no element of transition is added
in the accusative, because it sufficiently expresses the object. More-
over, the direction of attention with which the pronoun is thought
strengthens perhaps the relation to, in the dative of a noun which
is suffixed with a pronoun, so that the dative ending, instead of

being {/a, is strengthened into (jar, subject to euphonic change in

its initial. This directive or local nature of the pronoun appears also

in the fact that the locative case seems to be confined to pronouns,

suffixed nouns, and nouns of local signification.^ It seems to be con-

nected with the strong sense of direction with which the pronouns are

thought. Such an element is involved in the nature of a pronoun
(see Def. 7), but it is natural that it should have special strength in

the languages of these nomad races in whom the observation of objects

^ Buhtliiigk, sect. 435. - Ibid. sect. 655. ^ Ibid. sect. 395.
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at great distances is so keen that it has led to a development of sense

which has probably affected the shape of the skull ^ (see 21, 38, 71

;

also chap. iv. 14).

11. The above-mentioned use of n is probably to be seen also in

wf, the accusative (28) case-ending of unsuffixed nouns,'- and of all the

pronouns except first and second person singular; also in the use

of 11 before the adverbial, comitative, and comparative postpositions of

the personal pronouns, and before all the case-endings of the other

pronouns ; and in the occasional use of n or en, or sometimes of cm

added to the end of nominal stems ; this fuller form of the nominal

stem being apt to be used before case-endings and other suffixes, and

when the noun is used adverbially.^ According to this view, n

expresses an act of attention directed to the noun or pronoun to

think it in its present connection ; and is used as a mediating

element when the thought of the noun or pronoun does not involve

a sufficient sense of its present connections. If this be so, the n is

an element of the same nature as the arthritic elements of the

American languages (II. 33).

12. There are scarcely any pure elements of relation in the language

except those which form the cases of noims ;
"^ for there are no other

true postpositions and only four conjunctions.

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison. But

adverbs and gerunds and other words are repeated to give intensity

or to express repetition or extension.*

13. The following are the formations of the verb in its moods,

tenses, and persons, the verbal stem taken, for example, being bfs^

to CUt.*^ 3d sing. 2d pi. 3d pL

Imperative present : hes ' t§n bes • en hes't^nnar ; negative,

2d siag. neg. neg. 3d sing. neg. 2d pi. neg. 3d pi.

b§s • e ' ma, bes • pa • ten, bes'e • ma *
ii, besyaiamar. Imperative

2d sing. 1st sing. fut. 3d sing. 2d pi. fut.
^
3d pi.

future: bes-dr, bes • im, hes'eai/ • ten, bes'dr ' eii, bes'eaq'-tennar

;

1st sing. 2d sing,

negative, bes-em- for bes-. Indicative present: bes-a ' b(7i, b(s'a'(j?n,

1st pi. 2d pi.

b(s-a-bct, bes-cnjet ; the third person is the noun of the present,

pi. 1st sing.

bfsar, besallar. Indicative present negative : b^s'jMj) 'pen, besyak

2d sing. 3d sing. 1st pi. 2d pi. 3d pi.

km, bfS'XJcd, bes'jMp'pd, hesyak • kef, bes-jxd • (ar. Indicative

1st sing. 2d sing. 3d sing. 1st pi. 2d pi.

perfect: bes't em, bes't '
fii, b^s't • a, bes-fe'bet, bes't-Q- <jct,

3d pi.'
1st sing.

b(siriara ; negative, bcspa- for bes-. Potential: bcs-aja'bfn, bes'

2d sing. 3d sing. 1st pi. 2d pi. 3dpl.

aya'ifen, bes-arai, bes'aya bet, bes'aija' <jet, bgs'aya 'Uai' ; nega-

3d siug. 2d sing. 1st sing.

tive, b<^scm- for bes-. Hypothetical : bcs'tar, bes'tar ' fjen, b^s'tar ' U n,

1 Prichard's Researches, vol. iv. p. 407. " Buhtlingk, sect. 392. ^
3 Ibid, sects. 226, 402. ' lb|J- s^^ct. 7^3, //b.

5 Ibid. sect. 779.
" Il^'J- '^'^^ct... 510-021.
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.3(1 pi. 2d pi. 1st pi.

bes'tal' lar, hesiar • get, besiar ' bet ; negative, bespa- for bes-.

3d sing, 2d sing. 1st sing. 3.d pi.

Present future : bes'ese, bes'ese • gen, bes'cse • ben, bes'ese 'lar, bes'ese'

2d pi. 1st pi.

get, bes'ese ' bet.

The second singular of the imperative is in the present the verbal

stem ; it may he strengthened both in the present and future by
subjoining ei, which is used also as an interrogative suffix,^ and when
this is used with the second plural, the person-element becomes enet."^

The second singular imperative future, the third singular present

indicative, the third singular potential, the third singular hypo-

thetical, and the third singular present future, have no element of

person. The present future, called by Bcihtlingk the perfective, is

thus explained by him

—

bescse, he is in a condition to cut (er ist ivi

stancle abzusclmeiden, er toird abschneiden lionnen).^ The perfect

denotes what has just been completed.* The personal elements of the

perfect are the same as the possessive suffixes ; those of the impera-

tive are peculiar to itself ; the rest are the subjective suffixes.

There are also the following formations.^ Present gerimd, bes'an,

eat

sid'n ; negative, bes'e'me'ija, sidmi'ya; also bes'e'ine'na, bes'^'iwna.

Gerund of the immediate past, bes'dt, sid't. Neither this nor the

following gerund occurs in a negative form.

Gerund of the future, which sometimes corresponds to Teutonic

infinitive, bes'a, si (from sid). Supine, bes'dve ; negative, bes'em'dr'§ ;

accusative of besdr, besemdr ; ^ it denotes a being or doing thought as

an aim or object.'^

The gerunds accompany always other verbs, as complementary to

them. The verbal nouns act as participles, for every nominal stem

may be used adjectively.

The verbal noun of the present, bes'ar, negative bes'pat, which may
denote the action or the agent or the object, may also with the

possessive suffixes attached express an imperfect tense, with a sense

of repetition or duration ; ^ for all its meanings involve a going on.

It is worthy of note that the final r of the noun of the present

becomes I in the plural before the plural ending lar, whereas in

general it is the I which is changed after r, and becomes d. WJien
the noun of the present has come to be used as an appellative noun,

the general rule is folloAved, and I becomes d ; thus from h-ot, to fly,

comes Jidtdr, a bird, as well as kutij); flying ; and the birds are flying

is in Yakut Jiotordar JwtoUdr.^ This shoAvs weakness in the thought

of verbal -ar, and a strength as of substance in nominal ar.

The verbal noun of the past (bet) besyet, which may denote the

past action, or its agent or object, may also, with the possessive

suffixes, express an historical past tense. ^'^

^ The verbal noun of indefinite time (far/), bestaq, which may

1 Bohtlingk, sect. 533. ^ Ibid. sect. 515,4. 3 Ibid. sect. 521.

4 Ibid. sect. 715. ^ Ibid, sects. 522-524. « Ibid. sect. 526.
" Ibid. sect. 771. ** Ibid, sects. 724-732. » Ibid. sect. 173.

1" Ibid, sects. 733-741.
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denote the action as of any time, may also with the possessive suffixes

form a tense of indefinite time."^

The negative verbal noun (hataq) of the past or of the indefinite

h^spataq, which may denote the absence of the action in the past or

in any time, or the agent from whom it was absent, may also with
the possessive suffixes, or, in the third person without any suffix,

express a negative past or negative indefinite tense.

^

The verbal noun of the future (eaq) bfsea/f, negative b^s^meaq,

which may denote the future action or agent, may also with the pos-

sessive suffixes form a future tense. ^ It sometimes drops q in the

first and second singular.^

Those parts of the verb which involve most sense of process—the

potential, the future, both indicative and imperative, the present

imperative in the second person, the present gerund, and the supine,

when they take the negative, insert a light vowel between the stem

and the negative element when the stem ends in a consonant or i-

diphthong ; and this of course saves the negative element ha or ma
from being hardened by a tenuis or s at the end of the stem. This

light vowel doubtless expresses process, the idea being a negation of

the process rather than of the accomplishment. Thus : don't cut, he

mayn't cut, he won't cut ; whereas the other parts are, he does not"

cut, let him not "cut, he has not'cut.

The verbal elements at-, perfect of a, to be ; dr, being ; ibit, having

been ; bar, being (at hand, vorhanden daseiend) ; buol, to become,

continue, are used also as auxiliaries with gerunds and verbal

nouns.

Thus bar with the possessive suffixes forms an imperfect tense,

bdr^m, I was ; and this following the verbal noun of the past expresses

a pluperfect ; ^ buol in its future tense following the verbal noun of

the past expresses a future past [futurum exactum) ;
^ and the noun of

the future may be followed by a in its perfect, by ibit, bar, buol, to

express corresponding varieties of being future.''

There are in Yakut, as in the kindred languages, verbs of a more

general meaning which, in connection with a gerund, are used to give

a particular shade of being or doing to the verbal idea which the

gerund expresses. Such are, dr, to be ; olor, to sit ; ?l, to take ; is,

to go ; kdbis, to throw (give impulse of energy) ; h'd, to come ; kvr,

to see (exercise care, circumspection) ;
qrd, to continue ; tur, to stand;

bar, to go forth ; set, to lie ; serd, to go.'^

The gerund of the present, with its o^\ti subject, may have the

meaning of the Latin ablative absolute ; it sometimes takes the sub-

jective suffixes, and becomes a participle, agreeing with the person.^

Any substantive or adjective in its singular stem form, even a sub-

stantive stem with possessive suffix, may as predicate take the subjective

1 Bohtlingk, sects. 742-745. - Ibid, sects. 746-750. » jbid. sects. 751-755.

* Ibid. sect. 755. ^ Ibid. sect. 740. " Ibid. sect. 755.

7 Ibid. sect. 759. ^ Ibid, sects. 760, 761.
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suffixes, and so imply the present copula,^ or if unsuffixed, may as pre-

dicate take the possessive suffixes, and imply the past copula. ^

14. In this great verbal development there are four features which

are specially deserving of notice.

(1.) Notwithstanding all the variety of verbal formations, there is a

singular weakness of distinction between the verb and the noun ; for

though the tenses and moods given above with their persons are used

only as true verbs, all except the third singular indicative present,

yet this last is used also as a verbal noun, which shows that when
it is used as a verb the idea involves no such sense of verbal sub-

jectivity as would require distinctive expression. The other tenses and
moods are by their nature les» assertive than the present indicative, and
therefore involve still less suggestion of subjectivity (Def. 11); and
those of them that do not belong to the present time are so objec-

tively connected in thought Avith the personal element which repre-

sents their subject that the combination suggests the same expression

as that of the noun with possessive suffixes. This nominal character

is still stronger in those parts of the verb which consist of a verbal

noun with possessive suffixes. And though it might be thought that

the present or subjective persons imply in themselves a subjectivity

truly verbal, yet that this is not so appears from their use with the

present gerund, for with it they form not an assertive verb, but only

a participle. The slightness of distinction betAveen the verb and the

noun interferes with the development of mood, for facts which are

dependent on other facts as parts or objects or conditions of them are

reduced to nouns by the weakening of their sense of realisation, and
are expressed, not in a subjunctive or infinitive mood, but by nouns
and gerunds ^ (see III. 7, 55).

The subjective inherence is the element of assertion (Def. 11), and
to it properly the negative belongs, and it is because it is thought in

the subject without penetrating the stem, that the negative goes with
the subject as a verb (90).

(2.) Along with this deficient subjectivity of the verb is to be noted
a strong sense of the process or succession of doing or being. This is

to be seen not only in the elements subjoined to the stem, especially

in the present, indicative, and present gerund, but also in the verbal
stem itself (7) and in the great use of auxiliary verbs. The detach-
ment of these from the verbal stem shows that the succession of being
or doing which they express is thought not quite as the process of

accomplishment, but rather as the process of being or doing which
leads to accomplishment. It is as if the subject was thought not
quite as accomplishing, but rather as occupied about the accomplish-
ment, and as if the state of being or doing of the subject in reference
to the accomplishment attracted thought strongly.

(3.) Agreeably to the two preceding features, it is to be noted also

how readily the idea of the verbal stem combines with the object.
The affinity between them is not indeed so great as in Tagala, where the
verb so enters into its object as to be realised passively in it as subject
(III. 57). But a less degree of this tendency is to be observed in Yakut,

1 Eohtlingk, sect. 640. 2 i^id. sect. 658.
3 Ibid, sects. 543, 557, 558, 5C0, 035, 7G3, 766.
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in the verbal nouns of the present and of the past being used not only
to denote the action and the agent, but also to denote the object.

(4.) The development also of tense is worthy of being noted.
The distinction of a present and a future in the imperative is remark-
able. The present future is almost a future of the potential mood,
but its person-elements show that it is not a true future, but a future
thought as a present capability. For this distinction of the present
persons from those which are not present, shows in a remarkable
manner how completely the past or future tense is thought in the

past or future time. Even the perfect, wliich denotes a fact just com-
pleted, is shown by its person-elements to be thought, not from the
standpoint of a present subject, but with its subject in the past. And
the future, which in Greek has present persons, is in Yakut thought
out of the present, lieing expressed by the noun of the future with the
non-present persons. So strong is this sense of removal out of the
present that it gets expression in tlie third singular, which in all tlie

present tenses except the imperative has no person-element, but in the

non-present formations requires a non-present person.

15. The laws of vowel harmony, governing as they do all the

syllables in each word in accordance with the beginning or radical

part, mark out the words distinctly from each other. They also dis-

tinguish the elements of speech into two categories, roots and affixes

;

the roots having their own determinate vowels, the affixes being inde-

terminate in their vowels, as these depend on the vowels which
precede them in the word. The root can never be an affix, nor the

affix a root ; so there is no composition in the language, only tleriva-

tion (Def. 21). The interest with which the Yakut thinks wliat

he takes for the principal element in tlie nature of substantive

objects, and of the states and actions wliich are realised or may be

thought as realised, so predominates in his thought of these as their

determining elements, that the rest of the idea is quite subordinated

as merely supplementary, while the principal element is thought inde-

pendently in its general associations, and therefore goes first in the com-

bination. A principal element would change its nature if it were thus

subordinated to another principal element ; it would lose its identity

and change its expression, so that composition cannot take place.

16. Facts are tliought as determined by their objects and condi-

tions, and substantive objects are thouglit as determined by their

attributes and by their relations to other objects ; so that the order of

expression of the members of a sentence is the reverse of the order of

thought, except that the subject docs not follow the verb. Empliasis,

however, or magnitude in a member of a sentence, may cause its posi-

tion to be changed.* I direction my dat. was it all speech

17. Examples: (1.) Mi7i quolu'h-ar hdra hare Tonus fel
'

haying live nouu pres. manner its accus. describe noun fut. my accus.

Idq olor • or maige 't^'n surwj ' uoq • 2m • n, it was in my
instructions that I should describe the manner of life of all who speak

Tungusian ; 2 the strength Avith which possession is thought, and the

possessor in connection with his possession, appears in the use of the

1 Bohtlingk, sect. 7SC. - Ibid. sect. 542,
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personal pronoun in addition to the possessive suffix; such, too, is

the strength with which the verb is thought^ as pertaining to the

subject, and the subject as including the verb; oloror is qualified by lav?

Toms telldq, and is connected as a genitive with maigeten by the

suffix te, the idea being, the manner in which all who speak Tungusian

live ; the dependent verb that I should describe is expressed as a noun

of the future, and its subject as possessive suffix ; it is in the accusative,
bring near see

because to it the instructions directly referred. (2.) Ufugasat Jcor

nounfut. myaccus.

icdq • pil •
71, bring (it) near that I may see (it) ; ^ ufugasat is a

verbal stem formed from ufugas, near ; the dependent verbal nouns in

this and the preceding example follow what governs them, because

the object or purpose which they express is thought too distinctly

good accus.

from the governor to be made determinant of it. (3.) iitild'nii

think noun fut. than do noun fut. dat. better

sail ' eaq • tagav oiior ' iioif • qa orduJc, (it is) better to do good

than to think it ; ^ it is better to, that is, the superiority is attached
this this accus. all its accus. write noun indef. dat. indef . also

to (dative). (4.) Bu ma'n ' e hare'fe • n surui ' daq • q'a qas da
thick book manuscript come forth fut. 3d sing, be perf. 3d sing.

qalen Mniga suruk taqs ' eag 'a a ' t ' a, if one wrote

all this (in case of writing all this) more thick book-writing should

come forth ; ^ the perfect dtd removes the future out of actuality,

making it a mere contingency,* like should, the past of shall. (5.)

he whatever food his present his accus. give noun pres.

Kini tuoq as ' a bar ' e ' n hidr ' ar, he gives whatever food
think pres. I tliis like thought enter noun fut. necessity its ace.

he has.^ (6.) San • e • ben ma'n'nek sand Tiir ' idq tustdg 'e'n
all man dat.

bare Msraqd, I believe that such a thought must come into every

man ; ^ I believe the necessity of the future entering of such a thought

to every man, to, being the relation of necessity to man ; sand is the

stem, which becomes sane in the present, because long heavy vowels

become light in combining with a of the gerund, or of the nomenpre-
I love noun pres. man my

se?zf2s or present tense.'' (^.) Mintapt • er A-m •?«, the man whom
I love,^ my beloved man ; here the noun of the present is an attribute

that region grass its tree its grow noun pres. strength its

of the object (13). (8.) ol doidu ot • o mas-a fin • dr kiis ' a,

strength with which the trees and grass of that region grow ; ^ strength
I

of growing is determined by what precedes as by a genitive. (9.) Mi7i
bouse my is

jid • m bar, I have a house ;^ possession is asserted or denied by stating

the object as possessed and then asserting its existence bdr, or its non-
thing our accus. put nounfut. go in caus. nounfut. one

existence suoq. (10.) Sdppit'i ' n qal • eaq bat ' ar ' eaq blr

1 Biihtlingk, sect. 543. " Ibid. sect. 558. ^ j^jj, ge^t. 566. * Ibid. sect. 718.
'^ Ibid. sect. 65. « Ibid. sect. 71. ^ Ibid. sect. 653. ^ Ibid. sect. 645.
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even bag our one even case our was not 3J sing.

da qcrbet blr da isippit suoij a, we had not even one bag or

need

even one case in which to pack or put ourthings.^ (11.) K^sahja'
Sd sing. poss. non-existent day

ta suoq kiin, a day without need ;
^ the possessive suffix

connects the noun with a possessor (kiin) and suoq negatives the con-

nection ; and this construction of a noun witli the third singular

possessive suffix followed by suoq' expresses without, even Avlien the

antecedent of the relation is not a mere noun, but a verb in its subject

(see Example 16) ; the possessive suffix in such a construction refers

to the antecedent of the relation without, the noun which has the
say that dat. who accus. yesterday see

suffix being the consequent. (12.) at ofuoqa kim • i bacjdsd k'Or'

past 2d sing.

but • iih, say to him whom thou sawest yesterday ; ol and its deriva-

tives are used as antecedents to the interrogative pronouns used as

I question my dat. name his what 3d sing. poss. accus.

relatives.^ (13.) Min eyete • b • ar at • a kim ' i ' n, on
my asking what was his name* (the what of his name). (14.)
SJpers. pron. lie nounpret. manner3dsing.poss.dat. one even dieger. pres.

KiJii Sep • pet maige • te • gar blr dagan^ ol ' ()n

be noun pres. man cut 3d sing. poss. be not 3d sing.

dr • dr kisi b^se ' ta suoq' • a, there was not any likeness

of a dying person in the manner in which she lay ; s?t is the stem of
visage 3d poss. dat.

the verb to lie, t is assimilated by the suffix. (15.) Seray • e ' gar
one even trait 3d poss. change neg. indef. 3d sing.

blr da surdsen • a kubuiuvba ' tag • a, not a trait in her visage

had changed; dsen is a suffix formative of nominal stems. (16.)

3d pars. pron. die noun pret. 3d sing. poss. weary nounpret. man light sleep

Kini ol ' but • d seiai ' bet kisi fefas nuraye'
3d sing. poss. from difference 3d sing. poss. neg. verb was 3d sing.

t^ ' ttan aten ' a suoq' bar • a, her death was

without difference from the light sleep of a weary man ; nuraye is the

noun of action of nurai to sleep ; atena is connected as a possession

by suffix a with the subject of bara, and the connection is negatived

that do ger. pres. collect together themselves noun pret. four

by suoq. (17.) ol gen • an rnunn • us ' tu • but tiiijrd

ten about man abl. one even man accus. one even child accus. frighten

uon • fa kisi • ttiin bir da kisi ' ni blr da ago ' nu kuftd •

neg. indef. 3d sing.

ba • tag • a, so that (doing that) she did not frighten a

single child or man of about forty persons who had assembled

;

mus means to collect, its co-operative form (suffix fs) is mu7i-

nus ; the reflexive of this is munnusun, which becomes before
' this people ever so much

the suffix (9) munnusnu munnustu. (18.) Bu d'on tijsii da
frighten reflex, neg. ger. pres. be ger. pres. see praet. 3d pi. 3dpers. pron. pleasure

kutta ' n • em • na dr • an Mr-hilt • tdrd kini iidrii

smile do noun pret. look 3d sing. poss. accus. rel. as
^

sin_3d poss. neg.
^
man

killiim gem • met maige ' te ' n qai'taq aye • ta suoq kisi

1 Bohtlingk, sect. 645. * Ibid. sect. 651. ' Ibid. sect. 662.

* Ibid. sect. 669.
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breath 3J poss. possessor 3(1 sing. poss. sick noun pres. die noun pres. bodySdposs.

t^n ' ^ ' n it ft ' td earn ' ar ol ' ijr at • i
•

abl. go forth noun pres. 3d sing. poss. time loc. high creator region 3d poss.

ttan iaqs • ar • em sug'^'na urdiik aye doidu ' tu ' n
bright place 3d sing. poss. dat. prepare pass, noun pret. seat 3d sing, accus.

serd'ek sir • i ' gar hdldmnd ' in ' mit olog ' u ' n
see ger. pres. rejoice noun pret. 3d poss. like

kur • on ilor • but ' iln Imrdul; these people being quite

free from fright saw her countenance, which had assumed a smile of

pleasure, like as if she rejoiced seeing her seat prepared in the bright

place of the region of the high creator at the time of the going forth

fro:n the body of sickness and dying of the possessor of breath (the

soul) of the sinless man ; iujrii is the abstract noun of iior to rejoice ;.

kiiliim is formed from 1ml to laugh
;
qaitaq (see 9) ; ayeta as belong-

ing to kisi is negatived by suoq ; for final n of ten^n taqsar^n doidutun

see 10 ; serdek is formed from serdd to be bright.

The last five examples are consecutive sentences in Bbhtlingk's

Text, p. 20.

TUEKISH.

18. The Turkish language is so closely akin to Yakut, that almost

all its formations are to be found in Yakut, with differences only of

utterance. The Turk has for centuries lived a different life from his

nomadic kinsmen in Asia
;
yet his nature still is much the same as

theirs. He is impassive like them, and slow to change ; and has

somewhat the same combination of energy and indolence ; being

indisposed to action, when not stimulated by fanaticism or danger.

His utterance, however, seems to be softer than that of the Yakut, so

that he has /as well asp and h, though it is little used, and 5 and z

as well as s ;^ and a foreigner may take it as a rule in speaking

Turkish that the softer his pronunciation is, the more likely is it to

be correct.'-^ Like the Yakut, he avoids hiatus ; but his utterance

is more versatile, and he has much greater liberty than the Yakut
in the concurrences of his consonants.^ The great characteristic

feature, the first law of vowel harmony, prevails, as has been said

above (1) in Turkish* as in Yakut; though it is disguised by the

changes of the vowels not being marked in writing, but regarded only

as diversities of pronunciation, and by the fact that the educated

classes, tending perhaps to separate the affix, under the influence of a

growing generality of thought, do not observe the vowel harmony so

much as it is observed in popular speech.*

The second law (3), or something like it, prevails also in Turkish,

though less distinctly than the first. " In popular speech u is very

often pronounced i, y, when I, ?, a, e, precede." ^ " In the beginning

or end of a word i takes almost the pronunciation of o, u, or ii pre-

ceding it."^ "It is almost impossible to give positive rules for the

^ Bohtlingk, Yakut Grammatik, sect. 27.
2 Zenker, Grammatik der Tlirkisch-Tatarischen Sprache, sect. 6.

3 Bohtlingk, sect. 146. ^ Zenker, Vorrede, p, viii.

^ Zenker, sect. 54. * Ibid. sect. 59.
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formation of sounds according to the requirements of euphony ; but
we will venture on one for the direction of tlie learner. Wlien a
word commences with a syllable containing u or i, the vowels
throughout the word (if at the option of the speaker) conform to the
first or dominating sound ; thus iifiimVi, not utHmfi ; durdilwti, not
durdiiuVi ; leap kuru, not liiX-ri as written

;
yajyyaliniz, notyapyalunuz,

which is harsh and vulgar." ^

19. There is the same abundant formation of nominal stems in
Turkish as in Yakut ; no article nor gender ; ^ the plural element is

-ler.

The declension is, nominative witliout suffix, genitive -«, dative -e/,,

accusative -i, ablative -d<m, or sometimes -ih;, -bile, locative -da, -de/,.

The ablative in -He seems to be the same as Yakut comitative,^ but
the imperative accusative, the instrumental, the adverbial, the
comparative, do not appear in the Turkish declension. On the other
hand, there is a genitive which does not appear in Yakut. From a
comparison of the Turkish and Yakut declensions it would seem that

Turkish had less sense of the relations of substantive objects than
Yakut ; but this is not so. For while Yakut has no true post-

positions except those of the cases (12), there are in Turkish a

dozen.* Nor does there seem to be any essential distinction between
the postpositions of case and the other postpositions. The forsier are

said to take the place of the postpositions of other languages ; and
they are separable from the noun, so that when several nouns are in

the same case relation, only the last takes the postposition of case ;
^

they are sometimes separated from the noun by several intervening

words (32). It appear-s, therefore, that all the true postpositions

might be regarded as forming so many different cases ; but this is

uncertain, as it is not stated whether all these postpositions are so

combined with the noun that their vowels are determined by it. The
case-endings are more separable from the noun in Turkish than in

Yakut, in which the noun retains its case-ending when followed by
an adjective which takes it (8). Now, the larger development in

Turkish than in Yakut of true transitional elements of relation should

naturally be accompanied by a stronger sense of the noun as denoting

a distinct object, so that the substantive idea should involve a

stronger element of substance (Def. 4). And that this is so is

indicated by the fact that a noun which is connected with another

noun as a genitive dependent on it is thought more distinctly from it

in Turkish than in Yakut: so that instead of always accompanying

its governing noun without any case entling, as if in the correlation

of the two there was no sense of transition from one object to

another, the genitive has a case-ending whenever its governor is dis-

tinguished by being thought with definiteness or particularisation,

provided that the genitive is not a mere attribute or supplement of

the governing noun.^ The general rule is that the genitive goes before

1 Barker's Turkish Reading-Book, p. 16. - Zenker, sect. 73.

3 Ibid, sects. 90, 382. * Ibid. sect. :383.

' Ibid. sect. 96. ® Ibid. Syntax, sect. 60.
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its governing noun ; but it may sometimes follow it, the governor

being then thought more generally than under the limitation of the

genitive to which it belongs. The genitive is then more distinct

from the governing noun, and has the case-ending. ^ Always the

governing noun takes, as in Yakut, the possessive suffix referring to

the genitive.^ And whenever a noun is governed in the ablative by
a cardinal number (see Yakut, Example 17), or an indefinite pronoun
thought as part of the object denoted by the noun, the cardinal

number or the pronoun takes a possessive suffix referring to the noun.^

The stronger sense of relation in Turkish has hindered the use of

the special accusative, which in Yakut is governed by the imperative

mood. For the noun is thought more readily as object, and does not

need so strong an element to denote it strongly as such.

The accusative -i is used for the direct object, when this is thought

with definiteness or particularisation, or when the sense of transition

to it is brought out by the need for noting that it is not the subject

or by its being separated from the verb by intervening words. Other-

wise the case-ending 4 is dropped.*

20. The adjective forms a comparative degree in -rak or -raq,^

which, however, in the dialect of Constantinople is known only in

books,^ though it is found in the Tartar dialects.

The adjective also is strengthened in Turkish and in the Tartar

dialects by a reduplication (12) in which a labial is generally sub-

joined to the reduplicating syllable ;

"^ and it is weakened in Turkish

by -d'^ek or -d'^e, which also forms diminutives of nouns ; in Tartar by
-su, -simal, gldem.^ There is in Yakut also a diminutive suffix

faq.^

There seems to be a greater use in Turkish and in the Tartar

dialects than in Yakut of such suffixes as -fil and -d'^an to form adjec-

tives from substantives,^" and of -lik to form substantives from adjec-

tives," though adjectives may generally be used also as substantives.^^

12 3

21. The personal pronouns are, in the singular, hen, sen, ol ; in the

1 2 3

plural, hiz or hizler, siz, unlar. They are declined like the nouns,

except that the genitive case of the first person ends in m instead of

n {benim, bizum), but hizler makes hizlerin, and that the dative changes

the final n of the stem to n, and adds a instead of eh}^ This stronger

dative, which is also in the demonstrative pronouns, corresponds to

the stronger dative of the Yakut pronouns (9, 10, 38, 71) ; and as in

Yakut (11) the demonstrative stems in Turkish take n before the

case-endings, in Turkish also before the plural element.^*

12 3

The personal possessive suffixes are : singular, -m, -n, -i or -si ; plural,

^ Zenker, Syntax, sect. 153. ^ Ibid. sect. 58. ^ ibid. sect. 66.

* Ibid, sects. 70, 72. ^ Zenker, Gram., sect. 97.
6 Ibid. p. xvii. " Ibid, sects. 126, 127. ^ ibid, sects. 123, 125.
9 Bohtlingk, sect. 315. i" Zenker, Gram., sect. 130 B.
" Ibid, sects. 117, 118. ^^ Barker, Reading-Book Granamar, p. 8.

" Zenker, sects. 149, 150. " Ibid. sect. 165.
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12 3

-miz, -iiiz, -i. The third singular suffix is -i after consonants, -si after

vowels, unless the stem be a monosyllable, when s is dropped.^ The
first and second persons singular and plural may take before them a

light connective vowel.

The dative of a primitive noun suffixed with the first person
singular ends in a. The other case-endings of suffixed nouns are

regular. Xouns suffixed with the third person add n to the suffix

before the case-endings ^ (10).

22. Derivative verbal stems are formed by subjoining to the simple

stem, with or without connective vowels, for causatives -dir, -t, or -r,^

t being used with stems of more than one syllable after a vowel, or I

or r ; for reflexives, -n ; ^ for passives, Z or -re ^ {-n being used when
the stem ends in a vowel or in I or r) ; monosyllabic stems in -i can

form passive in -nil.^ Reciprocals and co-operatives are formed with -s.

Negative verbs are formed by adding to the positive stem -me, and if

the process or possibility is to be negatived, -eh is inserted before -ine.^

Two derivative elements may be combined so as to form causatives of

reflexives, or reflexives of causatives, &c., and these may be negatived

with or without eh?

Verbal stems signifying to apply or use are formed from nouns by
subjoining -le, and from these are formed causatives, reflexives,

reciprocals, co-operatives.*

23. There are, as in Yakut, two sets of personal suffixes, one for

the persons which are thought in the actual present, and the other for

those which are not thought in the actual present. The former are :12 12 12 3

singular, -em, -sen ; plural, -iz, -siz. The latter are : singular, -m, -ii, -i ;

1 2 3

plural, -k, -iiiz, -ler.^ The former have no person-element for the

third singular, and only -ler for the third plural. The latter are the

same as the possessive suffixes, except that they have li instead of miz

for the first plural, and the plural element -ler for the third plural.

The first plural -k is probably the same as -igi-, which in Yakut is the

objective element or substance (Def. 4) of the first and second per-

sonal pronouns, being brought out in them by the relations of case

and by plurality (9). The persons of the imperative are, singular,

12 3 12 3

-m, —, -sin; plural, -Urn, -eh'niz, -sinler}'^

24. The following are the parts of the Turkish verb, which are

formed simply without the use of auxiliary verbs. They are given in

the second person singular, because it marks most distinctly whether

the persons are present or possessive. The stem is sev, love
;
present

and future, seversen, lovest, wilt love, third singiilar, sever; imperfect,

severd-ih; second present, seve -yursen, art in the condition of loving;

second imperfect, seveh-yurd-in ; preterite, sevd-iin, lovcdst
;

perfect,

sevmissen, third singular, sevmis-dir ; mis corresponds to Yakut b^t,

dir to Yakut tur stand (13), reduced to an affix; second future,

J Zenker, sects. 186-193. " Ibid, sects. 218, 362. ^ ibid, sect 222.

* Ibid, sects. 220, 360. ' Ibid, sects. 223, 224. « Ibid. sect. 215.

" Ibid, sects. 227, 228. * Ibid. sect. 234. » Ibid. sect. 244.

w Ibid. sect. 274.
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seveji'd'eJc'seJi, wilt probably love. Bohtlingk takes d^ek to correspond

to Yakut eaq.^ N'ecessary, sevmehlrsen, must love; previous to

its being kwowrv, severmis'sen, art or wast loving still unknown;^
potentiator optative, seveksen, that, in order that, would that, thou

mayest love ; hypothetical, severs-en, if thou love ; se is the hypo-

thetical element.

Besides the above, there are four indicative pluperfects, a future

perfect, a conditional perfect, and other potential and hypothetical

tenses formed with sever, seve, sevse, sevmis, severmis, and the full

tense sevd-un, followed by tenses of the auxiliary verbs i, be, and ol,

become,^' the former being used only in the preterite rd-in, perfect

imis'sen, and hypothetical vs-eii ; ol is used as an auxiliary in the

present, preterite, imperfect, potential, and hypothetical ; ol is Yakut

haol, and i is in Yakut ihit, noun of the past. There are also tear and

yoq,^ corresponding to Yakut har and suoq. It is to be observed also

that dir (Yakut iui^ is used as copula third singular.

The infinitive is sevmeli, and is declined as a substantive ;
^ mek,

maq corresponds to Yakut baq in properative -baqta. Gerund of

present, sevevken, loving; of perfect, sevip, having loved; of process

towards, seveh, tending to love ; seveh seems to correspond to Yakut

gerund of the future in -a. Other gerunds are formed with elements

of a postpositional nature : seveh'rek, going on to love ; sevettek (another

subject), having just loved; sevinyfe, up to the loving (of another

subject) ; sevdik'fe, according to the loving ; and there is also sever

iken, formed with gerund of auxiliary ^.''

The participles used as adjectives, and which may also be declined

as substantives, are : present, seven; future, seveird'ek ; necessary, sev

vieiili ; indefinite, sevdiik. They may be applied to the subject, the

action, or the object ; seven corresponds to Yakut gerund of the

present, and sevdiik to Yakut indefinite verbal noun in -taq'.

Ivaserabek regards meidi as derived from the infinitive ending, and

the suffix -li, which corresponds to Yakut -Jaq
,
possessed of ; and

this is confirmed by a similar formation from the gerund in -eh,

severli, love possessing.^

25. The subjective persons are differently used in Turkish from what

they are in Yakut, being the person-endings of the perfect, of both the

futures, and of the necessary formation, as well as of the indicative pre-

sent and of the potential, Avhereas in Yakut all the past tenses and the

simple future have the possessive suffixes. On the other hand, the

hypothetical has the subjective suffixes in Yakut, the possessive suffixes

in Turkish. The necessary formation, meaning must, is not in Yakut.

The use of the subjective persons in the Turkish perfect seems to

indicate a stronger sense of the subjectivity than there is in Yakut

;

and the use of the possessive suffixes in the Turkish hypothetical,

while the present suffixes are used in the Yakut hypothetical, seems

to indicate a greater sense of difference between the hypothetical and

1 Bohtlingk's Yakut Grammatik, sect. 380. ^ Zenker, sect. 292.
3 Ibid. sect. 274. * Ibid. sect. 267.
« Ibid. sect. 304. « Ibid, sects. 311-322.

7 Ibid, sects. 323-328 ; Syntax, sects. 108-119.
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tlie actual in Turkish than in Yakut, less ideality, a more matter-of-

fact character in the former than in the latter.

The greater subjectivity of the verbal formations in Turkish than
in Yakut is confirmed by the fact that what corresponds in Turkish
to the Yakut noun of the present in -ar and the Yakut noun of the

past in bat, and which, as in Yakut, are stems of present and past

tenses, cannot be used like adjectives or declined as substantives in

I'urkisli, though they can in Yakut ; they have more of the essential

subjectivity of the verb, and are not therefore thought as nouns.

There is a greater sense of process in the Turkish verb than in the

Yakut, as appears from the great use of -er- and of -eh- in the verbal

formations and the addition of the second present and imperfect. And
it is owing to this sense of process that the same tense expresses pre-

sent and future, and that the second future and the subjunctive have
the present persons ; for the process proceeds from the present.

26. There is in Turkish a much stronger sense than in Yakut of

the relations of facts thought properly in their subjective realisation.

This appears not only from the considerable development of conjunc-

tions, but also from the use of a subjunctive mood governed by these.

27. The order of the members of the sentence is similar in Turkish

to what it is in Yakut ; the governed word precedes the governing,

tlie determining word precedes the determined ; words of time come

first, then words of place, the verb at the end.^

Tliere are many Arabic and Persian words and expressions which

have come into use in Turkish, but the original structure of the lan-

guage still remains.

TUEKI.

28. The Turki language, spoken in Kashgar and Yarkand in Eastern

Turkistan, is the same language as Turkish ; the slight dififerences

between them not being sufficient to make them different languages.

It might be a sufficient account of Turki to note the differences which

exist between it and Turkish, but the structure of the verb deserves a

fuller description.

The genitive case-ending is -nii'i instead of Turkish -ii, the dative -g'a

instead of -eh, the accusative -id iu.stead of -/ (8) ; this last seems to

be pronominal, as conjectured for the Yakut (11), for ni occurs in

Turki as a demonstrative.

-

The first personal pronoun forms its genitive regularly instead of

in -on.^

The diminutive suffix of adjectives is -rfaiia.*

Adjectival pronouns are formed as in Yakut (9) by subjoining to

the demonstratives -dak, signifying like, such as, and -fa extent,

amount.^

The relative hi may be subjoined to a genitive and form a possessive

I gen. king

noun, as ma-nin-M, mine; badsaiiin-Jd, the king's.*^

1 Zenker, Syntax, sect. 152.
"^ Shaw's Turki Language, p. 11.

3Ibid. p. 15. "Ibid. p. 14. sibid. p. 17. « Ibid, p. 18.
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29. The development of the Turki verb may he seen in the follow-

ing list ^ of the formations of the verb Icel, do, -man being the present

first person, -m the possessive. The auxiliary verbs are, as in Turkish
and Yakut, dur, stand ; i, be ; hoi, become. KeVa'man, I do ; hel'

a'dwmcm, I am in the condition of doing (when the root ends in a

vow^el ^ is added instead of a) ; ^ liel'd'im, I did ; heVswrn, I may do or

if I do ; kel'sa idim, I might have done; kel'ar ir'sa'm, I may be

doing ; kel-arinan, I am doing or about doing ; kelar idim oxkeVat'tim,

I was continuously doing; kel'ip'man, I have done; kel'ip duvman,
I am in the condition of having done ; kelip idim, I was having
done, I had done ; keVgan'man, I did (indefinite time) ; kelgan
dufvian, I, &c. ; kehjan idim; kelg'an bol'sa'm, I may (become)

have done; kela dur'g'a?i bol'd-iim, I became about to do; kel-gw
dak'man, I am likely to do ; kel-g'irdak duvman, I, &c. ; kel-g\i'

dak hol'sa'vi, I may be likely to do ; keldak is the indefinite in Yakut
and Turkish ; kelujavman, I will do, let me do, optative future ; kel,

kel'in, kel'g'il, kel'g'in, do;^ JceVsun, let him do; kel'ihiz, kel'in'lar,

do ye; kelsuniar, let them do;* keVai, let me do; keVali, kel'alik,

let us do ;* i'mis'man, subjoined to kela, kelar, kelip, kelgan, means, I

am understood to do, to be doing, &c.,^ the want of manifestation put-

ting it into the past with imis (24) ; also kela duvmirman, I am
understood to be doing ; kelip durmis'man,—to have done ; i'kan man,
the indefinite of i, be, may be subjoined to kela dur, kelar, kelip, kel-

g'an, to express a presumption rather than an actuality.^

The verbal adjective kel'g'u'luk, fit to do (Yakut laq, possessed of) is

used with auxiliaries, kelg'^uluk idim, I was fit to do ; kelg'^uluk ikan'

man, I am to do. It is also used as an adjective; kelg'uhd; that has

to be done.*^

There are also verbal formations, consisting of a verbal noun with a

possessive suffix, followed by an auxiliary in the third person singular,

to which it stands in the relation of subject ; the auxiliary asserts

whether absolutely or potentially, and in its proper time the reality

of the act or state; kel'g''an-im bar,'' kel'd-ini vkan,^ keVsa'm i'di^

kekd'im ir'sa,^" kel-g'wm bar,^^ keVsam bol'ur i'kan^^ kel'sa'm hoVur
idi}"'

The verbal substantives are : keVmak infinitive, keVar, the doing,

kekg'an, subject, action, or object.

The gerunds are : kela present, kelip perfect, kelg'at past. See also

hdrur and bolsa in 33, Example 2.

The participles, kel'g'an applied to subject or object, kela dwg'an,
kel-g'u'dak applied to subject. ^^ Yoq is a verbal negative as in

Turkish."

Any adjective or substantive can be turned into a verb by affixing

to it the personal elements.^*

30. The affixes subjoined to the stem to form derivative verbs

1 Shaw, p. 27-43. 2 i^id. p. 22. 3 Ibid. p. 28.
4 Ibid. pp. 39, 40. 6 Ibid. p. 34, « Ibid. pp. 23, 33, 37, 50.
7 Ibid. p. 28. 8 Ibid. p. 36. 9 Ibid. p. 38.
i» Ibid. p. 39. " Ibid. p. 41. 12 Ibid. pp. 43, 44.
" Ibid. p. 45-51. " Ibid. p. 55.
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are :
^ negative -ma ; causative -t, after vowel I or r, other\vi.se -ur,

-dur, -sur, -kur ; passive -/, or after I, -n ; reflexive -n ; co-operative or

reciprocal -s.

Complex derivatives with an accumulation of forms are rare, but
the lon^^est accumulation may be used.^

31. The law of vowel harmony in Turki is differently stated from,

what it is in Yakut, and does not seem to l)e observed in writing.

It is that «, e, i, and ?«', in the root, require i in the affix ; o, «., m,

and 01 require m, and o requires o.^

Whether or no this is an accurate statement of the law of vowel

harmony in Turki, that harmony at all events prevails throughout the

word, however many elements it contain, which indicates, as has been

already said (4), that the radical idea continues before the mind while

all the subordinate elements are being added in succession. The
following observations on this process of agglutination are of great

interest :

—

" With all these possible combinations before him, the Turk of the

East appears to construct his words on each occasion from the elements

at his disposal as a compositor sets up type, rather than to employ
ready-made or stereotyped forms. He accumulates affix upon affix

until he has completed his meaning, instead of looking about him for

a single word to which that meaning is already assigned. Hence the

fact that to him each element of his words retains its separate vitality

and meaning."* Yet, particular combinations may come into frequent

use. And then their parts will tend to coalesce so as to be thought

in a single mental act, and to be blended together in expression. Thus

holu]^ ir-di, it had become, is familiarly uttered as ico2di. " Yet a

native of Khokand who will use the latter in conversation will spell it

out at the full length of the former if he has occasion to write it."

" The Yarkandi, who lives further east, has not proceeded so far in

his corruption of the word. He contents himself with shortening it

into holujM. So ajKirado is used where the true form is nlip hara

turur, he is taking away. And the imperative alij^M is shortened to

a2yke or akke." ^

32. The order of the words is the same as in Turkish; and if an

adjective should for any reason follow its noun, the case-ending or

postposition is attached to the adjective instead of to the noun.<5

The English constructions with relative pronoun are supplied by

participles,'^ or by gi suffixed to nouns or locatives of nouns (see

Yakut, 6).»

33. The following examples are stories given in Shaw's sketch of

the Turki language^' as translated into Turki from Forbes's Persian

Grammar :

—

one beggar one rich gen. cloor_ Sdposs. to go pret. 3d sing, and

(1.) Bir gada hir hcivnih dartcaza • si • ga har * di wu

Eomewbat ask pret. M sing, house gen. inside 3d poss. from voice do pret. Sdsing.

hirnima tila ' di ; ui ' nin it' ' i ' din aicdz kel ' di

1 Shaw, p. 55-65. ^ Ibid. p. 65. ;
' Ibid. p. 89.

* Ibid., Preface, p. ix. ^ Ibid. p. xi.
.

« Ibid. p. 91-93.

7 Ibid. p. 94, « Ibid. p. 95.

1
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tliat woman house in is not beggar say pret. 3d sing, bread piece 3d poss. accus.

kim agatd ui • da yoq ; gadd de ' di nan parta • si • ni
ask past be pret. 1st sing, woman accus. ask neg. past that that like

tila ' %:> i • d ' im agafa • ni tila'ma ' p idim Mm suwdag
answer receive pret. 1st sing.

yatcab tap ' t ' im. A beggar -went to the door of a rich man and
asked for something ; a voice spake from within the house, that the

woman is not in the house. The beggar said, I asked for a piece of

bread, I did not ask for a woman, tliat I got such an answer. Nima
is the interrogative pronoun used indefinitely ; the use of the relative

kim for the conjunction that, is noteworthy ; ki is similarly used in

Turkish ; nan, though a genitive, has not the genitive case-ending

(19).
one doctor all times graveyard to go continu. become poten. sheet

(2.) Bir tahlb har loaqt qabristdivga hdr • %ir hoi • sa fddiv
3tl poss. accus. head 3d poss. dat. wrap refl. past go auxiliary man pi. ask pret.

i ' ni has ' i ' g'a yaf ' in • ip) bdr'ur i'di ; adam-lar suvdi'
3d pi. this gen. reason 3d poss. whatinterrog. doctor say pret. this graveyard

lar ki?n, mu'nin sabab • i ni • via tabib de ' di bu qabristdn'

in adj. dead pi. from feel shame continu. 1st sing, that gen. because of that all

da'g'i iduk'lardin uwat • ur ' man a'nifi ufun kimliama'
3d poss. me gen. medicine my accus. eat past die past auxiliary

si ma-nifb daivd • im • ni ye • p til • Up dur. A doctor when-
ever he might go to the graveyard used to go having wrapped his sheet

on his head. Men asked him what was the reason of this? The
doctor said, I am ashamed of the dead people who are in this grave-

yard, because that all of them died, having eaten my medicine. Bdrur
holsa (see 29) ; nima consists of indefinite pronoun and interrogative

suffix ma ; utun is probably the same as Yakut usiun, which Biihtlingk
long 3d poss. accus.

in his dictionary translates along and explains as us ' tu ' n.

KOIBALIAN AND KAEAGASSIAN.

34. These dialects are spoken along the highest waters of the

Yenissei, between about the fifty-third and hfty-fifth degrees of north

latitude. Their differences from Turki are slight and unimportant.

Their law of vowel harmony is much the same as the first law in

Yakut. 1 Their principal deviations from the other dialects are in the

structure of the verb. But the derivative verbal stems are formed
as in Turki, except that no causative element is mentioned but -der.

They do not make so much use of auxiliary verbs in the formation

of compound tenses and moods as the Turkish and Turki ; ^ yet, like

Yakut (13), they use many verbs in less close connection with a

gerund to define with particular shades of meaning the fact which
they would express.^

The formations of the verb made by suffixes to the stem are as

follows :

The infinitive is formed by -r, which in the Yakut, Turkish, and
Turki gives to the verb an element of going on, and when used for

^ Castren, Koibal. und Karagass. Sprachlehre, sect. 11. ^ Ibid. sect. 70.
'^ Ibid. Vorwort, p. xv.
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the infinitive shows that the abstract idea of the verb involves a

strong sense of process.

This element -r also expresses a future ; and there is besides -gai

to express a probable future.

Perhaps it is on account of the strong sense of process that the

element -gan, -which in the Turkish gerund sevevken has a present

significance, like the Yakut present gerund in -an, and Avhich in

Turki is indefinite, has in these dialects such a sense of quiescence,

corresponding to the contrast of n and r, that it denotes a past.

There is also in both dialects a simple past in -d ; and Koibalian

(not Karagassian) has a hypothetical in -za.

There is in Koibalian an element dek, which expresses both a

past and an optative, but in Karagassian the past element is dek^ and
the optative element is yek. The optative element in both is sub-

joined to both futures -r- and -gai-, and corresponds no doubt to

Turki dak or dik, to Turkish yek, and to Yakut eaq, which are

future elements. The past element dek corresponds to Yakut taq

and to Turkish diik, both which express the indefinite in respect to

time. The past element di^k in Koibalian and Karagassian seems to

express rather completion than position in time.

There is a precative -al in Koibalian, -dla in Karagassian, used

with first plural as in Turki.

The element galak, which in both dialects expresses that the

subject has not yet come to perform the action, is evidently the same

as Turki g'uluk, being formed of the verbal element ga, and Jak,

which means possessed of ; -galakpen, I have to.

1 2

The subjective person-elements are : in Koibalian, hen, zan, singular

;

12 12 12
hes, zdr, plural. In Karagassian, men, sen, singular ; hes, silar, plural.

12 3

The possessive personal elements are : in Koibalian, m, n, e or ze,

12 3

singular ; bes, ndr, e or ze, plural. They are the same in Karagassian

except that second plural is nar, and third person e or se.

The third person plural, both present and possessive, may take Jar

in both dialects. The personal suffixes of both classes are used as in

Turkish and Turki. 12 3

The imperative person-endings are : in Koibalian, im, — ,
zen,12 -6

, . ^ ^

singular; vhes, iiar, zen or zennar, plural. In Karagassian, en, —

,

3 12 3
, 1

•

sen, singular; vies, iiar, sen or sennar, plural. The first plural in

both is the future.

The gerunds are : present -a, past -ji, or dek, or gan.

The participles are : present -r or dergan (Turkish auxiliary, der),

past gan.

The negative is in the -r formations has, as in Yakut it is hat.

The elements which begin with g drop g after the negative Z^a.\

^ Castren, sects. 70-9S.
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MONGOLIAN.

35. The phonetic laws of jMongolian are less strict than those of

Yakut ; there is more liberty in the successions of utterance, freer

scope for change of action in the organs of speech. There is, how-
ever, still the indecisive utterance which produces the soft vowels as

distinguished from the hard ; except that there is no e distinguished

as hard from i regarded as soft, both being sounded «', which is

treated as neutral. There are no diphthongs, as in Yakut, consisting

of a light vowel followed by the corresponding heavy one. The only

diphthongs are ao and the i diphthongs ;
^ the language being less

vocalic.

The consonants are the same as in Yakut, except that Yakut
t and cT are replaced respectively in Mongolian by f and d\ which,

however, become t and cT before i, and there seems to be no «,

nor its softened form yP-

The gutturals
<i

and g can be used only in words which have hard

vowels, or hard vowels and i. The post-palatals k and g can be used

only with soft vowels, or soft vowels and i ; and though q and g
may immediately follow *, they cannot immediately precede it, for

they then become k and g ;^ s also before i becomes s;* but s

precedes other vowels also.^

It appears from this that the Mongolian 5' and g are not uttered so

far back in the throat as the Yakut, for they may go with light

vowels, where the Yakut q' and g would require the greater guttural

opening of heavj'^ vowels. At the same time, the Mongolian q and

g are uttered with less facility than the Yakut ; for, unlike the latter,

they require always the strong decisive utterance which belongs to the

hard vowels ; while, on the other hand, k and g being uttered with

more facility than g and g, have become characteristically soft

utterances, and require soft vowels.

Medials, it is said, cannot end a word,^ nor can r begin one.''

The first law of vowel harmony prevails ; the vowels of a word
must be all hard or neutral, or all soft or neutral.* The language,

therefore, is massive like Yakut, thought spreading through all the

elements of a word so as to have them all present together to the

mind (4).

Of the second law there are traces ; for it seems that in popular

speech 0, hard or soft, can follow only ov u hard or soft in a

preceding syllable, and cannot be followed by a, a in a following

syllable.^

36. There are verbal stems, which are also used as nominal stems,

^ Schmidt, Mongol. Grammatik, sect. 9.

- Ibid, sects. 17, 18 ; Bohtlingk, sect. 27. ' Schmidt, sect. 8. 1.

* Ibid. sect. 19. 5 Ibid. sect. 20.

6 Bohtlingk, sect. 153 ; Schmidt, sects. 11, 13 ; but Schmidt, p. 17, has final d.

7 Schmidt, sect. 15. 8 ibid. sect. 8. 2. » Bohtlingk, sect. 32.
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to express the substantive idea of the act or state denoted by the
verb ;

^ but such ideas are also expressed by, subjoining to the verbal
stem -/, -lal, -dal, -an, -Ian, or -i}

Xouns of agent are formed from verbal stems by -qfi, -Id'i, and
from nominal stems by -fi.^

There are also other endings of nominal stems, not now felt in their

own significance, many of which are also in Yakut.*
There is no definite article,^ nor any distinction of gender except

that of the sex of living beings.^ The sex is expressed by a separate

word preceding the noun as an adjective, unless the noun is qualified

by an adjective denoting colour; for then the adjective takes for the
female a suffix -Jd'inJ

The declension of nouns is by suffixes to the stem as follows :

Nominative may take -ami, -inu, or -bar.^

Of these particles which are attached to the nominative, Schmidt
says that they emphasise (liervorhehen) the nominative as subject;
" they have no meaning of their own, nor do they change in the least

the meaning of the word to which they are attached (ztigegeben)."

" They merely serve to denote the subject, and stand therefore usually

with the nominative. Only then an exception takes place when the

subject, varying from the nominative, retains its property [eigenthum-

ZiWiA-ezY) in another case also."' This means that these particles are

suffixes, and that as suffixes they can be attached to an oblique

case ; always however being demonstrative of the subject, even when
agglutinated to an object or condition, as if the volition of the subject

was determined by that object or condition rather than by his own
choice (see Examples 6, 13).

Genitive -yin, if stem end in vowel, -7i if in n, -un if in any
other consonant ; the essential part of the suffix is n, which is dropped

after stems ending in n to avoid the repetition. When the geni-

tive relation is that of a part to its whole, or that of a thing

to the material of which it consists, the genitive ending is often

dropped. ^°

Dative (to, beside, in, on) -dur, -tur ; but if the stem end in a

consonant, the dative is often formed in -a, when there are other

datives with it;" -da is also used, principally as locative."

Dative (possessive), -dag an, -diigdn ; gan is a pronominal suffix

representing the subject whatever be its person or number, and

expressing possession by the subject.^'

Accusative, -i; but if stem end in vowel, -yi.

Accusative (possessive), -iyan; but if stem end in vowel -van; -an

represents the subject, and this case seems to express only possession ;

for its suffix is used after those of the instrumental comitativo and

ablative to denote possession by the subject.'^ Moreover, gaii may bo

subjoined as possessive suffix to the genitive."

1 Schmidt, sect. 3L - Ibid. sect. 32. » Ibid. sect. 32.

Bohtlingk, sects. 239-256. ^ Schmidt, sect. 85. « Ibid. sect. 36.

7 Ibid. sect. 37. « Ibid, sects. 44, 174, 192. » Ibid. sect. 44.

" Ibid. sect. 161. " Ibid. sect. 46. ." ibid. sect. 47.

" Ibid, sects. 61-53. " Ibid. sect. 134.
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Vocative, -a.

Instrumental (along of, by means of), -iyar ; but if stem end in

vowel, -var.

Coniitative (with), -luqa, -liilcd.

Ablative (from), -at'a}
The case-endings are subjoined to the plural as to a singular stem.^

They are as loosely connected with the stem in Mongolian as in the

Turkish languages ; so that when several substantives are governed

in the same case, the case-ending follows only the last of them, and

if they are connected by Idkat, and, this may follow the last, and be

followed by the case-ending^ (see Examples 6, 15).

The plural is formed by -nar, or -s, if stem end in vowel ; but

nouns of the agent form the plural by -t ; adjectives ending in -tu

(37), when used as nouns, form the plural by changing -tu to -tan ;

stems ending in a diphthong drop the second vowel and take -s.

Stems ending in w form the plural by changing -n to -t.

Stems ending in any other consonant form the plural by subjoining

-ut ; disyllabic stems in r sometimes change -?• to -t.

A stronger plural can be formed by subjoining -nuyut, -nUgiit.^

In the Buriat dialect, nogb means another.^

Nouns preceded by a numeral are used in the singular ; ^ and in

general the plural is not much used in Mongolian.'^

The plural ending -?zar seems to be a stronger element than -s ;

and in the Buriat dialect, -nar is used with those stems ending in a

vowel which denote living beings, and express the higher personal

conceptions, while other stems ending in a vowel form the plural in

-nut, ut being the general plural ending, and n probably euphonic."

Schmidt remarks that in Mongolian dldvs means the mothers, but

cikd'ndr means women as mothers in general.^ Now, the essential

attribute of mother is stronger in the former conception than in

the latter, and the substance (Def. 4), probably on that account

weaker, so that there is less sense of the individuals and a weaker
plurality.

So also in the nouns of the agent, and the adjectives in -tu, used

as nouns, the attributive part of the idea is strong, and the substance

probably is weak. Moreover, the suffix of the former is highly con-

sonantal with a weak vowel z, and perhaps on that account -t is

preferred to -s as its plural ending.

The final n of nominal stems seems to be an element attached to

them rather than belonging to them (see 11) ; for not only is it

dropped in the plural but also in the accusative when this does not

take the case-ending.^

Like the case-ending, the plural element is so loosely cormected

with the stem that when several plural nouns are connected together

only the last of them takes the plural element.^" The plural indi-

1 Schmidt, sect. 40. ^ jbid. sect. 42. 3 Ibid. sect. 159,
* Ibid. sect. 41. ^ Castren, Vocabulary. ® Schmidt, sect. 43.

7 Castren's Buriat Grammar, sect. 42. 8 Schmidt, sect. 41.
9 Ibid. sect. 181. ^ Ibid. sect. 159,
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viduals are not thought along with the idea of the stem, but tliis i.s

tliought without number, and then the iilurahty is added (see Example
16).

37. Adjectives are formed from nouns by the suffix -tu or tai,

meaning possessed of ; from words of locality by -ki, meaning in the
place

;
and from other adjectives or adverbs by -qaii, -kan, meaniii'r

small degree of the quahty. The adjectives are often intensified by
reduplication of the tirst syllable with insertion of h.

Adjectives take case-endings only when they are used as substan-
tives.

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.

^

38. The first and second personal pronouns change their stems in

different cases in a remarkable manner ; they are declined as

follows :
2

—
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tildd or tddclgdr, those. These stems are all declined regularly, and

the demonstrative of the near is used in all its cases except the

nominative singular for third personal pronoun.^

There are adverbs ain, tain, thus; and pronouns aimu, taimu, such.2

The reflexive pronoun is hdyd, which means body, or ubdi; bosom. ^

The interrogative pronouns are kdn or dlikdn, who ? and yagun,

what.^

Abstract possessives, mine, thine, are formed by subjoining -hdi to

the genitives of the personal pronouns.^ It is when there are several

pronouns in the sentence that the possessive suffixes to the cases are

used instead of the genitives of the personal pronouns.^

There is no relative pronoun.'''

39. There are scarcely any pure elements of relation except the

postpositions of case. Other postpositions almost all govern the

genitive as nouns.^ There are only one or two true conjunctions.^

40. The following is the paradigm of the Mongolian verb :

^'^

The stem is ah, take ; the first person singular only is given, and

those other persons which do not take the same verbal formation

as it. The person is expressed in Mongolian by the nominative

of the first and second personal pronouns in the singular, and that

of first, second, or third plural, generally before the verb, but some-

times after it. There is no personal element for the third singular."

pres. 1st sing. past 3d peis. sing, or pi.

^ -^ ^ past 1st sing. --'^—
..^

Bi ah'u'mui or hi ab-wnam; hi ab'whai, ahwhai or ah-uyim

;

perf. 3(1 person sing, or pi.

present habitual perfect 1st sing. — ^^ future 1st sing.

hi ah 'dak hi ah'uiuga, ah'wluga or ah'irfuqui ; hi apsug'ai,
future 1st pi.

future 2d person fut. 3d person sing, or pi. ^ —
...^

ti, or td (pi.) ap-qu, ap'qu or ahwyu, bidd ap'q'u or ab'uya,
hypothetical potential

hi ah'uba'su; -d'a, subjoined to indicative, present, or past;
imperative.

optative 2d person sing. 2(1 person pi.

bi ap'tugai; ap or ab'wqtaqui, ah'u'qtui or ab'utqui;
imperative.

1st pers. pi. 3d pers. sing, or pi. prps. gerund. past gerund. till or while

ab'u-ya, airtugai; ab-wn ox ap-fu ; ah -u'gat; ap • tola;
supine infinitive pres. part. past part.

ab'uTa; ap-qu; ab-u-qfi ; ab-u-qsan; the participles are declinable as

substantives.^^

The present ahunam is emphatic or used for an affirmative answer.^'

The habitual abdak may be declined as a substantive.^* The past is

often abuba^^ and the first singular of the future is in ordinary dis-

course absu

;

^^ apqu, which is used as the future, is the infinitive.

1 Schmidt, sect. 73. " Ibid. sect. 74. ^ ibj^. sect. 68.

* Ibid. sect. 69. » Ibid. sect. 72. « Ibid. sect. 71.
7 Ibid. sect. 75. 8 ibid. sect. 140. » Ibid. sect. 150. '

10 Ibid. sect. 120. " Ibid. sect. 92. 12 ibj^. sect. 94.
" Ibid. sect. 96. " Ibid. sect. 98. " Ibid. sect. 99.

" Ibid. sect. 103.
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The liypotlietical is formed with ha of tlie past and su of the
future.

^

The infinitive may take -i, and be declined as a substantive.^
The auxiliary verbs are htl and a, signifying be. The following is

pres. 1st pers. pres. 3(1 pers. past perfect
their conjugation :

^ Bi hiii, hili or biujil ; hi hiilai ; hi biiiiigd ;
hypothetical ^potential pres. gerund past gerund till

hi hU-gasil; hi hti-i-(Td or hii-hd'a ; biirun; birgat ; bil-(jaiiUa ;
future.

infinitive present
_

past 1st sing. 3d pers. sing, and pi. 1st pi.

biikil. Bi aiimi ; hi cvbai ; bi a'qu, cnju, or a'lju, hnfii a'qn or

potential. imperative,

hypothetical pres. past optative 2d pi. Ist pi.

a'l/a ; cvba'su ; a'nmicVa, a'bard'a ; cftiKjai; a'qtui, a'ya ;
pres. gerund past gerund till or while infinitive being been
adCu; a'ljat ; a •tola; a'qu; a'qfi; a'qsan.

The auxiliary verbs bai, continue, nwdbol, become, ase C[uite regular.*

Besides the above tenses of tiie regular verb, a pluperfect is

formed with the past participle, followed by the perfect of bii ; a
hypothetical pluperfect with the past participle, followed by the
hypothetical of bol. The infinitive may be followed by the hypo-
thetical or by the perfect of bii,^ and the past participle or the
infinitive may be followed by bii'icTd, the present potential of hit.

The two first and the two last of these compound tenses, biit not the
others, are formed by the verb a, as by the regular verb ah,^

41. The derivative formatives of verbal stems are the following :

"^

Passive, -AYa, or less frequently -ta ; causal, -'jid, -gill, or <fa, -<jd; if the
root ends in g or in an i diphthong, I is inserted after it ; co-operative

or reciprocal, -Ifa, -Ida; neuter, -ra, sometimes -da; active subjoined

to substantives, and signifying to use, apply, affect Avith what the root

denotes, -la, sometimes -da. These last can take in addition the causal

form.

42. There is an extraordinary difference between Mongolian and
the Turkish-Tartar languages in respect of the connection of personal

elements as possessive with nouns, and as subjective with verbs. In
the latter languages, the noun which governs a genitive takes a pos-

sessive suffix to represent the genitive, even though this immediately

precedes, and though it be the same personal p'ronoun as the suffix

denotes; and the verb whose subject is a first or second personal pro-

noun takes a person element to represent its subject, even though this

may immediately precede, sometimes a third person, though the sub-

ject be expressed. But in the Mongolian language there are no

person elements attached to the verb, nor any po.ssessive suffix to the

noun except what follows the case ending, to denote possession by

the subject. The position, too, of this suffix is very remarkable, for

it shows that the noun is combined with the case relation before it is

^ Schmidt, sect. 105. " Ibid. sect. 11.̂ i. ' Ibid. sect. 118.

* Ibid, sect 119. = Ibid. sect. 120. « Ibid. sect. 118, 2.

7 Ibid, sects. 123-131.

2b
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thought as possessed, as if the interest of the former correlation was

greater than that of the latter.

It might be conjectured that the want of person endings and pos-

sessive suffixes in Mongolian, as in Manju, the two languages of

literary cultivation, while Buriat and Tungusian have both, was due

to Chinese influence.

The absence of the person is most remarkable when the subject is

the third person, and is not expressed at all (see Examples 4, 11),

43. There is less sense of process in the Mongolian than in the

Tartar verb, though the u which the former inserts between the stem,

and most of the formatives of tense and mood, probably expresses

such an element ; and those formatives also seem many of them to

involve a similar significance.

The use before a verb of a gerund of another verb to express the

verbal idea more fully, and the considerable use of auxiliary verbs,^

are prompted by a sense of verbal process.

The sense of the subject in connection with the verb is sufficient to

affect it with different degrees of subjectivity which give it different

forms. The differences which may be observed between the verb

Avith the first person and with the third must be due to this cause, the

former being more subjective than the latter. In the future, the verb

with the second person, as well as that with the third, shows an

inferior subjectivity by being merely the infinitive ; and though the

first plural may be equally objective, the subject in that person some-

times asserts itself in the plural ending a.

There is no subjunctive mood ; a fact subjoined to another fact as

an object or condition of it is expressed by a verbal noun or gerund.^

When the predicate is not involved in a verb, the copula is always

expressed and follows the predicate.^

44. The subject generally goes first,'^ the adjective or apposition

always before its noun,^ and the governed member before the govern-

ing,^ but the dative may either precede or follow the accusative.'^ In

poetry the greatest freedom of arrangement prevailsJ

thy me to give past part, book

45. (1.) t'in'u ndrliir ikj-o ' Icsdn taptar, the book which thou

tbou me Ice. from ask past part. aux. vb. hypoth. I thee

gavest me.^ (2.) fi nitdiiat'd dri ' ksdn hoi ' hasu hi fimd'

to give pas^ part. aux. vb. perf.

diir ug'il ' ksdn him ' liigd, if thou hadst asked from me I had

given to thee ; ^ hoi is the same as Yakut buol, equivalent to German
I that

werden to become (40) ; &m is a verb substantive. (3.) Bi tdrd

man dat. help infin. aux. vb. optat. say ger. wish pros.

kiimii7irliir tusala • q'u hoi • tuyai kdmivn kusamui, I wish that I

could help that man ^ (I wish, saying, would that I could help that

my father die past say ger. me dat. tell past

man), (4.) Min'ii dt'dgd iikd'hdi kdmdii luvdiir mdtdkum'hdi, he

1 Schmidt, sect. 171. ^ jbi,]. sects. 154, 170. ^ i^id. sects. 190, 194.

4 Ibid. sect. 190. " Ibid. sect. 160. « Ibid, sects. 162, 165-168, 198.

7 Ibid. sect. 198. 8 ibid. sect. 75. ^ Ibid. sect. 170.
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told me that liis father was dead;! ^^e subject is not expressed,
assemble past part. pi. subject scholar pi. with common in teacher gen.

(.5.) tiijula • qsa • t • bar sabi 'nav Iwj'a oal ' da Icufsi'yin
word accus. praise co-oper. past

iVarlik •{ maqta'lt'a ' hai, the assembly, in common with the
intelligence wisdom and

scholars, praised the words of the teaclier.^ (6.) Uq'wfan hilin kilat
virtue instr. subject honour and fame and dignity to attain past

huyan-iyar ' inu kiindillal kikat aldai ha t'ula-dur kuvbai, througli

intelligence, wisdom, and virtue, he attained honour, fame, and
my father subject cough pres.

dignity;^ -inu (see 36). (7.) Miwii at' iifja • inil qanii/crmui, my
father my always loc. virtu(e) ous man

father coughs.* (8.) dt'dgd min'ii urfjiildfidd huyawatu kiimuii
continue perf.

bai • lu'ja, my father continued always a virtuous man ; ^ Jiere the

genitive follows its governor, but this it never docs when it is a sub-
rich father subj. beauti - ful daughter his rich

stantive.® (9.) Bayan dfdijd'inii iid dakiddn'tii ijkin'iydn bayan
man ablat. oiher to not give pres.

kiimuivdfd husut'tur illil dyumui, the rich father does not give

his beautiful daughter to other than a rich man ; ^ iyan is the pos-

earth subj. all be infin. adjec. accus.

sessive accusative (36). (10.) y ad'ai" ami qamuk bil'kil • td • yi

nourish accus. poss. be infin. gen. account on all life having pi. gen. mother

tad' ' iyan hii'kii'yin tula' da qamuk ami ' tan • u dkd
also is

t'u hili ; the earth, because she nourishes all that has being, is

the mother also of all that has life;^ biikiitai is the adjective

formed on bilkU to express having existence (37) ; iyan denotes

the accusative possessed by the subject, so that to/fiyan must be

governed by bio in the sense of the realising (on account of the realising

thus say pres. ger. speak past ger. not see

her nourishing). (11-) Tain kdm'd • n iiyiii • d • gdt iilii iid''

pass, infin. noun become past

d'ktd • kill bol • hai, having spoken to that effect he became

invisible^ (became invisibility); the subject is not expressed. (12.)

father gen. this like speak past part, on son subj. vei-y much

dtdyivyin dnd inadit iigiXid ' kdin • diir kubdgiin ' inii d'dkddii

rejoice past

bayas-bai, when the father had spoken thus the son rejoiced very
word subj. take

much 9 (on the father having spoken thu.^), (13.) iigdyiinii ab-u-

past ger.

<jat, he having apprehended the word ; the particle of the subject inu

house dative go p»st ger.

is attached to the accusative i'' (36). (14.) Kdr • tiir uruyat
seat dat. sit past part. dat.

sayurina sayu • qsan • dur, when he had gone into the house and

sat on the seat ^^ (on having sat on the seat after having gone into the

fame honour riches title and accus. not desire

house). (15.) Aldai kiindilUU uld^a nara-kikat • i buu kiuid, desire

1 Schmidt, sect. 180. ^ ;[bid. sect. 188. ^ Ibid. sect. 189.

4 Ibid. sect. 17.5. * Ibid. sect. 174. ^ Ibid, sects. 4.5, 162.

"^ Ibid. soct. 198. 8 Ibid. sect. 199. * Ibid. sect. 200.

" Ibid. p. 135, 13. 1' Ibid. sect. 46.
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Buddha Bodhisatva Pratyeka

not fame, honour, riches, and title. ^ (16.) Buraqa hodisatwa prdtilfd
lionourahle Srawak j)lural life adjec. pi. gen. good gen. account on realisation

qtuluq-tu sirawak-nuyut amvtan'u tusa'yin tula • da iiyd
'

dat. become pres.

dil hul ' wmui, the Buddhas, Bodhisatvas, Pratyekas, and honour-

able Srawaks appear for the good of living beings ;
^ the plural element

belonging to all the nominatives is attached only to the last (36)

;

perhaps iigd should be Avritten iigo, which means give.

BURIAT.

46. The Buriat Mongols dwell around Lake Baikal north of the

eastern end of the Altai Mountains ; ^ and their speech, though only

a dialect of Mongolian, yet differs from Mongolian in some important

respects.

The Buriat has the Yakut vowel e, which does not appear in Mon-
golian ;

3 but this vowel is not hard as in Yakut (3), but neutral

like i, its indecisive utterance still retaining the vowel sound.

It has not only the i diphthongs as in Mongolian, and a diphthong

oa consisting, like Mongolian ao, of two heavy vowels ; but also some
at least of the Buriat dialects have the diphthongs consisting of a light

vowel and a heavy one which are in Yakut. It is to be observed,

however, that Buriat is disinclined to v, and consequently has not the

diphthong tio, but eo instead.* It has no triphthongs such as Yakut
has. A tendency has been noted in Buriat, which seems not to have
been observed in the Mongolian or Tartar languages, to sound the

unaccented vowels of a word with a slight infusion of e.^ This,

though it does not go the length of changing a hard vowel into a soft,

is yet an affection of the same kind, for it is due to relaxed utterance

tending to bring the organs towards the position of rest (3). When
e occurs at the end of a word it is sounded in some of the Buriat

dialects as ed,^ which corresponds to what has been said in 2 as to the

nature of ea in Yakut.

Buriat differs from both Mongolian and Yakut in not having g ;

aud it also shows a tendency which has not been noted in these

languages to soften and palatalise its consonants as if with incorpora-

tion of y (see Def. 29) ; it also has 7i, which does not appear in Mon-
golian though it does in Yakut ;'^ but with these exceptions its

consonants are tlie same as the Mongolian.

The consonants k, t, s, are uttered emphatically before hard vowels;

in most of the dialects also g becomes k before hard vowels ; k and t

are aspirated before soft vowels ; ^ there is no aspirate of the labial.

A guttural or post-palatal consonant preceding a in an unaccented

syllable hinders it from taking the infusion of e, which it otherwise

would take,^ as they bring into activity the root of the tongue, so

that it acts decisively in giving an opening to the vowel.

^ Schmidt, sect. 159. ^ Castren's Buriat Sprachlehre, Vorwort. " Ibid, sect.' 5.

* Ibid. sect. 3. * Ibid, sects. 4. 1, 6. ^ Ibid. sect. 5.

7 Ibid, sects. 2, 11. 8 ibid. sect. 11. 4. 9 Ibid. sect. 4. 2.
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It appears from the above that Buriat q is more softly uttered than
Mongolian (/', as it can go ^Tith the soft vowels, and that it approaches

more nearly to the post-palatal k, as it becomes /.: before hard vowels.

This dialect has given up the decisive guttural utterance, which in

Mongolian caused the gutturals to be felt as hard, and the post-palatals

by distinction from these to be felt as soft. The Buriat guttural has

become less guttural and a more careless utterance, and its medial has

been given iip. The post-palatals are not distinguished as easy utter-

ances. And while the language has become less guttural than Mon-
golian or Yakut, it is, as has been observed, more palatal than either.

In connection with this it is to be observed also that Buriat utterance

is less tense, more easily relaxed than Mongolian or Yakut. For not

only does the utterance of the unaccented vowels tend to be relaxed,

but also the indecisive utterance of the soft vowels produces in Buriat

a greater relaxation of the consonants than in jNIongolian or Yakut, so

weakening the closure of the tenuis that it is aspirated.

Yakut utterance is more guttural than Mongolian, with more
pressure of breath from the chest (35) ; Buriat softer than either.

Buriat does not tolerate p, r, or n at the beginning of a word, nor a

medial or medial aspirate at the end. A tenuis, tenuis aspirate, s, or s

can each be followed only by a tenuis, tenuis aspirate, s, or s / and a

medial, medial aspirate, 2, or z can each be followed only by a medial,

medial aspirate, z, or r, whereas in Yakut g may be followed by w, r,

or I, and h by r. A concurrence of two consonants is not permitted

at the beginning or end of a word except that some dialects allow nt

and ns exceptionally at the end.^

47. Buriat gives the usual evidence of its massive character in

maintaining the first law of vowel harmony (3). The vowels of a

word must be all hard, or hard and neutral ; or all soft, or soft and

neutral ; the neutral vowels being e and ir

There are also traces of the second law of vowel harmony.

If a in a syllable follows in the preceding syllable it 1)ecomes ;

and in some dialects if it follows m it becomes u ; but most dialects

do not suffer ?i in a final syllable.^

48. The declension of the noun in Buriat is by the following case

endings added to the stem, according as it ends in a vowel or in a

consonant :

—

Nominative
Genitive

Dative and
Locative

-ni

da da, (fa)

Accusative
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perhaps because these elements tend to enter into close connection

with such stems, and take an arthritic n (11) to connect them, when
this is not excluded by a final consonant of the stem.

In Buriat, as in Mongolian, the genitive may be expressed by the

bare stem when it is closely connected in thought with the governing
noun.i

The accusative has usually a case ending only when it denotes

living objects.^

Tlie comitative ending tai is an adjective ending, as in Mongolian.

The plural is formed with -nar by stems ending in a vowel, and
which ex^Dress the higher personal conceptions ; with -nut by all other

stems ending in a vowel or in I or r ; with -t by stems ending in n,

the 71 being changed into t ; with -ut by stems ending in other con-

sonants. ^

The case endings are attached to the plural as to a singular stem."^

The Euriat adjective has a suffix -sik as well as the Mongolian
-qan, to express a small degree of the quality.^

There is no other difference worth noting between the Euriat and
Mongolian adjective.

49. The demonstrative pronouns tdrd that, and this, take n before

all the case endings ; they refer so strongly to what they demonstrate

that they drop the sense of relation, and need n to connect them with

the element of case.*'

The personal pronouns are almost the same as in Mongolian. The
first singular, however, can form its dative on the stronger stem nama,
and its instrumental, comitative, and ablative on that same stem and
Avithout the dative ending ; the first plural has hidd only in the

nominative, its stem in the other cases being only man. The third

personal pronoun is ohon, singular ; ohuf, plural. The first and
second singular form the instrumental Avith -lar^

In respect of personal suffixes Euriat differs less than Mongolian
from the Turkish-Tartar languages ; for it not only subjoins to all the

cases except the nominative and the genitive the suffix a, which in

the accusative takes the place of the case ending, to express posses-

sion by the subject ; ^ but it also subjoins to all the cases, as a

l^ossessive suffix, the genitive both singular and plural of the first and
second personal pronoun abbreviated in some of the dialects, and ni or

n as possessive suffix of the third person, both singular and plural.

These suffixes all follow the case endings.^

50. Personal suffixes of the first and second person singular and
])lural are also taken by the verb. These are sometimes the full

nominative, but generally an abbreviated form of it; first singular, -hi,

-p, -m ; second singular, -fi, -si, -t', -s ; first jjlural, -hida, -hda, -inda ;

second plural, -ta, -t.'^^ The person endings can be attached to nouns
and to some adverbs, and give them a verbal significance ; " ugej), I

am not, iidvp, I not yet, aldanay, I not nearly.

^ Castren, sect. 35. ^ j^jj gg^t. 37. 3 ibj^j, gect. 42.

* Ibid. sect. 43. « Ibid. sect. 64. « Ibid. sect. 96.
'' Ibid. sect. 85. 8 Hgj^j gg^t 94 9 jt,j(j_ ^^^^^_ 90-94.
" Ibid. sect. 107. " Ibid, sects. 105, 154.
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The derived forms of the verb are as in Mongolian.^
The characteristic of the present tense is -na- ; past -a- ; perfect,

-aha-; emphatic perfect, -lai- ; future, -qa-; hypothetical, -aha-

;

jiotential auxiliary, -hiza- ; optative or necessary, -qa-ha- ; imperative,

-hu-p, -uze-p, first singular; -hu-bda, -hu, -Hze-bda, -ija, first plural;

-is, -rai, second singular ; -Idui, -Jduida, second plural ; -J,-, -gda, -uze,

-uzeda, -tagai, third singular and plural ; infinitive, -qa ; gerund
present, -zi

;
gerund past, -at ; supine, -qaya ; participle present, -Icti,

-si; participle past, -lian?

There are also compound tenses as in Mongolian.^

TUNGUSIAN.

Nertchinsk.

51. The Tungusian dialect, which Castren found cast of the

Buriats, was thought by him to show marks of their influence. It

is, however, still less guttural than Buriat and more labial, for it has

no true guttural, and it has/ and v as well as p, &, and m. It has no
post-palatal aspirate or spirant, but it has the post-palatal tenuis and

medial, and the nasal n. Its ante-palatals and dentals are complete,

except that it wants the medial spirant and viliratile of both, and it

has h, which is apt to change Avith s. It has the hard and soft

vowels, except that it wants o, though this has been noted in other

Tungusian dialects ; ^ and e is not distinguished from i as hard, both

being neutral. It has the i diphthongs as well as ie and ?/o, but no

triphthongs.

The massive nature of the language is evidenced by the first laAV of

vowel harmony (3). The vowels of a word must be either all hard or

all soft, except that neutrals are admitted with either. And there

seem to be traces of the second law, for if a stem contains o, it is

apt to subjoin o as a connective vowel.

Two consonants cannot either begin or end a word.

A medial consonant cannot end a word ; it becomes tenuis. Nor

can a medial end a syllable, if followed by a tenuis. Medial and

tenuis cannot concur ; they become both medial, or both tenuis.

The accent, as in Turkish and INTongolian, is on the last -syllable,

but it is weakened by the presence of a long syllable in the word.*

52. There is a great scarcity of elements of relation, very few con-

junctions, and no true postpositions,^ except those which are given in

the declension of the noun. This is as follows :

®

—

Genitive, -ni ; final n is dropped before -ni, and Ic, f,/ become g,

d, V.

Dative, locative, causative (in, into, to, by), -du ; final I; f,f become

g, d, V, but in some dialects remain and change du to in.

1 Castren, sect. 104.
" Ibid. sect. 140.

3 Castren, Grundzuge Vorwort, p. xi,
* Ibid, sects. 1-19.

5 Ibid, sects. 108, 118. ^ Ibid, sects. 22-32.
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Accusative, -va, -ya, -ma ; ya seems to be borrowed from Buriat,

ma belongs to stems ending in m or n.

Ablative, -duk, -git ; -duk is joined to the stem like dative, git is

used only in a local sense (out of).

Instrumental, -rti, -di, in some dialects -t, whicli becomes -it after

consonant, -ut after v.

Comitative (with), -nun; k, t, / become g, d, v, as in the other

cases.

Prosecutive (along), -U ; the stem frequently takes -du before -li,

almost always if it ends in /, and generally if it ends in m or 7i.

Nouns used for postpositions or adverbs often have -tiki or -ski in

dative, and -la in locative.

There are only two numbers—the singular and the plural. The
plural is formed by -I, which takes a connective vowel after a final

consonant, and this is softened ; by -gil after a long vowel ; by -r after

* *

71 ; sometimes by -sal, -hal, after n or r ; by -nasal, -nalial in some
nouns which express a mutual relation.

The asterisk here and elsewhere for this language denotes a

dialectical variety.

In some dialects nouns ending in -kun, -kin, instead of making
their plural -kimil, -kirii/, make it -nnil.

The case endings are subjoined to the jjlural as to the singular.

53. The adjective is declined only when used as a substantive.

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison. ^ Ad-
jectives, when not followed by a substantive, take the demonstrative

element -71."^

sinRular.

12 3

54. The personal pronouns are, in the nominative, bi, si, nufian ;

plural.

12 3

hii, sil, nufiar. The stems of the oblique cases are 7nin, si7i, nuiian,

7mm, sun, mmar.^
The reflexive pronoun is mdndkdn, the .stem of its oblique cases

being 7nd7i in the singular, mar in the plural ; it takes the possessive

suffixes to express myself, thyself, t^c.,* and its genitive when thus

suffixed expresses also my own, thy own, &c.^ The demonstrative of

the near is dr, of the less near tavar, of the remote ta7\'^

singular. plural.

1,2 3 1 2, 3

The personal possessive suffixes are : -u-f, -s, -n; -vun, -sun-hun, -tin.''

Tlie possessive suffixes are subjoined to the element of case.^

55. The verb^ has person endings subjective and possessive, the

former being used only in the present indicative and present subjunc-

^ Castren, sects. 45-48. ^ Ibid. sect. 51. ^ Ibid. sect. 59.
' Castren, sect. 60. « Ibid. sect. 61. « Ibid. sect. 62.
'' Ibid. sect. 68. s ibid. sect. 69. » Ibid, sects. 72-88.
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singular.

1 2» :i

tive. The subjective person endings are : -)ii, -ndi -7i<Ji, -ran -dan -tan ;
plural.

^
>•>

^
1 2 3

rawun -raf, -ramn -ras, -ra ; the third person singular and all tlie

plural persons begin with r after vowels, d after medial consonants,

t after tenues. The non-present person endings are the possessive

suffixes ; but the non-present third person, both singular and plural,

has generally no person ending.

singular.

12 3

In the imperative present the person endings are: -kta, -kal, -ginijiin);
plural.

12 3

-ktawun, -kaldun, -gitin (kitin) ; the first plural may also be -gar

(kar), gat (kat) ; in the imperative future the person endings are :

singular. plural.

12 31 2 3

-nnam, -dawi, -nnan ; -iinawun, -dawar, -ini'dm.

The stem of the present indicative is the stem of the verb itself.

There are two perfects ; one subjoins -fa to the verbal stem, the otlier

rka ; there seems to be no difference in meaning between theai ; tlie

second is not much used.
^

The future subjoins to the verbal stem -digd, -da.

The subjunctive, which is also potential, forms its present by sub-

joining -d'a to the person endings of the present indicative.

The optative subjoins -7nfa to the verbal stem ; and to the person

endings of the optative, -d'a may be subjoined to form a subjunctive

optative.

There are also compound tenses and moods fonned with the auxiliaries

birdn and hirh'i. These compound tenses differ remarkably from those

of the Mongolian and Buriat in tliis respect, that the principal verb

takes the person endings, while the auxiliaries are in the third singular

throughout ; whereas in Mongolian and Buriat the auxiliaries take the

person endings, and the principal verb is a participle or infinitive. The
Tungusian auxiliary bvrdn is formed of the stem of the verb to be,

with the third singular person ending sul)joined to it.^ It is thus that

the third singular present indicative of regular verbs is formed ; but

the verb hi takes -hi, -d in the present, and -n for its third person

singular, hiJii-n. Perhaps birdn not having hi has less actuality than

bihin ; birkd is the tliird singular of the second form of the perfect

of hi.

The compound tenses formed by these are a perfect or pluperfect

subjunctive, formed of the perfect indicative, followed by birdn; a

future subjunctive, formed of the future indicative, followed by birdn ;

1 Castren, sect. 78. 2.
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a pluperfect indicative, formed of the perfect indicative, followed by
hirkd ; and an optative is formed of the future indicative, followed by
hirkd.

In these formations the person endings of the principal verb are the

possessive suffixes ; and its remotion from actuality as subjunctive,

optative, or pluperfect seems to have so reduced its verbal nature that

it is thought as a noun which is the subject of the auxiliary. As
hirkd is the past, it removes from actuality a preceding future so as to

express an optative.

A past future is in many languages expressive of the contingent or

imaginary ; as we say in English, he would come, or, that he would
come. But the reduction of the verb to a noun with the subject as a

possessive indicates a low degree of subjectivity in the verb. It is to

be found in Polynesian in some of the Melanesian languages and in

Tagala. See III., 7, 34, 37, 39 (11), 55.

The infinitive is formed by -trjiga (in which v may become h and d
* . _ * _ _

may become rZ'), -diga, -da ; the supine by -davi (accusative of da) ;^

the present gerund by -na, -mi, -mmin, -mnin ; the past gerund by
-ksa, ha; the Mongolian postpositional gerund (while) by -dald ; the

present participle by -7% more usually by -nki ; the past participle by
fa; the future participle by -diga. There seems to be also a gerund

in -ra used after the negative verb d.^ A medial at the end of a

verbal stem or the beginning of a suffix is generally hardened into a

tenuis by contact with a tenuis.^

56. The derivative verbal stems are : the passive formed by -v, the

co-operative by -mdf, maf, or by -Id in sense of helping, the desidera-

tive by -gla, the continuative or frequentative by -a a, the causative

by -flidna, each subjoined to the simple stem.*

The following verbs are used with gerunds or infinitives of other

verbs to express elements supplementary to them (14, 2) : o, become
or do ; d, be not ; t'ilk, can not ; ndkd, will. They are all regular

* .

except d, which, like bi, takes hi, -si in the present, -hin as third

singular present, and like bi is regular in all its other parts.^

57. The folloM'ing examples of Tungusian are appended to Castren's

Grammar by the editor, and are stated to have been given by Midden-
I possess large ace. reindeer ace. small reindeer pi.

dorf : (1.) £i bakufan qdgdaid'vo ovum ' mo, qidukun oro • r

my brother gen.

7ni-7ii aki • ni, I possess a large reindeer, the small reindeer are my
brother's ; bakufa7i is not to be found in the vocabulary, but there is

a verb hakam, I find, of which bakafaf would be first singular perfect

indicative in the Nertchinsk dialect ; the adjective takes accusative
my wife large ace. fish ace. eat

ending contrary to 53. (2.) Mrni asi qdgJefioTa oldro'va d'dv
3d sing, small fish ace. to-morrow eat fut. 1st sing.

unda ran, qululani oldru'va tugoiiu devde ' m, my wife eats the

large fish, I will eat the small fish to-morrow ; the adjective has the

1 Castren, sect. 84. - Ibid. sect. 105. ^ it,jj ggct. 91.
4 Ibid. sect. 107. 5 Ibid, sects. 103-106, 107. 4.
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accusative ending ; -ufula- seems to be a derivative formative ; tlie

I yesterday
future devdem has present person contrary to 55. (3.) Bi taieva
eat three ace. fish pi. ace.

(Vcivfal ilaivma oldrrrld-vo, I yesterday ate three fishes; fed is inex-

plicable ; if it were -Caf it would be first singular perfect according to
my sister sick 3d sing.

the Ncrtchinsk dialect. (-4.) Mvni ndkan hvd'^^ede ' ron, my sister is

my brother gen.

sick ; is the verb a derivative from htim, I die? (5.) Mini aid ' ni
reindeer pi. large my father gen. reindeer pi. small jsl. all

oro ' r qegdeha vivni avii-ni oro • r qvluhii- upkaf, my
brother's reindeer are large, my father's reindeer are all small.

The preceding examples are from the dialect spoken on the Lower
Tunguska. They are remarkable not only for declining the adjective,

but also for putting the verb before its object, at least in the first

and third examples. It is remarkable that Tawge Samoiede, with
which Lower Tungusian is in contact, alone of the Samoiede dialects

declines the adjective ; ^ but all the Samoiede dialects can put the

verb before its object.

The following examples of Tungusian are from the borders of
me to large reindeer be pres. 3d sing, small pi. reindeer pi.

China: (6.) Miivdu liugdij oron hi' hi • n, nitladiccr, oro • r

my brother gen. be pres. 3d sing.

min'tii iimki • ni hi • Id • n, I have a large reindeer, the small rcin-

my wife large fish ace. eat

deer are my brother's. (7.) Miivni ahiv Jiogdinu oldro'vo dopHi'mo'

3d sing small ace. to-morrow eat fut. 3d sing.

riin, nitkukan'ma tlmi diJjrdigd ' v, my wife eats the large fish,

she will eat the small one to-morrow ; -iimo- corresponds to -unda- in

Example 2.

The variations in spelling the same word .show that the orthography

cannot be depended on in respect of either law of vowel harmony.

MANJU.

58. Manju is a Tungusian dialect which has received literary culti-

vation under Cliinese influence. It has no gutturals ; its post-palatals

are k, g, ;;<^, and n; its palatal, ?// its ante-palatals are t\ d\ and s; its

dentals, f, d, s, r, I, n ; its labials, p, b, f, m, w?
Its vowels are a, o, hard ; e, u, soft : and i, o, neutral. A hard

vowel is generally followed by a hard, and a soft by a soft ; the

neutral go with both. Many affixes, however, are invariable, and tlie

affinity of vowels is often neglected when they are separated by two

consonants,^ so that the first law of vowel harmony is impah-ed, pro-

bably owing to Chinese influence ; and perhaps, as in Turkisli, more

in writing than in speaking. The second law appears in the tendency

of to be followed by o in a succeeding syllable.*

The penultimate syllable is generally short and almost eclipsed.

1 Castren, Samoied. Grammatik, i. sect. 349.

- Gabelentz, Grammaire Mandchoue, sect. 9. ^ Ibid, sects. 17, 18.

* Ibid. sect. 66.
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Before i, s is pronounced as z, Jc as f, g as d\ f as f, d^ as d\^

59. Most Manju nouns may be used either as substantives or adjec-

tives, and a large number of primitive nouns may be used also as verbs,

aelverbs, or particles of relation. ^

Nouns are formed from nouns by dan, -yjijan, diyan, -ri, -fun;

adjectives from substantives and from verbs by -nga ; nouns from

verbs by -kan, -ku, -fun, -n, -bun ; adjectives from verbs by -'/U''^,

-fuka.^ By suffixing -iige to the past and future or processive of tlie

verb nouns are formed which often are used in place of a verb and

relative pronoun.*

There is no grammatical gender.^

Only those nouns which denote living beings form a plural, with

-sa, -ta or -ri, which denotes plurality or totality.^

There are also separate words used after nouns to denote plurality

or totality.'^

The postpositions of case seem not to change for vowel harmony
with the noun, and are generally written separate from it. They are

genitive i or after consonant ni, dative de, accusative he, ablative fi

(from, on account of).^ They follow the plural as the singular.^

The adjective is not declined if it is folloAved by a substantive. ^'^

AVhen several substantives are connected as objects of the same
case relation, it is only the last which is followed by the postposition.'*'

sing. plural.

12 3 1 2 3

60. The personal pronouns are: hi, si, i ; he, sue, fe; the stems of

the oblique cases are min, sin, in, ben, suen, fen ; he is exclusive of

the persons addressed ; muse is the inclusive first plural, and is

declined like a noun ; -se is the plural element, so that mu^e has more
sense of the individuals.

The demonstrative pronouns are ere, this ; ei^e, these ; tere, that

;

tesp, those ; uba, this (side) ; tuba, tliat (side), which do not take a

substantive, for ha means place ; bei/e, body, expresses self ; tve is

who ? at what 1

There are no possessive suffixes ; abstract possessives subjoin -nge

to the genitive of the personal pronouns.^^

61. The verb has no person affixes. The imperative is tlie verbal

stem. The other parts of the verb are formed by the following

suffixes :
^^ present, -mbi ; imperfect, or rather present in the past or

in the future,^^ -mbi-)(e ; preterite, -%ay perfect, -ymbi ; processive, -n'a,

the verb thought in its going on, sometimes but rarely as future ;
^*

hypothetical, -fi; hypothetical more removed from the actual, -fibe.

The hypothetical or ideal conception of the verb answers for an infini-

tive. Optative, -hi ; gerund, -me ; present gerund, -mbime ; anterior

condition, -fi}^ The elements hi and be seem to come from the verb

hi, to be ; --xa corresponds to Tungusian -rka perfect, or -ksa past par-

1 Gabelentz, sect. 19. - Ibid. sect. 21, ^ jbij. sect. 22.
" Ibid. sect. 208. ^ ibjd. sect. 23. " Ibid. sect. 24.
7 Ibid. sect. 25. 8 ibjd. sects. 27, 28, 113. » Ibid. sect. 29.
^^ Ibid. sect. 31. " Ibid, sects. 45-58. i- Ibid, sects. 70, 72.
13 Ibid. sect. 182. ^* Ibid. sect. 189-192. ^^ jbid. sect. 207.
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ticiple, -fi to Tungusian -fa potential, -lei to Tungusian -Id imperative

third person, -me to Tungusian -mi gerund.

Mauju has many verbs which, joined to other verbs, modify the

sense in which they are nsed.^

The past and the processive parts of the verb are also used as nouns,

and like other nouns, may be used as adjectives.

^

The verb is negatived by subjoining to the stem the following

elements: present, -raJw ; imperfect, -vihiyji alio; preterite, -yjikij ;

perfect, -yciluM ; hypothetical, -raJidt'i ; optative, -rayo. The pro-

hibitive is expressed by ume, followed by the future.^

62. Derivative verbs are formed by subjoining to the primitive stem

for passive and causative -hu^ which as a separate verb means to give

;

reflexive, -<Ta ; reciprocal, -nu ov-du ; frequentative or collective, -fa

(Tungusian, -cVa) ; inchoative, -na, go. The verb /V, to come, is also

subjoined to a verbal stem, and signifies to come to do a thing. The
want of distinction between causative and j^assive shows that both are

thought in the effect.

Verbs are formed from nouns by -sa, -la, -da, -ra, -mi, signifying to

realise what the root denotes. These same syllables and others, such

as -ta, -niye, -Idya, -yiya, &c., are subjoined to verbal stems, and seem

sometimes to have the effect of diminishing the accomplishment by

giving more of the idea to the process. Many verbs take these

syllables with m, n, or r prefixed to them ; and some verbs sometimes

have these letters interposed, and sometimes not. Many of these

derivative verbs can also form a passive, and often double deriva-

tives are formed by two of the above elements,*

63. There are very few pure elements of relation. There is no

copulative conjunction ; its place is supplied sometimes by using after

the last of the connected words cjemu, which signifies all together.

There are scarcely any true conjunctions.^ There are scarcely any true

postpositions, except those given in the declension of the noun ; and

tala, which means till. Most other words used as postpositions are

nouns. ^

64. The arrangement of the members of the sentence is the same in

Manju as in the Turkish-Tartar and IVIongolian languages. First come

adverbial expressions of time and place. The adjective precedes its

substantive, and the adverb its verb ; the governed word goes before

the governing ; the verb which expresses the main fact is preceded by

all its objects and conditions;" and often an element which belongs

to connected members is expressed only with the last. Thus, if

the perfect tense occurs in two propositions in immediate succession,

it is only the last which takes the full form -ycihi, the first being only

preterite -;^a.^ Also, if several verbal adjectives occur in succession,

each of which, if separate, would be formed with -nge, it is only the

last which has this suffix.^

1 Gabelentz, sect. 233. - Ibid, sects. 184, 190-194, 219-231.

3 Ibid sect. 73.
* Ibid, sects. 74-85. * Ibid. sect.«. 89-105.

6 Ibid, sects. 106-116. ^ Ibid, sects. 276, 278. » Ibid. sect. 188.

9 Ibid. sect. 209.
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above lord gen. be processive spirit man
65. Examples: (1.) Dergi e(fen' i hi 'sire ' nge enduri niyalma'

gen. be ing noun-form, to compare hypoth. be neg.

i hi'svre ' iige de dui buie • i'i o'd'o'vako, the spirit which is

of the Supreme Lord is not comparable to that which is of man ;
i

the verb bi, which in Tungusian takes hi in the present, takes in

JNIanju si in what may be called the processive tense (61) ; iige forms

nouns and adjectives, and supplies place of relative pronoun ; duihule,

to compare, seems to be akin to duin, four (two pairs), bu being causative

and le an element of process ; the hypothetical used as infinitive (61).

The verb o, which corresponds to Tungusian o, to become, makes its

processive in -(To'ro, strengthening itself with d'^o as hi does with si ; o

is probably the same element as Turkish ol, Yakut buol, Mongolian hoi.

inch accus. come cans, past gen. foot to come inehoat. pres.

(2.) UxLvkun he isi • hu ' ya ' i d''ud\iru de isi • na • mhi, by
having added inches they reach a foot ;

^ the verbal derivative na is

antiquity gen. time in magnate magistrate five sacrifice

inchoative (62). (3.) D\ilge • i fotvde daifu x^f^^ sund'ad'ukton
accus. kill imperf.

he ve 'fe'mbi'xe, in the time of antiquity the magnates and magis-

trates used to sacrifice five sacrifices ;
3 -fe seems to be the element of

ever age age believe

collective verbs (62). (4.) Enteyjsnie d\dan (falan akda ' mbiye, for

ever the ages will believe,^ so Gabelentz translates it, tous les siecles

all thing

s'y fieront, -mbiye being future as well as past (61). (5.) Tumen d^aka
accus. live caus. past above lord

he hanrXi ' Im ' ya dergi ed'eii, the Supreme Lord that created all

things ;
^ the past tense is here a participle, hand'i is perhaps

song

inchoative of ban (62) ; 6a?zm means nature or existence. (6.) Irge'bwn
sing. ger. can process, know past neg.

irge'bu'me mute ' re. sa'hu • yjako., we did not know that he could

sing songs ;
^ we and he are unexpressed ; irgebu seems causative of

I kingdom gen. rite accus. learn opt.

irge, and sahu of sa. (7.) Bi yen gurun ' i dorolon be tafi ' hi

say hypoth. kingdom gen. alone preserve perf.

se • ti sun gurun ' i teile taksi * ycdn., if I wish to learn the

rites of the dynasty of Yen, the kingdom of Sung alone has preserved

them,^ (if I say let me learn); the word for alone is constructed

with the genitive as in many languages ; so in the north of Ireland

perfect saying wliat self self accus.

my lone is said for I alone. (8.) Unengi sere -nge beye beye be

able caus. proc. only not thing accus. able caus. proc. affirm.

mute ' bu ' re teile ako, d'aka ' be miUe • bu • re nge kai, the

perfect man, mark you, himself, not only completes himself, but is the

one who completes things ; ^ seme, the gerund of se, to say, and
sereiige, the saying, what is being said, are used after a word to draw
attention to it ; « beye, which means body, is used for self ; mutebwre,

1 Gabelentz, sect. 179. ^ jbij, sect. 181. 3 ibid. sect. 182.
* Ibid. sect. 184. » ibij sect. 186. ^ j^i^^^ sect, 187.
^ Ibid. sect. 189. 8 i^ij sect. 2il.
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txavowj; hai is an affirmative particle, which, though not a verb,
absorbs the copula of the assertion and holds the position of a
principal verb ; dabala, only, and other particles are used in tlie same

how much small minute top to come inchoat. hypoth. nevertheless
way. (9.) Udu huija atfiyen ten de isi • na • tile naraiuji
form is

arboun hi, however mucli it may reach the extreme of smallness and
heaven earth all thing

minuteness, nevertheless there is form. 1 (10.) Abka na tumen d'alca
accus. one time at one thought in comprehend ger. able pres. ger.

he emu eriti de emu gdnin de ba/dam • bu • vie mute • mbime
heaven earth, gen. outside accus. penetrate ger. can pres.

abli-a na • i tulergi be yjififna • me mwie-m^ being able to com-
prehend in one thought at one time heaven, earth, and all things, he
can penetrate the things outside of earth and heaven ; be and i go

now we inch gen. self accus. take
only with the last noun.^ (11.) Te muse • i beye • be (Tafa
anter. cond. compare opt.

•

fi duibule ki, let us take and compare ourselves ' (having
man mind

first taken) ; beye, body, is used for self. (12.) Niyalma fjunin
will gen. one inch small be cans, hypoth. can proc, not

tiya • i emu uryun fahgala o ' bu ' fi mute ' r ' aku, man cannot
make (himself) small one inch by the will and mind ; * hypothetical

now heaven earth man all thing

used as infinitive (61). (13.) Te akba na niyalma tumen fVaka
exist inchoat. past noun form, truth gen above lord gen. end neg. power
ban • (I'i • yjx ' nge yargiyairi dergi erVen • i moyowahb mute'n
wisdom gen. beginning come ger. finish cans. ger. exist inchoat. cans, past accus.

mergen • i ifiy(iyan'(Ta'me sanga • bu ' me ban ' d'i • bu • ya be

doubt inchoat. proc. place not affirm.

kenekun • fte ' re ha ako kai, now there is no room for doubting

that heaven, earth, man, and all things that came into existence were

in truth created from beginning to end by the infinite wisdom and
man gen. desire ing thinking

power of the Supreme Lord.'' (14.) Niyalma ' i kidu're goni're'

noun form, colour tincture neg.

• nge fira bofo aku, the desire and thought of a man is with-

out colour and tincture ;
^ iige belongs to both verbals, but goes only

die past thing be past accus. follow ger. doubt near,

with the last. (15.) Bufe'ye d'aka o'yp be daycnne uruirako

light heavy is

veiyiiken ud'en hi, in consequence of being a dead thing it is without

one place in one time at hot be past

doubt light or heavy.'^ (16.) E7nu ba ' de emu erin'de yalyjm o -yo

be ger. also cold be ger. can proc. not

hi • me geli sayprun o • me mute • r • ako, (a thing) being become hot

so be past

cannot be also cold at the same place and time.^ (17.) Uttu o • yo'

in then man say ger. time in live ing to blame neg^ bo pres.

de, tcni niyalma se • me 'falan-de hand'rre'de yertefjun aku o • mbi, in

1 Gabelentz, sect. 199. ^ Ibid. sect. 200. » Ibid. sect. '201.

» Ibid. sect. 203. ^ Ibid. sect. 206. ' Ibid. sect. 209.

7 Ibid. sect. 227. * Ibid. sect. 236.
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case it were so then man mark you (speaking of him) living in time

has no blame ^ (blame is not to) ; hamTi is probably inchoative of

house peace be hypotli. poor say ger. also happy

han (62). (18.) Boo yoaliyasun o • tH yadaypn se • 7ne inu sain,

justice neg. riches accus. what ? inchoat. pres.

ifurgan'okd bayan ' be ai ' na • mbi, if a house be peaceful a poor

(man) mark you is also happ}^, why mind (or what do for?) unjust

riches 1
^

SAMOIEDE.

66. The Samoiedes live as nomads on the treeless swamps which are

bordered by the Arctic Ocean, from the White Sea in Russia to the

river Chatanga in Siberia. They also live, partly as nomads, partly

as hunters, in the forest regions, towards the upper basins of the Obi

and Yenissei ; those who live in the vicinity of the rivers having an

easy supply of food in fishing. Five dialects have been distinguished

in their language : the Yurak, spoken from the White Sea to the

neighbourhood of the Yenissei ; the Tawge, spoken from the neighbour-

hood of the Yenissei to the Chatanga ; between these the Yenissei,

spoken in the neighbourhood of that river in its lower course ; the

Upper Obi Samoiede, called by Castren the Ostiak Samoiede ; and the

Upper Yenissei Samoiede, called by Castren the Kamassin.^

All these dialects show a remarkable preference for soft consonant

utterance with imperfect distinction of its varieties.'*

Only the tAvo southern dialects have q, and in these it occurs very

rarely ; all the dialects except Tawge have h ; they all have A:, g^ ii,

and y, but no post-palatal aspirate ; also t. d, s, h n ; s being softer in

the northern dialects than in the southern. Yurak and Upper Obi
have also f , which is softer in the former than in the latter ; Yurak
and Upper Yenissei have r, softer in the former than in the latter

;

Yurak alone has r. The absence of q and //, as well as in general of

strong sibilants and sharp aspirates from the pure dialects,* indicates

weak pressure of breath from the chest.

They all have t, d, s, r, I, n ; Yurak and the southern dialects have

f and z. Upper Obi alone has ti', but in Yurak in some localities d
is slightly aspirated.^

They all have h and m ; Yurak and the southern dialects have p
and lu ; Tawge, Yenissei, and Upper Obi have/.^

Yenissei has in one locality a consonant intermediate between I and
r, both consonants being heard in it like Ir, but joined together as

onej It might be written as a concurrence of small I and small r.

In the southern dialects k and g before a hard vowel are uttered

deeper in the throat than before a soft vowel (3) ; and in Upper
Yenissei k at the beginning of a word before a soft vowel takes an

aspiration.^

Initial t and p in Yurak are often uttered almost as d and h, and in

1 Gabelentz, sect. 241. - Ibid. sect. 268.
3 Castren, Gram. Samoj. Yorwort, p. vi.-viii. * Ibid. sect. 1.

6 Ibid. sect. 32. « Ibid. sect. 2. 7 Ibid. sect. 21.

8 Ibid. sect. 13.
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Upper Yenissei are apt to take a slight aspiration like (iennau
th, ph}

In Yurak and Tawge every initial vowel may be preceded by a faint
sound of «., "wliicli Castren denotes by ~.'^

In all the dialects except the Upper Obi there is a peculiar asjiira-

tion, followed by a break in the voice, Avritten by Castren as an
apostrophe (

' ), because it has arisen, at least in many cases, from elision

of a consonant or syllable.^

The vowels are liable to be aflfected in their utterance by the
consonants or by the vowels which accompany them, and only in the
southern dialects is there a distinction of them as hard and soft.'*

All the dialects except the Upper Yenissei, which shows Tartar
influence, have a much greater development of diphthongs and triph-

thongs than the Turkish-Tartar languages, not being limited like

Yakut to a light vowel followed by a heavy, and to these followed by
i, but admitting such combinations as oa and aeu.^

67. The vowel harmony exists only in the Upper Yenissei dialect,

and in it doubtless is due to Tartar influence. The semblance of it

which is found in Tawge, and which is devoid of rule or principle,'' is

doubtless due, as Castren suggests,'^ to intermixture with the Yakuts,
and to their carrying into the language their own habits of speech.

The changes of the vowels, which are noted by Castren as traces of

the vowel harmony in Yurak, Yenissei, and Upper Obi,** belong to a

different class of phenomena from the first law of vowel harmony,
and are to be found generally in languages in which the vowels pre-

dominate and the consonants are weak, so that vowels afiect each

other through an intervening consonant. All that distinguishes

Samoiede in this respect is, that owing to the strength with which
the stem is thought in these northern languages, it is tlie vowel of tlie

stem which affects that of the aflfix, and not the contrary, though

sometimes the latter takes place, showing a strong sense of the affix

with the stem.^

The law that in the same word hard and soft vowels cannot co-exist

is unknown in Northern Samoiede and in the Upper Obi dialect ; '"

yet it prevails in Finnish, in Tsheremissian, and in Hungarian ; and

these are undoubtedly languages of the same family with the northern

dialects of kSirianian, and with the Lapponic, from which it is absent

Now it is to be observed that the Finnish and Tsheremissian lan-

guages, and probably also the Hungarian, belonged to more southern

regions than the other members of the family, and that in such regions,

owing to the warmth of the summer, there was more contrast between

the activity of that season and the inactivity of winter tlian in the icy

swamps of the northern regions, or in the forests of the Siberian high-

lands, to which the other languages belonged.

The first law of vowel harmony has been attributed in 4 to a view

of nature and life, which leads to a marked distinction between stems

^ Castren, sects. 30, 32, 41, 42. - Ibid. sect. 17. ' Ibid. sect. 46.

* Ibid. sect. 54. ^ Ibid, sects. 50-.'')2. « Ibid. sect. 60.

'' Ibid, sects. 57, 61. * Ibid, sects. 55, 50, 61-67.

9 Ibid, sects. 73, 74, 101. ^^ Ibid. sect. 54.

2c
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Avliich are so thought as to get the full strength of expression, and

those which are so thought as to be indolently and imperfectly uttered,

and to a massive or spreading quality of thought which can carry this

distinction thus established through all the affixes which are attached

to the respective stems in the words of the language.

With regard to the first of these two causes, it is extremely remark-

able that the languages in which it prevails belong all originally

to regions which, according to the isothermal lines in Johnston's

Physical Atlas, have a July temperature above 59°, and a January

temperature below 23°, and the want of this cause would be sufficient

to account for the absence of the vowel harmony from the most

northern of the languages of Asia and Europe. The second cause being

evidenced by the vowel harmony in kindred languages further south,

must be supposed to exist in these also, because it is a feature of the

mental constitution not easily modified by local influence. In the

preceding sections of this chapter, the character of thought as massive

or fragmentary has been found to prevail with most remarkable

uniformity of degree over large portions of the earth's surface. And
if the Finnish, Tsheremissian, and Hungarian languages are massive,

the other languages of the same family, as well as the Samoiede, may
also be supposed to be massive in a similar degree—a supposition to

which all their structure corresponds.

68. A want of versatility of utterance may be observed in

Samoiede in the tendency to slur the transitions of utterance, giving

the vowels various shades of vowel sound, according to their posi-

tion in a word, or according to the consonants or vowels which
precede or follow them,^ as well as in the tendency in the southern

dialects to modify Jc and g according to the vowel which follows them.

A vocal character or tendency to favour the vowels may be seen in

the development of diphthongs and trijihthongs, and a corresponding

weakening of the consonants may be observed in their liability to

elision, with substitution for them of the aspiration, or of the faint

nasal, if the elided consonant be n or n.^ And a comparative dis-

inclination to consonant utterance may be seen in the limitation of

the consonant concurrences, so that in the northern dialects no con-

sonant can follow a tenuis or s. In Yenissei Samoiede scarcely any

concurrence is permitted at all.^

The faint nasal ~, which in Yurak and Tawge is apt to precede an

initial vowel, may perhaps be due to a want of alertness in giving

iuWy a new utterance. The nasal is intermediate between the closed

condition of the organs and the utterance of the initial vowel, and

facilitates the transition from the former to the latter. It is, more-

over, uttered with weak pressure of breath from the chest, and there-

fore falls in with this habit of speech (66).

The final consonant of a word is always uttered with a half vowel

or vocal aspiration in pure Yurak,* and is always n, m, r, or ' in

Tawge.® Y''enissei Samoiede is still more vocal than Yurak or Tawge,®

and it does not generally suffer this closure of the organs before an

1 Castren, sects. 4-12. * Ibid, sects. 232, 234. ^ Ibid, sects. 136, 158, 167.

* Ibid. sect. 134. ^ lyd. sect. 156. « Ibid. sect. 166.
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initial vowel. The other two dialects are subject to foreign influ-

ence, which hinders this peculiarity ; and it has no tendency to be
developed in those languages of the same family Avhich have the
vowel harmony, for the determination of the utterance which gives
hardness or softness to the vowels marks the beginning of the word
(see 137).

69. "The different parts of speech," says Castren, "are less dis-

tinguished from each other in Samoiede than in most other languages.

The nouns coincide in many respects with verbs. The adverbs and
prepositions are for the most part different forms of verbs and nouns.

The conjunctions consist principally of dependent particles which
belong to other words, such as case endings or nominal or verbal

affixes." ^ The same stem may be used as adjective, verb, or adverb,

or may serve for both substantive and verb.^

70. The noun often takes a demonstrative suffix da as a definite

article.^ It has three numbers, singular, dual, and plural, except

in the Upper Yenissei dialect, in which it has no dual. In the

Upper Obi the dual is rare, but in the northern dialects it is in

general use. It is, however, only the nominative case of the dual or

plural which often occurs. In the other cases duality or plurality is

generally expressed by the words for, two, many, all, &c., accompanj'-

ing the noun in the singular. In the northern dialects plurality of

the object may be expressed in the verb, and sometimes also they

use collective forms for the plural.*

The sense of number natural to the race was sufficient to produce

its expression as found in the language in the original effort to convey

thought, though afterwards, as this effort became less necessary, that

expression of number was less used.

The element of case does not always follow that of number, but in

several cases precedes it in whole or in part, as may be seen in the

following table of the declension of the noun.^

The case endings being thought on so close to the noun, tended to

draw out a distinct sense of objective individuality and to develop

number, but by virtue of their closeness, they tended also to absorb

it ; so that the habitual sense of number which was developed showed

itself rather in the nominative (157).

The plural ending la in Upper Obi, which is sometimes replaced

by t, is borrowed from Tartar, as also zan in Upper Yenissei, which

corresponds to Tsuvasian sam ; ye' seems to be collective. Upper Ob
and Upper Yenissei subjoin the singular case endings to the element of

number. The case endings in the table belong respectively in Yurak

to stems ending in a vowel or vocal aspiration, in m or «, and in /, r, d,

or s ; in Yenissei to stems ending in a vowel, in ~, and in '
; in Tawge

to stems ending in a long vowel not preceded by ii, n, n, in, or ', or to

those in a short vowel not preceded by /(, n, n, m, or ', which have an

even number of syllables and a short penultima ; to other stems end-

ing in a short vowel and to stems ending in i or a consonant ; in

Upper Obi to stems ending in a vowel or which take a connective

' Castren, sect. 214. - Ibid. sect. 215. ' Ibid. sect. 377. 2.

* Ibid. sect. 220. * Ibid, sects. 232, 236, 271, 300, 317, 323, 341.
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vowel, and to all other stems ; in Upper Yenissei to stems ending in

a vowel, to stems in an aspirated vowel, or a vowel followed by i or in

a liquid or medial, and to stems in a tenuis or s. The endings which

belong respectively to these classes of stems are separated by commas.

And varieties in the endings of the same class are ranged one over

the other, or one in a parenthesis, after the other.

71. The dual element which forms the ending of the nominative

dual, and the plural element ', are used respectively as subjective

suffixes for the third person dual and plural (78). They seem, there-

fore, to be thought pronominally with a distinct act of attention

directed to the dual or plural objects. The dual element, which is

much stronger than the plural, takes -nci, -ne, &c., in all the cases

except the nominative, genitive, and accusative ; and this element

belongs to the same cases in all numbers in the declension of the

personal pronouns. This element, nd, ne, &c., consists probably of

the pronominal element na or n, and a dative element a or an, and

this would account for the long vowel. It corresponds to the tendency

which has been observed in Tartar and Mongolian pronouns to be

thought in the dative relation (9, 10, 21, 38). The dual element ends

with a nasal which coalesces with this subjoined nd, ne, and is pro-

bably of the same nature. In the dative plural and the locative and

ablative singular and plural of Yurak and Yenissei, ha hi is quite a

different element from the ha of duality, and probably denotes inner

place. For such is the meaning of h or s in Finnish ; whereas I in

Finnish denotes outer place, and n place in general ; t occurs for n in

Tsheremissian and Lapponic, and is the locative element in Tartar.^

The above Samoiede cases have this common element, ha hi, com-

pounded with the rest of the case ending. And in the plural cases

this common element comes between the stem and the plurality. Its

significance fits it to do so, for the thought of inner place tends to be

identified with that to which it belongs. In the ablative singular and

plural of Tawge ga gi corresponds to this ha hi, but in the dative and

locative of Tawge ta ti is used instead ; i being taken in the plural

both in ti and ni, as a reduced expression of plurality which follows

the elements of case in the dative and locative, and partly also in the

ablative.

The case endings of the genitive and accusative plural in Yurak

and Yenissei do not contain any element which can be taken to express

an element of relation distinguishing one of these cases from the

other. They seem therefore to express not relation but only connec-

tion ; and this the two vowels i and u are qualified to express by
virtue of their use in the pronouns, for in them ?i denotes the proxi-

mate, i the near, a or o the remote.^ The initials n, %o, y, spring

euphonically from the stem. If this be a correct analysis, then these

case endings are arthritic (II. 33) pronominal connective affixes (79)

;

and probably the reason why the accusative does not take the mark

of plurality in Yurak is that thought passes more readily to it as

direct object, and it does not need so strong an act of attention to

connect it as such.

^ Castren, sects. 227, 232. " Ibid. sect. 453.
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In Yurak and Upper Obi the accusative singular often dispenses
with its ending ;

^ and h when it occurs in the case endings in Yurak
is often dropped. 2 In Upper Yenissei the dative ending ne is often
omitted, and the accusative ending m when the stem ends in w.^

In Yurak the accusative plural and the genitive plural sometimes
drop before the case ending a final vowel or vocal aspiration of the
stem,^ and sometimes they drop the case ending and are merely the
plural stem.

In some dialects of Upper Obi the dative is formed in the plural by
subjoining to the nominative kin, km, or /dni.^ In some dialects also

of Upper Obi the plural ending la drops a, becoming in the nominative

I and in the other cases inserting before the case ending the indefinite

pronoun 7ne.^ And throughout Upper Obi there is a remarkable differ-

ence between nouns which denote living objects and those which denote
lifeless objects as to the way in which they receive the distinctions of

case, the former showing more readiness to take tho.se distinctions than
the latter. This appears in those declensions in which connective
vowels are taken before the case endings ; for in these the nouns of life-

less meaning require a rather heavier connective vowel than the others."^

And where a final consonant of the stem is doubled, as with incorpora-

tion of a pronominal element, to connect it with the relation of ca.se,

this is carried through more of the cases Avith nouns of lifeless mean-
ing than with the othersj The latter also drop their final consonant
more readily than the former in incorporating the relation of case.^

The case ending itself is apt to be more mute in its consonants with

the nouns of lifeless than w^ith those of living meaning.^

But it is in the Tawge dialect that the declension of the noun is

most remarkable, from the way in which it brings into view certain

features which characterise the Finnish family of languages, in wliich

the Samoiede seems to share.

72. The accentuation of Finnish and of the languages most closely

akin to it is peculiar. The accent falls in general on the first .syllable,

and is repeated very faintly on the following odd syllables ^" (138).

This indicates an effort to utter two syllables together, thereby giving

condensation to the word by reducing its parts. And such an effort

would naturally be connected with the great development in these

languages of case endings, which are remarkable not only for their

great number but also for the compound nature of many of them.

For many of tlie case endings consist of a more general part and a

more particular part ; and the more general part is apt to enter into

combination with the noun so as to facilitate a closer union of the

case ending with the stem. This is to be seen also in Samoiede, in

which many of the case endings unite so closely with the stem as to

get, either in whole or in part, between it and the element of number.

Such a development of the relations of case and intimate union of

these with the nouns shows a habit of thinking objects strongly in

1 Castren, sects. 237, 272. - Ibid. sect. 237. ^ Ibid. sect. 342.

* Ibid. sect. 239. « Ibid. sect. 274. * Ibid. sect. 277 b.

7 Ibid. sect. 278. *" Ibid. sect. 291. '^ Ibid, sects. •.'80-286.

1" Castren, Syryaen. Grammar, sect. 22 ; Sjogren, Finnische Sprache, p. 39.
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such relations, and this tends to condense the ideas of the correhitives,

and, of course, to give to them a corresponding condensation of expres-

sion. A minor accent on the odd syllables arising from such a cause

would be quite distinct from the principal accent of the word, which
falls where the sense of the whole word is strongest (Def. 27), and
might co-exist with the principal accent, no matter where that accent

fell.

73. Another principle which is to be found in Finnish and in some

kindred languages is that a tenuis is softened or dropped if it be the

initial of a short syllable, which is closed by getting a final consonant.^

This principle seems to be akin to that of the Northern Samoiede

mentioned above (68), that a tenuis or s cannot be immediately fol-

lowed by another consonant. And it is probably due to the same
cause, namely, the tendency to reduce consonant utterance.

74. Now in Tawge the case endings have a tendency to blend

with the last syllable of the stem if it end in a vowel, or to take up
from the stem a final consonant if it end in a consonant. This ten-

dency does not show itself either in Yurak or Yenissei. For in Yurak
a final consonant is always uttered with a half-vowel or vocal aspira-

tion (68), and this hinders the final consonant of a stem from being

quite taken up by a case ending ; while it also causes the initial con-

sonant of a case ending to be uttered with the vowel of the case

ending, so that such initial consonant does not attach itself to a final

vowel of the stem.

In Yenissei every word ends in a vowel, and therefore every

syllable tends to do so, and if a case ending has an initial consonant,

that consonant is uttered with its own vowel instead of being taken

up by the last syllable in the stem. In Upper Obi and Upper
Yenissei, which have both been subject to foreign influence, the case

endings have not the same tendency to unite closely with the stem

which they have in the northern dialects.

Thus it is that in Tawge there is a tendency Avhich does not appear

in the other dialects for the case number ending to blend with the

final syllable of a stem ending in a vowel, or to take up the final

consonant of a stem ending in a consonant. Now, when the former

takes place so that the case number ending gives its initial consonant

to the final syllable of a stem ending in a short vowel, then by the

second principle above mentioned of the Hyperborean languages, a

hard consonant (tenuis or s) preceding that short vowel will tend to be

softened to a medial or d' ; but this is hindered if the final syllable of

the stem be an odd syllable, the penultimate, if long, counting for

two ;
* because then the final syllable has the minor accent, and sub-

ordinates to itself the first syllable of the case ending instead of

merely receiving its initial consonant, and the strength of the final

syllable hinders its own initial consonant from being softened. If

the affix begins with g or h, this does not become attached to the

stem as the last letter of its final syllable ; for the utterance of g or

h as a final is contrary to the habits of the language, in which no

^ Castren, Syryaen. Gram., sect. 13 ; Saraoied. Gram., sect. 161.
2 Castren, sects. 303, 307.
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word can end in these letters, whereas t occurs at the end of a word
reduced to '. Neither does the initial m of the prosecutive join on
to the last syllable of the stem, probably because this case ending is

not thought in such close connection Avith the stem as appears from
its being formed on the genitive in the plural.^ If, on the other

hand, a case endii)g takes up from a stem a final consonant which is

preceded by a short vowel, then the consonant preceding that vowel

which had been softened by the influence of the final consonant

becomes hard again when this is taken by the case ending; unless it

be preceded by a long vowel or diphthong whose softening influence

causes it to remain soft.^ A final consonant is thus taken up only by
the case endings which consist of a vowel, or wliich begin with a

vowel. It is remarkable tliat i at the end of a stem acts as a con-

sonant, but it is dropped before case endings which consist of a

vowel, or which begin with a vowel.- If a stem end in ' this

becomes d or d' before the vowel of a case ending.^

If a stem end in a short vowel, and be such that the first syllable

of the case ending is weak as being in an even place, then the first

syllable of the endings of the dative singular and plural and of the

locative plural, which is either identical Avith the dative plural or

formed on it, blend into the stem, softening their t to nd.^ Tlie case

ending is too distinct for this Avhen the hnal vowel of the stem is

long ; and is too strong for it, if its first syllable be in an odd place.

And the case ending of the locative singular being less general or

abstract in its meaning, does not combine closely enough to experience

this change. The initial consonants of the other case endingrs are

already soft.

If a stem end in a vowel preceded by a nasal, the case endings of

the dative and locative, both singular and plural, take n prefixed ; and

if their first syllable be in the weak place as an even syllable, the t is

softened to d except in the locative singular,* whose case ending

probably does not combine so closely. If the stem be a mono-

syllable' the t is not softened,^ probably because the affix is then felt as

more distinct. The affixes which begin with g do not prefix a nasal

except in the case of stems ending in ii, and whose final syllable

begins with a nasal. With these, n is prefixed to the affix, and g

becomes k; other stems ending in n if the final syllable is weak

because in an even place drop the n throughout, but cliange initial .7

of the affix to k ; but if the final syllable be strong because in an odd

place ii is changed to n, and retained before affixes beginning with a

vowel and before those of the dative singular and plural, and the

locative plural, which then change t to d as being in an even

syllable. The nasal, however, is dropped before initial consonants

of case endings Avhich do not combine closely, and therefore in the

locative singular before tanu and in the prosecutive singular before

manu, as well as before g, Avhich then is not hardened to l:"

75. Some adjectival or adverbial stems, when used attributively

with a substantive, alwavs take the suffix -rfa« in Yurak, which is

1 Castren, sect. 304.

'

- Ibid. sect. 313. » Ibid- sect. 316.

4 Ibid. sect. 308. = Ibid. sect. 317. " Ibid. sect. 348.
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probably a pronominal element referring to the substantive in con-

nection with, the adjective.

Adjectives when used attributively are declined only in Tawge, and
in it have only a genitive and accusative in the singular, and nomina-

tive, genitive, and accusative in the plural. They take the genitive

form to agree Avith a dative, ablative, locative, or prosecutive.^

A comparative degree is often expressed by putting the adjective

in the prosecutive case, which Castren thinks to be an expedient

borrowed from Eussian.^ It is also expressed by subjoining to the

adjective a suffix, which in Yurak is -rka, in Upper Obi -lage, in

Upper Yenissei -arak. This is evidently akin to the Turkish com-
parative suffix -rak (20) ; and according to Castren it is a diminutive,

though the Turkish suffix does not seem to have this significance ;
^

if so, it may express a sense of speciality common to the two signifi-

cations, but see 129.

The augmentative formation in -ya Yurak, -gd Tawge, is used as a

superlative.*

76. The most characteristic feature of the Samoiede languages is

their system of personal pronominal suffixes which are attached as

subjects to verbs, and to nouns which are predicates, and as pos-

sessives to nouns. They are also suffixed to nouns as direct or

as indirect objects.^ The possessive suffixes are, as in the Tartar

languages, attached also as subjects to verbs, while there are also

more purely subjective suffixes which are not used as possessives, but

only as subjects to verbs or predicates. Which class of the suffixes

is to be used with the verb is not, however, determined, as in Tartar,

by the time in which the person is thought as present or not present,

but by the degree in which the verb is thought in its application to

an object, and by the number of the object. If the verb has no
object, but is intransitive, or if its object be defined so as to be

definitely distinguished in thought from the verb, then the verb takes

the purely subjective suffixes for its persons ; and these, of course, are

always used also with a predicate. But if the verb is transitive with
an indefinite object, or with an object which is supposed without

being expressed, then it takes for its persons the possessive suffixes.

These, moreover, when they are used as possessives with nouns, diff"er

in the three northern dialects according as the noun is singular, or as

it is dual or plural ; and those which are taken by a dual or plural

noun are taken by a verb with an indefinite dual or plural object

;

and those which are taken by a singular noun are taken by a verb
Russian I

with an indefinite singular object. Thus LutUi • m, I am a Russian;
burn I this reindeer (accus.) buy I

paraiva-jn, I burn ; tike tern teamd'a-m, I bought this

reindeer, in all which m is the j^urely subjective suffix of first

boat my fish accus. eat

singular; ~ano'u, my boat ; halea • m ~ariia-u, I ate fish; in both
hand dual my

which u is the first singular possessive of the singular ;
~ ada-hayu • n,

1 Castren, sect. 349. - Ibid. sect. 351. =* Ibid. sect. 352.
< Ibid. sect. 355. * Ibid. sect. 377. 3.
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reindeer dual kill dual

my two hands ; te • he' hada-luiyu-n, I killed two reindeer

;

reindeer pi. kill

te • ' hada-i-n, I killed (many) reindeer, in which 7i is the fir.st

singular possessive of the dual or plural^

The reflexive suffixes of the verb express the person as both subject

and object.

77. There are also object suffixes which with few exceptions are

attached only to nouns,- They are the same suffixes as the possessive,

used not as possessives, but to denote either an indirect object, being
then suffixed to the direct object, or the direct object, being suffixed

to an apposition of the direct object (75).

In Yurak, however, the dative suffix may sometimes be subjoined

to the third person of the imperative.- The pronominal element of

the third person is used to connect them with a noun. This element

is always da in Yurak, being subjoined to the dual or plural element

of the noun ; but in Tawge and Yenissei it is followed by the dual or

plural element, being in Tawge da, dakei, di, in Y^'enissei ro, rohu, ri.

It refers in the usual arthritic (II. 33) way to the noun, as thought

passes to the suffix. And to this element the dative suffix is attached

as a possessive is attached to an accusative ;
^ while the suffix to an

apposition which is formed only in Yurak * is connected with da by
an additional pronominal connective 7i.^ It is only the three northern

dialects which have object suffixes ; and only they which have the

purely subjective suffixes connected with the noun as their predicate.^

Only in Y'urak and Yenissei '^ do they form a past by taking -f soft

when thus suffixed to a nominal predicate.

78. The proper element of the tirst person as a purely subjective

suffix is m, which may continue m or become u when possessive, being

then more weakly thought in its personality. It becomes « when
possessive of a dual or plural, by which the sense of its personality is

further reduced by diffusion.

The proper element of the second person as a purely subjective

suffix is this expression of reduced personality « ; and when possessive,

and therefore more weakly thought as a person, it becomes r ; and

when possessive of a dual or plural, and consequently still less per-

sonal, it becomes d or t, which is merely demonstrative. To n of

second person corresponds in Yenissei dd, to r Ir, and to d r.

The change in the letter and therefore the reduction of personality

appears in each step to be greater in the second person than in the

first, the consciousness of self being stronger than the sense of a per-

sonality addressed.

The proper element of the third person is da in Yurak, ra in

Yenissei, du in Tawge, and when less subjective in Tawge tic.

The dual ending of first and second person is i\ which is reduced

from 171. The plural ending of first and second person is a' reduced

from at ; but Tawge takes xC instead of a'.

I Castren, sect. 377.
" Ibid. sect. 377. 3. ' Ibid. sect. 3S9.

* Ibid. sect. 378. = Ibid. sect. 3t8. « Ibid. sect. 390.

7 Ibid, sects. 394, 396, 401.
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In Yurak the first person dual when purely subjective is ni\ when
possessive it is mi\ "when possessive of dual or plural it is ni\ The
personality associated with self is strongest in the subjective, but is

more reduced than self in the possessive and again in the possessive

of dual and plural ; this follows from what has been said above of the

first and second singular. In the subjective, therefore, the sense of

self is most affected by the associated personality, as it predominates

least ; and the subjective dual is therefore brought down to 7i, while

the possessive dual has m. But in the possessive of a dual or plural,

self, though predominant, is properly n, and therefore the dual is n€.

This distinction, however, is peculiar to Yurak, the sense of self being

apparently stronger in Yenissei and Tawge. In the plural the per-

sonality which is associated with self is weaker than in the dual,

because it is more abstract, being an element common to several

instead of being the full personality of an individual. The sense of

self is therefore less diluted in the plural, and it has tv or m even
when purely subjective and when possessive of a singular. But when
possessive of a dual or plural it is, in accordance with the above,

reduced to n.

The second person dual and plural changes the personality n of the

subjective singular for r, I. In Yurak it is d Avhen subjective, per-

haps because the duality or plurality is then more strongly thought,

and also when possessive of dual and plural the personality being

impaired by diffusion.

The third person when purely subjective has no proper suffix, but
in the dual and plural it takes the dual and plural elements ha' and '

in the three northern dialects. When possessive it is da singular, di

dual, dii' plural, reduced from dim; d changing to r in Yenissei,

and to t in the Tawge possessive of dual and plural. In Tawge
also the plural takes -n.

The element da is demonstrative, and is suffixed to nouns not only

as possessive but also as a definite article ; and to adjectives, as has

been said above, it is subjoined in Yurak apparently as a connective

element. It is thus used also in the object suffixes ; and d, ro con-

nects arthritically the purely subjective suffix of first singular in

Yurak and Yenissei with the predicate, as if in these the predicate

was not thought subjectively enough to coalesce of itself with self as

subject. In Tawge the possessive first and second singular take -a

because they do not combine so closely as the subjective, and make
an additional syllable.

The reflexive suffixes show in some of their consonants a more
objective character than the subjective suffixes, being object as well

as subject.

In his table of the personal suffixes Castren makes no use of ~ as

distinguished from ',
^

79. The suffixes are very subject to euphonic change arising from
the letter to which they are subjoined, and generally a vowel is inter-

posed between an initial consonant of suffix and a final consonant

^ Castren, sect. 378, &c. ; Introduction, p. 16.
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arthritic element (II. 33), unless the stem in Yurak ends in m,'^

because the singular noun when loaded with the element of case does

not readily combine. This is not used with the nominative, because

it has no element of case, nor with the accusative, because its element

of case is so lightly thought. It is not needed with a plural noun,

as the pronominal nature of the plural element renders it unnecessary.

But both in the plural and in the diial the presence of the aspiration,

as seen in the initial of the suffix, shows the stress that is thrown on
the plural and dual elements as connectives in all cases except the

nominative and accusative.

In Yurak and Yenissei h is taken as the element of the dative singular

before the suffix. And the dative plural in Yenissei drops its final ro.^

80. In Tawge, the subjective suffixes m, n, and ' soften a tenuis or

s at the beginning of an even final syllable ending in a short vowel,

and harden a soft consonant beginning a final syllable which ends in

a consonant or ^ (74).^ The subjective suffixes take a as connective

vowel when the stem ends in a consonant.*

In Tawge, the third person singular suffix du, possessive of singular,

when subjoined to a stem whose final syllable is odd and ends in a

short vowel, does not combine with that syllable like a dative case

ending (74) ; for the possessive suffixes do not enter into such close

union with a noun. It, however, coalesces partially, and the stress of

utterance which belongs to the minor accent, and which springs from
the volition to utter together the odd syllable and the following

syllable (72), falls where the sense of combination is strongest, at the

junction of the two, and hardens chi to tu.^ The dual di, and the

phu'al dun, do not combine close enough for this effect.

In Tawge, in the nominative and accusative dual and plural, the

element of number to which the suffix is attached has an audible i

which the initial of the suffix takes up, and is ante-palatalised by it.^

The connective n, which in Yurak is used with the oblique cases

of the singular, is found in Tawge in the plural also
;

probably

because less stress is put on the plural element, being less distinctly

thought in Tawge, more blended into the case ending than in Yurak,

and therefore less fit to serve as a connective. The nasal initial of

the first person absorbs the connective n. And the singular suffixes

of the second and third person swallow it in the genitive, dative,

and ablative singular and plural, the second person changing its r

to t. In the genitive plural, indeed, the pronominal i, u, a, dispenses

with 11. These suffixes have probably less need of n than in Yurak,

the connection of possession being thought less closely. This con-

nection, however, is strong enough to require n when the person is

weighted with dual or plural number or the noun with locative or

prosecutive case relation. When the suffix is an odd syllable its d
becomes t, and in the dative and ablative swallows n.''

In the dual the suffix precedes the case ending and combines with-

1 Castren, sect. 408. - Ibid, sects. 410, 425. » Il.id. sect. 398.
* Ibid. sect. 399. ^ Ibid. sect. 415. « Ibid. sect. 417 a.

7 Ibid. sect. 416.
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out the help of 71 with the noun when not weighted with the case
relation.

The initial nasal of first person, when suffixed to the dative
singular, absorbs the final 71 of the case ending, and this hardens the
initial of the case ending if soft, clianging 7id to t (74).'

81. In the Upper Obi dialect there are no purely subjective
suffixes used with predicate nouns, nor any special suffixes for

possessives of dual and plural ; 2 suffixed duals were unknown to

Castren.^ There are many euphonic changes in the connection of the
suffixes with the noun, and several dialectic varieties. But omitting
these, the system of the suffixes may be briefly stated. In all the
cases, except the instrumental or comitative, the suffix follows the
case ending ; in these it immediately precedes the latter.'* And in all

the cases except the nominative and accusative, the suffix is preceded
by arthritic ?t (II. 33). In the genitive, however, the one 71 is

sufficient, for probably the genitive 7i is itself connective.^ In the
dative the element ga is taken for the relation of case ;

^ it corre-

sponds to the expression of inner place which seems from its use in

the case endings to enter into closer union with the noun than the

element of outer place. This is probably the reason of its use with
the suffix, which condenses the thought of the noun in combination
with the relation of case. "With the dative and with the prosecutive

the suffix of the first person is either 71 or k;^ ii being a combination

of u with the arthritic 71, in which the guttural utterance of u makes
itself felt on account of the strength which the first person requires

as possessive of the heavy combination of noun and case, and k being

a still stronger form. The dative is used also as locative and
ablative.'^

82. In the Upper Yenissei dialect the noun has no sul)jective

suffixes, and only one set of possessives for singular and plural.* The
accusative and genitive drop their case endings, and are suffixed like

the nominative.' The instrumental case ending follows the suffix,

this being attached to the stem as in the nominative.' With the

other cases, the suffixes of the first and second persons singular are

weakened in their personality by being involved with the noun as

objects of the case relation. The element of the first person, which

is most subjective, disappears altogether, leaving the connective vowel

at the end of the word ; the element of the second person I sinks to

the weak pronominal ??, but the dual and plural of these persons

being more objective, owing to the objective nature of the dual and

plural elements, do not experience this change.'" The dative and

locative case ending is -gan, the ablative -gat^ but when the stem to

which the case ending is attached ends in a vowel, as in the singular

of the first declension, the g is dropped ; monosyllabic vowels of the

first declension, however, retain it." These case endings take a con-

nective vowel i before all the suffixes of first and second person,

^ Castren, sect. 422. " Ibid. sect. 429. » Ibid. sect. 432.

^ Ibid. sect. 436. ' Ibid. sect. 429. • Ibid. sect. 433.

7 Ibid. sect. 433. * Ibid. sect. 443.
"

Ibid. sect. 440.

" Ibid. sect. 444. " Ibid. sect. 442.
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but combine with tlie suffixes of third person without any con-

nective.^

1 2

83. The separate personal pronouns are : in Yurak, man, imdar,
3 123 1 2

puda ; in Yenissei, modi, todi, nitoda ; in Tawge, mannan, tannan,

3 12 3
* 12

sefe; in Upper Obi, 7nan, tan, tep ; in Upper Yenissei, man. Ban,
3

tU. The dual and plural are : in Yurak, mani~, pudart, pudi~, mana\
2mdara\ pud.u'; in Yenissei, modi', todi~, nltodi', modi, todi\ nitodu~;

in Tawge, m~i, tl, seti, men, ten, seten ; in Upper Obi, me, te, te^jka, me, te,

tebala ; in Upper Yenissei, miste, side, distei, mi\ si', dizdn. In the

three northern dialects the genitive of the personal pronouns is the

same as the nominative in all numbers, and in TaAvge the accusative also.

In the two southern dialects the genitive is the same as the nomi-
native in the first and second personal pronouns, except that in the

dual genitive Upper Yenissei adds -n to the nominative. Both these

dialects decline the third personal pronoun like a noun.^

84. In the other cases in the three northern dialects the case rela-

tion draws out from the three personal pronouns an objective element
(see 38), which combines with the relation as its object ; and this

element is thought as belonging to the personal pronouns, so that it

takes the corresponding possessive suffix after the element of case.

This objective element or substance of the person is in the accusative

in Yurak and Yenissei si, which is a demonstrative element forming
the first part of the Tawge third personal sets, and found in Yakut as

a demonstrative of identification ehen derseloe. It requires no case

element, being itself objective. In the other cases, which involve

more sense of localitj', the objective element is nd, ne, na, which is

found also in the dual cases of the noun (71), and which probably
itself involves an element of dative relation. In the declension of

the personal pronouns in the three northern dialects, nd, ne, na is used
in all numbers in the oblique cases except the genitive, and is followed

by the same elements of case as in the dual noun. The objective

element with its case and suffix may be preceded by the personal pro-

I my me
noun, or used by itself, as : man si-em, or siem (i.e., my objectivity)

;

abl. my abl. my
man nd'da'n, or nd'da'n, from me (from the direction of my

our

objectivity) ; mancC nd'da'na', or nddana', from us.^

In the Upper Obi dialect the accusative is formed by s suffixed, but
in the other cases 7ia is not used, and only in the dative is the case

ending suffixed as if the end of tlie stem was an objective element.^

In Upper Yenissei the accusative, dative, and locative singular of

the first personal pronoun add a to the stem, and the same cases of the

second add -an, as if there were an objective element involved, Avhich,

like the dative and locative of nouns, takes n as suffix for second person,

and drops that of the first person. Both these pronouns, in the dual, form

^ Castren, sect. 444. - Ibid. sect. 448.
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the accusative with -m ; but in tlie dative and locative dual, as well
as in the accusative, dative, and locative plural, they subjoin to the
stem the suffixed case-element like the dative and locative of a noun,
as if there were an objective element understood. Such an element
seems to be expressed in the ablative plural, in Avhich ni intervenes
between the stem and the suffixed case element; but no such element
precedes the suffixed case element in the ablative singular and dual.
The instrumental annexes to the stem the case ending without
suffix.^

85. The stem of the reflexive pronoun is in Yurak liar, in Yenissei
hire\ in Tawge ~ona, in Upper Obi one, in Upper Yenissei hos. In
Upper Yenissei hos is reflected regularly.

In the three northern dialects the reflexive stem is used in the
genitive, suffixed according to the person, and followed by the same
objective element with case and suffix as the personal pronouns ; thus

self my my
accusative liavn siein, myself, n being the possessive suffix first

thy loc. thy
singular of genitive, my objectivity of myself ; har • t nd-nan • d, in

thyself 2 (in thy objectivity there of thyself). In Ywvak puda is used
in the suffixed genitive and accusative as a reflexive stem.^

86. The above remarkable constructions of the cases of the personal

and reflexive pronouns are doubtless due to an objective outward
tendency of thought. For that habitual keenness of observation of

the objects and conditions of life which has been referred to in 38 as

characterising the jNIongolian and Tartar races is still more needful

for the Samoiede in his less productive region. This gives an intensely

outward tendency to thought in conceiving an object or condition.

And when personality has to be thought in this way, it gets a strong

objective element in the mental act of making it an outward object,

wliich involves a sense of demonstration or attention directed to it

(Def. 7).

87. The extraordinary objectivity with which the verb is thought

in Samoiede appears from its personal suffix and its number being

determined by its object (76) ; and the weakness of its subjectivity

appears also from the fact that the most subjective verbs, those which

are intransitive, have so weak a sense of their subject that they take

no person ending for the third person singular, and in the three

nortliern dialects only the element of number for the third person

dual and plural The interest of a verb in Samoiede extends to its

subject more when it denotes an influence on others, than when it is

thought clear of such an element.

All the dialects except the Upper Yenissei form a potential mood
by subjoining to the stem of the verb, Yurak yi, ni, Yenissei iji, i, ni,

Tawge bd, fa, hdda, fdda. Upper Obi ni, ne.^ Yurak alone forms an

optative, subjoining to the stem rawa, lawa ;^ Yurak and Tawge a

precative, the former by liar, gar, Icar, strengthened in the first person

1 Ca.stren, sect. 448. " TbiJ. sect. 449. ^ Ibid. sect. 451.

* Ibid. sect. 4G9. * Ibid. sect. 470.

2d
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of all numbers by -d , -t inserted before the personal suffix, the latter

by gal, kal, strengthened in first person by -hu. This element -hu, -gu,

-leu, is attached to the stem in the first person of the imperative in all

the three northern dialects.^

In the third singular of the imperative and precative of intransitives

and of transitives to a definite object, Yurak has for its ending -yea,

Yenissei ha, Tawge na, Upper Obi -i, Upper Yenissei -gai, -guivi, and
in the third plural the same endings with plural element except Upper
Obi, which has -mdet ; y, b, n, ga, gu, are probably verbal elements.

In verbs transitive to an indefinite singular or to a dual or plural

object, and in reflexives, Yurak and Upper Obi prefix m to the suffix

of third person of the imperative or precative in all numbers. The
other personal suffixes of the imperative and precative are the same as

those of the other moods, except that the second person of the latter

changes generally, in the imperative and precative, its r to d, its d to

n, and its n to d. This is probably due to a loss of spontaneous

personality which the second person suff"ers as the object of command
or desire, the n to which d is changed being the demonstrative n, the

n which is changed to d being personal. In the singular the second

person of the imperative and precative of verbs intransitive or transi-

tive to a definite object is reduced to ', the energy of direct address

taking up the singular person in these verbs in M'hich it is weakest.

Upper Obi has -k or -h, which is probably verbal. In Tawge the

second singular imperative of reflexives is both objective and sub-

jective, being din.'^ Upper Yenissei takes for the ending in the

imperative st, in the first singular if a vowel follows, s before a con-

sonant in the first dual and plural, gu, ga in the second dual, go in the

second plural of transitive verbs, ga in the second plural of intran-

sitive, get in the third singular intransitive, guivi third singular

transitive, guioii third dual transitive, geigei, guigui, third dual

intransitive, guwin third plural transitive, ga, gu, before ye\ third

plural intransitive.^

Only the two southern dialects form an infinitive, the Upper Obi
with gu, ku, the Upper Yenissei with zet.^

Only Yurak forms a supine, -ivanz, -manz.^ It has also verbal

nouns -loct, -ma,^ wa probably expressing the process thought as a

whole, ma as going on (96).

The formatives of the gerunds are : Yurak, -s, -h, or a long final

vowel (see Example 8) ; Yenissei, -si, -di, -ti, -hn, -fit ; Tawge, -ya, -sa,

hu, -fu ; Upper Obi, -le present, -hele past; Upper Yenissei -la

present, -wi past.^

In the three northern dialects the gerunds do not seem to involve

any distinction of tense.

88. Those verbs in Samoiede which involve in their meaning any
duration of process express in their simple form the thought of that

process as going on in the present. But in general, primitive verbs

in their simple form denote a past in all the dialects except the

1 Castren, sect. 471. - Ibid. sect. 373. 3 i^id. sect. 472.
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Upper Yenissei (95), the fact being thought as momentary. This
shows Avhat little sense of process is involved in tlie verb. The past,

however, which is expressed by the simple form, is one which has
just happened, and whicli is still present in idea and in elfect.

Upper Yenissei forms a present going on to the future by subjoin-

ing I to the verbal stem.^

• A^fact which is thought as completely past is expressed in Yurak
by Sj ^'> L d, in Yenissei by si, subjoined in both to the personal

suffix; in Tawge by yu, su ; in Upper Obi by h, s, subjoined in both
to the verbal stem.

Upper Yenissei forms a past by bi, wi, subjoined to the stem.

Only Upper Obi and Upper Yenissei form a future, the former by
I subjoined to the stem, with he, se, s, subjoined to the personal

suffix ; the latter by I subjoined to the stem.

The distinction of tenses is in Yurak carried through the indica-

tive, potential, and optative moods, and in Yenissei through the

indicative and potential, but in the other dialects the only mood
which has it is the indicative.

^

There is no passive.^

The three northern dialects insert before the reflexive suffixes a

vowel which in Yurak and Tawge is i, in Yenissei e ; * the other

dialects have not those suffixes.

89. In Yurak, the final consonants of verbal stems are only m, n,

I, r, and s, the last replaced by the aspiration. Nominal stems may
end in d.^

In the second singular imperative of verbs intransitive or transi-

tive to a definite object, a final m of the stem in Yurak changes to u,

and 11 to i.^

The Yurak verb, intransitive, or transitive to a singular or dual

object, definite or indefinite, often takes, in the indicative, imperative,

and precative, an additional vowel after the stem of the mood ; the

process of being or doing, or attainment, being more strongly thought

in these than in the other moods, unless difl:used by being involved

in a plural object. If the stem ends in a, this becomes a ; final e

becomes ea or e ; final i becomes ie ; final o and u do not take an

addition. This additional vowel would be absorbed by h following it,

for It does not suffer before it a prolonged vowel sound ; the additional

vowel is therefore separated from the vowel wliich precedes by n. It

is omitted also in the second singular imperative and precative of verbs

intransitive or transitive to a definite singular object ; the sense of

process being partly taken up into the direct address ; but this is not

so when the thought of the verb is more involved in that of the

object. When the verbal stem ends in a consonant, the additional

vowel is short, but sometimes e after final m or n is lengthened to ea.

If the additional vowel be preceded by I or r, it is separated from

them by ii, because otherwise it would take up Z or r as the initial of

a new syllable.^ This use of ii to save the end of one element from

1 Castren, sects. 474-478. " Ibid, sects. 474, 513. » Ibid. sect. 479. _

* Ibid. sect. 481. 5 ibid. sect. 483. « Ibid, sejts. 485-48/.
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being impaired by a following element "wliicli begins with a vowel

is analogous to that of the initial ~.

90. It is a remarkable feature in the three northern dialects that

the Yurak and Tawge negative ni ; Yenissei we, not, leH, cannot

;

Yurak hat'eau, scarcely ; Yenissei lioti, nearly ; Tawge liasa, scarcely,

are treated as verbal stems, and conjugated as intransitive, transitive,

or reflexive, just like verbs, according to the conception of the verb

which they affect ; while this verb follows separately in its stem

form.^ This no doubt arises from the degree in Avhich the subjective

inherence is thought in the subject without being taken up by the

stem, for as the subjective inherence is the element of assertion (Def.

11), the order of thought being subject, inherence, stem; negation,

complete or partial, is applied to the inherence ; and where this

element is thought subjectively, without penetrating the verbal stem,

the negative naturally combines with it and becomes thereby a verb

separate from the stem. This tendency is to be seen in the Tartar

languages also (14, 2).

This detachment of the subjectivity from the stem appears in

another peculiarity of the verb in the northern Samoiede dialects,

that just as elements of relation attach themselves directly to the

stem of the noun, getting between it and the possessive suffix, so

also enclitic particles attach themselves directly to the stem of the

verb, getting between it and the element which precedes the personal
cover as poten. 1st sing.

suffix; thus tonda'ralia ' yi ' «, as I would cover.^ The element

of relation refers to the stem, and this is not sufficiently penetrated

by the subjectivity to carry the latter with it as object of the relation.

The interrogative particle, however, is not thus attached to the stem

except in Tawge, but follows the person, the element of tense

having been put before the person. It is in Yurak u after a vowel,

m after a consonant or ' ; in Yenissei it is nu, in Tawge gu.^

91. In Yenissei Samoiede no word ends in a consonant ; verbal

stems end in no other consonants except m, n, and s, though nominal

stems may end also in ir, r, b, and iv.^

In the indicative mood, Yenissei Samoiede is apt to take an

additional vowel after the stem, but it does not usually lengthen a

vowel except in the third person singular, dual, and plural of the

imperative.^

92. In Tawge the affixes which are subjoined to the verbal stem

are subject to changes in their initial consonant, which are due either

to the stem ending in a consonant, or to its ending in a short vowel,

and, at the same time, consisting of an uneven number of syllables,

the penultimate, if long, counting for two. In either of these cases

a soft initial of the affix, b, g, d, y, becomes hardened into /, k, t, s.^

In the latter case this takes place, because the affix or its first syllable

is in an even place, and therefore tends to be taken up into the one

1 Castren, sects. 500, 501, 521, 522, 535, 538. - Ibid, sects. 502, 523, 538.

3 Ibid, sects. 5U3, 524, 538. ^ Ibid. sect. 525. ^ ibij. sect. 527.
^ Ibid. sect. 505.
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volition of utterance along with the final syllable of the stem
(74, 80). Its union, however, with the stem in the conception of

tlie verbal formation is not so close as that of the case ending with
the noun. I5ut, like the pronominal suffixes of the noun, it is only

jiartially combined with the final syllable of the stem ; and the stress

of utterance falls where the sense of the combination is strongest,

namely, at the junction of the two, so as to harden the initial of the

affix (80). It is to be observed that the precative element (jol does

not combine closely enough with the stem to experience this effect

except in the second singular,^ in which the energy of direct address

compresses the thought.

The initial consonant of the last syllable of a stem, unless preceded

by a long vowel or diphthong,- is hardened when an affix takes up a

final consonant of the stem, and is softened Avhen an affix gives a

final consonant to the stem ; the stem, in the latter case, ending in

a short vowel, and having an even number of syllables (74).^

93. In Tawge, verbs intransitive or transitive to a singular or dual

object take an additional vowel after the stem in the indicative, and
all verbs do so in the imperative and precative ; in the past tense this

vowel follows the element of the past, and in the precative the

element of mood.^ This additional vowel in the indicative takes the

place of the last voAvel of the final diphthong of a stem, and then

the first vowel of the diphthong is lengthened If the stem ends

in a diphthong whose second vowel is i, this ^', if of a consonantal

nature, is dropped before the vocalisation of the indicative, and

preserved before the consonants of mood and tense ; if it be more

vocal, it is preserved before the vocalisation of the indicative, and

dropped before the consonants of mood and tense. When i is dropped

the preceding vowel is lengthened. The vocalisation of the imperative

has no effect on the stem, as it is always preceded by «.*

94. In Upper Obi there are only two sets of personal suffixes used

as persons with verbs, one for verbs intransitive or transitive to a

definite object, which may both be called intransitives, and the other

for other transitives, Avhich for distinction may be called transitives.^

12 3

The essential elements of the persons are u, I, d, which take -i for

dual, and -et for plural. The first singular, however, generally

becomes k with intransitives, and p with transitives. The second

singular becomes nd with intransitives; the third singular has no

person element with intransitives, but the third dual intransitive is r/.

The vowel which precedes the person in the indicative, and which

probably expresses a sense of the process of being or doing, is weaker

for the second person dual and plural intransitive and transitive, and

the third dual and plural transitive, than for the others ;
as if tliese

persons were thought more objectively than the others, and therefore

with weaker sense of the being or doing, taking e before them, while

the others take a ; except the first plural, whose own vowel u dis-

penses with any other. "^

1 Castren, sect. 505. - Ibid. sect. 506. ' iHd. sects. 514-517.

4 Ibid. sect. 507. ' Ibid. sect. 539. « Ibid. sect. 542.
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When the stem ends in a consonant, the vowel which precedes the

person is itself preceded by n, in the present indicative. ^

95. In the Upper Yenissei dialect there are diiferences between

the personal suffixes of intransitive verbs and those of transitives

(94) ; but transitive verbs generally have all the same suffixes.

^

It forms a present and future by subjoining to the stem I or n, or

with some intransitives I ov n. A few verbs, probably derivative in

their origin, form their present with g ov m.^

Some verbs, however, express a present by the stem without the

addition of any element of tense ; and these, as well as the verbs

whose present has g or m, form a future with I, n, I, or nA
The past is formed by wi, bi, pi ; the potential by n, d, t, followed

by izd.^

The personal elements are preceded by a in the singular, except in

some transitives, which take i after /, and these omit i in the third

singular, and throughout the dual and plural. On the other hand, a
is lengthened in the dual and plural of the jDresent when this is formed
by n, g, or 7/1. Those stems ending in a vowel, Avhich take I instead

of I, take a only in the first and second singular, e in the third singu-

lar and plural, and no vowel in the other persons. Those stems ending

in i or a consonant, which take I, and all those which take /, lengthen

the vowel in the third dual of intransitives. In the third singular,

and in the dual and plural of the past, the vowel after ivi is omitted,

except in the third dual, which has e. In the potential it is dropped
in the dual and plural, except in the third person of both which
lengthen it. If the stem end in i or a consonant the a is apt to be
changed to e, instead of being dropped.^

singular. dual.

12 3 1 2 3

The personal suffixes are, for intransitives, m, I, — / wei, lei, gei

;

plural. singular. dual. plural.

123 123 123123
wa', la', ye' ; for transitives, m, I, t de ; ivei, lei, dei ; wa', la', den.

Transitives in H take de in third singular.^

In the imperative the element of the second person singular and
plural is reduced to ' in intransitives and to t in transitives.^

The negative el in Upper Yenissei is inflected as a verb in the

present and potential, making in the present its second singular elle,

and third singular el. In the past it takes no personal suffixes, but
becomes ei, and the principal verb takes the persons.''

96. It is much to be lamented that Castren did not live to give an
account of the formation of words in Samoiede ; ^ especially as the

formation of derivative verbs is a characteristic feature of the Hyper-
borean languages. That these are abundant in Samoiede may be seen

in Castren's Worterbuch ; some are incidentally mentioned in the

Grammar.

1 Castren, sect. 542. - Ibid. sect. 552. » jijid. sect. 556.
* Ibid. sect. 552. s j^j^j gg^t ggg^ « n^i^. sect. 557.
7 Ibid. sect. 562. 6 ibij_ Vorwort, p. 20.
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Continuative verbs are formed in Yurak by -bi-, -jn-, or -7ia-, antl in

Upper Obi by -spa-.^

Inchoative verbs are formed by -gu-, -J:u-, -nu-, and these in Yurak
and Tawge supply the place of a future.^

cut

In Tawge there are such verbs as matuiatu, be about to cut

;

thank

yadahtu-guitu, thank continuously.

^

cover grow
In Yurak there are such as tonda'nu inchoative, 'dnn'dalu in-

cover

choative, tdndcrbsii should cover, tdmla-hswkau dubitative, tonda'ica'

wash stray

kdu potential, haltd-yen frequentative, yulwhorha frequentative,

grow pour

'arm da nourish, ~(Trmd'ete frequentative, hamda'sete frequentative,

sin wait cold

haebea substantive, haebe'hama verb, ~ate'btje diminutive, han
red narrow

haneme freeze, hane'me'arka diminutive, liem'osate become red, i^ye •

roam

ma become narrow, teye'm'da make narrow, tan'irna augmentative.*

Yurak has participles, -71a present or present past, -ice complete,

-noda, -unda, iioice future ;
* some of Avhich may be seen in the

examples ; n seems to express the origination of the process, n its

going on, w the thought of it as a whole, referring rather to the process

than to position in time.

The following derivative nouns in Yurak may be found in tlie

father head

Worterbuch : ni^e'mboi diminutive, 'aearrlio diminutive, 'aeiccrk

blood teach

diminutive, liem-di bloodless, iohol-koda teacher ; and the following

boat good idol
_

go

compoimds, "anosaiua-ei boat-possessing, hahe-danada priest, liaiye-

deer-ox day

obtd flow, hd7'a-iiabt deer after castration, yale-mbaele midday.

In Upper Obi derivative verbs are formed with the following

elements subjoined to the root expressive of the following meanings

:

-Ina- with haste, -etji- with greater haste, -ma- augmentative, -m-

augmentative, -rfeld'emha- frequentative, -koltemba- frequentative,

-e/^e?rt 6a- intensive; inchoatives are formed from monosyllabic stems

by -da-, -nda-, -da-, -nd'a-, -tta-, -fa-, from disyllabic by -ttiinda-,

-fdntja-, -(fdiifTa-.^

97. There are scarcely any pure elements of relation in Samoiede

except the case endings. The words which are used as postpositions

are in general thought as nouns, for they are used in different cases
;

*

and there are no proper conjunctions native to the laiig\tage except

one or two relative particles which attach themselves to the stem of

1 Castren, sect. 476. " Castren, Grammatik, sect. 478. ' Ibid. sect. 518.

* Castren, Worterbuch under the roots, and Vorwort, xxiv.-xxvii.

5 Castren, Worterbuch under the roots, and Vorwort, xxiv.-xxvii.

® Castren, sects. 565-567.
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the verb (90). ^ Related facts are expressed by gerunds or participles

or other constructions which take the place of conj unctions.

i

98. The following are examples of the Yurak dialect

:

this man I hide gen. his tear vbl. noun 1st sing.

(1.) Tike nieaete man malitea • n • da ~ad'arta ' via ' u
man boat his burn vbl. noun 1st sing, man

nienefe'ano'daparada ' via ' u nienete, this man is the man
whose hide I have torn, whose boat I have burned ;

^ the verb of the

relative clause, being reduced in subjectivity by its subordination to

tlie main fact, is expressed by a verbal noun which qualities the
knife take

antecedent (my tearing of his hide qualifies man). (2.) Har naiiv

vbl. noun 1st sing, man tent his break

ma . u nienete ; mea ' ta mallie'ma'u 7iie7iefe, a man whose
wife

knife I have taken, a man whose tent I have broken.^ (3.) Niexl'

to me take vbl. noun 1st sing, year loc. brother my die

u mue ' via ' u po ' hona na ' u hd, in the year in

which I took to me a wife my brother died ;
2 in niedu, u is an object

suffix (77), d is an arthritic connective (78, II. 25) ; my taking to

I work vbl. noun 1st sing, man
me a wife qualifies year. (4.) Man mansara • vta ' u nienete

;

I work place my be past part.

vian mansara'vufu ya • u ~ae ' we, the man with whom I have
I die

worked, the place where I have worked (long ago). 3 (5.) Man ha'

inchoat. vbl. noun 1st sing, place my
iio ' ma . u ya ' u, a place where I intend to die {ivo

I reindeer buy inchoat. vbl. noun 1st sing.

icii sterhemoill).^ (6.) Ma72> te teavida ' no * via • w
man

nienete, the man from whom I intended to buy the reindeer {liaufen

tliou command vbl. noun. gen. thy hinten loc. hew vbl. noun
wollte).^ (7.) Fudar tdheda • ma • n ' d fa ' hana sap • ma ' e'

1st. sing. past.

(/am ' d, before thou hadst commanded I felled ; in sapmaedamd,
e seems to be an additional vowel to give process of doing (89), d
before am arthritic (78). It is remarkable that priority in the past is

expressed by behind ; this perhaps arises from deficient subjectivity

in thinking position in time, the speaker not putting himself in

the position which the subject of the event occupies in the pro-

cession of events, as these march into the past each with its sub-

ject, the earlier before the later, but looking on events from
outside as they meet him and pass him, those which passed first

being farther behind him than those which passed later ; on the side

of the latter which is in the direction of the 'speaker's back as

wind
he stands in the present, meeting events as they occur. (8.) Merte'
the still ger. 3d sing, quickly go poten. 1st sing, past

n'da heana ' ba ' ta mear hai • ?/i • d-am • d, if the wind would

^ Castren, sect. 572. '^ Castren, Worterbuch, p. 377.
3 Ibid. p. 378.
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lull, I .'^lioiild set out at once ;i da .seems to be used as the definite

article (70), n probably euphonic ; the gerund in h expresses a condi-

tion of the fact, and its construction with personal .suffixes is a
feature like the so-called nominal participle in Eskimo (see II. 10,

15). The singular possessive suffixes which are used with the gerund
in b, are n, t, ta, and the suffix of the third plural is tu\ which seems
to indicate a dropped consonant after a, such as to leave after it the

aspiration ', for these are the suffixes as affected with the plural

aspiration ' (79) ; we find such a final consonant in the gerund
formative f, and it is probable that this is present in its effect on the

suffixes in these -ha- formations ; in haiyidanuj, d is arthritic connec-

tive before the first person intransitive (78) ; d the element of the

past, same as s, abstracts the fact from the real as from the present,

making it ideal. There seems to be another formation of the

gerund in h with -nan- having more sense of process going on.

go gerund say poten.

(9.) Hae'h-jiati'd mavyrn if thou goest thou mayest say; 2 d posses-

sive suffix of second singular, ; being changed to d after n ; n subjec-

sell inchoat. gerund unknown
tive suffix of second singular ; feamda ' no ' ha'nan yekar, I know not

whether I shall sell ; the possessive first singular has coalesced witli final

live be ger. 1st sing, debt 1st sing, pay inchoat. 1st sing.

noinan; yilrtve~at'/ha • nan 'afebea ' u intrte • nu, if I live I

will pay my debt ; ^ tee the verbal element of total process (87, 96) ; u

is the possessive first singular, but it is absorbed by final n of 7iiin ;

it is used as person of the verb transitive with indefinite object (76),

thou sleep loc, reindeer take vbl. noun 1st sing. poss.

(10.) Pudar hunoda'han'da U inue • iva ' e ' u, while thou

sleptst I have taken the reindeer ;^ da is the possessive suffix of third

person, and if it be not a mistake for d, it must refer abstractly topudar

or rather to its root puda ; for jiuda is the third personal pronoun,

which becomes the second by taking r the second possessive suffix ; e

probably gives process of doing to the verbal noun ; Castren translates

U with definite article, though the verb has possessive suifix ; there

is, however, no defining element in the original, and therefore that

clothe 1st sing.

suffix is used (76). (11.) Tunda-ud<rwa-e-d • m, I am not yet clothed;

inchoa. 1st sing. poss.

tonda • no • udd-ica-e • u, I have not yet begun to clothe ;
wa

is verbal noun of completion, e gives process, d comiects m arthriti-

cally (78) ; m is subjective; u is possessive, the verb being thought

transitively with undefined object (76) ; xida must be a particle signi-

though three year dat,

fying not yet, annexed to verbal stem (90). (12.) Yub naJiar p>d • n

behind loc. wife to me take I past even so son there is not

ta' liana nie'd • u mue-da-vvd tarem-hod nu yahu, thougli I

took a wife to myself three years ago, there is no son;* yub looks

like a gerund of a stem signifying abstract fact ; Castren translates it

1 Castren, Worterbuch, p. 381. ^ Ibid. p. 380.

3 Ibid. p. 384.
•• Ibid. p. 390.
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in der that, obwohl ; u is objective suffix, connected by d to direct
any one I instead

object (77) ; cZa connects m to verb (78). (13.) Hilberiman d'ed'ed-a'

1st sing, go be ger. 3d sing. I pay poten. 1st sing, past

u hae'we "ae'ba • ta man teamda • yi • w • as, if any one
would go instead of me I would pay him ;

^ we participial element of

completion ; lo for u first singular possessive, the verb being transitive

to undefined object ; the element of the past, s, removes the verb from
though fish be there kill dat. neg. 1st sing,

actuality. (14.) Haroa-hia hala'da tana hdda'wa'n ni ' u
will

liarod!, though there be fishes I will not kill them ; ^ haroahta seems
to be the gerund third singular of haroa, to wish, will ; da is pro-

bably the definite article ; lid means to die, Jidda, to kill ; wa is verbal

noun (87) ; supposing the fish would be there I will not to kiU.

thou thief man accus. neg. be ger. 2d sing, take no one neg.

(15.) Pudar tdlei nieuete'am ni'ice ~ae'ha • t mue', huhehart ni '

poten. 3d sing, past take

^/^ 'da • s mue', if thou hadst not taken the thief no one would
have taken him ; we participial element of completion ; for -hat see

land hill above loc three brother past three land dat.

Example 8. (16.) Ya hoi • ni • ne nahar piehea- s, nahar ya • n
deer-owner one servant their servant three land dat. deer-owner

deata ; ~opoi liahi ' diC , Tahadoda liahi ; nahar ya 'n deata
small brother gen. their two wife his son his there be part, compl.

nildea piehe 'n ' du' side niexiea nuxlea tana ' we ~Esi Leatam-
there live freq. they short live ger. 3d pi. year loc. live ger. 3d pi.

hada ; tana yile'sete ' ' ; haeii yileba * tu', po • na yile'ba • tu\- Taba-
servant head accus. his sick inchoat. head only abl. arth. his die three

doda habi ~aewa " ??z • da yedel ' iid 'aeica'ri' Jiid * an ' da lid ; nahar
master his wrap 3d pi. good instr. only prosec. enclose 3d pi. morn. prox. loc.

yierwu'da pahid'du' saioa'mborri • una ica'a • dti'; Im ' na ' na
sun come part, compl. one stand up three tent prosec. arth.

hdyer tH • we; ~opoi yurke Siesetayeseni nahar meainana n'
the all (alles) see 3d sing, all die part, compl. 3d pi. empty place dat.

da; tuku' manvyei ' da ; tulaC lid • we''; taeri ya ' n
go inchoat. refi. seven dny long dat. farther go seven day course loc.

ydda 'I- • i si'u yale ydmba'n, jjhidri' yddd si\i yah 'esoivana.^

On the high land of the country were three brothers, three rich ones in

the land ; they had one servant, the servant Tabadoda ; the youngest
brother of the three rich ones in the land had two wives and a son,

Esi Leatambada ; there they used to live, living short 1 or living a

year ? the servant Tabadoda got ill in his head ; of his head only he
died ; his three masters wrapped him and enclosed him in the best

manner ; in the morning the sun came ; one Sieseta-Yese-Ts i stood up
beside the three tents ; he saw all ; all were dead ; he set" forth into

the open country for the length of seven days ; he went farther in the

course of seven days. Pieheas has the element of the past like a verb,

yet the verbal idea includes nahar, for the fact is not that three were
brothers, but that there were three brothers. Is'one of the nouns

1 Castren, Worterbuch, p. 381. " Ibid. p. 311.
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which denote a plurality are in the plural number"; tlie only plurals
are the pronominal suffixes ; dea for da in niedea and nudea is

euphonic ;
^ for -hatu' see Example 8 ; n before da is arthritic (79)

;

sawamboiriuna seems to mean literally, in the manner of only with
good means

; maniyeida is transitive with undefined object, and there-

fore has pos.sessive suffix, and also palnddu' and ica'adu', because they
are transitive with object unexpres.sed (76). There is singularly httle

construction, the succes.sive statements are so short and unconnected.
Yet the arrangement of the words is like that of the nomad languages.

The auxiliary to be is much used to express a fact not present, as

relative to another fact, for events are not themselves thought with
sufficient interest in their position in time, and in their subordinations,

to include such expression in the verb itself.

OSTIAK.

99. The Ostiaks, and the kindred race the Voguls, live eastward of

the most northern Ural Mountains between 56° and 67° north latitude,

as far east as the river Nadym, which flows into the Gulf of Obi,

and as far south as the river Agan, which flows into the Obi above
Surgut, besides occupying regions on the lower Irtysh, the Tawda, the

Tura, and Tschussowaja. On the south they touch the Tartar race,

on the north the Samoiede. Kecently many families, principally of

Voguls, have become settled ; but the greatest number still roam con-

tinually from forest to forest, from river to river, dwelling in poor

huts constructed of timber, turf, bark, or skins of the reindeer. Their

principal occupation is in winter hunting, in summer fishing ; some
keep cattle, only a few follow agriculture. Most of them are nomi-

nally Christian, but still have much belief in their Shamans.- Castren's

Ostiak Grammar treats principally of the Ostiak dialect which he

found on the Irtysh.

100. The consonants are developed by the Ostiak in the diflerent parts

of the mouth, but there is a tendency to soften them by palatalisation
;

and also there is a liability to confuse t and d with I so as to produce

an indistinct tl, ihl, dl. dhl,'^ and a want of distinction between tenuis

medial and aspirate. The medials are uttered harder than ours, more

nearly as tenues ; * and they need the sonancy of the voice which

goes through a word, so that they cannot either begin or end a word ;
*

a medial cannot even end a syllable, but may begin a syllable unless

a tenuis tenuis-aspirate s or s immediately precede. These hard con-

sonants at the beginning of a syllable may follow a medial. If they

follow a vowel ^ it is generally long. The only aspirates are q\ f, d',

f, and d' ; but /r and rj are generally aspirated and made more gut-

tural before a, o, or ii, g always when it is also preceded by a, o,

or uJ

^ Castren, Grammatik, sect. 56. 3.

- Ibid. Ostiak Grammatik, Vorwort, pp. 5, 6.

3 Ibid. Grammatik, sects. 18, 21. * Ibid. sect. 14. « Tbid. sect. 36.

« Castren, Grammatik, sects. 37, 38. ' Ibid, sects. 14, 15.
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The vowels also are liable to be indistinct, especially when short ; a

short vowel in a final syllable is especially liable to change, it becomes

mere sheva if the vowel of the preceding syllable be long.^

Ostiak has almost lost the soft vowels a, o, ii, in consequence,

Castren thinks, of Russian influence ;
^ yet still roots and stems are

distinguished by their vowels being hard or soft, and in roots and

stems hard and soft vowels do not occur together,^ but the vowel

harmony is not carried on to derivative or inflectional suffixes,^ perhaps

because the hardness or softness of the stem is not noted with sufficient

strength.

101. There does not seem to be the same tendency to vowel

utterance which exists in Samoiede. Triphthongs have not been

observed ; and in diphthongs the last vowel is always short, generally

i or w.^

In the middle of a word any short vowel can be elided, the vowel

of the preceding syllable being long, provided the consonants which

the elision would bring together are such as can concur.^ Yet some-

times a short vowel is inserted between two consonants for facility of

utterance.*'

The Surgut dialect generally adds an aspiration q after a final

vowel.^

Two consonants cannot either begin or end a word or a syllable,

except that sometimes two are allowed at the end of a word if the

first of them be a liquid or a sibilant.^

102. The accent is on the last syllable, and is strongest when the

vowel is long, weak when short and final, intermediate when short,

and followed by a consonant.^

103. There is little sense of difference between the substantive and

the adjective. Often tlie same noun can be used adjectively and

substantively. There is no adjectival expression of degrees of com-

parison, and no grammatical gender.^"

The following are derivative nominal endings : -ejJ {-ajJ., -op) forms

from verbal roots nouns of the means or instrument ; -efi {-an, -on)

from nominal roots, forms nouns possessive of the root ; -U in some

dialects forms diminutives of substantives and adjectives
;
generally

diminutives of adjectives are formed by -oq'tep ; -at forms indefinite

nouns, pronouns, and adverbs, as yemrit etwas gutes}^

Adjectives are declined only when used substantively.'^"

In the Surgut dialect nouns and pronouns have three numbers,

singular, dual, and plural ; but in the Irtysh dialect the dual is con-

fined to the personal pronouns. The plural ending is -et (-it, -t, -at, -at)

;

the dual ending -gan {-gen), g being changed euphonically to q' or h or

omitted.^^

The case endings are :"

—

Accusative -et, -t?^

1 Castren, Gram., sects. 6-12. - Ibid. sect. 23. 3 i\^[^_ gect. 24.

Ibid. sect. 3. s jbid. sect. 32. « Ibid. sect. 33.

^ Ibid. sect. 45. ^ Ibid. sect. 41. ^ Ibid. sect. 51.
i» Ibid. sect. 53. ;" Ibid. sect. 56. ^^ jbid. sect. 57.

" Ibid. sect. 58. " Ibid, sects. 67, 68. ^^ i^ij ggct. 61.
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Dative -a (-e) ; in some adverbs and postpositions -ga.

Locative -na {-ne, -n), -Iwen; in some adverbs and postpositions -ti.

Ablative -iivet {-etvet) ; in some adverbs and postpositions -tta,

Obdorsk -Ita.

Instrumental -at (-nat).

Caritive -da (-de), -ta {-te).

The Obdorsk dialect has also an allative adessive ending used with

nouns -Iti.

The element of case follows that of number.

In taking the case endings, a nominal stem changes a final a to e,

except before the ablative ending, where final a or e is dropped. If,

however, final a be preceded by k or g, it is unchanged. Hiatus is

prevented by insertion of g or ?/. A hard final consonant (tenuis or

s) is softened before initial vowel of case ending, unless the stem be

monosyllabic. 1

The nominative, the genitive, and, for the most part, the accusa-

tive, have no case endings, but are known by their position, the

nominative in the beginning of the sentence, the genitive before its

governing noun, the accusative immediately before its governing

verb. 2

104. The personal possessive suffixes also used with some additions

1st 2,1

sing. dual. pi. sing. dual. pi.

as persons of verbs are : -e??i, -emen, -eu ; -en, -eden -ten, -eden -ten ;

3d

sing. dual. pi.

-et, -eden -ten, -et ; when suffixed to a plural noun, or in

1st 2d

sing. dual. pi. sing. dual. pi.

Surgut to a dual, they are -am, -emen, -eu ; -an, -en, -en ;

3d

sing. dual. pi.

-et, -en, -et.^

They follow the element of number and precede that of case.

1st

sing. dual. pi.

The full forms of the personal pronouns are: ma, min, men,

2d 3d

sing. dual. pi. sing. dual. I'l.
^ ^ ^ ca

nen, nln, nen ; teu, tin, teg.^ The n of the second plural suffix

is probably an altered form of the plural element n ; tlie rf or t ot

second and third dual and second plural suffix is probably demon-

1 Castren, Gram., sects. 69, 70. ^ Ibid. sect. 61. ' Ibid. sect. 84.

* Ibid. sect. 83. ' l^^i'i- «*^'=t- ^^-
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strative, and it is dropped after the -t of a plural noun. The third

plural suffix is thought as singular in an aggregate. Personal pos-

session of a plurality has a sense of extension which is expressed by
a, but this is lost in the dual and plural and in the third person, for

in these there is less thought of personality.

The declension of the three personal pronouns is remarkable, as in

Samoiede, but differs from Samoiede, as it does not develop a demon-
strative object thought as belonging to the pronoun, but it is the

element of case which is thought as a possession. There is less of a

pure sense of relation in Ostiak than even in Samoiede. The Ostiak

postpositions are almost all nouns which take the possessive suffixes,

and govern nouns in the genitive. They have not, therefore, quite

the same suggestion of an object element or substance (Def. 4) to

which they pass, as the Samoiede, Mongolian, and Tartar post-

positions ; but are thought more than even these as belonging to

what they govern, the stronger relations being thought more distinctly

as substantives than the weaker.^

The fine relations of case, indeed, combine with a noun with less

of a substantive nature or substance of their own, for the stronger

substance of the noun, or sense of it as object, causes thought to pass

to it as such, reducing the case endings to transitional elements ; but
with the personal pronouns the sense of substance is weak, owing to

their subjective nature, and the more distinct case relations are felt

as substantives belonging to the personal pronoun, instead of mere
transitions to them (130).

The accusative and locative elements, however, are not distinct

enough for this, the former on account of its fineness, and the latter

because the inside of an object is less readily thought as a distinct

thing than what is external (71), and these case endings are attached

to the personal pronoun as to a noun. To the element of case,

regarded as an appurtenance of the object, thought passes as if it

were a relation, but the instrumental is thought more strongly as an
object itself, and requires the case ending to be added a second time,

as if we said through my instrumentality, and the dative plural of

the first and second persons so combines with the plurality as to form
an object strong enough to require the case ending also; that of the

third person is lighter as the pronoun is more abstract.

The singular cases of first personal pronoun are nominative ma,
accusative man't, dative 7nen-e'm, locative ma-na, ablative ma^'att'em,

instrumental ma^ 'ad-em'at?
The dative plural is mefi'e'wa, in which w is the possessive suffix,

e and a the dative repeated.

When the demonstrative and other pronouns are used like an
adjective, they are not declined, otherwise they take the case endings
like the noun.^

It is remarkable that in the Surgut dialect many monosyllabic

nominal stems with long vowel before a final consonant change their

vowel Avhen they take the possessive suffixes, a io I ox u, e to i, 5 to

^ Castren, Gram , sect. 127. * Ibid. sect. 81. ^ ibi^j, sect. 79.
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u.^ This is contrary to the general habit of these languages, for

generally the vowel of the stem governs that of the suffix and remains
itself unchanged. It is not, however, the vowel of the suffix which
affects the vowel of these Surgut stems, but rather the loading of

the stem with the suffix that has the effect of closing the long
vowpI (108).

105. Derived verbs are formed in great abundance by subjoining
derivative elements to verbal or nominal stems. Of such elements
the following are only the principal : -d, -t forms diminutives Avith a

sense of going on ; -t forms transitives and causatives ; -«Z, and also

-A-, -g, -q, form frequentatives ; -m forms momentary verbs and others
;

-s augmentatives ; -s reflexives." These formations may be combined
one with another.^

Tlie last syllable of the stem of intransitive verbs is frequently long,

that of transitives short, but this is by no means a general rule.*

106. There are only two tenses ; the simple stem with or without a

subjoined vowel expresses the past ; -d, -t in the Irtysh dialect, -dl, -tl

in the Surgut is subjoined to tlie stem for present or future,* to con-

vey a sense of going on (105). From this it appears tliat there is a

greater sense of process in Ostiak than in Samoiede ; for in the latter

the present has in general no sense of process (88), and the distinctive

element of the past is irrespective of the process, referring rather to

the whole idea of fact as an element external to the entire formation

;

whereas in Ostiak the past is generally distinguished from the present

by reduction of the process to the mere vowel which precedes the

personal element.

"With regard to this vowel and the person there are some remarkable

differences between transitive and intransitive verbs.* The verb is

thought so objectively that in all the persons except the first and second

singular the transitive verb has a stronger sense of process and of

person than the intransitive, the effect on an object increasing the

interest in both (87). But in the first and second singular the sense

of self and of the subjectivity of the person addressed is sufficient to

make the sense of process stronger in the intransitive verb than in tlie

transitive. The consequence of this latter peculiarity is that in the

present or future, intransitive verbs in the Irtysh dialect take da

before the elements of first and second singular, whereas transi-

tives have de, the full and open a being the stronger expression.

The consequences of the former peculiarity are that transitives, having

more sense of process, retain always in the Irtysh dialect the vowel

which precedes the element of person, whereas the intransitives drop

it throughout the dual and in the second plural, i.e., before every

person ending which involves an additional syllable if the consonants

on each side of it can concur, sometimes also in the present future

before the third singular, d being sufficient to express the process

;

that intransitives in the Irtysh dialect, having k'ss sense of process

than transitives, cannot sufficiently express by mere reduction of the

1 Castren, Gram., sect. 91. " Ibid. sect. 97. ' Ibid. sect. 98.

* Ibid. sect. 99.
' * Ibid, sect 102. * Ibid, sects. 105, 115.
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process wliere this is weakest, as in third, person, that sense of the past

which in the third singular is more distinct than in third plural, on

account of the distinct thought of the person (at present disengaged),

but incorporate with the process in third singular a sense of remotion

by lengthening the vowel, some intransitives denoting a perfect by o,

and. an imperfect by e ; and that intransitives in both dialects having

less thought of the person than transitives, have less sense of the

individual in the third person dual and in the second plural, so that

in the former they substitute g, which is part of the mere element of

duality, for the distinct demonstrative d which the transitives retain,

and in the second plural they give up the plural element n, which the

transitives retain. The third plural has not in any Ostiak verb a

plural element. In the Surgut dialect the intransitive verbs have no

element of person or of process in the third singular of the past ; but

transitives take in the third singular, and first dual and plural of the

past, an element of objective process da, which they do not take in

the first and second singular in consequence of their subjectivit}"-, nor

in the other persons on account of their more indistinct sense of

process. In the present future in Surgut dla or dl is prefixed to the

person and process of the past.^

The Irtysh dialect forms no potential mood ; but the Surgut dialect

forms a potential by subjoining n to the verbal stem, and taking for

persons the same suffixes which serve as possessives with the noun,

making no difi'erence between transitives and intransitives.

^

107. The imperative in both dialects has no first person ; its

second singular has no person ending, but ends in e, except in Irtysh

intransitives, which have a. In the Irt3'sh dialect a is subjoined to

the verbal stem in the second person of all numbers, and ag in the

third person of all numbers, but in the plural g may be dropped.

The Surgut dialect takes eg or ig instead of ag, and e or i instead of

a. In the third person dual in Irtysh, the person element d is

dropped after g, so that the person is agen instead of agden ; but in

Surgut it is supplied at the end, so that the person is egenat instead of

egdeii.^ The impulse of command is stronger with the third person

than with the second, as with the second it is partly expressed in the

force of direct address.

The infinitive in Irtysh has -dai, -tai, in Surgut -daga, -taga, but i

and ga are frequently omitted.*

Tlie gerund has -men,^ present future participle -da, -dla (Surgut),

past or passive participle -em.^ Castren thinks that the n of the

gerund is probably locative, the stem ending in ma, which may take
I go my loc.

personal suffix, as ma uime'm -na, by my going.^

108. It is extremely remarkable tliat in the Surgut dialect many
verbal stems, more intransitives than transitives, take a diff"erent

vowel in the present future, the potential, the infinitive, the gerund,

and the present participle, from that which they have in the past,

^ Castren, Gram., sect. 115. ^ Ibid. sect. 109.

3 ibid, sects, no, 111, 115. * Ibid. sect. 112. ^ Ibid. sect. 113.
« Ibid. sect. 114.
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tlie imperative, and tlie past or passive participle ; d in the former

corresponds to i or u in the latter, e in the former to i in the latter, u

in the former to tc in the latter, o in the former to u in the latter.'

Evidently the more open vowel corresponds to the fuller sense of

process (VI. 15) ; and this being so, suggests that in the noun also

the closing of the stem-vowel, when the noun takes a possessive

suffix (104), arises from the thought of it being less full in con-

sequence of the simultaneous thought of the person. The different

expressiveness of the two forms, both in nouns and verbs, is more felt

when the vowel is long, and there is generally no such difference of

form when the vowel of the stem is short.

109. Passives or reflexives can be formed from verbal stems, and

verbs of becoming from nominal stems, by subjoining to them -fd or

-al in the past, -ddi or -dai in the present future. In Surgut these

elements have o instead of a. No person ending is taken by them in

the third singular.- The formation is used only in the indicative.

But a passive can be expressed in all moods and tenses by the past

participle, and the auxiliary ii, to be ; in Surgut wa.^ There is

another verb, tai to be there, in Surgut toi ; fed can be used

impersonally, and has a very incomplete conjugation.* The verb yi,

to come, is used as an auxiliary to express become, or the future.^

The negative is ent or en. There is a verbal negative endam, or

endem, signifying is not ; it takes no inflection except the elements of

duality and plurality, -gen, -et.^

110. The postpositions are with few exceptions nouns. The con-

junctions are few, and several of them are borrowed from Russian.'^

HUNGAEIAK

111. The Hungarian consonants are : k, g, t, d, f, d', t, d, t\ p, h, h,

f, s, f, y, z, z, V, r, I, I, n, n, m.

The vowels are : a, e, o, o, u, li, i, long or short ;
" the full and deep

sounds," a, o, and u, are hard ; " the closed ones," e, i, o, ii, are soft

;

but the long I may be considered medium between the two. " Accord-

ing to this division of the vowels, the words of the Hungarian language

are divided into two different classes, hard sounding ones, and soft

sounding ones, the former containing hard vowels, the latter soft."

"When the same word contains vowels of the two different classes,

the hard vowels are considered as the principal ones, and the words

belong to the class of hard words." " Many words, in which the sound

% predominates or is the only vowel occurring, belong to the class of

soft words." "All others in which I is the vowel of the radical

syllable belong to the class of hard words," "All affixes assimilate

their vowels to those of the root of the word;" hard to soft, soft

to soft.

1 Castren, Gram., sects. 28, 116. ;
Ibk|. sects. 11 7, 118.

3 Ibid. sect. 120. * Ibid, sects. 121, 122. Mbid^ sect. 124._

6 Ibid, sects. 125, 126. ' Ibid, sects. 12/, 133.
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Such are the statements of the Hungarian grammarian Csink.^ And
it may be asked, if hard vowels in the root require hard vowels in the

affix, how is it that they permit soft vowels to exist along with them
in the root itself ? The explanation probably is that these so-called

soft vowels are in reality medium vowels, like i ; and it appears from

the above that i has a hard utterance as well as a soft utterance, but

that its nature is such that the difference in utterance does not per-

ceptibly alter it as a vowel. Possibly e, which is counted a soft vowel,

has also a hard or definite utterance which has not been distinguished

from the soft ; for such a definite e approaches very near to the soft a.

And though the distinction is noted in Yakut by Bohtlingk, it may
be easily overlooked, and perhaps is not so clear in other languages.

The first law of vowel harmonj'', however, prevails in Hungarian,
• and evidences its massive character.

Y, as the initial of a suffix to a verb, becomes s if the stem ends in

s, z if it ends in z, s if it ends in ^ or t, the final t also becoming s if

it is preceded by a short vowel.'

The z of the demonstrative pronoun az is assimilated to the initial

of the postposition of case ; v when initial of a postposition of case

(val, va) is assimilated to final consonant of noun.^

112. The definite article is a very remarkable feature in the Hun-
garian language. It precedes its substantive, and can be separated

from the substantive only by an adjective ; it is az before a vowel,

a' before a consonant.* It is used when the demonstrative pronoun,
that house

az, ez, precedes the substantive, as az a' haz, that house ; when the

father my
substantive has a possessive affix, as az ata • m, my father ; when a

substantive object is distinguished from another, or has been mentioned
before, or is referred to as already known, or is thought as embracing
an entire class,^ it is omitted before proper nouns, and before a sub-

stantive with possessive suffix when this follows a substantive to which
it belongs as to a genitive, and which is so closely connected with it in

father my house his

thought as to particularise it, as az ata • m haz • a, my father's house.®

There is no indefinite article.^

It is very instructive to observe that this great use of the article

co-exists in Hungarian with a large development and great use of

postpositional affixes, and with considerable use of the element of

plurality ; for in Egyptian and Polynesian the great use of the article

might seem to be connected with the small sense of relation weakening
the individual substance of the noun, and rendering the article neces-

sary to give it definiteness.

113. In taking a suffix which begins with a consonant, the stem of

a noun, if it ends in a consonant, generally takes a vowel before the

suffix, and is apt to shorten the vowel of its last syllable if long, and
to drop it if short. Some monosyllabic stems with long vowel change

Csink's Hungarian Grammar, pp. 9, 10. " Ibid. p. 11.

Ibid. p. 12. " Ibid. p. 171. 5 Ibid. p. 227.
Tl,;.^ ^ OOQ 7 Ti,;j „ con

3 Ibid. p. 12. " Ibid. p. 171.
6 Ibid. p. 228. 7 Ibid. p. 229.
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their vowel, and some disyllables ending in u, u, or li drop it, when
they take a suffix.^

The phiral ending i,s -h. But many nouns are tliouglit as col-

lectives, and have no plural. And if the noun he preceded by a
numeral, or hy an adjective, or pronoun of quantity, it does not take

ten
the plural form unless the number embraces the whole, as tiz apostul,

the twelve

ten apostles; but a! tizenket apostol'o-k, the twelve apostles.^ In
the former case the individuals are thought indefinitely, and there-

fore the sense of the individuals is weak ; in the latter case definitely,

and therefore it is strong. There is no grammatical gender.'

The direct object of a verb"^ takes -t, but there are also seventeen
postpositional affixes whose vowels are governed by those of the stem,

besides several separate words expressive of relation which are used
after the noun.^ There is, moreover, a considerable supply of con-

junctions.^

The postpositions are not regarded by the grammarian as forming
cases, and are therefore probably felt as more separate than the case

endings of the other languages of this section.

There are about three dozen suffixes formative of derivative nouns,^

and there is also a large number of what are called compound nouns.

But that these are not true compounds appears from the fact that the
after

vowel harmony is not observed in them, as utdn'ontet, counterfeit."

father

Accordingly they are liable to be broken in construction, as ata *

Ji,

father my his

relative ; afa • m fi' a, my relative.^

singular.

12 3

114. The possessive personal suffixes are: -?», -d, -ya

;

plural.

12 3

-nk, -tok, -yok. When these are taken by a plural noun they are

preceded by i, which then expresses the plurality instead of k ; -iya,

-iyak, becoming -i, -ik. The suffix of third person drops the y, when
the substantive contracts its last syllable, or changes its vowel, or

ends in p, h, v, g, h, ok, ek, or et.^ The element of case follows the

plural element if there be no possessive suffix ; and it follows tliat

suffix if there be one.^*^

The genitive or possessive may be expressed by the stem form of

the noun going before its governor, the latter taking the third pos-

sessive suffix to represent the former, and therefore, of the same

number as it. If the genitive is used without its governor being

expressed, the stem form will take the demonstrative element -e to

1 Csink, pp. 172, 175-180. " Ibid. pp. 181, 230. ^ Ibid. p. 171.

4 Ibid p 234 ^ Ibid. p. 221-223. « Ibid. p. 194-202.

7 Ibid p 203 ^ Ibid. p. 186. » Ibid. p. 133-185.
10 Ibid. pp. 182, 187.
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neighbour

represent its governor if singular, -ei if plural, as a' somsed'e, the

neighbour's. If the genitive relation is stronger, or enters less readily

into the idea of the genitive, it takes the postpositional affix -nak,

the boy the book his

which, signifies of or to, as a' Jiwnak «' honv ' e, the boy's book.^

It seems that if several nouns be in apposition, the postposition of

case is taken only by the last ; this is so at least "with genitives

having the postposition nak.^

When the genitive follows its governor this has still the possessive

suffix, but the genitive then always has -nak ; ^ for the reason of its

following is that the governor does not combine with it closely enough
to be thought as determined by it ; and this detachment of the

genitive renders nak necessary.

115. The adjective generally precedes its substantive, but if an

emphasis affects it, it may follow ; for the emphasis detaches it from

the substantive, so that the substantive does not merge itself in the

adjective as determined by it. When it thus follows the substantive,

the element of case or number is taken by it as well as by the

substantive, but when it precedes the substantive, it does not take

those elements.^ When used as a substantive it is declined like one.

For the adjective, and in many instances the adverb, may be used
the large obj.

as a substantive, as a' nad'o • t, the large one.^

Adjectives form a comparative degree by taking -ahh, and a super-

lative by prefixing leg- to the comparative (75) ; and when these are

used without their substantive being expressed, they take, if the

adjective be not of more than two syllables, -ik or -ika, which is pro-

bably pronominal. A stronger superlative is formed by prefixing

legisleg- to the comparative. If any adjective suffers any change in

its stem in taking the objective case or the plural, it suffers the same
change in comparison.

Substantives may be used as adjectives, and take the degrees of

comparison, as emher, a man ; emberebb, more human • ordog, Satan

;

ijrddgebb, more Satan-like.^

Adverbs also are compared, as oda there, odabb farther, be inside,

bchbb more inwards.^

There are fifteen suffixes given for the formation of derivative

adjectives, some of which are also used to form substantives.^ The
so-called compound adjectives are not true compounds. They do not

gold colour

observe the vowel harmony, as aransinii, of a gold colour.'^ And in

the comparative or superlative degree, the first part receives the suffix

of comparison, Avhile the second remains unchanged.*
singular. plural.

12 3 12 3

116. The personal pronouns are : en, te, o ; mi, ti, ok. The declen-

sion of these diff'ers somewhat from Ostiak. The objective case of the

1 Csink, pp. 1S7, 245. - Ibid. pp. 229, 230, 3 jbid. p. 205.

* Ibid. p. 206-210. 5 Ibid. p. 215. « Ibid. p. 210-212.
7 Ibid. p. 212. 8 Ibid. p. 209.
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first and second persons singular is formed as in Samoiede (84, 86) ; for
an objective element ge, Avhich reminds of Yakut igi (9), is developed
by the transition to the person as an object, and this element is

thought as an appurtenance belonging to the person, so that the
I my

objective case is en-geiifet, me; te-ge-det, thee. In the plural the
person takes up the objectivity, so that the stem is the objective

we our

appurtenance, mrnk-et, us ; trtek-et, you. The third person makes
the objective case by taking -t like a substantive ; ot him, uket them

;

but in the singular sometimes a second t is taken, i'ltd.^ With the
postpositions of case the personal pronouns combine as possessive

suffixes, so that the relation is thought, as in Ostiak, as a thing
belonging to the person ; but the stem of the pronoun does not, as in

Ostiak, precede the postposition,^ which seems to indicate that in

Hungarian the person is thought with less strength as object of the
relation.

Possessive pronouns are formed by subjoining to the stem of the

personal pronoun e singular, ei plural, with the corresponding pos-

sessive suftix added to it ; en-e'm, mine ; rave'nk, ours ; en-cvin, mine,

plural ; mrevnk, ours, plural.

^

The pronouns ki who, melt which, mi wliat, are both relative and
interrogative ; they take the case and plural endings.^

The demonstrative pronouns agree with their substantives in taking
that pi.

the same suffixes of number and relation which these have, as az ' ok
art. man pi. that pi. obj. art. boy pi. obj. that out of

az eniber'ek, those men; az 'ok'at a' fiwk 'at, those boys ; ah ' bul

art. room
a' sobd'bol, out of that room ; but azon, that, and ezm, this, are in-

variable.^ The relative pronoun agrees with its antecedent in number,

and takes the plural ending even when the antecedent, because it

follows a numeral, has not it.^

117. The vowel of the last syllable of a verbal stem not mono-

syllabic is omitted, if it be short, before all the grammatical suffixes,

provided that the consequent concurrence of consonants suits the

habits of utterance, as /, n, r, or z before or after g, h or d before 2,

I, m, n, r with each other or with sibilants ; d ov t before r.^ The

verbal stem always ends in a consonant.^

A few monosyllabic verbal stems ending in v and in y, drop these

before an initial consonant of suffix, and lengthen the preceding

vowel ; others assimilate v to the initial consonant of the suffix.^

A few monosyllabic verbal stems double the consonant of tense and

mood,^ which is probably due to a lost final consonant of the stem.

Verbal stems ending in ed, od, ud, are apt to change d to s in the

present, to v in the imperfect. ^*^

118. There is a remarkable development of derivative verbal

1 Csink, p. 217. 2 Ibid. p. 218. ' Ibid. pp. 218, 219.

* Ibid. p. 233. » Ibid. p. 274. « Ibid p. 109.

7 Ibid. p. 108. * Ibid. p. 110. » Ibid. p. 111.

i« Ibid. p. 112.
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stems formed by subjoining to the root the following elements :
^

passive, -at, but if the root ends in t preceded by a long vowel, or if

it have more than one syllable, the passive has -tat ; causative -tat,

sometimes -at, the stem being thought as passive and the difference

being in the persons; frequentative, -gat, -hll, -des; diminutive frequen-

tative, i.e., often, a little at a time, -dogal used Avith roots ending

in I or r ; potential, -hat, which may be added to other derivatives
;

future of conditionality, necessity, duty, -and, which may be added to

the other derivatives ; diminutive, -int ; reciprocal, -Tied. These are

given by the grammarian of the language only as specimens of the

fertility of the Hungarian verb. The following examples also are

given : mozog, be in motion; mozg'at, move ; mozrlul, move one's self;

moz-dit, put in motion ; mozg'axloz, be in repeated motion ; moz'zan,

stir. Many of these verbal stems are used metaphorically ; the

following are given as examples : ves, perish ; ves't, causative, lose

(permit to perish) ; vesi'e'get, squander (let become lost frequently)
;

ves'te'gel, be idle (lose time continually or frequently) ; ves'e'ked,

quarrel (lose words and friendship for one another).

119. There are only two tenses in familiar use, one for present and
future, and another for past ; the stem of the former is the stem of

the verb, that of the latter adds to the stem of the verb -t preceded by
a vowel when this is necessary to facilitate utterance. There is also

an imperfect or remote present and a pluperfect, which, however, are

used only in solemn speech, as well as a compound future, which is

probably a European invention not originally in the language.^

There are, besides the indicative mood, an optative and a contin-

gent. The imperative and optative moods add to the stem of the

verb -y, subject to euphonic change (111) ; the contingent adds -n,

which is preceded by a vowel when the perfect -t requires one.^

Every tense and mood has two sets of personal terminations, one

when the object is defined by the definite article, by a demonstrative

pronoun, or by a possessive suffix, when it is the third personal pro-

noun, the reflexive of the subject, or a proper name not used generally

like a common noun ;
^ the other when there is either no object, or

an object not thus definite. And besides these there is another set

of person endings for passives and neutro-passives, the latter being

analogous to the middle voice in Greek. The definite persons of the

third singular and all the plural in the present indicative take before

them y subject to euphonic change,^ doubtless to represent the

object. And when a verb in the first person singidar governs the

second person singular as its direct object, whatever be the tense or

mood, the person ending takes before it I to denote the object and
becomes lak, and this may need a vowel before it to facilitate utter-

ance.

The following are the elements of tense, mood, and person, in which
the vowels are subject to change for the vowel harmony :

1 Csink, p. 113-118. 2 Ibid. pp. 119, 268.
3 Ibid. pp. 122, 123, 267, 268.

'
* Ibid. pp. 266, 267.

5 Ibid. p. 122-159.
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Indefinite. Definite.
singular. plural. singular. plural.

123 12 3 123123
Present -ok -s —

, -uttk -tok -nak

;

-om -od -a, -uk -Citnk -ak.
Imperfect -ek -dl -a, -dnk -dlok -dnak

;

-dm -dd -a, -ok -dtok -dk.

Perfect -tam-tdl -t, -tunk -tatok -tanak

;

-tarn -tad -ta, -tuk -tdkok -tdk.

Optative -yak -ydl -yon, -yunk -yatok -yanak ; -yam -yad -ya, -ytik -ydtok -yak

.

Contingent -nek -ndl -na, -ndnk -ndtok -ndnakj -nam -nod -nd, -nok -ndtok -ndk.

Passive and middle,
singular. plural.

12 3 12 3
Present -om -ol -ik, -unk -tok -nak.

Imperfect -dm -dl -ek, -dnk -dtok -dnak.

Perfect -tarn -tdl -t, -tunk -tatok -tanak or -tak.

Optative -yam -ydl -yek, -yunk -yatok -yanak.
Contingent -ndm -ndl -nek, -ndnk -ndtok -ndnak.

The termination for first singular governing second singular is

present -lak, perfect -talak, optative -yalak, contingent -nnlak.'^

All verbs whicli take a connective vowel before the t of the perfect

to facilitate utterance, take such a vowel before all the above termina-

tions which begin with a consonant, except those of the optative.^

It seems from the person endings of the verbs and the possessive

suffixes (114), that the essential element of the first person is either k

or m, the former being the more subjective ; that of the second person

s, Z, d, or t, that of the third na, ya, or a, the more subjective preced-

ing the less so. The persons are less subjective in the perfect than in

the present, in the definite than in the indefinite, those of the middle

being intermediate.

The connective vowel is lengthened in the imperfect by remotion

from the present, and in the contingent by remotion from the actual.

The definite persons seem to have more vowel as connective than

the indefinite, as if, as seems to be the case in Ostiak (106), there was

more sense of process in the former.

The second person singular, when most subjective (.<), has im-

mediate connection with the verb, but when it is less subjective {I)

the connection is less immediate. The demonstrative element in the

second person is perhaps then felt more strongly so as to make the

person a heavier element than either first or more abstract third, and

tend to require a stronger connective element. But when still less

subjective {d) it is more abstract and more easily connected.

A pluperfect is expressed by using after the perfect vala ^ the third

singular imperfect of the verb to be, or volt its third singular perfect,

as takdiam vala or volt, I had found; talaltam seems to be the

subject of vala or volt. So in the English phrase it was that I have

found it : the fact is, in truth, demonstrated as a noun by that.

A compound future is formed by the infinitive of the verb, followed

by the present indefinite or present definite of /or/, seize, according as

the verb has not or has a definite object.^

i Csink, p. 122-159.
" Ibid. p. 124. » Ibid. p. 132.

* Ibid. pp. 25, 26. ^ IbiJ- P- 1^^.
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An optative past is expressed by the perfect, followed by legen, the

third singular optative of lewni to become ;
^ and a contingent past is

expressed by the perfect, followed by volna, the third singular contin-

gent of vol'id to be.2

The optative is used for an imperative, but may then drop the end-

ing of second singular if not definite, and take d instead of yad if

definite, as talaly find, talald find it.^

The infinitive is formed by subjoining -ni to the verbal stem.^

The participles are formed by -van for present, -va for past ; the

latter was used formerly with the possessive affixes in the same sense

as the Latin ablative absolute. There are also verbal adjectives or

nouns in -o for present, -ott, -t for past, which govern like the verb.^

The participle in -va, when predicate with a plural subject, takes the

plural ending. 5

120. Besides the derivative verbs above mentioned, which are formed
from any verb, there are also derivative verbs which may themselves

furnish the simple stem from which the first-mentioned derivatives

may spring. Verbs may be formed from nominal stems by adding -I,

-61, -el, mostly neuter ; -ul neuter ; -og intransitive ; -ing, -ong, -eng, -gat,

-st, preceded by a vowel, causative ; -z, -it active ; -doz neuter ; -hast

active diminutive ; -kod, -od middle ; -lal neuter ; -ial active; -az deriva-

tive substantives, denoting those who follow an occupation, used as

verbs ; and from other verbs derivative verbs are formed in surprising

abundance.*^ Verbs are said also to be compounded by prefixing

adverbs and prepositions ; but it is remarkable that the postpositions of

case which are sufiixed to nouns when used as component prepositions

of verbs have always attached to them the possessive suflix of the third

person singular.''' This suffix furnishes an abstract object without

which they cannot be thought separately ; and its use seems to indicate

that the preposition is not properly compounded with the verb, but

independent of it. This is confirmed by the fact that in verbs which
are said to be compounded with the adverbs fel, le, meg, &c., these

are in construction separable from the verbs. They follow the verb as

often as the emphasis is on the preceding substantive or on the verb

itself, and may be separated from the verb by the conjunction of the

sentence, or by the verb/o^ as auxiliary of the future tense.^ More-
bring

over, the vowel harmony is not observed by them, as dsse'lwz'ni, to get

up (a quantity).^

121. The verb to have is expressed by the construction of S2im for

haheo}^

There is great freedom in the arrangement of the members of the

sentence ; but generally the subject holds its natural place before the

verb, the qualifying word precedes the qualified, and the genitive its

governor. The verb is not ordinarily preceded by its objects and con-

ditions as in Tartar, Mongolian, and Tungusian ; and it may be

^ Csink, pp. 68, 125. 2 ibid. pp. 26, 125. ^ ibid. pp. 125, 127.
4 Ibid. pp. 125, 128. » Ibid. pp. 161, 239, 271. ^ Ibid. p. 163-169.
7 Ibid. pp. 169, 170. » ibid. p. 279. » Ibid. p. 299.

10 Ibid. p. 43.
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observed that there is much less sense of conditions of a fact in Hun-
garian, and consequently a deficiency of a true subjunctive or gerund.

The imperfect compounds Avhich are so much used are a very
remarkable feature in Hungarian. These formations, as has been
shown (113, 115, 120), are not truly compounded into single words;
yet in their meaning there is great fusion of the elements of thought
which their parts express. And a tendency of words to coalesce when
often used together to express the same combination of ideas may be
observed in Tinnish and in the kindred languages. Castren says that

there is a tendency to join words together in Samoiede,^ and he
describes compounds in Tscheremissian and Sirianian, some of which,
at least in the former, are mere juxtaposition of words which have
coalesced.

122. The following are examples of the Hungarian language :

who that time at Turk - country in be perf. not defend

(1.) Hunadi kl ak • hovvhan Torokor sufj han vol ' t nem rod-
poteu. perf. 3d sing. def. self his obj. dem. under belonging to calumny pi. against

het ' te mag-u • t azon aid • valo rdgalmazds'ok elten

art. which with art. evil minded 3d pers. obj. attack 3d sing. perf. def.

«' mell'ekkela' ros lelk-'il Cilhy o • let megtamad • ta
though know 3d sing. perf. def. what obj. machination art. wicked counsel

avibdr iud • ta vii ' t mivel a' gonos tandt' 'nok. Sec

Hunadi, who at that time was in Turkey, could not defend himself

against the underhand calumnies with which the evil-minded Cilley

attacked him, though he knew what machinations the wicked coun-

sellor, &c.- Aid valo is an improper compound, vald being a verbal

adjective ; ^ rd, galmazasok is another, rd being the postpositional

suffix ra, on, with possessive suffix of third person* (120) ;
galniazda

seems to be a derivative noun akin to dalaz-ni, to defame ; there is

a derivative suffix, omds, which forms abstract verbal nouns ; ros

lelkil is an improper compound, being rather a juxtaposition of two

words which do not agree in vowel harmony ; meg tainadta also

is an improper compound, meg expresses completeness or force,

art. what

tamad means to rise; nok is derivative of the agent. (2.) A' mell

man pi. sacrifice for not fall perf. 3d pi. mid. art. tyrant sword his to that

ferfi-ak aldorat-ul nem es • t • ek a' zarnok pallos-a-nak az.

pi. obj. far country in persecute 3d sing, imperf. def. intrigues his by

ok-at messe fold • 011 iilduz ' e fehdven-i-vel,v.'hatmen

fell not as a sacrifice to the tyrant's -sword, them he persecuted in

distant countries by his intrigues ;2 aldozat is verbal noun formed

from aldoz-ni, to sacrifice; fehuven must be a compound ;
-i is third

occupation 3d sing, suflf. after

singular suffix of plural noun. (3.) Pest megsdll-ds • a utan

art. Austrian leader around lying village pi. in quarter 3d sing, imper. def.

az ostrdk vez-er korillette fekvo falvak-hahemll-a^-ol a

soldier his obj. ,

katona-i •
t, after the occupation of Pest the Austrian leader quartered

his soldiers in the surrounding villages ; ^ mllas is verbal noun formed

from the verbal stem sail, and is the root of a derivative verb sallasol,

1 Castren, Tscheremiss. Gram., p. 4. ' Csink, p^273.

» Ibid. p. 204. * Ibid. p. 170. " Ibid. p. -233.
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it is qualified, by meg in the first instance, which gives it force, and in

the second its derivative verb is qualified by be, inside ; ^ the root of

kuTulette is hor, a circle, hence Iwriil as a circle ; -ette seems akin to
art.

the termination of the verbal adjective of the past. (4.) A' Kapolna'i
battle after art. Austrian army back drive pass. pres. part. towards stick

fata utdn az ostraJc sereg vissa'sovonga'tat • van Pest fele hot'

with and bullet with threaten 3d sing. perf. indef. all that pi. to who pi. divulge

tal es gold ' val feneget ' ett mind az • oh'nak hi • k hives'

inf. dare 3d pi. cont. that the glory adj. adv. victory adj. emperor army
tel'ni met ' nek hod a' difo-seg'es'en doz-edelm-es fasavi sereg

back move a from to travel verb. adj. journeyman art.

vissavonul. Ed Dehred'^en-hol Pest're utaz ' o vawlorlegm az
Austrian camp on across travel 3d sing. perf. way his in Austrian officer pi.

ostrak tahoT'on kerestill uVaz ' ott ; ut-ya'han ostrdk tist ' ek'

by ask pass. part, if know 3d sing, aught obj. art. pi. concerning know
tol kerdesiet • ve ha tud ' e valami • t a' Madavok felol tud'

1st sing, of course say 3d sing, imperf. yet again that back move 3d pi. where

ok hizon rnond ' o meg pedig hod vissavonHknak ; m,er'

to where to ask 3d sing. pres. mid. joy with the former all

re ? mer re ? kerdez ' ik drdm'mel az elobb'iek mind Pest
towards say the traveller

fele mond a' vdndor. After the battle of Kapoln a the Austrian army
being driven back towards Pest threatened with stick and bullet all

those who would dare to divulge that the gloriously victorious army of

the emperor was retreating. A journeyman travelling from Debretsen

to Pest went across the Austrian camp on his way ; being asked by
Austrian officers if he knew aught of the Hungarians. Of course I do,

said he, and that is, they are retreating. Where to ? where to 1 asked

the former with joy. All towards Pest, answers the traveller. ^ Kapol-

nai, fasari, are adjectives formed with i; soronga is a derived verb

from a root, sor, from which comes sorita'Jii, to press ; hirestel is a

verb derived from Mr, reputation, or from hires, by the active element

tel ; c^z'^o is an adjective signifying glorious ; cZffoseV/, glory ; -6S forms

adjectives, and -en adverbs ; doz is stem of the verb to overcome

;

doz'edehn, a derived substantive, victory; utaz is a verbal stem derived

from ut, way ; kerdes, derived from ker, ask ; elubb is the comparative,

and it takes the suffix ik, &c., when the substantive is not mentioned.^

TSCHEREMISSIAK
123. The Tscheremisses belong to the south-eastern branch of the

aborigines of Russia, who seem to have inhabited that country prior

to the invasion of it by- the Slavonic nations. The region occupied by

this branch of the old population comprehended the countries on the

Volga and the Lower Kama, and the plains reaching thence towards

the Black and Caspian Seas.* At present the Tscheremisses dwell

between the Volga and the Sura, where the country rises into a

plateau covered with oak forests. They inhabit low huts in the

forests ; and are very slow in adopting agricultural habits.^

1 Csink, p. 214. " Ibid. p. 283. ^ ibid. p. 207.

* Prichard's Researches, vol. iii. p. 277. * Ibid. p. 318,
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124. The Tsclieremissian consonants are %, k, g, y, f, s, z, t, t\ d,

s, z, r, I, n, f, V, p, h, m ; f is rarely used. The medials b, g, d
between two vowels are aspirated; k has a guttural, and I a hard
utterance.^

The vowels are a, o, u hard, d, ij, u soft, and e, i middle ; e and i

may occur in the same word with hard or soft vowels ; but these do
not properly occur with each other. In the same root they never
co-exist, ^ but some afhxes have become fixed in their vowels so as not
to change them for the sake of harmony with the root. And thus
the first law of vowel harmony has become somewhat impaired in

Tsclieremissian.

3

125. There is another difference in the utterance of the vowels

;

they are either reduced to sheva or emphatic. The difference is thus
described by Castren :

'^ like pronuntiantur sono celeri aures pcene

prceterlahente, confuso ; Jiarum vero sonus plenior latior gravior est

quam ipsarum earum qucB proprio nomine vocales appelluntur." *

The shevas are only found in short unaccented syllables, and serve

principally to help the utterance of concurrent consonants. More-
over, unaccented syllables at the end of words are often reduced to

sheva, and then drop the vowel both before another word and before

a suffix ; a in an unaccented final syllable approaches in pronunciation

to a.* A more accurate observation of the vowel sounds in Tschere-

missian confirmed Castren in this distinction which he drew between

emphatic vowels and shevas ; and led him to perceive that the former

were independent of any particular consonants, and that the latter

may be in any short unaccented syllable and even in mono-

syllables, A in the first syllable is generally emphatic, and is

pronounced almost as o.^

This peculiarity of utterance seems to prevail also in Lapland ; it

is thus described by Scheffer :
" The Laplanders have a peculiar way

of pronouncing words, according to which it is impossible to express

them in letters ; for they do mouth out all their words so that the

vowels might be heard loud enough, but the other letters come very

softly out. They do also quite cut off and drown the last syllables,

especially of nouns." ^

In Tscheremissian not only the vo^vel of the last syllable of a stem

is liable to change, but the other vowels also, as seder, sidir, star

;

Jioat, kuat, strength.''

126. In disyllables the first syllable is often accented, but often it

is the second
;"

if it be the first, then most frequently, at least with

some speakers, the second has a lighter accent, which reduces or does

away with the stronger accent of the first.^

In polysyllables the accent may fall on the first syllable or on the

second. It often falls on the last syllable of trisyllables,^ and the

vowel of the preceding syllable is sometimes elided. ^ But poly-

syllables are generally derived from primitive disyllables, and the

1 Castren, Tscheremiss. Gram., sect. 2.
"

Ibid. Pref. sect. 3.

3 Ibid. Gram., sect. 3. * Ibid. sect. 1.
* Ibid. Pref. sect. 1.

« Scheffer's Laplaud, chap. xv. p. 79.
' Castren, Pref. sect. 2.

" Ibid. sect. 5.
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accentuation of these is, for the most part, preserved in the

derivatives.

In the so-called compounds each component retains its own accent

;

except when the first is a monosyllable, for then generally tlie accent

is on the second.^ The independent accentuation of the components
seems to indicate that they are not really compounded into one word,
and when they do not agree in the vowel harmony they cannot be so

(124) ; but often the vowels of the second component are changed so

as to harmonise with those of the first ;2 -which indicates a com-
bination of the two.

1 27. Two consonants cannot concur in the same syllable, unless one
of them be a liquid nasal or sibilant.^ The tenues, tenuis aspirates

s and s being called hard and the other consonants soft, it is a law
that a hard consonant cannot follow a soft of the same organ ; and to

avoid such concurrence the hard consonant is apt to become soft, i.e.,

medial, even when it is not in the same word, but in the beginning of

a following word. Often hard consonants become soft after a vowel,

especially in the end of a word. On the other hand, soft consonants

become hard after hard consonants, and in the end of a word a soft

consonant becomes hard most frequently though not always. If in

the end of a word a soft consonant precedes a hard, it too becomes
hard. A soft consonant is seldom found in the beginning of a

separate word, but if a word be joined with another word, the initial

of the second is softened. A soft initial of one word after a hard
final of another is sometimes hardened, but on account of the very
great proclivity to soft i;tteranee a sheva or en is often added to the

hard final and then the soft initial remains unchanged. When the

same or a cognate consonant ends one word or syllable, and begins

another, the first is apt to be dropped.^ Final ni before initial g often

becomes 7i (n) ; initial p after final vowel sometimes becomes v, and
initial v after final m sometimes becomes h ; df is sometimes changed
to rt.^

1 28. The substantive has no grammatical gender, nor dual number.
Its case endings are :

Nominative
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in Finnish are denoted by case endings are in Tscheremissian denoted
by separate postpositions.^ And these are for the most part cases of

nouns whose stem often still exists as a noun. Those conjunctions

also which are not borrowed from Russian are very few and enclitic. ^

The suffix of plurality is vida, it retains its soft vowels, even when
those of the stem are hard ;

^ which seems to indicate for it as Avell as

for the superlative and instrumental case elements, imperfect com-
bination with the stem.

129. The adjective, when used attributively, precedes its sub-

stantive, and is not declined.^

A comparative degree is expressed by -rak, which is also a

diminutive suffix ; for when there is no object of comparison, it

denotes a small degree of the quality ; when there is, it denotes a

somewhat gn^eater degree of the quality than that which belongs to

that other object. So in English we say rather good when we would

denote a small degree of goodness (75). When the object of com-

parison is expressed, it is put in the ablative ; and an adjective in the

positive degree when thus constructed with an ablative assumes the

significance of a comparative degree. The superlative is expressed by

means of separate adverbs.*
singular. plur:il.

^ 2 3~ 'T 2 F'
130. The personal pronouns are: min, tin, tidii; md, td, nind ; io

the plural forms i-uld may also be subjoined. The possessive personal

singular. plural.

"l 2 3^ 1 2 T
suffixes are : -em, -et, -ze ; -na, -da, -st.^ The third personal pronoun,

both singular and plural, is declined like the nouns, but has only the

same cases as the first and second. The first and second singular are

almost regular in the genitive and accusative, but in the dative, abla-

tive, superlative, and instrumental they subjoin the possessive suffix of

the person to the element of case. In the dative, however, the suffix

of the first person seems to be assimilated and absorbed by the n of the

case ending, and in both first and second the stem is changed ; in the

plural they subjoin the possessive suffix to the stem in the genitive

and accusative, and to the element of case in the other cases.

]S"ominative min tin ???^t 'f<

Genitive min-in tin-in mdm-nirn tdm-dd-n

Accusative miivim tlivim mdm-niiin tdm-ddin

Dative me-ldn terla-t mdid-nd ^«"^«";^.<^

Ablative min-git'-em tin-git -et md-git'-nd ta-gd tn

Superlative min-gadf-evi tin-gadf-et mdgadf'-na icfgadt-ta

Instrumental min-doivem tin-doivet md-downa ta-don-da

These constructions are probably to be understood as the similar

ones in Ostiak (see 104). The m, which is added to the stem in the

1 Castren sect^^ 10-14 " Ibid, sects. 47, 49. » Ibid. sect. 15.

* Ibid, sect^ le'."
' Ibid. sect. 28. .

' Ibid. sect. 24.
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genitive and accusative plural, has probably a plural significance.

When the first and second personal pronouns, without any case

ending, are governed by separate postpositions, these take the pos-

sessive suffixes, as min vilhvem, in me.^

The reflexive pronouns are in the nominative singular : min'she,

tin'ske, tidd'ske ; in the nominative plural, md'ske, or md'skeviild, &c.

In the genitive and accusative singular and plural ske has the fuller

form skeni, and to it the possessive suffix is attached, and then the

element of case. In all the other cases the stem is ske, and the suffix

of case precedes that of person.^

In affecting the substantive with the possessive suffixes, these may
either precede or follow the element of case, except in the accusative,

in Avhich they always precede ; they may either precede or follow the

element of plurality villd.'-^ The accusative relation has closer connec-

tion with the governor than those of the other cases, and is con-

sequently less attracted by the stem of the noun.

There is another plural element -met, which may be used instead of

or along with vuld with nouns which have the personal suffixes ; it

always follows these, s

The substantive affected with the possessive suffix may also be

preceded by the personal pronoun either in its stem form or in its

genitive case.^

Besides tidd, there is another demonstrative, sedd, that, which is

declined like tidd.^ The interrogatives are kii, who? ma, what? and
are similarly declined.^ From these the following are derived or

compounded : koda, kodaze, who ? viada, what ? mazara, manara quotus

quantus, magand qualis, tegend talis, kil gilndte, koda giindt, kodaze

giindt aliquis, ma (inada) giindt aliquid, niguat nemo, nimat nihil.

In declension giindt remains unchanged, and it is the preceding pro-

noun that is declined ; in the negatives nigu and nima are declined,

and at dt subjoined to the case ending.'''

131. Abstract nouns of quality are formed by -za, nouns of the

agent by -oza.

Adjectives are formed by -n, also by -da; privative adjectives by
-temd, which is formed from the caritive case ending te and the

termination of past participle ma.
There are many other nominal terminations, -z, -s, -k, -ka, -ga,

-nga, &c.

Present participles in -se are also often used as nouns of the agent

;

and a remarkable formation of this kind is made by subjoining -se to

the inessive case of a noun of place, as sola, village, sola'sta'se, dweller

in a village.^ singular. plural.

12 3 12 3

132. The person endings of the verb are, -m, -t, -s ; -na, -da, -t. Some
verbs add to the stem in the indicative a stronger element of process

of being or doing a, others a weaker e, so as to form two conjugations.

1 Castren, sect. 24. - Ibid. sect. 26. ^ jbij. sect. 29.

* Ibid. sect. 28. « Ibid. sect. 30. ^ Ibid. sect. 31.

7 Ibid. sect. 32. ^ ibij. Pref. sect. 6.
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The third singular present in the a conjugation, instead of being -as,

is -es, the element of process being weakened to e ; and in the e con-
jugation, instead of being -es, it is -a, which is probably a demon-
strative element weaker than s, the element of process being dropped.
In the past the third singular has no element of person, and the
element of tense is only n. The third plural of the present is -at in

both conjugations, the a being probably the element of process in the
a conjugation, and demonstrative in the e conjugation. In the con-
tingent and imperative the element of third person is -ze singular, -st

plural, like the possessive suffixes.

If the stem end in a vowel, and belong to the a conjugation, it

drops the element of process Avhere this is less strongly thought, that

is, in the plural of the present and throughout the past ; but if it be
of the e conjugation it retains the element of process in both tenses,

as if it ended in a consonant. In the e conjugation also, in other

parts than the indicative, if the affix begin with a consonant the con-

course of too many consonants is prevented by the insertion of a vowel

;

in the a conjugation by dropping the last consonant of the stem. The
e conjugation has more affinity for a connective vowel, because jDerhaps

in it the idea of the stem is less verbal.

There are only two tenses, the present, which may also denote the

future, and the past. The present adds -a or -e to the stem, the past

adds -na to this vowel of process.

There is a contingent mood formed by dropping the vowel of process

and subjoining -ne to the stem. The imperative is the simple stem in

second singular in the a conjugation, but in the e conjugation it

plural.

3d sing. 2
3

"

retains e, but subjoins to the stem for the other persons, -re, -da, -st.

The infinitive in both conjugations adds -as to the stem ; and there

is a future infinitive which adds -sas. The present participle adds -se

to the stem, and the past participle adds -ma; the gerund -mala,

-viuka}

133. There are two auxiliary verbs, ol be, and li become, which

are regular in their formations, and of the a conjugation ; ol is also

pronounced il or el.

It furnishes certain conditional particles wliich may be used with
come

verbs in the indicative or in the contingent ; thus tul-am olye veniam

tol-na-m ol-ye venturus essem; also tolam ol-get' si venero, tol-ne-m

ol-get' si venturus sim, tolnam olget" si venerim. This jiarticiple get'

may be attached to the stem of any verb and be followed by the pos-

sessive suffixes, uz-get-em si viderem. The contingent third person of

ol may also follow a vaxhtol-at oZvee-^e venias, tolne-m olneze venirem,

tol-na-m ol-Jie-zexentmus essem.2 go Castren gives these expressions,

and translates them without giving any explanation why the past

tense of tol is tohiam instead of tolanam (but see 125). The particle

gefi?, perhaps postpositional like the ablative case ending giC ; and

1 Castren, sects. 34-36. ' Ibid, sect 37.
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tlieii uz'gef 'em \vonld be in case of my seeing; olye corresponds to

the Hungarian optative -ya.

Instead of -nat, third plural past, ebe is often used subjoined to the

stem, as uz'ehe, they saw. This is doubtless akin to pi paragogic,

third person in Finnish.
|

The verb ol is often subjoined to the predicate, having dropped its

vowel,^ as dtd-lchn pater sum ; the verb li following the infinitive

expresses a future.^

134. As in Samoiede, and for the same reason (90) the negative is

inflected as a verb in the present, the contingent, and the imperative.

Its stem in the present is ak, and in third person singular and plural

of the present it has no element of person ; before the other persons it

drops k, so that the stem is a. This becomes e in the contingent

before -ne ; and the third singular and third plural are the same in the

imperative as in the contingent, except that in the third singular impe-

rative the person is stronger and has closer union; thus e'ne'ze third

singular contingent, e'ti'dze third singular imperative. In the second

person both singular and plural of the imperative the stem of the

negative is ?*, which perhaps comes from the negative ni of nimat, &c.

(130), which corresponds to the Samoiede negative ni.

The negative thus inflected in the present, the contingent, and the

imperative is followed by the stem of the verb with e added to it if it

be of the e conjugation, and -eh in third plural of both conjugations;

but negation of the past is differently expressed. The being or doing

of the past has ceased, and it consequently is more liable to be thought

as a substantive. As a substantive it is thought in negation in this

language. The stem of the verb is suffixed with the caritive case

ending te, and to this as to a predicate the verb ol is attached, drop-

ping its vowel and taking the proper person ending. There is also,

however, an inflected negative s, which, followed by the stem of the

verb as above, expresses a negative of the past. Castren thinks that

this is of Tartar origin.

The infinitive, gerunds, and participles are negatived by being fol-

lowed by agal. 01 and li are negatived like other verbs, except that

after the present of the negative ol becomes al.^

There is also a negative tike, to which as to a predicate the verb ol

may be subjoined, dropping o.^

135. Derivative verbs are abundant ; the following are some of

them in first singular : verbs of becoming, -emdm ; causatives, -tern,

-ktem ; diminutives, -lam ; diminutive causatives, -Item ; frequenta-

tives, -kalem ; besides stam and others,*' whose significance was
unknown to Castren.

SIPJANIAN.

136. The Siriani belong to another branch of the old population of

Russia, whose region lies to the north of that of the branch to which

1 Castren, sect. 38. - Ibid. sect. 39. ^ n^j^j ggct. 40. ;

* Ibid, sects. 41-43. ^ n^^^^ gget. 44. « Ibid. sect. 46.
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the Tsclieremisses belong.^ They dwell south of the Yurak Saraoiedes
;

and the dialect of their language, Avhioh Castren's Grammar describes,
is that spoken about the river Ishma, in the northern part of their
region.^

Its consonants are : I.; g, y, f, f, d, ,J\ s, z, Z, n, t, t\ d, d', x, ;:, I, r,

n, p, b, V, m ; h is sometimes heard after a final vowel ; / is hard.
The vowels are : a, e, i, o, u, e, ii, ij, of which the following diphthongs
are formed, al, ei, oi, ul, ^i, vi, ae, ie, ea, ia, oa, ua, ^a, ad, id, od, icd,

frt, uo, to, uu.^

In some Sirianian dialects the first law of vowel harmony is said to

prevail, but in the Ishemic dialect it does not exist* (67).

137. Sirianian, like Tscheremissian, has an indisposition to com-
bine hard and soft consonants which has been noted in Yakut. At
least it is a law in Sirianian that medials cannot follow tenues ; the
medial generally becomes tenuis, but sometimes the tenuis becomes
medial.^

In order to avoid hiatus y is often inserted between two vowels.^

All the other laws of change of consonants in Sirianian indicate a

tendency to give voice and vowel sound to the utterance of speech.

Thus two consonants cannot come together in the same syllable ; and
in formations which would cause such concurrence the second con-

sonant is dropped, but sometimes the first ; in the end of a word a

liquid, especially r, may concur with another cousonant.''^

If any syllable end in / after a vowel, / is preserved in some dialects,

in others it is vocalised into ic ; in the Ishemic dialect it is absorbed

into the preceding vowel, which is thus lengthened.^

It is a law in Finnish which seems to indicate a tendency to reduce

the surd consonants and favour sonancy (73), that if a tenuis begin a

short syllable it is either dropped or changed to the medial, when the

syllable gets a final consonant. In Sirianian, however, this is to be

found only in some words.^

After a long vowel s is apt to become z/'" and in the end of

a word after a vowel, s, and also k, is often changed into an aspira-

tion '."

It is probably owing to weak pressure of breath from the chest

that in Sirianian an initial vowel is apt to take before it y or \c
^*

(Def. 26). There are in consequence comparatively few words which

begin w'ith a vowel.

And it is probably owing to the consonants being slighted in utter-

ance compared with the vowels that they are liable to be transposed

in Sirianian, as arlima for karma, yuhirtn^ for yurhitn^}^

138. The accent falls on the uneven syllables, on the first more

strongly, on the others so lightly as to be scarcely perceptible (see 72).

Some disyllabic nouns lose the accent on the first syllable on account

1 Prichard's Researches, vol. iii. p. 277. " Castren, Gram., Pref. p. 1.

3 Ibid, sects. 1-6. • Ibid. sect. 7. 2. * Ibid. sect. 14.

« Ibid. sect. 18. ' Ibid. sect. 11. « Ibid. sect. 12.

9 Ibid. sect. 13.
^^ Ibid. sect. 15. i' Ibid. sect. 16.

'- Ibid. sect. 19. ^^ Ibid. sect. 21.

2f
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of a strong aspiration at the end of the second, as pemda! darkness,

from pemda grow dark.i

A long vowel occurs most frequently in the first syllable of a verb.

When found in other places it seems always to have arisen from con-

traction. ^

139. The Sirianian has no article. Its substantive has no gender,

and only singular and plural number, but it has fourteen cases besides

the singular and the plural stem, which are used as nominative, as

genitive, and as accusative, unless the substantive denotes what has

life and ends in a consonant, for then the accusative has the ending

given in the following list of case endings

—

Accusative .
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1

Substantives involving a sense of cavity are derived from sub-
stantives by -dg, -tdrj}

Substantives of place are formed by -in?

141. Many adjectives are at the same time substantives and
adverbs. They are declined only when used as substantives. Their
plural ending is -ijas or -as ; the latter is always taken by predicates,

but both are taken by attributes, and often the mere stem precedes
plural nouns.^

A comparative degree is formed by -(Tel; tlie stem being changed,
and not the suffix, if euphony requires change ; the superlative is

expressed by separate particles. Adverbs and nouns used for adverbs
may form a comparative degree.*

Adjectives are formed from substantives by -a ; from adverbs by
-^d ; from substantives by -as, denoting copiousness; adjectives of

place are formed by -sa, diminutives by -o, privatives by -tdm.^

Compound substantives and adjectives are formed as in Finnish."
singular. plural.

12 3 12 3

142. The personal pronouns are: me, te, sea; mi, ti, n§aJ The
singular. plural.

1 2 3 1 2 3

possessive suffixes are : -d or -m, -d, -s ; -num., -ned, -nes.^

It is remarkable that Avhen the possessive suffixes are attached to

the noun, whether singular or plural, the following case endings come
between the singular or plural stem and the suffix, namely, the in-

strumental, caritive, allative, illative, ablative of origin, elative, pro-

secutive, and terminative. The other case endings follow the suffix,

namely, the accusative, dative, adessive, ablative, and consecutive.^

The former are more closely connected in thought with the object tlian

the latter. For instrumentality, exemption, access, entrance, origina-

tion, exit, prosecution, attainment, are thought with stronger sense of

the object than the relations expressed by the other cases ; the latter

have more sense of the action and attend less to the object, as they

mean either the direction of the action, whether to or from, immediate

or remote, or its proximity or aim. While the former, therefore, cling

to the object itself, the latter are attracted by the verb so as to be out-

side the suffix. In suffixed nouns the illative is used for the inessive,

and for the suffix of the first singular it takes m, which is taken also by

the elative and the instrumental, while the other cases have tlie weaker

suffix d. These inner cases, and the instrumental, perhaps involve a

stronger sense than the otliers of the object and of self as its possessor.

The accusative ending of nouns suffixed with the first singular or

first plural is ds, which absorbs into its d the d of the first singular

suffix. The accusative ending of nouns with any other of the pos-

sessive suffixes is d.

The suffixed noun requires before it the personal or reflexive pro-

1 Castren, sect. 40.
"^ Ibid. sect. 41. ^ Ibid, sects. 43, 44.

4 Ibid, sects. 45-47. ^ Ibid. sect. 48. * Ibid, sects. 42, 49.

7 Ibid. sect. 57. ^ Ibid. sect. 59. ^ Ibid. sect. 60.
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noun, either in the stem form, or in a case which may supply a

genitive.^

The first and second personal pronouns are declined as in Tschere-

missian.2 The relation of case, instead of being thought as a relation,

is thought as the object to which thought passes, and as part or

appurtenance of the pronoun, except the accusative relation, which is

too fine to be thought as a substance, and also the dative when not

strongly thought. The relation thus thought as a part of the pronoun,

and suffixed, therefore, with its possessive element, is treated as the

substance of the pronoun, and is preceded by its personal stem. The
case ending thus taken up into the pronoun tends to be weakened in

its expression, so that the dative is weakened to n, the adessive to ya
or na, the illative and inessive to a, and the ablative to nf.

It is very remarkable that as the accusative case ending does not

furnish a substance to the personal pronoun as a part or appurtenance

of it, an objective element is developed in that case to supply a sub-

stance. This is n in the singular, yant in the plural, the latter being

a stronger form of the plural element yas. Thus the accusative

singular of the first person is me'fi'd, the accusative plural mi'yant'd, a
being the element of case in both. The dative singular when more
strongly thought, with the element of case an appurtenance of the

pronoun, is me'ivum, n being the abbreviated dative element, and um
the possessive suffix first singular ; when the dative element is thought

lightly and not as an appurtenance, an objective element n should be

developed as in the accusative, but this n coalesces with the light

case ending, and in the plural the objective element yant coalesces

with the dative n into yan. Thus the short dative singular of the

first person is me'n, and the dative plural is mi'yan. The adessive

plural is not distinguished from the dative plural ; for plurality tends

to weaken the relations of case, the transition to a plural object being

less distinct.

The third personal pronoun is declined regularly except that the

accusative ending is a instead of as, and that final a of sea, nea, is

peculiar to the nominative, the stem being se singular, ne plural.

The reflexive element (self) is as, and is combined with the pos-

sessive suffixes.3

The demonstrative pronouns are eta, ta, that, ena those ; declined

like sea ; in the nominative case they subjoin -ya. Also ezda that,

ezdayas those, is sometimes used in the nominative.*

The interrogative and relative pronouns are Jwd who, 77iey what,

declined regularly, but kod only has a plural, kodyas.^

There are besides the following derivative or compound pronouns :

kufdm, qualis ; sefam, tafam, talis ; Jcodkd, aliquis ; meikd, aliquid
;

kufdmkd, qualiscunque ; sefdmkd, tdfanikd, taliscunque. These are

all regularly declined, but those which have the suffix decline their

first part and subjoin kd to the case endings.^ There are also nikod,

nemo ; nikufdm, nullus ; nindm, nihil.
•'^

1 Castren, sect. 58. " Ibid. sect. 57. * Ibid. sect. 61.

* Ibid. sect. 62. ^ ibjd. sect. 63. ^ ibj^. sect. 64.
'' Ibid. sect. 65.
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singular.

1

143. The person endings of the verb are

:

plural.

12 3

-m, -nned, -ties or -snes.

There are only two tenses, a present, which also serves for future,

and a past. Tlie present has a before the person endings, and the
past has i. The imperative also has a, except in the second singular,

which is the mere stem, sometimes curtailed by dropping final / or n ;

in the second plural the imperative has no person ending, and changes
a to a. And a is changed to a in the third singular and plural, both
present and imperative, when not followed by s. The imperative first

and third person singular and plural is preceded by med, which' seems
to be an intensive particle, for it is used before the adjective to

express a superlative degree.

The sense of the being or doing is so strong in the first person

singular and plural that the vowel overpowers the nasal in whole
or in part ; but in the second plural, which is more objective, the

being or doing reduplicates the initial ; in the third person the more
active verbs have s, and the less active or neuter drop s, and weaken
a to a ; some have both forms, and then the s form denotes the future.

The infinitive is formed by -tie ; and there is no other mood.

The active participle is formed by -es, the passive by -iima; the present

gerund by -eg ; the past by -ernes, -m^s. There is a verbal noun of

the actum formed by -am, and of the agendum by -an ; a supine is

formed by subjoining the terminative -te(f to the stem, and an instru-

mental of present gerund by -egnn, of past by -^mestiin.^

144. The negative og is inflected as a verb (134), but takes only

the singular person endings, using them for the plural as Avell as the

singular. Its vowel o is changed to i in the past. It is followed by

the stem of the verb which it negatives ; and for the plural the stem

takes -a in the first and second persons and -n^s in the third, preceded

by og in the present, past, or imperative.

There is also a negative verb substantive ahii, which, however, is

not inflected, except that in the plural it takes -//.-,-.

Negative participles and verbal nouns are formed by -ttiin, like

Tscheremissian -temd - (131).

There is an aftirmativc verb substantive, vdgem, which is .not

inflected except that in the plural it takes -as, besides the verb sub-

stantive vol, which, however, is not used in the present.

The verbs loa become, and Aut'a begin, are used as auxiliaries to

express the future, both active and passive. The passive may be

expressed either by its proper form or by auxiliaries.^

145. Derived verbs are numerous. The following are only the

principal. Passives used also as reflexives, and always reflexive in the

participle, are formed by -sa. Castren thinks that this has been bor-

1 Castren, sects. 66-70. ^ Ibid, sects. 76, 77. ' Ibid. sect. 78.
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rowed from Russian, but it corresponds to the Ostiak reflexive forma-

tion (105). Inchoatives are formed by -a, -ma ; momentaries by sta ;

causatives by -da, -ta, added to the root M'ith or -without a intervening
;

frequentatives by ala ; diminutives by la. And secondary derivatives

may be formed by binary combinations of these. ^

146. The following is from a version of the Gospel of St. Matthew
altered by Castren to suit the genius of the Ishemic dialect, because

he considered that as it stood it kept so close to the Sclavonic version

as to violate the nature of the Sirianian language :
^

—

Matt. iv. 1.

then lead pass. part, be past spirit instr. desert illat. err caus,

(1.) Sek Jesus nuddd ' ma vol ' i duy^' dn pustina'a eld'd'
actum end consec. devil elat.

dm pom • la diavdlsdn, then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the

wilderness to be tempted of the devil ; nuddd is evidently a causa-
and fast past ger. instr. forty day and forty

tive; c?'w^ is Russian. (2.) I vid'o-mes ' t • a?i neldmen lun i neldmen
night dem. behind hunger continu. past

voi se • horti teg' ' al ' i, and by having fasted forty days and
forty nights he afterwards hungered ; vuTa means I guard, vid^ala I fast,

being frequentative of vid''a, or, as perhaps it might sometimes be better

called, continuative ; vid''alevies should be the gerund, but I is absorbed
and come past ger. instr.

into the vuAvels (137), and these become o. (3.) / vo • mes • t ' an
3d pers. nearness illat. err caus. act. part, say past 3d sing, thou if God son say

se din ' d' eld'd ' es vdi2y i ' s te ' Mi Yenpi voip
imper. part, this stone pi. become 3d pi. bread pi.

med etaya iz • yas lad 'ties wcm'?/as, and the tempter (by) having
come near him said, If thou (be) the Son of God, say, let these stones

but he say past 3d sing, contra write actum above iness.

become bread. (4.) .4 sea voip'i • s vodfa giz 'dm vel ' en
is neg. 3d pers. alone bread end abl. alive become man but every word abl.which

veiyem oz otik nan pom'lasloya lad mortahed^ama ke'leskode
God mouth elat. go out pres. 3d sing.

Yen vom • es pet ' d, but he said in reply. The writing (sc?7^^2«?i)

above is, 'tis not alone by the effect of bread man shall live, but by every

word which proceedeth out of the mouth of God
;
gizdm is the verbal

noun of the actum, gizdma the participle; loya loa expresses a future

and take past 3d sing, he accus. devil holy city illat. rise caus.

(144). (5.) Sek host • i • s se'y • e diavdlveza kar'd' siitd ' d '

past 3d sing, he accus. temple roof above illat.

i ' s se ' y ' e vifko veil vyl • d\ and the devil took him
and

into the holy city, raised him on the roof of the temple. (6.) /
say past 3d sing, he dat. thou if God son fall caus. pass, or refl. below
vijip ' i s se • le, te ' kd Yen pi uske ' d • fe id '

illat. write actum above iness. indeed say pres. begin pres. pi. his

«' giz ' dm vel * en ved voip ' d kud'' • d angeVyas ' ps"

dat. order pass. part, thou end ablat. 2d sing suff. guard infin. thou accus.

le fijkt • dma te pom * las ' ed vid'' ' ne te ' n • d

1 Castren, sects. 74, 79-86. ^ ibid.^Pref. pp. iii. v.
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and hand above illat. 3d pi. suflf. bear pres. 3d pi. thou accus. imper. part.

i hi ' vel • a • nes host ' a • s-nes ie • n • a med
neg. 2d pers. strike caus. self elat. thy foot thy accus. stone surface illat.

0-n dot • d as ' s ' ed Iwk ' t -a Iz hard • a\
and said to him, If thou (be) the Son of God, cast thyself down, for

the writing above says, it shall be ordered to his angels from regard
to thee to guard thee, and on their hand they shall bear thee lest thou
dash thine own foot against a stone ; the construction of the genitive,

when not possessive in the above, is by putting the mere stem before

the governor, which follows without possessive suffix ; the adjective

precedes its substantive ; ved is translated quidem by Castren ;
^ kwTd is

in Castren's text kud'', which seems to be a misprint, for it would be the

second singular imperative ; kivelayi^s is remarkable, as it incorporates

a postposition of nominal nature between the stem of the noun and
the possessive suffix ; vela seems to be properly veld\ but perhaps it

changes euphonically when thus incorporated ; med seems to express

urgency towards an end ; dot seems to be the same stem as tod'

a

tundo, the t being softened to d after n ; in assed the elative element

seems to have a meaning like English of ; kud'a ancjelyas^sU ttJktdma

reminds of the Germanic construction, the auxiliary first and the

participle last.

FINNISH.

147. The Finnish consonants are : h, k, g, y, t, t', d, s, r, I, n, v, 2h

m? The vowels are : a, o, u hard, «, o, ii soft, e, i middle. The
language loves vowels, and is especially rich in diphthongs ; and

when a foreign word is used, its vowel is apt to be changed to a

diphthong, this being often done by inserting i before it. Diph-

thongs are formed by i subjoined to all the other vowels ; but the

folloAving are diphthongs only in the first syllable, elsewhere they

have hiatus— a?(, ou, eu, iu, uo, iio, ml, oil, ie. Triphthongs are rare.^

The vowels a, d, e, and i in the end of a stem are liable to be dropped

or changed ; especially before suffixes Ijeginning with i. The other

vowels remain unchanged. In disyllabic stems final d always dis-

appears before i, final a only if the first syllable has o or u ; in other

cases final a becomes o, and forms a diphthong with i. In poly-

syllabic stems final a and a either disappear before i, or are changed

to 0, 0. Final e is always dropped before i.*

The consonants are soft, so that k and t approach in their utterance

to g and d, especially after I or n, and p to h, especially after m; s

also approaches to z; t' is Karelian, other dialects have tt, ss, ht

instead of it.^ The word generally ends with a vowel, and does not

admit, except in a few instances, more than a single consonant in the

beginning. Even in the middle of a word one seldom meets two

concurrent consonants, still less in the end ;
except that h very often

2 Syogren, Finn. Sprache, p. 13 : also p. 21, prosecutive ending.

3 Ibid. pp. 15, 16. * Ujfalvy's Gram. Finn., sect. 3 ;
and p. 64.

5 Sjogren, pp. 13, 14, 17.
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precedes or follows another consonant, having a stronger utterance

when it precedes. Of the other consonants, I and r are those which
most frequently enter into concurrences. ^

The niedials g and d never occur either at the beginning or end of

a word. Consonants which concur are apt to be assimilated ; for the

immediate change of action does not suit utterance which is not

versatile, especially Avhen the consonants are slighted, compared with

the vowels.^

A tenuis at the beginning of a final open syllable, with a short

vowel, or a short vowel and i, is softened to its medial or medial

spirant or dropped, if the syllable is closed by a consonant ; but h
and t are preserved by s immediately preceding them, and k also by
t^ (73).

The Karelian dialect is less vocal, less soft, more open and gut-

tural.^ The absence of aspirates from Finnish seems to indicate

weak pressure of breath from the chest.

The first law of vowel harmony (3) prevails in Finnish,* the middle

vowels G and i being allowed along with the hard and also with the

soft. If a stem has no vowel except e and i, its suffixes have soft

vowels.*

The massive character of the language is distinctly marked in

Finnish, for while it observes the vowel harmony throughout the

Avord, it loves long words ^ (see 4).

148. The Finnish noun has no gender nor article.^ It has only

singular and plural number,'' and the following case endings : ^—
Partitive (of, than), -a or -ta.

Possessive, -n.

Accusative, —, -n.

-n.

-h-n, with final vowel of stem repeated between h and n.^

Allative, -lie or -lien.

Elative, -sta.

Ablative, -Ita.

Inessive, -ssa.

Adessive, -lla.

Qualitive or essive (as loco instar), -na}'^

Qualificative or factive (become as, turn into), -hsi}^

Caritive (without), -ta or -tta.

Comitative (with), -we.^

Instrumental, -n.^

Prosecutive (along), -t'e.

The plural ending in the nominative case is t In the other cases

i is prefixed to the case ending in the plural,^ but this i seems to be
sometimes omitted before the caritive -ta. The case called by Ujfalvy

the comitative is called by Syogren the suffixive, because it is used

1 Sjogren, pp. 16, 17. ^ Ujfalvy, p. &Q. » Syogren, p. 18.
* Ibid. p. 15. 5 Ibid. p. 18. « Ibid. p. 19.

7 Ibid. p. 20. 8 Ibid. p. 21. » Ujfalvy, sects. 55, 56.

" Syogren, p. 25.

Illative, <
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generally with the possessive suffixes, and onlyin the plural; and he says

its meaning is with.^ The usual expression for the instrumental rela-

tion is -lla^ The instrumental -n is very rarely used in the singular.^

The prosecutive Ce is only found in some words used as adverbs.* The
qualitive is called by Castren essive, and the qualilicative he calls

factive.^ The case which is here called partitive is by Syogren called

quantitive, because in mentioning how much of a thing it expresses

of, and with a comparative degree it expresses than.*' The adverbial

termination -sti, given by Syogren, is used only with adjectives to

form adverbs, and cannot be counted as a case ending."

The singular stem is used for the accusative after an imperative,

but after other moods the direct object, if singular, takes -n ; if plural,

it always has only the plural ending.^ This n is probably an

arthritic element (11), in which the mind connects with the govern-

ing verb the direct object by directing attention to it as such. This

is accomplished for the plural by the plural ending, in which, as in a

pronominal element, attention is directed to the plural object. But
with an imperative no connective element is needed, because the

energy of command presses forward the thought of the action towards

the object, so as to include in the thought of the action a sense of the

object which renders a connective element unnecessary.

Syogren says that nine of the cases, which he does not name, are

formed on the possessive,^ but this probably means only that an

arthritic n is needed to connect the stem with these case endings.

The law prevails in the declension that a tenuis beginning a short

syllable is either dropped or softened if the syllable gets a final

consonant.^"

In ordinary conversation the instrumental case of substantives

called by Syogren adverbial, the comitative, called by him suffixive,

and the caritive are apt to drop the case ending, and then the relation

may be otherwise expressed.'"

149. Diminutive substantives are formed hj -mne7i, -kainen ; and

these also are diminutive of adjectives."

There is a great number of substantive and adjective endings
;^
-u

or -0 subjoined to verbal stems forms the abstract nouns of the being

or doing ; -ma the noun of the actum ; -has, -os, -us, not explained
;

-oin is a privative ending. ''

A comparative degree is formed by -mpL. and a superlative by -in}

singular. plural.

1 2 3 1_ 2 3_

150. The personal pronouns " are : mimi, sinii, han ; me, te, he. In

the oblique cases of the singular the stems are minu, sinu, hiin ; in

the plural mei, tei, liei}"

1 Sy5gren, p. 25. " Ibid. pp. 24, 66. last line. » UjfalvT, P- N.
4 Syogren p. 21. = Castren, Tscher. Gram., sect. 10 ; Sirian. Grrani., p. 21.

« Syogren,' p. 22. ' Ibid. p. 26 ; Castren, Sirian. GraiiL, sect. 96.

8 Syoiren, pp. 22, 23. » Ibid. p. 22.
/;

Ib.d. p. 26.

11 Ibid p. 27
'- Ibid. pp. 27, 28. " Ibid. p. 28.

" Ibid. p. 30. ^ Ujfalvy, sect. 70.
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singular. plural,

12 3 12 3

The possessive suffixes are : -ni, -si, -nsa ; -me, -we, -nsa ; they follow

the case ending of the noun (42, 49, 54, 79, 130, 142, 159). Some-
times the possessive case of the personal pronoun is used before the

noun instead of the suffix, much oftener along with it. The personal

pronouns are regularly declined ; as if personality was thought less

subjectively than in the preceding languages of this section, so as to

be more capable of relations of case without requiring the addition of

an objective element. Sometimes they take the suffix of the person

subjoined to the case ending to express the reflexive ; but there is a

reflexive stem iVe self, which takes the possessive suffixes.

The possessive suffixes are subjoined to verbal stems taken as sub-

stantives ; also to so-called prepositions which are in truth substan-
I

tives, and are preceded by the possessive case of the pronoun, as mUv
poss. through my
un kautta 'ni, through me.-^

The demonstrative pronouns are, in the singular, td or tamli, tuo, se ;

in the plural, nil or nchnd, mco, ne. The relative pronoun is yo ; it

subjoins -ka to the nominative and to the genitive singular and to the

nominative plural, as also do the interrogatives ku and mi. The
indefinite pronouns are yompi, and compounds of yo, ku, mi, and kinJ^

singular.

12 3

151. The person endings of the verb are : -7i, -t, long vowel

;

plural.

12 3

-mme, -tte, -vat ; ^ but in the imperative the second singular subjoins
' to the stem, in the optative the element of person in the second
singular is -s, and in both optative and imperative the element of

the third singular is -n, and that of the third plural -t ;^ the verb 61,

be, makes its third singular present in -n, dropping l.^

The verb has only two tenses, the present and the past. The past

subjoins i to the verbal stem. The other tenses are expressed by the

participle and the verb ol, be ; or by the verbal noun and another
I hold 1st sing, do verb, nouu accus.

verb, as mind pidd ' n teke ' md ' n, I hold the deed, for I shall

do. 6

There is a concessive mood formed by -ne subjoined to the stem, a

potential formed by -isi, and an optative by -ko, which is shortened in

first and second singular. The imperative subjoins -kd to the stem in

the plural and in the third singular, -ka in the first singular. The
infinitive is treated quite as a substantive, it adds to the stem -a' or -ta\

the aspiration being the trace of a lost factive case ending -ksi. The
present participle is formed by va ; the past participle by -nut ; the

gerund by -ma."^

1 Syogren, p. 31. ^ XJjfalvy, sects. 71-75. 1 ^ Syogren, p. 31-33.
* Ujtalvy, sect. 84. ^ Ibid. sect. 85. « Syogren, pp. 31, 32.

7 Ujfaivy, sects. 79-84.
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singular.

12 3
The negative takes the persons (see 90, 134, 144) ; it is e-n, e% ei ;

plural.

12 3

e-mme, e'tte, evvat ; the root is ei or el, and it forms like other verbs
an optative, an imperative, and a subjunctive or hypothetical. It is

followed by the stem of the verb.^

Verbs may be distinguished into two conjugations ; those which
make the past with -i-, and the infinitive in -a, and those which have
-si- in the past, and -ta in the infinitive.^ There is no verb to have,

but this is expressed by the verb to be, with a possessive, inessive, or
adessive (17, Ex. 9, 10). 3

There is a great abundance of derived verbs, but the only forma-
tions which are mentioned by Syogren are -ta causative, and -tele

diminutive frequentative (118). There is also a reflexive formed by -u

or -i', and a passive formed by -da or -ta ; the latter has a long vowel
before the person endings, or a repeated vowel with h between.*

152. There are many enclitic particles of affirmation, negation, or

interrogation ; as -ko interrogative, -Idn even, -lian not even, -han, -pa,

-mar, emphatic. There are no proper adverbs, conjunctions, or post-

positions ; they are mostly nouns.^

153. There are very few compound words ;
^ and those which are

found seem to be syntactical combinations which have coalesced from

frequent use. The first part may be a stem which qualifies the

second part like an adjective or adverb, or it may be a case of a noun,

most frequently a possessive, governed by the second part.

There are no compound verbs.

154. The principal accent rests on the first syllable, and a weaker

accent on all the other odd syllables except the last. Hence Finnish

verse is naturally trochaic and alliterative.^

155. The defining word, the possessive or adjective, precedes what

it defines. The order of the words changes according to the case and

the verbal form, and is affected also by emphasis.*^

The following are Finnish proverbs :

'•*

neg. 3d sing, time man partit. ask when neg. 3d siug. man time

(1.) Hi aika inies ' td odota, yos ei mies aika-

P •

a, time asks not for man, when man does not for time. (2.)

neg. 3d sing, good word salve partit. need

Ui hiiicd saim woidet ' ta tarvitse, a good word needs no salve.

neg. 3d. sing, that heart trouble what neg. od. sing, eye see

(3.) Ei Slid mieli tie, yota ei silmd nde, what the

oats adess. entice 3il sijig.

eye does not see the heart does not feel. (4.) Kaura lla ottd

1 Syogren, p. 33 ; Ujfalvy, sect. 89.
.

'Syogren, p. 33.

3 L jf^lvv sect. 86. " IWd. sects. 84, 88 ;
Syogren, p. 31.

5 Ibid. pp. 34, 35. « Syogren, pp. 36, 37. ' Ibid. p. 39.

8 Ibid. pp. 43, 44. ^ Ibid. Appendix.
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spur adess. hunt 3cl slug.

kanmikse • lla ayd, with oats one entices, with spur one hunts.
money heart accus. change 3d sing, poverty honour accus. hetray 3d sing.

(5.) Kaha miele • n muttd tarwe hinjiia ' n jyettd

come 3d sing.

money changes the heart, poverty betrays honour. (6.) I'ule

wolf poss. emphatic water eye illat. as grave illat. falls 3d sing.

sude-n ' gin ivesi silmct • n kuin kuoppd • n youtu, even into

the wolf's eye the water comes when he falls into the grave ; kuole
time gen. come past 3d pi. fox and hare one illat.

means to die. (7.) Kerra • n tul • i • vat kethi, ya ydnis iihte ' lien ;
fox say past hare adess. neg. 3d sing, emphatic thee i)artit. any one

kettu sano • i ydnikse ' lie ei • pd su ' a kukana
fear 3d sing, who interrog. thee partit. fear 3d sing, answer past hare every

pelkd ; Icuka ' s su ' a pelkd ? vastus • i ydnis ; kaikki

me partit. fear 3d pi. reply past fox me adess. be 3d sing. long tail

mu • a pelkd ' vat tiimas • i kettu, mu -lla o ' n pitkd lidntd

those instr. every one believe 3d pi. me partit. wolf factive when distance gen.

n'i ' in kaikki lule ' vat mu ' a sude ' ksi, him malka ' n
end elat. behold 3d pi. that factive me partit. fear pass, illat. but neg. 3d sing.

pd'std ndke • vdt si ' ksi mu * a pelyd • td • hdn, muttd ei

thee partit. fear 3d sing, any one

SU • a pelkd kukdn,^ on a time a fox and a hare came
together ; the fox said to the hare, No one is afraid of thee. Who is

afraid of thee ? answered the hare. All are afraid of me, replied the

fox ; I have a long tail, therefore all take me for a wolf, when from afar

they look at me as such, thrown into a fright at me, but no one is

afraid of thee ; ilhte'hen is illative case of iiksi one, ks being euphonic

equivalent for ht ; sua is abbreviated from sinua, and mua from
vtinua.

LAPPONIC.

156. The natives of Lapland, according to the account given in

125 of their mode of speaking, give the principal force of their

utterance to the vowels, and utter the consonants with comparative

weakness and indistinctness.

Their consonants are : h, k, g, ^, y, t, d, f, ft, s, z, n, t, d, t\ d", s, z,

r, I, n, f, V, p, b, m ; ^ their vowels, a, o, o, m, a, o, m, e, i ; ii is rarely

met with.3 The tenues and medials scarcely differ; yet sometimes
express different meanings.^ Consonants of the same organ are

readily used for each other ; labials especially admitting such inter-

change.^ There is a combination which is written kgn or gkn, which
is said to be most difficult of pronunciation, but of which no further

account is given except that it is uttered with the throat and the

nose ;
^ h before m, and d before n, may be retained or omitted at

pleasure.'^

The diphthongs are ; ai, oi, oi, ui, di, ei, ati, Qu, ou, eu, iu, uo, io, ie.

^ Ujfaivy, p. 77. '^ Ganander's Gram. Lapponica, pp. 1, 6, 7.

3 Ibid. p. 2, sect. 5. * Ibid. p. 2, note 3. ^ ibij. p. 1, note 2.

6 Ibid. p. 2. note 5. '^ Ibid. d. 32.

iuiu. p. -, StiUU. o. xuiu. p. Z, 1

6 Ibid. p. 2, note 5. '^ Ibid. p. 32.
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In tlie concurrence of several vowels, the latter part is scarcely
heard. ^ ^

A very few polysyllabic nouns have the accent on tlie last syllable •

disyllabic nouns have the accent on the first syllable, as also
adjectives of three or more syllables.-

To an initial consonant s is sometimes prefixed, and to an initial
vowel y or v ; a, final vowel is sometimes dropped ; to a final nasal
a vowel is sometimes added. Consonants are sometimes transposed.^

There is no trace of the first law of vowel harmony.
157. The substantive takes no article; nor has it grammatical

gender
;

its numbers are only singular and plural. The case endings
are the following :

*

singular. plural.

Nominative . .
— -y

Genitive ... —
-i

I^ative . . . -i -idi or -idiii.

Accusative . .
— .(dt

Ablative . . . -at -ist

Locative , . • \
'^^

.} -in
\ -sn -st j

Instrumental . . -in

Caritive . . . j i"^^'
I

Factive (turn into) . -7i

Essive (as) . . -n -in

Illative . . . -i -idi or -idin.

Adverbial (like to) . < , . , . > -i -ilai -ilagai.

The plural element is in the nominative Xi ^^^'^ ^'^ the other cases i

or id. Stems ending in a drop a in the dative and illative singular,

as if the relation of these cases was more closely connected with the

stem. But stems in fa retain a throughout.

The locative endings -sn, -st, seem to correspond to the Finnish

inessive. The adverbial lai reminds of Yakut le.

Stems ending in ie change ie to a, perhaps euphonically, in tlie

dative and illative singular, and sometimes in the adverbial before

-lagai ; they have no case ending in the instrumental singular or

plural or in the adverbial, except sometimes -m^vai / in the plural the t

of the plural mingles with that of ie, and the e is dropped except in

the nominative and the ablative, which last drops the plural i.

Stems ending in u take -lagai for the adverbial case. Stems ending

in a consonant subjoin to their final letter -a, expressive probably

of the transition of relation in the genitive, accusative, ablative,

locative, and essive singular, and in the nominative plural ; in the

caritive and factive singular they subjoin -e, but they take im-

mediately in the dative and illative singular the case ending i, in

the instrumental singular -ina, and in the adverbial -lai. In the

1 Ganander, p. 3. - Ibid. p. 8. ^ ILid. p. 9-11.

* Ibid. p. 12-30.
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plural they make the genitive in -I, and the dative, illative, and cari-

tive in -itta, the dative illative i preceding the plural id, and being

supplemented by -a. Stems, however, which end in s take a, except

in dative and illative singular, before the regular case endings, and
those which end in ies change ie to a throughout both numbers.

Stems which have bp, dt, gk, or rr before a final vowel, drop the

second consonant throughout the plural, and in all the cases of the

singular except the nominative, dative, illative, factive, and adverbial

This cannot be accomited for on euphonic principles ; for no such

explanation can be given of the difference between yagen locative, and
yagken factive, of the substantive yagkie, a year. Probably it is

because the substance (Def. 4) is less distinct in the plural than in

the singular ; and because in the singular it is most distinct in the

nominative in which the substantive object is most strongly thought

(70), and in those cases which involve a stronger sense of to, so as to

direct thought most strongly to it as the aim or object of the relation.

Those stems which have ks before a final vowel drop the k in the same
parts as the above, except that they retain it in the essive singular.

158. The adjective is not declined when it agrees with a substantive,

but generally has the plural ending when the substantive is plural.

If it ends in a vowel, this is dropped before an initial vowel following.^

It forms a comparative degree in -hhuo, which is generally curtailed to

-h, and a superlative iu -mus, both preceded by a connective vowel if

the adjective ends in a consonant. Sometimes the superlative ending
is added to the comparative -h.^

Adjectives are formed by -sat or -laf, as aikasaf temporal, from
aike time, Sdonelaf Lapjy ; by -gas or -kas, as armokas clement, from
armuo clemency ; by -ek or -ak, as taktiek bony, from taktie a bone

;

by -ai, as d\iorwai horned, from d'uorwe a horn ; by -es, as vaivies

laborious, from vaive labour ; by -eiya from nouns in -ag, as muottaeiya

snowy, from muottag snow ; by -tern or -teme or -tis, as yerhmetehme

insane, from yerhme mind ; by -kena, -kedta, or -dekka, without, sub-

joined to infinitives. Adjectives in -lis, -es, -ai, and -gas, are not

declined.^

Substantives of quality are formed by -vuodt, or -dagk, as almai,

man ; almaivuodt, manliness ; diminutives by -t' , or -at\ as dkka,

wife ; dkkaf, little wife. Verbal nouns of the action are formed by
-m, with a vowel before it, or by -mie, by -o, or -uo ; of the object by
-g or -^.* Adjectives expressive of habit are formed from verbs by
•aides, -ies, -es, or -t , and adjectives negative of the verbal root by
-mettuom}

Adjectives of time are formed from words of time by -at , or -is, and
adjectives of place from words of place by -saf.®

There are also inseparable derivative suffixes which form nouns

that are almost compounds. Such are -dagk, an adjunct ; -skatt, or

•gat, a skin ; -paiye, a certain time ; -pdllie, -pdlla, time ; -sasa,

determined ; -logk, divers, sundry.^

1 Ganander, p. 30. ^ jbj^ p 39 3 i^id. p. 36-40.
4 Ibid. p. 40-44. " Ibid. pp. 44, 45. « Ibid. pp. 45, 46.

7 Ibid. p. 144-146.
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159. The personal pronouns have a dual number as well as a
singular.

singular and a pluraL They are, in the nominative : mon, ton, son
dual. plural.

' ' '

12 3 12 3

moi, toi, soi ; im, tl, si.

singular. dual.

The stems of the other cases are : mu, tu, su; monnuo, tonnuo, sonnuo
plural.

'

12 3

ml, tl, SI.

The case endings are as follows :

—

Genitive

Dative

Accusative .

Ablative

Locative

Instrumental

Caritive

Factive

Illative

singular.

-0 -un

-u

-iclni -nien )

-idnai -idnien ]
-un

-u

-ste

-stnai

-idna

-utta

-nien

-idnien -nen

singular.

{ -0 -un )

(
-«

J

r -idni -ni

\ -idnai -i

j -un )

\-u f

dual. plural.

•en

-idi -di -din

St
-stnai

-in

-taga

-n

-idi -idin -din

— -n

-ste

-stnai

-nna

-tta

-en

The first person dual drops final o of stem in dative, ablative,

locative, and instrumental, and the second and third dual in dative.

Only the second makes accusative plural without n.

The possessive suffixes are : -m, -d, -s singular ; -mi, <li, -sa, plural.

They follow the case ending (150), taking a vowel before them, if

the case ending end in a consonant, and the case endings of dative,

locative, and illative singular being changed to -s-, genitive and
accusative plural to -id-, and dative and illative plural to -idas.^

The case endings of the demonstrative piuuouns are ;
^—

singular.
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mental singular in -in ; the genitive singular of the interrogative pro-

noun ends in -n or -na, the accusative singular in -7i, the ablative

singular in -st, the instrumental singular in -na. The other cases are

the same as those of the demonstratives.^ The -t of the nominative

of the demonstrative must be regarded as demonstrative strengthen-

ing the stem.

The reflexive pronoun is iyed'' with the possessive suffixes.^

singular. dual.

12 3 12 3

160. The person endings of verbs are: -m, -k, — / -ie, -te, -a;

plural.

12 3

-p, -tidt, -ix ' in the present, a final a of the stem being retained in

singular, and changed to e in dual and plural, except in third plural,

where it is dropped. The first dual varies between ne, nie, and ie ; k
is sometimes uttered as h, the third dual sometimes takes -n.^ In the

singular. dual. plural.

123 123 123
past the person endings are : -m, k, — / -me, -te, -a ; -me, -ie, -n.* The
second dual and plural and the third dual are probably thought with

more objective strength of substance than the other persons ; and
perhaps it is on this account that in the present an element of

realisation is felt external to them, they being thought with too

strong an objectivity to take it up. The first person of all numbers
and the second singular are more personal and subjective than those

persons, and the third singular and plural more abstract ; and these

are therefore less distinct from the being or doing, so that it is not

felt as external to them. This element is weaker in the past, and

makes itself felt only in the third dual, which is more objective than

the second dual or plural. It is expressed by b or be in the present

and by g in the past ; b is sometimes pronounced v.^

The only true tenses are the present and the past. If the verbal

stem ends in a, a is changed to i in the past ;
^ if in uo, o is dropped ;

®

if in i, i is added.'' Compound tenses are formed by the verb Id be,

with the verbal noun in -m or the past participle ; futures by the

verb kalgka owe, and the infinitive, or by Id with the future

participle.^

There is a potential mood ^ whose past is used with an interjection

for an optative.^" It is formed by subjoining to the verbal stem za

in the singular of the present, ze in the dual and plural ; and in the

past ze or zi in the singular, zi in the dual and plural.^^

singular. dual.

2 3 12 3

The person endings of the imperative are : —, -us; -ednuo, -ette, -uska;

1 Ganander, p. 57. " Ibid. p. 59. ^ ibid. pp. 73, 74.

* Ibid. pp. 77, 78. ^ Ibid. p. 85. « Ibid. p. 104.

7 Ibid. p. 107. 8 Ibid. p. 71. 9 Ibid. p. 73.
i» Ibid. p. 72. " Ibid. p. 79.
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plural.

12 3

•op, -edt, -iisa.^ In the potential present and imperative final a of
stem is changed to e or ie ; in the potential past it is unchanged.-

^
The infinitive is formed by -dt ; tlie gerund by -ma ; the supine by

d^et; the past participle, active, or passive, by -m, subjoined to active
or passive stem

;
the future participle active by -ie, the same passive by

-eldeppe, both subjoined to the stem, having dropped its final vowel.^
161. A passive is formed by -yiifvu or -yufmiyu subjoined to tl'ie

verbal stem in the singular, and -yufvuo or -yufvuyuo in the dual and
plural, final a of the stem being changed to u in the singular, to uo in the
dual and plural ; in the past both stem and suffix seem to take the addi-
tional in all the numbers, besides the i which precedes the persons.*

Neuters of being or becoming are characterised by -ana, -da, -uo,

-dofva, -alia, subjoined to the root.

Derivative verbs are numerous.^ Frequentatives or intensives are

formed by -da, -la, -fa, -za, before -which if filial a of the verbal stem
be changed to e, the force is diminished ; ^ causatives or from neuter
verbs transitives by -hta;"^ diminutives by -sfa ; diminutive of fre-

quentatives (151) by -Ma; diminutive in the superlative degree by
-lesta ;^ reflexives by -mua, or by -nfca preceded by h or a dental, the

final a maintaining itself in the past in the third singular and tlirough-

out the dual and plural ; ^ desideratives by -stuva. From nouns also

imitatives are formed by -statta ; privative neuters by -tu or -iuva

;

recipients of accession of the root by -dofva subjoined to its dative

case ;
^° from numerals partitive transitives, meaning to divide, are

formed by -sta, the root expressing the number of the parts.
^"

162. The negative takes the persons as a verb (151). In the indica-

tive its stem is i in the singular, e in the first and second dual and first

plural, d in the other persons ; its potential is the same as the indica-

tive, except that throughout the dual and plural its stem is a ; it does

not distinguish tense. In the imperative the stem is all. The verb

negatived follows in the stem form of the mood or tense, but witliout

persons."

163. Prepositional or postpositional elements governing a personal

pronoun take it as a possessive suffix.'^ Those elements are compared

as adjectives.^^ Some of them generally, others sometimes, precede

what they govern ;
^* but of these it is impossible to say what their

real nature is. The nominative goes before the verb. The genitive pre-

cedes its governor, and the adjective its substantive ;
^^ the verb seems

generally tofprecede what it governs,'^ and perhaps the prepositions

which precede are verbal, they govern the noun in particular cases."

164. - The language is characterised by a tendency to affix enclitic

particles, copulative, emphatic, aijd interrogative, to nouns and verbs.

1 Gcanander, p. 107. ^ ibid. p. 85. ' Ibid. pp. 75, 80, 127.

* Ibid. pp. 81, 82. 5 Ibid. p. 64-70. « Ibid. p. 93.

7 Ibid p. 99. « Ibid. p. 66. » Ibid. p. 103.

10 Ibid. p. 69. " Ibid. p. 110. 1- Ibid. p. 141.

" Ibid. p. 142. » Ibid. pp. 140, 141.

15 Ibid. pp. 143, 147, 156, 157. " Ibid. p. 161-168. " Ibid. p. 173.

2 G
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Such are -g, -ges, -nai copulative, -pe, -he, -lai emphatic, -gos, -gost

interrogative, suffixed to nouns like Latin -que and -ne ; and -ag, -ges, -he

emphatic, -gos, -gost interrogative, suffixed to verbs. They are attached

at the end of the nominal or verbal formations.^

165. Compound nouns are formed by the coalition with a noun of

a noun or adjective which qualifies it ; ^ compounds also are formed

by prefixing a verbal root to the verb kada to begin, so as to form an

inchoative.^

166. Through all the languages of this section, spoken in Central

and Northern Asia and ISIorthern Europe, there is great similarity

of structure. But there are also closer resemblances which form

amongst them groups of languages more nearly allied to each other.

And in every such group the first law of the vowel harmony (3)

appears. Its presence proves that the large formations which it

binds together are present together in all their parts to the mind, and
that the language consequently has a massive character (4, 67), less in

degree than that of the American languages, and corresponding to the

minor degree of slow excitability which marks these races as compared
with the American (pp. 76, 77). In this respect the structure of thess

languages corresponds exactly with the theory of Book L, chap i., 9.

MIDDLE YENISSEIAN AND KOTTIAK
167. There still remain two of those Siberian languages which

have been studied by Castren ; and they have a special interest on

account of their difference in structure from all the others, as if they

represented a different family of nations now almost extinct.

" The so-called Yenissei Ostiaks dwell for the most part on the

Yenissei and its tributaries between the towns Yenisseisk and
Turuchansk. Their occupation is hunting and fishing. They have

no reindeer, their beast of burden is the dog. They dwell in huts,

which usually consist of the bark of the birch tree. They are

nominally Christians, but in reality heathen, and pay great honour

to the bear. They at present number not quite 1000 individuals."

Such is Castren's account of this people, whom it seems simpler to

call Middle Yenisseians, as it is in the basin of that river in the

middle part of its course that they live ; and thus any suggestion is

avoided of their being akin to the Ostiaks, with whom they do not

seem to have any affinity. There are two dialects of their language,

that spoken on the Sym, and that spoken about the villages of Upper
and Lower Imbask.

To the same stock as the Middle Yenisseians the Kottians belong

;

of whom Castren met five individuals who had established a little

village on the Agul, a tributary of the Kan, and were being joined

by others, all bent on maintaining their language and nationality,

partly from a national feeling, and partly because as natives of

Siberia they paid less tax than as Russians.*

1 Ganander, pp. 22, 28, 62, 116. - Ibid. p. 35. 3 n^j^j. p_ 57^
* Castren, Yen., Ostiak. und Kott. Sprachlehre, Vorwort, p. v.-viii.
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Castren gives the grammar of the two languages together
; and lie

shall be followed here.

"In respect of its phonesis, the Yenisseian has the same soft
nature which marks all the Turkish and Finnish languages. This
shows itself in its strange richness in vowels, liquids, "asinrated and
soft consonants, and in its extraordinary poverty in sibilants." i

Neither of these languages observes the first law of vowel harmony
;

but there is in both a certain approach to it. The vowels have a
more and a less decided utterance ; the utterance of a is determined
in great degree by the nature of the other vowels of the word, that of
e and i rather by the accent.^

The Yenisseian consonants are : q\ h, k\ g, g\ f, 'J, t, t\ d, d\ p, h, /,
n, n, 71, m, h, y, s, s, 7, I, r. Kottian wants f and (V, but has f' ; it

has also a combination th, in which both letters are sounded ; and
sometimes utters/ as ^.^

The Yenisseian vowels are, a, ii, r, e, ^, i, o, ti. Kottian wants e

and e.3

The consonants Ic, g, and I are harder before a, o, u, and sometimes
before e, than before a and i. An initial n is always followed by a
long vowel, and is sometimes uttered as a mere ~.*

A long vowel or diphthong in the end of a word tends in

Yenisseian, as in Samoiede, to break into two short vowels, the last

being scarcely audible ; but i remains combined with the vowel pre-

ceding it.^ There are about twenty-eight dipiithongs in Yenisseian,

but in Kottian the diphthongs ending in i are the most frequent.^

The accent lengthens any syllaljle after the first, unless the vowel is

followed by two consonants." In Yenisseian the accent tends to fall on
the first syllable, but in compounds on the first syllable of the

second word. In Kottian it tends to fall on the last syllable, most of

the words being Tartar.^

Tenues and medials cannot concur ; a tenuis before d, d, or b be-

comes medial, but g after a tenuis becomes tenuis ; if <7 is preceded

by d, d, or b both become tenues
; g, d, and d become tenues before /.^

After b, g becomes b ; and d after a nasal generally becomes ?j.^°

A medial in the end of a word becomes tenuis, miless the syllable

is long, and generally takes a sheva-like vowel if the syllable is long

;

r is never initial.

Two consonants cannot begin a w ord or syllable ; and concurrences of

consonants in a word are often avoided by elision or transposition."

168. Distinction of sex is expressed sometimes by words, sometimes

by terminations, and in Kottian, if the subject be female, an adjective

as predicate changes final ti to a}^ There is no distinction of gram-

matical gender.

The noun has only two numbers, the singular and the plural.

The plural ending is n or n, which when subjoined to a stem

ending in a consonant or i, requires to be preceded by a connective

1 Castren, p. 1. ^ Ibid, sects. 3, 4. ^ ibid, sects. 1-7.

* Ibid. sect. 8. ^ Ibid, sect 9. * Ibid, sects. 9, 10.

7 Ibid. sect. 12. ^ Ibid, sects. 33, 36. » Ibid, sects. 19, 21.

i» Ibid. sect. 22. " Ibid, sects. 24-29. *" Ibid, sects. 41-4^.
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vowel, unless the consonant be g', k, t, t, or s, and the final syllable

be short. But some nouns drop or change the final consonant or i

before the plural ending ; thus p is sometimes changed to /. Many
Yenisseian nouns, especially monosyllables, accentuate and lengthen

the connective vowel.^

But it is a remarkable feature of these languages that many of their

nouns form the plural, not by a plural ending, but by a change of

their radical voAvel or last vowel, some by both change and ending.

The tendency in the former seems to be to have a more open or a

longer vowel in the plural than in the singular, that of the latter to

contract the vowels, if diphthongal, before the plural ending.^

In Kottian the plural is less in use and subject to more irregularities

than in Yenisseian.^

The case endings are :
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12 3

Tlie stems in the plural are ayQi\ auon, uniah, wliicli last forms

all the oblique cases except the comitative on the genitive unianan.

Kottian has a reflexive pronoun only for the third person viintu,

minta female, mintiaii plural. That of the first and second is ex-

pressed by the instrumental of hitaq, body.

The possessive pronouns, which are much used in Kottian, are

formed of se subjoined to the genitive singular and plural of the per-

sonal and other pronouns, and thus formed, they are regularly declined.

The principal Kottian demonstrative pronouns are : inu, ina fem.,

this ; inm'an, these ; uyo, 2ind fem., that ; timo7i, those ; the principal

interrogatives and relatives are : asi'q, who 1 sina, what 1 hilituise,

which?!
171. Tenisseian distinguishes only two kinds of verbs, active and

reflexive ; three moods, indicative, imperative, and infinitive ; two
tenses, present and past ; some verbs have only one tense.^ The
infinitive, which is also gerund and supine^ is formed by -esen. The
present and past in every number and person can take the prosecutive

case ending -bes to express during. The participles are identical with

the third person present and past.^

Some Yenisseian verbs form their present, which is also future, in

-g'oas, and these take also the past and imperative element -na as a

suffix to the stem. But others, especially the simple verbs, distinguish

the tenses by various internal changes : thus tahdq, present ; tobdq,

past ; abhatagan, present ; abhatog an, past ; datpaq, present ; dat-

piyaq'
,
past.*

In these examples the distinction is made by the vowels. But
those verbs whose meanings, according to Castren, admit a sense of

continuance, take up into the stem in the past r or n, the former

generally after an accented syllable, the latter after an unaccented.

And the imperative takes up the same letter so far as euphony
admits,^ dropping also sometimes an initial Avhich is in the present

;

while the past sometimes changes the initial.

The verbal stem is generally formed by adding verbal elements to

the root, -g, -k, -gak, -goa, -gaidi, -git, -gui, -yu, -H, -tet, -t, -ta, -dl,

-do, -daU. And the consonant of the past and imperative is taken into

the middle of the verbal stem subjoined to the root or incorporated

in it ; while the vowel preceding it is apt to be changed into o in

the past, a in the imperative : thus tci'ig, present ; torg, past ; tdrg,

imperative ; dagafuot, present ; dagorfuot, past ; agarfuot, impera-

tive.^

In the Yenisseian reflexive verbs, the reflex object is taken up
1 2

generally after the root syllable, and is, according to the person, da, ga,
3 12 3

ya or sa, in the singular ; dan, gaii, yan or san, in the plural. Their

vowel may be changed into harmony with that of the stem, or may be

omitted, but that of third person is omitted only to avoid hiatus.

1 Castren, sects. 114-118. " Ibid. sect. 122. 3 jbid. sect. 123.

* Ibid, sects, 124, 137. , .. ^ Ibid. sect. 125. « Ibid, sects. 134-137.
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The y of the third person may be dropped after r, n, t ;'^ and if the
insertion of the reflex object would cause an accumulation of con-

sonants it may be omitted, or if the stem begin with a vowel it may
be prefixed ; and then the first and third singular and third plural

take h for their initial consonant. The vowel following .such initial

undergoes the usual change.

^

In Yenisseian the verb substantive is usa, which takes the persons
gold

-de, -ge, -ye, -dane, -gane, -ne ; also use, there is, as taya use, there is gold,

usdban, there will be ; and the negative hese, there is not.-* And sub-

stantives, adjectives, and adverbs, take subjective suffixes involving

the verb substantive present or past. These for the different persons

are as follows : -di, -gu, -du, -dan, -yah, -ah; a future is formed by adding
to these suffixes -yd in the Sym dialect, -gan in the Imbask ; and the

second singular of the future is used for imperative. An infinitive is

formed by adding -eseii to the third person singular of future. These
subjective suffixes may also be used with the cases of nouns. When
suffixed to the dative to express be as, they may take a mediating
element -te-.^ They are the only person endings in the language, so

that active verbs have no person ending.

When, however, a verb beginning with a vowel is preceded by a

personal pronoun as its subject, the last syllable of the pronoun
coalesces with the verb, the first syllable being left apart ; and if the

subject be plural, the plural element is at the end of the verb.^

Even when the verb has no element of person it takes in the plural

-n, sometimes -gen, -nenen, -iien ; in reflexive verbs the plural object

implies the plural subject, and the plural ending is omitted.^

172. In Kottian the verbal stem is formed by adding verbal

elements to the root, -dk, -k, -tek, -tak, -ya, -taya, -gaya, -tea, -ft, -fa,

-ta, -ktta, -hi, -hi.

The parts of the verb are present, past, and imperative ; and
there are much fewer verbs with only one tense in Kottian than in

Yenisseian.

The past is formed by changing the last vowel of the root, generally

to 0, or subjoining to the root or incorporating with it ui or i, subjoin-

ing also I, r, or n, or incorporating it in the root. The imperative

is formed from the past by shortening its vowel or changing that vowel

to a ; it also tends to strengthen I by adding to it f. The stem serves

for infinitive, present participle, gerund, and supine. A passive is

formed from the past by changing the a of la, 7ia, ra to a or, if the

stem ends in kn, to du ; i also being taken in the latter case instead

of n.

Verbs in the past tense may be used together to express one past

fact thought as antecedent to the other. '^

The Kottian reflexive verbs keep the reflex object closer to the root

than the Yenisseian, for they do not let the I, r, or n, come between

1 Castren, sect. 131. ^ jbij. sect. 132. ^ ibid, sects. 148, 149.

4 Ibid, sects. 151, 152. » Ibid. sect. 130. « Ibid. sect. 126.

^ Ibid, sects. 153, 154, 175.
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tlie root and the object, but rather jDrefix it to both. There are also

Kottiau verbs which take their object, when it is a personal pronoun
not reflex, in similarly close connection with the root.

The Kottian verb has person endings ; and sometimes the stem has

a plural ending of its own followed by a plural person ; and some-
times with a reflex plural object prefixed at the same time.^ A few
passives take person endings.- In some stems of a composite nature

the person endings come between the root and the formative suffix,

being followed by the past and imperative element. ^ Kottian has

an impersonal verb substantive, hifof/a there is, was, or will be, and a

negative inonfa there is not, &c.^

The Kottian negative mon precedes the verb in present and past,

but the negative imperative is expressed by the present with ho

before it.^

Instead of a verb substantive, the Kottian substantives, adjectives,

adverbs, and some postpositions take person endings which express
singular. plural.

12 3 12 3

both present and past, namely, -ian, -u, -tu; -toil, -on, -ian. For the

future they take -dayan, &c., which is a verb inflected with persons,

and having a past tense. Its full stem seems to be ddyek.^

173. The postpositions in both languages are nouns in various

cases ; and some of them have, in Yenisseian, a locative ending f,

which is not in the declension of the noun.'^

The expression of relation in Yenisseian is peculiar in this respect

that the case endings tend to detach themselves from the noun and to

join the verb which follows.^

There are very few conjunctions in Yenisseian, rather more in

Kottian.^

174. The internal changes which the stems of nouns and verbs

undergo in these languages, and which make them so unlike the other

languages of this section, are points of resemblance to the languages of

the following section ; those of the verb especially having a certain

resemblance to the structure of the Tibetan verb. And it is re-

markable that the numerals of both languages resemble the Tibetan

numerals as spoken.

Yenisseian. 1" Tibetan. ^^

1. qo. oliik.

2. yn. nyi.

3. don. sum.
4. sie. zyi.

5. qd. gna.

It seems most probable, therefore, that these languages are originally

akin to the Tibetan, and have been altered by mixture with the

Siberian languages.

^ Castren, sects. 173-176. " Ibid sect. 179. ^ Ibid. sect. 175.
4 Ibid. sect. 180. s Ibid. sect. 181. ^ Ibid, sects. 182, 183.
7 Ibid. sect. 184. 8 Ibid, sects. 66, 121. » Ibid, sects. 188, 189.
i» Ibid. sect. 86. " Max Muller in Chr. and Man., vol. iii. p. 512.
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V.

—

Tlie Chinese, Indo-Chinese, Tibetan, and Syro-Arahian
Languages.

1. There is scarcely any greater contrast among the races of man-
kind than that which exists between tlie two groups which liave tlieir

chief representatives respectively in Arabia and China. The utterly

material character and development of the latter is as remarkable as

the spiritual originality and religious developments of the former, so

that they are contrasted as strongly on the face of history as the

Chinese loAvland and the oases of the Arabian Desert on that of the

globe. The mode of subsistence of these two groups of races, their

chief interests, their social organisation, may almost be said to con-

stitute different worlds to which their minds are respectively con-

formed, and this difference of thought is stamped on their languages

in as wide a difference of structure. But in the midst of this strik-

ing contrast, both of thought and of language, there is one characteristic

of thought, and one characteristic of language, in which they agree
;

and such agreement in the midst of so great diversity is especially

instructive, as indicating a connection of causation between this

characteristic of thought and this characteristic of language.

The point of agreement in mental action between these two families

is that they both have a medium degree of readiness of excitability

(see chap, i., Part. I., Sect. V.) And the point of agreement in the

structure of language is that they both tend to express their ideas

as single wholes without distinction of parts. That the former

peculiarity tends to produce the latter is the theoretical deduction

laid down in Book I., chap, i., 10 ; and the correspondence in these

respects between the Chinese and Arabian groups is a striking con-

firmation of that theory. This correspondence amidst diversity can

best be shown by setting forth in all its principal parts the structure

of speech in both groups. And though the Japanese language be an

aberrant member, it will be taken in connection wath the Chinese

group on account of the degree of similarity which exists between

them.

CHINESE.

2. All Chinese words consist of a single syllable ending in a vowel

or a nasal, or l.^

The consonants in the Mandarin dialect are the tenuis, tenuis-

aspirate, and nasal of the post-palatal, palatal, ante-palatal, dental, and
labial orders, the spirants ft, h, y, s, z, s, z, f, v, u; and the vibratile l.

There do not seem to be any medial mutes, which is not strange

when it is remembered that they could only be initials.- The con-

currence ^6' has more sibilation than t\

The vowels and diphthongs are a, e, e, i, o, u, at, ao, ei, en, and
also each of these except e may be preceded by i, each of them except

e, ao, and eu may be preceded by u, and ua and ne may be preceded

^ Endlicher, Chinesische Grammatik, sect. 53. - Ibid, sects. 65-75.
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by */ a and the vowel combinations which end in a may be followed

by either n oy n ; e and the combinations which end in e may be

followed by n, and e, i, u, and iu may be followed by re ; ^ i as the

beginning of a vowel combination is generally taken up by an initial

dental, and changes it to an ante-palatal ; and ti as the beginning of a

vowel combination is taken up by an initial labial, and changes it to /
orw; after ?i, u is itself changed to o.^ There are other euphonic

limitations ; and the monosyllables of the language consist of about

600 different combinations of vowels and consonants.^ These, how-
ever, are diversified by the quantity of the vowels and by the tones

;

but even so they do not amount to more than 1200 or 1300 dis-

tinguishable syllables.'^

3. The tones are five, and they may perhaps be best noted by the

corresponding figures over the vowel. A monosyllable may be uttered

with (1) an even high tone, with (2) a rising tone, as when we utter

a word interrogatively ; with (3) a falling tone, as when we say, Go !

with (4) an abrupt tone, as of demand ; or with (5) an even low
tone. These are the tones of the Mandarin dialect, which is the

language of the cultivated classes ; and in their application they are

limited by euphonic laws, so that they cannot all be used with all

syllables. But in the mouth of the uneducated and of children the

variety of tones is much greater and much more used to help the

expression of thought ; for the change of tone is in fact a method of

derivation.^

The Chinese intonation differs from that which is found in many
languages of Africa, as it involves an inflection of the tone, rising or

falling, as well as an even tone, high or low, whereas the African tones

are simply high, low, or middle (I. 21, 52, 74). This difference cor-

responds to the greater compass of the thought which is expressed by
a Chinese syllable, and which is such as to admit within its limits a

variation in the force of mental action, for it is doubtless the force of

mental action in thinking the idea, noted as characteristic of it, which
suggests the tone as part of the expression of it.

4. Some Chinese words express an idea always thought as a substan-

tive idea ; others an idea always thought as an adjective idea ; most are

substantives or adjectives according to their j^osition in the sentence,

and many may even be used also as verbs.^ The verb in most cases

is known only by its position in the sentence, and is used on other

occasions as noun or particle, and all nouns may be used adverbially

before a verb.''

5. The same monosyllable being used to express several difi'erent

ideas, there is often great ambiguity in its meaning, even though the

tendency of Chinese thought towards the whole combination of fact

determines in a great degree the meaning of each part by the position

which it occupies in the whole. This ambiguity must be less in the

spontaneous speech of China than in the cultivated Mandarin dialect,

1 Endlicher, sects. 78-80. - Ibid, sects. 82-84.
^ Summers' Rudiments of Chinese, p. 3. * Ibid. p. 4.

5 Endlicher, sects. 91-95. « Ibid. sect. 128. ^ Ibid, sects. 219, 250.
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by reason of the greater distinction of intonation in the former. The
natural mode of removing such an ambiguity in any language would
be to subjoin a synonymous or explanatory word, with or without some
such expression as, I mean. No such expression as this is used in

Chinese, but the synonymous word is subjoined to the ambiguous one
;

and the two being used habitually to give definite expression to the
meaning whenever it occurs, they grow from frequent concurrence into

a kind of imperfect compound.^
Another kind of imperfect compound grows out of the peculiar

nature of Chinese thought, and is very characteristic of it. They
are called collective compounds. They might perhaps be better

called general or abstract compounds, for they do not all express a
collective idea, but they do all express a general or abstract idea.

This general idea cannot be abstracted from the particular ideas in

which it is a common element, owing to the concrete particularity of

Chinese thought. It is therefore emphasised by the combination of

two particular ideas to both of which it belongs, and is expressed by
the two corresponding words in connection with each other. Thus

people geD. parent
3 2 32 3 2

fu means father, mu, mother
; fii-mu, parent ; as min - t_i fu-mu, parent
3 S

'

2

of the people ; Tciii, light ; k'un, heavy ; k'in-k'un, weight
;
yuan, far

;
3 2 3 2 3 2 8

Tcin, near
;
yuan-lcin, distance ;

^ mai, buy ; mai, sell ; mai-ynai, trade.^

Chinese speech also, by reason of its tendency to define the meaning
of one element by combination with another, throws into combinations

the members of fact among themselves ; and when a substantive object

is denoted by a noun preceded by a qualifying word or genitive, the

two words are apt, when the noun is often so used, to coalesce into an
imperfect compound, and a verb and its object may similarly coalesce.

This is a familiar fact in language ; but what is remarkable in Chinese
is the extraordinary fine meaning which the second member of the

compound sometimes has, though it is a substantive governing the
2 heaven »

other word. Thus fse means son ; fieii-tse, heaven's son, i.e., the
sun eye
* 3 2

emperor ; zi-tsc, day ; meu-tse, pupil (of the eye), in all which the idea

of son is distinctly present ; but how are we to understand tse in the

following, in which it does not seem to alter in any way the idea of
2 4

the first noun 1 fan means house and fan-tse means house, k'o is knife
4 2* 242

and k'o-tse is knife. Yet fan-tse, k'o-tse must express fuller ideas of
4

house and knife than are expressed hj fan and k'o. Perhaps they
4

mean what belongs to the species fail and k'o,"^ and thus express the

particularity of the idea.

Somewhat similar is the use of t'^eu, head, to denote an object

1 Endlicher, sects. 132, 220. " Ibid. sect. 133.

3 Ibid. sect. 220. * Ibid, sects. 133, 134.
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4

thought as a roundish mass, as si, stone ; si'feu, a stone or rock :

4 i

zi, sun ; zi-feu, the sun/ The substantive eul, child, is subjoined as

a diminutive.2

6. Tlie so-called numeral particles also, which are used in counting,

express second substantive ideas of the objects counted, or ideas of

something appertaining to them, which can be more easily appre-

hended as an identical unit, than the substantives to which they are

subjoined. They all express ideas which are less full than those of

the substantives, and which stand for these in counting them,
because these do not themselves yield a common element light

enough for a unit. In English we say twenty head of cattle, because

cattle is a collective noun not thought with substance of the indi-

vidual (Def. 4) ; and head supplies the unit. If we said twenty
head cow, it would be analogous to the Chinese idiom. In Malay
and some American languages auxiliary nouns of this kind are used,

owing no doubt to the same cause as in Chinese. And in Chinese
they seem to be due to the concrete fulness and particularity of the

substantive idea.

Of such numeral auxiliaries there are in Chinese ninety-one, each

used in counting particular classes of substantive objects. Thus
kia7i, inside or room, is used in counting houses or chambers, k'o, tap-

root, in counting plants which have a taproot, yuan, ornament or
2

badge, in counting officials
; ^«, handle, in counting implements, wei,

tail, in counting fishes ; fuan, ball, in counting round things.^

7. There is no distinction of grammatical gender.* Plurality is

implied when the noun is preceded by an adjective, signifying many,
and sometimes when it is followed by a noun of totality governing it

in the genitive, or when it is accompanied by a cardinal number;
but there is no expression of plurality.^

8. There is large expression of relation to the noun. The nomina-
tive is not otherwise distinguished than by its position before the

verb.'' The genitive also may dispense with any other distinction

than that of its position before the noun which governs it. But in

the Mandarin dialect it scarcely ever occurs without its subjoined

particle ; and even in the old style this is generally used with the last

of several genitives which are governed by the same noun, or with a

genitive which is governed by more nouns than one in succession one

to another. The genitive particle is the demonstrative ti in the old
4

style, ti in the Mandarin dialect, and represents the governing noun
in connection with the genitive. Whether it have its particle or not

the genitive precedes the noun which governs it.^

The pure accusative follows the verb without any express element

of relation ; but the verb may be so thought as to need a preposition

to connect it with its most direct object.^ And there is a considerable

1 Endlicher, sect. 135. - Ibid, sects. 139. 3 ibjd. sects. 136-138.
4 Ibid. sect. 147. ^ Ibid, .sects. 1.^)1-153. ^ Ibid. sect. 158.
7 Ibid, sects. 160, 161. « ibj^. sect. 164.
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supply of words used as prepositions and as postpositions to express

the various relations. The former partake of the nature of a verb,

and are more nearly connected in thought with the verb of the
sentence than the latter, which are more immersed in the noun which
they govern, and are determined in thought by it as nouns which
denote a part of it.^

2
_

2

The words j^a, handle, tsian, take, and i, use, are employed sometimes
as prepositions to apply the action to its direct object, which, when

2 man keep in

thus constructed with these, precedes the verb. Thus pa zin tsun yu
heart why 2 mother gen. funeral

sin, he keeps humanity in his heart ; ^ ku i Huan mu ti sail

tell to feudatory prince

hao yu tu - liexi, why he told the funeral of Huan's mother to the

feudatory princes.^ These verl)al prepositions governing the direct

object are thought as qualifying the verb.

The ablative, locative, and instrumental, when expressed without an
element of relation, precede the verb as conditions qualifying it like an
adverb,* When expressed with a preposition or a postposition, tlieir

position before or after the verb depends on whether the preposition or

postposition with its object is thought as qualifying the verb or as

exegetical of it. The dative does not precede the verb.

The so-called prepositions and postpositions, even when used as such,

do not lose the strength of meaning which belongs to them as nouns
or verbs. And this is the explanation of some strange peculiarities in

2

their use. Thus when i refers to something in a preceding sentence

it must have the strength of a verb suggesting its object without
2 say

expression ; as Siu-tseu i kao Mentseu, Siutseu said (the words just

mentioned) to Mencius,^ i.e., Siutseu using (them) spoke to Mencius.

Also when i follows the instrument and precedes the verb it must be

taken as itself an instrumental noun, which, having no expression of
wine o accomplish rite

relation, goes before the verb, as fsieu i tin U, accomplish the

rites with wine,^ i.e., with the use of wine. It is to be observed that

verbs of giving govern as their direct object what we put in the dative,
2

and the gift is instrumental with i, like endow him with.

If a noun governed by a preposition govern a genitive itself, or is

qualified by an adjective, the genitive or adjective immediately pre-

cedes the noun, and is preceded by the preposition. And when the

direct object governs one or more genitives, a preposition is generally

needed before the latter to connect the object with the verb.*'

9. The adjective always precedes its noun.^ And if the noun
governs a genitive, the genitive may come between it and the

adjective. '^

1 Endlicher, sects. 255-257.
^ Stanislas Julien, Syntaxe Nouvelle Chinoise, p. 22. ' Ibid. p. 24.
4 Ibid. p. 31. « Ibid. p. 35. 6 Endlicher, sects. 165, 175.

' Julien, p. 40.
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The demonstrative or relative pronoun te in the old style, ti in the

new, following an adjective or verb, may represent a noun as qualified

by it so as to connect with it as with an adjective a noun which is

expressed, or to make the adjective or verb a substantive.^

There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.^
12 3
2 2

10. The personal pronouns in the Mandarin dialect are : no, ni, fa.

The plural is expressed by subjoined words expressive of plurality.

The relations to them are expressed as those of the nouns.

The ceremoniousness of the Chinese causes a number of depreciative

or honorific expressions to be used instead of the personal pronouns.
4 3

The demonstrative pronouns are, in the old style, ki, kiue, si,

demonstrative simply without reference to distance, tse, se, fu, demon-
2

strative of the near, pi demonstrative of the far. In the Mandarin
dialect or new style only some of these are used, and not frequently.

3

In it the usual demonstrative of the near is te ; and the demonstrative
3

of the far is na ; and the noun to which these are applied takes the
3

numeral particle ko, which is used in counting persons or things to

which other more special particles are not appropriated. This shows
that there is an inaptitude to think a concrete object merely as occupy-

ing a position, similar to that which is experienced in thinking it as a

unit. These demonstratives, however, are also used without reference
3

to distance as a definite article, and then the numeral particle ko is

not taken. 2
2

The relative pronoun, or that which supplies its place, is te or ti in
4

the old style, ti in the new. The examples given do not warrant the

assertion that either of them can follow a verb of which it is the

subject * (see below Examples 4 and 5). But they may follow a verb

or sentence and be qualified by it as by a participle, and H may follow

an active verb as object. In the former use they may form with

the verb a predicate with the copula understood before it, and in the

latter use ti may give transitiveness to what otherwise would be

inactive. This seems to be the true explanation of the use of ti on the

one hand to determine a verb as neuter,^ and on the other hand to turn

an adjective or substantive into an active verb^ (see Examples 6, 7,

and 17). The pronoun ti as demonstrative often connects the subject

with the verb '' (Example 8). It also as relative may come between
its antecedent and the verb, being subject to the latter ^ (Example 9).

And as demonstrative it may precede the verb which governs it as
2

object^ (see Examples 10-12). Also the relative pronoun so pre-

cedes the verb which governs it^'^ (see Example 13), because the verb

1 Endlicher, sects. 178, 179. - Ibid. sect. 183. 3 jbid. sects. 208, 209.
* Ibid, sects. 211, 212. » julien, p. 75. « Ibid. pp. 75, &c.
7 Ibid. p. 74. 8 Endlicher, p. 271. ^ Julien, p. 81.

10 Ibid. p. 96.
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is thought merely as explanatory of the antecedent, and limited by its

application to it as object. ^ 3

The reflexive pronouns are : Id, tse, and also as frequently sin
3

body or person, kuii body, tmi own ; tse precedes the verb Avhich

governs it.
1

_
, i 242

The interrogative pronouns are : su, sui, old style ; sin-mo, si-mo,

new. 5, 2 „ ,

The indefinite pronouns are : huo any, some ; meu such ; viei, 1 0,

every
; fa7i whoever.'^

11. The verb substantive or copula is in the old style generally
3

omitted ; when not omitted it is expressed by the demonstrative si.

2

When the verb substantive is omitted, rje or ti is usually inserted

between the subject and the predicate ; ^ these are pronominal, and
represent the subject to connect it with the predicate.

^

Other verbs of abstract realisation are : vei, make
;
yeUj have, there

s
_

2

is; tsai, be situated;* vei, yeu, and ta strike, coalesce with an object

into a kind of imperfect compound.^

In the new style the verb substantive is generally expressed by si
1 33

or vei, less frequently by M belong, or by tsai.^

A verb may be taken actively or passively according as the sentence

requires either signification (see Example 15) ; but often the passive is
3 44

expressed by 7aaw &eQ,pei receive, or Zc'tor fi eat, governing the active

verb as a noun.'''

A causative can be made from an intransitive by subjoining a direct
4 2

object, and from a transitive by the auxiliary verbs tso make, se com-
2

mand, occasion, miii command, Uian and to. send.^
2 2 3

Other auxiliary verbs are lean dare, neii and Uo can, hao love may,
4 33

hiu and yuan wish, yao and tsiah will.
^ ^

In the new dialect the most usual auxiliaries are : fo attain, te be in
2 4

condition to, Iciu go, lai come, pa cease.^

There is no expression of mood or tense except by auxiliaries, con-

junctions, and adverbs. A clause which conditions another always
2

precedes it. The auxiliaries of the past are : fan experience, and yeu
3

have ; those of the future, tsiaii and yao will.^"

The personal pronoun as separate subject is generally expressed in

the new style, but in the old, unless there is a special emphasis on it,

it is supplied from the connection of the sentence without being

expressed."

12. The final particles, which are often used at the end of members of

a proposition or of entire periods in Chinese, are most worthy of notice,

1 Endlicher, sect. 215. ^ ibid, sects. 216-218. ^ Ibid. sect. 221.

* Ibid. sect. 222. ^ Ibid, sects. 224-227. ® Ibid. sect. 223.

7 Ibid, sects. 228-230. ^ ibid. sect. 232. » Ibid, sects. 233, 234.
10 Ibid, sects. 235-247. " Ibid. sect. 248.
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as tliey indicate an essential peculiarity of the language. They do not

in any way affect the meaning of the phrase which they close, but

merely mark it off as if they referred to it as a whole, helping thereby

that sense of rhythmic correspondence or parallelism between different

clauses which naturally accompanies the thought of them as wholes.

J

2 2 2

The principal of these particles are : ye, ~i, ~ian, and yu ; ^ and these

seem to be of pronominal nature. At least ye in 11 is pro-

nominal, and it is interchanged in use with ~i; ^ "ian also is used quite
2

like ye, being preferred when the preceding word ends in a nasal.*

However this may be, their use is to give totality to the clause which

they conclude (see Example 1) ; and they show the Chinese tendency

to think such a combination all together. Now it is by this tendency

principally that the ambiguities of the Chinese monosyllabic words

are corrected. " The Chinese characters acquire all sorts of gramma-

tical value according to the place which they occupy in the phrase,

and according to the words with which they are constructed." ^ For

it is to be remarked that position is not of itself sufficient to determine

the logical function of a word in a sentence, still less to give precision

to its meaning. The relative position of the members of a sentence is

not absolutely fixed in Chinese (8, 10) ; and in some cases in which

it is more strictly determined tliere is still a wide latitude for ambi-

guity. Thus not only the subject but also the ablative, locative, and

instrumental, when they have no express element of relation, precede

the verb, but which of these a word in that position is can be known
only by having regard to the sense of the whole sentence. It is

important to observe what considerable elements are thus gathered

from the entire combination and incorporated without expression

in the thought which corresponds to the monosyllabic word. Not
only the ablative, locative, and instrumental relations may thus be

taken up unexpressed, but a causative element can be given to an

intransitive verb or to an adjectifve by putting a direct object after

it (11). The interest in the whole fact expressed in the Chinese sen-

tence facilitates the supply of these absent elements and defines the

sense of the words, so that these may have in themselves a wide range

of various meanings. But this interest does not altogether account

for the absence from the language of those subsidiary elements. They
must be Aveakly thought, or they would make themselves felt in

expression.

13. Nor is it the absence of elements added to the stems of nouns

and verbs which forms the great characteristic of the Chiuese language.

This is to be seen in the unbroken singleness of those stems them-

selves, the entire absence of parts from the ideas of substantives and

verbs, which shows that the mind in its successive acts thinks entire

and single the integers of thought which are formed by the associations

of life. And this is the character of thought which, according to the

1 Endlicher, sect. 274. " Ibid. sect. 275. ^ Ibid. sect. 277.
< Ibid. sect. 278. ^ julien, p. 2.
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theory laid down in Look I., chap, i., 10, should belong to tliat medium
degree of mental excitability which it has been shown (p. 77, &c.

)

that the Chinese possess.

origin Sin prince Sin spring final part.

14. Examples: (1.) T'su sin 'lieu sin fu ye, originally the

prince of Sin sprang from Sin ; i.e., was born of a woman of that

road man follow right woman follow left

kingdom.^ (2.) Taoiu nauise yen yen nu'tse yen iao, on a road
the man follows the right, the woman follows the left ; ^ tao'lu is an
imperfect compound of the synonymous kind ; each word has eleven

different meanings, and when combined they limit each other to the

one in which they agree ; ^ ?ia7i is male, nu female, tse is a noun of

heaven cause misfortune still can avoid self cause

general use (5). (3.) T'ien tso nie yeu k'o wei tse tso

misfortune not can live

nie pu k'o liuo,'^ misfortune caused by heaven can still be
love

3

avoided, misfortune caused by self can be lived (through). (4.) ^Ai
man demon, man always love demon, honour man demon, man always honour

2 3 2

zin te zin lieii hai ti kin zin te zin lieh kiii

demon.

ti, who loves men, men always love him ; who honours men, men
always honour him ;

^ ^e is not properly the sul)ject of ''(«', but is

have not learn learn demon, not can
2 4 4 4 4

qualified participially by ^al zin. (5.) Yen fe Mo, Mo H fe nen;
have not inquire inquire demon, not understand have not think think demon, not2433 4 24 4

yeu fe wen, wen tj fe k'i ; yeu fe se, se fj fe
attain have not distinguish distinguish demon, not clear

4 2 4 4
_

te : yeu fe pmn pian fi fe miit, it has (there are who)
do not learn, those who learn cannot (apply) ; it has (who) do not

inquire, those who inquire do not understand ; it has (who) do not

think, those who think do not attain ; it has (who) do not dis-

tinguish, those who distinguish are not clear ; ^ here also f_i is not
only millet grow

subject to a verb, but is qualified participially. (6.) Wti su seii

demon.

fi, only millet grows." Julien says that H marks the verb as

neuter, and has no other meaning; is it by making it a verbal noun
work man cut and little demon.

and predicate? (7.) Tsiaff zin to eul siao ti, the workmen cut
he precept demon, not

and little them, i.e., make them little.*' (8.) K'i tao H pu
practise

yofi, his precept is not practised ;
^ t_i merely connects the subject

way relat. not tread final part. I kuow demon, final
3 4 2 2 2

with the verb. (9.) Tao fi pu Idii ye no k'i ti ~i, the
love revolt against prince

3

way which is not trodden I know it. (10.) Hao fan sail

1 Julien, p. 29. - Ibid. p. 31. ^ Endlicher, sect. 132.

* Julien, p. 35. ' Endlicher, p. 271. '' Julien, p. 75.

7 Ibid. p. 74.

2 II
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and love excite trouble demon, not yet demon, have
3

eul Tiao iso loen te wei ti yeu, who loves to revolt

against the prince and loves to excite trouble (we) have not him
though order five foot gen.

yet;^ te is qualified by what precedes. (11.) &ui se u fi ti

boy go to market not demon, perhaps deceive

t^oii si si mo ti hoe Ui, though you sent a boy of five

feet to the market perhaps no one would deceive him.^ So Julien

translates it, but the Chinese sentence is remarkable for having no
north country gen. study demon, not yet can perhaps demon.

subject. (12.) Pe fan ti hio te loei nen hoe ti

excel

sien, the students of the north country cannot yet perhaps excel him.^
heaven demon, rel. overthrow

(13.) T^ien ti so fei, whom heaven overthrows ;
^ fj is con-

man demon, make rule
3

nective of subject. ' (14.) zin ti vei tao, the rule which men
some work mind

5

make ;
3 ]xeve tao is qualified by, men make it. (15.) Hao lao sin ;

some work body work mind demon, rule man work body demon, rule by man rule
5 4 2 4 2

huo lao li ; lao sin te, ti zin ; lao li te, fi yu zin ; fi
by man demon, feed man rule man demon, feed by man

yu zin te, se zin ; fi zin te, se yu zin, some work the

mind, some work the body ; they who work the mind rule men, they

who work the body are ruled by men ; they who are ruled by men
feed men ; they who rule men are fed by men ; ^ the verb becomes
passive from its collocation; t_e is qualified by what precedes it. (16.)
master what instr. know he will see kill

Fu'tse ho i fi k'^i tsian kian sa, the master, how know (you) he
when he employ man fin. par. capacity demon, obj.

will be killed.^ (17.) Ki k'^i se zin ye, Ui ti, when
he employs men he capacities them, i.e., he employs them according

have hear not vet demon, can use make
2 3

to their capacity. "^ (18.) Tse'lu yeu loen, luei ti neii hin, vei
care again hear

3 3

kuii yeu wen, what Tselu had heard he was not yet able to use, (he)

took care to hear it again.'^

SIAMESE.

15. The Siamese consonants are : k, Ic, t, f, t, f, d, p,p, h, f, h, y,

s, 20, r, I, n, n, m.
Its vowels are : d, q, e, e, i, o, g, u, u ; its diphthongs ai, ei, au.^

It admits k, ip, t, and the nasals as finals.^

The colloquial language contains 1861 distinct monosyllables, which

1 Julien, p. 81. - Ibid. p. 96. 3 Endlicher, p. 273.
4 Ibid. p. 290. 5 Julien, p. 44. ^ ihxd.. p. 46.

' Endlicher, sect. 244. ^ Low's Siamese Grammar, pp. 2, 3.

9 Ibid. p. 4.
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are further diversified by intonation.^ There are five tones : tlie

natural tone, two higher tones, and two lower."

16. There is no distinction of grammatical gender,' nor any proper
element of number belonging to the noun. There are many numeral
auxiliaries used, as in Chinese, in counting.* The cases are expressed
by particles put before them. The genitive case follows the noun
which governs it, and only sometimes has a particle before it. The
particle before a possessive is k^nii, which also means thing, and seems
to be an abstract connective element representing what is possessed.

The particle t'i is sometimes used before the genitive, and sometimes
before the dative. It also, as in Chinese, expresses the agent by being
connected with the verb. The direct object follows the verb without
a preposition.

The prepositive particles also serve as other parts of speech under
other circumstances.^

17. There seems to be no proper pronoun of the first person, for

Tea, which is used as such, means slave ;
•' en seems to be the pronoun

of second singular, and man of third singular ; rau is first plural, and
so second plural. A demonstrative ka gives emphasis, and is also used
for the third person singular.

''^

The demonstratives are : ni, this ; nan or inan, that ; inon, that

yonder ; Jim, that and which
;
yah is also a demonstrative as well as

verb substantive.

The interrogatives are : Tcrai, who 1 dai or rai, what 1 fau, how 1 lei,

how many 1 ru is an interrogative particle at the end of a question.

^

18. " In a strictly grammatical sense the Siamese language has but
few verbs. Those words which are generally treated as verbs are

merely names of actions, passions, or sufferings. They derive their

force as verbs chiefly from juxtaposition or combination with particles

and auxiliaries. Many nouns assume a verbal form (meaning 1) by
their position in a sentence. Siamese verbs have neither moods nor
tenses."^

There is a verbal particle of the past which is subjoined to verbs,

and is translated was or did ;

'^^ yet it is separated from the verb to the

end of the sentence like an adverb." The auxiliary of the perfect is

have ; '- that of the future is will, the word being fa or dai, the latter

implying more ability.^^

Tbe active verb is sometimes, but not often, used in a passive sense. ^*

The subject precedes the verb, the object, and generally also the

conditions, follow it. The qualifying word foUows the qualified, and
the genitive its governor ; the adverb, hov,'ever, sometimes precedes

the verb or adjective which it afi'ects. AVith numerals the noun comes
first, then the numeral, then the numeral auxiliary.^^

19. The Siamese monosyllables show a tendency to coalesce into a

kind of imperfect compounds.^® This tendency is due doubtless to the

1 Low, p. 11. - Ibid. p. 14. 3 ii)id. p. 22.

4 Ibid. p. 21. 5 Ibid. pp. 28-35. « Ibid. p. 37. ^ Ibid. pp. 38,39.
8 Ibid. p. 41-44. 9 Ibid. p. 46. i» Ibid. pp. 48, 51, 77.

" Ibid. p. 6;?. 1- Ibid. p. 49. " Ibid. p. 50. " Ibid. p. 53.
15 Ibid. p. 62-67. 1^ Ibid, p. 67-71.
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fact that objects are thought, not with analysis of ideas, Lut by
whole ideas, which being detined when necessary by apposition or

correlation with other whole ideas, coalesce with these from frequent

concurrence.

BUEMESE.

20. The Burmese consonants are the tenuis, tenuis aspirate, medial,

medial aspirate, and nasal of the post-palatal, cerebral, ante-palatal,

dental, and labial orders, together Avith 5, ^', h, y, u\ r, I, and ~.

The ante-palatals and 6' are uttered with a sibilation. The cerebrals

only begin Pali words ; r is uttered indistinctly, often as y. The
mute consonant '^ is formed " by the constriction of the throat deeply

down." ^ Double consonants often occur, and combinations of two
consonants. When aspirates are doubled the first one loses its aspira-

tion. The nasals as a rule combine with no other mutes but those of

their own order ; n when initial is pronounced gn. There seems to be

a tendency to aspiration by sending additional breath through the

utterance,- and the aspirates are to be regarded as having more force

of breath rather than less force of closure.

The Burmese vowels are : a, e, e, i, o, o, q, w, and the diphthongs

au, ai.^

In words of more than one syllable, if the first syllable begin with

a tenuis or tenuis aspirate, or in some cases if it begin with I, &, or ',

a tenuis or tenuis aspirate beginning any subsequent syllable becomes
a medial.^

The following finals as written are changed in pronunciation : ok to

et, t being nearly quiescent ; at to It, an to I or l~, op to at (p final pre-

ceded by any other vowel is pronounced k), dm to d~; m or n preceded

by i or m is pronounced n. The aspirates and the medial of each order

when final are changed with the vowel preceding to the same pronuncia-

tion as the tenuis.^

There are, besides the natural utterance of a vowel, two accents which
shorten or lengthen it, (1) the short or acute, (2) the heavy or grave.

The former (1) is used with e, e, o, and p, also with d and i when
followed by a nasal ; the latter (2) is used with a, I, u, and e,

also with ai, a, or i before a nasal, and is considered inherent in ^

unless superseded by accent 1. Neither of these accents is received

by the remaining voAvels.^ They may be indicated by the numbers 1

and 2.

A stop is sometimes used to divide off the word or words " qualify-

ing the rest of the sentence, or on which the sentence turns."
"^

21. The primitive w^ords of the Burmese language may be divided

into those Avhich are used as verbs and adjectives, of which almost all

are monosyllabic, but some disyllabic ; those which are used only as

substantives, and those which are used as particles of relation or as

^ Latter's Burmese Grammar, p. 6-14 ; Schleiermacher, sect. 10.
2 Latter, p. 15 ; Schleiermacher, sect. 14. ^ Latter, p. 3-5. ^ Ibid. p. 16.
6 Ibid. p. ]7-20 ; Introd. p. 335. « Ibid. pp. 20, 21. ^ Ibid. p. 21.
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adverbs. Many of the latter class belong also to the first class, while

others have l)ecome restricted to the use of postposition or adverb.^

And very often a word of the first class is used also as a substantive.'-^

One of the most striking features of the language is its tendency to

composition, which is in truth a tendency to supplement imperfect

ideas of the objects of thought by other thoughts of those objects,

which, being merely supplementary to the first idea, tend to have less

concrete fulness than it. The successive thouglits mingle partially,

because the mind passes to the following one before it has completed
the preceding.

As verbs and adjectives, the words of the first class are never used
singly, but always in composition, or with an affix. And it is a

peculiarity of the language that the adjective is always compounded
with its noun.^ Such composition of adjective and noun shows how
the components mingle in the kind of composition which takes place

in Burmese ; for when the adjective precedes the noun in the com-
pound, it takes a pronominal * element O'i or O'o to connect it with the

noun. This element is used because the adjective and noun do not

coalesce in thought ; and it indicates, therefore, that the mind passes

from the one to think the other. In passing from the adjective the

mind directs attention to the substantive, by means of a pronominal
element referring to it, in order to think the adjective as inhering in it,

and thus passes to the thought of the substantive ; the thought of the

adjective mingling as the mind leaves it with that of the pronominal

element, and this mingling as the mind leaves it with the thought of

the substantive.

When the adjective follows the noun, thought passes to it im-

mediately from the noun without completing distinctly the idea of the

noun, but with partial mingling of the latter with the adjective ; and
a compound is formed without any pronominal connective between

them.^

The adjective in Burmese is thought not properly in an act of com-

parison of the particular substantive object with the general substantive

idea, and distinct from both (II. 24), but as a supplementary thought

of the particular substantive object without clearly thinking the

general. And Avhen the substantive is thought more generally, so as

to need to be limited by the adjective in expressing the thought of

the object, the adjective has so weak a sense of the substantive that it

needs a pronominal element to comaect it with the latter. As a sup-

plementary element, it follows the substantive coalescing with it. As
determining a suljstantive which is more generally thought, it pre-

cedes the substantive (Def. 23) with a pronominal element between

them.

Words of the first class are also compounded together to express a

thought of a verb or adjective, which they constitute as parts of it,

as, /iZI, turn ; 6\va, go ; }iEdwa,yvandev; m^-, cover; ra, obtain ; ukra,

^ Schleiermacher, sect. 38. - Humboldt, Verschiedenheit, p. 338.

3 Ibid. p. 344 ; Judson, Burmese Grammar, p. 26 ; Schleiermacher, sect. 62.

* Humboldt, pp. 345, 353 ; Schleiermacher, sect. 62.

^ Schleiermacher, sect. 62.
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catch, as in a net ; liluk, shake ; 6\m, sound ; hlulcOan, ring (a bell).^

Sometimes the first or second component is no longer found sepa-

rate ; sometimes neither of them.^ In compound verbs the first

component is either in apposition to or the object of the second, and
in eitlier case defines it by a particular application of it ; and the

second component is sometimes very abstract ; thus fa, to put or

place, is subjoined to many verbs and scarcely alters their meaning

;

hma, to order, lima'fa, to order, kway, to conceal, ktvayfa, to conceaL

The verbal stem also compounds with adverbs, especially of time,

subjoining them as the substantive does the adjective. Verbal com-
ponents are sometimes combined by the connective element rwe, which
seems to carry on the thought of the first to the second.^

The Burmese compounds generally have a loose and open texture,

their parts being imperfectly combined.^ But such as the above are

not, like the Chinese so-called compounds, mere coalitions of Avords

originally separate and constructed in apposition or correlation with
each other. They are combinations, in whose first formation the

thought of one component mingled partially with that of the other.

In truth, the first class of words are not properly called words, but
approach in their nature towards Indo-European roots, at least those

of them which are used only as verbs or adjectives, for they are never
more than parts of words. And, moreover, whenever they are iised

they express only part of the idea of the verb or adjective, though a

part which is nearly the whole, the remainder of the idea, namelj^ the

inherence in a subject or substance mingling always with another

element. There is not, therefore, in Burmese that imbroken integrity

of idea which characterises Chinese. The mind is ready to pass from
an idea when it has only partly thought it, and to complete it in

beginning to think another element ; and such parts of ideas largely

supply the materials of the language, for composition is one of its most
remarkable characteristics.

"When the quality or state denoted by a word of the first class is

thouglit substantively, an affix is needed, and a derivative is formed
in order to express the substantive idea. Thus, kaun, good; a'Jcaun,

goodness, or the good ; ^ and this affix is often dropped when the sub-

stantive thus formed enters into a compound.'' Here the substantive

idea goodness is broken into two parts, an attributive part and a sub-

stance (Def. 4), the latter being thought relatively to the former as its

substance, Avith a simultaneous sense of the former as inhering in it

;

and it is naturally dropped when merged in another substance. Being
taken in its utmost generality as a substance in the abstract, it is not
in any way determined or particularised by the inherent, and holds
its natural position before the latter (Def. 23).

But it is only the most abstract substance that can thus be taken
up by a Burmese inherent. In thinking a substantive part less fine,

such as those which are expressed by the derivative elements of

1 Latter, p. 125. 2 Humboldt, p. 339-341.
3 Latter, pp. 1-24, 128, 134, 135, 153-157. * Sehleiermacher, sect. 38.
5 Ibid. sect. 62. 6 Latter, p. 33.
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derivative substantives in other languages, the Burmese mind does

not subordinate it as merely relative to the other part of the idea,

because there is not sufficient habit of generalisation to think the

substantive as a modified instance of a general. The substantive

part, therefore, is thought, not as a subordinate, but as a co-ordinate

element. And the Burmese mind, not being able to concentrate itself

on a fine element, must thiidc it as little less than a full substantive

idea, so that a compound rather than a derivative is formed. The
substantive part, however, is thought as determined by the other part,

and therefore following it in expression, on account of the interest

which the race habitually takes in the nature of objects. One mono-
syllable, Jc 1/671, thus used to form abstract substantives of act or fact,

does not at present occur separately, ^ so that it is in strictness a

derivative element.

Thus the structure of Burmese words shows a tendency in the

thought of the race to take a smaller object for its individual acts

than what suits Chinese thought. Yet the individual thoughts are

only a little less than the natural units of thought, and the compounds
have little fusion of their parts together. Such as it is, this tendency

corresponds to a somewhat greater readiness of excitability in the

character of the race (see p. 81).

There are other compounds in. Burmese which are coalitions of

words in construction, but in which in the original construction the
food scarce

parts mingle in a compound, as cda-Uauivba'U yen, famine.^ And
whenever one of the components is a noun with the prefix a-, and
which drops that prefix in the compound, there is a partial mingling

of the components in the first formation of the compound.
There are also synonymous compounds, in which the second part

gives more fulness to the idea. And in these the second part tends

to be more abstract than the first, a less concrete idea being sufficient

to complete the thought.^ Thus the names of birds are followed by
the general word for bird, the names of beasts by the word for beast.'*

Such fulness of expression indicates a concreteness of thought (III. 73),

and the multiplication of words compounded together to express conj-

paratively simple thoughts exhibits the same character, as well as au

inaptitude for generalisation. Where thought is general, objects are

apt to be thought as species of a genus, and ideas are apt to be

expressed by general elements with particular modifications. But
in this group of languages thought is too particular for such pre-

dominance of a general element. The tendency is to think the object

with particularit}', and to supplement the first thought of it, if need

be, not with a modification of that first thought, but with a supj)le-

mentary thought of the object. The need for such supplementary

thought indicates that the mind has at first failed to embrace the whole

object with due fulness, and the magnitude of the second thought

shows that the mind tends in each act almost to embrace a full integer.

1 Humboldt, p. 344. 2 Latter, p. 37.

^ Humboldt, p. 339 ; Schleiermacher, sect. 177.

* Latter, p. 32; Schleiermacher, sect. 177..
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Such is the nature of those verbs mentioned above consisting of two
components, in which may be seen an approach to those disyllabic

roots which characterise the Polynesian, ]\Ialay, and Australian of

Adelaide. In those verbs may be seen not only the absence of a

particulariser of a general, but also a concreteness of idea which natu-

rally accompanies thought which is not disposed to generalise. So
that as in the Burmese idea of verbs and adjectives an approach may
be seen to the Indo-European root, in accordance with the quickening

of thought, so in its binary compounds may be seen something like

the disyllabic roots as thought quickens and remains concrete and
particular (Book I., chap, i., 7).

22. There is no proper element of plurality, for that which is given
1

as such, namely, do, is used also after a succession of proper names to

sum them up as a plurality. This shows that the identical unit which
1

is thought as multiplied is involved in do instead of being the noun
1

to which do is attached. The same may be said sometimes of mya,
many, for it is used not only with a noun to qualify it as many, but also

with a succession of substantives to sum them up as a plurality ; mya
1

as an adjective coalesces with the noun, and may be followed by do;

1 1 head hand foot eye

thus, Zw, man ; lu do, men ; lu mya do, many men ; k'cmn let Uye myeU
Diya, the head, hands, feet, eyes.^ It is to be observed that in Chinese

a plurality is often expressed by to preceding the noun with the signifi-
2

cation many ; 2 and in Burmese there is a verb do, to increase, multiply.^

It is evident from the above uses of do and mya as expressive of mere
plurality, that the plural element is not thought as part of the idea of

the noun, but in a distinct thought referring to it. If the substantive

is compounded with an adjective following it, the element of plurality

and that of relation follow the adjective.^

23. And because of the concrete particularity of the substantive

idea, substantive objects in being counted require numeral auxiliaries,

as in Chinese, to furnish a substantive idea which will be light enough
to serve as a unit (6), being less concrete than the idea of the object.

These numeral auxiliaries express the substantive idea of some quality

or property, or other inherent or part, which belongs to the object

counted,^ and they are formed with the prefix a-. But when they

enter into composition with a number not exceeding ten they give up
the prefix, their substance being merged in the number. The sub-

stantive which is counted goes first, then the number, then the

numeral auxiliary, and the three together form a compound ^ owing
to the effort to count the object through its auxiliary ; thus dina a

dollar, le four, hya the auxiliary for flat things, dina'le-hya four dollars
;

here diiia is genitive, governed by le hya, four-flat of dollars, but

coalesces, partially mingling with it in counting the dollars. When
the number exceeds ten, the ten is counted as a unit, and the multiple

of it is preceded by the auxiliary with its prefix a-, and this again by

1 Latter, pp. 41, 42. ^ Endlicher, Chin. Gram., sect. 152.
3 Latter, Introd. p. xix. * Ibid. p. SO. » Ibid. p. 98.
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the substantive, and if there be units remaining their number follows

dollar four ten five

with the auxiliary subjoined ; thus dina ahya le fay na hya, forty-five

dollars.^ It appears from the prefix a- that ahya is thouglit as a sub-

stantive, and as such it must be a genitive governed by le fay, but in

the act of counting it mingles partially with the numerals so as to

coalesce with them into a compound ; diha also must be a genitive,

four tens of flats and five-flat, of dollars ; and from the efi"ort to count

the dollars diiia mingles with the numeration of its auxiliary into a

compound.
When the number is thought with emphasis the numeration may

precede the substantive and be connected with it like an adjective by
one ten five flat dollar

&'o ; as ta ' fay • na • hya ' B^o ' dina, the fifteen dollars. In this con-

struction the noun may take do, the sense of plurality being

strengthened by the emphasis of the numeration.-

If the substantive which is counted be qualified by an adjective

connected with it by 6'o, the numeral with its auxiliary may precede

two person good men
it without any connective element, as hnifyauk • kaun'B'o • lu, the two
good men. There is less combination here between the numeration

and what is counted, by reason of the complex idea of the latter

;

hnit'yauk is rather in apposition with Axiuird'oiil than actually

inherent in it.^

If the substantive be qualified by its numeral auxiliary, or if it be

itself a numeral auxiliary, then no auxiliary is needed in its numera-

tion. Substantives also which denote measures of weight, capacity,

time, &c., may be counted without auxiliaries.^

" The choice of Avords to form these affixes is very arbitrary, even

a fancied resemblance to any subject being sufficient to warrant such

word being chosen and used as a numeral generic affix." ^

24. There is no distinction of grammatical gender.^ Xor is there a

definite article ;
^ but there are pronominal particles of emphasis, ga,

_ _ 2 2

mu, viufja, raga, used after the substantive to mark it off for special

attention.'^ And there is a copious expression of relations by means

of postpositional suffixes, which follow the element of plurality when
this is used.^

The nominative case is distinguished by the pronominal suffix 9^~i,^

which is of an arthritic significance (see II. 33, IV. 11, 71), refer-

ring to the substantive as subject ; but in colloquial discourse, this

affix is generally omitted.

The possessive takes the pronominal suffix i, which represents in

connection with it the object possessed ; but this also is generally

omitted unless when strengthened by an emphasis.^" The genitive is

known by preceding the noun which governs it.^^

1 Latter, pp. 99, 100. Ibid. p. 101. ' Ibid. pp. 101, 102.

* Ibid. p. 99. ^ Ibid. p. 42. ® Schleiermacher, sect. 43.

7 Latter, pp. 44, 45. » ibid. p. 41. » Ibid. p. 44.

^^ Ibid. p. 48. " Schleiermacher, sect. 45.
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The following postpositions seem to be used only as elements of

relation : go, to, at, or the accusative relation; O'o towards, according to;

gd, from
;
ga also separates as absolute or as emphatic ; a to dative ;

1 1 1
'

nha, for
;
gyaun, on account of ; linen, with

;
pyeh, by means of ; hnait,

locative ; dioen, among, during ; loaij, in ; hvia, in presence of ; limd,

out of.^ Many substantives also with postpositions, and words without
postpositions, are used to express relations ;

^ and these all follow the

noun which they govern.
1 2 3_

25. The personal pronouns are: na, den, &'u, besides the cere-

monious expression of them by various substantives ; lioli expresses

self .^ The plurals are expressed by dTj. There are no personal affixes.

The demonstrative pronouns are : 1 or Q^, this ; Mo, that
;
ym, that

same ; liavk, ho, hu, dni, g, that, used in conversation when the object is

pointed at, dm being somewhat exclamatory ; 6'^en, this or that, chiefly

used substantively.

The interrogative pronouns are : ddi, what ? aVay or V^ay, what 1

I The indefinite are : ml and dkyeii}

26. There is no proper adjectival expression of degrees of com-
parison ; but there are compound adjectives (21) which express

extreme degrees of a quality ; ^ and a small degree of a quality may
be expressed by doubling the word, as Uyo Jcyo, sweetish ^ (III. 79).

27. The verb has no element of person
; yet whatever be the person

it takes the pronominal suffix 6%, which refers to its subject, and
which is taken also by the subject (24) ; but it is only in the present

that it takes the suffix. In the past, which subjoins to the stem the

verbal element byl, signifying done, and in the future, which subjoins

the verbal element ml or dn, or a?t 77il, the inherence is not thought
strongly enough to require 6%J And it is to be observed that this

element 6'1 does not express the subjective realisation, being often

used for participial inherence.^ The weaker pronominal element i is

used instead of d'l at the close of a sentence, because its inherence in

the subject is there partly expressed by its position, and it is used for

the inherence of a past present which is less strongly felt ; it occurs

often in narrations told in the present tense.^ The future elements are

also used for the infinitive. ^^

A neuter verb can be made active or causative by aspirating with
full breath its initial consonant." But causatives are also formed by
subjoining to the verb fe, to cause or order."

Passives are formed by subjoining pylt, to be, become, or si to be,

which make the verbal stem if active to be thought passively.^- Ea
to obtain, find, has sometimes, when subjoined to a verb, a future

significance, or that of being in the act. A potential is expressed by
subjoining linoin, can, to the verbal stem.^^

1 Latter, p. 45-56. - Ibid. p. 57-65. 3 Ibid. p. 66-69.
4 Ibid. p. 70-72. 5 Ibid. p. 86-88. « ibid. p. 82.
7 Ibid. pp. 133, 134. » Ibid. p. 130. » Ibid. p. 134.
i» Ibid. p. 142. " Ibid. p. 127. i- Ibid. pp. 129, 130.

13 Ibid. pp. 137, 140.
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The honorific do excellent, which, is subjoined to nouns, is also sub-

joined to verbal stems, and followed by 7nu, do, the stem being thought
as governed by mii.^

Interrogation is expressed by an interrogative j^article after the verb
;

of these there are several. ^

l!^egation is expressed by prefixing to the verb the negative md. It

lowers the sense of inherence in the subject, so that 6^1 is often

omitted.3 11
Prohibition is expressed by Juiei'i or len, subjoined to the verb.* If

a verb is compounded of two verbal stems in apposition to each other,

it is negatived by prefixing 77id to each component.^

There are also subjoined elements which give emphasis to Avhat has

been said, or mark it off by directing attention to it.^

But Avhat is most remarkable in the Burmese verb is its strangely

nominal nature. Not only is there no difference between the assertive

verb and the participle, but even with the element of inherence 0% it

takes the postpositions like a noun ;
^ and plurality affects not only its

subject, but itself. The element, however, which expresses plurality

of the verb is different from that which expresses it for the noun, and
is often omitted.' The former is kyd, which probably expresses

separation,^ or gim, which is probably the same as the numeral
auxiliary gun, which denotes concatenation ;

^° sometimes the two
are used together

—

hjd gun. And at the same time the subject has

its plural do. Even when the verbal stem is a component of a noun
it may take its own plural quite independently of the number of the

noun ; thus, ff^ica, to go ; 6 u-a'Jci/en, the going ; 6\va-hjd-Uyen, the

going of several ; Oioa'Uyeivdo, the goings of one; d'lca'kyd'kyetVdU,

the goings of several. ^^

28. Some of the particles subjoined to the verb are conjunc-

tional.i2

Adverbs are formed either by doubling an attributive word or

by subjoining ijca to an attributive word, or by prefixing ta}^ The
suffix -fwa is used also with adjectives to denote a very high degree of

the quality,^* but it does not seem to have this intensive signification

in forming adverbs. The prefix ta is the numeral for one, and in

forming adverbs it is either prefixed to a single attributive word or it

comes between two of similar signification, or it is prefixed to a

doubled word, or it is repeated as a prefix with each member of a

double. In the last construction it evidently expresses succession, taXI 1
_

gai, ta gai, by degrees from gai, progressive ;
^^ and probably in the

two preceding constructions also it has a similar significance, con-

veying a sense of the succession in the verb which it qualifies. In

the first construction the attributive word takes the emphatic suftix

J Latter, p. 146. " Ibid. p. 147. ^ Ibid. p. 149.
» Ibid. p. 150. 6 Ibid. p. 151. ^ ibid. pp. 156, 157, 161.
" Ibid. p. 143. ** Ibid. p. 131 ; Schleierniacher, sect. 126.

» Latter, Introd. p. xiii.
i» Ibid. p. 111. i' Ibid. p. 34.

1- Ibid. p. 158-161. " Ibid. pp. ]63, 164. '^ Ibid. p. 87.;
15 Ibid. p. 1G4.
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ti, and the verb is probably qualified in one moment of its succession,

on which attention is strongly fixed.

Adverbs are also formed by prefixing ^ja or ga to each of two words
of similar meaning, as pa run pa reii, confusedly, riotously

;
ga

2

rauk ga ret, heedlessly.^ Now pa and ga both express separation,^

and perhaps pa and ga signify parts of a succession, so as to break up
the attribute into the quality of a verbal succession.

29. The subject precedes the verb, the governed word the govern-

ing, and the attribute its substantive, unless when most closely com-
pounded Avith it.2

"The final word of each phrase is prolonged by an harmonious
cadence, which marks the period to the ear of one who does not at all

understand the meaning."^
title of revce. Lord nom. earth accus. arrange accumulate

30. Examples: (1.) B'^ura ' 0\cUeivQ% mye ' go H ' reii

fashion set right honoriiic do 2

ban • den ' do ' mirlei, the Lord God created the earth ;
^ l)ura is

pronounced ^/?'ay ^ 6'^a is pronominal connective ;

"^ Uen, master ; create

is expressed with four components, and followed by the honorific verbal

element (27) ; ?e is a slightly emphatic or persistive element \^ t is

the element of inherence which is used at the end of a sentence (27).
female pi. now city person city offspring pi. isola. part, house

2 i_ _ 2 1

{1.) Apey mi'1/ura'do ya'k'^u pyi'6''u'pyi ' ff^a ' do ' ka eim'
front palace succession entreat actually me loo. give bit thing not be yet

1 2 2

se ' nahn ' lya tauhn • k'^ye ' d\ na'hnoit pe ' ta • ra ma ' si'd'^e ;
weight abundance 2d pars. pi. self custom 2d pars, be measure accus. 2d pers.

2 1 2 _ 2

a'le a'myat &'en ' do koli ' ro ' kueyro'si' adorn 'go kuey
humble low 21 instr. palace branch palace succession desire for offspring blessing

1 2 1 _
kyo ' nu'k'yenp'yen nahn' nun ' nahn • lya • alo-nha 6'a fu

entreat pi. persistive dem. measure place royal sound give12 2

tauhri'kya ' le hti Uan ' ta rada'Q'^d pe'i. queens, the citi-

zens of the city now actually entreat for an heir of the throne, which I

have not yet to give them ; with excess of urgency after the fashion of

your rites that are customary with each of you do ye entreat with humi-
lity and submission the blessing of a son for the purpose of the royal

succession of royal issue. Thus he gave the royal word of command.^
Apey is a particle of address used by husbands to their wives when
speaking in an obliging manner ;

^^ its meaning does not appear ; mi
2

is a female prefix from ami, mother ;
^ Vura, king or lord, is compound,

2

for huren means chief ;
^^ ra perhaps is of Pali origin as well as rada,

royal
;
yaUu means now, yaUeii formerly ; B'^u is a prefix and there-

fore belongs to "what follows it ;
^^ ka signalises and isolates with

emphasis ; the crown prince is called the foremost royal issue ; tj^ra

1 Latter, p. 164. - Ibid. pp. 46, 116. 3 Schleiermacher, sect. 260, &c.
^ Ibid. sect. 25. ^ Ibid. sect. 126. ^ Latter, Introd. p. xxxiv.
'' Schleiermacher, sect. 239. ^ Latter, p. 160; Judson, p. 54.

" Schleiermacher, sect. 168. i" Ibid. sect. 48. " Ibid. sect. 238.
12 Latter, p. 41.
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forms nouns like prdara, thing to be given ; verbal nouns in a- are

used as adverbs, being perhaps genitives ; kaivta means to impose an
appointed task; kuei/ro'si seems to qualify /ro/iTo, koh being genitive.

now even great dat. worthy proper conn, son blessing accus. ^ive
2 2 2 2 2

(3.) Yiv/ru-pen mvVnra'gyi ' a talk ' tan ' Q''o' ff^a fu • go pe'
fut. dem. think done fiom great dat. proper suitable conuec. son accus.

2 2 2 2

an hu kyd'hyvhv.d mi'ltura'gxji ' a lyauk ' pat ' 6^o 'd'^a'go
god city in be 27 interrog. neg. be dem. pierce grope look

2 1

Tawatinsa nat
'
pyvhnaik ^i • i • lau ma'siiau hu fu • faJinrki/r

see embryo god son accus. see Ex. 1, 27

suiat'Jili/en h'ura'lai(hn nat'da • go mren'le'i. Even now I -will

give the blessing of a worthy son to the queen, after having thought
thus, while searching whether or not there was a suitable son

for the queen in Tawatinsa, the city of the gods, he saw the

embryo lord, the son of God ; ^ jWi is an afhx of emphasis ; for
2

yak'u see Example 2, also for mi'Vura; there is no expression what-
2 2 _ 2 2

ever of the subject oi pe'an ; hyi is the verb^y?', to be done, 2^yi is to

do ; Tnicatiiisa is Pali, these passages being translations from Pali

;

hlyen is an affix which connects a fact with a larger fact as part of

the latter; it is perhaps akin to whli/a, a part;^ it is generally

preceded by kit, which has a similar significance ; hu preceding this

formation connects with it as its object the accusative in go by refer-

ring to it or representing it after it has been co-ordinated or qualified

slave little pi. brother

by the participial clause which intervenes. (4.) Kyun'not'do mauii'

sister disease sick from not be connec. become pi. accus. bear connec.
I _-

hna'ma ana ' ran • ga ma'H ' O'o ' a'p'yit'do 'go vine 'd'l'

mother love accus. speak remark approach pi. imper.
2

vii • k'en • go f'~> ' '>"ii ' pct ' ^on ' lau, tell the mother that

bore us that we, brother and sister, are free from sickness and
disease ;^ kyun'not or kyuniiop is a usual expression for first person

in addressing equals ;
^ mauii denotes the brother of a woman ;

^ ma
is a female suffix ; the meaning of hna is not given ; rauga is trans-

lated sickness, but there is no such disyllabic in the vocabulary, nor

is rau to be found there, but raiin is, to trouble, torment, perhaps ga
is ablative ; apyit is verbal noun, milcen is used for mother ; rlt is

Madras

not in the vocabulary, but rl has the above meaning. (5.) dinaputtan'

city to 3d pers. go fut. accus. I liear get 27
1 1 _ _ 2 2

myo'&o B'u O'uaini ' go ua kijaTa-6'i, I hear that he will go to

I give with thou not take desire
2 12

the city of Madras.^ (6.) I'la pe'lyek'hven men ma'yu • Id, if I

gave, you would not take ; ^ lyek has the same meaning as hlyeii,

1 Schleiermacher, sect. 1 68, ii. - Latter, p. 57.

3 Schleiermacher, sect. 168, xvi. * Ibid. sect. 76. « Ibid. sect. 80.

6 Ibid. sect. 262. ^ Ibid. sect. 263.
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2

see Example 3 ; men is used as familiar,^ yet it seems to mean
great

2 2

governor, for men ' gyi means the chief governor or king.^

TIBETAN.

31. The language of Tibet has a strongly marked monosyllabic

character, and is much more consonantal than vocalic. It has the

five vowels, a, i, u, e, and o ; but these are not distinguished as long

or short, nor do they form diphthongs.^

The consonants are the tenuis, tenuis aspirate, and medial of the

post-palatal, palatal, ante-palatal, dental, and labial orders, the nasals

post-palatal, ante-palatal, dental, and labial, h, h, y, s, z, s, z, w, r, I.

Tliere is considerable want of versatility of utterance, and the

consonants are very subject to euphonic change. The palatal mutes

are almost ante-palatal, k' being uttered softly like English ch ; and

the ante-palatals are almost dental, being uttered with a sibilation t

Hke^s.*

No pure Tibetan word, except it be an interjection, begins with a

vowel,^ but many words end with a vowel. There are only ten con-

sonants which can occur at the end of a syllable, g, n, d, n, b, m, s, h,

r, and l,^ and five which can be used as prefixes concurrent with an

initial consonant, g, d, b, m, and 1iJ

32. The substantive, when it needs to be distinguished as such,

subjoins pa, ba, or ma, to single it out as an entire object of thought

(Def. 4) ;
pa and ba are merely euphonic varieties, but ma has

probably a weaker significance. There is also a female subjoined

particle ma or mo, like the Burmese ma or 7ni, and a male particle pa or

p'o, like Burmese hpo ; po, bo, and tno, are emphatic ; the element of

sex may follow the singling element. In Burmese ya is used as a

singling element ; ® but ga is the stronger and more usual singling

particle.

In Tibetan also Iza and its euphonic varieties Ua and ga are used as

singling particles which define the substantive almost like a definite

article ; and iia, ne, ge, and nl single, but with less force, being like

pa and ma, translated either as a or the.

The particles gu, nu, mi, bu, and Jm are diminutive ; and many
diminutives are formed by changing a or o of the primitive to e, and

adding Jm.

The first numeral, k'ig, h'Hg, gig, is subjoined for an indefinite

article.

There are many monosyllabic nouns, but also many compound
nouns, some containing many syllables,^ each element mingling

slightly with the next.

1 Schleiermacher, sect. 80. ^ Ibid. sect. 238.

3 Csoma de Koros, Tibetan Gramtnar, sect. 2, * Ibid. sect. 9.

5 Ibid. sect. 3. ^ Ibid. sect. 6. "^ Ibid. sect. 8.

8 Latter, p. 103. ^ Koriis, sects. 66-75.
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There is no grammatical gender. But there are particles used for

the relations of case.

The nominative takes no case particle, nor the accusative
; the

genitive has -kyi, the instrumental -kyis, the dative -du or -la, the
locative -na or -la, the ablative -nas or -las. The element s seems to

express from, du motion to, la, on, into, in respect to ; and kyi is pro-
bably pronominal, referring arthritically (Def. 7) to the substantive
to which it is subjoined. The initials of the case endings are subject
to euphonic variation, owing to the final of the noun.

There arc many monosyllables, as in Chinese, whose meanings, though
not given, doubtless imply plurality ; but probably none of them are

proper plural elements, or there would not be so many. They follow
the noun as the adjectives generally do, but they are distinct mono-
syllables, though closely connected with the noun. They are followed
by the particles of case.^

33. The adjective almost always follows its substantive, and is

followed by the syllables of number and case ; but if it precedes it is

apt to take -hi (21).- The adjective is often taken substantively with
a singling element subjoined ; but to express the abstract noun of

quality, nid (see below) follows the singling element. Various
adjectives are formed from substantives by adding derivative par-

ticles.3 There is no adjectival expression of degrees of comparison.*

34. There are no numeral auxiliaries used in counting, though
words expressive of a collective or integral are often used after the

tens, sometimes after a smaller number.^ A large number requires

the noun to be singular.^ 12 3

35. The personal pronouns are : na, Uyod, k'o, but besides these

there are various respectful terms used for the personal pronouns.''

And it may be here observed that the Tibetans employ different

words from those in common use, especially for denoting the several

parts of the body, meat, drink, clothes, furniture, equipage, and various

actions of men, when speaking respectfully to, of, or before superiors.^

The personal pronouns are followed by syllables of number and
case like nouns ; and their genitives supply the personal possessives.

The demonstrative pronouns are : hdi, this ; de, that (which are

emphasised by Ijeing followed by a singling particle) ; hu, this ; ho,

that
;
p^a hi or jla gi, that there.

The interrogatives are : su, who ? gaii, which 1 (also used as

relatives) ; and k'i, what 1

The reflexives are : ran, hdag, nid, signifying self." In Burmese
hnit means heart.^° The difierence of the words seems to show that

they are all nouns, not the mere abstract self.

36. The monosyllabic character of the Tibetan language appears

most clearly in the structure of the verb, in the way in which it

distinguishes the present, the past, the future, and the imperative.

1 Koros, sects. 76-86. - Ibid. sect. 94. » Ibid, sects. 95, 98.
« Ibid. sect. 104. ^ Ibid. sect. 107. « Ibid. sect. 204.
7 Ibid, sects. 112, 114. ^ ^^jd. sect. 63. » Ibid, sects. 112-125.

^^ Latter, Introd. p. xxvii.
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The present, indeed, in some verbs is denoted by an additional

syllable, formed of the reduplicated final consonant and the vowel o

after it, which expresses present process or continuance ;
^ and the future

participle may be formed by adding hya^^ which seems to be a future

form of a verb Avhich corresponds to Burmese lipyu or li^jyi, to do.

And by these additions, or by subjoined auxiliaries, some verbs

distinguish tense and mood without experiencing any change in

their radical syllable. But the greatest part of the verbs do experi-

ence such change, and distinguish the present, past, future, and
imperative only by variation of the one syllable.^

The principles of such variation seem to be as follows : An a or e

in the present tends to become o in the imperative, the e tending to

become a in the past and future ; but i and u have probably more
radical significance, and are less liable to change.

The present tends to prefix li and to aspirate an initial tenuis, the

tenuis re-appearing in the past and future, but being aspirated in the

imperative, though the li is dropped. A medial after li in the present

becomes tenuis in the past and tenuis aspirate in the imperative, and
remains medial in the future, the prefixed li being confined to the

present. But p seems to be preferred to ^, and d in the present

becomes z in the other parts.

The past tends to prefix h, sometimes c?, the future &, d, or g, the

choice of the prefix being determined in part, at least by euphony.*
The past also often subjoins s, which naturally denotes it by signify-

ing from (32). Thus

:

indie, pres.
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There is no passive form, but an active verb, with its subject in tbe

stem form, expresses the passive. ^ Frequentatives are expressed by
repeating tlie verb.^

The auxiliary verbs most frequently used are hyed to do, and lujijur

to grow.^

37. It is a remarkable feature in Tibetan that an active or causal

verb requires before it the instrumental case instead of the nominative
king instr. command

without itself taking any passive element, as njyal • jjo's gsiu'rno,* the

king commands
;
pos is instrumental of the emphatic article ^^o

;

gsunno is indicative present of gstin to command ; by the king com-

mand takes place.

A neuter or intransitive verb takes the nominative {i.e., the stem of

the noun) ; and the nominative is used when the verb governs the

dative in -la.^

The only pure elements of relation are the postpositions of case and
a few conjunctions.^

The substantive in general precedes the adjective, and the verb

stands for the most part at the end of the sentence.''

The article or singling particle is expressed sometimes when speak-

ing definitely both after the substantive and after the adjective,

sometimes it is dropped after both.**

The genitive precedes its governor, the article being generally

expressed after the latter ; but when the two combine in one word, as

is very usual by dropping the genitive element, the article also is

dropped.^

When several words are connected in a sentence they seldom

require more than one case element, and that comes last.^*^

38. On comparing Tibetan with Burmese it will be observed, tliat

whereas there is in Burmese a certain approach to the existence of

roots such as belong to the Indo-European languages, this is not found

in Tibetan. The Burmese verb or adjective never occurs except in

combination with other elements ; it expresses of itself only part of

an idea. The elements of tense and mood are external additions to

which the mind passes in completing the radical idea of the verb

;

and they are almost independent thoughts, because only a light frag-

ment of the radical idea is present along with them to the mind. But in

Tibetan the one mental act can comprehend not only the whole radical

idea, but also the element of the past, of the future, and of the impera-

tive. This shows that the verbal stem involves in the idea which it

expresses a sense of the being or doing, which differs in the past, the

future, and the imperative, and which is not involved in the stem of

the Chinese verb. . Yet the mind does not so spread into this element

as to be conscious of adding it to the radical idea while this is stiU

retained in the consciousness, but embraces it in the one act of thinking

that idea, so as to preserve the characteristic singleness of thought.

1 Koros, sects. 163, 164. * Ibid. sect. 166. ^ Ibid. sect. 171.

* Ibid, sects. 170, 222. » Ibid. sect. 170. « Ibid, sects. 184-188.
" Ibid. sect. 193. » ibid. sect. 196. » Ibid, sects. 197, 199.

1" Ibid. sect. 200.

2i
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Such being the fuhiess of single acts of conception of the integers

of thought, tlie combination of added elements with verbal and nominal
stems cannot be taken as due to the mind leaving the latter before

they are fully thought and completing them in a second act in which
it thinks the added element. It must arise, on the contrarj', from
the mind passing to some extent into the latter without leaving the

former, and indicates somewhat greater largeness in the acts of thought

than belongs to the Chinese.

And thus the structure of Burmese and Tibetan, while marked
with the Chinese singleness, deviates from Chinese on the one side,

and on the other, Burmese restricting, Tibetan enlarging, the elements

thought by the mind in its single acts ; as if, according to the theory

of Book I., chapter i., the Burmese had somewhat more quickness of

mental excitability than the Chinese, and the Tibetan somewhat less

;

and this seems quite to agree with the fact (see p. 81).

JAPANESE.

39. In the Japanese language thought seems to spread still more
widely than in Tibetan, so as to have a still larger object present, all

at the same time to the mind. And the language consequently loses

that singleness in its Words which in so great a degree characterises

the languages of this section.

40. The Japanese consonants are : k, (/, t, d (which latter become
t', d', before i and u), t', (T, f (which in some dialects has become h,

and in the middle or end of a word changes to v or lo), p, b, y, s, z, s,

z, n, f ; the Yedo dialect nasalises and palatalises the utterance.

The vowels are a, e, e, i, o, o, u; and the diphthongs au, ou, eu;^ i

and It are weakly sounded,^ and t^ is assimilated to A", s, t, or p fol-

lowing it.^

When two vowels meet, one is apt to be dropped to avoid hiatus.

There is a tendency to assimilate the vowels of successive syllables in

whole or in part. When a word beginning with a tenuis follows

another word in a compound noun, the tenuis generally becomes
medial ; but this does not take place in a compound verb. There is a

dislike to have successive syllables beginning with the same con-

sonant. M and h are interchanged ; and n is occasionally vocalised

into ?(.*

41. Compound substantives and adjectives are frequent, the defin-

ing or the governed component going first.

^

There is no grammatical gender ; but there are prefixes of sex, o-

for the male, and me- for the female, or the attributive genitives of

these ono-, ineno-, sometimes reduced to on-, men-. The ideas of sex are

sometimes transferred to objects without sex, characterising one as

big, strong, rough, the other as little, weak, mild.^

^ Hoffmann's Japanese Grammar, p. 12-18. ^ Ibid. p. 20.

3 Ibid. p. 18. * Aston's Japanese Grammar, p. 14-16.
5 Hoffmann, pp. 49, 50. ^ ibid. p. 51-53.
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There is no proper element of plurality ; it is expressed by nouns
denoting class, company, series, subjoined to the stem as defined by it.^

Great use is made of singling particles. " Every one -^vho for the
first time hears a Japanese harangue, is struck by the continual
repetition of the little word ica, which, pronounced in a sharp and
high tone, and followed by a pause, breaks off the equable flow of
words, in which the speaker then proceeds in his ordinary tone of
speaking. It makes the impression that the speaker would emphasise
what he has just said, and separate it from what follows ; and that
impression is correct. "\Ve do the same when we raise the voice at

some word, and after a pause continue speaking in our ordinary tone." ^

This particle ?fa, va, ba is equivalent to the English expression, as to,

with regard to ; and it is sometimes necessary in order to hinder a
noun from coalescing in a compound with the next word.^

The particle ga, which singles out with emphasis in Burmese and
Tibetan, has a similar significance in Japanese, in which, however, it

is more connective or arthritic (Def. 7) than va. Hoffmann indeed
takes 17a as expressive of a genitive relation, but the account which
he gives of it shows plainly that it is pronominal, referring to the

noun which it follows to connect that noun with its correlative. He
says :

" It is in pronunciation sharp-toned, sets forth the object as

something taken in a definite sense, and has the effect of, of the." ^

Moreover, it is used with the nominative, as in Burmese, though
Hoffmann endeavours unsuccessfully to reduce such nominatives to

the genitive.* It is more emphatically definitive than ica.^

An attributive genitive, which gives the noun the character of an

adjective, is expressed by subjoining no or na, which Hoffmann con-

siders to be cognate with ni, to be.^

The other case suffixes are elements of relation. The accusative,

if definite, has after it ico,^ which is sometimes used with the indirect

object when the direct object precedes the verb without any particle

of case ; ' ni signifies in, in relation to, to, with ; nite or de, the instru-

mental and the locative
;
ye or ve, gari, towards ; made, as far as

;

yori, kara, from ; to, to. All other expressions of relation except

these and one or two simple conjunctions are nouns or verbs.^

42. There are no proper personal pronoun.s, nouns implying different

degrees of respect having taken their place. Other pronouns are

formed from the following elements : ica, demonstrative of the

centre of space, and therefore of self ; a, anywhere else ; ka, there

;

Jco, here
;

yo, yonder, beyond ; so, a place already mentioned or

thought.

The interrogative element is ta, to, iCu, da, do, id'u.

The above elements compound with certain nouns, which they

precede as defining them, especially with an abstract noun of exist-

ence re from ari, to be. And they become attributive by taking the

genitive particle no. There are also interrogative pronouns, n^ni,

1 Hoffmann, p. 53-58. " Ibid. p. 60. ^ jbid. p_ 53^

* Ibid. pp. 64, 65. ^ Ibid. p. 66. « Ibid. p. 62.

7 Aston, p. 48. 8 Ibid. p. 46-50 ; Hoffmann, p. 67-72, 185, 327, &c.
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what, and ika, how 1 And mono, which means thing or being, is used

as an indefinite.

The reflexive element is onore, individuality, from ono, single ; or

mi, body, person.

There are no relative pronouns.^

43. If the quality expressed by an adjective is thought as present

in the substantive object from the beginning, then the adjective in

its radical form precedes the substantive, compounded with it in one

word.-

But if the quality is attributed to the object as not present in it

from the beginning, the adjective is thought more participially, and

takes a formative termination which seems generally to involve in its

meaning a sense of verbal process. Such a termination is -ki, which,

according to Hoffmann, means being so as the radical part denotes.

^

The adjectives in -Id may be used substantively, and are then

declinable. If an adjective of this class is used as an adverb, the

termination becomes -ku. Singled out by the particle va, the adverb

acquires more emphasis.^

The adjective as predicate takes -si, which expresses the copula in

the present tense. If other parts of the verb be needed, the con-

tinuative verb ari, aru, to exist, is subjoined to the adverbial -kic,

which drops its ?i.* From these adjective verbs in -si, a noun is formed

by the use, as in Tibetan, of the singling particle va, and then -si va is

contracted to -sa.'^ In the spoken language the k and s of these

terminations are dropped.^ Adjectives are also formed with -karu,

-garic, a fusion of the adverbial -ku, Avith aril, being ; -kari is a pre-

dicative form, -karil an attributive. To nominal stems also, and to

the cases of nouns, -aru may be subjoined. The adjective termina-

tion -ka denotes the quality in a large degree, -yaka having the

appearance of it, -keki very, -siki like or -ly, -heki what may or must be.

The negative 7ia, prefixed to a substantive or adjective, changes its

meaning to the contrary. Degrees of comparison are expressed by

adverbs.*^

44. The numeral in counting precedes what is counted, and numeral

auxiliaries are used, as in Chinese, which may either precede or follow

the noun.''

45. Every verbal stem terminates in e or i, i changing to a or o

in certain cases in which e remains unchanged, so that verbs are classed

by the grammarians as deflecting or non-deflecting. To the latter class

belongs also a group of about forty verbs which are formed by a non-

deflecting element i.

When different propositions are co-ordinated together all in the

same mood and tense, all the verbs except the last are used in the

stem form. The verbal stem also may take the case suffixes as a

substantive.^ With the locative suffix ni it expresses a contem-

poraneous condition, and is singled out by va, the deflecting -i changing

1 Hoffmann, p. 72-104. = 1^;^. p. io5. ^ Ibid. p. 106.

4 Ibid. p. 107. 5 Ibid. p. 112. « Ibid. p. 113-136. 1

. 7 Aston, p. 28. 8 Hoffmann, pp. 198, 199.
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to e. A gerund is also formed by subjoining to the stem the local

modal instrumental te or de}
The imperative ends in accented e, into which deflecting -i is

changed ; non-deflecting i subjoins yo or sai. When followed by
hasi or gana it has the force of an optative.^

If a verb closes the sentence, as the verb of the sentence, the final

e or i becomes u.^ There is no element of person.

Used substantively as infinitive or attributively as participle, the

deflecting verbs change i to u, the non-deflecting subjoin -ru, which
has a continuative significance.*

A future is formed by adding -me or -mu to the stem, or -n, which
is vocalised to -u, the i of deflecting verbs being changed to a or o ;

-mi also forms denominative verbs of becoming, and the deflective -mi
changed to non-deflective -me expresses the causative of these.

^

Auxiliary verbs also are used to express the future;^ and the future in

-n is strengthened by adding -su do, the s taking up n and becoming z/

The use of -ru in the infinitive and attributive of non-deflecting

verbs as equivalent to-u of deflecting, shows that u, like-?-?/ (43), is an
element of process ; the deflecting verbs are those which involve more
sense of process in the idea of them, the non-deflecting those which
involve less ; the latter, therefore, when it has to be expressed, take

it as an added element. The final e or i of all verbal stems which
Hoffmann calls the proper verbal element^ is expressive of process.

And the many derivative verbs ending in the continuative verb

-ari, as Hoffmann calls it,^ show the tense of process pervading the

language.

There is one past tense in -Id, and a past infinitive or participle in

-si, both subjoined to the stem. And there are also derivative verbs

of completion ; as -tari, contracted from -teari, te expressing comple-

tion, akin to t\iru, finish ;
^^ also -ri attached to deflecting verbs, their

i being changed to e. Indeed, the past formation in -Id is treated as

a verbal stem and forms a future, -keji ; Id means to come and si

to go.^i

The element -si suffixed to the verbal stem, the -/ of deflecting

verbs being changed to -a, forms a causative verb ; -si7ne forms verbs of

progress of causation, as of order or inducement ; thus 7ii, to be ; nasi,

to produce ; nasasi, make to produce ; nasasime, order to have made,^^

Verbs are also formed by subjoining -Jd or -si to -tari.^^

The verb 7ii, to pass away, may be subjoined to a verb, and may
itself take the continuative -ri, making a future, -Jia7i, shall pass awa}',

and -7iuran, shall be passing away 3 ur the completive -Id, whose future

will be -nilien, shall have passed away.^'*

The verb ari means to be, ori to dwell, i to be in.^^

The so-called passive may be thought either as an impersonal state

of being affecting an object, or as a state of passion inhering in a

1 Hoffmann, pp. 202, 206. - Ibid. pp. 199, 200, 265. ' Tbid. p. 200.
4 Ibid. p. 201. 5 Ibid. pp. 208, 210. ^ jbid. p. 212.

7 Ibid. p. 213. 8 Ibid. p. 198. » Ibid. pp. 107, 217.
i» Aston, pp. 66, 98. " Hoffmann, p. 220-225. '- Ibid. p. 234-239.
" Ibid. p. 228. '^ Ibid, p. 229. ^^ Ibid. p. 260-264.
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subject.^ It is most usually formed in deflecting verbs by changing -i

to -are, and in non-deflecting verbs by adding -rare to the verbal stem.

But deflecting transitive verbs can also become passive by changing

-i to -e, and the non-deflecting transitive verbs in -i by adding -e with or

without y before it. Some deflecting verbs in -i, change i to a or o, and
add -ye; this termination e is a non-deflecting verb Avhich means to get.^

The Japanese negative is n ; but in aff"ecting a verbal stem it takes

up si and becomes zi ; thus alee, to open ; akezi, not to open ; akezari,

to be not opening; akemazi, will not open. The -i of deflective verbs

becomes -a before the negative. The prohibitive is expressed by the

substantive form of the affirmative verb, followed by na.^

Ni is equivalent to our copula ; its gerund is nite, future nan.'^

or on is an honorary prefix mi;ch in use ; and there is great

development of respectful words. ^

The verb readily coalesces in composition Avith what precedes it

as object or as subordinate qualifying definition. And it is to be

observed that the direction of an action, which is expressed in Latin and
Greek by a preposition in composition, is thought in Japanese as the

principal verb, and is preceded by the action as a subordinate definition.^

46. It is important in connection with the subject of this chapter

to inquire how far the above formations of derivative and compound
verbs indicate a spreading massive character of thought. Noav

even the causative verb combines the element -si so loosely with the

radical part, that if more causative verbs than one occur together, the

causative element goes only with the last,'' and is therefore only

partially combined with the last, as it refers also to the others. The
radical stems are all fully thought before the mind leaves them ; but

it does not leave the last till it has partially thought along with it the

causative element. Into this thought spreads while still retaining the

radical stem ; but it spreads into it only to a very partial extent. The
same may be inferred as to the other formations. So that the mind with

the verbal idea present to it spreads, so as to include Avith the verbal

idea a notice of the added element, joining it on and then passing to it.

47. The nominative stands at the beginning of the sentence, and
the verb at the end ; the qualifying word precedes the qualified, and
the governed the governing; dependent clauses precede principal

clauses ; definition of time precedes that of place.

A suffix or inflection common to two or more inflected words is put

with the last only.

A particle emphasising the subject or an interrogative particle

reduces the closing verb to its attrilDutive form ; and if the emphatic

particle be still stronger the closing verb will end in e.^

heaven gen. firm seat accus. thrust remove heaven gen. firm

Examples: {\.) Ame no iica'kura too osi 'hanafi ame no iiva'

door thrust open heaven gen. eight-fold cloud accus. issue from might gen. way

to osi'hiraki ame no ya • e ' ktnno too ittu id'u no fi'

cleave in thousand cleave ger. heaven descend approach cans, upright wait past

waki ni t'i • icaki • te ama ' kudari yosa ' se ' late • mafuri 'ki,

1 Hoffmann, p. 245. " Ibid. p. 240-242. ^ Ibid. p. 247-251.

* Ibid. p. 269. 5 Ibid. p. 311, &c. « Ibid. pp. 309, 310.

7 Aston, p. 78. « Ibid. p. 76-78.
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tliey caused liiin to thrust from him heaven's eternal throne, to flinf^

open heaven's eternal doors, to come down from heaven, having cleft a
thousand-fold in cleaving mightily his way from out of (tliem) lieaven's

eight-fold clouds ;
^ the causative element se affects the verbs osi hanafi

and osi hiraJd as well as 7josa, the former l)eing stem forms, the latter

being yori with its i changed to a before the causative, and r euphoni-
cally to s ; kudari is a stem form qualifying yosa as osi qualifies

hanafi and hiraki ; the first iiru is participial (45) ; the second seems
to be a different word, and though given above for clearness, is omitted
in the original, such omission of a repeated word which has to be
supplied being considered an ornament of speech (Aston compares
Thackeray's clevoteapot for devotee-teapot, meaning teapot presented

by devotees) ; tatemafuri is a reverential verb, the object being a
male old lion, child to speak manner how ? being place in interrog.

god. (2.) •kina mi • ko ni niosu yd ; ika naru, tokoro ni ka
this attr. tree singl. be past fut. interj. -ly grace -ful love -ly iudef. pron.

ko ' Jio ki tea sorai'ke ' n ; aya' sihi uruwa'siku mede'taki raono
is thus speak hon. child answer ger. order

nimoto mdsu; mi ' ko kotaye ' te 7iotamaivaku. The old man's manner
of speaking to the prince. In what manner of place was this tree ?

Avonderful, graceful, lovely thing it is, he said. The prince said in

reply ; ^ mdsu is infinitive, in a how being place ? koiio is an attribu-

tive or adjective pronoun (42) ; soraiken, shall have been, the future

expresses without asserting ; mdsu is closing form (45) ; iiotamakii is

the honorific for say ; kotayete is gerund (see 45), te cannot liere signify
before last year gen, second month gen. ten day time on

completion. (3.) Sa ' otoxlosi no kisaragi no to'ka-goro ni
from ship in go ger. ocean midst in go out ger. go fut. direction

Naniioa yori fiine ni nori'te ximi'nakani ids ' te yuka'n kata
even know not think be so to fixed plan be neg. ger. world gen. midst into go

mo sira'zu oboye'sikaxlo omou koto nara ' de yo no naka ni iki
indef. pron. isol. do fut. to think be so isol. only vain wind to trust ger.

nroii'ja iva se • ?i to oinoi'sika' ha tada muna'siki kaze ni makase'te
go on

arikii, on the tenth day of the second month of the year before last

embarking in ship from Naniwa, going out into mid-ocean, resolved

to do something, to go out into the midst of the world without fixed

plan, though perhaps to feel ignorant even of the direction to go, (we)

go on trusting only to the vain winds.- This example is in Continua-

tion of the preceding one. It forms a complete sentence, yet there is

no subject. The definition of time comes first
;
goro seems to be an

abstract noun of time, it occurs in the adverb fikagoro, lately ;
'^ for

the gerund in te see 45
;
yukan is from the verb yidci, go ; n expresses

the action thought prospectively, i being changed to a (45) ; sirazu is

from siri, know, whence sirazi, not know, and of this sirazu is the

attributive form (45); oboye is the passive or inactive form of oZ;o/,think
;

7iarade is negative gerund, the te of the gerund being changed by tak-

ing up the negative 7i ; sen is future formation of si, being irregular,

for i is changed to e instead of to a ; the future element n belongs tu

iki also, but is expressed onl}'' with sen ; wa emphasises naniga ; sika

is taken by Hoffmann as an abbreviation of sikari, be so, the continua-

1 Aston, p. 97. - Ibid. p. 99. ^ Hoffmann, p. 179.
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tive formed from the adjective termination -siki, like, -sikrari;^ muna,
empty = mi kernel + na without ; ^ ariku is closing form of ariki (45).

gen. country from come compl. man forehead on Imrn be ship

(4.) Amana no kutii yori ki • tdru fito fitai ni t'uno ari fune
in go ger. gen. to go away compl. cause for this place

111 nori'te Yetzizen no Finourd ni t'tlki ' tari, yue • ni kono tokoro

to call

T'unoka to nnd'uku, horns -were on the forehead of men come from

the country of Amana, going in a ship (they) reached Finoura of

Yetzizen, consequently (people) call that place T'unoka ;
^ kitaru is

the participial form of kitari completive verb from ki (45) ; to points

to what they call the place ; nad''uku closing form of nad'^uki. (5.)

I this goods accus. tliat price at isol. sell be habit, neg.

Watdkiisl kono sind tco sono nedan de wa uri mase ' nil, I do not

sell these goods at that price ;
* watakusi is explained by Hoffmann ^

as formed of ica, self (42), and takusi, desire ; masi means to dwell.

this way much in practise jjass. part, to seem compl.

(6.) Ko7io mit'i sakan ni okonav ' are • ru to mrye tari, it seems

that this way is much practised ; ^ to points to what seems ;- miyetari

is the completive form of miye, which is a passive of mi, to see (45).
water isol. east towards throw pass.

(7.) Mid\i vd figdsl ye nag ' arU, the water flows east-

ward ;
"^ nagarH is the closing form of nagare the passive of nagi,

water move
but its meaning is rather neuter than passive. (8.) Mid'^u ugoka'
caus. pass.

s ' dr'u, the Avater is disturbed. This may also be expressed
accus.

thus, 77mVu ICO iigoka's'dr'ii, there is disturbance affecting the water.'^

man accus. seat country to send pass.

(9.) Fito WO moto • kuni ye fukava's ' ar'u, the man is sent to his

own country ;
^ 7noto means seat, domicile ;

^ t\i means go away,^" fuki

in Example 4 has a similar meaning, fukavi is used for ambassador ;

^^

fukavasi is causative send, fukavasaru the closing form of the

passive ; the passive subject is in the accusative, there is a being sent

this man certainly

to his own country affecting the man. (10.) Kono fito ka'narazu
greatness attrib. gen. fire by err caus. pass. fut. to say be

oni • no tame ni madova ' s ' are ' n to iva'ku, it is said

that this man will certainly be misled by the devil ;
^" ka'narazu thus

divided by Hoffmann,^^ seems to consist of the demonstrative ka, there,

and naran, the strong future of nari, be, with su, to do, suffixed to it

(45) ; to points to what is said ; kic seems to be the closing form of a

verb of being ki (43).

1 Hoffmann, p. 345. - Ibid. p. 121. 3 ibid. p. 221. * Ibid. p. 246.
5 Ibid. p. 80. <= Ibid. p. 246. ? ibid. p. 245. « ibid. p. 246.

9 Ibid. p. 84. 10 Ibid. p. 231. " Ibid. p. 238. ^^ ibid. p. 247. ^^ Ibid. p. 181.
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